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So much has happened in the 10 years since CIVICUS published our first 
State of Civil Society Report. Great waves of protest have swept across 
every inhabited continent as people have risen in huge numbers to demand 
democracy and human rights. As a result, long-entrenched dictators have 
been toppled in countries such as Sudan and Tunisia. Movements under 
banners such as Black Lives Matter, Me Too and Ni Una Menos have rippled 
across the world to challenge embedded exclusion and demand a radical 
reckoning with systemic racism and patriarchy. These movements have shifted 
discourse and changed political priorities, just as youthful climate movements, 
through mass protests and individual direct action, have won 
acknowledgement that climate change is a crisis and urgent 
action is needed.

Our successes have put us in the firing line. The last 10 years 
have seen a considerable backlash to people’s demands for 
change. Globally, civic space conditions have undoubtedly 
deteriorated during this time, with more states and non-state 
groups joining the attack on civic freedoms and honing their 
tactics. In many countries, troubling forces of nationalism 
and populism have resurged, fuelling enmity, targeting rights 
and attacking excluded groups. Disinformation spread by social media has 
become part of the air we breathe. International institutions, which we look 
to to defend rights, have increasingly been attacked and undermined by rogue 
states.

The 10 years covered by this series of reports have, in short, been a time of 
great contestation between the forces of civil society, seeking human rights, 
democratic freedoms and social justice, and those determined to stop them. 
Breakthroughs, wherever they have been won, have been met with backlash, 
but the power of collective action has been proven. In this report’s pages you 

will find many examples of civil society struggles that are making impacts 
and successes that came to fruition after year upon year of committed 
civil society action.

Our report also looks back on a year like no other. When the pandemic came, 
it exposed and intensified existing faultlines and showed just how far we still 
have to go to build a world that works for everyone, in which everyone’s rights 
are assured, everyone’s fundamental needs are guaranteed and everyone’s 
voices can be heard. Where we needed cooperation and internationalism we 

got fragmentation and narrow national interest. States already 
practised in attacking rights intensified the repression, applying 
punishment-first approaches to controlling the virus and 
monopolising the flow of information. Civil society was a target 
for the new restrictions introduced, which often went far further 
than could be justified in relation to the pandemic and threaten 
to outlast it.

But the pandemic also showed why we need a diverse, enabled 
and active civil society, as civil society was at the forefront of 
mobilising compassion and putting humanitarian values into 

practice to provide practical help, share vital information and hold states to 
account over the decisions they made. After the pandemic, there should be no 
more argument about why the world needs civil society. As we seek to rebuild 
our societies once the pandemic is over, the push should be on to make our 
societies more just, inclusive and greener. That shift can only come by working 
with civil society and assuring the conditions in which it is free to act.

In the face of often great odds, optimism is civil society’s superpower. It is my 
hope that future editions of this report will be able to look back on the even 
greater changes that have come as a result of civil society action.

FOREWORD
Lysa John, CIVICUS Secretary General
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2020: a year like no other

This report looks back on a year like no other. Globally, it was a year of crisis 
unprecedented in living memory. For many, the pandemic meant living with a 
new source of fear, uncertainty and insecurity, on top of the daily difficulties 
most already faced. The crisis patterned onto and deepened existing 
social faultlines. Those who economically had the least suffered the most.  
Excluded groups most struggled to keep themselves safe, access treatment 
and make a living. The pandemic presented a new challenge for civil society, 
already engaged in multiple struggles and fighting a barrage of restrictions in 
many countries.

Many states fail the pandemic test

The pandemic offered a stress test for political institutions, and most were 
found wanting. The inadequacy of many systems of healthcare and social 
support was revealed, and the ways in which economies fail to work for 
many people were once again demonstrated. The world was not ready: 
international cooperation was needed to respond to a global challenge, but 
was lacking as governments asserted narrow self-interest, birthing the dismal 
practice of vaccine nationalism. Vast disparities in vaccination rates between 
economically powerful states and the rest exposed an ugly reality in which the 
value of a human life depends on the lottery of birthplace.

State after state asserted top-down, command-and-control approaches that 
seemed to show little trust in the wisdom of people and communities. The 
first instinct of many presidents and prime ministers was to act as though the 
pandemic was a threat to their power, rolling out well-rehearsed routines 
of repression. States took on broad emergency powers, and at least some 
clearly used the pandemic as a pretext to introduce rights restrictions that 
will last long after the crisis has passed. At a time when scrutiny was more 
difficult, the suspicion was that some political leaders were opportunistically 
consolidating their power, rushing through repressive measures they had long 
wanted to unleash.

OVERVIEW

Protesters demand the free production of vaccines and their worldwide availability outside 
the Italian Parliament in Rome on 11 March 2021. Photo by Stefano Montesi/Corbis via 
Getty Images
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Many states poured out official propaganda and, under the banner of 
controlling ‘false information’, sought to control the flow of information, 
ramping up censorship and criminalising legitimate inquiry and commentary, 
including attempts to hold them to account for poor pandemic performance 
and whistleblowing by healthcare workers. China’s customary response of 
controlling narratives and suppressing dissent enabled the virus to become a 
pandemic, but the state did not relent. China was in the front rank of states 
that expanded surveillance practices and trampled on the right to privacy, on 
the grounds of preventing virus spread, developing surveillance capacities that 
will likely enable ongoing intrusion.

States increased their coercive power, unleashing violent enforcement of 
restrictions on movement and suppressing protests, treating the public as 
targets for enforcement measures rather than partners in defeating the 
virus. In the Philippines, people were put in dog cages for breaking pandemic 
regulations. In several Middle East and North African states, including Bahrain, 
Egypt, Iran and Saudi Arabia, civil society activists imprisoned for their work 
to defend rights remained in crowded jails, at increased risk of contracting 
the virus and with little hope of access to adequate healthcare. In Algeria, 
the state freed some prisoners on safety grounds but filled up the space with 
activists newly sent to jail.

In many countries holding elections, incumbents applied narrow 
political calculation and either rushed into votes in unsafe conditions, 
as in Singapore and Sri Lanka, delayed them, as in Bolivia, or tried 
to politicise pandemic response to benefit re-election campaigns, as 
attempted in the Dominican Republic and Poland. Ruling parties took  
the opportunity to ban opposition rallies while continuing with their own 
campaigning, as seen in Tanzania and Uganda. Where right-wing populist 
and nationalist forces were already active, including across a swathe of  
European countries, they seized on the pandemic as their latest opportunity 
to sow division and polarisation for political advantage, politicising issues such 
as mask use and vaccination, little caring that their disinformation cost lives. 

While international law sets out that any restrictions introduced on health 
grounds should be proportionate and time-limited, there is clear concern that 
many states went further than needed and that at least some new powers will 
stick, particularly where emergency laws were passed without expiry dates; 

past experience, such as the introduction of enduring laws and practices that 
extended state violence in the wake of the 9/11 atrocity, is not encouraging. 
Little wonder that at the year’s end, some 87 per cent87 per cent↗ of the world’s 
population lived in countries with severe civic space restrictions.

This was not the only model, and some states – notably New Zealand, 
South Korea and Taiwan – got the virus under control, won public trust and 
communicated pandemic response measures clearly, while largely respecting 
rights and upholding democratic freedoms. This showed that the path of 
repression taken by many was not a necessity but a choice.

Pandemic proves the need for 
civil society
In often difficult conditions and even as civic space was being further 
tightened by new measures, civil society stepped upstepped up↗, filling gaps left by state 
and market failures, providing help to people most in need and defending 
rights. Civil society organisations (CSOs) quickly responded with vital support, 
distributing cash, food, medicines and sanitary supplies, sharing accurate 
information on the virus and providing healthcare and psychological services. 
When gender-based violence soared under lockdown conditions, CSOs 
set up helplines, worked to provide quarantine-compliant safe spaces and 
championed access to the legal system. Multiple new voluntary efforts formed 
to mobilise and share community and neighbourhood-level mutual support. 
CSOs worked to ensure that support programmes were administered fairly and 
reached the most excluded people, and strived to push back against excessive 
state restrictions, expose abuses and challenge impunity. Civil society was 
at the forefront of developing and promoting ideas for a more just and 
sustainable post-pandemic world.

Around the world, civil society proved its value and made a difference. 
People’s experience of the pandemic would have been much worse without 
this civil society response. The lesson must be that an enabled civil society 
is a vital part of the social fabric and a source of resilience in times of crisis, 
and should be nurtured rather than repressed. Civil society should be enabled 
not only as a vital provider of services, but in all its legitimate roles that were 
needed under the pandemic, including to help people participate in decision-
making and advance alternatives, and to scrutinise choices made by states.
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Mobilising – and succeeding – 
against the odds
With the world’s focus on the pandemic, it was harder than ever for people 
to make their voices heard when articulating demands for change on the 
political, economic and social problems that preceded the pandemic and were 
intensified by it. But that did not stop them. Through any means they could, 
people kept claiming their rights. They demanded democratic freedoms. They 
sought to secure their livelihoods. They insisted on equality. And by asserting 
that things need to change now, they worked to protect and realise everyone’s 
futures.

Globally, the mass mobilisation that made headlines was the resurgence of 
demands for racial justice, mobilising under the Black Lives Matter banner 
in the USA and around the world following the police killing of George Floyd 
in May. The sickening details of the murder, the very public humiliation 
involved and the timing, when people were being asked to accept restrictions 
and respect those enforcing them, burst a dam. People irresistibly came 
to the streets to demand an end to the systemic racism and police brutality 
they have lived under for generations. In county after country people defied 
attempts to characterise systemic racism as only being a problem in the USA, 
insisting that it was a scourge in their societies too, throwing the spotlight 
on racism in places as diverse as Colombia, the Netherlands and South 
Africa, while Asian-Americans also protested against intensifying violence 
and discrimination towards them under the pandemic. The determination 
to end police brutality resonated widely, giving encouragement to uprisings 
against police violence, notably in Nigeria. Globally, the movement exposed 
entrenched patterns of exclusion and long-running endeavours to overcome 
them, and recruited new support for those struggles. 

Alongside this, action continued to realise the rights of all groups that 
experience structural exclusion of the kind that deepened during the 
pandemic but long preceded it, including women and LGBTQI+ people, 
winning some important breakthroughs. In Chile, commitments to develop a 
new constitution through processes of deliberative democracy, won through 
concerted street-level protest, guaranteed gender parity and Indigenous 
representation. Abortion was legalised in Argentina. Same-sex relations 
were decriminalised in Bhutan and Gabon and same-sex marriage legalised 

A Black Lives Matter organiser leads supporters in a march in New York City, USA, on 8 
August 2020. Photo by Ira L. Black/Corbis via Getty Images
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in Costa Rica, a first in Central America. Everywhere there was progress, 
there also came anti-rights backlash, but hope that such forces could be put 
on the retreat rose in the USA, where people turned out in record numbers 
and overcame systematic voter suppression to kick out a racist and sexist 
president.

Countless protests, often met with brutal repression, were sparked by the 
harsh economic impacts of lockdown measures and the failures of states 
to provide adequate support to many people no longer able to meet their 
essential needs. People demanded better governance when it was revealed 
that politicians and officials had seen in the pandemic not a duty to protect 
people but rather an opportunity for personal enrichment and patronage, 
including through corruption in the procurement of vital medical supplies, 
as occurred in Paraguay and Zimbabwe. Rallying in large numbers, people 
successfully challenged attempts by states and international financial 
institutions to impose neoliberal economic austerity measures that slashed 
the very services people most relied on during the pandemic, as seen in 
Guatemala. Farmers came out in record numbers in India to protest against 
corporate capture and elite collusion, defying authoritarianism, forcing an 
intransigent government to the negotiating table. Further exposure of grand 
corruption in authoritarian Russia brought people to the streets, where they 
were met with ongoing repression.

Even in highly repressive contexts, where reprisals for dissent could be lethal, 
or when lengthy detention could almost be guaranteed, people put their 
bodies on the line to stand against abusive power and demand democratic 
freedoms. Bold civil disobedience of military might was offered in Myanmar. 
The dreams of democracy and of having leaders who truly listen to people 
were deferred in Algeria, Belarus and Hong Kong, among others, but people 
continued to show extraordinary bravery, taking to the streets in the face of 
great odds, keeping alive hopes for change.

Before the pandemic struck, the great climate mobilisations of 2019 had given 
rise to the hope that 2020 would go down in history as the year of climate 
breakthrough. That was not to be, and there are not many years left where 
a breakthrough could make a difference, so people continued to mobilise 
whenever and however they could to keep up the pressure for climate 
action, including in online and distanced and masked protests. The work of 

countless grassroots environmental, Indigenous and land rights movements 
to defend local resources and restrict harmful extraction continued, often 
underacknowledged and frequently risking danger from powerful interests. 
People insisted that the post-pandemic future must be different and could 
not be built on further extraction, more emissions and the continuation of 
unsustainable practices that undermine futures.

These movements made an impact. In numerous countries, rights to make 
societies more equal were enshrined in laws and unpopular polices were 
reversed. Civil society action forced an election to be re-run in Malawi, 
overturning a stolen result. Protests following a flawed election in Kyrgyzstan 
forced out a president. Victories won by civil society were rarely complete; 
many did not go far enough or opened up new arenas of contestation, and 
few were irreversible. But they demonstrated how shifts can come even after 
long struggles. The global movement for racial justice showed that progress 
is possible even on deeply entrenched problems, reframing the conversation 
away from discrimination and individual attitudes towards a collective 
understanding of the systemic forces at play. It won some high-level political 
acknowledgement that the problem of systemic racism exists, opened up 
a greater reckoning with colonialism not only as a historical legacy but as a 
continuing, traumatising reality, and forced many institutions that had not 
previously engaged on the problem – including giant corporations – to commit 
to improve their behaviour. The protests forced racism onto the agenda, in 
the same way that mass mobilisations did for climate change the year before. 
These are small shifts that must be part of bigger changes, but they would not 
have come without people taking collective action.

Proving the power 
of collective action
Although 2020 was a year like no other, it was also part of a bigger picture. For 
the 10th edition of the State of Civil Society Report, we looked back over 10 
years and identified 10 clearly discernible trends that this series of reports has 
tracked (see this summary’s special section). Those key trends continued to be 
seen in 2020, shaping the course of the pandemic.

What is clear over those 10 years is that the power of mass movements is 
being proved, time and again. The story of the past 10 years has been one 
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of large-scale protests, on every inhabited continent, as people have risen up 
and defied attempts to repress them, to insist on human rights, democratic 
freedoms and equality, and demand gender, racial, economic, social and 
environmental justice. The history of these times is essentially that of an 
almighty tussle between the struggles of people’s movements and the forces 
of repression, and while there have been setbacks aplenty there have also 
been moments of success.

During this time, something significant has happened in the make-up of 
mobilisations. People are asserting their identities – as women, as Black 
people, as LGBTQI+ people, as Indigenous people and more – challenging 
their lack of visibility, affirming and celebrating their lives, and demanding full 
and equal rights. Women are pursuing an end to gender-based violence and 
femicide, respect for sexual and reproductive rights and workplace equality, 
but they are also leading struggles for democracy; they are not playing 
support roles traditionally constructed as feminine, but rather are the faces 
and thinkers of protest movements.

Across protests, in country after country, many of those protesting are young, 
sometimes very young people mobilising for the first time. Young people 
have taken ownership of climate change to make it a decisive issue of our 
time. Alongside climate change, problems such as systemic racism, unequal 
economies and the denial of democracy are among the issues motivating 
protest momentum among a rising generation that instinctively sees these as 
issues of great injustice. Young people see the huge gap between their ideals 
about what is just, and what states and big businesses are doing, and that 
chasm propels them to the streets. 

People are asserting their identities, but at the same time many protest 
movements are showing a profound understanding of the connections that 
link struggles, and bridging across social divides that long kept different 
communities from making common demands, as seen in countries with 
faith or sectarian divides such as Iraq and Lebanon. Protest movements 
have become increasingly intersectional: based on an acknowledgement of 
overlapping inequalities and exclusions, they are demanding the rights of the 
multiply excluded, such as Black trans people, certain that all will be free only 
once the most excluded are. It is becoming clear that movements are stronger 
and have more impact when they are intersectional and when they are led by 

Pro-choice campaigners celebrate outside the National Congress in Buenos Aires, 
Argentina, as abortion is legalised on 30 December 2020. Photo by Marcelo Endelli/Getty 
Images
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women, young people and other members of groups who are challenging their 
exclusion.

Young people in particular, having connected across borders and identities 
through social and mobile technology from an early age, are reproducing open 
and plural networking routines in real life. Contemporary protest movements 
are shaped as networks rather than pyramids, with a multitude of locally 
active leaders. Hong Kong’s ‘Water Revolution’ may have been repressed, but 
the metaphor of behaving like water – shapeless, mobile, adaptable – holds 
true.

The mighty backlash from political and economic elites that have a vested 
interest in denying change is further proof that protest works. It is no surprise 
that so many of the civic space restrictions CIVICUS has documented in recent 
years are to do with the direct repression of protests, through security force 
violence, detentions and bans on public demonstrations, and repression of 
the expression of dissent and sharing of information, of the kind that gets 
people mobilising, through censorship, internet blocks and shutdowns and 
surveillance. Restrictions of protests and repression of free expression are not 
two separate trends; rather they go hand in hand as part of the great dynamic 
of our times: the battle between people joining together in great numbers to 
demand change, and those determined to stop them. Those who stand in the 
way of change have many tools of repression at their disposal, but civil society 
has the power that comes from numbers and the willpower of people fighting 
for their lives and futures.

Looking ahead: challenges

After looking back, it is time to look forward. Where the world is today 
is not where many in civil society would have hoped 10 years ago. While 
there have been gains as well as losses, overall, conditions for civil society 
have worsened. Too many people around the world are denied rights. Many 
struggles remain unfulfilled and many leaders of campaigns for change have 
been lost to repression or locked away. Multilateral institutions and practices 
have been weakened, and gross human rights violations, war crimes and 
crimes against humanity often go unpunished. Hope that rising global south 
economic powers, such as Brazil, India and South Africa, could play a greater 
role for good, drawing from their histories of struggles for democracy and 

human rights to support democratic values and enable civil society, has 
dissipated. 

Some further troubling clouds lie on the near horizon. The world threatens to 
become yet more unequal, divided between the vaccine haves and have nots, 
as wealthier countries inoculate their populations but many people in global 
south countries remain at risk. The potential is for large parts of the world to 
be locked into long-term restrictions on freedoms and economic strife, even as 
global north countries bounce back quickly. The danger is of a virus left free to 
further mutate, making the world a more dangerous place for everybody.

Meanwhile extreme weather records keep tumbling, and deadlines for action 
keep being passed. Government commitments to become net carbon neutral 
by distant dates may offer important symbolic acknowledgements, but the 
window in which real action can make a genuine difference is closing fast. 
The COP26 climate summit, in November 2021, must be the moment the 
tide starts to turn. That will only happen if civil society voices are heard and 
heeded. If not, the most excluded people in the poorest contexts will pay the 
heaviest price.

Any strategy to uphold rights and win progressive change will also have 
to reckon with the increasingly malignant roles being played by powerful 
repressive states, notably China and Russia, not just within their borders 
but internationally. While they are not necessarily aligned – China wants 
to make its model of economic development free from rights the global 
paradigm, while Russia wants to maintain its sphere of influence around its 
borders by promoting chaos and destabilisation – wherever they are active 
rights suffer and conflicts rage. As hopes rise that the USA will take a more 
responsible foreign policy direction, China and Russia are offering backlash. 
In 2020, they tested their levels of impunity, trusting that subservient allies 
bound in relationships of economic dependency would look the other way: 
Russia blatantly poisoned a prominent dissident who threatened presidential 
power, and when he survived, jailed him; China erased Hong Kong’s special 
status and turned Xinjiang into a prison state. If such states keep getting away 
with outrages like these, the ominous question is what they may be tempted 
to do next.

To help tackle some of these problems, proper, rules-based international 
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cooperation, based on strong human rights norms, is more than ever needed. 
Civil society’s ideas – to reform the UN Security Council, have stronger scrutiny 
of and accountability over human rights conventions and develop new rights 
norms – need to be taken forward. More democratic involvement of civil 
society in UN institutions, as civil society urged afresh in 2020, is needed to 
enable this. A General Comment developed in 2020 on the right of peaceful 
assembly by the UN Human Rights Committee, the expert body tasked with 
monitoring implementation of the International Covenant on Civil and Political 
Rights, offers a good example of cooperation between multilateral institutions, 
states and civil society; more such cooperation is needed.

Looking ahead: 
hopes for the future
At every level, there is a need to fight back against attacks on rights and 
defend the gains civil society has made. But there is also a need to keep 
dreaming big and aiming high. Globally, the movements that have changed the 
agenda, and the ways people see the world and their role in it, have not been 
those that timidly seek incremental reform, but rather those that demand 
big changes – an end to fossil fuel extraction, no more state funding of police 
racism, political revolutions and new constitutions. They are a reminder of the 
need to be ambitious.

Looking forward 10 years, it should be in the hope that people will live in more 
inclusive, just and equal societies: where they are not forced to live in fear, 
poverty and insecurity and are free simply to be themselves; where climate 
change is under control; where economies work for everyone; where political 
institutions, nationally and internationally, are open to oversight and people 
have multiple ways to voice their concerns; and where people’s movements 
and organisations are free to act. These should not be dismissed as 
implausible goals. They are aspirations grounded in people’s lived experiences 

and understanding of their problems. There are enough people who want such 
changes to happen.

For change to come, two things must occur. First, civic freedoms, including 
the right to peaceful assembly, must be defended and respected, so that 
people can mobilise in numbers to demand change. Looking back even further, 
all major historical transformations, including the right of women to vote, 
decolonisation and self-determination, racial equality laws and declarations of 
climate emergency, only came about after mass mobilisations urged them to 
happen. And yet the very states in which those changes were won are now 
delegitimising and suppressing protests.

The more democratic states need to set examples by holding a strongly 
permissive line on peaceful assembly domestically and urging other countries 
to follow suit in their bilateral and multilateral diplomacy. Temporary 
restrictions imposed under the pandemic must be reversed at the earliest 
opportunities. The international system needs to do more to uphold norms 
on the right to protest. Big business must be called to account and hit in 
the pocket wherever they side with authoritarian leaders over people’s 
movements. People need to be brave to protest, but they should not have to 
do so at the risk of being thrown behind bars, or facing brutal, even lethal, 
violence.

Second, more numbers than ever are needed so that protests become 
overwhelming. People need to get out and keep protesting en masse. The 
lesson of the past 10 years is that no change comes without being demanded, 
and that huge numbers can make a difference. Once a pandemic that made it 
so much harder to mobilise in crowds is over, let us hope for a reaction that 
is an outpouring of people joining together: joyfully, to celebrate that to be 
human is to be social, and righteously, to insist that the world must be better 
for everyone.
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Over 10 years of publication of the annual State of Civil Society Report, 
some long-term trends affecting civil society and trends in civil society 
action can be discerned. These developments preceded the current 
pandemic times, and have affected how the pandemic has been 
experienced and reacted to. They will shape our post-pandemic world and 
remain of ongoing relevance. Looking forward, civil society faces some 
key questions in responding to these trends and facing the challenge of 
overcoming the many negative developments of recent years.

1. A sustained civic space crackdown

The space for civil society to promote rights and pursue social justice has 
always been contested, but recent years have seen a greater range of states 
attacking civil society, including ostensibly democratic states, along with 
the burgeoning of anti-rights groups that position themselves within the 
civil society arena but attack the actions of legitimate, rights-oriented civil 
society. New tactics of restriction have developed, including the increasing 
use of online attacks, censorship, surveillance and ‘fake news’ laws, while 
protests in many countries have been subject to brutal repression. In 
response, civil society has become better at communicating the problem, 
spreading awareness and working collectively, and has developed strategies 
of resilience and international solidarity and support. 

What else can civil society now do to fight back and win the argument 
for civic space at the national and international levels? What further 
support is needed to strengthen civil society resilience to attacks?

2. Politics in flux and democracy at risk

Many contexts have seen political upheaval and a rejection of norms around 
the conduct of politics and democracy. Multiple presidents have rewritten 
constitutions to stand for additional terms and run elections that were 

10 years, 10 trends

Filipino women mobilise on International Women's Day on 8 March 2020 to demand 
respect for human rights and an end to the repressive regime of President Rodrigo Duterte. 
Photo by Jes Aznar/Getty Images
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neither free nor fair. Right-wing populism and nationalism have resurged 
in many contexts, fuelled by politicians and anti-rights groups who are 
mobilising disinformation and hatred to sow division. Many people are 
embracing more extreme positions. Amid polarisation, reasoned debate and 
consensus-building have become harder. Attacks on civil society actions to 
promote rights, defend democracy and assert accountability have resulted. 
At the same time, there have been innovations in organising and mobilising, 
and political flux has seen the emergence of a new cadre of young, feminist 
political leaders committed to dialogue, social justice and climate action.

How can civil society work with emerging progressive leaders? How can 
civil society lead the fightback against extremism and promote renewed 
respect for democratic norms, including for dissent and dialogue across 
differences?

3. Ultra-capitalism’s impacts

Many recent protests have been triggered by the exposure of grand 
corruption, threats to slash essential public services and economic shocks; 
even apparently small increases in the prices of basic goods have offered 
tipping points for uprisings that articulated profound political and economic 
demands. People are increasingly rejecting an economic model that 
promotes ever-growing profits and the marketisation of the public arena 
at the expense of labour rights and social and environmental protections. 
Economic inequality has become ever more marked and precarious 
employment is being normalised. Big business is a key source of attacks on 
civic space and human rights violations, particularly against environmental, 
Indigenous and land rights defenders. In response, civil society is working 
to model economic alternatives, campaign for labour rights and hold big 
business to account.

How can civil society better develop economic literacy, further speak 
to people’s economic anger and promote fairer and more sustainable 
economic models for pandemic recovery?

4. Climate change recognised as a crisis

From the Arctic to Australia via the Amazon, civil society has sounded the 
alarm on climate change. Mass protests made demands for climate action 
a mainstream issue. It is now clear that the climate is in crisis and the 
threat is immediate, affecting everyone but impacting worst on the most 
excluded people. In response to protest pressure, many administrations 
have declared net zero carbon targets and made declarations of climate 
emergency, and models such as citizens’ climate assemblies have shown 
some potential to make a difference. But political leaders and the private 
sector will not act on the scale required without civil society keeping up the 
pressure. The need is not for lip service but for real climate action that ends 
fossil fuel dependence and respects natural environments. The present fear 
is that plans to restart economies in the wake of the pandemic will see a 
carbon-fuelled dash for growth.

How can civil society sustain the climate protest momentum, be at the 
forefront of solutions such as green new deals and climate assemblies, 
and mainstream climate action in all our work?

5. Challenging structural exclusion 
and vindicating difference

Progress has been made in challenging the structural exclusion that 
limits the rights and opportunities of so many people. Civil society 
actions, including protests, campaigns and litigation, have thrown 
the spotlight on embedded racism, sexism and homophobia. While 
seeking equality, many movements are striving for the recognition and 
celebration of diversity and difference rather than mere assimilation. 
Successive waves of Black Lives Matter protests have reframed racism,  
making clear that it is a systemic problem embedded in social interactions 
and institutions. LGBTQI+ and women’s rights movements have made 
gains in the recognition of rights. But their successes have brought an 
anti-rights backlash. Populists and nationalists have increasingly stoked 
culture wars, exposing excluded groups to further threats. International 
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standards and conventions, including on women’s rights, are coming under  
renewed attack.

How can civil society overcome the backlash, move from 
acknowledgement of the problem to real change and, in our own 
practices, be intersectional and challenge our attitudes and behaviours 
that are embedded in and reproduce structural inequalities?

6. The rise of social media and the 
disinformation economy

The burgeoning of social media has created new opportunities for civil 
society action, but the persistence of digital divides also became clear 
under the pandemic. Social media platforms have proved fertile ground 
for authoritarian and anti-rights forces. Disinformation, hate speech and 
conspiracy theories seem only ever to intensify. They are deliberately 
stoked by states and political groups to distort discourse and create 
confusion and discord, domestically and internationally. They are used to 
attack civil society, excluded groups and anyone who stands up for rights. 
The viral ability to spread and profit from disinformation is hardwired into 
social media’s business model, which is engineered to drive compulsion 
by feeding people streams of unverified content. Political discourse is now 
dominated by platforms designed to sell advertising and social media giants 
have no interest in dismantling the lucrative disinformation economy.

How can civil society use social media to further our work without 
being complicit in the disinformation economy? What alternative 
platforms could be deployed to improve the quality of political 
discourse?

7. Rogue states take their models global

China’s global role now extends beyond infrastructure diplomacy, through 
which it uses vast projects and loans to lock in support. The Chinese state 

has made itself a key global player, increasingly taking a frontline role in 
multilateral institutions. In doing so, it is asserting a new development 
norm, emphasising state-driven market growth, detaching democracy 
from development and repressing human rights. At the same time, Russia 
is promoting political disruption in states that seem to stand in the way 
of the ambitions of its leader. Both are using their economic power to 
limit criticism from subordinate states, while leaders who want economic 
development without democracy are seizing on the China model. But global 
awareness is growing of the heavy human rights costs of this model, as 
seen in the Xinjiang region, and as reflected in the widespread grassroots 
resistance to Chinese energy and infrastructure projects in Latin America.

How can civil society reassert international human rights norms in the 
face of the rise of repressive states such as China and Russia, reconnect 
development to democracy and capitalise on growing concerns about 
the egregious human rights impacts of these political and economic 
models?

8. Beleaguered multilateralism 

Civil society has sought to deepen its engagement with the international 
system as a key arena for setting norms, exercising accountability and 
forging global solutions to pressing problems. In the past 10 years, 
civil society helped shape commitments such as the Paris Agreement 
and the Sustainable Development Goals and has since worked to hold 
states to account on these. Civil society is using the levers provided 
by the UN Human Rights Council to scrutinise states’ human rights 
records and push for stronger human rights performance. But domestic 
political shifts have brought multilateral repercussions. Alongside 
China and Russia, states that have shifted towards authoritarianism 
are asserting narrow sovereignty and challenging the roles of 
international institutions, including through withdrawal, funding 
cuts and undermining from within. Vaccine nationalism is the latest 
manifestation of a rejection of international cooperation. The increasing 
role of the private sector in international institutions is further damaging 
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credibility and hampering accountability. And yet the vital need for 
international institutions to address problems that cross borders – climate 
crisis, the pandemic, conflicts – has never been clearer.

How can civil society work together and capitalise on US reengagement 
in the post-Trump era to make a new case for multilateralism, and make 
UN institutions more democratic and people-centred?

9. The reality of conflict and militarisation

For many people – including in the Sahel, Syria and Yemen – their 
overriding experience is one of conflict. Many children and young people 
have never known what it is to live in peace. Human rights violations, the 
targeting of excluded groups and long-term displacement are their everyday 
reality. The space for humanitarian action has come under attack. Failures 
to act of the international system, particularly the UN Security Council, 
have had devastating on-the-ground consequences. State-subsidised 
military industries are promoting the use of weapons of war and intrusive 
surveillance, and states are increasingly taking militarised, securitised 
approaches to suppressing dissent, deploying heavy weapons and drone 
technology in civilian contexts. In contrast, civil society has led efforts to 
build inclusive peace, involve affected communities in peace processes and 
develop new global norms on the arms trade and nuclear weapons.

How can civil society help build inclusive peace and promote the norm 
of a demilitarised world?

10. Newly mobilised people and new civil society 
forms

Time and again, civil society has set the agenda. Mass protests and online 
campaigns have mobilised creativity to capture imaginations and make 
headlines. Movements for racial justice, women’s and LGBTQI+ people’s 
rights and climate action have changed discourse and perceptions at 

incredible speed. The power of protest became apparent as a wave of 
mass mobilisations challenged and sometimes changed governments. 
Many of today’s movements centre on a new generation of people creating 
their own structures of participation and activism. Many young people 
are participating for the first time, many women are taking leading roles 
and many people from excluded groups are asserting the value of their 
worldviews. They are the civil society frontier, challenging old assumptions 
about what civil society is and how it works.

What potential is there to renew civil society? How do conventional 
civil society models and approaches need to change and how can 
established civil society groups connect with protest energy, nurture 
participation journeys and help mobilisation achieve impact?

Climate march in Johannesburg, South Africa, September 2019. Photo by Amal Atrakouti
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Black Lives Matter protesters cross the Brooklyn Bridge in New York, USA, on 25 July 
2020. Photo by Ira L. Black/Corbis via Getty Images
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A resurgent movement for  
Black lives and Black rights
The killing of George Floyd, at the hands of the Minneapolis police on 25 May, 
might at the time have seemed just one more dreadful case in the long and 
sadly routine litany of Black people being killed by US police. But something 
about this needless and cruel death, widely documented and shared on social 
media, in a year of particularly toxic US politics, and at a time when people 
were being told to respect pandemic rules and the authorities enforcing them, 
resonated.

Anger echoed through the USA and around the world. People rose up to demand 
justice for George Floyd, and for the many other victims of brutal and racist 
police treatment. Black people – among them many young people, women, 
LGBTQI+ people – insisted on telling their own stories of their experience of 
racial injustice, making clear that police killings and violence were part of a 
broader system of structural and ongoing injustice. People called for ingrained 
and sustained practices of racism and white supremacy to be swept away. They 
demanded a reckoning with the impacts of colonialism and slavery, no historical 
legacy but rather something that they are forced to encounter as an everyday 
contemporary reality. People sought radical change in policing practices 
that had often originated as a means of racial control in systems of racism, 
colonialism and slavery. They also called for change in the social and economic 
structures that determine access to education, employment, healthcare, 
housing, social services and wealth distribution. People mobilised in countries 
around the world, often but not always under the Black Lives Matter (BLM) 
banner. In mobilising, people did not necessarily follow a template established 
by US activists, but rather adopted the tactics that best fit each context and 
most helped them to capture the spotlight and obtain attention for grievances 
and demands that had long gone unheard. Around the world people insisted 

that, yes, the USA had a racism problem, but so did their country, and so urgent 
action was needed there too. 

These testimonies of exclusion and demands for action were not new. In 
country after country, people spoke to experiences of lifetimes of struggle, and 
the campaigns mounted built on decades of activism. But the rapid spread of 
protests that came in the wake of George Floyd’s killing, with people mobilising 
on every inhabited continent, brought renewed energy and vigour to those 
demands. The sheer scale and weight of protests generated an unprecedented 
shift in awareness and acknowledgement of the problem of systemic racism 
and white supremacy. The protests forced open conversations in ways that had 
not been possible before, creating a noticeable shift in public discourse, away 
from discussion of racial discrimination and towards a recognition of systemic 
racism, refocusing attention on political, economic and social structures and 
processes rather than only individual attitudes and behaviours. The global 
movement pushed the question of systemic racism, and of police brutality 
as one of its most vicious expressions, to the top of the agenda, in ways that 
made it impossible to ignore any longer. It challenged the holders of political 
and economic power to take a position and commit to at least the first steps 
of change. It forced many white people to recognise white privilege, and to 
realise that treating racism as someone else’s problem only contributes to 
perpetuating it.

Many of those who mobilised will keep up the pressure so that the response 
this time goes beyond mere acknowledgement that there is merit to their cause 
and changes go further than the symbolic. Shifting the narrative is key, but it is 
not enough. The shifts achieved in discourse during 2020 need to be followed 
by the implementation of a policy agenda that tackles the systemic causes and 
effects of racism and addresses ongoing and long-entrenched disparities in 
political and economic power.

Aerial view of Paulista Avenue in São Paulo, Brazil, painted with the words #BlackLivesMatter in Portuguese. Photo by Alexandre Schneider/Getty Images
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The origins of Black Lives Matter: 
from social media to the streets 
and centre stage

2020 brought a resurgence and global expansion of the decentralised BLM 
movement and a renewal of demands for racial justice, equality and an end to 
impunity over police brutality long made under that banner.

The affirmation that ‘Black lives matter’ was first uttered in July 2013, on 
Facebook. Upon hearing that the vigilante who had killed 17-year-old Trayvon 
Martin in Miami Gardens, Florida, had been acquitted by the courts, civil rights 
activist and writer Alicia Garza wrote a straightforward post on the social media 
platform: ‘We don’t deserve to be killed with impunity. We need to learn to 
love ourselves and fight for a world where black lives matter.’ Within minutes, 
her friend and community organiser Patrisse Cullors attached the hashtag, and 
#BlackLivesMatter was born. A third friend, activist Opal Tometi, put together a 
website and opened social media accounts, and the slogan spread.

From this moment grew a diverse and diffuse movement. The three founded 
the Black Lives Matter Global Network Foundation, a decentralised network of 
different local initiatives. But this was just one of many initiatives that formed 
and flourished under the BLM banner, which encompassed the Movement for 
Black Lives, a coalition of over 50 groups in the USA, and a wide array of other 
groups around the world identifying with the slogan.

A year later, #BlackLivesMatter became a mass movementbecame a mass movement↗ in reaction to the 
killing of yet another Black teenager, Michael Brown, in Ferguson, Missouri. His 
death came only a month after a Black man, Eric Garner, was killed in New York 
City by white police officers who kept him in a chokehold, refusing to hear his 
repeated words, ‘I can’t breathe’. That phrase was quickly taken up, not just 
in hashtags but on banners and placards, in protests against police brutality 
across the USA and around the world.

BLM protesters soon became a regular street presence, mobilising each and 

every time a Black person died at the hands of the police. The police killings 
followed a common pattern: an assumption that a Black person must be 
doing something criminal; a violent police response entirely disproportionate 
to the assumed offence; the denial of police complicity and defence of the 
perpetrators; impunity and the refusal to offer justice; a steadfast inability 
to learn the lessons; repeat. Such a pattern could risk turning those killed 
into mere statistics, so part of the response was to demand recognition of 
the individuality of each life lost: activists ensured that each murdered Black 
person – usually men, but sometimes women and children – was seen as a 
unique life forever lost by urging people to #SayHisName#SayHisName↗.

BLM mobilised to demand accountability and police reform whenever police 
officers implicated in the killings of Black people were acquitted or walked free 

Black Lives Matter in the USA

People in Los Angeles, USA, join the 1 Million Hoodie March for Trayvon Martin in 2013.  
Photo by Ted Soqui/Corbis via Getty Images  
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of investigations. Over time, protesters started to put forward what initially 
may have seemed a radical and implausible demand: defund the policedefund the police↗. This 
demand entails that resources be reallocated away from police departments 
that disproportionately subject Black people to intrusive policing practices, 
put them under surveillance, criminalise them and subject them to violence, 
and rather put towards local-level services and policies that help realise Black 
people’s rights.

Technology reproduces racism. Surveillance is passed under the guise of 
innovation, but it is a policing tool, and policing is central to the aims of 
white supremacy. Policing and police brutality are built into our systems. 
In the 18th century there were lantern laws that mandated Black people 
and people of colour to carry candle lanterns while walking the streets 
after dark and not in company of a white person. These have not truly 
disappeared but rather evolved into more modern forms of surveillance 
of Black people.

As you move through US history you find the same kinds of iterations 
of Jim Crow laws enforcing racial segregation. There used to be all 
these different kinds of clauses that not only relegated Black people to 
the status of second-class citizens but also prohibited them from even 
participating in basic forms of society. Nowadays you can find these by 
looking at voting rights and clauses put in place to continue to prohibit 
Black people from having a voice, along with all kinds of regulations and 
restrictions limiting access to housing, among other things.
Thinking about abolition is an exercise of imagination. As Walter Benjamin 
would put it, imagination is a terrain of struggle, so critiquing these 
systems is a first step to then think about how to get closer to claiming 
our freedom.

Kim M Reynolds↗, Our Data Bodies↗, USA1

Calls to defund the police went further than previous efforts to reformreform↗ 
law enforcement and criminal justice systems with the aim of making 
discriminatory and violent practices towards Black people harder. In recent 
years, persistent calls for reform led to the introduction of some changes in 
US policing, including implicit bias training, the development of de-escalation 
tactics, bans on particularly controversial policing practices and the hiring of 
more officers of colour. Following the police killing of Michael Brown, many 
police administrations introduced body camerabody camera↗ technology as a way of 
monitoring police action, sometimes in the face of police resistance, and with 
mixed results. None of these went far enough and could not address much 
deeper, systemic issues. Clearly, police killings of Black people continued. 
White supremacists and militia members continued to feel at homeat home↗ in the 
police force. It was clear that more far-reaching changes were needed.

The movement entered US homes through televised sports events in mid-
2016, when American football player Colin Kaepernick staged the first of many 
protests by kneelingkneeling↗ instead of standing while the national anthem played, 

1  Quotations cited in this chapter either come from interviews with civil society 
representatives or from a webinar convened by CIVICUS to enable a range of activists to 
contribute to this report. These are edited extracts. Full versions of interviews are available 
herehere↗. A recording of the webinar, ‘Challenging systemic racism: #BLM in the USA and 
beyond’, is available herehere↗.

Students protest in Los Angeles calling on the authorities to defund campus police and 
reallocate funds to student services. Photo by Mario Tama/Getty Images
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refusing to honour the flag of a country that oppresses and kills Black people 
and people of colour. Few things garner as much public attention as sports, 
and his dramatic gesture brought a predictable backlash from soon-to-be 
President Trump and his followers. Kaepernick was effectively frozen out of his 
sport in 2017. Megan Rapinoe, iconic captain of the all-conquering US women’s 
soccer team and outspoken advocate for LGBTQI+ rights, also took uptook up↗ the 
gesture in 2016, and was dropped from the team as a result. But soon so many 
other sportspeople repeated the gesture that it was impossible to take action 
against them all. Street protesters also started to take the knee. Kaepernick 
was recognisedrecognised↗ for his courage in starting this wave of acknowledgement of 
violence against Black people by being named an ‘Ambassador of Conscience’ 
by Amnesty International; in accepting the honour, Kaepernick pointed to the 
structural nature of racial injustice in the USA and described police killings as 
‘lawful lynchings’.

The advent of Donald Trump to the presidency brought with it a rapid 

deepening of political polarisation, giving succour to white supremacy. Trump 
and his followers were never anything other than deeply hostile towards the 
BLM movement, portraying those mobilising as terrorists and unpatriotic thugs, 
and demanding the sacking of anyone taking a knee. This rhetoric enabled 
harsh policing of protests and motivated violent white supremacist groups.

Encouragement for white supremacy came from the presidential podium, with 
Trump normalising actions and discourse that civil rights groups had spent 
decades combatting. After the white supremacist ‘Unite the Right’ rally in 
Charlottesville, Virginia in August 2017, in which counter-protester Heather 
Heyer was killed by a self-described white supremacist, President Trump’s 
responseresponse↗ was that there were ‘very fine people on both sides’, suggesting 
a moral equivalence between white supremacists and those protesting for 
rights. In the presidential debate in October 2020, when asked to condemn 
white supremacist groups such as the Proud Boys, Trump instead called oncalled on↗ 
the group to ‘stand back and stand by’, a response that the group’s members 

Colin Kaepernick and Eric Reid of the San Francisco 49ers kneel in protest while the national 
anthem plays prior to an NFL game in October 2016. Photo by Ezra Shaw/Getty Images

Activists protest outside an NFL meeting In New York in October 2017. Photo by Spencer  
Platt/Getty Images
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celebratedcelebrated↗ as an acknowledgement of their aims, and which they turned into 
a slogan. 

Against this top-down stoking of racism, the BLM movement offered a 
grassroots-up and decentralised approach, in which protests were locally 
ignited with incredible speed. The BLM movement views itself as a ‘leaderfull’ 
rather than a leaderless movement: a movement made up of a plethora of local 
organisations and energised by the work of a plurality of diverse local leaders, 
including a sizeable proportion of female, young and LGBTQI+ organisers who 
are challenging the intersecting layers of exclusion they are subjected to and 
making common cause. Behind this lay decades of reflection and practice by 
Black feminist and LGBTQI+ activists and thinkers rejectingrejecting↗ the established 
notion that civil rights movements must be founded on the leadership of 
strong, charismatic men. 

With diverse connections to communities, deep reservoirs of community trust 
and the ability to mobilise rapidly by deploying social media tools, local BLM 
organisers across the USA not only mobilised in the face of police killings as 
they occurred but also focused on related issues and sustained longer-term 
campaignscampaigns↗: to overturn the New York City Housing Authority’s ‘permanent 
exclusion’ policy, which enabled people convicted of a crime to be barred from 
living in public housing; to demand an end to Chicago’s gang database, biased 
by design against Black and Latinx people; to bail out low-income Black women 
on Mother’s Day in Atlanta.

BLM campaigns often found common groundcommon ground↗ with those who mobilised 
against the USA’s Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) agency, 
which played a high-profile role in implementing the Trump administration’s 
policies of deliberate humiliation and expulsion of undocumented migrants. 
Solidarity with Abolish ICE and Occupy ICE protests organised around a shared 
understanding of the USA as a ‘carceral statecarceral state’↗: a country characterised 
by systematic control through incarceration, asserted through institutions, 
practices and ideologies that overwhelmingly target Black people, people of 
colour and Indigenous people.

What many of those who mobilised saw was that police brutality, while one 
of the most visible and violent expressions of systemic racism, was just the 
tip of the iceberg: underneath the surface lay fundamental issues of political, 

economic, social and cultural disempowerment that could not be ignored. 
This was reflected in a protest chant that increasingly gained strength and 
substance: ‘No justice, no peace’.

The next wave: the struggle of a 
generation
As the next wave of BLM protests rose in 2020, it was clear that this was the 
rights struggle of a generation.

In February 2020, a 25-year-old Black man, Ahmaud Arbery, was killedkilled↗ by a 
retired police officer and his son as he jogged in his regular exercise routine 
through his neighbourhood just outside Brunswick, Georgia. The two white 
men followed Arbery and shot him three times, allegedly because he ‘looked 
like’ a robbery suspect; the circumstances led Atlanta Mayor Keisha Lance 
Bottoms to call his killing a ‘lynchinglynching’↗. The local prosecutor who initially took 
the case arguedargued↗ that the two men had been justified in chasing down and 
killing the unarmed Black man, whom he baselessly referred to as a ‘criminal 
suspect’; it was later revealed that the prosecutor had been implicated in the 
aggressive and flawed prosecutions of at least two Black women, one of whom 
was wrongfully imprisoned for over a decade on subsequently discredited 
forensic evidence. It seemed that Black lives did not matter at any stage of 
proceedings. Arbery’s killers were only criminally charged in early May, after 
graphic video of the killing had been released. The Georgia prosecutors who 
first handled the case were then placed under investigationplaced under investigation↗.

In March, soon after Arbery’s death, Breonna Taylor, a 26-year-old paramedic, 
was killed while asleep in her home in Louisville, Kentucky when three police 
officers raidedraided↗ the apartment. Plainclothes police fired 32 shots when Taylor’s 
partner, Kenneth Walker, shot once, believing them to be intruders. The three 
police officers faced no charges for the killing. Protests demanded justice for 
Breonna Taylor along with a ban on ‘no-knock warrants’ of the kind that had 
enabled the police to enter the apartment.

People were still struggling to come to terms with the killings of Arbery, which 
would have passed unnoticed were it not for a providential video recording, 
and Taylor, which made it abundantly clear that Black people were not safe 
even inside their own homes, when George Floyd was killed. Floyd dieddied↗ when 
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a police officer in Minneapolis, Minnesota pinned him to the ground and knelt 
on his neck for the extraordinarily drawn-out timedrawn-out time↗ of eight minutes and 46 
seconds, during which he repeatedly pleaded for his life, even repeating Eric 
Garner’s final words: ‘I can’t breathe’. This act of deliberate cruelty happened in 
public view and was fully captured on videovideo↗. But while the officers involved, 
who it quickly became apparent had been involved in other violent events 
when on duty, were firedfired↗, they did not initially face criminal charges. The 
president of the city’s police union even announced his intention to reinstate 
them. The police officer who killed Floyd was charged with second-degree 
murder only after outrage was sparked by the release of the video depicting his 
actions. Three other officers involved in Floyd’s arrest were eventually charged 
with aiding and abetting second-degree murder following further protests 
against impunity.

The day George Floyd was murdered, 25 May, had begun with another event, 
thankfully not resulting in the loss of life but one that in its own way offered 
a timely encapsulation of white privilegewhite privilege↗. When Christian Cooper, a Black 

bird enthusiast, asked a white woman to put her dog on a lead in an area of 
New York’s Central Park where this was required, her reaction was to call the 
police and claim that a Black man was threatening her. What made this a story 
that travelled and opened up conversations about racial realitiesconversations about racial realities↗ were the 
assumptions that seemed to underly the woman’s response: that the police 
would be on her side even though she was the one breaking the law; that the 
hostility and potential violence the Black man could expect from the police 
was a weapon to be casually deployed against him; and that Black people are 
perceived as threatening simply for being in spaces or doing things that are 
seen as the preserves of white people. Fortunately the worst-case scenarios 
were avoided because Christian Cooper videoed the exchange, which captured 
his calmness and dignity in the face of racial hostility. But the video, watched 
45 million times, touched a nerve.

As the news broke of George Floyd’s killing, from 26 May it became apparent 
that a tipping point had been reached. Protests broke out immediately across 
the USA as people demanded that the killings stop. Protests came, of course, 
during the ongoing context of the pandemic, and the scale of the protests made 
distancing impossible. The kind of danger experienced by Black people on a 
daily basis came to be perceived by millions as outweighing the risks associated 
with taking part in a massive demonstration. The urgency of the issue meant 
that concerns about infection had to be pushed to one side. By then it had 
also become clear that the same system of exclusion and violence that enabled 
police brutality and impunity was also killing Black people in another way: as 
they were disproportionately living in conditions that made distancing and 
precautionary sanitation impossible, disproportionately doing jobs that could 
not be done from home and disproportionately less able to access healthcare, 
Black Americans had higher rates of infection and where more likely to die 
from COVID-19 than their white counterparts. Research published in August 
indicatedindicated↗ that Black US citizens were infected with the virus at three times 
the rate of white ones, and twice as likely to die as a result. In taking public 
action, Black people were taking a risk, but risk was the everyday reality of 
their lives.

The protests never seemed to stop. For month after month, thousands of 
protests were held in cities and towns across the USA. And as discussed below, 
the US protests were just one part of a greater, global wave of mobilisation. 
Between 26 May and 22 August alone, the US Crisis Monitor ACLED 

People in New York erupt in protest on 23 September 2020 over the decision not to charge 
police officers for the killing of Breonna Taylor. Photo by Spencer Platt/Getty Images
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recordedrecorded↗ over 7,750 demonstrations had been held under the BLM banner 
across more than 2,440 locations in all 50 US states plus Washington, DC. In 
many local communities, protests doubled as acts of remembrance for past 
victims of police brutality, and for the latest ones who, even amid the wave 
of mobilisations, continued being added to the grim toll. In Atlanta, another 
Black man, Rayshard BrooksRayshard Brooks↗, was killed while in police custody on 12 June, 
prompting renewed citywide protestscitywide protests↗. In Kenosha, Wisconsin, the police 
shooting of a Black man, Jacob BlakeJacob Blake↗, in August sparked outrageoutrage↗ and led 
to several nights of protests, including acts of vandalism that brought severe 
and indiscriminate repression. In October, the killing of Walter Wallace, Jr.Walter Wallace, Jr.↗ 
in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania led to several days of protest that spread beyond 
Philadelphia, including to New YorkNew York↗ and other cities.

On 19 June, tens of thousands of people commemorated JuneteenthJuneteenth↗, 
marking the anniversary of the day in 1865 when Abraham Lincoln’s September 
1862 Emancipation Proclamation was finally read in Texas, freeing slaves in 
a portion of the last un-emancipated state. Although not a federal holiday, 
47 states and Washington, DC mark the date, and many Black people in the 
USA view 19 June rather than 4 July as the true Independence Day. In 2020, 
people celebrated Juneteenth with anti-racism marches and rallies, bike rides, 
concerts, music parties and, with eyes on November, voter registration drives. 
In some locations, including Atlanta and Minneapolis, celebrations doubled as 
homage to those killed by the police, including Ahmaud Arbery, George Floyd 
and Breonna Taylor, along with others killed since the protests began, and as 
opportunities to reiterate demands for justice.

Artists and volunteers paint a Black Lives Matter mural on the street outside the Minnesota African American Heritage Museum and Gallery on 18 July 2020. Photo by Stephen Maturen/
Getty Images
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In Louisville, thousandsthousands↗ also took to the streets on 23 September after 
Kentucky’s Attorney General announced that his office would not charge any 
police officers for the shooting of Breonna Taylor. Only one officer involved 
in the incident was indicted by a grand jury and chargedcharged↗ with wanton 
endangerment. Protesters in more than a dozen citiesa dozen cities↗ mobilised following 
the grand jury’s decision.

By July, The New York TimesThe New York Times↗ recognised that BLM ‘may be the largest 
movement in US history’: several polls suggested that between 15 and 26 
million people had by that point participated in US BLM protests. According to 
an analysis by the media outlet, an average of 140 demonstrations were being 
held each day, with turnout ranging from dozens to tens of thousands.

During a Pride rally held on 28 June 2020 in Minneapolis, Minnesota, people demand 
respect for Black Trans lives and community control of law enforcement. Photo by Brandon 
Bell/Getty Images

Taking the struggle into every arena

The national conversation unleashed by the BLM protests brought change in 
places where progress has long been blocked, including in academia. In June 
2020, two women, Shardé Davis, a Black assistant professor at the University of 
Connecticut’s Department of Communication, and Joy Melody Woods, a Black 
doctoral student at the University of Texas at Austin, decided to act in response to 
the murders of George Floyd and Breonna Taylor. They came up with the hashtag 
#BlackInTheIvory#BlackInTheIvory↗, aimed at getting Black people to tell their stories about racism 
in academia. They quickly knew they were not alone, as thousandsthousands↗ of people 
came forward to share their experiences of discrimination. The wave of testimony 
forced education institutions across the USA to take part in a conversation that they 
had been avoiding for decades and brought about some change, such as significant 
funding of Black-studies departments and the promotion of Black-studies scholars, 
and the introduction of requirements for all students to take an ethnic-studies 
course or a class about systemic anti-Black racism.

While academic discourse was seen as perpetuating racial stereotypes and 
systemic exclusion, the US military came to be increasingly viewedviewed↗ as a force 
that entrenches systemic racism both domestically and abroad, historically and 
in the present day. In the wake of the murder of George Floyd, military spouses 
across the US organised and marchedorganised and marched↗ in support of BLM. Black, white and 
Hispanic people, some military veterans themselves, spoke up against the partisan 
instrumentalisation of the armed forces to repress the BLM movement, and called 
for acknowledgement of racism within the US military, where Black people are 
disproportionately employed, accounting for 18.7 per cent of all enlisted members, 
but excluded from leadership, making up just 8.8 per cent of officers. In early June, 
faced with the possibility that the military would be ordered to help suppress the 
protests, the Joint Chiefs Chairman called for an internal dialogue on racism, the 
right to peaceful protest and the core values of the military. Dana Pittard, a Black 
retired general with an array of medals to his name, spoke upspoke up↗ about his own 
experiences of racism within the military, calling for change to combat institutional 
racism, in the military and in US society as a whole.
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Backlash and violence

BLM protests were overwhelmingly peaceful; as documented by ACLED, in 
more than 93 per cent93 per cent↗ of protests connected to the movement, participants 
did not engage in violence or destructive activity. Violent episodes took place in 
fewer than 10 per cent of the locations that experienced protests, and in most 
such instances, such as in Portland, Oregon, violence was largely limitedlimited↗ to 
specific city blocks. In various instances, there was evidenceevidence↗ that violence 
was instigated by infiltrators, often connected with the police and white 
supremacist groups.

In some cases the violence was symbolic, with vandalism of statues and 
monuments celebrating Confederate leaders, slave owners and colonial figures. 
As with similar actions in other countries (see below), this marked a refusal by 
people to live alongside the retraumatising symbols of their subjugation and a 

declaration that the country needed to place rights for Black people above the 
remembrance of racist histories. Historians drew attentiondrew attention↗ to the histories 
of the monuments themselves, making clear that many Civil War memorials 
had not been put up in the immediate aftermath of the 1860s conflict but 
rather a century later, as the civil rights movement gained momentum; their 
celebration of the Confederacy was part of a campaign to perpetuate racial 
segregation and remind Black people of their continuing disempowerment. In 
taking forward the struggle of the civil rights movement, BLM made a dent 
on this symbolic reinforcement of racial injustice: in early 2021, the Southern 
Poverty Law Center, which tracks almost 2,100 statues, symbols, placards, 
buildings and public parks dedicated to the Confederacy, and the movement to 
take them down, reportedreported↗ that at least 160 Confederate symbols had been 
taken down or moved from public spaces across the USA in 2020.

But in polarised times, symbols are intensely contested, and the Trump 
administration assigned itself the mission of protecting not the people living 
under conditions of structural racism but rather the physical memorials to the 
architects of the system that oppresses them: in Washington, DC, 400 National 
Guard troopstroops↗ were activated to guard monuments and infrastructure, and 
President Trump signed an executive orderexecutive order↗ to impose 10-year sentences on 
anyone found damaging statues or monuments.

Although incidents of violence focused mostly on monuments rather than 
people, this did not stop President Trump unleashing a bombastic and 
unsubstantiated narrative portraying BLM as a criminally violent and extremist 
movement. These views were systematically reinforced by media coverage 
that often disproportionately focused on isolated cases of vandalism and 
violence instead of the overwhelmingly peaceful character of the protests. 
Trump continually made false claimsfalse claims↗ about protesters, whom he depicted 
as ‘agitators’, ‘rioters’, ‘looters’ and ‘thugsthugs↗’. BLM protests were presented 
as linked to radical left-wing groups, and particularly with the so-called Antifa 
movement, a label that refers to a diverse collection of individuals who think 
of themselves as anti-fascists, but which the Trump administration positioned 
as a ‘terrorist organisation’. The sad result of the Trump administration’s 
propaganda and the cloud of deliberate disinformation that it helped spread 
was that polls began to show that a sizeable number of Americans believed 
that most protest participants were violent and destructive, and therefore 
increasingly disapproved of the movement. Some police departments, such as 

Protesters gather at the Navy Memorial in Washington, DC during the Black Mamas March 
against police brutality and racial inequality on 27 June 2020. Photo by Michael A. McCoy/
Getty Images
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Chicago’s, seized the opportunity to ramp up their surveillance of protesters 
and implemented a social media monitoringsocial media monitoring↗ initiative, on the grounds of 
preventing looting.

This pervasive narrative enabled a heavy-handed and often militarised police 
response to the protests. Overall, ACLED dataACLED data↗ indicated that BLM protests 
were more heavily policed than any other demonstrations, and that the security 
forces disproportionately used force while intervening in them. More than 
nine per cent of protests associated with the BLM movement were met with 
government intervention, compared to three per cent of all other protests in 
the same period. At the height of the protests, in July, government intervention 
was recorded in nine per cent of all anti-racism demonstrations; in contrast, in 
July 2019, before the latest wave of BLM protests had begun, it was recorded in 
just two per cent of demonstrations.

What this meant is that the state was unleashing a further wave of state 
violence on Black people protesting against state violence. President Trump 
approved of the violence; in May, as the great wave of protests began to unfold, 
he tweeted threatsthreats↗ that protesters would be greeted by ‘vicious dogs’ and 
‘ominous weapons’. In several cities and towns that became protest hotspots, 
protesters were met by law enforcement officers wearing riot gear and using 
disproportionate forcedisproportionate force↗. Police dogs, a historic tool of racial control, became 
a regular presence at BLM protests. Abuses were committed by a range of law 
enforcement departments, from state and local police to federal agencies and 
the National Guard, and included beatings, the indiscriminate use of teargas 
and pepper spray and the firing of less-lethal ammunition such as rubber 
bullets and sponge rounds. Protesters reported that the escalation of violence 
usually came without warning, resulting in injuries, and was accompanied by 
mass arrests.

By 2 June, at least 23 states had deployed National GuardNational Guard↗ troops in numbers 
that, according to news media, rivalled the number of US troops in Afghanistan, 
Iraq and Syria. On that day, the Associated Press reported that at least 11 
people had been killed so far in protests, and around 9,000 people9,000 people↗ had been 
detained for participating in demonstrations, mostly for violating the curfews 
that multiple cities introduced in attempts to limit protests. An Amnesty 
International reportreport↗ documented 125 separate incidents of police violence 
against protesters in 40 states and Washington, DC between 26 May and 5 June 

Protesters attempt to pull down the statue of Andrew Jackson in Lafayette Square near the 
White House in Washington, DC on 22 June 2020. Photo by Drew Angerer/Getty Images
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alone. Over the course of a single week in early June, arrests in Los Angeles 
topped 3,000. On just one day, 1 June, over 300 people300 people↗ were detained for 
curfew violations, rioting and burglary. That was the day when, notoriously, 
the Attorney General ordered law enforcement officers to use teargasteargas↗ against 
peaceful protesterspeaceful protesters↗ near the White House so that President Trump could 
stage a photo op while holding a bible outside a local church. 

In New York, where multiple groups organised decentralised rallies, vigils and rallies, vigils and 
marchesmarches↗, on 31 May a person was injured after a police carpolice car↗ deliberately 
accelerated through a crowd of protesters. This was one of several incidents 
during the year in which police appeared to use their vehicles as weapons 
against protesters. Videos posted on social media also showed police officers 
responding to protests by forcefully arrestingarresting↗ identified medical professionals, 
destroying medical stationsmedical stations↗ and throwing out supplies, including drinking drinking 
waterwater↗.

Excessive police force was also used against protestsprotests↗ that continued for 
several days in Atlanta after the killing of Ahmaud Arbery. Teargas was used 
and dozens were arrested. Atter several peaceful days of protest, on 29 May 
rioters broke windows and graffitied and vandalised the CNN CenterCNN Center↗ building 
and nearby vehicles. The state governor responded by declaring a state of state of 
emergencyemergency↗, implementing a curfew and calling in 500 officers of the Georgia 
National Guard.

The polarised and at times toxic climate meant that media workers were 
targeted when covering BLM protests. By 3 June, the Freedom of the Press 
Foundation had already documenteddocumented↗ over 230 incidents, including 153 
assaults and around 40 instances of damage to equipment or newsrooms. By 
the end of the year, the US Press Freedom TrackerUS Press Freedom Tracker↗ had verified more than 
930 reported incidents across 79 cities, including 295 physical attacks affecting 
331 journalists, 115 arrests and criminal charges affecting 111 journalists, 73 
instances of equipment damage affecting 56 journalists and 16 equipment 
searches and seizures affecting 16 journalists who were covering BLM protests. 
In several instances journalists were attacked after showing their credentials 
and identifying themselves as media professionals. More often than not, the 
source of this violence was the police; most of the damage to equipment 
happened during arrests, while most of the physical violence experienced by 
journalists was the result of the security forces firing teargas and rounds at 
protesters. Sometimes the violence levelled against journalists came because of 
their proximity to protests, but at other times it seemed they were intentionally 
targeted.

Some attacks were impossible to conceal because they happened live on air. 
A Louisville TV reporter was shot with pepper bulletspepper bullets↗ while reporting live. 
A Black CNN reporter was arrestedarrested↗ and led away in handcuffs as he and his 
crew provided live coverage of a protest. In Washington, DC, an Australian 
correspondent and her camera operator were attackedattacked↗ by anti-riot officers on 1 
June. In Minneapolis, a photographer was blindedblinded↗ in one eye by a rubber bullet 
and at least two journaliststwo journalists↗ were struck with crowd control ammunitioncrowd control ammunition↗ 
by police in riot gear. In separate incidents in Denver, Colorado, at least two two 
journalistsjournalists↗ were injured when they were struck by less-lethal weapons used 
by the police. Some journalists were caught in clashescaught in clashes↗ between protesters and 
law enforcement officers, as was the case of MSNBC reporter Jo Ling Kent, who 
was hit by a flashbang grenade while covering a protest in Seattle, Washington.

A protester reacts to being pepper sprayed as police break up the attempt to pull down 
Andrew Jackson's statue. Photo by Tasos Katopodis/Getty Images
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But the police were not the only source of violence. Emboldened and enabled 
by the official rhetoric, anti-rights groups and individual extremists also struck 
back against the BLM movement. Groups of armed counter-protesters often 
disrupteddisrupted↗ BLM demonstrations, and confrontationsconfrontations↗ between groups of 
protesters and counter-protesters became a common occurrence; it seemed 
clear that far-right groups were mobilising explicitly to intimidateintimidate↗ protesters 
through a show of armed force.

Sometimes the violence was all too real. In Albuquerque, New Mexico, an 
armed extremistarmed extremist↗ shot an unarmed protester on 15 June, as he and other 
alleged members of a civilian militia tried to prevent protesters from removing 
the statue of a colonial governor. Recent years have seen vehicle attacksvehicle attacks↗ 
against crowds become used as a common weapon of violent extremists 
around the world, and this tactic was adopted by white supremacists, who 
launched dozens of car-ramming attackscar-ramming attacks↗ into protest crowds. Many of these 
were perpetrated by people with law enforcement or military training, and by 
people affiliated with various far-right militias and hate groups, although some 
had no such prior affiliations, suggesting they had been newly mobilised by 
hate speech and disinformation.

An initiative to protect violent extremists was pushed in Florida, whose 
governor proposed anti-protest legislation that, among several provisions, 
would criminalise protestscriminalise protests↗ obstructing roadways and provide immunity for 
drivers who strike or kill protesters ‘if fleeing for safety from a mob’. Alongside 
this attempt to criminalise protesters, and following a battery of laws passed 
in recent years to restrict environmental and climate protests (see this report’s 
chapter on environmental and economic activism), in response to BLM protests 
further anti-protest billsanti-protest bills↗ were proposed in several state legislatures.

The different ways the police treated Black protesters and the counter-protesters 
that mobilised hate against them was plain to see. When a Proud Boys counter-
protest harassed a BLM protest in New Port Richey, Florida, police dispersed the 
confrontation, but finedfined↗ only the BLM protesters; the fines were only dropped 
in response to the outrage they provoked. In perhaps the most chilling example, 
in August, a self-described militia member shot deadshot dead↗ two people protesting 
at the death of Jason Blake in Kenosha. In contrast to the harsh and violent 
treatment of Black protesters, he was allowedallowed↗ to walk away freely from the 
scene, and a police officer even thanked him and gave him water. 

As well as such counter-protests, several far-right groups staged their 
own protests over the course of the year, gaining an unprecedented and, 
worryingly, increasingly normalised, public presence. The relatively lenient 
policing approaches accorded to many far-right protests, including several in 
which heavily armed groups assembled in public spaces explicitly to challenge 
pandemic rules (see this report’s chapter on democracy under the pandemic), 
further emphasised the disproportionate brutality that BLM protesters risked 
experiencing and the systematic inequalities they encounter in exercising 
their protest rights. The minimal state violence that greeted the storming of 
the Capitol building by a pro-Trump mob in January 2021 just offered further 
evidence of a truth revealed again and again in 2020.

A participant in the Final March to The Polls held in Los Angeles on 28 October 2020 holds 
a sign calling to defund prisons and fund communities. Photo by Rich Fury/Getty Images
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A protester holds a sign calling for defunding of the police in front of City Hall in Seattle, 
Washington, on 15 July 2020. Photo by Stephen Brashear/Getty Images

Defund the police: 
practical implications

‘Defund the police’ proved to be no mere rallying cry or impractical fantasy. Awareness 
grew of the need to reverse the flow of the growing militarisationmilitarisation↗ of the police and 
the long-term incarceration boomincarceration boom↗, trends that manifested irrespective of which 
party was in charge, and with consequences disproportionately placed on Black people. 
The momentum generated by the 2020 wave of protests, and the acknowledgement 
won by at least some holders of officeholders of office↗ that structural racism is indeed a problem, 
made some progress possible. As local administrations began to think about how to 
re-budget in the light of the pandemic, there was an opportunity for activists to assert 
alternatives to current high levels of police funding.

In New York City, in anticipation of city council budget meetings relating to the following 
fiscal year, about 100 people campedcamped↗ outside City Hall for a week in late June. 
Protesters demanded the reduction of the police department’s budget by US$1bn, 
following weeks of debate on police divestmentpolice divestment↗. Messages such as ‘we keep us 
safe’ were spray-painted on the street outside City Hall. As the day of the budget vote 
approached, hundreds more joined the protest, before it was violently repressedrepressed↗ on 
30 May as police tried to clear the area.

On 7 June, with hundreds of people gathered outside, Minneapolis City Council 
pledgedpledged↗ to begin the process of dismantling the existing police department, which 
was deemed unreformable, and replace it with a new system of public safety, while 
also shifting funding to social programmes targeted at communities of colour. Other 
city administrations followed suit and announced plans to restructure their police 
departments. For the first time a serious conversation began at high levels about how 
the police are organised and held accountable, and whose interests they serve.

By the end of the year, however, many of these efforts had begun to falter. In the case 
of Minneapolis, the initiative had been watered downwatered down↗ to bring only modest cuts to 
the city’s 2021 police budget. What was clear was that the struggle to replace a policing 
system that perpetuates white supremacy with one that keeps everyone safe, and to 
shift resources towards racial justice and human rights, had only just begun. Policing 
remains embedded in a bigger system of structural inequality, and ongoing pressure 
and vigilance will be essential in the years to come
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Social justice and political voice

As well as focusing on police brutality, policing practices and mass 
incarceration, BLM mobilisations put other vital issues on the agenda, 
including those of food security, safe and affordable housing, reproductive 
care and trans rights. In the context of a pandemic unprecedented in living 
memory and that disproportionately impacted on Black Americans, actions 
such as the Strike for Black LivesStrike for Black Lives↗ manifested a shared understanding that 
the fight against police brutality must connect with a broader call for racial 
equity. On 20 July, thousands of workers across the USA walked out of their 
workplaces in protest. Those who were unable to leave their jobs were 
encouragedencouraged↗ to take a knee or break away for 8 minutes and 46 seconds, in 
tribute to George Floyd.

As the US presidential elections approached, President Trump doubtless saw 
the protests as an opportunity to bolster his faltering electoral campaign 
around a Richard Nixon-style ‘law and order’ message, a racially coded dog dog 
whistlewhistle↗ that often helps galvanise the support of a section of white voters. 
But the energies unleashed by the protests also played out in unexpected 
ways. The racism that was being denounced in the streets was understood 
as entrenched in all of society’s systems, including the electoral system and 
the institutions of representative democracy, which in an election year came 
under the spotlight as never before.

Hope rose that the energy generated through street-level protests 
could shift into the electoral sphere, having a lasting effect on policy by 
tilting the balance of power in decision-making spaces. Racial justice 
activists from all over the country joined forces to challenge the voter 
suppression efforts that have increasingly minimised Black influence. 
They worked to mobilise Black voters to vote out racist officeholders  
and get more people of colour elected. Black electoral candidates 
and political groups focused on racial justice experienced an 
unprecedented surge in donationssurge in donations↗. Thousands more people pledged  
their support for and volunteered in efforts to overcome voter suppression 
and mobilise voters on the ground. In key battleground states such as 
Georgia, and in the face of sustained voter suppression attempts and 
baseless claims of fraud, Black people’s renewed efforts might just have 
made all the difference.

BLM protesters call on people to vote during a pre-election rally in Los Angeles. Photo by 
Rich Fury/Getty Images
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Although voter suppression is a longstanding phenomenon in the USA, efforts to prevent or 
discourage some groups, and particularly Black people, from exercising their voting rights 
have increased over the past decade. Dozens of states passed laws that made it harder for 
people to vote. Yael BrombergYael Bromberg↗ of The Andrew Goodman FoundationThe Andrew Goodman Foundation↗ describes 
this process:

In 2013, the Supreme Court eviscerated a key sunshine provision of the 1965 Voting 
Rights Act. That safeguard mandated that states with a demonstrated history of 
voter suppression must get approval before changing their election laws. With the 
safeguard eliminated, the floodgates to voter suppression were open. The number 
of polling places shrank: 1,700 polling places were shut down between 2012 and 
2018, including over 1,100 between the 2014 and 2018 midterm elections. Strict 
voter identification laws were passed, making it harder for poor people, people of 
colour and young people to vote. Other measures like the purging of state voter rolls 
and the rezoning of election districts further diluted voting power. It’s important to 
note that all of this happens on the back of the taxpayers – they foot the bill for the 
backlogged judiciary and the prevailing party’s litigation fees – and on the back of 
voters – they are forced to accept the results of a rigged election system even though 
the voter suppression law might be overturned in the future.

Voter suppression today is the equivalent of the fox guarding the henhouse. Those 
who are privileged enough to define the laws determine who is in and who is out. For 
example, strict voter identification laws that go above and beyond standard proof 
of identification swept the nation after the election of President Obama. Alabama 
enacted strict voter identification, and then shut down driver’s licence offices where 
one could obtain such IDs throughout large rural sections of the state where Black 
people reside.

In the context of the 2020 elections, it was clear what was in play. Republican office holders 
worked to make it as hard as possible for Black people to vote, because they knew more 
Black people would vote Democratic than Republican. The message to Black voters was 
that they should have less of a say in choosing the president and members of congress than 
white voters. But the upsurge in awareness and questioning of systemic racism brought 
by the protests shone a sharper spotlight on voter suppression practices. People started 

to focus on the racial underpinningsracial underpinnings↗ of the USA’s electoral college system, which in 
the present day disproportionately favours voters in small states with proportionately 
fewer Black people and has its origins in appeasing the southern states in which slaves 
were concentrated. Following the election, Trump’s baseless claims of electoral fraud 
were racially codedracially coded↗, with cities with large Black populations blamed for carrying out 
the supposed fraud. Implicit in many of the claims of fraud seemed to be the notion that 
Black people had somehow cheated merely by turning out to vote in significant numbers; 
that Black votes ought to matter less.

People knew there was a lot at stake in the 2020 elections and this motivated them to vote 
despite the tremendous obstacles placed in their way. And they made a difference. In the 
key swing state of Georgia, much of the effort to enable Black people to access their right 
to vote was led by Stacey Abrams, who knew first-hand the workings of voter suppression, 
having narrowly failed to become Georgia’s first Black governor in 2016 due to such tactics 

Voter mobilisation versus voter suppression

Tay Sixty performs onstage during a Pull Up to The Polls event in Atlanta, Georgia, on 24 
October 2020. Photo by Paras Griffin/Getty Images
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being used to deter her potential voters. During BLM protests in Georgia, the New Georgia 
Project actively registered voters in person, and other organisations used similar voter-
registration tactics. As a result of these efforts, voter rolls in Georgia increased by over 
500,000, 25 per cent of whom were Black voters.

The efforts bore fruit as Georgia switchedswitched↗ from Republican to Democratic for the 
first time in 28 years, helping to deliver the presidency to Joe Biden, with a massive 
increase in turnout among people of colour. There then came further effortsfurther efforts↗ to 
register and get out the Black vote ahead of the crucial January 2021 senatorial election,  
and Black voters showed up in record numbers, switching the two Republican senate seats 
to Democratic challengers and giving President Biden a senate majority. One of the two 
new senators was Raphael Warnock, who became not only Georgia’s first Black senator but 
also the first Black Democratic senator from a former Confederate state since the post-Civil 
War Reconstruction era. 

At the national level, Collective PACCollective PAC↗ collected mobile phone data from BLM protesters 
to serve them ads about registering to vote. According to preliminary survey datapreliminary survey data↗, 
roughly a fifth of all voters across the USA viewed the racial justice protests as the single 
most important factor when voting in the election.

In St Louis, Missouri, newly mobilised protesters could vote for one of their own, 
electing a leader of the 2014 Ferguson protests and BLM organiser, Cori BushCori Bush↗, to 
the House of Representatives. In some of the local ballots conducted at the same 
time, such as in Los Angeles, voters had an additional reason to show up at the 
polls: to pass a ballot measureballot measure↗ put forward by a group of almost 200 racial justice 
civil society organisations (CSOs), Re-Imagine LA, that would redirect 10 per cent of 
locally controlled revenue – about US$1 billion – away from law enforcement and 
towards communities of colour and alternatives to incarceration; defunding the police 
had become not a slogan, but a political choice made by informed voters. Further 
measuresmeasures↗ to increase police accountability – not necessarily through defunding but 
rather through the creation of civilian oversight committees and similar mechanisms 
– were passed in San Diego, San Jose and Sonoma County, California; Columbus, Ohio; 
Portland, Oregon; Pittsburgh and Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; Kyle, Texas; and King 
County, Washington. In a slew of states, people also voted to liberaliseliberalise↗ drug laws that 
are disproportionatelydisproportionately↗ used to criminalise Black people; wherever decriminalisation 
or legalisation was on the ballot, it was passed.

As much as voter suppression was present this cycle, the response was to 
overwhelm the system with voter engagement. As expected, election turnout was 
unprecedentedly high. Initial estimates indicate that youth turnout was even higher 
this cycle than when the voting age was lowered to 18 in 1971 and the base of newly 
eligible voters suddenly expanded. We simply cannot afford the voter apathy that we 
have seen in years past. 

We cannot forget the power of voting: about 43 per cent of the eligible voter 
population did not vote in 2016. Current estimates indicate that approximately 
34 per cent of the eligible voter population – about one in three voters – did not 
participate in 2020. How do we maintain this new record-setting voting rate, and 
even improve upon it, once fascism is no longer on the ballot?

Looking forward, the question is how to maintain this momentum around elections. 
Activists will be looking for action by the new administration to roll back voter suppression 
laws. And they will be expecting the newly elected representatives they helped deliver into 
office to hold good on the promise of change.

Activists rally on the day after the November 2020 US election, calling for their votes to 
be counted. Photo by Chris McGrath/Getty Images
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Solidarity and struggle around 
the world
On every inhabited continent, people assembled to express their solidarity with 
US protesters. Often they protested outside US embassies, and many carried 
George Floyd’s image on their placards and banners. 

But as well as protesting in solidarity with US Black people, people highlighted 
their own urgent issues of structural racism and racial injustice in their societies. 
Waves of protest rippled throughout the year in response to each fresh act of 
racially charged security force violence, and other experiences of racism. Like 
the great climate justice mobilisationsclimate justice mobilisations↗ of 2019, many of those taking part 
were young people, motivated to protest for the first time by their growing 
awareness of an immense and clear injustice. 

Fresh impetus, and new support, flowed to long-running struggles for racial 
justice. More ambitious demands were made, amid a sense that a threshold 
had been passed and a long-supressed debate had become possible. People 
took advantage of the fact that, for once, the mainstream spotlight was 
focusing on issues of racism. Undoubtedly the spotlight was there because the 
mass protests were happening in the USA rather than in a global south country 
where they might have attracted little international attention, but people saw 
the opportunity to refocus that spotlight on their own demands, to reactivate 
and revivify their struggles, and to make connections with other ongoing 
campaigns for justice.

One of the issues almost always addressed by protests was the reality of police 
brutality as a major expression of racism, as people demanded justice not only 
for George Floyd but for people from their own communities slain by the police. 
And as in the USA, protesters often faced state repression and police violence.

Around the world, people also had to push back against official responses, 
seen time and again, that sought to recognise racism as a problem only in 
the USA but not at home, and that positioned mobilisations against domestic 
racism as somehow an inappropriate and politicised foreign importation. In 

every country, protesters insisted that the USA is no outlier, that everywhere 
there are institutions, practices and attitudes that embed structural racism and 
white supremacy, and that these scowrges have been left unacknowledged and 
unaddressed for too long. Everywhere, the first struggle was to be heard and 
recognised; to have it acknowledged that the problem exists.

International recognition

In early 2021 the BLM movement was nominatednominated↗ for the Nobel Peace Prize. The 
Norwegian legislator who proposed its nomination founded it on its ‘tremendous 
achievement in raising global awareness and consciousness about racial injustice’, forcing 
countries outside the USA to grapple with racism within their own societies. He also 
highlighted that BLM had ‘been able to mobilise people from all groups of society, not 
just African-Americans, not just oppressed people, it has been a broad movement, in a 
way which has been different from predecessors.’

Protests held particular resonance in West Africa, one of the major sites from 
where people were originally brought to the Americas as slaves. Protesters 
made clear the link between slavery and colonialism and present-day systemic 
racial injustice, insisting that colonialism was not simply something that 
happened in the past. In SenegalSenegal↗, a protest carrying deep symbolism was 
held at the Gorée-Almadies Memorial to the Transatlantic slave trade. 

But elsewhere, despite this history, the authorities tried to put a halt on 
protests. In Accra, capital of GhanaGhana↗, an attempt to hold a small BLM vigil 
in June was stopped by security officers who claimed that the event had not 
been authorised; the organisers disputed the claim and pointed out that they 
had supplied hand sanitiser and masks to those taking part. In The GambiaThe Gambia↗, 
anger was fuelled by an episode of US police violence that struck close to 
home, when Gambian citizen and US resident Momodou Lamin SisayMomodou Lamin Sisay↗ was 
shot dead by police in Snellville, Georgia, just days after George Floyd’s killing. 
However, a planned protest on 8 June was banned on the grounds of pandemic 
rules; activists instead handed over a petition to the US embassy demanding 

The global struggle
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an investigation of the killing. The authorities finally allowed a protest to take 
place outside the US embassy later in June. But then activist Madi Jobarteh was 
summoned for questioning after making remarks in an interview comparing 
impunity in the USA with the failure of The Gambia’s government to investigate 
the domestic police killing of Gambian citizens. The events, as elsewhere, 
suggested that protests might be tolerated when they focused on the USA, but 
could become more controversial and contested when they drew attention to 
issues of domestic police brutality and inequality.

Another place where protests had particular resonance was of course 
South AfricaSouth Africa↗, where the legacy of the racist apartheid regime continues 
today, as seen in the denial of rights and prevention of life opportunities, 
amid a landscape of vast inequality. Close to three decades after the end 
of apartheid, South Africa is a country with an overwhelmingly Black 
population but where wealth is still disproportionately concentrated in 
the hands of a small number of white people. Protesters spoke up about 
their determination to be part of a global anti-imperialist movement.  

South Africans protest in solidarity with BLM outside the US Embassy in Pretoria on 8 June 2020. Photo by Laird Forbes/Gallo Images via Getty Images
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They sought to put the focus on the legacy of brutal policing under apartheid, 
readily apparent in present-day police practices.

A BLM protest was held outside the parliament building in Cape Town on 3 
June, both as an expression of solidarity and in homage to local victims of 
police brutality and systemic racism, including Collins Khosa, a South African 
man who died after being beaten by soldiers enforcing pandemic restrictions 
in April. By June, it was reported that 11 people11 people↗, one of the highest levels in 
the world, had been killed by the police in the context of the enforcement of 
pandemic restrictions. All of the dead were Black men. People also saw that 
while protests that comprised mostly Black people were policed brutally in 
2020, when those protesting were mostly white people, demonstrations met 
with more passivepassive↗ policing.

The South African police under apartheid had a brutal nature. For many 
Black people the police are still a force and not a service by virtue of 
how they operate. While South Africa inherited a democratic system, 
the policing system in South Africa simply defends white supremacy and 
works within the confines of apartheid. Biases are in the open. When 
white people protested because they wanted to be able to go to the 
beach the police were smiling at them, engaging with them. But when 
Black people who are evicted on a daily basis dare protest, the police 
response is quite different. During pandemic lockdowns many people 
were evicted and shot by the police.
As seen in the Marikana massacreMarikana massacre↗, when dozens of protesting miners 
were killed by the police, Black people fighting for their rights in South 
Africa are met with the barrel of the gun. It shows who this system works 
to defend. The system is set up to protect property rights.

Axolile NotywalaAxolile Notywala↗, South African activist

Beyond the USA, the rest of the Americas was convulsed by protest. Across 
the USA’s northern border, tens of thousands took part in protests across 
CanadaCanada↗, where people expressed their anger at Canadian police brutality and 
state violence, including towards Canada’s Indigenous First Nations peoples, a 
major focus of Canada’s protests, and demanded police and prison reform. In a 
vigil in the city of CalgaryCalgary↗, the names of people killed by the police in Canada 
and the USA were read out. In Quebec province, people protested at a claim 

by the province’s premier that racism is not a major problem, a statement that 
denied the lived experience of many Quebecois people.

The hashtag #JusticeForRegis trended, demanding accountability for the 
death of Regis Korchinski-Paquet, a Black woman who fell to her death in 
May from a 24th storey apartment in Toronto while the police were present; 
her family rejected a police investigation that concluded there had been no 
police involvement in her death or racism towards her. Proving the power of 
intersectionality, a Pride day protest in TorontoToronto↗ mobilised to call for a cut 
in police funding, bringing together diverse groups with experience of police 
repression, including trans rights and Indigenous rights activists. 

Protesters mobilise on 12 June 2020 in Pretoria, South Africa, to demand justice for George 
Floyd, Collins Khosa and all victims of racial killings. Photo by Frennie Shivambu/Gallo 
Images via Getty Images
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As the year unfolded in Canada, many other protestsprotests↗ demanded justice for 
people excluded on the basis of race: in June, people protestedprotested↗ at the high 
and rising suicide rate among First Nations peoples and demanded better 
mental health provision. In August, people marked Emancipation DayEmancipation Day↗, which 
commemorates the start of the abolition of slavery, and called for it to be 
made a public holiday across Canada. Protests also greeted Canada DayCanada Day↗, on 1 
July, as peopled called out injustice against the First Nations peoples who had 
been repressed since Canada’s colonisation. Among other protests in August, 
migrant workers protestedprotested↗ at their lack of recognition and exclusion from 
support under the pandemic (for more about migrants’ protests around the 
world in 2020, see this report’s chapter on challenging exclusion). September 
saw academics and students from several universities walk out of classrooms 
in a Scholar StrikeScholar Strike↗ against racism and police brutality, instead offering online 
teach-ins on brutality and violence. Protests mobilisedmobilised↗ in October in support 
of First Nations fishersfishers↗ under attack from giant commercial fishing companies, 
and against institutional racism in the healthcare system following the death of 
an Indigenous woman, Joyce EchaquanJoyce Echaquan↗, who had faced racial insults even as 
she pleaded for help from hospital staff. 

Canadian protests were not exempt from the kind of police repression seen in 
the USA. In November, police raidedraided↗ a protest camp in Ottawa where people 
were demanding Black and Indigenous rights, arresting 12 people, on the day 
when the protesters had been due to meet with police representatives to 
discuss their concerns; protesters accused the police of acting in bad faith. In 
December, police removedremoved↗ the tents occupied by protesters in a Defund the 
Police protest outside the city hall in Hamilton.

In multiple Latin American countries too, the scale of people’s experience of 
domestic racism propelled them to the streets, and police repression often 
ensued. Such was the case in Brazil, whose Black population experience 
long-term and systemic exclusion. As in the USA, Brazilian protesters made made 
the linkthe link↗ between the failure of the country’s president, right-wing populist 
Jair Bolsonaro, to get to grips with the pandemic, and the disproportionate 
impacts of that pandemic on Black lives. Brazil’s repressive state machinery 
responded with predictable violence. A peaceful anti-racism protestprotest↗ in Rio de 
Janeiro, calling out human rights violations committed by the police in informal 
settlements, was met with teargas, and as protests against racism and for 
democracy spread to at least 13 cities, detentions followed.

In November, a further wave of protestsa further wave of protests↗ was sparked by the killing of a 
Black man, Beto Freitas, by private security guards working for a branch of 
the Carrefour supermarket in the city of Porto Alegre. Video footage of the 
lethal beating, which took place just ahead of Brazil’s Black Awareness Day, 
was widely circulated. Anger at the killing was further fuelled by a statement 
by Brazil’s vice president that the killing nothing to do with race, because, as 
he expressed it, ‘there is no racism in Brazil; that is something that they are 
trying to import from elsewhere.’ People protested outside the supermarket 
where the killing had taken place and in cities including Brasilia, Rio de Janeiro 
and São Paulo, where thousands marched. In Porto Alegre, as protesters 
insisted that racism was a reality, chanting ‘Black Lives Matter’, police officers 
fired teargas. While Carrefour said it would end its contract with the private 
security contractors, protesters pointed to the ongoing experience of racism 
and brutality towards Black Brazilians.

A protester holds a sign that reads ‘Black Lives Matter’ in Portuguese on 5 June 2020 in São 
Gonçalo, Brazil. Photo by Buda Mendes/Getty Images
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Sheila De CarvalhoSheila De Carvalho↗ of the Black Coalition for RightsBlack Coalition for Rights↗ makes the point that, just as 
racism in the USA did not start and end with President Trump, Brazil’s problem of racial 
violence may have intensified with the rise of the far right under President Bolsonaro, but 
it reflects deep and long-running foundations of systemic racism:

Brazil has a 57 per cent Black population, and most are dwelling in poverty. We account 
for about 80 per cent of the people killed by the police and we are disproportionately 
incarcerated. And now we have the situation related to the pandemic that brings 
a lot of concerns about economic issues. We are even seeing the return of hunger, 
which affects the Black population the most.

But in Brazil there seems to be a kind of apathy towards these issues. When there are 
international cases like those of Michael Brown, George Floyd and Breonna Taylor, 
they have repercussions here. But when the same happens here, it seems that people 
don’t care. We are talking about children that are being killed by the police and even 
worse, by paramilitary forces.

This denial-driven disparity between foreign racist outrages and those that take place 
in Brazil means that it can take significant international attention for many Brazilians to 
recognise domestic racism. Even high-profile murders such as that of Marielle Franco, the 
Black feminist activist and Rio de Janeiro council member who was killed by paramilitaries 
in March 2018, would go unnoticed if it were not for the attention they get from the 
international community. This means that there is an ongoing need for international 
institutions, and international civil society, to focus on and demand accountability for racist 
violence in Brazil.

You all have heard about Marielle Franco. If it wasn’t for the international community 
creating a big case around it, it would have been long forgotten by now. Soon it will 
be three full years in which we have not had an answer to the question of who killed 
Marielle Franco. But we can count on the international community to mark the date 
and keep insisting on policies to protect other Black representatives who face similar 
risks.

The international community is the sole space where we are finding some people who 

care about these issues, so we are focusing on building transnational connections 
among movements and organisations and using the international human rights 
system more. We think it is important to raise awareness about these issues on a 
global scale.

It is important to create these connections because we are living through similar 
problems, and we are all suffering the effects of structural racism in our countries. 
We need to speak up about the Black genocide, which is not only a Brazilian situation 
or a US situation, but is the experience of Black people globally.

The approach taken by the Black Coalition for Rights is two-pronged, focusing on 
simultaneous action at both the local and the global levels, underpinned by better 
networking between diverse responses. As in several other contexts, including the USA, an 
important step will be to get white Brazilians to acknowledge and talk about the realities 
of racism.

We are trying to create communities and come together in networks. We are 
organising in a regressive context, as we have our own Trump, President Bolsonaro, 
who is a racist, wants to have Black people killed and talks about this very openly. 
Black movements and organisations that didn’t work together so well in the past are 
now coming together to take political action and take care of our community, because 
the current situation is of total lack of institutional support from the government. We 
are clearly on our own.

We organise systems of support for our communities to fight for public policies that 
could tackle the major issues we are dealing with, not just institutional and police 
violence and mass incarceration, but also hunger, poverty and health. Because 
Black people are being not only economically affected by the pandemic but also are 
dying from COVID-19 in record numbers. Brazil is only behind the USA in number of 
COVID-19 deaths, and most of the dead are Black people.

Bolsonaro is a difficult moment in our history, but it is creating openings in some 
parts of the society. One major strategy is to speak up about racism and about the 
situation and build an alliance with white people and with white media to increase 
our dialogue with other publics instead of just speaking among ourselves.

Black lives matter in Brazil 
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Of course, this is a consequence of all the struggles and fights that Black 
movements have led throughout history, because as a result of them now there 
are Black people in certain spaces, there is a Black middle class, there are Black 
people in congress, in the judiciary, in private corporations. Not in big numbers, 
but we are present there, and this can bring the fight against racism to other 
spaces. We are putting our together resources to do just that kind of political 
action, because as Black organisations, we don’t receive a lot of funding. We 
are bringing our issues to the United Nations (UN) and to the Inter-American 
Commission for Human Rights (IACHR). It is us talking about us, not speaking 
through intermediaries. This has to make a difference.

Violent policing of pandemic restrictions was a problem in ColombiaColombia↗, where 
protesters demanded justice for Anderson Arboleda, an Afro-Colombian man 
who died after being repeatedly beaten by the police for breaking quarantine 
in May. Further protests mobilised in September against police brutality, in 
this case committed against a white man, Javier Ordóñez, who died after 
being violently arrested. Police brutality was in turn amply demonstrated 
in the response, with the police using teargas and less-lethal firearms and 
grenades against protesters. It was reported that at least 13 people13 people↗ died in 
the ensuing violence, even though the mayor of Colombia’s capital, Bogotá, 
stated that the police had been told not to use firearms. Again, part of the 
challenge protesters faced in Colombia was winning recognition that racism 
is a domestic problem.

When the George Floyd case erupted in the USA, a very similar case 
happened in Colombia. However, while the Floyd case triggered a lot of 
indignation among Colombians, the case of Anderson Arboleda, also killed 
by the police, did not provoke much indignation. In Colombia, racism is 
viewed as a phenomenon that happens elsewhere, but not in our own 
country. If non-Afro-Colombians do not accept that there is racism in 
Colombia, we won’t overcome the problem.
Three things are needed. First, more education on racism, not only 
for Afro-Colombians but for the rest of the population, who need to 
understand what racism is and that it really exists. Second, transnational 
networks to give visibility to what is happening in Colombia.  
Third, audio-visual, cultural and artistic tools to have an impact at both 
the local and the global levels. We need to generate more discussions 
and take them out of classrooms and onto the streets, not only by  
holding marches but also by staging cultural and artistic performances to 
raise awareness of what racism is, what its manifestations are and how it 
can be tackled.

David MurilloDavid Murillo↗, DeJusticiaDeJusticia↗, Colombia

A planned protest in CubaCuba↗ in June after the police killing of Hansel Ernesto 
Hernández Galiano, a Black man, was suppressed, with many of those 
planning to protest being detained in their homes and subjected to internet 
cut offs. Cuba offers an extreme case, in that the government insists that 
as a legacy of its revolution racism no longer exists. Political repression is 

At a BLM demonstration in Brazil, a protester holds a sign that reads ‘In 2019, 80 per 
cent of those killed by the police were Black’. Photo by Buda Mendes/Getty Images
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therefore exerted against protests that make clear that racism is still a reality, 
and that point to the attitudes of the ruling party as one of the reasons why 
racism goes unrecognised and therefore remains unaddressed.

In Barbados too, people marched both in solidarity with US protesters and 
against the systemic racismsystemic racism↗ that Black Barbadians continue to experience. 
Black Barbadians called attention to the barriers that deny so many of them 
access to education, healthcare and social mobility, and the racial privilege 
that white Barbadians continue to enjoy, 55 years after independence, that 
consistently remains unacknowledged.

The Dominican Republic was another context where people mobilised both in 
solidarity with Black people in the USA and to call attention to their own issues 
of domestic racism. In the Dominican Republic, which shares the island of 
Hispaniola with Haiti, people of Haitian descent experience deep and systematic 
discrimination, and constitutional change in 2010 effectively stripped generations 
of people of Haitian descent of their Dominican citizenship. On 9 June, Reconoci.
do, a network that defends human rights and promotes the effective integration 
of Dominican people of Haitian descent into Dominican society, mobilisedmobilised↗ in an 
event to commemorate George Floyd, but faced a vitriolic backlash and a police 
response that took the side of those trying to stop them.

A man shows his T-shirt with a slogan denouncing the ‘statistical genocide of Afro Colombians’ during a demonstration against police brutality on 3 June 2020 in Bogota, Colombia. Photo 
by Diego Cuevas/Vizzor Image/Getty Images
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Haitians, and any Black people who are assumed to be Haitians, experience racism on a 
daily basis, as Elena LoracElena Lorac↗ of Reconoci.doReconoci.do↗ explains: 

The problem of access to nationality in the Dominican Republic has exclusively 
affected people whose parents or grandparents came from Haiti; this is not a 
general problem for foreigners. It is a reflection of structural racism because it is 
the Dominican people of Haitian descent, or those who are perceived as such due 
to the colour of their skin, who experience this violation of their human rights. This 
was recognised by the IACHR after a visit to the country, when it confirmedconfirmed↗ that 
it had not received any complaint from a descendant of non-Haitian foreigners who 
had experienced difficulties in being recognised as nationals, getting registered in the 
civil registry or receiving identity papers.

In the Dominican Republic it is believed that all Black people are Haitians. If I am Black 
and have curly hair I am constantly questioned even if I have identity papers, and if I 
am unable to produce an ID, I can be deported because I am assumed to be Haitian. 
There have been cases of Black Dominicans who have been deported because of 
their skin colour. Dominican women of Haitian descent who do not have papers 
and go to a hospital to give birth are treated as foreigners, fuelling the myth that 
Haitian women are occupying all beds in our hospitals, when most of these women 
are not Haitians but Dominican Black women of Haitian descent. There is obviously 
a problem of systemic, state-sanctioned and unrecognised racism.

The systematic exclusion this fuels disproportionately heightened the impacts of the 
pandemic on people of Haitian descent.

The lack of recognition of something as basic as nationality creates enormous 
difficulties in accessing other basic rights such as health and social aid. The pandemic 
has magnified the difficulties faced by these vulnerable populations, confined in 
bateyes, small villages located in the vicinity of sugarcane plantations, where there 
is no production or work. Many of these young people are chiriperos, that is, day 
workers, employed sporadically to do whatever is available, and the pandemic left 
them with nothing. They do not have access to any of the social aid programmes 

developed to alleviate the effects of the pandemic because they do not have IDs and 
do not appear in government records.

This repeated experience of racism meant that when protests burst into life in the USA, they 
resonated in the Dominican Republic, bringing a domestic response.

We consider ourselves part of a global movement. Many times we have been told 
that the BLM movement was caused by something that happened in the USA and 
that it was not our concern; however, as vulnerable and stigmatised people we 
understand that this is an issue that directly affects us and that we must address.

In reaction to events in the USA, we joined other CSOs to organise a commemoration. 
It was not strictly a protest demonstration, as restrictions on public gatherings had 
been imposed in the context of the pandemic, and we respected the mandated 
quarantine. And it was not only a demonstration of solidarity either, as George 
Floyd’s death had resonated in our context, where we have experienced similar 
situations of police abuse.

Along with other CSOs we organised an activity in memory of George Floyd. The 
idea was to make a ritual gesture, a collective wreath. Our convening slogan was 
‘A Flower for Floyd’, and it was a call for each person to bring, whenever possible, a 
flower and place it as part of the offering. Our account of Floyd’s death also made 
reference to police and institutional violence many Black people, both migrants and 
Dominicans, experience in the Dominican Republic, so as to highlight that this is a 
situation we are also going through.

As in the USA, protests brought a backlash from well-organised forces pushing back against 
any attempts to realise Black rights. In the days ahead of the event, members of an ultra-
nationalist anti-rights group, Antigua Orden Dominicana (Old Dominican Order), took to 
social media to call on its supporters to defend the Dominican Republic against the Haitian 
‘invasion’, and protest organisers were targetedtargeted↗ with online smears. Nationalist group 
members attacked those protesting, and as in the USA, the police seemed to take the 
side of those defending racism rather than challenging it, snatching protest materials and 
threatening and detaining protesters.

Dominican Republic: Haitian lives matter
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Every time we demonstrate on the issue of nationality 
and racism, there are always counter-demonstrations, 
and since the police never protect us, these groups 
generally prevail and we are forced to suspend or 
terminate our activities. This was the case with the 
event we planned to honour George Floyd.

Since the moment we announced the Flower for Floyd 
event, several ultra-nationalist groups threatened 
us through our Facebook page. They accused us 
of wanting to generate violence and of boycotting 
the country by bringing up issues that are not of its 
concern. We received such levels of threats that many 
people thought that we would not be able to carry 
out the activity. Days before the event, the leader of 
Antigua Orden Dominicana threatened us through a 
video in which he warned that if we carried it out there 
would be bloodshed, since the event would take place 
in Independence Park, dedicated to the Fathers of the 
Nation, which they would not allow.

On the day of commemoration, 9 June, these groups 
were present. It was not the first time that this 
happened. In 2017, during an activity that we carry out 
every year, they also showed up and a similar situation 
ensued.

On 9 June, these groups came to attack the activists 
that were taking part in the event, and when the 
police finally intervened it was to detain our fellow 
activists. Every time we hold a protest related to the 
issue of nationality and racism, the state comes in and 
represses us.

The state has been consistently telling the world that 
there are no stateless people here, that there is no 
racism or xenophobia, that everything we say is a lie 
and that we are on the payroll of international CSOs 
who want to harm the country.

Facebook post by Reconoci.do calling on people to bring a flower for George Floyd on 9 June 2020, 'all day  
and until curfew'.  
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Black Lives Matter everywhere

In Europe, one of the largest mobilisations was seen in FranceFrance↗, where despite 
a ban on large gatherings an estimated 20,000 people gathered in Paris in 
June, marking the memory of Adama Traoré, a Black man killed by the police in 
2016. People saw a clear parallel with the killing of George Floyd. Anti-racism 
protests, as well as health worker protests, were tacitly allowed to go ahead 
by the authorities despite the ban. Assa Traoré, Adama’s sister and the force 
behind the French BLM movement, made clear that the protests were intended 
not just to demand justice for her brother or improve policing practices, but 

also to raise awarenessraise awareness↗ of systemic racism in a state where officially any 
racial differences are subsumed under the French identity, to the point that 
official statistics on race are not even gathered. The scale of the problem is 
indicated by the fact that the far-right National Rally party has won the support 
of at least one in five voters in multiple elections.

In GermanyGermany↗, a protest of a reported 15,000 people mobilised in Berlin, 
with police using teargas following clashes when they blocked the route of 
the protest march. In evidence of an underlying problem, protest organisers 
reported that Black participants had been disproportionately targeted for 

In July 2020, Assa Traoré gives a press conference ahead of a BLM demonstration on the fourth anniversary of her brother’s death in Persan, France. Photo by Kiran Ridley/Getty Images
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Italian protesters demand justice for Willy Monteiro Duarte, a 21-year-old Black man killled in the suburbs of Rome in September 2020. Photo by Stefano Guidi/Getty Images
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arrest. Protests mobilised in several other German cities, including Frankfurt 
and Hamburg. Around 15,000 people protested in Copenhagen, capital of 
Denmark, with protests in other Danish cities, and flashmob protests continuing 
in the following weeks. Protests in NorwayNorway↗ focused on racial profiling and 
police brutality, with around 12,000 people assembling in the capital, Oslo. 
Large-scale protests were also seen in CroatiaCroatia↗, ItalyItaly↗ and SpainSpain↗.

While in some contexts the urgency of the issue motivated people to put their 
concerns about possible exposure to the virus to one side, in other countries 
protesters were able to observe distancing. Such was the case in LatviaLatvia↗, 
where young people held a symbolic small and distanced protest. In FinlandFinland↗, 
people broke up into small groups and marched under police supervision to try 
to respect pandemic protocols. Attempts to respect pandemic rules by limiting 
protests to 50 people in SwedenSweden↗ were however overwhelmed when many 
more people than expected turned up, including around 8,000 people in the 
capital, Stockholm, causing police to step in and break up the protest.

In many contexts, protests broke emergency rules, but local authorities 
opted not to intervene, in tacit acknowledgement of the importance of 
the issue and people’s overwhelming need to speak out, and as a way of 
avoiding confrontation with security forces that could fuel violence and lead 
to further experiences of police brutality. As in the USA, experience of the 
disproportionate impact of the pandemic on Black people and the targeting of 
Black people for police violence in the enforcement of pandemic rules further 
motivated protests.

In the NetherlandsNetherlands↗, over 10,000 people took part in a June protest in 
Amsterdam. Here too, a much smaller protest had been intended: the Mayor 
of Amsterdam had given permission for a 300-person protest to take place, but 
decided not to intervene when it became clear that the protest would be much 
bigger, on the grounds that the issue was of vital importance; this brought 
criticism from political opponents that the Mayor was not enforcing pandemic 
protection measures because the protest aligned with her views. Protests were 
also held in other Dutch cities.

Protests in BelgiumBelgium↗ mobilised in solidarity with the US protests, and against 
police violence and racial profiling at home. A civil society documentation documentation 
projectproject↗ during the pandemic provided further evidence that police 

brutality is an everyday problem in Belgium, capturing numerous examples 
of police abuse of pandemic powers that disproportionately focused on the 
most disadvantaged areas in which Black people and other excluded groups 
are concentrated, with over half of those consulted reporting that they 
had experienced discriminatory police treatment. A protest in July further 
revealed a key social faultline, as around a thousand students in Brussels took 
a stance against a headscarf ban imposed by a university, under the banner 
#HijabisFightBack#HijabisFightBack↗, making the point that the ban discriminated against them 
both as women and as members of a religious minority.

Protesters march through the Harajuku-Shibuya area of Tokyo, Japan, to call for the 
eradication of racism on 14 June 2020. Photo by Takashi Aoyama/Getty Images
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Hundreds of people took part in a BLM protest in TaiwanTaiwan↗ in June, where 
as well as expressing solidarity with Black people in the USA they focused on 
ongoing discrimination against Taiwan’s Indigenous peoples, who have been 
deprived of much of their ancestral lands. Taiwan also saw an International 
Workers’ Day protest by migrant workers, protesting at their difficult working 
and living conditions and the impacts of the pandemic. In JapanJapan↗, thousands of 
people took to the streets of Osaka and Tokyo in July to protest against racism. 
As well as showing solidarity with US protests, people protested about the 
rarely acknowledged subject of racism against biracialbiracial↗ Japanese citizens and 
against non-Japanese people resident in Japan. With Japan’s population ageing, 
more people have come from other countries to work, but they experience 
discrimination and can be on the receiving end of police violence. Japan still 
lacks a comprehensive anti-discrimination law and there is considerable denial 
about the problem. Among the cases that angered protesters was the police’s 
brutal treatment of a man of Kurdish origin in May.

In repressive Turkey, where little dissent can be expressed, the state took a 
predictably hard line against efforts to demonstrate on the issue. In June an 
attempt at a small protestprotest↗ in solidarity with US protesters was dispersed, and 
the state reported that at least 29 people had been detained. In Sri LankaSri Lanka↗, 
over 50 people were arrested at a protest, even though they had worn masks 
and relocated from the original protest site outside the US embassy to a 
location further away. Excessive force was used against the protesters and they 
faced a range of charges, including violating pandemic regulations.

In West PapuaWest Papua↗, a former Dutch colony that was absorbed into Indonesia 
following a controversial referendum, and where a rising separatist movement 
seeks independence, the global protests had a resonance with West Papuans 
who are the subject of police brutality and racism from dominant Indonesian 
population groups. Eden Armando Bebari, a 19-year-old student, was shot dead 
by Indonesian security forces while fishing in his hometown in April. His death 
had gone largely unacknowledged until protests over the killing of George Floyd 
prompted Eden’s friends and fellow students to take action. Their hashtag, 
#PapuanLivesMatter, refocused public attention on racial discrimination and 
brutality against West Papuans. A speaker for the Indonesian People’s Front for 
West Papua stated that the global BLM movement gave ‘a new understanding 
to the Indonesian public to be more concerned to address racism against West 
Papuans.’

Tens of thousands of people protested in New ZealandNew Zealand↗ too. Among the 
demands there was a call for an end to a trial period in which some police 
were armed, a rarity in the country; trials had taken place in neighbourhoods 
with large Maori and Pacific Island populations. Protesters faced greater 
problems in organising in AustraliaAustralia↗, where at a BLM protest in Sydney in July, 
six people were arrested, including a protest organiser, and around 50 others 
were ordered to disperse, on the grounds of breaching pandemic regulations. 
Protest organisers suggested that they were being singled outsingled out↗ for action in a 
context where social gatherings, including at sporting events and retail centres, 
had been allowed to resume. The protest was organised in collaboration with 
the family of David Dungay, an Indigenous man who died in 2015 while being 

Protesters deliver a petition to the New South Wales Parliament in Sydney, Australia, calling 
for the investigation of Aboriginal deaths in custody. Photo by Don Arnold/Getty Images
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restrained in a Sydney jail despite repeatedly saying those same words heard in 
the USA: ‘I can’t breathe’. Protest organisers gathered over 100,000 signatures 
on a petition calling for those involved in his death to be charged. 

Given the breadth and variety of the global anti-racism mobilisation, counter-
protests in backlash were inevitable, just as had been seen in the USA. In 
Canada, one such occasion saw a white nationalist rally held in EdmontonEdmonton↗ 
in September, leading to violent scenes of confrontation. A small but vocal far-
right counter-protest movement mobilised in the Netherlands too.

In June, Portugal experienced what was said to be its first contemporary far-
right protestprotest↗, as over 1,000 people gathered in the capital, Lisbon, with many 
holding signs bearing the slogan ‘Portugal is not a racist country’. Among those 
protesting were members of the Chega political party, formed in 2019, which 
became the first right-wing populist and nationalist party to win parliamentary 
seats since the restoration of democracy in 1975, and whose leader has a track 
record in denying the existence of racism in Portugal; when one of three Black 
women of African heritage also elected in 2019 suggested that pillaged art be 
returned to Portugal’s former colonies, Chega’s response triggered hate speech 
and racist slurs.

The far-right mobilisation came in backlash to a much larger series of BLM 
protestsprotests↗ in Lisbon and other major cities that brought thousands to the 
streets earlier in June, with the police opting not to intervene, perhaps 
surprisingly given previous experiencesexperiences↗ of police brutality towards Black-led 
protests. The scale of the demand for change in Portugal was also indicated by 
an earlier protestprotest↗ in February, when people protested against the police’s 
mistreatment of excluded groups, racism and the government’s failure to act 
on these. That protest followed the violent arrest of a Black woman, Cláudia 
Simões, for the minor offence of failing to produce a travel card on a bus. She 
was left bruised and reported being subjected to racial abuse by police officers.

Despite the denials of counter-protesters, Cláudia Simões’ experience, and 
a 2020 surgesurge↗ in far-right racist threats and violence, show that racism is a 
problem in Portugal, even if it is not often acknowledged. Such was the case 
in the many countries where people were moved to mobilise in 2020 to insist 
that the call that Black Lives Matter had deep and urgent relevance in their 
societies, and not just in the USA.

Protesters demand justice for murdered Black actor Bruno Candé on 31 July 2020 in Lisbon, 
Portugal. 
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In India, the #BlackLivesMatter battle cry quickly became repurposed as #DalitLivesMatter. 
In doing so people pointed to the hypocrisy of Indian citizens, including celebrities and 
influencers, bemoaning US racism and expressing their support for BLM protests, 
but overlooking the everyday and long-term racism at home. One of the grimmest 
manifestations of that racism is violence against Dalits – a broad term designating the 
communities of around 200 million people at the bottom of the Hindu caste system – with 
hundredshundreds↗ of murders of Dalits registered over the past couple of years alone. 

To the proponents of #DalitLivesMatter the parallel was clear: the violence against Dalits, just 
like the violence Black people experience in the USA, stemmed from deep and underlying 
systemic forces. Under longstanding inequality, the exercise of violence, including police 
violence, by those placed higher on the social ladder against those designated as inferior by 
birth is normalised. Despite constitutional and legal changes Dalit lives continue too often 
to be viewed as worthless and therefore disposable.

The entrenched nature of the problem made it unsurprising that people denied the 
legitimacy of the movement even while expressing support for BLM in the USA. When 
people characterised violence against Dalits as caused by factors other than caste, they 
made similar arguments to those in the USA ascribing the violence Black people experience 
to reasons other than race. But the reality of violence, particularly for Dalit womenDalit women↗, 
for whom exclusions based on patriarchy and caste intersect (see this report’s chapter on 
challenging exclusion) was surely hard to deny in October following the gang rape and gang rape and 
murdermurder↗ of a 20-year-old Dalit woman in Hathras, Uttar Pradesh. These dreadful acts, 
and the forced cremation of her body, ordered by the authorities, triggered the outrage of 
millions across India. 

As people mobilised in protest, local government authorities in Hathras turned everyday 
denial into active policy, declaring the outrage to be an ‘international conspiracy’, imposing 
a COVID-19 containment zone on the city, and deploying hundreds of police officers to 
prevent protesters from entering the city centre.

Ever since Dalits first organised to advocate for their rights they have been systematically 
shut out of the conversation by the Indian state, at all levels. A case in point is that of 
the International Dalit Solidarity NetworkInternational Dalit Solidarity Network↗ (IDSN), a coalition of international human 

rights groups, development agencies, national Dalit solidarity networks from Europe 
and national platforms in caste-affected countries, which remains shut out of the global 
conversation, as it has so far failed to obtain consultative status to the UN Economic and 
Social Council (ECOSOC), a status that allows CSOs to take part in UN processes. Ever since 
IDSN requested ECOSOC status back in 2007, the state of India has abused the rules of 
the ECOSOC Committee on Non-Governmental Organizations to blockblock↗ its accreditation 
request with continuous questioning, requests for additional information and further 
delays.

The great efforts the Indian state has put into silencing IDSN and other organisations and 
activists intent on making Dalit lives matter indicate precisely the size of the problem that it 
is trying to conceal. Those engaged know they face a long struggle. As one studentstudent↗ who 
mobilised in protest put it, ‘this is a fight that will go on for years’.

India: Dalit Lives Matter

People in New Delhi, India, protest in outrage at the rape and murder of a Dalit woman 
in October 2020. Photo by Hindustan Times via Getty Images
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Imagine being in prison? The ‘crime’? Speaking 
up and standing for what you believe in. CIVICUS 
is sharing the stories of people behind bars and 
urging people to call on governments to protect 
rights, uphold justice and stop harassing and 
imprisoning human rights defenders across the 
globe. Human rights defenders are asking you to 
#StandAsMyWitness.

13 February 2021 marked the 900th day900th day↗ 
in detention for Dalit rights activist Sudha 
Bharadwaj, accused of inciting violence. Sudha 
tells her story:

I am a human rights lawyer, with a focus on 
protecting the rights of Adivasi (Indigenous) 
people in the state of Chattisgarh. I also served 
as the General Secretary of the Chattisgarh 
People’s Union for Civil Liberties.

I was arrested in August 2018 and I’m accused 
of inciting Dalits at a public meeting together 
with ten other human rights defenders, leading 
to the violence in Bhima Koregaon village in 
the Pune district of Maharashtra on 1st January 
2018.

Me and the ten others were charged under the 
Unlawful Activities Prevention Act between 
June and August 2018. Others include Surendra 
Gadling, Rona Wilson, Shoma Sen, Sudhir 
Dhawale, Mahesh Raut, Vernon Gonsalves, 
Arun Ferreira, Varavara Rao, Gautam Navlakha 
and Dr Anand Teltumbde. Police subsequently 
claimed that the human rights defenders had 
links with ‘unlawful organisations’.

I am being detained in Mumbai Byculla 
Women’s Jail where an inmate had tested 
positive for coronavirus. I am diabetic and diabetic and 
have hypertensionhave hypertension↗. I am seeking bailbail↗ 
from the High Court after the special National 
Investigation Agency court in Mumbai rejected 
my appeal on 29 May 2020.

Take action. Call for Sudha 
Bharadwaj’s release↗.

Stand As My Witness

Sudha Bharadwaj, India
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Reckoning with the symbols of 
colonial legacies
In former colonial powers, countries with histories of slavery and countries 
that were colonised, the 2020 wave of protests brought with it an attempt 
to reckon with colonial legacies, and the ways in which those legacies are 
commemorated and made visible. It was not only in the USA that enduring 
representations of colonial pasts and slavery – street names, the names of 
institutions, statues – came under renewed and accelerated scrutiny. These 
interrogations of history were not new: in recent years the #RhodesMustFall#RhodesMustFall↗ 
movement mobilised powerfully against the commemoration of Cecil Rhodes 
in South Africa and the UK, while on the Caribbean island of MartiniqueMartinique↗, a 
statue of Joséphine de Beauharnais, wife of Emperor Napoleon Bonaparte, had 
been made headless in protest against her role in the slave trade as far back 
as 1991; the rest of the statue was brought down by protesters in July 2020 
after the French government refused to remove it. Similarly, in BarbadosBarbados↗, 
another formerly enslaved island, the statue of Admiral Horatio Nelson was 
targeted over his support for the slave trade. An online Nelson Must Go petition 
attracted 10,000 signatures, a high number given the country’s circa 287,000 
population. In response, in July the government agreed to move the statue to 
a less prominent location.

In Canada, statues of the country’s first prime minister, John A Macdonald, were 
targeted; Macdonald is remembered by many for his key role in the formation 
of Canada, but is also criticised for policies towards First Nations peoples that 
have been described as ‘cultural genocidecultural genocide↗’ and for racism towards Black 
people and people of Chinese heritage; he also founded the police force that 
today mobilises violence. In MontrealMontreal↗ in August, a group of protesters called 
for the police to be defunded and pulled down a Macdonald statue.

In the UK, in Bristol, a city that was built on the slave trade, protests focused 
on the memorialisation of 17th century slave trader Edward Colston. In June, 
protesters toppledtoppled↗ a 19th century statue of Colston and threw it into the 
waters of the harbour. Shortly afterwards, in London, another slaver statue, 
of Robert Mulligan, was removedremoved↗ from outside the Museum of London 
Docklands, which is based in a former sugar warehouse and hosts an exhibition 
on slavery in the sugar trade.

In Bristol, while protest momentum built as part of 2020’s global wave, debate 
on the ways in which Colston is memorialised within the city had gone on 
for years, and attempts to have the statue removed or even add a plaque 
recontextualising it had been rebuffed by conservative politicians. A process 
was already under way to rename the city’s Colston Hall music venue, and 
education institutions had been renamed. The toppling of the statue expressed 
frustration that change had moved too slowly and had not gone far enough.

In the UK everyone points to the USA and claims the situation is not as 
bad here. But as an empire, Britain played a role in creating this system 
in the first place. We need to educate ourselves about the connections 
between the empire and oppressive structures. It is important to see the 
realities of racism on the ground: the fact that in some parts of London 
young Black men are being stopped and searched up to 40 times more 
often than their white counterparts and that our prison system is even 

Black Lives Matter protesters topple a statue of slave trader Edward Colston on 7 June 2020 
in Bristol, UK. Photo by Harry Pugsley/Getty Images
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more imbalanced than that of the USA in terms of the number of people 
of colour who are incarcerated.
That speaks to internal levels of systemic racism, but also calls for an anti-
imperialist view. There is a quite large population of Caribbean heritage 
in the UK, so we are learning more about the fact that prisons in the 
Caribbean were first built by the British, and that the policing system we 
currently experience in Britain was originated in the colonies to control 
the local population.

Kelsey MKelsey M↗, Community Action on Prison ExpansionCommunity Action on Prison Expansion↗, UK

In Belgium too, protesters called for a reckoning with the country’s colonial 
past, a subject that had previously rarely entered mainstream debate. The 
Belgian imperial project, centred on what is now the Democratic Republic of 
the Congo (DRC), was run with particular brutality and cruelty, accounting for 
millions of deaths, as a lucrative personal fiefdom of King Leopold II. The vast 

wealth ruthlessly extracted is manifested in the monumental buildings of major 
Belgian cities, a present-day reminder of a barbarous past. In June an estimated 
10,000 people came together outside the Palace of Justice in Brussels, many of 
them wearing masks, in a protest that was tolerated by the city government. 
While the protest was mostly peaceful, towards its end a confrontation broke 
out between police and protesters, and security forces used water cannon and 
detained over 150 protesters. 

Attention turned to the many sites and spaces where Leopold II is 
commemorated. Leopold II has a presence, through statues and names, in many 
city centres and neighbourhoods, inserting the official version of Belgium’s 
colonial history into people’s everyday lives. In contrast, there is no official no official 
spacespace↗ where that history is interrogated and the experience of colonised 
peoples is remembered. Tens of thousands signed an online petition to have all 
Leopold II statues removed. In June, one such statue was taken downtaken down↗ in the 
city of Antwerp after it had been set on fire. In Ghent, a bust of Leopold II was 
removed after being vandalised. 

In the neighbouring Netherlands, protests further challenged the tradition, 
seen in both the Netherlands and Belgium, of Zwarte PietZwarte Piet↗ (Black Pete) in 
which, in the run-up to Christmas, white people wear blackface makeup and 
curly wigs in caricature of Black people. In recent years these practices, which 
appear to date from the 19th century when the Netherlands was still active 
in the slave trade, have attracted growing controversy, on the basis that they 
perpetuate negative stereotypes of Black people and are at odds with the 
modern, multicultural realities of the countries in which they are enacted. The 
debate has become polarised, with far-right groups making a show of defending 
the practice. At the same time the cultural assumptions and lack of inquiry 
that used to lead the majority of the white population to view the practice as 
essentially harmless have increasingly been questioned and challenged.

The June protest in Amsterdam was led by the Kick Out Zwarte Piet group, 
along with Black Queer and Trans Resistance Netherlands, in a show of the 
power of intersectional action, and there seemed to be a sense afterwards that 
the global scale of the 2020 protests and the deep questioning of structural 
racism and white supremacy they brought had moved the debate along. A 
surveysurvey↗ published in November suggested that support for the tradition had 
fallen from as high as 83 per cent in 2013 to barely half in 2020. LibrariesLibraries↗ 

A Black Trans Lives Matter march is held on 27 June 2020 in London, UK, in protest against 
the recent murders of Black trans women in the USA. Photo by Gareth Cattermole/Getty 
Images
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across the Netherlands began to remove books featuring the character from 
their shelves. In August, FacebookFacebook↗ banned blackface images, included Zwarte 
Piet, on Facebook and Instagram, and in October GoogleGoogle↗ banned all pro-
Zwarte Piet websites and YouTube videos from making money from advertising, 
potentially undermining the dismal cycle in which people profit from the traffic 
that extreme views generate.

Each of these moves sparked backlash: in Belgium, the right-wing populist and 
nationalist Vlaams Belang (Flemish Interest) party, which makes heavy use of 
FacebookFacebook↗ to recruit support, characterised the move as an attack on national 
traditions. In the run-up to the festive season, sizeable counter-protestscounter-protests↗ 
mobilised against Kick Out Zwarte Piet protests in the Netherlands. Protesters 
accused the police of failing to assure their safety in the face of aggression by 
counter-protesters, causing one protest in the city of Eindhoven to be moved 
online for safety reasons.

In Switzerland as well, people started to interrogate the connections to the 
slave trade of Alfred EscherAlfred Escher↗, a 19th century figure pivotal in the development 
of modern Switzerland, and the role played by slavery in building the country’s 
wealth. In Hamilton, New Zealand, the statue of naval captain John HamiltonJohn Hamilton↗, 
after whom the city was named, was removed in June following Maori protests, 
which pointed to his role in bloody 19th century battles for territory with Maori 
people, in which many were killed.

Protests against these historical symbols of racism and white supremacy, at 
least in global north countries, quickly brought criticisms that people were 
trying to erase history, and dire warnings that little of historical value would 
be left standing. Following the fall of the Colston statue in the UK, far-right 
groups, always ready to manufacture outrage and division, opportunistically 
mobilisedmobilised↗ to ‘defend’ other historical statues, such as those of Winston 
Churchill, which no groups had seriously called to be removed. The danger this 
raised for movements against racism was of being drawn into a culture war 
on territory chosen by far-right groups and characterised by disinformation: 
of expending precious energies in insignificant battles that would not serve to 
challenge racism and advance rights, and of losing sight of how to bring about 
the change that matters.

It is important to acknowledge that it was not only people in former colonial 
powers who were keen to have a fresh conversation with history. People 
living in countries on the receiving end of colonialism made similar demands. 
In UgandaUganda↗, over 5,000 people signed a petition to rename streets that 
still carry the names of people and institutions involved in brutal colonial 
repression. Similar demands were made to rename a key street in Khartoum, 
capital of Sudan, named after a slave trader. In South AfricaSouth Africa↗, home of the 
#RhodesMustFall movement, people targeted and defaced the statue of Paul 
Kruger, a 19th century Afrikaner leader, in Pretoria.

The charge that protesters were trying to erase history is simplistic. Rather, 
in cases such as the removal of the Colston statue, people showed a deep 
awareness of and engagement with history. They asserted the idea that history 
is not fixed or immutable, and the past has an ongoing interaction with the 
present, as Black people every day are forced to live alongside the symbols of 
their historic oppression that continue to be reproduced and embedded into 
today’s systems of exclusion. To experience this can be a daily encounter with 

Protesters carry banners with anti-racist messages on 6 December 2020 in The Hague, The 
Netherlands. Photo by Nacho Calonge/Getty Images
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re-traumatisation and dehumanisation. History means more than monuments 
and street names, and these are blunt instruments of commemoration that 
need to be accompanied by a continuous investigation and interrogation of who 
gets to decide what history and which narratives matter. If history is written by 
the victors, then in 2020 protesters insisted that it was their time to write it 
and past racists had no right to determine what matters for the rest of time. 
Rather than attempting to shut down debate through an insistence on ‘political 
correctness’, as people were often accused of doing, they were urgently trying 
to open up conversations about the realities of their struggles.

The toppling of statues can offer a cathartic moment, but it is surely a signal 
that processes of dialogue and debate are absent and that people are frustrated 
at not being heard time and again. It suggests the need for new processes that 
enable a conversation to be held around big questions about how to make 
societies, political systems and economies work for everyone, rather than be 
based on the exploitation of Black people and other excluded groups, and 
as part of this, how to decolonise institutions. This conversation needs to 
include an acknowledgement that history can and should be interrogated and 
deepened, and that there are neglected histories, such as Black history, that 
must be respected and shared. This requires a better understanding of what 
Black history is, starting with an acknowledgement that it is not only a history 
of colonialism, enslavement and oppression, but also a history of how Black 
people survived, resisted and flourished.

In Bristol, the Colston statue only spent a few days sunk at the bottom of 
the harbour. It was retrievedretrieved↗, and will not return to its plinth but rather be 
relocated to a museum, where it will be displayed alongside protest placards, 
telling the story not just of a long-dead slave trader but of the contemporary 
people who forced their way into the narrative. A similar fate likely awaits 
Antwerp’s deposed Leopold II statue. History is enriched as a result. 

Police brutality:  
echoes around the world
BLM protests were initially triggered by police brutality, as a violent and lethal 
manifestation of systemic racism, and in turn protests were confronted with 
further acts of brutality. The focus on police brutality found echoes in other 
countries, where finding common ground with BLM protests, people demanded 

action and accountability on their own issues of police violence and abuse of 
rights.

In early June, hundreds of people in Guadalajara, Mexico, protestedprotested↗ against 
police brutality and demanded justice for Giovanni López, a man who died 
from a head injury after being detained. He died in early May, but outrage 
erupted after a videovideo↗ surfaced on 3 June, in which bystanders appeared 
saying that López’s only infraction was to not be wearing a mask. In addition 
to the head injury, he also sustained a bullet wound while in custody. During 
the 4 June protestsprotests↗, groups of protesters vandalised buildings and damaged 
police vehicles, while the police fired teargas. Journalists covering the protests 
reportedreported↗ being attacked by police.

The following day, people gathered outside the state Attorney General’s office in 
Guadalajara to demand justice. They were again met with police repressionrepression↗, 
including arbitrary and illegal detentionsdetentions↗. Protesters describeddescribed↗ being taken 

Protesters stand in front of the US Embassy during a protest against police brutality on 5 
June 2020 in Mexico City, Mexico. Photo by Héctor Vivas/Getty Images
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by plainclothes officers in unmarked carsunmarked cars↗, beaten and mistreated, robbed of 
personal belongings, threatened with being disappeareddisappeared↗, held for hours and 
then left on the outskirts of the city without any means of returning home. The 
next day, the whereabouts of over 20 people were still unknown. Following 
social media pressure, six young protesters were releasedreleased↗ from detention on 
9 June. 

Following a protestprotest↗ outside the US embassy in Mexico City in solidarity 
with BLM on 4 June, another demonstration was organised in the capital the 
next day, with a focus on police violence in both Mexico and the USA. Some 
protesters vandalisedvandalised↗ shops and banks, and around 400 police officers were 
deployeddeployed↗. Protesters took to social media to denounce the excessive forceexcessive force↗ 
the police used; video footage showed anti-riot officers beating a teenage girl, 
an act of aggression for which two officers were later detaineddetained↗. After the 
protesters highlighted these abuses of their right to protest, on 7 June, local 
authorities announced they would establish a protocolprotocol↗ for the policing of 
protests in Mexico City to avoid abuses against protesters and journalists.

Also on 7 June, around a hundred peoplea hundred people↗ participated in protests against 
police violence in Tijuana, and some groups temporarily blocked southbound 
border lanes at the San Ysidro Port of Entry, before marching to City Hall. 
Another march took place in Mexico City on 13 June, after a 16-year old 
Mexican-American man, Alexander Martínez GómezAlexander Martínez Gómez↗, was shot dead by 
police in southern Mexico.

Across a series of African countries, where the police work as agents of 
repressive state control, the call to end police brutality also resonated. In Kenya, 
the antagonistic relationship that the police maintain with the public can be 
seen as a legacy of British rule: today’s security forces stand in continuity with 
colonial forces, their attitude and mission unchanged. On 8 June, 200 people 
peacefully marchedmarched↗ through the Mathare informal settlement in Nairobi, 
Kenya’s capital, to protest against police brutality and the spike in extrajudicial 
killings that followed the establishment of a dusk-till-dawn pandemic curfew. A 
protester whose friend was shot dead by the police explained the rationale of 
the protest: ‘The police have killed us more than corona.’ Protesters identified 
in common cause with the US BLM movement, affirming that their community 
stood in solidarity with Black people and people living in poverty in the USA in 
a shared struggle for dignity.

A further protestprotest↗ was held in Nairobi on 7 July of people angered by the 
continuing wave of police abuses in the context of the enforcement of 
pandemic restrictions. By that stage at least 22 people, including a 13-year-old 
boy, were reported to have died as a result of the police’s violent enforcement 
of emergency rules. The police fired teargas and arrested around 30 protesters, 
claiming that they had not practised distancing. 

The situation was similar in neighbouring Uganda, where the police often act as 
the brutal agents of ruling party repression under President Yoweri Museveni’s 
35-year rule. It was no surprise that in the run-up to the contested January 2021 
general election the police were often deployed to repress opposition candidates, 
CSOs and protesters. In October, Nana Mwafrika Mbarikiwa, a women’s rights 
activist, was arrested and detained when she held a protestprotest↗ against police 
brutality in Uganda’s capital, Kampala. But what was new in 2020 was that this 
event sparked a cascade of testimonies and videos of police violence, shared 
with the trending Twitter hashtag #EndPoliceBrutalityInUganda; story after story 
told of brutal acts being committed against protesters and opposition supporters. 

On 8 June 2020, feminist groups in Mexico City demand justice for Melanie, a 16-year-old 
woman beaten by police during a BLM demonstration on 5 June. Photo by Héctor Alfaro/
Agencia Press South/Getty Images
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End SARS

Nigeria was home to Africa’s biggest movement against police abuses. A major 
wave of protests erupted in October, calling for the abolition of the Special 
Anti-Robbery Squad (SARS), under the banner of #EndSARS. The protests were 
sparked by the sharing of an online video showing SARS officers dragging two 
men out onto the street and shooting one of them. The rapid spread of the 
video triggered an avalanche of people’s stories of harassment and brutality by 
SARS officers. The parallels and currents of inspiration with the protests in the 
USA and around the world were clear: if Black lives matter, then they need to 
matter in Black-majority countries, and the authorities in those countries need 
to hold by their fundamental duty to protect rather than endanger the lives of 
their people. In Africa’s most populated country, Black lives should matter.

Sadly, police brutalitypolice brutality↗ is a long-entrenched problem in Nigeria, and people 
have been protesting against it for years. While the protests of 2020 saw 
#EndSARS trendingtrending↗ on Twitter around the world, the slogan was first used 

in 2017. SARS was set up in 1992, when Nigeria was still under military rule, 
and has been accused of acting as though democracy never returned. It has 
long been seen as effectively acting as a gang of its own, indistinguishable from 
criminals. SARS has been blamed for extrajudicial killings, disappearances, 
rape, torture, corruption and blackmail, among other serious crimes. Nigeria’s 
young, urban population shared a common experience of being targeted by 
SARS on the basis of how they dress, the technology they carry, the vehicles 
they drive.

Nelson OlanipekunNelson Olanipekun↗ of Citizens’ GavelCitizens’ Gavel↗, a Nigerian civic tech organisation, 
points to the underlying issues, and the way in which BLM protests and police 
abuses committed during enforcement of pandemic rules brought anger to a 
head:

The global protests triggered by the death of George Floyd renewed the 
call for police accountability in Nigeria and people started sharing stories 
of their encounters with police officers. Coupled with pre-existing local 
issues, the US incident that resonated globally enhanced the local voices 
who were speaking up against police brutality. We were able to contribute 
by addressing the complaints that citizens reported to us and continuing 
to work to ensure culpable officers are held accountable.
As the pandemic started there was an increase in police brutality related 
to the enforcement of lockdown measures and compliance with sanitary 
protocols. Interactions between citizens and police officers increased and 
resulted in more complaints against police officers. By April, it appearedappeared↗ 
that police officers had killed more people than COVID-19. Additionally, 
the brutalities committed by SARS continued during the pandemic, and 
the authorities continued failing to prosecute officers who committed 
torture and violent crimes, mostly against young men from low-income 
backgrounds.

In common with many of the protests documented above, many of those 
mobilising were young people, often protesting for the first time. They 
expressed their anger at the targeting of young people by SARS officers, and 
to the deteriorating economic situation under the pandemic, with rising food 
prices, and ongoing high levels of youth unemployment. People came together 
who had not previously found common ground. Mass street protests captured 

Kenyans protest against police brutality in the Mathare informal settlement in Nairobi, 
Kenya on 8 June 2020. Photo by Fredrik Lerneryd/Getty Images
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attention and the #EndSARS hashtag was picked up and spread by Nigerian 
celebrities, influencers and the country’s widespread and vocal diaspora, who 
were called on to support #EndSARS just as they had expressed support for 
BLM, and did so. British-Nigerian actor John Boyega, for example, who made 
an impassioned speechimpassioned speech↗ at a BLM protest in London in June, tweeted his 
supportsupport↗ for the #EndSARS movement in October. Led by people from the 
Nigerian diaspora, #EndSARS solidarity protests mobilised in other countries, 
including CanadaCanada↗, New ZealandNew Zealand↗, South AfricaSouth Africa↗ and the UKUK↗. An impressive 
voluntary response, within Nigeria and from the diaspora, mobilised to raise 
funds to provide protesters with food, water and medical supplies. Some 
people used bitcoin to donate, as a means of avoiding state scrutiny. Hundreds 
of lawyers volunteered to provide legal support to people arrested while 
protesting. People took to social media to document police repression.

To some extent, the protest pressure told. Within days, the government 
moved to disbanddisband↗ the unit, but Nigerians remained sceptical and continued 
to protest. Several past government promises of police reform had come to 
nothing, and many believed that SARS would simply be reconstituted under 
some other name, while those who had committed crimes would continue to 
enjoy impunity. The setting up of a new unit in place of SARS seemed to confirm 
these suspicions. Protests went on, fuelled by the further sharing of videos 
in October showing more police killings, making clear that nothing had really 
changed. In October, over 10,000 peopleover 10,000 people↗ took to the streets to force Lagos, 
Africa’s greatest metropolis, into gridlock. A further protest blocked access to 
the Lagos airport. Protesters started to take on bigger issues and call for more 
comprehensive reform. They demanded the immediate release of all those 
arrested, justice for the victims of police brutality, the prosecution of accused 
officers and even an increase in police salaries as a deterrent to widespread 
bribery.

October also saw protests focused around Nigeria’s Independence Day, on 
which the country celebrated the landmark of 60 years of independence. The 
Coalition for Revolution, which first mobilisedmobilised↗ in 2019, convened protestsprotests↗ 
across Nigeria under the banner of #RevolutionNow, focusing on issues of 
misgovernance and the particular flashpoint of fuel and electricity prices, 
which brought earlier protests in September. These protests were met with 
a heavy-handed police response, with an estimated 60 people arrested and 
a journalist assaulted. Planned protests in August to commemorate commemorate↗ the 

first year of #RevolutionNow were also dispersed by the security forces with 
numerous arrestsarrests↗; several of those detained reportedreported↗ being subject to 
violence and humiliation by police officers.

People’s scepticism about the reality of reform were confirmed by the violent 
response to protests. By mid-October, at least 10 peopleat least 10 people↗ had been killed 
and dozens more injured, although the authorities denied that any deaths had 
occurred. As protests continued, the government imposed a 24-hour curfewcurfew↗ 
in Lagos and other cities and states. And then on 20 October came a day of 
notoriety as soldiers opened fireopened fire↗ with live ammunition, reportedly killing 
at least 12 peopleat least 12 people↗ in what became known as the Lekki Toll Gate Massacre. 
People had peacefully occupied the vast site and disrupted traffic. The response 
was lethal. Graphic video footage of security force shootings of peaceful 
protesters brought widespread condemnation, but when Nigerian President 
Muhammadu Buhari called for an end to the protests in a televised address, 
he failedfailed↗ even to acknowledge the shootings, while the army initially tried 
to deny it was present. Protesters claimed that armed groups of unemployed 
men, paid by the authorities, had also infiltrated protests and unleashed 
violence. The authorities continued to play down the number of killings, 
and a wall of silencewall of silence↗ was thrown around hospitals treating the wounded. 
Police spokespeople denigrated protesters as criminals. The authorities now 
characterised the protests as subversive. The protests had become dangerous 
because they had started to call on the government to redistribute power. 

Ultimately, and with grim irony, protests against overbearing state violence 
and for freedom and dignity were suppressed, with a combination of lethal  
and excessive violence, arrests of protesters and repressive measuresrepressive measures↗ that 
included fines of media outlets that covered the protests and the freezing 
of bank accounts of protest leaders and organisations, which had been 
used to raise and receive funds to support protests; in a signal of the aggre 
ssive approach being used, those who accounts were frozen were ludicrously 
accused of ‘suspected terrorism financing’, and some people had their 
passports seized.

Following the Lekki Toll Gate Massacre, many people felt too fearful to protest, 
many self-censored and some fled abroad. For now, impunity prevails over 
the crimes of 20 October. After granting the minimal concession of rebranding 
SARS, the government seemed to believe it could pull up the drawbridge and 
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Protesters in London, UK, hold a solidarity march in response to the Nigerian police opening fire on #EndSARS protesters in October 2020. Photo by Dan Kitwood/Getty Images
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carry on as usual. This looked like an out-of-touchout-of-touch↗ government, unable to 
connect with the lived experiences and motivations of Nigeria’s many young 
people. But the issues remain, as does the anger. As seen in the resurgence 
of BLM in the USA and around the world, protests are likely to return and 
demands will likely be rearticulated when the conditions become ripe again. 
Demands for accountabilityaccountability↗ and justice over the Lekki Toll Gate Massacre will 
not go away either.

BLM: early impacts around 
the world
The changes the protests of 2020 sought are profound, and require the 
overturning of political, social and economic structures of systemic racism 
and white supremacy that have been in place for centuries. Any changes that 
resulted in 2020, such as electoral shifts caused by the mobilisation of Black 
people ahead of the US elections and moves in some US local administrations 
towards defunding the police, are a small part of what needs to happen. But 
some progress was made, around the world as well as in the USA.

Canada’s extensive protests brought high-level acknowledgement. Prime 
Minister Justin TrudeauJustin Trudeau↗ was one of thousands who kneeled for eight minutes 
and 46 seconds – the length of time it took the police to kill George Floyd – 
at a protest in June, and he went on to publicly acknowledge the reality of 
racism in Canada as well as the USA. As the first wave of protests unfolded, 
Canada’s public safety minister acknowledgedacknowledged↗ the need for police reform and 
action at the disproportionate imprisonment of Black and Indigenous people. 
In New Zealand, following the protests, the head of the police committed to 
not extend the pilot programme of arming police, and the Green party, at that 
time a member of the coalition government and a continuing partner of the 
majority government that resulted from the October election (see this report’s 
chapter on democracy under the pandemic), expressed its support for BLM and 
called out discrimination against Maori and Pacific Islands peoples, pointing 
to their disadvantaged status in education, healthcare and housing, and their 
over-representation in prison.

In the Netherlands, as public perceptions shifted, Prime Minister Mark Rutte, 
who had previously defended the Zwarte Piet tradition and had himself 
dressed up as Zwarte Piet in the past, announcedannounced↗ that he now understood 

that this practice could make Black people feel discriminated against, and 
admitted that racism was a problem in the Netherlands. In Belgium, King King 
PhilippePhilippe↗ expressed his ‘regrets’ about colonial acts of violence and brutality, 
and acknowledged the reality of present-day discrimination, in a letter to 
Félix Tshisekedi, President of the DRC, on the 60th anniversary of the DRC’s 
independence. While this stopped short of the expression of an apology, which 
might open up the potential for demands for reparations to be taken forward, 
it marked a historic break with past practices of denial of the brutal practices of 
colonialism and even of lauding Leopold II.

Belgium’s parliament established a ‘truth and reconciliation commission’ 
to examine the country’s colonial past. In the UK, London Mayor Sadiq 
Khan, himself a regular target of racism, announced the establishment of a 
commissioncommission↗ to review London’s landmarks and focus on improving diversity, 
including in public arts and place names. In January 2021 it was revealed that 
across the UK almost 70almost 70↗ tributes to racists, slave traders and colonisers, in 
the form of statues, street names and other memorials, had been removed or 
changed or were in the process of being so.

Thousands march in support of the BLM movement on 14 June 2020 in Auckland, New 
Zealand. Photo by Fiona Goodall/Getty Images
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None of these shifts would have come without the mass protests of 2020 
communicating the urgency and importance of making Black lives matter, and 
the ways in which protests plugged into longstanding struggles and ongoing 
civil society initiatives to challenge the structures, practices and attitudes of 
systemic racism and white supremacy. But the question of course remains that 
of what real change might follow from these acknowledgements of protest 
pressure, or whether impacts would stay at the symbolic level.

Pressure that mobilised online against social media companies also brought 
some acknowledgement. Campaigns pointed out the role of social media 
platforms in sharing hate speech, which goes beyond that of being mere 
conduits, as algorithms designed to keep eyes on pages feed people sensational 
and extreme content, thereby amplifying it, and reward it through advertising 
revenue, making hate a lucrative business. The Stop Hate for Profit group was 
one initiative set up after the killing of George Floyd, calling on FacebookFacebook↗ 
in particular to moderate and take down hate speech. In response to this 
pressure, huge companies pulled or pausedpulled or paused↗ their Facebook advertising. 
Corporate titans such as Coca-Cola, Diageo and Unilever hit Facebook, which 
makes around 98 per cent of its income from advertisingadvertising↗, where it hurts.

Online, brands also quickly signalled their support for BLM, changing their 
icons, expressing their support for Blackout DayBlackout Day↗, an annual day designed 
so that Black Americans can show their economic power by withholding their 
spending or shopping only at Black-owned businesses, and issuing statements 
that acknowledged that racism is structural and that they need to do better 
to combating it in their companies. Sports teams around the world started 
following the US example of taking a knee to express their opposition to racism; 
when the English Premier League restarted after a pandemic pause in June, its 
global audience in 188 countries saw its superstar players halt at the start of 
every game to take a knee. This was different to the days when pioneering 
players got dropped for doing so.

These were important acts of public acknowledgement of the existence of 
structural racism and white supremacy, but at the same time they caused 
concern that the political edges were being rubbed off a movement that 
offers a direct challenge to political and economic power. To result in real, far-
reaching change, acknowledgement and action must go further than feelgood 
sloganeering, social media likes and self-interested corporate positioning. 

Perhaps more importantly, for the first time many white people understood and 
acknowledged that they could no longer simply opt out of conversations about 
racial injustice, and they needed to play their part in recognising and beginning 
to tackle systemic racism. More people came to understand that white silence 
is complicity in white supremacy, and that white privilege is something that 
needs to be acknowledged, unpacked and challenged. The many white people 
marching in solidarity in protests around the world spoke not of a desire to 
co-opt or whitewash protest anger, but to acknowledge the need to listen and 
engage.

Change cannot end with sportspeople taking a knee, or a politician offering 
a careful choice of words that stops short of an apology, or a statue being 
toppled. Such moments can carry significant symbolic meaning and help 
challenge the invisibility that comes with being excluded, but the ultimate 

People attend a BLM demonstration in front of the Palace of Justice in Brussels, Belgium, 
on 7 June 2020. Photo by Thierry Monasse/Getty Images
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measure of change is whether people are able fully to access and enjoy their 
civil, political, social and economic rights irrespective of any aspects or markers 
of their identities. As part of this, it will become clear that change is happening 
when those who commit racist acts can be safely challenged and held to 
account on their behaviour, however powerful they are and even if they are 
part of the machinery of policing.

By that measure, our societies are a long way from where they could be, and 
need to be. The problems thrown under the spotlight in 2020 are not new; 
they are structural and systemic. The engagement to overcome them must 
therefore be sustained. But nor was the anger seen in 2020 new, and neither 
will it go away. People will keep demanding radical change until they succeed 
in making it happen.

A BLM organiser speaks to the crowds assembled in the Occupy City Hall campgrounds outside New York City Council ahead of a vote on the police  budget on 30 June 2020. Photo by Ira 
L. Black/Corbis via Getty Images
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Feminist activists demonstrate for abortion rights outside the National Cathedral 
in Buenos Aires, Argentina on International Women’s Day 2020. Photo by Marcos 
Brindicci/Getty Images
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2020 was a difficult year for most people, but particularly for those already 
excluded, who disproportionately experienced the highly unequal impacts 
of the pandemic. The pandemic’s impacts came on top of and reinforced 
a backlash mobilised in recent years by anti-rights groups and politicians in 
response to the successes of excluded groups in making themselves visible 
and claiming rights. But the year also proved, once more, that far from being 
passive victims of circumstances beyond their control, women, LGBTQI+ people 
and migrants and refugees – the focus of this chapter – and Black people – the 
focus of this report’s special chapter on the global struggle for racial justice – 
were determined to take action to fight for their lives and rights.

As the pandemic spread, it quickly became clear that, while anyone could 
catch the virus, nothing about it was egalitarian. Those most denied rights and 
with the least economic power struggled the most. State support schemes to 
compensate for the slowdown of economic activity, where these existed, often 
overlooked excluded groups, such as undocumented migrants, or reinforced 
patterns of exclusion, including by channelling support through men as heads 
of households. The civil and political rights that, when realised, give people 
the opportunity to challenge their exclusion threatened to be a silent victim, 
as it became clear that numerous states and non-state groups were taking 
advantage of the pandemic to further restrict the civic space of excluded 
groups. States used emergency measures as a cover to roll backroll back↗ hard-won 
rights.

But their targets fought back. Excluded groups and the civil society organisations 
(CSOs) that support their rights moved fastmoved fast↗, stepping forward to meet urgent 
needs of food, personal protective equipment and essential sanitary items, 
offer financial aid, provide health services and psychological support, and 
counter disinformation and share life-saving information, all while continuing 
to monitor human rights, report violations and advocate for lasting change.

With an eye on the greater struggle that will continue after the pandemic, 
and in the face of criminalising and dehumanising narratives, activists for 

women’s rights, LGBTQI+ rights and migrants’ and refugees’ rights persevered 
in their long-term efforts to change meanings, shift perspectives, articulate the 
unspoken and make visible the invisible. Around the world, they mobilised in 
numbers to denounce discrimination, violence and rights violations. In doing 
so, they called public attention to urgent problems such as gender-based 
violence (GBV), the denial of sexual and reproductive rights and politicised 
homophobia and xenophobia, brought issues onto the agenda and demanded 
– and sometimes won – policy change. In country after country, they succeeded 
in turning non-issues into agenda items requiring policy solutions, reframing 
individual misfortunes as collective grievances and reconceptualising ideologies 
and practices of oppression as not somehow natural but rather as human-
made, and therefore open to challenge and change.

All available tactics, including street action, public campaigning, advocacy 
and litigation, were employed and combined to demand visibility, claim space 
and win change. Progress was achieved. Homosexuality was decriminalised 
in Bhutan and Gabon, while same-sex marriage became legal in Costa Rica. 
Following decades-long struggles, abortion became legal in Argentina and New 
Zealand, while Chilean women demanded and obtained equal representation 
in the constitutional change process that will shape the country for decades to 
come. Sudan banned the practice of female genital mutilation, and a ban on 
pregnant girls attending school was liftedlifted↗ in Tanzania.

A landmark rulinglandmark ruling↗ in Uganda, following a civil society lawsuit over the deaths 
of two women in childbirth in 2011, mandated the government to increase 
its health budget to ensure women receive decent maternal healthcare. A 
German court establishedestablished↗ that associations cannot arbitrarily discriminate 
on the basis of gender. Progress through the courts also came in France, where 
it was established that fraternal acts towards migrants and refugees can be 
legitimately pursued either individually or in association with a CSO, and in 
Greece, where the leaders of a neo-Nazi party were convicted for heading a 
criminal organisation and several were jailed for violent attacks on migrants. 
More recently, an Italian prosecutor gave the green light to a trial of former 

Challenging exclusion and claiming rights
Content warning: parts of this chapter detail cases of sexual abuse, assault and rape.
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Deputy Prime Minister Matteo Salvini for his targeting of migrants and refugees 
while in office.

While progress was achieved on some fronts, setbacks were experienced on 
others. GBV, one of the world’s most widespread rights violations, reached 
pandemic dimensions under COVID-19. A wave of homophobia purposefully 
instrumentalised for political gain swept Central and Eastern Europe. In 
numerous countries, women and LGBTQI+ rights defenders sadly paid for their 
activism with their freedom, and sometimes their lives. These setbacks served 
as a reminder of the many struggles people still face.

All the breakthroughs of the year were the result of long-running advocacy and 
campaigning, and typically occurred after bitter reversals were overcome over 
the years. New gains in rights also tended to bring hostile reaction, often in the 
form of harassment, threats and violence, pointing to the need to guard fragile 
conquests even while pushing further. Civil society will need to keep engaging 
in the never-ending battle for rights.

The exclusionary impacts of the 
pandemic
The pandemic presented a series of specific challenges for women. 
Even in countries considered to be in the vanguard of recognising 
women’s rights, the position of women regressed during the pandemic, 
particularly when it came to access to work and the distribution of 
unpaid domestic and care duties. Governments around the world 
often failed to consider the gendered impacts of the pandemic and 
restrictions such as lockdowns, further endangering those already at risk.  
Women were more exposed to GBV, lost access to contraception and were 
forced to resort to unsafe abortions during lockdowns, and continued to 
be denied adequate and timely sexual and reproductive healthcare where 
restrictions eased, given that public healthcare resources were largely focused 
on fighting the virus.

Many young LGBTQI+ peopleLGBTQI+ people↗ were forced back into family homes, which 
often meant going back into the closet and being cut off from vital support 
networks, sometimes leading to spikes of depression and suicide. There 
were instances of LGBTQI+ people being slurred and accused of spreading 
the virus, as seen in a homophobic backlashhomophobic backlash↗ that came when an outbreak 
was linked to a nightclub in South Korea. In many cases, ethnic, racial and 
religious minorities were also scapegoated and shunned as alleged sources 
of contagion, particularly when associated by their attackers with China, 
as seen in a wave of hate crimes against Asian-Americans in the USA.  
The poor conditions in which many migrants and refugees live put them 
at higher risk of both contagion and punishment for violating lockdown 
regulations. Many domestic workers, mostly employed in the informal sector 
and overwhelmingly female, lost their jobs or stopped getting paid, or were 
forced to continue working in unsafe conditions.

These challenges forced civil society activists and organisations to 
revisit their tactics and reinvent themselves. In the Philippines, Youth Youth 
Voices CountVoices Count↗ helped respond by distributing LGBTQI+ care packs, 
including to people living with HIV/AIDS. Humanity and Inclusion 
provided personal psychological support to Rohingya refugeesRohingya refugees↗ from  
Myanmar living in Bangladesh. Countless others undertook similar initiatives 
all over the world.

Women protest against gender-based violence in Piazza del Popolo in Rome, Italy on 28 
November 2020. Photo by Simona Granati/Corbis via Getty Images
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Many responses mobilised to meet urgent new needs in relation to GBV. 
Barely weeks into the pandemic, concernsconcerns↗ rose about the safety of women 
trapped indoors with their abusers, and data showing spikes in GBV made news 
headlines. Women’s rights organisations around the world had anticipated this, 
knowing that economic downturns, natural disasters and disease outbreaks all 
have disproportionate impacts on women: women experience the effects first, 
worst and for longer, and are disproportionately impacted on by the actions 
and failures of markets and decisions made or not made by governments.

Women’s rights organisations issued early warnings to their governments 
and went on to pressure them into recognising the gendered impacts of the 
pandemic and acting accordingly, including by adopting gendered approaches 
to post-pandemic reconstruction. Despite the pressures they already faced – 
lack of resources, absence of government recognition, restricted civic space 
and attacks from anti-rights groups – women’s organisations rushed to fill gaps 
in service provision left by governments and markets. Women-led initiatives 
were often at the forefront of the response, helping women and a variety of 
other excluded and vulnerable groups.

For organisations working against GBV, the main goal was to maintain 
and scale up services and introduce innovations at a time of rising 
need and new restrictions on in-person work. In some cases, women’s 
organisations had to confront the authorities to make sure that women’s 
needs were met. The Mor Çatı Women’s Shelter FoundationMor Çatı Women’s Shelter Foundation↗, 
one of the first organisations in Turkey to focus on combating GBV,  
realised that the police were giving women experiencing GBV false information 
about available services. In response it took to social media to communicate 
the vital message that the police were obliged to act on reports of GBV and 
that shelters were still open. As the courts in Tunisia closed, the Tunisian Tunisian 
Association of Democratic WomenAssociation of Democratic Women↗ successfully lobbied the government 
to have GBV cases included among the emergency court cases that could be 
heard under lockdown.

As they found themselves subjected to emergency restrictions, activists 
explored additional and alternative ways to help women report violence 
and protect themselves against abuse. A common tactic was to move 
online services that did not need to be delivered in person, adapting and 
scaling up phone and web-based helplines and counselling services, and 

providing services through alternative platforms, including WhatsApp and 
other mobile apps, to offer women locked down with their abusers multiple 
channels to call for help. Some organisations offered access to a cloud-
based service for women to store evidence of abuse safely. Where the 
discontinuation of in-person services would have put women at greater risk,  
new protocols were devised and implemented to continue operating shelters, 
emergency centres, transition houses and other facilities as safely as possible, 
including through staggered appointments and the establishment of quarantine 
spaces for newcomers and isolation rooms for COVID-19-positive people inside 
facilities.

Organisations used creative methods to spread hotline numbers. In 
Lebanon, the Resource Centre for Gender EqualityResource Centre for Gender Equality↗ launched a campaign, 
#LockdownNotLockup, asking people to share their hotline number from 
their windows and balconies, while producing ‘camouflage videos’ with the 
number secretly embedded in tutorials and in subtitles, so that women could 
safely watch them while confined with their abusers. Brazil’s Observatório Observatório 
de Favelasde Favelas↗, an organisation focused on slums and urban issues, followed 
a similar camouflage strategy. When it disseminated vital information about 
the virus and hygiene measures to avoid infection via text messages, voice 
memos, catchy memes and infographics, it threw in tips on how to get help if 
experiencing GBV. 

New and old technologies were combined in attempts to secure wide coverage: 
in a variety of contexts, CSOs used social media platforms and messaging 
apps alongside flyer distribution, loudspeaker vehicles, community radio 
and local television, and spread their messaging in multiple languages. CSOs 
built alliances with private partners – allowing Mexico’s National Network of National Network of 
SheltersShelters↗ to run coordinated rescue operations – and government agencies. 
Such was the case for India’s International Foundation for Crime Prevention International Foundation for Crime Prevention 
and Victim Careand Victim Care↗; as a result, women were issued circulation passes to 
move safely during lockdowns. In Malawi, the Centre for Social Concern and Centre for Social Concern and 
DevelopmentDevelopment↗ pushed for the inclusion of GBV prevention information in 
materials on COVID-19 prevention prepared and distributed by healthcare 
providers. In Mexico, a civil society campaigncivil society campaign↗ called on the government to 
adopt a cross-sectional, rights-based approach to address the impacts of the 
pandemic on women and allocate the resources needed to implement gender 
justice policies.
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During a protest against femicides on 20 July 2020 in Mexico City, a protester holds a sign that reads ‘being a woman should not be a risk factor’. Photo by Héctor Alfaro/Agencia Press 
South/Getty Images
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In country after country, from CanadaCanada↗ to the UKUK↗, women’s organisations led 
the way by developing, sometimes alongside policymakers, feminist plans and feminist plans and 
policiespolicies↗ for a more just post-pandemic recovery. Across the board, these policy 
packages were based on the principles of solidarity and intersectionality and 
sought to address the root causes of multidimensional exclusion; they sought the 
recognition and reward of care work as essential work, and focused on education 
and healthcare, quality jobs and unemployment insurance, and GBV. Although 
feminist recovery plans often remained a civil society project, in some cases, 
usually at the local level, they came to be embraced by governments, as was the 
case, among others, with the state government of HawaiiHawaii↗ in the USA.

In Argentina, the feminist recovery plan was the result of a new partnership 
spearheaded by civil society and including women leaders in business and politics, 
focusing on closing the gender gap in employment, which widened under the 
pandemic. As Gala Díaz LangouGala Díaz Langou↗ of Argentina’s Centre for the Implementation of Centre for the Implementation of 
Public Policies for Equity and GrowthPublic Policies for Equity and Growth↗ explains, the initiative was designed on the 
understanding that the key to recovery lies in promoting women’s employment 
and redistributing unpaid care work.1

The Agenda for EqualityAgenda for Equality↗ had three objectives: first, to promote the 
hiring of women in formal jobs in the private sector and to encourage 
better participation of women in traditionally masculine sectors; second, 
to redistribute unpaid care work; and third, to challenge stereotypes and 
promote and make visible the participation of women in public discussion 
and decision-making.

The Agenda for Equality was launched on 30 July. It was initially supported 
by 200 women leaders from academia, civil society, unions and companies 
of all kinds, from multinationals to small and medium-sized enterprises 

and cooperatives. Once the initiative was made public, it was opened for 
signature, and as of today it has been supported by 1,500 leaders, of various 
genders, from all over the country and from a variety of sectors.

In the context of the pandemic and the changes that it brought about, which 
could have lasting regressive effects, it is important to emphasise that the 
groups that promoted the Agenda are committed to collaborating with the 
authorities to promote public policies that reduce and redistribute unpaid 
care work.

Putting together the Agenda was an important first step, but a long road awaits 
women’s organisations and wider civil society to ensure it translates into actual 
change.

First, change needs to happen within organisations. The vast majority of 
people who joined the initiative lead organisations from different sectors 
and have the potential to promote real changes within their organisations. 
I believe that there is a role for civil society to play, and particularly for 
organisations that specialise in these issues, which can provide the tools 
needed to drive these changes.

Second, these changes must occur at the level of public policymaking. Many 
of the recommendations that have been made imply changes that should be 
discussed at different levels of government and within different branches of 
the state. Here, too, civil society has a role to play in terms of advocacy and 
joint work with the authorities to contribute to the design of these policies.

Finally, since the problem of gender disparities and their widening as a 
result of the pandemic is far from exclusive to Argentina, civil society should 
also work on them within the framework of regional and global networks.

A feminist recovery?

1 Quotations cited in this chapter come either from interviews with civil society representatives or from a webinar convened by CIVICUS to enable a range of activists to contribute to this 
report. These are edited extracts. Full versions of interviews are available herehere↗. A recording of the webinar, ‘Challenging exclusion and claiming rights’, is available herehere↗.
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Pandemic impacts on migrants and 
refugees
Few were impacted upon as harshly as the many migrants and refugees around the 
world. Asylum seekers, for example, were often left in limbo under the pandemic 
as processes to gain permanent status ground to a halt, while living conditions 
continued to worsen. Even before the pandemic, those trying to navigate their 
way through official systems complained that these were slow, inefficient and 
unfair, leaving them waiting for years, often in unsanitary and crammed conditions 
in migrant reception centres and camps; these conditions threatened their lives 
as the pandemic intensified. Many migrant workers were left stranded, sources of 
income suddenly stopped, but with no ability to return home. Along with refugee 
communities, they were often missed by support schemes.

In such difficult times, it was key to assert the humanity of migrants and refugees 
and enable their demands for rights; to condemn the stories of abuse while 
also celebrating the stories of resistance and agency that migrants and refugees 
managed to claim, and to provide as much support as possible. All over the world, 
CSOs scrambled to meet the basic needs of migrants and refugees. Solidarity was 
simultaneously grassroots and internationalist. Early in the pandemic,  Myanmar’s 
Soi Dog Foundation distributed fooddistributed food↗ to families of migrant workers whose 
work in construction and leisure industries had ground to a halt.Walking Borders 
(Caminando Fronteras), a CSO that supports migrants in Morocco and Spain, 
worked with partners on both sides of the Mediterranean to provideprovide↗ essential 
supplies and health kits. In Italy, when sex workers who had been trafficked from 
Nigeria by criminal gangs were abandoned during lockdown, civil society stepped stepped 
inin↗ to provide food as well as psychological support as the women tried to break 
links with their traffickers.

As well as working to meet immediate needs, CSOs tried to respond to the 
changed reality with longer-term solutions. In April the Italian campaign ‘I was I was 
a Foreignera Foreigner↗’ called on the government to grant legal status to foreign citizens 
from outside the European Union (EU) who were in Italy, many of whom were 
employed in agriculture, asking for them to be issued a stay permit so that 
they could remain in paid employment and food production could continue 
undisrupted. Union organiser Aboubakar Soumahro led distanced protests to 
assert the rights and make visible the contribution of these migrant workers 
dubbed ‘the Invisiblesthe Invisibles’.↗

Migrants left homeless after a fire demand housing and jobs outside the municipality 
building in Lepe, Spain on 24 July 2020. Photo by Niccolo Guasti/Getty Images
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In Malaysia, state hostility towards migrants and refugees increased under 
the pandemic, as the government blamed them for spreading the virus while 
simultaneously creating the conditions that made it easier for them to catch it. 
The authorities repeatedly turned away boats carrying Rohingya refugees fleeing 
desperate conditions in Bangladeshi camps, and those who managed to disembark 
were convicted under the Immigration Act and sentencedsentenced↗ to seven months in prison, 
with many also caned as well under Malaysia’s draconian laws. Migrant workers 
were left out of support schemes provided for Malaysian citizens. Many migrants 
were rounded up and confined in overcrowded detention centres, which became a 
breeding ground for the virus: around 10 per cent of Malaysia’s reported COVID-19 
cases were recorded there.

Journalists and media outlets were targeted for reporting on the treatment of 
migrants during the pandemic. In May, the police summonedsummoned↗ South China Morning 
Post journalist Tashny Sukumaran for questioning over an article that described raids 
that targeted thousands of undocumented migrants and highlighted concerns that 
these actions could undermine efforts to combat the spread of COVID-19.

In July, Al Jazeera faced an official investigation and its staff were subjectedsubjected↗ 
to online harassment and threats after broadcasting its documentarydocumentary↗ 
‘Locked up in Malaysia’s Lockdown’, focusing on the plight of detained 
undocumented migrants. Police investigated staff for sedition, defamation and 
violations of the Communications and Multimedia Act. The police raidedraided↗ 
the offices of Al Jazeera and two other broadcasters, seizing computers.  
A preliminary report by the Malaysia National Film Development Corporation 
concludedconcluded↗ that Al Jazeera had not obtained a licence to produce the video, although 
no such licence is required by law. A Bangladeshi migrant worker, Rayhan Kabir, was 
arrestedarrested↗ for appearing in the documentary, in which he had given a first-hand 
account of the treatment of migrants in Malaysia during the pandemic; in punishment 
for whistleblowing the immigration department revokedrevoked↗ his work permit and he was 
deporteddeported↗ and blacklisted from re-entering Malaysia. Several Al Jazeera journalists 
who worked on the documentary were also forced to leaveforced to leave↗ Malaysia when their 
visas were not renewed.

In July, the police questionedquestioned↗ Heidy Quah, director of Refuge for the Refugees, 
over a Facebook post about alleged ill-treatment of refugees at immigration 
detention centres, which included a description of her experience working with a 
woman who had been confined in a detention centre immediately after giving birth.  
She was placed under investigation and received a barrage of hateful comments and 
threats on social media.

Against this hostile background, Adrian PereiraAdrian Pereira↗ of North South InitiativeNorth South Initiative↗ describes 
how civil society, including many groups that normally work on other issues, responded 
to the worsening situation of migrant workers in Malaysia amid the pandemic:

We are coaching migrant leaders to ensure their communities have access to 
networks that provide services and can provide accurate information about 
needs to those who are providing services. Some public networks, such as the 
Care Mongering Malaysia group, are proving a platform for Malaysians to reach 
out to help migrants and refugees in need. This is an online platform that links 
those who need help with those who can afford to provide the service. Sikh 
temples are providing groceries and packed lunches.

Other CSOs working hard on the ground to provide groceries include BERSIH2.0, 
Beyond Borders, Dapur Jalanan, Engage, Geutanyoe Foundation, HOPE, Liga 
Rakyat Demokratik, Malaysian Trades Union Congress, Our Journey, The Patani, 
Refuge for the Refugees, Tenaganita and also migrant and refugee community 
organisations. Migrant workers can call them when they need assistance with 
food.

We are forming a network to ensure services can be delivered in the long term, 
as we foresee the problems continuing. Many migrant workers will remain and 
will need aid, so we are developing a supply chain to support them.

We are ensuring migrants receive accurate information from global bodies 
such as the International Organization for Migration, United Nations (UN) 
Development Programme and UN Refugee Agency and also from the various 
government agencies related to health, labour, security and welfare. This 

Migrants’ rights during the pandemic: countering hostility in Malaysia
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includes providing information via infographics on counselling services and on 
health issues in different languages. 

We are also fighting misinformation related to migrant workers and refugees. 
There has been a lot of fearmongering blaming them for the spread of the 
virus.

We are encouraging migrants to seek medical treatment if they are sick and 

monitoring employers who are taking advantage of the current situation and 
committing labour offences, particularly as movement control orders have 
partly restricted lawyers from providing legal representation and legal aid.

Other CSOs are providing counselling, doing fundraising, monitoring human 
trafficking, providing gender-sensitive and maternity-related services and 
catering to women’s needs.

Migrants line up for document checks after being rounded up during an immigration raid on 11 May 2020 in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. Photo by Rahman Roslan/Getty Images
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Women’s protests for change: 
focus on GBV
While responding to the pandemic and the steep rise in sexual violence 
and GBV it brought, women’s rights activists and organisations continued 
to challenge the underlying causes of that violence – the gender norms and 
unequal power relations that place women in subordinate positions and deny 
them full personhood and agency – that preceded and would outlast the 
pandemic. Even in a pandemic year when it was difficult to protest, women 
took to the streets as often as necessary, in every corner of the world, from 
Mexico to Poland and from Namibia to Bangladesh. 

Not surprisingly, five yearsfive years↗ after the eruption of the #NiUnaMenos (Not One 
Woman Less) movement, which originated in Argentina and quickly spread 
through the region and beyond, Latin America continued to be a hotspot both 
for femicidefemicide↗ and the struggle to put an end to it. Protests often came in 
reaction to cases of sexual violence and femicide that made the headlines and 
touched a nerve. In Paraguay, protestsprotests↗ against GBV were triggered in June by 
the sexual abuse and murder of a 12-year-old Guaraní Indigenous girl, one in a 
long string of such violations. Protesters also decried the categorical denial of 

abortions even to those made pregnant by abuse. In GuatemalaGuatemala↗, hundreds 
of women protestedprotested↗ against GBV on 10 October, the International Day of the 
Girl Child; protesters mobilised after two young womentwo young women↗, 22-year-old teacher 
Laura Hernández Guevara and 20-year-old student Litzy Cordón Guardado, 
were killed in the same week in the Zacapa department.

Nowhere were Latin America’s protests louder than in Mexico. Just weeks into 
2020, artist and women’s rights activist Isabel CabanillasIsabel Cabanillas↗ was found dead in 
Ciudad Juárez, a day after being reported missingmissing↗. The National Women’s 
Institute describeddescribed↗ her femicide as ‘an attack against activism, which for 
months has faced hostility and assaults by those trying to silence women’s 
rights to protest to demand a life free of violence.’ The killing sparked a renewed 
wave of protests against GBV. Days earlier, activists had placed hundreds of red red 
women’s shoeswomen’s shoes↗ on Mexico City’s main square to call public attention to the 
fact that, on average, 10 women and girls are murdered in Mexico every single 
day, and less than 10 per cent of femicide cases are ever solved. The protest 
was a repeat of a performance first staged by artist Elina Chauvet in 2009 after 
the killing of her sister.

A heated Valentine’s Day demonstrationdemonstration↗ erupted in Mexico City on 
14 February in reaction to the killing of 25-year-old Ingrid EscamillaIngrid Escamilla↗ 
and the publication of graphic photos of her mutilated body. Dozens of 
activists gathered outside the presidential palace, splashed its doors with 
blood-red paint and wrote the words ‘femicide state’. It was no surprise 
that on 8 March, International Women’s Day, almost 80,000 women80,000 women↗  
gathered in Mexico City to call for an end to GBV. Many wore purple, 
the colour representing the feminist movement, and held photos of 
loved ones who had been killed or gone missing. While most of the day’s 
events were peaceful, clashes with counter-protesters and other episodes 
of violence reportedly left 52 people injured and 13 hospitalisedhospitalised↗.  
Some cases of vandalismvandalism↗ were reported, with store fronts and government 
buildings spray-painted with messages such as ‘misogynistic Mexico’ and ‘the 
president doesn’t care about us’. The next day, women across the country 
stayed home as part of a general strikegeneral strike↗ (labelled ‘Un Día Sin Nosotras’, ‘a day 
without us’) to protest against rising GBV and the government’s inaction in the 
face of the crisis. The José Martí University postedposted↗ photos of its half-empty 
classrooms online, explaining that this was what classrooms would eventually 
look like if femicides continued.

A protester holds a cross as part of a feminist flash mob against gender-based violence 
outside the National Palace of Culture in Guatemala City on 12 January 2020. Photo by 
Josue Decavele/Getty Images
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Students of the National Autonomous University, who had protested since 
October 2019 over the school’s failure to address GBV and sexual assault, 
continuedcontinued↗ doing so into 2020, even after classes were moved onlineonline↗ due 
to the pandemic. According to official data, in March, barely weeks into the 
pandemic, Mexico’s GBV hotline was floodedflooded↗ with more than 26,000 reports, 
the highest number since it was established. But President Andrés Manuel 
López Obrador, who has repeatedly dismissed feminism, brushed aside the 
announcement, baselessly dismissing most of the calls as little more than 
pranks.

Protests subsided as the pandemic raged, but on 16 August, more 
demonstrations against GBV were held in Mexico City. According to news 
outlets, police forces outnumberedoutnumbered↗ protesters but the march was mostly 
peaceful, with one reported clash between protesters and police. A few days 
earlier, authorities in the state of Quintana Roo had arrested 12 people on sex 
trafficking charges, so in Cancún and Playa del Carmen students and activists 
protestedprotested↗ outside courthouses demanding justice and an end to impunity.

In early September, two separate murdersmurders↗ of transgender women 
brought new protests in Ciudad Juarez. On 13 September, a suspect 
was arrestedarrested↗ and charged with gender-based aggravated murder 
in connection with the killing of activist Mireya Rodriguez LemusMireya Rodriguez Lemus↗,  
of the Union of Trans Women of Chihuahua. Also in September, feminist groups 
literally reclaimed space when they occupiedoccupied↗ the building of the National 
Human Rights Commission in Mexico City, repurposing it as a survivors’ 
shelter and urging the government to take decisive action to address GBV. 
The occupationoccupation↗ lasted several weeks. ProtestsProtests↗ also took place outside 
local human rights commissions in cities around Mexico, including Puebla, San 
Cristóbal, Tampico and Villahermosa.

On 9 November, around 2,000 people protested in Cancún, Quintana Roo, after 
the dismembered body of 20-year-old Bianca ‘Alexis’ Lorenzana was found, 
days after she disappeared. The police’s reaction to protesters’ dismay at this 
act of violence was to open fireopen fire↗ on them; among those injured were at least 
four journalistsjournalists↗, three with gunshot woundsgunshot wounds↗. Further indicating that the 
police were part of the problem, detained protesters reported cases of sexual sexual 
assaultassault↗ by police officers.

On 25 November, the International Day for the Elimination of Violence against 
Women, thousandsthousands↗ joined a feminist march in Mexico City. While the protest 
was largely peaceful, there were clashesclashes↗ between groups of protesters and 
the police, with protesters throwing objects and officers using teargas and 
flashbang grenades in return. According to news reports, confrontationsconfrontations↗ 
took place between some protesters and religious fundamentalist counter-
protesters.

Beyond Latin America, protests against GBV took place on every inhabited 
content, reflecting the fact that the crisis is truly global. In Africa, protests 
were held in response to rapes and femicides in LiberiaLiberia↗ and NigeriaNigeria↗, while 
Asia saw protests in AfghanistanAfghanistan↗ and India, to name but few. In Albania, 
thousands of women protestedprotested↗ against sexual violence after a story of a 
teenager’s repeated sexual abuse came to light in June. In July, hundreds of 
people dressed in mourning marchedmarched↗ through the streets of Port Moresby, 
capital of Papua New Guinea, following the murder of 19-year-old Jenelyn 
Kennedy, allegedly by her partner.

A protester paints graffiti that reads ‘Justice’ on the wall of a police station during a march 
against femicides in Cancún, Mexico, on 15 November 2020. Photo by Erick Marfil/Getty 
Images
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As in many of these cases, it was the killing of a young woman that triggered protests 
against GBV in NamibiaNamibia↗. At least 200 cases of GBV are reportedreported↗ in Namibia every 
month, and more than 1,600 rapes were reported in the 18 months prior to June 
2020. However, the case of one missing person touched a nerve that activated a 
protest movement.

In April 2020, the disappearancedisappearance↗ of 22-year-old Shannon Darlikie Wasserfall in 
Windhoek, Namibia’s capital, sparked a social media campaign in which hundreds of 
users posted, shared and retweeted the hashtag #BringShannonHome, seeking clues 
to find Shannon and demanding the police focus on her case. 

Months later, on 16 July, protesters caught the global wave of Black Lives Matter 
protests (see this report’s chapter on the global struggle for racial justice) and took to took to 
the streetsthe streets↗ in Windhoek to protestprotest↗ against police brutality and GBV. They called 
for holistic public education on GBV, rape culture and LGBTQI+ rights, and demanded 
an amendment of the Rape Act of 2000 to include a sexual offenders’ registry.

In early October, following the police discoverydiscovery↗ of what were believed to be Shannon’s 
remains, hundreds of protesters took to the streets under the #ShutItAllDown banner 
in Windhoek and other cities across Namibia. Youth activist Bertha TobiasBertha Tobias↗ was 
among those who got involved in the fight against GBV after the news came out, and 
recounts the mass reactions that it set off:

The release of the headline on the Twitter account of one of the major national 
news outlets spurred a lot of young people to action, to mobilise and organise 
ourselves to take to the streets. It injected urgency into the conversation around 
GBV and femicide in Namibia.

This was not an isolated case, as young Namibian women continuously go 
missing. But when this case emerged, it revived the national conversation. 
Somebody on Twitter rightfully stated that something needed to happen, 
something needed to change, and I responded to this and got involved.

Together with other young people, we sent out emails, garnered the support we 
needed, and organised ourselves within less than 24 hours, mostly and primarily 

through social media. We made a flyer that was circulated widely, and people 
showed up to the protest. Young people took ownership and that was how it 
started. This was an example of both the power of the internet and the power 
of young people. It was young women who were at the forefront, with young 
men providing support.

The active role played by young people, and young women in particular, are part of 
what made #ShutItAllDown different to past protests for women’s rights, along with 
the adoption of disruptive tactics and the intensive use of social media. In addition, 
the prominent role played by LGBTQI+ people marked a positive turn from the past. 
The philosophy behind #ShutItAllDown is radical in its simplicity.

It means that everything needs to be brought to a standstill until we can re-
evaluate what it is about Namibian systems of safety that is not working for 
Namibian women. Until we have answers to those questions, we do not believe 
it is right, healthy or in the best interest of anyone to continue doing business as 
usual. We don’t want economic activity of any sort to continue as usual if young 
women do not feel safe.

Protesters demanded that the president declare a state of emergency to deal with 
the country’s high rates of femicide and GBV and called for training of police officers 
in handling GBV cases. They were however quickly disperseddispersed↗ by security agents 
using teargas, rubber bullets and batons. The previous day, protesters had marched 
to government headquarters to demand the resignation of the minister of gender 
equality and child welfare. A few days later, the government issued a statement 
promising to implement measures to address the escalating problem, including by 
establishing a sexual offenders’ registry and introducing dedicated courts to handle 
cases of sexual violence and GBV. On 17 October, President Hage Geingob met with met with 
protestersprotesters↗ and acknowledged that more needed to be done to tackle the problem, 
but the movement kept pushing for more.

Unfortunately, we did not obtain the declaration of the state of emergency 
for which we were hoping. But other demands, such as strengthening security 

#ShutItAllDown until GBV is no more: a movement arises in Namibia
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through patrolling, implementing school curricula and establishing task forces 
or committees to revive efforts to curb sexual violence and GBV were positively 
responded to. Another petition demand that was important and received a 
positive response was training for police officers to be more sympathetic and 
empathetic when dealing with cases and reports of GBV. We know that the 
reception that survivors get at police stations and the lack of attention and 
urgency with which their cases are handled is one of the major reasons why 
women do not report sexual violence.

While triggered by a horrific case of femicide, the #ShutItAllDown movement brought 
to the forefront several issues in addition to GBV.

Out-Right Namibia, a leading LGBTQI+ human rights organisation in Namibia, 
used its momentum to propel #ShutItAllDown and create a strong, well-
connected network for advocating for our collective rights as Black and queer 
women.

The #ShutItAllDown protests also brought to the forefront the illegality of 
abortion in Namibia and our reproductive health rights. We intensified our 
conversations about the issue of reproductive health rights of women in general. 
These were some of the vital issues that were highlighted by #ShutItAllDown, 
which made it apparent how much work still needs to be done so that the rights 
of all women are recognised and respected.

Poster published by Out-Right Namibia on social media calling for a #ShutItAllDown protest in October 2020. Photo by Out-Right 
Namibia/Facebook

In India, protests focused on the 
experiences of Dalit womenDalit women↗, who face 
multiple layers of exclusion and violence 
due to the face that they are both women 
and members of the lowest caste (see this 
report’s chapter on the global struggle 
for racial justice). In October, the gang gang 
rape, torture and murderrape, torture and murder↗ of a young 
Dalit woman in Hathras, Uttar Pradesh – 
sadly only one of a recent string of brutal 
rapes against Dalit women – triggered 
large protests across India. But reflecting 
the continuing denial of the humanity 
of Dalits in India, the government and 
its supporters seemed to side with the 
alleged assailants. The first instinct of the 
authorities was to cover upcover up↗ the crime. 
Before her death, the woman had named 
her attackers, but the police delayed 
registering her complaint and instead 
hurriedly cremated her body without her 
family’s consent, making it impossible to 
gather evidence. Before outrage erupted, 
a government minister even described the 
case as a ‘small incident’.
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In early October, a wave of protestswave of protests↗ against sexual violence and GBV rose in 
Bangladesh after video footage of five men gang-raping a woman went viral on social 
media. 

Human rights CSOs, cultural organisations and student groups, as well as 
a mass of students and other people, most of them women, mobilised in 
the capital, Dhaka, and in several other cities, behind the banner of a newly 
formed platform, ‘Bangladesh against Rape and Impunity’, to demand  
justice for survivors of rape, sexual harassment and GBV. Women also embraced 
online protest on social media.

Bangladeshi human rights defender and independent filmmaker Aparajita SangitaAparajita Sangita↗ 
describes the experience:

People from different walks of life, including members of political parties, writers, 
cultural activists, online activists, national cricket team players, women’s rights 
activists and journalists, converged in the anti-rape protest movement. For the 
first time in Bangladesh, women marched against rape in the middle of the 
night. In Dhaka, they marched from Shahbag to Parliament House, carrying 
torches and shouting slogans.

For many, just to be out at night was an act of empowerment. Going out at night to 
protest was ‘something so many of us couldn’t even imagine before the march that 
night’ saidsaid↗ a member of the newly formed Feminists Across Generations coalition. 
Many young women had to fight concerned parents to be able to come out, but, the 
young activist said, ‘for those few hours, it felt like we could do anything’.

Echoing the lyrics of ‘A rapist in your pathA rapist in your path↗’, the Chilean song that struck a global 
chord (see below), Bangladeshi protesters chantedchanted↗ ‘The guilt is only yours… the 
rapist is you’, shifting the blame away from victims and towards the patriarchal power 
structures that oppress women, and the judges, police and politicians that perpetuate 
them. In the same vein, protesters insisted that this was not an individual call for help 

but a collective expression of indignation and desire of change, as they chanted ‘We 
want freedom, not protection.’

Protesters urged the resignation of the home minister, who had not just 
failed to act against GBV but worse, had made confusing and even bizarre 
comments about rape that protesters viewed as emboldening rapists. They 
also demanded the government be held accountableheld accountable↗ for the fact that many  
of the rapes being denounced had allegedly been committed by leaders and activists 
of the ruling party, and urgedurged↗ the authorities to take steps to stop hate speech 
against women and prevent women being objectified in literature, drama, cinema 
and advertisements.

Among protesters, some called for the death penalty to be imposed as 
the highest punishment for rapists. Most feminist organisations, however, 
opposed this demand, antithetical to human rights, as they view the very low 
rate of conviction rather than the severity of the punishment as the primary  
barrier to bringing rapists to justice. Almost absolute impunity is fed by powerful 
stigma and victim-blaming that greets any public acknowledgement of rape 
and major barriers that survivors face when trying to report rapes to the police.  
Women’s rights organisations called for the introduction of procedures to avoid re-
victimising women.

Protesters demanded an end to all sexual and social abuse of tribal women, 
the establishment of a committee to prevent sexual harassment of women in 
all government and private organisations as well as in educational institutions, 
and the full implementation of the Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of 
Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW). They urged the abolition of laws and 
practices that create inequality towards women.

Other calls included putting a stop to the mental harassment of victims during 
investigations and ensuring their legal and social security, the inclusion of crime 
and gender experts in Women and Children Repression Prevention Tribunals and 
the establishment of more tribunals to ensure the quick processing of cases.

‘Freedom, not protection’: impunity challenged in Bangladesh
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Finally, they urged the amendment of sections of the Evidence Act to end 
the admissibility of character evidence of complainants in rape trials and the 
elimination from textbooks of all materials deemed defamatory of women or 
depicting them as inferior.

In reaction to the protests, the authorities first offered repression and called into 
question the motivations of protesters, before delivering a policy response that most 
of the women’s rights movement rejected as a non-solution.

On 6 October, protesters marched from Shahbag to the Prime Minister’s Office 
with black flags but were stopped by the police at the Hotel Intercontinental 
Junction. Several leaders and activists of a left-wing student body were injured 
by the police.

In addition, a statement issued by the police headquarters on 10 October 
attempted to vilify the protesters. It stated that ‘vested quarters’ were trying 
to use the protest ‘to serve their interests’ by undermining law and order and 
‘creating social chaos’. The police warned protesters to avoid any ‘anti-state 
activities’ and announced that the police were committed to ensuring internal 

peace and order at all costs. This statement caused panic among protesters, 
who feared a crackdown.

Besides facing police repression, several women activists who participated in 
the anti-rape movement, including the leader of the Left Students’ Association, 
were threatened with rape over the phone and on Facebook Messenger. Some 
of the activists were also threatened with criminal cases.

After the protests against rape and sexual assault spread across the country, 
the Women and Children Repression Prevention Law was amended. Although 
it was not the change many feminist groups had been seeking, the death 
sentence was imposed as the most severe punishment for rape. Previously, 
the maximum punishment for rape in Bangladesh was life imprisonment. The 
death penalty was only applied in cases of gang rape, or rape that resulted in 
the victim’s death.

Following this the protests halted, as many thought that the death penalty 
would see a reduction in rape crimes. However, many women’s rights 
campaigners insist the death penalty is not the answer and will continue to 
demand a thorough reform of the legal system and more education to address 
an epidemic of violence against women in Bangladesh.

Migrants’ struggles under the 
pandemic  
Also mobilising against difficult odds to try to make sure they were not 
overlooked were migrants and refugees. Protests preceded the pandemic. In 
January, dozens of asylum seekers from Ethiopia and Sudan, most of them 
women and children, protestedprotested↗ across the road from the UN Refugee 
Agency’s office in Beirut, Lebanon. Alongside CSO activists, including members 
of the Anti-Racism Movement, they demanded the reopening of their case 
files and the processing of applications that had been pending for years. They 
denounced racism and demanded respect for their rights and dignity. 

As the pandemic spread, migrants and refugees protested at the lack of 
attention their situation was receiving from the authorities. In Tunisia in 
April, a group of migrants launched a weeks-long hunger strikehunger strike↗ at a migrant 
holding facility in Tunis, to demand an improvement in sanitary conditions; 

their demands led to the authorities distributing masks and sanitiser to the 
migrants. In Rwanda, refugees who had been relocated from inhumane camps 
in Libya protestedprotested↗ at the impacts of pandemic lockdown, which halted 
planned transfers to countries that had agreed to receive them.

State authorities seemed to show little hesitation in meeting such 
protests with violence. In November, Sudanese migrants and refugees 
protestedprotested↗ over the brutal killing of a child in Cairo, Egypt; they were 
dispersed by the police with teargas and water cannon, and dozens were 
arbitrarily arrested. Protesters were subjected to beatings with batons, 
along with racial and xenophobic slurs and other forms of ill-treatment.  
That same month in France, migrants who had been evacuated from makeshift 
shelters in the northern Parisian suburb of Saint-Denis and who had camped on 
the central Place de la République were evictedevicted↗ and dispersed with violence, 
including teargas. It seemed the French authorities preferred these excluded 
people not to be seen and not to have a public voice. Similarly, in SpainSpain↗, 
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it seemed the authorities wanted migrants and refugees to be invisible: 
journalists reportedreported↗ that the government was preventing them taking photos 
of the arrivalarrival↗ of refugees in the Canary Islands, which resulted in the growth 
of precarious camps near the harbour. 

Protesters mobilised in solidarity with migrants and refugees. In Taiwan, one 
of the few places where International Workers’ Day demonstrations could 
proceed on 1 May despite the pandemic, scores of migrant workers and 
workers’ rights advocates protestedprotested↗ outside the Ministry of Labour in Taipei, 
calling on the government to guarantee safer working conditions for migrant 
workers. According to the Migrants Empowerment Network in Taiwan, some 
workers had been barred by their employers from going outside due to the 

pandemic, while others had been unable to return to their jobs in Taiwan or 
visit their home countries. Protesters also called for government regulations to 
ensure the separation of factories and workers’ living quarters, to reduce the 
impacts of fires.

In Melbourne, Australia, in May, activists made a hotel where refugees were 
being held the site of their protestprotest↗. The hotel hosted refugees who had 
been transferred due to illness from Australia’s inhumane detention centres in 
Nauru and Papua New Guinea, under the Medevac law that the government 
controversially repealedrepealed↗ in December 2019. A group of protesters climbed 
onto the roof while others barricaded themselves inside the hotel to demand 
that more than 65 asylum seekers held there be released.

People from across France converge at Place de la République to call for migrants’ rights on 17 October 2020 in Paris, France. Photo by Siegfried Modola/Getty Images
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The USA’s already inadequate and inhumane immigration procedures, deliberately made 
more barbaric under President Trump, were brought to an almost complete standstill by 
the pandemic, with the processing of visas, benefits and immigration court hearings all 
heavily affected. Barriers rose for both legal and undocumented migrants. Entry through the 
country’s land borders was severely restricted even for asylum seekers and unaccompanied 
children, and although they reduced in number, immigration raids did not stop. Tens of 
thousands of people remained in crowded detention centres run by the Immigration and 
Customs Enforcement (ICE) agency, leaving them highly vulnerable to COVID-19 contagion. 
Millions of migrant families were excluded from emergency support schemes and struggled 
to stay afloat.

Throughout the year, reports repeatedly surfaced of the horrific conditionshorrific conditions↗ experienced 
by migrants in ICE detention centres. Mistreatment in one such centre in Georgia included a 
lack of healthcare and a high rate of hysterectomies among women, apparently performed 

without their full consent, a rights violation that was grimly evocative of past practices 
of eugenicseugenics↗ against Black people. Investigations also uncovered that heart attacks, 
miscarriages and even a death had taken place on ICE deportation flightsICE deportation flights↗.

In the year in which Black Lives Matter protests mobilised in great numbers in the USA 
and around the world, people rose in protest against these appalling conditions. Between 
March and September, around 2,500 people joined COVID-19-related hunger strikesCOVID-19-related hunger strikes↗ 
in detention centres across the USA. In June, people detained at the Mesa VerdeMesa Verde↗ 
Detention Facility in Bakersfield, California organised what the CSO Centro Legal de la Raza 
described as the first Black Lives Matter protest inside an ICE jail. People saw that the Black 
Lives Matter and anti-ICE protests were clearly connected, embedded in systemic racism 
and emblematic of a state that sees Black and brown people as a problem to be repressed, 
controlled and jailedjailed↗ (see this report’s chapter on the struggle against systemic racism).

Outside ICE detention centres, the Abolish ICE protests that mobilised throughout the 
Trump presidency continued, now fuelled by the urgency imposed by the pandemic. In 
April, more than a hundred protesters wearing masks took part in a car rallycar rally↗ in Arizona. 
Planned by several grassroots groups including Puente Human Rights Movement and No 
More Deaths and promoted as a COVID-19-safe action, the protests called for the release 
of migrants detained in facilities where the virus was spreading fast. Participants taped 
posters to the sides of their cars reading ‘Free Them All’ and ‘Detention Is Deadly’ and drove 
in loops past the fence surrounding the Eloy Detention Center and La Palma Correctional 
Center, honking their horns and beating pots and pans. 

Protests against US immigration policies under the pandemic also took place across the 
border in Mexico. On 21 September, asylum seekers gatheredgathered↗ near the border in Ambos 
Nogales to protest at the US government’s refusal to process applications during the 
pandemic. They claimed that the Trump administration was using the health emergency 
as an excuse to prevent migrants from Mexico and Central America lawfully entering the 
USA, contributing to growing tensions in border towns, where migrants were being forced 
to wait until they could have their cases heard. On 31 October, migrant activists in Tijuana 
burned effigies of President Trump and called on voterscalled on voters↗ to support his opponent in 
the presidential election. They will be hoping for a more compassionate approach from 
his successor.

#AbolishICE: a new urgency in the USA

Activists protest outside the United States Supreme Court in Washington, DC during a 
hearing in a major case concerning the rights of asylum seekers on 2 March 2020. Photo 
by Drew Angerer/Getty Images
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In June, hundreds of people staged an anti-racism rallyrally↗ in Glasgow, UK. 
Soon afterwards, a Black Lives Matter protestprotest↗ was held outside the Scottish 
Parliament in Edinburgh in solidarity with Scotland’s Sudanese people; this 
protest came in response to the problems faced in Glasgow by asylum-seekers 
who had been moved by a private-sector contractor into temporary hotel 
accommodation because of the pandemic and given minimal support. A few 
days before the protest, a Sudanese asylum-seeker was shot dead by the police 
after stabbing other asylum-seekers and hotel staff. He had evidently been 
suffering from profound mental health problems exacerbated by the move. In 
September, people held a further protestprotest↗ in Glasgow against the treatment 
of refugees following the deaths of two refugees who were going through 
the asylum process; led by the Stand Up to Racism organisation, protesters 
urged the devolved Scottish government to break immigration laws imposed by 
the UK central government to protect the lives of vulnerable asylum seekers. 
Throughout the year, protests by asylum seekersasylum seekers↗ decrying their living 
conditions took place in cities across the UK.

The British context, however, was of an ongoing anti-rights reaction by 
an increasingly isolationist section of the post-Brexit public, furthered by 
the ruling party and reinforced by the fears, uncertainties and resulting 
scapegoating brought about by the pandemic. Migrants and refugees were 
frequently dehumanised in public discourse. Right-wing politicians described 
the arrival of refugees, including children, as ‘a shocking invasion’, and made 
proposals to respond to small boats crossing the English Channel by launching 
surveillance aircraft and naval warships. The government responded by 
announcingannouncing↗ its appointment of a ‘clandestine Channel threat commander’ 
with a military background; the word ‘threat’ made clear how it viewed those 
risking everything to cross the sea. Toxic political discourse fuelled aggression. 
Videos posted by far-right organisations showedshowed↗ activists entering hotels 
where asylum seekers were being held during the pandemic, knocking on their 
doors to interrogate them and accusing them of wasting taxpayers’ money. In 
a climate of hysteria, a parliamentary committee concludedconcluded↗, immigration 
policies tended to be based on ‘anecdote, assumption and prejudice’ rather 
than evidence.

Similarly xenophobic discourse, in Bosnia and Herzegovina, led to hundreds of 
people blocking the road to a migrant camp to demanddemand↗ that it be shut down; 
in another camp, a Pakistani refugee was prosecuted for organising a protest.

International Women’s Day 
mobilisations
While many protests for rights had to adapt to the pandemic, or risk harsh 
treatment for breaching pandemic rules, the vibrancy of mass public action 
was showcased just before the virus came to dominate life for many, on 
International Women’s Day, 8 March. In the last pre-pandemic mass global 
demonstrations, women mobilised to claim rights and celebrate achievements 
on every inhabited continent. Across Latin AmericaLatin America↗, mass marches focused 
on femicide, abortion rights and inequality. In other contexts, major themes 
ranged from climate change and Indigenous rights to domestic workers’ and 
migrants’ rights.

In CanadaCanada↗, thousands marchedmarched↗ in Toronto to call on the authorities to 
respect Indigenous land rights, support education funding and address the 
climate crisis. Organised by a coalition of community groups, students and 

Abdul Safi, an Afghan asylum seeker, sits in a hunger strike outside the Home Office building Abdul Safi, an Afghan asylum seeker, sits in a hunger strike outside the Home Office building 
in Glasgow, UK on 23 September 2020. Photo by Jeff J Mitchell/Getty Images
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trade unions, the theme of 2020’s event was ‘The World is on Fire and We 
Are Rising’, and it offered a celebration of women’s role in fighting for change. 
Across the world in Taiwan, International Women’s Day protests brought 
together women’s and migrants’ rights groups to demanddemand↗ better conditions 
for women migrant domestic workers and caregivers – a reflection of the reality 
that there are around a quarter of a million migrant workers in Taiwan, who are 
typically women and are often subjected to ill-treatment.

In FijiFiji↗, celebrations included a concert entitled ‘If women stop, the world 
stops’ to support the Women’s Global Strike. In Bosnia and Herzegovina’s 
capital, Sarajevo, the CURE (GIRLS) Foundation held a marchmarch↗ under the slogan 
‘Bully, on your way!’, while in the southern city of Mostar women marched 
under the motto ‘Give us back our vote!’.

In Zagreb, capital of Croatia, 7,000 women joined the Night MarchNight March↗ for the 
fifth year in a row, demanding an end to violence against women and an 
increase in public health services, including abortion, as well as policies to 
address the gender salary gap. Moldova’s Solidarity MarchSolidarity March↗ was dedicated 
to demanding the ratification of the Istanbul Convention on GBV (see below). 
Peaceful protestsprotests↗ were held in Montenegro, focused on rejecting fascism, 
exclusionary nationalism and inequalities.

In many countries, however, women marching for their rights or attempting 
to do so faced a variety of restrictions from states and non-state groups. More 
often than not, they found ways to get around restrictions, but these indicated 
a climate of suspicion towards attempts by women to assert rights.

In Pakistan, the platform of feminist CSOs behind the International Women’s 
Day Aurat MarchAurat March↗ faced a challenge in the form of a petitionpetition↗ filed by a 
religious advocate, seeking a permanent ban on their march on the grounds 
that it was ‘anti-state’ and ‘un-Islamic’. The court accepted to hear the petition 
and as 8 March approached, smears and threatsthreats↗ against the march organisers 
increased. Their bold slogan asserting bodily autonomybodily autonomy↗ – ‘Mera Jism, Meri 
Marzi’ (‘my body, my choice’) – provoked backlashbacklash↗ from religious groups and 
political parties, whose representatives described it as obscene, westernised 
and against Pakistan’s cultural ethos. Despite the attempts to stop them, on 8 
March thousands of women marched in the main urban centres for the third 
successive year. The movement has growngrown↗ to include transgender rights and 

to raise awareness about the increasing power of right-wing, conservative 
Muslim leadership that has often fuelled restrictions on women’s freedoms. 

In several cases, problems arose after International Women’s Day marches 
were prohibited or forced out of city centres. Such was the case in Azerbaijan, 
where the authorities refusedrefused↗ permission for the march to be held in the 
centre of the capital, Baku, and tried pushing it to the outskirts. Ahead of the 
march, several people were ordered to report to police stations and one had 
her Telegram account hacked. As the march proceeded in Baku regardless of 
the prohibition, its route was blocked by the police, which forcefully tried to 
disperse the crowd, injuring dozens of protesters. A group of men who were 
part of the protest were arrested and taken to a remote site. Others were 
monitored until they reached their homes and journalists were assaulted and 
their cameras taken.

In Kyrgyzstan, local authorities sought to preventprevent↗ the 8 March demonstration 
taking place in the capital, Bishkek, by seeking court bans on all non-official 
assemblies in the capital until 1 July, citing the need to prevent the spread 

A rally is held in Amsterdam, The Netherlands, against inequality and gender-based 
violence on 8 March 2020, International Women’s Day. Photo by Getty Images News
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of COVID-19. Although they eventually backed off and the march followed 
its course, women protesting against GBV on 8 March were twice subjected 
to violence, first by unknown perpetrators and then by the police. The 
police attempted to justify detentions and ill-treatment by calling the march 
‘unsanctioned’, although advance permission for assemblies was not required 
by law. Police claimed they were trying to prevent clashes between protesters 
and their attackers.

In Turkey, a prohibitionprohibition↗ was in place as women gathered in Istanbul’s central 
Taksim Square. For the second year in a row the governor’s office refused 
permission for the annual rally to be held in that location, but several thousand 
women showed up regardless, and were blocked by hundreds of riot police, 
who used pepper spray and teargas pellets to disperse them and detained 
dozens. At the Turkish border, female asylum seekers also protestedprotested↗ to be 
allowed to cross into Greece.

In NicaraguaNicaragua↗, International Women’s Day’s meetings and flashmob meetings and flashmob 
demonstrationsdemonstrations↗ demanding an end to GBV and justice for victims of 
femicide were met with police harassment and repressionrepression↗, even though 
these were held mostly within private properties. This was in stark contrast 
to a government-sanctioned march featuring vice president Rosario Murillo, 
which took place without incident. In the capital, Managua, at least 10 police 
patrols reportedly surroundedsurrounded↗ the headquarters of the CSO La Corriente, 
setting up a blockadeblockade↗ at the entrance to stop people leaving and protesting. 
Two members of the Permanent Commission on Human Rights of Nicaragua 
were assaultedassaulted↗ by security forces when attempting to leave the building. 
Other events, including a rally inside a church by women of the opposition 
Alianza Cívica movement and a colloquium by the Movement of Working 
and Unemployed Women, also reported facing heavy policing and attempts 
at intimidation. Still, women found creative wayscreative ways↗ to protest. At the Central 
American University, for instance, activists left pairs of shoes around campus, 
with red paint symbolising blood and signs showing the names and ages of 
Nicaraguan victims of femicide. Radio and online broadcastsbroadcasts↗ formed part of 
the mobilisation.

In Chile, an unprecedented number of women – two million, according to the 
organisers – took to the streetstook to the streets↗ on 8 March, keeping a focus on women’s 
equality in the context of the constitutional referendum (see this report’s 
chapter on democracy under the pandemic) alongside demands on legal 
abortion, GBV and workplace equality. A much-heard sloganslogan↗ was ‘Never again 
without us women’ (Nunca más sin nosotras), demanding that women have 
an equal voice in decision-making processes, starting with decisions on the 
constitution. In the capital, Santiago, police used water hoses and teargaswater hoses and teargas↗ 
to disperse crowds, but many protesters were ready with gasmasks. Excessive 
force against protesters, including teargas and beatings, were also seen in 
FranceFrance↗, among many other instances.

Retaliation sometimes came after the fact. In Kazakhstan, two women were 
convictedconvicted↗ after protesting on International Women’s Day; they were found 
guilty of petty hooliganism for burning a funeral wreath in a public place and 
were fined. In GuatemalaGuatemala↗, the community news outlet Prensa Comunitaria 
and its women journalists were subjected to a smear campaignsmear campaign↗ in conservative 
media and on social media for their coverage of the International Women’s Day 
march held in Guatemala City. During the protests, Prensa Comunitaria showed 

Masked women take part in International Women's Day protests in Santiago, Chile on 8 
March 2020. Photo by Claudio Santana/Getty Images
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images of street posters and graffiti on walls and public monuments; this 
coverage led to accusations that its reporters were responsible for the spraying 
and street poster campaign. Following these baseless accusations, they were 
subjected to insults, defamation and hate speech. Such were the risks that 
women could face for stepping forward on International Women’s Day.

Pride versus prejudice

Unlike International Women’s Day, in most of the world LGBTQI+ Pride events 
could not proceed as planned because they had mostly been scheduled for 
when pandemic restrictions were at their highest. The danger was that the 
invisibility of LGBTQI+ people that Pride events exist to challenge would 
instead be reinforced, and there would be no opportunity for the joyful 
celebration of LGBQTI+ lives that helps sustain communities.

In New YorkNew York↗, a city particularly hard hit by the pandemic, what was to be a 
spectacular 50th anniversary Pride celebration became an extremely modest 
event after the City Mayor cancelled the official march and encouraged 
people to ‘stay safe, stay home, stay proud’. In place of a massive parade 
there was a symbolic procession of several dozen people and a handful of 
rainbow-coloured vehicles. The Queer Liberation March, started in 2019 as 
a radical alternative to the official celebration, held its own event focused 
on the burning issue of racism and police brutality, which drew more than 
1,000 people. 

Taiwan, after its government got to grips with the pandemic early, was one 
of the few countries able to host a full Pride MarchPride March↗, on 28 June. For around 
an hour, hundreds of people – often wearing rainbow-coloured masks – 
marched in Taipei’s Liberty Square as music played; many held placardsplacards↗ 
with the names of major global cities that had been unable to celebrate 
Pride Month due to the pandemic. Taiwan – which became the first Asian 
country to legalise same-sex marriagelegalise same-sex marriage↗ in 2019 – usually holds its main 
Pride March in October, but in 2020 the organisers decided to hit the streets 
in June to bring hope to those around the world could not.

A few days later, around 500 people in Croatia took part in the Proud Proud 
ZagrebZagreb↗ bicycle ride, devised as a safe means of asserting visibility. 
Organisers announced the names of 117 candidates running in the July 

parliamentary election who signed onto demands prepared by LGBTQI+ 
groups, an important commitment in a region with increasingly politicised 
homophobia.

But most Pride events around the world, from ColombiaColombia↗ to TurkeyTurkey↗, 
were held entirely online. In Argentina, where the annual Pride MarchPride March↗ is 
held in November, the event included virtual floats and countless rainbow-
coloured avatars that occupied a virtual Plaza de Mayo, reproduced on 
an online interface. One year earlier, the real Plaza de Mayo had hosted 
nearly 200,000 people. Under the motto ‘We take care of each other, our 
community supports us’, the 2020 event celebrated the life of one of the 
local LGBTQI+ movement’s founders, who had died two months earlier, and 
focused on demanding the implementation of the Trans Quota and Labour 
Inclusion Law: as a result of persistent civil society pressure, in September 
the government issued a regulatory decreeregulatory decree↗ to implement an article of the 
National Public Employment Law that would reserve a minimum of one per 
cent of all staff positions in the national public sector for trans people. During 
the Pride event, LGBTQI+ activists reminded the government that it needed 
to take further steps to implement this law, and that more comprehensive 
legislation was still needed to ensure the inclusion of trans people in the 
workforce across the economy. A positive side effect of the virtual event 
was that it allowed the participation of people from all over Argentina, 
including from provinces far from the capital where LGBTQI+ people usually 
face entrenched discrimination and anti-rights attacks and find it very hard 
to leave the closet, let alone mobilise for their rights.

In Latin America, the big exception to the virtual rule was UruguayUruguay↗, 
where the Diversity MarchDiversity March↗ held in the capital, Montevideo, in September 
gathered thousands of masked people in the largest public event since 
the pandemic struck. This was also an exception for Uruguay, where other 
annual events – such as the Silence March held in May to demand justice for 
the victims of military dictatorship – took place online in 2020. The Diversity 
March’s decision not to go virtual was presented as part of the movement’s 
strategy of ‘neither regressing on rights nor taking a step backwards.’ As 
a precautionary measure, however, the organisers chose an alternative 
route through a wider avenue more conducive to physical distancing, and 
cancelled the usual artistic and musical performances that attract crowds, 
offering instead a collective reading of a proclamation before dispersing.
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In recent years, the Pride space has become more contested in contexts 
where political leaders have stoked homophobia for political gain, as in 
several European countries. Even as constraints on street protests limited the 
opportunities for aggressive reactions by anti-rights groups, in hostile contexts 
the backlash still managed to emerge. Such was the case in SerbiaSerbia↗, when 
the fake announcementfake announcement↗ that an LGBTQI+ pride parade would be held in the 

city of Leskovac motivated several hundred people to protest to demand that 
the non-existent rally be banned. Violent protesters targeted the police and 
shouted hate messages, threatening LGBTQI+ people with lynching. However, 
apart from one arrest connected with an act of aggression against a journalist, 
there was no reaction by the authorities, sending out a renewed message that 
homophobia would go unpunished.

A Diversity March, following a COVID-19 prevention protocol, is held in Montevideo, Uruguay on 25 September 2020. Photo by Marcha por la Diversidad/Facebook
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Women of course played a leading role not only in protests for women’s rights. 
2020 saw millions of people taking to the streets to insist on action on a range of 
pressing issues, calling for immediate social needs to be met under the pandemic,  
demanding civic rights and democratic freedoms and urging action on climate change, 
economic inequality and systemic racism. Despite the disruption caused by the pandemic, 
protests still mobilised, and women were at the forefront of a variety of demands for 
change.

Female leadership continued to keep up the pressure for climate action (see this report’s 
chapter on economic and environmental activism), demanding that post-pandemic 
reconstruction be in harmony with the planet, and it was not just Greta Thunberg who 
made the headlines. Young female climate leaders such as Licypriya KangujamLicypriya Kangujam↗ in India 

and Vanessa NakateVanessa Nakate↗ in Uganda continued to hold Fridays for Future climate strikes in 
their respective countries. In the UK, women locked themselves to railings outside the 
Houses of Parliament in an Extinction RebellionExtinction Rebellion↗ protest to demand climate action.

As a global movement confronted systemic racism (see this report’s chapter on the global struggle 
for racial justice), women were highly visible as Black Lives Matter organisers and frontline 
protesters, in the USA and around the world, in solidarity mobilisations and in longstanding 
anti-racist movements that in 2020 were able to scale up their struggles, as seen in Brazil. 
Many related struggles focused on police brutality also featured women in prominent roles.  
The call to dissolvedissolve↗ Nigeria’s Special Anti-Robbery Squad (SARS), for instance, was 
championed by thousands of young Nigerians, and notably by young women who 
organised, strategised and raised funds. Organising also took place onlineonline↗, with women 
using social media to spread information and coordinate medical assistance and legal aid.

Protests against other forms of violence, and notably those exercised against children, 
were often initiated by women. Such was the case in Cameroon, where despite a ban 
on gatherings, hundreds of women marchedmarched↗ in October to express their anger and 
demand justice following an armed attackarmed attack↗ against the Mother Francisca International 
Bilingual Academy in Kumba, South West Region, that left seven children dead and at least 
13 injured.

Women played leading roles in claiming the rights of refugees. Many of the protests 
mobilised by asylum seekers around the world, notably in Greece (see below), were led 
by women, and there were instances in which women and their children made up the 
overwhelming majority of those protesting. In late January, for instance, 300 women, 
mostly Afghani, who had applied for asylum and were housed in the Moria camp on Lesbos, 
ralliedrallied↗ alongside their children in the centre of the island’s main town, protesting at the 
camp’s overcrowding and unsanitary conditions and demanding to be transferred.

Women also led and strengthened movements for democracy and political change, from 
Belarus to Thailand (see this report’s chapter on democracy under the pandemic). In 
Belarus, women were at the forefront of protests to demand that democracy be respected, 
as dictatorial President Alexander Lukashenko fraudulently claimed victory in the August 
electionelection↗. Belarusian women came out in droves to support opposition candidate 

A women’s march is held in central Minsk, Belarus on 12 August 2020 after President 
Alexander Lukashenko claims victory in a fraudulent election. Photo by Misha Friedman/
Getty Images

Women at the forefront of protests
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Svetlana Tikhanovskaya, a woman with no previous political experience who entered 
the presidential race when her husband was arrested and blocked from registering his 
candidacy. Tikhanovskaya became the president’s toughest challenger in years, leading 
large rallies in the run-up to the election. Other women leaders threw their weight behind 
her campaign after Lukashenko said Belarus was not ready for a woman president, and 
women came out in their thousands, dressed in white, holding flowers and flags and 
forming ‘solidarity chainssolidarity chains↗’, risking harassment, arrest and police violence. The women’s 
protests encouraged workers’ groups to stage strikes in support.

Thailand experienced waves of protestswaves of protests↗ demanding the resignation of the military 
leader turned supposedly civilian prime minister, Prayuth Chan-ocha, and for the first time, 
calling for reform of Thailand’s powerful monarchy. Many of the most vocal organisers 
of the protests were female students, and a high proportion of protesters overall were 
women. For Thai feminists, protests offered a window of opportunity to bring up women’s women’s 
issuesissues↗, adding to the protest agenda items such as taxes on menstrual products, abortion, 
sexism and sexual harassment in education and outdated ideologies of femininity that force 
girls to conform to patriarchal expectations. 

Women threw off traditional roles to put themselves at the heart of protests in India. At the 
start of the year, women from all walks of life came out in large numbers as part of protests 
to reject a new citizenship lawcitizenship law↗ that discriminated against Muslims and undermined the 
secular foundations of the Indian state. Women repeatedly abandoned their daily duties 
to blockblock↗ major highways and organise sit-in protests. Resistance against the citizenship 
law saw Muslim Indian women, whose rights have historically been denied, take centre 
stage and contest patriarchal leadership. And then in the mass farmers’ protests that 
erupted in late 2020 (see this report’s chapter on economic and environmental activism) 
women’s participation proved vital to the sustainability of the movement, through roles 
that included organising meetings, making speeches and holding press briefings, as well 
as duties considered more traditional, such as leading communal cooking and providing 
medical care for protesters experiencing harsh state repression. During the year, Indian 
women also demanded changes in gender-biased inheritance lawsgender-biased inheritance laws↗ that account for 
the fact that while women farmers represent 75 per cent of the female working class in 
rural India, they own barely 13 per cent of farmland.

Women have faced backlash for their leadership. In January 2021, the Chief Justice of the 
Supreme Court of India statedstated↗ that female and older protesters should return home, 

a remark that was interpreted not only as an attempt to exclude women and debilitate 
the protest movement, but also as a threat of violence to come, given that the presence 
of women had offered male protesters some level of protection from the worst excesses 
of security forces. But women refused to back downrefused to back down↗. And in other places, women 
mobilised to preserve their right to play these roles, including during continuing anti-
government protests in IraqIraq↗ (see this report’s chapter on economic and environmental 
activism), when a radical cleric reactedreacted↗ against women’s presence in protests alongside 
men and called for gender segregation at protest sites.

A Muslim woman confronts Indian police officers after being vacated from an anti-
citizenship law protest site on 24 March 2020 in the Shaheen Bagh area of New Delhi. 
Photo by Yawar Nazir/Getty Images
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Women in power: progress and 
challenges
At all levels, from the frontlines to the highest sites of decision-making, women 
played critical leadership rolescritical leadership roles↗ in the pandemic year, both in responding 
effectively and inclusively to the pandemic and paving the way for a more 
equitable recovery. The women leading the governments of countries such as 
Denmark, Finland, Germany, Iceland and New Zealand (see this report’s chapter 
on democracy under the pandemic) were recognised for responding rapidly 
and effectively to the emergency, using evidence-based measures to contain 
the virus and lower contagion and death rates, and communicating with clarity 
and transparency, while also leading by example and transmitting calmness 
and compassion. It would be easy to stereotype them as displaying what are 
traditionally considered feminine traits, such as ‘emotional intelligence’. But 
such leaders combined empathy with rational responses rooted in the best 
available data and knowledge and articulated through clear public justification, 
approaches that might stereotypically be presented as the preserve of men. 
The real comparison was with the aggressively macho leaders of countries such 
as Brazil, Mexico, the UK and USA, who offered bluster, swagger and apparently 
undented male self-confidence, and presided over disastrously high death 
rates.

In the face of the pandemic, successful leaderssuccessful leaders↗ employed a style that was 
relational and collaborative, focused on guiding rather than commanding, and 
on encouraging and motivating others to act in unison. Empathy, collaboration 
and accountability are not innate female traits, but prevailing gender 
expectations and gender roles seem to have driven women towards more 
empathetic, collaborative and accountable approaches to leadership, and this 
is a leadership style that is closest to the way civil society works.

One of the results of these visible successes in combating the pandemic may 
be a shift in attitudes towards women’s leadership. Before the pandemic 
began, almost half the world’s population believedbelieved↗ that men made better 
political leaders than women; the results obtained by female leaders facing 
the pandemic may help counter the discriminatory social norms driving that 
belief. At the same time, such leadership styles may stop being the province of 
women and become the norm, particularly since the weaknesses of strongman weaknesses of strongman 
leadershipleadership↗ have become painfully apparent.

Beyond the headlines, there were of course also concernsconcerns↗ about the impacts 
of the pandemic on women’s ability to participate in politics, given that many 
women were forced out of work and back into roles as unpaid care providers, 
while many women may have found it harder to assert their voices when 
campaigning switched to the online sphere, in which they often feel excludedexcluded↗ 
(see below). At the same time, where women became visible as leaders of 
community pandemic response, there was potential for them to build on the 
reputations acquired as potential political leaders.

A woman wears a mask in support of the constitutional convention during a protest in 
Santiago, Chile, in October 2020. Photo by Marcelo Hernandez/Getty Images
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On 20 March, the Chilean government enacted a gender parity law for the election of 
representatives in the convention to create Chile’s new constitution. The proposal to 
develop a new constitution through a directly elected body was overwhelmingly endorsed 
at a referendum held in October (see this report’s chapter on democracy under the 
pandemic). As well as gender balance, the constitutional convention will have a quota of 
Indigenous representatives elected by Indigenous peoples.

The decision to have a gender-equal body reflected decades of campaigning for women’s 
rights and fair representation that helped shift public opinion, to the extent that pollspolls↗ 
showed that more than 70 per cent of Chileans, both women and men, agreed that gender 
parity in the constitutional process was important. Carolina CarreraCarolina Carrera↗ of Humanas-Humanas-
Regional Centre of Human Rights and GenderRegional Centre of Human Rights and Gender↗ Justice Justice↗ describes how the 
intensive work of a women’s rights movement, revitalised by a massive influx of young 
feminists aimed at changing perceptions and cultural understandings, turned into reality 
an aspiration that not long ago seemed unthinkable.

This is going to be the first constitution that will be characterised by full parity: not only 
will there be parity in candidacies, but also in the composition of the constitutional 
convention. This was achieved thanks to the sustained and systematic work of the 
feminist and women’s movement, which had a very strong moment in 2018 when 
the so-called ‘fourth wave’ of feminism took off in Chile. Back then, high school and 
university students took over educational establishments and stopped education for 
several months over the issue of sexual violence, non-sexist education and a set of 
demands for substantial equality.

Then, on 18 October 2019, protestsprotests↗ broke out in which citizens said they no 
longer wanted a neoliberal constitution that does not grant rights or guarantees 
to the people, and there were a lot of women on the frontlines of those protests. 
Police violence was fierce; many people were injured and lost their eyesight as a 
result, and a lot of sexual violence took place in police stations. This led to a famous famous 
performanceperformance↗ by Las Tesis, a Chilean artivist collective, of their song ‘A Rapist in 
Your Path’, which became a global anthem for women’s movements in 2019.

In this climate of protest, on 8 March, more than two million women marched in 
the metropolitan region alone. This meant that it was not possible to propose a new 
constitution that did not ensure parity, because it would have provoked a very strong 
social outburst from the feminist movement.

We have high expectations, firstly, because of the fact that the constituent convention 
will have parity of representation, and secondly, because of the work we are doing to 
ensure that the women who represent us are feminist women.

We are preparing teams that can accompany the convention. We don’t want to focus 
solely on women’s human rights, but we also want to give our opinion on what the 
Chilean political system will look like: whether it will be presidential, semi-presidential 
or parliamentarian, whether voting will be compulsory or voluntary, and so on. We 
have conducted surveys in which we asked women whether they will vote, how 
they will participate in the campaign, whether they would vote for other women, 
whether they would call on women to vote for women, and what issues they want 
the new constitution to include. We are getting ready because we are aware of the 
patriarchal resistance we may face.

‘Nothing about us, without us’: gender parity in the Chilean constitutional process

As 2020 began, divides remained deep. Women accountedaccounted↗ for only 6.6 per 
cent of heads of state and 6.2 of heads of government worldwide, as well as 
24.9 per cent of parliamentary seats, while only 20.5 per cent of parliaments 
had female speakers. Only 15 of 190 countries had cabinets with at least 
the same number of women as men. Although these numbers reflected 
substantial progress when compared with the meagre 11.3 per cent of women 
in parliament recorded in 19951995↗, the year the Beijing Platform for advancing 
women’s rights was born (see below), it showed the scale of the challenge still 
remaining.

Soon after the year began, the balance shifted a little further in Greece, 
when its parliament elected the country’s first female presidentfirst female president↗ in 
200 years of independence. The newly appointed head of state, Katerina 
Sakellaropoulou, was a liberal high court judge and human rights advocate 
known for her focus on environmental protection. At the year’s end, the 
USA elected its first-ever female vice-president, Kamala Harris, who was 
also the first African-American and Asian-American to hold the office 
(see this report’s chapter on democracy under the pandemic). This 
happened in no small part in reaction to an outgoing administration that 
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More women in politics can be good not just for women, but for democratic politics, 
as women’s leadership often translates into greater responsiveness to people’s needs. 
In the context of US politics, Pakou HangPakou Hang↗ of Vote Run LeadVote Run Lead↗ fleshes out the reasons 
why more women are needed in politics and the lessons from the pandemic:

A big reason why we need more women in public office is because they 
govern differently than men. Women in government are more collaborative, 
more civil, more communicative. They are more likely to work across the 
aisle to solve problems. They bring home more money for their constituents, 
pass more bills, and their bills focus more on vulnerable populations like 
children, older people and sick people. Women broaden the political 
agenda, well beyond traditional women’s issues. And the result is better 
policies for all of us, not just for women and girls but also for men and boys.  
Because they bring an entirely new set of perspectives and life experiences into 
the policymaking process, the presence of women also ensures that women’s 
perspectives are not sidelined, and issues such as GBV or childcare are not 
ignored. All in all, women in public office tend to be more effective than their 
male counterparts. And given the current gridlock and hyper-partisanship in 
politics, we need to do things differently. More women in public office translates 
into better government and a more robust democracy.

The need for women in power and politics has become even more critical in the 
context of the pandemic. This past electoral cycle, donors wanted to contribute 
to female candidates’ campaigns more than before, because the pandemic 
brought awareness not just about the many inequities that plague our society 
and the healthcare system, but also of the outstanding work women, and in 
particular women of colour, are doing in their communities to respond to urgent 
needs, fill in the gaps left by inadequate government policies and address the 
needs of excluded populations who have been disproportionately impacted on 
by COVID-19 and the economic downturn.

Research that looks at the ways in which various countries have responded to 
the pandemic seems to show that countries with female leaders tended to have 
fewer cases and fewer deaths from COVID-19. It seems that women in power 
have embraced a transformative style of leadership, which may be better at 
handling crises. This type of leadership focuses on deep human relationships, 
investment in teams and sharing knowledge, and being a role model and 
motivating others. These qualities are very useful in our current context.

A new generation of young, progressive women have made the headlines by being 
elected to Congress in recent years; however, the USA still has a low proportion of 
women, and particularly African-American, Asian-American and Latinx women, in its 

More women, better politics: the experience of Vote Run Lead

had become the paradigmatic example of toxic macho leadership.

Several other countries saw some form of progresssome form of progress↗, often as a result of 
the application of gender legislative quotas. In Niger, women’s legislative 
representation rose from approximately 15 per cent to 26 per cent following 
the 2020 election. In Mali, the election held in March and April tripled female 
representation in parliament, up to 28 per cent; however, that parliament was 
dissolved following a military coup in August (see this report’s chapter on the 
democracy under the pandemic). 

In Europe, significant gains in women’s parliamentary representation were 

observed in Croatia and Ireland. New Zealand saw an unprecedented increase 
– both in parliament and government – in the number of women and other 
traditionally under-represented groups, including Maori and Pacific Island 
people, people from New Zealand’s other ethnic minorities and LGBTQI+ 
people, with the first-ever members of parliament of African, Latin American 
and Sri Lankan descent elected. 

Nevertheless, a quarter of a century after the commitments laid out in Beijing, 
the world is still far from having a critical mass of women in parliament: while 
many countries have reached or exceeded the initial 30 per cent threshold, 
only four countries have achieved or surpassed parity.
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legislative body. The exclusion is structural, and Congress remains disproportionately 
male and disproportionately white, a situation that is replicated at the subnational 
level. 

There are still too many structural reasons why women do not run nor get elected. 
Women still do a disproportionate amount of housework and child-rearing and 
there is still sexist media coverage that focuses on women’s appearances and 
personalities rather than their policies. Further, those in party structures and 
the people with political knowledge, networks and money still continue to be 
men, and often they determine who is politically viable; for example, a young 
man who studied community development at Harvard is deemed more viable 
than a middle-aged Black woman who has been a community organiser for the 
past 20 years.

Paradoxically, female candidates win at roughly the same rates as their male 
counterparts, and according to polls, voters are excited about getting women 
elected. But the second reason why women don’t get elected is simply that 
women don’t run at the same rate as men – and of course, you can’t win if you 
don’t run.

Why don’t women run for public office? Perhaps the most pervasive reason is 
that women are self-doubters. They do not believe they are qualified. They do 
not see other women who look like them or think like them in those positions of 
power, and thus it’s a self-fulfilling cycle. But it’s not just women who self-doubt. 
Outsiders do plenty of that too. If a woman has never filled a position of power, 
then a question that keeps coming up in the media, said in a doubtful tone, 
is: is a woman electable? We heard a lot of that during the 2020 Democratic 
presidential primary race.

There’s also the fact that certain qualities that are deemed positive in men are 
given a negative connotation when applied to women, like assertiveness or 
ambition. While angry and vindictive men have surely been elected president, 
women who are perceived as ‘angry’, or ‘vindictive’ are deemed unlikeable, 
and thus disqualified. Women candidates are held to much higher standards 
of competency, sometimes by themselves, but more often by others, and as a 
result we do not have gender parity in our political representation.

To help break down the barriers that keep women away from power, Vote Run Lead 
trains US women – including Black and Indigenous, rural, transgender and young 
women – to run for office and win. In 2020, over 55 per cent of their programme 
participants won their races, and 71 per cent of those were women of colour. The 
key to the programme’s success lies in focusing on women’s leadership strengths and 
encouraging them to run as they are.

The women we train often decide to run for public office because they see 
something wrong in their community and they want to fix it. But they do not 
see a lot of people who look like them in positions of power. Vote Run Lead offers 
a number of training modules that teach women the basics about campaigns, 
from delivering a stump speech to building a campaign team or crafting a 
message, to fundraising and getting out the vote. But what makes our training 
programme different is that we train women to run as they are. Women often 
need support to view themselves as qualified, capable and deserving candidates. 
We show them that they don’t need to obtain another promotion or degree 
and that in fact, their personal story is their biggest asset. Our Run As You Are 
training curriculum reminds women that they are enough and that they are the 
fierce leaders we need to elect to build the just democracy that we all deserve.

As a result of such efforts, the 2020 national elections yielded the most diverse 
Congress in history. Alongside Kamala Harris’ victory, in another first, half of the 
Biden-Harris administration’s appointed cabinet was female.

I surely was disappointed that we ended up with two older, white men leading 
the two major presidential tickets – but now we also have a Black, Indian-
American woman as our vice president.

When the 2020 presidential election was called for Joe Biden and Kamala 
Harris, I contacted my nine-year-old niece with the news. She was ecstatic. I was 
reminded that she belongs to a new generation of Americans who were born 
under President Barack Hussein Obama. And growing up, she will know that 
Donald Trump was the President, but she will also know that Trump was beaten 
by a Black, Indian-American woman. As we were talking, my niece said to me, 
‘We are almost there, Auntie.’ And it dawned on me: yes, we are almost there.
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Congressional candidate Ilhan Omar speaks during a get-out-the-vote event on the University of Minnesota campus on 3 November 2020 in Minneapolis, USA. Photo by Stephen Maturen/
Getty Images
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Going global: women’s 
representation in 
international bodies

If  women’s representation in national governments and political 
institutions matters, then the same is true at the global level. Still 
very few international institutions have been led by women. The UN 
celebrated its 75th anniversary in 2020 (see this report’s chapter on civil  
society in the international arena), but in all those years there has never 
been a female UN Secretary-General (UNSG). Invisible but very real glass 
ceilings continue to limit the presence of women in international decision-
making spaces.

Civil society is working to overcome female under-representation in 
international arenas and particularly the UN, including through GQUAL, a 
global campaign seeking to include gender parity as a criterion for selection 
processes to fill positions in international bodies. Viviana KrsticevicViviana Krsticevic↗ of 
GQUALGQUAL↗ describes the problem, and the solutions needed:

The absence of women in decision-making sites is not the result of 
their own choice but the effect of glass ceilings, implicit discrimination 
and the segmentation of labour markets, among other factors. On top 
of this, there is the argument of the impact of equal participation in 
terms of enriching debate, innovation and due diligence in decision-
making and improving the legitimacy and sustainability of certain 
processes, among other possible beneficial effects of the inclusion of 
women in decision-making spaces.
At the international level, in the spaces where decisions are reached 
on war and peace, the evolution of international criminal law, 
the scope of human rights, economic law and environmental law,  
and various other key issues, women are under-represented at 
extreme levels. For instance, the International Court of Justice  
currently includes only three female judges (19 per cent) and 
historically it  has only included four women out of a total 
of 108 magistrates (four per cent).  Only one of the seven  

current members of the Inter-American Court of Human Rights is a 
woman (14 per cent), and in the International Criminal Court there are 
only six women out of a total of 18 members (33 per cent). Finally, 10 
of the 56 special mechanisms of the UN to date have never been led 
by a woman.
In other words, women are on the fringes of the decisions that are 
made on most of the issues that are most significant for the future 
of humanity in the areas of politics, justice and peace. This reality 
contrasts with the recognition of the right to participation in the 
international arena under conditions of equality enshrined in CEDAW 
article 8, widely ratified worldwide, and with the aspirations of 
balanced or equal participation proposed in various spaces of the UN 
system and other institutions.
Among the  campaign ’s  act ions  are  the  moni tor ing  and 
distribution of information on available positions in the sphere 
of international justice. We send letters and post information on 
networks calling attention to opportunities and disparities, we 
promote academic research and we make proposals to modify 
the procedures for the nomination and selection of those who  
occupy positions in justice and monitoring institutions at the 
national and international level. Among our most interesting 
initiatives is a ranking that includes the number of men and women 
in these positions, by country. We also hold meetings of experts 
to contribute to the development of specialised documents.  
Additionally, we create synergies with selection processes in 
judicial spaces at the national level and participate in debates on  
representation at the national and international levels, in order to 
advance the broader agenda of political and social change towards 
equality.
We have had several significant achievements, including resolutions 
by the UN and the Organization of American States on gender balance 
in the composition of international bodies, the systematisation 
of information on the composition of positions at the UN level 
disaggregated by gender and excellent research that supports the 
international obligations of states and international organisations.
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2020 should have been a key year to come together at the international level to 
take stock of progress and reflect on what needs to be done next to achieve gender 
equality. In September, the Beijing Platform for ActionBeijing Platform for Action↗ turned 25. The most 
progressive international blueprint for advancing women’s rights, the Beijing Platform 
was adopted unanimously by 189 states at the UN’s Fourth World Conference on Fourth World Conference on 
WomenWomen↗, held in China in 1995. The Beijing Platform focused on eliminating violence 
against women, ensuring access to family planning and reproductive healthcare, 
removing barriers to women’s participation in decision-making and providing decent 
jobs and equal pay for equal work. It also called on states to address the impact of 
environmental degradation on women and recognised the disproportionate burden 
of unpaid care that falls on women.

While the pandemic demanded attention, the 25th anniversary remained full of 
meaning for the women’s rights activists and organisations that took part in that 
historical gathering. Back in 1995, they brought in their experiences of struggle and 
their aspirations, successfully pushing for the inclusion of language on gender in UN 
documents and broadening the global understanding of human rights as including 
women’s rights. They shaped international standards and then spent the next 25 years 
domesticating those standards to shape policy and practice on the ground, joined 
by fresh generations committed to the struggle for women’s rights, including those 
documented in this report’s pages.

In difficult contexts, civil society has tirelessly advocated to make the 
Beijing Platform real by demanding legal change, such as by calling for 
the cancellation of personal status laws that make women legally inferior 
to men and instead enshrining legal equality between women and men.  
When victories were won on these, efforts were then redirected towards 
making the recognition of equal status real by winning equal social security 
coverage and paid maternity leave, prohibiting discrimination in employment,  
recognising and criminalising violence against women and providing the appropriate 
services to survivors, codifying and punishing marital rape and sex trafficking, 
establishing representation quotas or parity in electoral lists and, crucially, 
empowering women to stand up for their rights.

A quarter of a century after women’s rights were officially declared as human rights, 
interviewsinterviews↗ conducted with civil society activists, leaders and experts make clear that 
significant progress has occurred, in large part due to unceasing civil society efforts, 
but progress has been unequal, reversals are an ever-present possibility and much 
remains to be done.

We saw some progress in the past. Over the years, through the monitoring meetings 
of CEDAW, the Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women told 
the government to make some changes and we saw those changes happening. The 
number of shelters was not enough and now we have more shelters. But now we see 
that there is a lack of a feminist approach.

The elimination of violence against women is one of the main challenges remaining. 
That is why we will continue to put this issue on the agenda when mobilising around 
Beijing+25.

Elif EgeElif Ege↗, Mor ÇatıMor Çatı↗, Turkey

Legal change is slow because women remain extremely under-represented in 
politics: in Lebanon, less than five per centless than five per cent↗ of current members of parliament 
are women. In some cases, local media also play a role in marginalising women 
politically. This was documented by studies conducted after the 2018 parliamentary 
elections. Women also have a minimal presence in workers’ unions.

Hayat MirshadHayat Mirshad↗, Lebanese Women Democratic GatheringLebanese Women Democratic Gathering↗

On the ground, the situation is different from the law, as inequalities are still very 
present. Many discriminations persist in practice. Statistics are alarming. Half of all 
Tunisia women have been victims of some form of violence. Socio-economic crises 
have worse impacts on women than on men. Among women, the unemployment 
rate is almost double the rate for men. Women’s access to land is limited: only four 
per cent of women own land, although they make up almost 90 per cent of the 
agricultural labour force.

Ramy KhouiliRamy Khouili↗, Tunisian Association of Democratic WomenTunisian Association of Democratic Women↗

Beijing 25: taking stock of a quarter century of struggles for gender equality
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We still have a long way to go to ensure that women can live autonomously without 
the burden of discrimination. Clearly, there are disparities and different effects among 
women due to age, economic situation, skin colour, ethnicity, migration status, rural 
conditions and several other situations that partly define our experience.

 Global figures for disparities in education, access to health, property and positions 
of power show the enormous disadvantage that women are at in most societies and 
the differential weight of inequality.

Viviana KrsticevicViviana Krsticevic↗, GQUALGQUAL↗

A feminist UN?

If the UN is to monitor and held drive progress on the Beijing Declaration 
commitments, there is a need to ask how well the UN has done in internalising 
women’s rights in its own processes. While it has never had a female UNSG and 
women remain under-represented in senior leadership, civil society believes 
some progress has been made.

In January, the Feminist UN Campaign, a coalition of women’s rights 
and human rights organisations, issued its third annual report card 
on current UNSG António Guterres, in which it assessed his work to 
build a more feminist UN, including by promoting feminist leadership,  
enabling transparent and accountable financing for gender equality and 
strengthening women’s rights institutions and forums. The awarded grade, B-, 
recognised the UN chief’s feminist commitment while highlighting the limited 
progress achieved.

Lyric ThompsonLyric Thompson↗ of the International Center for Research on WomenInternational Center for Research on Women↗, a 
member of the Feminist UN Campaign, explains what the campaign seeks to 
achieve, and how:

The Feminist UN Campaign is an effort to create a collective proposal to 
deliver real and meaningful change toward advancing women’s rights 
and gender equality at the UN – in all its policies and programming 
– and to assess annual progress toward that vision. The campaign 
brings together leading feminist thinkers and activists in civil society, 
philanthropy, academia and former UN staff around a shared agenda.  
This agenda requires not only the UNSG’s visible and proactive 

leadership, but also system-wide reforms to overcome internal obstacles  
at the UN.
To assess progress and prepare the report cards the Campaign conducts 
interviews with key UN experts and civil society stakeholders, issues a 
global civil society survey and tracks key speeches, social media posts, 
appointments, travel and other initiatives. Report cards have been issued 
annually throughout this UNSG’s term.

The grade obtained by the UNSG in 2020 reflects significant progress in some 
areas – such as championing parity – and very limited advances in others, such 
us funding for gender equality.

The report card finds Guterres’ public messaging on women’s rights 
and gender equality actually increased in 2019, tripling the number 
of speeches he gave on gender equality and continuing to tout his 
credentials as a ‘feminist’.
Previously strong progress towards gender parity within the UN continued 
at pace, although backlash also increased. Progress has been stalled by 
bureaucratic inertia, funding shortfalls and overt internal opposition.
There are five specific areas in which we would like to see progress 
step up. First, prioritising civil society and feminist engagement in all 
UN and global processes. Second, pushing for greater transparency 
around UN activities and funding commitments. Third, ensuring 
zero tolerance for sexual harassment across the UN system and 
ending sexual exploitation and abuse, including in UN peacekeeping 
operations. Fourth, ensuring the full implementation of Goal 5 of the  
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) – that is, the implementation 
of all of its components, including those member states are more 
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willing to challenge, such as sexual and reproductive health and 
rights – and the integration of gender across all the SDGs. And fifth, 
achieving greater political accountability for issues related to gender 
equality, intergenerational leadership, solidarity, collaboration and 
intersectionality, funding for women’s rights programmes, movements 
and initiatives, a shift in power and more inclusive and expansive 
decision-making.

The Feminist UN Campaign continued monitoring the work of the UNSG to hold 
him accountable for his commitment as a self-declared feminist, and its fourth fourth 
report cardreport card↗, issued in early 2021, found that  Guterres’ focus on gender 
equality had increased during the pandemic, earning him a B, his highest 
score to date. In a very challenging year, his scores increased in three of the 
six areas of the Campaign’s agenda: feminist leadership and agenda-setting, 
feminist implementation of the SDGs and freedom of information. However, 
his scores stalled in one area, parity and rights protections, and went down in 
two: financing for gender equality and enabling a feminist transformation of 
the Commission on the Status of Women (CSW) and UN Women. The Feminist 
UN Campaign will continue to push this agenda in 2021, and as the UNSG 
campaigns to earn a second term at the head of the UN, it will demand from 
him a bold feminist leadership and a strong commitment towards financing for 
a gender-equitable recovery.

CSW 2020: an early revelation 
of the challenges of online 
engagement

At the international level, a key opportunity to review progress and push for 
more should have come at the CSW, the principal annual global forum on 
gender equality. In 2020, a year that had been describeddescribed↗ as ‘pivotal for the 
accelerated realisation of gender equality’, the CSW had been due to take place 
from 9 to 20 March at the UN’s New York headquarters. CSOs from all regions 
of the world, along with state representatives and a range of UN bodies, were 
expected to attend the session, which would focus on the review and appraisal 
of the implementation of the Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action and 
the SDGs, particularly Goal 5 on gender equality and the empowerment of 
women and girls.

Opening of the 64th session of the Commission on the Status of Women at UN headquarters 
in New York, USA on 8 March 2020. Photo by UN Women/Ryan Brown
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But a week before the session was due to begin, the emerging pandemic 
prompted the organisers to amend the CSW’s format and duration, and the 
planned two-week event with its approximately 12,000 confirmed participants 
was scaled backscaled back↗ to a one-day procedural meeting on 9 March to adopt a draft 
political declaration marking the anniversary the Beijing Declaration. Possibly 
the most valuable global space for women’s rights activists and organisations 
had closed overnight, as the CSW general debate and accompanying events, 
including civil society events, were cancelledcancelled↗ and participants from all over 
the world told not to travel to New York.

Further international processes subsequently moved online and civil society 
gradually tried to make the most of the new routines (see this report’s chapter 
on civil society in the international arena). But the gender-specific challenges 
that women faced when trying to participate in online UN processes and other 
online meetings were usually neither acknowledged nor mitigated.

Women activists experienced first-handexperienced first-hand↗ the deepening of pre-existing 
inequalities in access and voice caused by the pandemic. They faced strain 
as boundaries blurred between the personal and professional spheres, 
risking burnout. They noted, among other things, that online calls and 
meetings often took place outside working hours or collided with their other 
responsibilities, including a disproportionate burden of unpaid care work. 
In many African countries in particular, digital inequalities came to the fore.  
Due to the gendered character of the digital divide, many women activists had 
been more reliant on in-person organising to begin with, and the forced shift to 
the online sphere left them cut off from many normal channels of connection 
and support. In some countries, women’s activism was obstructed by high 
data costs; in others, state surveillance was the problem. To avoid detection 
and retaliation, activists in countries such as Egypt and Sudan had long relied 
on low-tech tactics, including word of mouth and flyer distribution, and the 
pandemic left them without that recourse.

Women who managed to gain access to online spaces often realised that 
unlike many of the real-life forums where women had elbowed their way in for 
decades, online events were much more male-dominated, and the ways online 
meetings work and are run make it harder for diverse voices to be heard. When 
women, particularly those from the global south and ethnic minorities and 
those working in languages other than their mother tongue, were not able 

to speak up in meetings, outputs unsurprisingly tended not to reflect their 
perspectives and concerns.

The pandemic laid bare the difficult choices that female activists frequently 
have to make and the costs of activism, privileging those from wealthier 
backgrounds who can afford to buy in help with care, excluding women from 
poorer backgrounds. With inequalities in global vaccine rollout threatening 
to keep women in many global south countries at home for longer, and 
online working by default potentially becoming more common even once the 
pandemic is over, these threatened to be no passing problems.

Progress in changing 
discriminatory laws
Also struggling due to their inability to mobilise in public space were activists 
for LGBTQI+ rights, given the lack of many Pride events. Nevertheless, despite 
the barriers it was a year when some further progress was made in challenging 
and changing laws, reflecting years of civil society efforts. Progress for LGBTQI+ 
campaigners came on two key fronts in 2020: in decriminalising same-sex 
relations in countries where these were still illegal, and in legalising same-
sex marriage in countries where LGBTQI+ people and organisations have won 
greater visibility and acceptance.

According to the Human Dignity TrustHuman Dignity Trust↗, in early 2020 more than 70 countries 
had laws criminalising private sexual relationships among same-sex consenting 
adults, exposing millions of people to the risk of arrest, prosecution, 
imprisonment and, in several countries including Iran, Saudi Arabia, Somalia 
and Yemen, to the death penalty.

Such laws prohibit either certain types of sexual activity or any form of 
sexual activity between people of the same sex and are often vaguely 
or ambiguously worded with references to morality and natural order.  
Most of the laws explicitly criminalise sex between men, referred to 
as ‘sodomy’, ‘buggery’ or an ‘unnatural offence’. Many also criminalise 
‘lesbianism’ or refer more broadly to ‘sexual relations with a person of 
the same sex’ and ‘gross indecency’, a catch-all that can apply to both 
women and men. More than a dozen countries also have laws that refer 
to ‘cross-dressing’, ‘impersonation’ and ‘disguise’, explicitly criminalising 
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the gender identity and expression of transgender people. In many 
other countries transgender people are further targeted by laws that 
criminalise vagrancy, hooliganism, sex work and public order offences.  
Around half of the countries that criminalise same-sex relations are 
Commonwealth members: far from being the expression of ‘traditional’ 
practices and beliefs, most of the laws that continue to be used to punish gay 
men, particularly in Africa and the Caribbean, were simply copied over from 
British laws long since repealed in the UK, and as such are one of the many 
lingering legacies of colonialism. Despite some powerful inertia and fierce anti-
rights backlash, in 2020, two countries, Bhutan and Gabon, took a step forward 
and ended the shameful practice of criminalising consenting sex between 
adults.

As for equal marriage, as the year started this right was legally recognised in 
fewer than 30 countries, or jurisdictions within countries, around the world. 
But throughout the year, campaigns for equality kept pushing, from JapanJapan↗ 
to LithuaniaLithuania↗. Despite months of protests from far-right and conservative 
Catholic groups, Italy’sItaly’s↗ lower house of parliament passedpassed↗ a bill, currently 
pending Senate approval, to make discrimination and hate crimes towards 
LGBTQI+ people punishable offencespunishable offences↗. In 2020, joining the ranks of countries 
with equal marriage was Costa Rica. Although long-anticipated celebrations 
had to be small in scale due to the pandemic, the first same-sex weddings took 
place right away.

Bhutan and Gabon: decriminalisation

In July, GabonGabon↗ joined the select group of Sub-Saharan African countries 
that do not punish consensual same-sex relations. With 48 votes for, 
24 against and 25 abstentions, its lower house of parliament passed a 
government initiative to decriminalise homosexuality in late June, and the 
Senate did the same in early July, with a 59 to 17 vote and four abstentions.  
This bill reversed the effects of a law that had been passed just a year earlier, 
which declared same-sex relations in Gabon as ‘an offence against morality’ 
and punished them with prison sentences of up to of six months and fines 
of up to 5 million Central African francs (approx. US$8,500). Before the new 
Penal Code entered into force in July 2019, same-sex relations were neither 
permitted nor prohibited by law, and there was a level of tolerance for diverse 
sexual orientations.

The decision to reverse the prohibition sharply divideddivided↗ public opinion as well 
as the ruling party. Protesters decrying the Senate’s decision mobilised during 
the vote, and prominent politicians and religious leaders characterisedcharacterised↗ the 
new law as being against ‘national values’ and designed to appease foreign 
donors. Its supporters, including Gabon’s First Lady Sylvia Bongo Ondimba, 
defended it as the restoration of a fundamental human right and a triumph of 
love and dignity against hate.

On 10 December, Human Rights Day, Bhutan’s parliament passedpassed↗ a bill 
that amended sections 213 and 214 of the 2004 Criminal Code to scrap the 
provision that criminalised so-called ‘unnatural sex’, widely interpreted as 
referring to homosexuality. By a vote of 63 against 69, same-sex relations were 
decriminalised, pending the King’s formal approval.

This legislative act was claimedclaimed↗ as a victory by LGBTQI+ organisations such 
as Rainbow Bhutan, which had been advocating for change for years, including 
in global forums such as the UN Human Rights Council. Largely as a result of 
this advocacy, in the Human Rights Council Universal Periodic ReviewUniversal Periodic Review↗ that it 
underwent in May 2019, the state of Bhutan had been urged to ensure ‘non-
discrimination of members of the LGBT community’ and to ‘amend provisions 
of the Penal Code that are discriminatory, and that penalise relations between 
persons of the same sex.’ Bhutan’s leaders came to see the continued ban as an 
international embarrassment for their country.

A bill to repeal sections 213 and 214 had already been approvedapproved↗ by Bhutan’s 
lower house of parliament by an overwhelming vote in June 2019, but in early 
2020 progress hit trouble when the upper house proposed to amend those 
sections of the Criminal Code rather than remove them altogether, meaning 
that the bill was returned to the lower house for re-deliberation in February 
2020. Due to disagreements between the two houses, the issue had been 
referred to a Joint Committee, before, thankfully, the more progressive voices 
ultimately prevailed.

Costa Rica: equal marriage

In May, Costa Rica became the latest country to recognise equal marriage 
rights, and the firstfirst↗ in Central America to do so. The change came 18 months 
after Costa Rica’s Supreme Court set a deadline that the government should 
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legislate on same-sex marriage or its ban would automatically expire. As the 
deadline passed, same-sex marriage became legal.

As Herman DuarteHerman Duarte↗ of Igualitxs FoundationIgualitxs Foundation↗ describes, this was a change in 
which the norm-setting role of international institutions, in this case the Inter-
American Court of Human Rights (IACHR), was key:

In the context of a decades-long struggle by the LGBTQI+ rights movement, 
the kickstart came from the government of Costa Rica, which in May 
2016 asked the IACHR for an advisory opinion regarding the patrimonial 
rights of same-sex couples. This consultation opened a window for all 
interested parties to present their arguments, which more than 90 very 
diverse actors did, including states, international organisations, CSOs, 
universities and individuals. Hearings took place on 16 and 17 May 2017 
and we took parttook part↗ in them. The momentum generated by this event was 
reflected in the organisation of the First Equal Marriage Congress, held in 
the capital, San José, in November 2017, which brought together more 
than 54 speakers from all over the region.
In January 2018, the IACHR published its decision, which stated that state 
parties should regulate the status of non-heterosexual families, opening 
the doors of civil (non-religious) marriage to same-sex couples. A group 
of 60 LGBTQI+ organisations in the region celebrated the decision as the 
most important in the history of LGBTQI+ rights to date.

Ahead of the change in Costa Rica, the IACHR’s judgement had already led 
EcuadorEcuador↗ to become the fifth Latin American country to recognise same-sex 
marriage fully, in 2019, following Argentina, Brazil, Colombia and Uruguay, 
along with the federal district and some states of Mexico.

It was, however, not all plain sailing, as LGBTQI+ groups had to face down 
considerable hostility, including an attempt to use the pandemic as a pretext 
to delaydelay↗ the change. While Costa Rica’s President, Carlos Alvarado Quesada, 
publicly welcomed the move, the political context was highly polarised. Civil 
society was able to benefit from Costa Rica’s relatively open civic space and 
strong traditions of rules-based law-makingrules-based law-making↗; however, influential segments 
of the public remained opposed and mobilised in outrage.

After years of civil society campaigning, same-sex marriage and the equality of all families 
is recognised by a court ruling in Costa Rica. Photo by Familias Homoparentales y Diversas 
de Costa Rica
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Costa Rica’s constitution expressly recognises Catholicism as its official 
religion. In recent decades, evangelical congregations have expanded in 
number, reaching nearly 3,800. By 2017, more than 80 per cent of the 
population identified themselves as Catholic or evangelic; clearly, Costa 
Rica is a culturally conservative country.
Conservative reaction has been brutal. It is important to understand 
that the LGBTQI+ community has framed its struggles around the 
demand for recognition of their human dignity and their equal 
value as human beings and that religious groups have mobilised as  
identity groups – groups whose identity is defined in a narrow, not 
universalistic way, in opposition to an enemy. These groups channelled 
resentments brought about by legal changes that advanced equality and 
gave hope to those who had felt displaced by them, leading to the rise of 
religious political parties.
The 2018 presidential election became some sort of referendum on 
the rights of LGBTQI+ people, and specifically on equal marriage. An 
evangelical pastor, Fabricio Alvarado, then the lone congressman 
from an evangelical party, ran for the presidency, exploiting 
conservative people’s feelings of outrage and fear at the Supreme 
Court ruling. The candidate was noted for his incendiary statements; 
he declared, for example, that homosexuality was ‘caused by the devil’. 
This is how he climbed to the top of pre-electoral polls: in just one month, 
he went from three per cent to 17 per cent of voting preferences, and 
came first in the first round of the election, winning 14 of the 54 legislative 
seats as well. This represented a 1,300 per cent increase in the legislative 
presence of his political party.
The run-off presidential election revolved around the rights of the 
LGBTQI+ population. The first-round runner-up, Carlos Alvarado, was the 
candidate of the incumbent party and was favourable to LGBTQI+ rights. 
His position eventually prevailed, but the elections forced us to confront 
the enormous power achieved by evangelical churches.
Carlos Alvarado’s victory can be explained by several factors, one 
of which was the formidable mobilisation of civil society. Among 
the civil society campaigns that had an impact was that of the 
Coalition for Costa RicaCoalition for Costa Rica↗, which sought to generate an informed 
and inclusive debate, disseminating the candidates’ proposals so  

that citizens could deliberate before voting, and ‘For all familiesFor all families↗’, a 
campaign that Igualitxs launched a week before the elections to spread 
an inclusive message and demand equal treatment for the LGBTQI+ 
population.

In all the countries that have recently either recognised same-sex marriage or 
decriminalised same-sex relations, legal victories are only part of the battle, as 
civil society also faces the challenge of shifting public opinion, needing to win 
people’s hearts and minds to counter homophobia, gain acceptance of the new 
law and prevent regression.

Legal change is one thing and cultural change is another. Legal change has 
been the result of a decades-long struggle by the LGBTQI+ community. But 
there is still homophobia, discrimination and violence against LGBTQI+ 
people. Once legal change has been achieved, public policy should 
continue to focus on structural exclusion. Because legal change by itself 
does not necessarily improve the feeling of belonging to a community. 
People’s attitudes do not change automatically just because a law is 
implemented. 
Therefore, to prepare the ground for legal change, in the 18 months 
between the publication of the Supreme Court ruling and the entry 
into force of the decision, more than 35 local CSOs developed the ‘Yes, ‘Yes, 
I accept’ campaignI accept’ campaign↗, calling for recognition of the equal dignity of 
all human beings. This campaign was accompanied by the media, by 
companies that are part of the advertising union, unions such as the 
Business Development Association, the UN and embassies such as those 
of Canada and the Netherlands.
The campaign featured testimonies from LGBTQI+ individuals, couples and 
families, as well as their relatives, neighbours and friends, with the aim 
of promoting acceptance and changing perceptions of what it means to 
be an LBGTQI+ person in Costa Rican society. It was activated nationwide, 
with videos that were broadcast for months not only on social media but 
also on national television. 
The videos appeal to emotion and generate empathy. They led thousands 
of people who were not politically involved to give up their sacred right 
to privacy and stand up to exist as a reality rather than an abstraction. 
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It put a human face on the abstract idea of ‘gays’, as presented by 
newspapers. By telling people that they would not be rejected, it 
created the conditions for them to lose their fear, since most LGBTQI+  
people suffer some type of rejection in their daily lives, 
regardless of their social status. As a result, an active citizenry 
took part in the campaign, making it known that with or  
without a pandemic it would not take a step back from ground that had 
been won. This was decisive in making legislators who were trying to 
sabotage equal civil marriage understand that it would not be possible 
for them to stop it.
This was one of the most important civil rights campaigns in history, 
and will remain in memory as a light that shone amid the darkness 
of the pandemic. Just one day before access to civil marriage took 
effect for all adults in Costa Rica, the Catholic Bishop of Alajuela 
delivered a messagemessage↗ that said: ‘We are glad that there are 
 different types of human relationships, different ways of being a 
family, and I think that where there is a demonstration of affection 
and family love, in a way God manifests himself, and we have to favour 
this.’ Although not necessarily reflecting the position of the entire 
institution, the words of this religious representative were the result 
of the excellent work done by activists to achieve the cultural change 
that was necessary to gain acceptance of LGBTQI+ people.
It is remarkable how Costa Rica went from criminalising homosexuality in 
the 1970s and closing gay bars deemed to be ‘perverse’ and persecuting 
gays with raids under the pretence of public health in the 1980s, to 
requesting an advisory opinion from the IACHR in 2016 and, after a 
presidential election focused on the issue, appointing a presidential 
commissioner for LGBTQI+ affairs in 2018 and recognising equal marriage 
two years later.
Many people have understood that the fact that the union and life plans 
of two same-sex adults receive legal protection does not affect them in 
any way – if anything, it validates the institution of marriage in which they 
are also part – and that there is nothing wrong with being gay, and in any 
case no one ‘becomes gay’ as a result of this normalisation.

The potential impacts of this progress in a region that remains extremely 
hostile towards LGBTQI+ people are enormous.

Costa Rica, as the first Central American country to approve equal 
marriage, should be a model for the entire region. The advisory opinion 
of the IACHR is valid for the 20 countries of the Americas that recognise 
its jurisdiction. PanamaPanama↗ could soon follow the path of Costa Rica: an 
unconstitutionality demand based on the ruling of the IACHR has been 
filed, and the Iguales Panamá Foundation is coordinating the participation 
of international and domestic civil society in the process that is taking in 
Panama’s Supreme Court.
The Igualitxs Foundation has also long been working along the same 
lines in El SalvadorEl Salvador↗. Salvadoran civil society has made immense 
progress. Based on the regressive leanings of the Legislative 
Assembly regarding equal civil marriage, for a decade and a half our 
efforts have focused on filing demands for the restrictive articles 
of the Family Code to be declared unconstitutional. I filed one of 
those lawsuits on 11 November 2016. Shortly afterwards, several  
CSOs, such as Asociación Entre Amigos, Comcavis and Hombres Trans 
El Salvador, as well as numerous independent activists, filed a similar 
lawsuit.
As in Costa Rica, conservative sectors reacted strongly. In the Legislative 
Assembly they rushed to start the ratification process of an exclusionary 
constitutional reform that had been stagnant for years, and that would 
give constitutional status to the restrictive definition of marriage that we 
were questioning in the Family Code, which would effectively ban same-
sex marriage. In the face of this, we requested a precautionary measure 
against the constitutional reform process and got the Supreme Court to 
stop it. 
The two unconstitutionality demands filed in 2016 were eventually 
admitted in August 2019, and in January 2020 a justice of the 
Constitutional Chamber of the Supreme Court announcedannounced↗ that the 
court would shortly rule on this issue, and admitted that this is one of 
the court’s major outstanding overdue decisions. So we may be close to 
achieving our goal.

The danger of backlash was also palpable in Guatemala, where homophobic 
attacks are rife and President Alejandro Giammattei won office in 2019in 2019↗ on 
the back of a highly homophobic and anti-abortion platform that saw him 
compared to Brazil’s right-wing populist President Jair Bolsonaro. In July the 
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country’s Ombudsman, Jordán Rodas, was summonedsummoned↗ for questioning by the 
Congressional human rights commission over his work in support of LGBTQI+ 
rights and sexual and reproductive rights. Among the actions that evidently 
caused offence was his use of the rainbow flag on social media to celebrate 
Pride month. He had twice before faced attemptsattempts↗ to remove him from office. 
A bill was also introducedintroduced↗ in Guatemala’s Congress in 2017 to try to make 

same-sex marriage unconstitutional as well as further restrict abortions and 
sex education. Similarly, in Panama, protestsprotests↗ calling for the Supreme Court to 
rule in favour of same-sex marriage have been responded to with attemptsattempts↗ 
to constitutionally define marriage as being exclusively between a woman and 
a man, sparking further protests. Harassment, threats and violence remain a 
serious problemproblem↗ for Central America’s LGBTQI+ people. 

The National Congress building in Buenos Aires, Argentina is lit with the colours of the rainbow flag to celebrate the 10th anniversary of the Equal Marriage Law on 15 July 2020. Photo by 
Marcelo Endelli/Getty Images
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Around the world civil society keeps pushing for equal marriage, looking to build on 
breakthroughs such as Costa Rica’s. Ten years after the Equal Marriage Law, a milestone for 
Latin America, was passed in Argentina, LGBTQI+ leader María RachidMaría Rachid↗, who co-founded 
the Argentine LGBT FederationArgentine LGBT Federation↗, set out the strategies they used and the tactics that 
worked best to advance the equality agenda. The keys to their success are still relevant to 
movements fighting the same struggle today.

Form an umbrella organisation aligned behind 
the equality agenda

The Federation brought together almost all relevant sexual diversity 
organisations. It was created as a result of the convergence of a number of 
longstanding organisations based not only in Buenos Aires but also in several 
provinces, to advocate for an agenda that initially included five points.  
First, equal marriage allowing for adoption; we specifically demanded 
the recognition of adoption rights because we saw that in other countries 
the right to adopt had been relinquished to achieve equal marriage.  
Second, a law recognising gender identity. Third, a nationwide anti-
discrimination law. Fourth, the inclusion of diversity in a comprehensive sex 
education curriculum. And fifth, the repeal of the articles of misdemeanour 
codes that were still used in 16 provinces to criminalise ‘homosexuality’ and 
‘transvestism’ – in their words.

Adopt a multidimensional strategy

We concluded that we needed to go simultaneously through the executive, 
legislative and judicial routes. At the same time, we needed to reach out to 
the media and bring out the issue to the public. This became clear to us after 
a meeting we had with the then-minister of the interior, who told us that we 
had executive backing, but that we needed to create proper conditions so we 
would not lose the congressional vote. So we went through years of work to 
reach out to public opinion and thereby create the conditions to turn the scales 
of Congress in our favour.

Find your way through the courts

In 2007 we submitted our first amparo petition for equal marriage; we came 
to submit more than a hundred. As a result of an injunction, in 2009 a gay 
couple managed to marry with judicial authorisation in Ushuaia, and in 2010 
eight more couples, including a lesbian couple, were able to marry in the city 
and province of Buenos Aires. By then our strategy had changed: we initially 
litigated in the civil family jurisdiction, where Opus Dei, a hard-line Catholic 
institution, had a very strong presence. Change occurred when we realised that, 
as we were making a judicial claim against the Civil Registry, dependent on the 
Government of the City of Buenos Aires, we could resort to the contentious, 
administrative and tax courts, which can be appealed to when the state is a 
party in the conflict. As this is a jurisdiction that mainly deals with tax-related 
issues, and in Argentina the Catholic Church is exempt from paying taxes, we 
were not going to find activist judges belonging to the Catholic Church or Opus 
Dei, since this jurisdiction is of no political interest to them. Following this 
change in strategy, we only obtained positive rulings in the city and province 
of Buenos Aires.

Tell a good story

Although at first we thought of the amparos quite literally, as a way to obtain 
judicial support for our claims, they ended up being above all an excellent 
communication strategy, because each of these amparos became a story that 
we told the public about why equal marriage was just, necessary and timely.  
For that purpose, we provided a lot of coaching for the couples who were 
submitting amparo petitions, especially the first ones, who we knew would get a 
lot of media exposure. So this ended up being a communication strategy rather 
than a judicial one.

We worked a lot with the media. We had breakfasts with journalists, at first 
with just a few that were our allies, but later these meetings expanded. We 
worked so much in this area that in the last months of debate you could no 

Ten years on: lessons from the struggle for equal marriage in Argentina
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longer find signed op-eds against equal marriage, not even in the traditional 
newspaper La Nación, which only opposed it through its editorials, since 
all articles signed by its journalists were favourable to it. In other words,  
even in hostile media, journalists ended up being our allies. We prepared a 
booklet for communicators explaining what the bill was about, why it was 
important, what our arguments were. We also prepared advertising spots, but 
since we didn’t have any money to broadcast them, we asked journalists and 
media managers to pass them on as content in their programming, and they did 
this a lot. These were amusing spots that attracted a lot of attention.

Seek allies, including unlikely ones

To gain further support, we needed to exhibit the support we already had in 
respected sectors and from well-known individuals. So we started to publish 
our list of supporters, which at first was very short, but ended up being a huge 
newsletter containing the names of all the trade union federations, countless 
unions, political leaders from almost all parties and personalities from the art 
world, the media and religions.

As the congressional debate approached, we began to hold events, generally 
in the Senate, to show the support we received from various sectors. These 
events had great media repercussions. The event ‘Culture Says Yes to Equal 
Marriage’ featured musicians and artists; the ‘Science Says Yes to Equal 
Marriage’ event included academics and scientists, and we gathered 
600 signatures from academia, research and professional associations  
of psychology and paediatrics, among others. Unlike the other 
ones, the ‘Religion Says Yes to Equal Marriage’ event was held in an 
evangelical church in the Flores neighbourhood, and was attended by  
Catholic priests, rabbis – both male and female – evangelical pastors 
and leaders of other Protestant churches. Regardless of what we as 
individuals might think of religion and the separation of church and state,  
we wanted to show people that they did not need to choose between their 
religion and equal marriage, as they could be in favour of equal marriage no 
matter what their religion was.

Work with public opinion

We presented a variety of arguments in favour of equal marriage to focus groups 
and we observed people’s reactions to identify the arguments that worked best. 
Answers depended a lot on how the question was asked. For instance, when we 
asked people if they believed that homosexual and heterosexual people had the 
same rights, around 90 per cent said yes; but if we asked them if they agreed that 
they should be able to get married, the percentage dropped to 60 per cent, and 
if we asked about the right to adopt children, the approval rate would drop to 40 
per cent. However, if we informed them that gay people in Argentina were in fact 
already legally authorised to adopt children individually, and then we asked them 
if they would want to take that right away from them, the majority said no.

While only 40 per cent were in principle in favour of allowing adoption by same-
sex couples, more than 50 per cent refused to prohibit it if it was already allowed. 
Therefore, part of the discussion consisted in informing people and explaining to 
them that children adopted by homosexual persons would enjoy half their rights, 
because since their parents could not marry, one of them would not be able to, 
say, leave them a pension. When we asked them whether they thought that these 
people should be able to marry so that their children would have all their rights, 
more than 80 per cent would say yes.

As a result of our working on the argumentation, support grew steadily throughout 
the campaign, to the point that we began to receive unexpected shows of support, 
such as from the student centre of a Catholic university that called to join. In 
the end, I would say that all public figures from art, culture, trade unions and 
journalism supported us. All those who continued to stand against represented 
some religions, but among our supporters there were also many religious figures.

Use your public support to persuade legislators

With the numbers of public opinion and the lists of our supporters in hand, we 
toured the parliamentary committees and the houses of Congress, and we operated 
politically during the debates until the very moment the law was passed.
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Abortion rights: a bittersweet 
struggle
Also challenging unjust laws, struggling to overcome conservative opposition 
and working to change public attitudes were the movements to demand 
recognition of sexual and reproductive rights, and particularly abortion rights. 
Strict limitations on the ability of women to access abortions apply in numerous 
countries, and particularly across most Latin American countries, making 
abortion a key battleground for women’s rights activists in the region. Often 
mobilising in response to heart-breaking stories of rights violations, demands 
typically face considerable backlash; but by the end of the year, some long-
running struggles had come to fruition.

In Brazil, scores of women took the streetstook the streets↗ in early August to protect a 
10-year-old child from religious extremists who tried to stop her undergoing 
a legal abortion after being raped. When, after flying more than 900 miles, 
the girl reached the hospital where the termination was to be performed, its 
entrance had been blocked by anti-rights activists and politicians who hurled 
vile abuse at her and hospital staff.

In the Dominican Republic, one of six Latin American countries that apply a 
total abortion bantotal abortion ban↗, dozens of women protestedprotested↗ in front of the National 
Congress in early October, demanding decriminalisation of abortion in cases 
of rape or incest, or when the life of the pregnant person is at risk or the 
foetus is not viable. Women’s rights groups demanded the inclusion of these 
three exceptions in the new Criminal Code, which was in the process of being 
approved, and rejected the proposal to legislate about abortion separately in 
the future, seeing this as an attempt to distract activists while a Criminal Code 
penalising abortion with no exceptions was approved.

Pro-choice protestsprotests↗ were held in Mexico, prompted by a Supreme Court 
decision in July that dodged a ruling on a complaint that could have opened a 
legal path towards decriminalising abortion. In a four-to-one decision, the court 
missed its appointment with history, rejecting on purely technical grounds an 
application that argued that abortion restrictions contravened women’s rights 
and international treaties ratified by Mexico, without addressing the substance 
of the argument. Demands continued, and on 28 September, International 
Safe Abortion Day, a feminist group demanding legal abortion in Mexico City 

mobilised, facing excessive police forceexcessive police force↗ and arbitrary detentions. The police 
used teargasteargas↗, encircled protesters and prevented them leaving for several several 
hourshours↗.

In neighbouring Guatemala, on the day after International Safe Abortion Day, 
politicians filed a criminal complaintfiled a criminal complaint↗ against a youth organisation for sharing 
information on safe and legal abortion, which they viewed as ‘inciting to crime’. 
Journalists were also attacked for reporting on activities held that day. Pro-
choice events were obstructed in HondurasHonduras↗ too, where a webinar about the 
criminalisation of abortion held by Somos Muchas (‘We are many’) in May was 
interruptedinterrupted↗ by a cyberattack, with its chat flooded with misogynistic, sexist 
and racist messages. 

Feminist activists use shields to protect themselves from riot police during an abortion 
rights protest on 27 September 2020 in Mexico City. Photo by Karen Melo/Agencia Press 
South/Getty Images
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In the USA, access to reproductive health careaccess to reproductive health care↗, including abortion and 
contraception, continued to deteriorate in 2020 amid a toxic and politically 
polarised environment. Some US states exploited the pandemic to pass measurespass measures↗ 
obstructing access to abortion, while in other states women’s rights organisations 
succeededsucceeded↗ in protecting these rights. Overall, fewer anti-choice laws were enacted 
than in 2019, because legislative activity slowed down under the pandemic.  
But anti-choice bills continued to be introduced, further seeking to pave the 
way towards a Supreme Court showdown in which the court, now packed with 
conservatives, could overturn the landmark 1973 Roe v. Wade decision that recognised 
women’s right to choose.

In November, when women’s rights champion Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg died after 
serving 27 years on the Supreme Court, the Trump administration further skewed the 
court, hastily forcing through the confirmation of a conservative judge barely days 
before losing the presidential election. The court will have a significant anti-choice 
majority for decades to come. In January, Donald Trump had become the first US 
president to attend and speak at the annual anti-abortion March for LifeMarch for Life↗ held in 
Washington DC.

In the meantime, new casesnew cases↗ came to the attention of the Supreme Court aimed at 
imposing medically unnecessary requirements on abortion providers, with the aim 
of shutting them down. Millions of women were left without effective access and by 
the end of the year, there was not a single US state providing total access to these 
essential health services.

The impact of the reactionary backlash in the USA was far from merely 
domestic, given the global role that the country plays both through official 
development aid supporting health services overseas and private funding flowing  
from US ultra-conservative and evangelical groups towards anti-rights groups all over 
the world.

A ray of hope came as Democrats introduced a billbill↗ to repeal the Helms amendment, 
a 1973 piece of legislation that prevents the use of US foreign aid for providing 
abortions. 

Although the amendment considers exceptions in cases of rape, incest or when a 
women’s life is in danger, it is generally interpreted as a total ban on funding abortion 
services. While the new bill is not expected to pass soon, it signals a long-term 
Democratic strategy to uphold women’s reproductive rights against attacks from 
Trump-aligned politicians, bringing some hope that some of the Trump administration’s 
regressive actions will be reversed under President Biden.

Mourners hold a vigil outside the United States Supreme Court in Washington, DC to 
honour Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg on 18 September 2020. Photo by Sarah Silbiger/
Bloomberg via Getty Images

USA: escalation of hostilities towards reproductive rights 
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Protesters in Los Angeles take part in a pre-election demonstration to encourage voters to vote out anti-women’s rights politicians on 17 October 2020. Photo by Mario Tama/Getty Images
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Landmark progress in Argentina 
and New Zealand
Alongside setbacks, some longstanding battles were won. In 2020, landmark 
progress was achieved in two countries at opposite ends of the world: 
Argentina and New Zealand.

Argentina: a ray of hope for Latin America

Argentina’s National Campaign for the Right to Legal, Safe and Free AbortionNational Campaign for the Right to Legal, Safe and Free Abortion↗ 
started small but resolute in 2005 and came to encompass hundreds of CSOs 
and social movements, inspiring a new wave of feminist activism across the 
region. As a result of its efforts, what used to be taboo became the subject 
of open public conversation, and what was once viewed as a fringe issue 
championed by lone, strident feminists became the massive struggle of 
a generation. That struggle won a decisive victory with the approval of the 
Voluntary Interruption of Pregnancy Law on 30 December.

The pro-legalisation camp hugely expanded in support as it connected with 
the energy of the #NiUnaMenos movement, with hundreds of thousands of 
women, including teenagers and high school students, most with little to no 
political experience, making an instant connection between violence against 
women and the denial of women’s autonomy, glaringly obvious in the realm 
of sexual and reproductive rights. The energies unleashed were remarkable. 
Women young and old, wearing the movement’s symbol of green scarves, 
mobilised in mass numbers ahead of and during congressional votes held in 
2018, and continued to do so after the bill drafted by the civil society campaign, 
already passed by the lower house of parliament, was defeated in the Senate 
in August 2018.

Following that legislative defeat, viewed as nothing more than a temporary 
setback, María Alicia GutiérrezMaría Alicia Gutiérrez↗, a member of the National Campaign, 
recounted the origins and evolution of the abortion rights movement:

The Campaign was officially launched on 28 May 2005, International Day 
of Action for Women’s Health. It was a broad and diverse federal alliance. 
Its foundations pivoted between the principle of social justice (since 

access to safe abortion is discriminatory, and morbidity and mortality 
occur among vulnerable women), the idea that women’s lack of freedom 
and autonomy to decide about their own bodies is a deficit of democracy 
(since it results in the curtailment of their freedoms as citizens) and public 
health considerations.
Since its beginnings, the Campaign has been federally organised, including 
grassroots forms of participation through networks and commissions, 
supported by more than 500 political, social, trade union and student 
organisations, among others. Its constitution is plural, transversal and 
diverse, and its functioning is horizontal.
Identified with the slogan, ‘Sex education to decide, contraceptives to 
not abort, legal abortion to not die’, the National Campaign submitted  
its first draft bill in 2007, and successively every two years until March 
2018.
Through the action of feminist journalists, the mass media allowed us 
to move from the debate on harassment to the debate on abortion. The 
National Campaign was invited onto countless television programmes. 
The Campaign developed strategies to diversify the struggle through 

Activists hold a banner that reads ‘No more deaths due to clandestine abortions’ on 
International Women’s Day 2020 in Buenos Aires, Argentina. Photo by Marcos Brindicci/
Getty Images
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Women in Buenos Aires, Argentina celebrate with green flares after abortion becomes legal on 30 December 2020. Photo by Ricardo Ceppi/Getty Images
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the formation of networks to disseminate the demand in schools, 
neighbourhoods, hospitals, universities and other spaces. Thus, abortion 
was placed on the public agenda.

The 2018 parliamentary debate saw an unprecedented level of mobilisation 
and included presentations both by those in favour of and against legalisation. 
In the course of the debate, those pushing for the change made clear that 
the debate was not about whether abortions would or would not take place, 
but rather about whether they would be legal and safe, or clandestine,  
unsafe and potentially deadly. Although the vote was lost, the debate was won. 
Amid their disappointment, activists realised that change was just a matter 
of time.

The green tsunami highlighted the generational change that had taken 
place in Argentina’s non-institutional political scene. Thousands of young 
people became aware of the pressing needs they faced and the impact 
of the denial of rights on their daily lives. Hence the shaping of a new 
public/political agenda to set the horizon for the coming years. On 8 
August 2018, the Senate ignored their massive street presence, but this 
does not mean that it can be silenced and denied in the long term.

The campaign continued. In December 2019, the inauguration of a new 
president who had responded to public pressure with a promise to introduce 
a new initiative to legalise abortion was the opportunity that the tenacious 
feminist movement was looking for. Coming from a politician who was hardly 
considered a feminist, President Alberto Fernández’s public commitment to 
legalisation demonstrated the remarkable success of the National Campaign in 
shifting the narrative about abortion.

On 19 February, declared to be Green Action Day, thousands gatheredgathered↗ outside 
Congress to demand the decriminalisation of abortion once more. Protests 
took place in a hundred citieshundred cities↗ across Argentina. On International Women’s International Women’s 
DayDay↗, thousands mobilised again, to demand legal abortion and action against 
femicides and human trafficking. President Fernández vowed to submit a 
legalisation bill to Congress, but the pandemic erupted soon afterwards, and 
for most of the year it was instrumentalised to delay the legislative process, as 
it was argued that there were more urgent matters to deal with.

The bill was finally submitted to Congress on 17 November and legislative 
debate resumed, appropriately, on 10 December, Human Rights Day. This time, 
with the extra push of the president’s support, the bill was passed by a 131-to-
117 vote in the HouseHouse↗ on 11 December and by 38 votes to 29 in the SenateSenate↗ 
on 30 December. The new law recognised the right to abortion in all cases up 
to and including the 14th week of pregnancy, and with no time limit in cases of 
rape and risk to the pregnant woman’s life. It was a triumph of enduring civil 
society advocacy.

Legislative change in Argentina could have broader regional significance. 
Abortion is currently legal in just two other Latin American countries – in Cuba 
since 1968, and since 2012 in Uruguay – as well as in Mexico City. The situation 
is particularly bad in countries such as El Salvador, where abortion is illegal 
under any circumstances and dozens of women have been charged, prosecuted 

Activists spell out the word ‘abortion’ during a demonstration on the eve of International 
Women’s Day 2020 in San Salvador, El Salvador. Photo by Camilo Freedman/
APHOTOGRAFIA/Getty Images
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and handed lengthy prison sentences for homicide, following not only self-
induced abortions but also miscarriages and stillbirths. Across Latin America, 
women’s rights activists and organisations will take inspiration from Argentina 
and keep pushing. They will not stop until women’s personhood is recognised 
through the granting of full, unconditional rights. 

New Zealand: legal change follows change in the 
culture

Similarly, decades of campaigning by the women’s rights movement paid 
off in New Zealand on 18 March, when the government passed a landmark 
bill that decriminalised abortiondecriminalised abortion↗. The previous law had allowed abortion 
only in cases of rape, incest, foetal abnormality, or when the physical or 
mental health of the pregnant woman was at serious risk; for other cases,  
it imposed jail terms of up to 14 years. Although the law was never 
fully enforced, access to abortions required women to go through a 
complicated process of ‘proving’ that they experienced serious mental 
issues as a result of unwanted pregnancy, a hurdle that particularly  
worked against women from excluded groups. Passed on its third reading 
by 68 votes to 51, the new lawnew law↗ removed abortion from the Crimes Act, 
allowing women to terminate a pregnancy at up to 20 weeks after consultation 
with a doctor.

Terry BellamakTerry Bellamak↗ of Abortion Law Reform Association of New ZealandAbortion Law Reform Association of New Zealand↗ 
(ALRANZ) describes the tactics applied:

A lot of New Zealanders were surprised that we didn’t already have 
abortion on demand. In a sort of way, we were a hybrid system where 
abortion was illegal but you could get one if you were willing to lie about 
your mental health. The law had been established back in 1977 and 
even at that time it was quite retrograde. The fact that practice shifted 
so far away from the letter of the law was probably the reason why the 
law lasted so long: for 40 years, about 98 per cent of abortions in New 
Zealand were granted on mental health grounds. If you were willing to 
lie about your mental health, you could get an abortion. It was an easy 
way out, considering that so many people around the world die exercising 
their reproductive rights.

Lots of people were willing to lie about their mental health to get an 
abortion. And people who got an abortion didn’t really want to talk about 
it because they just wanted it done and over with, and abortion stigma 
also stopped people talking about it. Those are some of the reasons 
why the system lasted so long. Unfortunately, the system left out a lot 
of people, such as those in rural communities, who tend to be more 
economically disadvantaged.
We called out the perversity of a system that requires you to lie about your 
mental health in order to get healthcare. It’s particularly embarrassing for 
a country that prides itself on its feminist credentials. New Zealanders like 
to think of themselves as one of the earlier adopters of female suffrage, 
so calling that an embarrassment was an important tactic.
We conducted our own poll and discovered that a majority of New 
Zealanders supported abortion on demand, which was not a huge 
surprise. For a long time in New Zealand, and probably in many other 
countries as well, citizens have been much less conservative than those 
who govern them. Our message about that disconnect resonated, and 
during the next election cycle, the Labour Party came up in favour of the 
reform and actually put some political capital behind the fight, which 
changed everything. 
We used simple and positive messaging, saying that people should decide 
for themselves whether and when to become parents. That resonated 
because New Zealanders don’t like to be told what to do and like things 
that are simple and make sense.
We faced opposition from religious extremists, but their reputation was 
tainted by positions they have historically taken on other issues, such as 
supporting parents hitting their children or opposing contraception, so 
many of the arguments they made didn’t resonate quite as much. New 
Zealand is a very secular country: half of the population is linked to no 
religion at all and the next highest group are Anglicans, accounting for 
less than eight per cent of the population. Most New Zealanders are not 
big on traditional family values; marriage has been declining because 
civil unions offer pretty much the same legal protections. So the religious 
position was hard to sell.
Legal change requires a change in culture, which is hard and long-term.
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A different kind of breakthrough that helped advance women’s autonomy over their 
own bodies was achieved in Sudan in 2020 with the banning of a very specific form 
of violence against women, female genital mutilation (FGM). Sudan has one of the 
highest rates of FGM in the world. This particular violence comes with several specific 
challengeschallenges↗: women are its victims but also have traditionally been involved in its 
perpetration; in practising communities it is done routinely on almost all girls and 
promoted as a highly valued cultural practice and social norm; and it is almost always 
carried out on minors, so it is also a violation of children’s rights. According to UN UN 
WomenWomen↗, 87 per cent of Sudanese women have undergone FGM, usually between 
the ages of five and 14.

In early May, Sudan'sSudan's↗ transitional government, which took over in 2019 following 
the ousting of President Omar al-Bashir, abolishedabolished↗ a series of Islamist laws 
established by Bashir during his 30-year rule. Among other advances, such as the 
decriminalisation of apostasy, several laws that restricted women’s rights were 
abolished, including one mandating women to get travel permits, and a ban on FGM 
was introduced.

Women’s rights organisations and activists celebrated the move and claimed it as a 
victory yielded by decades of advocacy and campaigning. It built on the recognition 
of women as leaders, challenging their submission, in the mass protestsmass protests↗ that led 
to the revolution in 2019. However, they also warned that the struggle was only 
beginning, as eradicating a practice so fully ingrained in Sudanese culture will take 
time, and there are other laws that must also be changed. Sudan women’s rights 
activist Fahima HashimFahima Hashim↗ describes the ongoing struggle:

This law had been pushed by women’s organisations for more than 40 years; 
this is no surprise because FGM was a tradition, part of our culture, and cultural 
change takes a long time. Over the past 30 years, fundamentalist governments 
elevated it and made it harder for women to advocate against. In 2010 a ban 
on FGM was included in the proposed National Child Act, but unfortunately 
that article was removed due to pressure from fundamentalists. We continued 
to advocate against FGM and signed up for the revolution that made it happen 

in 2020.

But changing the law is only a first step to abolishing FGM. Girls continue to 
be mutilated at an alarming rate. Laws are important but are not enough. A 
lot needs to be done to implement those laws. How are we going to look at it: 
are we criminalising parents? Are we criminalising practitioners? It takes a lot 
of awareness-raising, through all possible means, through the media and in 
schools, for this to become embedded in society. For people to start taking it 
as a serious issue, it takes longer that we could imagine. But having this new 
law in place is indeed a big success. And it was not the only success we have 
recently achieved: in late 2019, a restrictive public order law that controlled 
how women acted and dressed in public was also repealedrepealed↗.

For the last 30 years, the women’s movement never kept quiet about these 
two laws, and now they are gone. But we still have to deal with the 1991 
Personal Status Law for Muslims, also known as ‘family law’, which allows 
child marriage and is based on the principle of male guardianship, stipulating 
a wife’s obedience to her husband and denying wives the possibility of working 
outside the home without their husbands’ permission. Women advocating for 
its repeal have long been silenced because nobody is supposed to question 
this law as it is deemed to be based on sharia. After the revolution, a Steering Steering 
CommitteeCommittee↗ was formed to guide the development of a new family law.

Even after so many years of struggles, there is much still to push for. The goal must be 
to implement the ban properly and eradicate this practice in Sudan. But in a world in 
which around 200 million girls have undergone FGM, this law should send a powerful 
signal that FGM can be ended, and set an example for other countries where the 
practice is still widespread to follow. 

A small part of this bigger, global struggleglobal struggle↗ played out in 2020 in the UK, where 
human rights lawyers challengedchallenged↗ the government for failing to grant asylum to 
an 11-year-old girl, originally from Sudan and residing the UK since 2012, who was 
found by judges to be at high risk of FGM if removed from the country. Global efforts 
will continue.

Sudan’s breakthrough
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Anti-rights reactions: activists 
under attack
While in Argentina and New Zealand human rights groups prevailed over attempts 
by anti-rights forces to stymie change, in many other countries anti-rights groups 
and governments fuelled disinformation, stoked prejudice and made moves both 
to block further progress and strip excluded groups of existing rights. LGBTQI+ 
groups were among those forced to fight back.

Much of the anti-rights reaction came in the form of attempts to enact hostile 
legislation or delay progressive reform. Such was the case in the UK, where 
following lobbying by those opposed, the right-wing government scrappedscrapped↗ 
plans for a promised new law that would have made it easier for people to 
change their gender in official paperwork and documents. It did so despite a 
consultation process indicating that the bill enjoyed broad support.

Anti-LGBTQI+ legislation was proposed in Estonia, Indonesia and Russia, among 
other countries. Estonia’s government proposed to hold a referendumreferendum↗ to 
introduce a constitutional amendment to define marriage as being exclusively 
a union between a man and a woman. The proposal reflected the inclusion in 
the coalition government of a right-wing populist and nationalist party that 
effectively politicised homophobia to win support; the proposal fell when the 
government collapsed in January 2021. In IndonesiaIndonesia↗, where government 
ministers have fuelled homophobiafuelled homophobia↗, a draft bill sought to force LGBTQI+ 
people into government-sanctioned religious rehabilitation centres to ‘cure’ 
them of their sexual orientation or gender identity. In Russia, where President 
Vladimir Putin has appealed to homophobia to shore up his support base, 
most recently in the 2020 vote that enabled him to run for further terms (see 
this report’s chapter on democracy under the pandemic) a bill was proposed 
to change the Family Code to prohibitprohibit↗ same-sex couples and transgender 
people from getting married and adopting children. People in Moscow and 
St Petersburg responded by holding solo pickets, pretty much the only form 
of spontaneous protest now possible in Russia, and when a journalist was 
detained for covering the solo protests, they held further picketspickets↗.

In other cases, such initiatives became law. In RomaniaRomania↗, parliament passed 
a law to ban gender identity studies in schools and universities, suggesting 
that, as in Russia, Hungary and Poland (see below) homophobia was being 

stoked for political gain, ahead of the December parliamentary election. 
However, demonstrating judicial independence, Romania’s Constitutional 
Court overturnedoverturned↗ the ban.

In South Korea, as polarisation increased on LGBTQI+ and women’s rights, 
stoked by conservative faith groups reacting to prior progress, the army 
dischargeddischarged↗ its first openly transgender soldier, Byun Hui-su, after she 
underwent gender confirmation surgery. She had wanted to continue to 
serve as a woman to show what was possible. Sadly in March 2021, she was 
found dead, apparently by suicide.

Pandemic restrictions sometimes further extended exclusion on sexual 
orientation and gender identity lines. In Panama, for example, in an effort 
to reduce crowds, rules specified that women and men must go out on 
different days of the week, leaving trans people, whose identities and official 
documents may not coincide, vulnerablevulnerable↗ to punishment.

Pandemic restrictions came on top of ongoing trends of criminalisation, 
physical violence, threats and censorship that sought to silence the voices 
of activists for women’s and LGBTQI+ rights. In ChileChile↗, the national police 
filed a lawsuitfiled a lawsuit↗ against the feminist artivist collective Las TesisLas Tesis↗ (see 
above), claiming that the group was inciting violence against police officers 
in the continuing protests over the new constitution with its songsong↗ ‘1312’. 
Released in May jointly with the Russian feminist group Pussy Riot, the song 
denounced the violence unleashed by Chile’s police in response to protests, 
along with the rise in domestic violence under the pandemic and the 
entrenched inequalities that Chile’s protest movement sought to change. In 
response to their criminalisation, feminist groups started an anti-censorship 
campaigncampaign↗, subsequently echoed by UN rights expertsUN rights experts↗. In January 2021, a 
court dismisseddismissed↗ the police’s complaint.

Feminist activist Mery Paulín of the Women’s Issues Defender Network, 
which has reported on femicidesfemicides↗ in Cuba, revealedrevealed↗ that police 
officers threatened her and a fellow activist with fines for using the 
internet to conduct ‘counter-revolutionary activities’. The police also 
threatened to cut off their phone lines if they continued their work. The 
only organisation authorisedauthorised↗ to work on women’s rights in Cuba is 
the official, Communist Party-affiliated Federation of Cuban Women. 
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Across the world in IndonesiaIndonesia↗, the East Jakartan offices of the Legal Aid 
Foundation of the Indonesian Women’s Association for Justice (LBH APIK),  
one of the country’s few major women’s rights organisations, were raidedraided↗ 
without a warrant – or paid ‘unannounced visits’, as the authorities put it 
– and searched several times by plainclothes police, who also threatened 
the organisation’s staff. The raids were believed to be connected to a case 
handled by LBH APIK, as police officers accused staff of abducting and hiding 
a client who had recently asked the organisation for help in connection with 
a domestic violence case.

In other countries, organisations campaigning against GBV saw their right to 
protest obstructed and were unable to voice their demands. Such was the 
case in Mozambique, where in January the Municipal Council of Lichinga 
bannedbanned↗ a planned demonstration of the Forum of Feminist Organisations 
of Niassa, aimed at protesting against public insecurity, particularly relating 
to sexual violence and femicide.

Women helping women who experienced rape and sexual assault were often 
criminalised. In IndiaIndia↗, two women’s rights defenders, Kalyani Badola and 
Tanmay Nivedata of the CSO Jan Jagran Shakti Sangathan, were arrestedarrested↗ 
while accompanying a gang rape survivor to record her statement with the 
police. While recording her statement, the woman allegedly raised her voice, 
insisting that she would only sign it after one of the activists had seen it. 
All three were then arrested on charges of preventing government servants 
from doing their duty. While the rape survivor was released following a 
public outcry, the two activists remained detained for 25 days. In Somalia, a 
journalist was arrestedarrested↗ in April for reporting on the death of a 14-year-old 
girl who had been raped.

In June, the authorities of Komsomolsk-on-Amur, in Russia'sRussia's↗ far east, 
chargedcharged↗ the young feminist activist Yulia Tsvetkova with ‘pornography 
dissemination’. Tsvetkova runs a social media blogblog↗ that features artwork 
depicting vulvas, celebrating female bodies and protesting against taboos 
around female anatomy and menstruation. As she faced the prospect of 
spending up to six years in prison, on 27 June, Russia’s national day of youth, 
over 50 media outlets organised a ‘Media Strike for Yulia’, demanding an 
end to her prosecution and circulating an online petition signed by close 
to 233,000 people. As a part of the campaign, activists held single-person 

protests in Moscow; at least 40 people were detained and charged with 
violations of Russia’s harsh rules on public gatherings.

In Egypt, five female social media influencers were given two-year jail jail 
termsterms↗ and fines for allegedly violating public morals online; in recent 
years, the Egyptian government has systematically cracked down on female 
singers and dancers over online content that it deems too suggestive. In Iran, 
additional accusations were brought against already imprisoned women 
human rights defenders including Atena Daemi and Saba Kord Afshari, 
adding extra yearsextra years↗ to their sentences. In June, Afshari was sentencedsentenced↗ 
to 15 years for ‘promoting corruption and prostitution through appearing 
without a headscarf in public’, an act of retaliation for her role in the White 
Wednesday protest movement against mandatory veilingmandatory veiling↗.

Similarly in Saudi Arabia, judicial proceduresjudicial procedures↗ continued against several 
imprisoned women’s rights defenders, including Maya’a Al-Zahrani and 
Loujain Al-Hathloul, belying the government’s attemptsattempts↗ to co-opt social 
media influencers to improve its image. In 2020 female rapper Asayel Slay 
faced arrestfaced arrest↗ over her ‘Mecca Girl’ YouTube music video celebrating women 
from Mecca, Islam’s holiest city, as ‘powerful and beautiful’.

Yemeni blogger and activist Mohamad Al-BokariMohamad Al-Bokari↗ also fell victim to Saudi 
repression when he was arrested on 8 April after posting a video on social 
media. His detention appeared to be in retaliation for his call for equal rights 
for LGBTQI+ people. Although no specific charges were brought against him, 
the authorities accused him of being a ‘sodomiser’ and claimed that the video 
he posted on social media contained ‘sexual references’ that ‘violated public 
order and morals’; the video showed Al-Bokari simply stating that ‘everyone 
has rights and should be able to practise them freely, including gay people’.
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Imagine being in prison? The ‘crime’? Speaking up 
and standing for what you believe in. In 2020, CIVICUS 
shared the stories of people behind bars and urged 
people to call on governments to protect rights, 
uphold justice and stop harassing and imprisoning 
human rights defenders across the globe. Among 
the human rights defenders who were the focus of 
the #StandAsMyWitness campaign was Loujain al-
Hathloul, a 31-year-old Saudi woman human rights 
defender, writer and activist who was imprisoned for 
campaigning for the right of women to drive and the 
end of the male guardianship system in Saudi ArabiaSaudi Arabia↗.

In 2015, Loujain was ranked third in a profile of the 
most influential Arab women by Arabian Business 
Magazine, shortly after she was arrested for attempting 
to drive between the United Arab Emirates and Saudi 
Arabia, raising the profile on the discriminatory gender 
laws that banned women from driving. Her activism 
defending human rights in Saudi Arabia included 
bold campaigns for women’s participation in public 
life, including running for local elections in December 
2015. This election was the first to include women, but 
Loujain was barred from running. 

Even after the driving ban was officially lifted and 
other restrictions that dictated women’s dress and 
gave male relatives great control over women’s lives 
were loosened, Loujain remained in jailremained in jail↗ and was put 
on a sham trial on charges such as communicating 
with Saudi dissidents abroad, seeking to change the 
kingdom’s political system and speaking with foreign 
diplomats and journalists.

While in prison, several women’s rights defenders 
were subjectedsubjected↗ to electric shocks, flogging, sexual 
threats and other forms of torture, with some held in 
prolonged solitary confinement. Detainees, including 
Loujain, were pressured to deny the torture to obtain 
their freedom; Loujain was kept detained after refusing 
to deny her experience of torture.

While targeting women’s rights and human rights 
activists, Saudi Arabia continued to work to whitewash 
its image, including by organising major sporting events 
and international concerts, trying – unsuccessfully – to 
be re-elected to the UN Human Rights Council and 
hosting global gatherings such as the G20 Summit. To 
denounce these tactics and advocate for change, in 
2020 many CSOs boycotted the G20 meetings hosted 
by Saudi Arabia (see this report’s chapter on civil 
society in the international arena).

Following sustained international pressure, Loujain was 
releasedreleased↗ in February 2021, after spending more than 
two and a half years in prison. She had been sentenced 
to five years and eight months in December 2020 but 
was given credit for time served and a suspension of 
the remainder of her sentence. However, she still faces 
a three-year probation and a five-year ban on foreign 
travel after finishing her sentence.

Stand As My Witness:

Loujain Al-Hathloul, Saudi Arabia
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In the Maldives, attacksattacks↗ came from anti-rights groups exploiting their 
connections with the state: in June, extremist groups launched social media 
attacks on Uthema, the country’s main women’s rights organisation, calling 
for it to be banned and accusing it of being anti-Islamic, in backlash to its 
reporting to the CEDAW committee; the government had already retaliated by 
deregistering Uthema and seizing its funds. In MoroccoMorocco↗, harassment took the 
form of an online ‘outing’ campaigncampaign↗ targeting men using same-sex dating 
apps. Users’ photos were shared on social media alongside insulting captions 
and threats; because same-sex relations are illegal in Morocco, this campaign 
had devastating impacts on those who were outed.

The spectrum of violence levelled at women’s and LGBTQI+ rights activists 
ran from threats and harassment to severe physical attacks and murder, with 
transgender activists disproportionally targeted. In Tunisia, Frifta, a transgender 
activist and member of the Tunisian Association for Justice and Equality, was 
violently attackedattacked↗ and subjected to electric shocks by three men, including 
a police officer. Bekim AsaniBekim Asani↗, a North Macedonian LGBTQI+ activist and the 

president of LGBTI United, was physically attacked in the street when he was 
recognised as an LGBTQI+ activist. A Russian journalist, Elena MilashinaElena Milashina↗, 
who two years earlier had broken the story of the brutalisation of gay men in 
Chechnya, was attacked in the city of Grozny in February. 

In an escalation of violenceescalation of violence↗ in Afghanistan, Fawzia KoofiFawzia Koofi↗, a prominent 
women’s right advocate and member of the Afghan team tasked with 
negotiating in peace processes with the Taliban, sustained injuries in an attack 
perpetrated by unknown gunmen in the capital, Kabul. In Honduras, Scarleth Scarleth 
CáceresCáceres↗, a young LGBTQI+ rights defender, was shot dead in July. Nare Nare 
MphelaMphela↗, a 28-year-old South African transgender activist who three years 
earlier had won a landmark discrimination lawsuit against the Department of 
Education, was found dead at home in January. Sadly, these were just a few of 
the examples throughout 2020 that showed the unacceptably high price too 
often paid by activists for women’s and LGBTQI+ people’s rights.

Battleground Europe: rights under 
rollback
As this report shows, struggles for the rights of excluded groups – of women, 
LGBTQI+ people and migrants and refugees – are playing out around the 
world. On every inhabited continent there were steps forward and setbacks 
in 2020. Disturbingly, it is on the continent that in recent times was seen as 
making advances in recognising the rights of excluded groups – Europe – that 
some of the most concerted efforts to roll back established rights are taking 
place. Governments, particularly when controlled by right-wing populist and 
nationalist parties and leaders, and buttressed by ultra-conservative faith 
groups and sometimes violent far-right groups, are leading the assault. Hatred, 
division and polarisation are being mobilised, partly out of ideological zeal, 
but also cynically, driven by political calculation as politicians seek to appeal 
to core population groups by turning them against visible others. In 2020, 
Europe took centre stage as the battleground between inclusion and exclusion. 
Three countries epitomised the struggle, as Greece cracked down on migrants’ 
and refugees’ rights, Poland continued to take away women’s sexual and 
reproductive rights and Hungary tried to push LGBTQI+ people back into the 
closet. Whether these attacks on rights are allowed to succeed or whether civil 
society can halt them and reverse their effects could say much about the future 
of struggles for rights, in Europe and around the world.

Activists arrange 13,000 chairs in front of the Reichstag in Berlin to symbolise that Germany 
has enough capacity to welcome all the refugees from from Greece's Moria refugee camp 
on 7 September 2020. Photo by Omer Messinger/Getty Images
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Greece: no room for migrants’ 
rights in fortress Europe

Perhaps nowhere were the tensions starker during 2020 than in Greece, 
which remains the frontline for refugees arriving from Africa and the Middle 
East. Although in 2020 far fewer refugees came than at the 2015 peak, they 
continued to arrive daily, mostly from Afghanistan and SyriaSyria↗, but also from 
the Democratic Republic of the Congo, Iraq, Palestine and Somalia, adding to 
the numbers of those already in Greece, as the closing of European borders 
due to the pandemic left them with nowhere else to go.

Greek camps became unbearably overcrowded. The Moria camp on the island 
of Lesbos, designed to host under 3,000 people, grew to hold around 20,000. 
People were packed in hellish conditionshellish conditions↗, with no electricity, a limited water 
supply, a lack of hygiene and no adequate medical attention; as the camp grew, 
more and more were forced to live in tents and makeshift shelters outside the 
perimeter fence. People were stranded, facing uncertain futures. Originally 
intended as a transit point, Moria risked becoming a permanent destination – 
and an increasingly unsafe and violent one.

For migrants and refugees, Greece had long been a gateway to Europe. This 
changed with the 2016 EU-Turkey Common DeclarationEU-Turkey Common Declaration↗ that turned Greece, 
a country that did not have a clear policy towards migrants and refugees, into 
a final destination. When this happened, civil society came to the rescue: new 
organisations such as the Legal Centre Lesbos AMKELegal Centre Lesbos AMKE↗ (LCL) were founded, 
while others, such as Solidarity NowSolidarity Now↗, , established in 2013 to respond to the 
growing needs of Greek people during the financial crisis, shifted their focus to 
cater to the needs of this most vulnerable population. Maya Thomas-DavisMaya Thomas-Davis↗ 
of LCL relates the response:

LCL was founded following the EU-Turkey statement, an agreement 
of questionable legality through which the EU turned people seeking 
freedom, safety and dignity into commodities and bargaining chips: 
agreeing to pay €6 billion (approx. US$7 billion) to President Recep Tayyip 
Erdoğan’s authoritarian regime in exchange for Turkey acting as a border 
guard to fortress Europe. This ‘deal’ transformed the island of Lesbos into 
a site of indefinite imprisonment for migrants.

LCL provides access to legal information and assistance in solidarity with 
migrants trapped here, without losing sight of the fact that migration to 
Europe is intimately connected with the continent’s imperialist past and 
present and the interests of global capitalism; that the brutal violations 
witnessed here are always political choices; and that the people most 
affected are the most important political actors in challenging and 
resisting this.

As 2020 began, the situation in refugee camps was already untenable, 
and Turkey warned that it would no longer contain refugees in its territory, 
which would surely mean that many more people would soon reach Greece.  
The UN Refugee Agency called for the urgent evacuation of families with 
children and sick people from the Moria camp; even before COVID-19 broke 
out, doctors working with refugees in Moria expressed concerns that the 
unsanitary conditionsunsanitary conditions↗ of the camp would lead to an epidemic breaking out 
there.

In February, anger told when around 2,000 migrants and refugees, including 
young children, marchedmarched↗ out of Moria and started walking towards the 
island’s main town, Mytilene, to protest against the conditions in the camp and 
delays in the processing of asylum applications. The policepolice↗ blocked them on 
the road, so some staged a sit-in while others tried to go around police lines; 
they were repelled with teargas and flash grenades and beaten. Forty people 
were arrested.

Protests obviously became harder as the pandemic struck. In March, the 
government responded to the pandemic by prohibitingprohibiting↗ all non-essential 
transport and movement of people. This meant that neither Greek citizens nor 
migrants and refugees were able to protest against the government’s decision 
to suspendsuspend↗ the reception of asylum applications or against conditions in the 
camps. Ahead of the looming lockdown, in March 256 organisations published 
an open letteropen letter↗ to the Greek prime minister and EU leaders, expressing deep 
concern about the ‘victimisation’ of people trapped at Europe’s borders and 
asking them to ‘protect legality and humanity’. The letter also criticised attacks 
towards humanitarian and human rights organisations working with refugees, 
pointing out that ‘the climate of suspicion against solidarity, which is also 
promoted by government representatives, fosters violence and lawlessness in 
the wider society’. Later in the month 121 organisations signed on to another 
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letter↗letter↗ highlighting the dangers of arrangements for refugees entering Greece. 
Maya describes the situation:

The Greek state’s unlawful suspension of the right to asylumsuspension of the right to asylum↗ on 1 
March and its violent border fortification – with the EU praising Greece 
as Europe’s ‘shield’ and The European Border and Coast Guard Agency, 
Frontex, providing increased material supportincreased material support↗ – coincided with 
the escalation of the pandemic in Europe. Although the EU has been 
perpetrating violence against migrants at its borders for many years, 
including through pushbacks, it seems Greek and EU officials believed 
the pandemic would provide the perfect cover to escalate their attack on 
migrants in the Aegean Sea, with complete impunity.
Since March, the official number of arrivals by sea to Greece has 
drastically dropped by a reported 85 per cent as compared to 2019. In 
the same timeframe, numerous reports and investigations have revealed 
a systematic practice of collective expulsions on the part of Greek 
authorities, carried out through a consistent modus operandiconsistent modus operandi↗, with 
Frontex’s documented complicity. In every account shared with LCL by 
pushback survivors, Greek authorities have summarily expelled migrants 
from Greek territory without registering arrival or facilitating access 
to asylum procedures. Whether in the middle of the sea or following 
a landing on an Aegean island, Greek authorities forcibly transfer 
migrants towards Turkish waters before abandoning them at sea on 
motorless, unseaworthy dinghies or life rafts, with absolute disregard 
for whether they live or die. Despite numerous reportsreports↗, statementsstatements↗, 
investigationsinvestigations↗ and denunciationsdenunciations↗ of this ongoing attack against 
migrants, pushbacks at the Aegean Sea border continue with impunity, 
functioning as an unofficial implementation of the EU-Turkey deal’s 
objectives while the Turkish border remains officially closed.
Meanwhile in Lesbos, pandemic-related restrictions have only 
compounded the situation of police violence, discrimination and 
effective mass detentioneffective mass detention↗ for migrants. COVID-19-related restrictions, 
including curfews and the requirement to carry a justification for 
movement, have been applied in an unjustifiably discriminatory manner.  
On 15 February 2021, for example, the curfew for the general 
population of Lesbos was lifted from 6pm to 9pm, yet for migrants 
living in the camp a separate regime of restrictions remains in place:  

people are subject to a more stringent curfew starting at 5pm and only 
one family member can leave the camp once a week except for medical 
or legal appointments. Even with written justification, permission to leave 
the camp is often arbitrarily denied. The police racially target people 
in checking documents and justifications for movement as well as in 
imposing fines.

Greek police disrupt a migrants’ sit-in demonstration over conditions in Moria camp and 
delays in processing asylum papers in February 2020. Photo by Ivan Romano/Getty Images
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During the first half of 2020, The Greek government introduced additional registration 
and certification requirements for CSOs working with migrants, as part of an array of new 
laws. Law 4664/2020, passed in February, set out new general requirementsgeneral requirements↗ for the 
registration of CSOs working on asylum, migration and social integration. The new law made 
provision for a registry of non-governmental organisations (NGOs) to contain information 
not only about the organisations but also about their members, employees and associates. 
As the law passed, a government spokesperson told reporterstold reporters↗ that the new regulations 
would help the government ‘control the activities’ of CSOs and claimed that CSOs helping 
asylum seekers were operating in a ‘faulty and parasitic manner’. This slur did not come as a 
surprise, as the Greek government has consistently vilified CSOs working on asylum issues, 
labelling them ‘smugglers’ and ‘people traffickers’.

Ministerial Decision 3063/2020, issued in April, set out conditions for the registration, 
reregistration and certification of CSOs, while article 58 of Law 4686/2020, approved in May, 
added further details on the legal requirements for the registration of CSOs and emphasised that  
only registered CSOsonly registered CSOs↗ could undertake activities in the field of asylum, migration and 
social integration. In September, the government introducedintroduced↗ even stricter and more 
intrusive registration requirements that will place a heavy burden of compliance on CSOs.

Civil society decried the new regulations as unconstitutional and contrary to European 
standards. They noted that the new registry, which would not be an independent agency, 
would be able to reject or revoke registrations even if all legal requirements were met. They 
pointed out that the requirement to disclose the names, addresses and email addresses of  
CSO members was inconsistent with the constitutional principle of proportionality, 
and that the new regulations placed onerous accounting obligations on  
CSOs working with migrants and refugees, preventing the smaller ones from operating. 
The Expert Council on NGO Law of the Conference of International NGOs of the Council of 
Europe concludedconcluded↗ that the changes could lead to ‘a worrying humanitarian situation’ 
and recommended that the new laws be substantially revised to be brought into line with 
European standards.

In addition, in April the Greek Minister for Immigration and Asylum introducedintroduced↗ a bill, the 
Improvement of Migration Law, providing for the systematic detention of asylum seekers 
whose appeals have been rejected and allowing the substitution of open refugee camps 
with ‘closed controlled centres’. The moved was condemnedcondemned↗ by civil society, not least 
for its likely impacts on helping to spread COVID-19, and for its violation of international 
law, which says that detention should be used as a last resort.

Civic space restrictions target migrants’ rights CSOs

Not surprisingly, given increasing government hostility, anti-migrant protests 
mobilised. In January, right-wing groups protested in the capital, Athens, against 
the government’s refugee policy. During the demonstration, an anonymous 
group attackedattacked↗ journalist Thomas Jacobi and destroyed his equipment. 
Such attacks against journalists, and restrictions on reporting migration, 
came throughout the year. In February, on several Greek islands including  
Lesbos, residents launched a labour stoppagelabour stoppage↗ following clashes between 
police and anti-refugee protesters who had tried to block the unloading of 
machinery to build new migrant facilities on Lesbos. Following the publication 
of a news article about these clashes, the Greek public broadcaster ERT issuedissued↗ 
a new policy requiring approval from ERT regional management prior to the 
publication of news reports about the islands, and the article was removed 
from the website.

On 1 March, a group from the local community claiming to ‘want our islands 

back’ tried to blockblock↗ asylum seekers landing on Lesbos and attacked journalists 
who were covering the arrival. Several journalist associations urgedurged↗ the EU 
and its member states to take swift action to create a safe environment to 
protect those reporting on the situation. Independent reporters stated that 
stories of refugee landings on Greek islands, documented in photographs and 
confirmed by reliable witnesses, were systematically denied by the authorities 
and censoredcensored↗ from the media. Journalists continued to be barred from 
camps to prevent them reporting on the growing problems. Iason Athanasiadis, 
a journalist who reported from a refugee settlement, was attackedattacked↗ and 
detained by police as he left the site on 11 September.

Protests continued, both for and against migrants’ rights. When pandemic 
restrictions had been temporarily lifted, on World Refugee Day, 20 June, around 
2,000 people protestedprotested↗ in Athens against the government evicting migrants 
and refugees from temporary accommodation. Anti-racist groups, joined by 
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refugees from migrant camps, held banners reading ‘No refugee homeless, 
persecuted, jailed’. But the government’s response was to announce that the 
lockdown in migrant camps would be extended for two weeks, despite having 
reopened the country’s borders in the hope of attracting tourism.

Soon after the protest the government submitted a bill to parliament 
to impose tighter restrictions on assemblies, stating that it would stop 
protests disrupting traffic and city-dwellers’ lives. If passed as proposed,  
participation in a protest held without police permission would have 
become punishable by up to a year in prison, and protest organisers would  
have been held liable for damage caused to public or private property during 
a protest.

In response, thousands of people ralliedrallied↗ in Athens on 2 July, and just four 
days later, the government introduced a series of improvements to the bill. 
Under its new version, the police would need to secure the approval of a court 
judge to prohibit gatherings, and approval from a prosecutor to break them up. 
The provision that participants in banned gatherings would face prison time 
was scrapped, and the law was passed on 9 July. While stripped of its worst 
clauses, it still marked an increase in protest restrictions, sparking even bigger bigger 
protestsprotests↗.

Back in Moria, in early July, members of the African community protestedprotested↗ 
following the murder of a 19-year-old refugee, Karamoko Namori. Around 
200 people gathered outside the European Asylum Support Office (EASO) 
building in the camp, calling for safety and an end to their confinement. EASO 
remained closed for some days before police violently dispersed the protests, 
firing volleys of teargas and sound and flash grenades; at least two people  
were injured. The following week, Syrian families and several Iraqis gathered 
in Mytilene in protest at the confinement of migrants and the systematic 
rejection of Syrian people’s applications for asylum, on the basis of the 
untenable assumption that they would be safe in Turkey. The protest began at 
Mytilene’s ferry port, but the police used physical violence to forcibly remove 
the protesters, who then moved through Mytilene before being intercepted by 
the police. 

the other side of the spectrum, far-right protestersfar-right protesters↗ gathered on 21 July on 
the road between Mytilene and Moria after online posts blamed migrants for 
a large forest fire several kilometres from the camp. In August, locals gathered 
to protest against the expansion of Moria. Prior to the announced time of the 
gathering, police patrolled the road adjacent to the camp, instructing CSOs and 
journalists to clear the area. Police blocked the protesters’ access to the camp 
and after several hours they dispersed.

People take part in a demonstration marking World Refugee Day in Athens, Greece on 20 
June 2020. Photo by Milos Bicanski/Getty Images
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On 9 September, a blazeblaze↗ at Moria forced people to find alternative and even 
more unsuitable places to sleep, such as roadsides, doorsteps and even the 
local cemetery. The facility had been under lockdown, and the local population 
feared the destruction of the camp would cause the virus to spread. PolicePolice↗ 
were deployed outside Mytilene to block access to the town, not allowing 
through even those seeking medical help. Tensions sparked between refugees, 
locals and the police, giving rise to spontaneous protestsprotests↗, in which thousands 
of refugees demanded to be allowed to leave Lesbos. Protests were mostly 
peaceful, with many children and women in attendance. However, on 12 
September, as another fire broke out next to a police blockade near a new new 
temporary camptemporary camp↗, under construction to replace Moria, some protesters 
threw rocks at the police. The police respondedresponded↗ by firing teargas and stun 
grenades at protesters, and at least three people were arrestedarrested↗. Over the 
following weeks, former residents of the camp refusedrefused↗ to move to the new 
temporary site, and instead demanded that the authorities either let them 
leave Lesbos or deport them. A crowd of women and children protested with 
banners asking the EU to save them.

Hardening attitudes of local communities toward migrants and refugees, as 
expressed in anti-migrant protests, suggest new efforts are needed to foster 
respect and integration, indicates Lefteris Papagiannakis of Solidarity NowLefteris Papagiannakis of Solidarity Now↗:

At the early stages of the influx of migrants in 2016, the people of Lesbos 
were nominated for the Nobel Peace Prize. Today, Lesbos is showing signs of 
intense segregation, similar to the kind of segregation seen in the US south 
in the 1960s. Lesbos has unfortunately turned into a racially and socially 
segregated island, a far cry from its previous reputation. As a country and 
at a political level we have not analysed this breakdown in humanity. The 
Greek government has often acted independently without consulting local 
inhabitants. It does not engage with mayors and local authorities, yet the 
local authorities have gone beyond their jurisdiction because the national 
state has been absent in action.
The migrants’ protests in Moria Campmigrants’ protests in Moria Camp↗ and the lack of policy has definitely 
affected conversations on integration in a very negative way. The events The events 
of Marchof March↗ at the land border of Evros, where Turkey drove thousands of 
refugees to the border with Greece, brought negative sentiments that this 
was an ‘invasion’ or a ‘hybrid war’, and Greece was referred to as the ‘Shield 
of the EU’.
The main challenge that we face after five years of this migration reality 
is integration. The main question is how we are going to implement a 
concise, complete and logical integration policy on the basis of a reasonable 
migration and refugee policy. We need a change in the narrative and in the 
way in which politicians deal with migration, and not only in Greece, but also 
in Europe and on a global scale. As an example, the USA is repealing Trump-
era migration policies, which is somewhat reassuring and the beginning 
of a change that will hopefully bring back some policies that the Trump 
administration stopped altogether. We need this type of change.
Acknowledging the fact that we need a more robust integration policy is key 
in changing other policy areas. This would help us answer the questions of 
what migration is, what it means, what the role is of migration in human 
history and how it can be helpful within our countries. Greece is a country 
of 10 million people, with a diasporic population of approximately another 
10 million. Migration is part of the human fabric and this is a reality that we 
need to accept.Refugees protest in the wake of the blaze that destroyed the Moria camp on 11 September 

2020. Photo by Niels Wenstedt/BSR Agency/Getty Images
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At a protest following the fire that destroyed the Moria camp, a refugee holds a sign in German that reads ‘This is not Europe’. Photo by Niels Wenstedt/BSR Agency/Getty Images
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Progressive rulings in 
Greece and France

It was not all setbacks, and in the struggle against anti-rights groups in 
Greece, a landmark rulinglandmark ruling↗ came in October, when leaders and members 
of the neo-Nazi Golden Dawn party were convicted for forming or taking 
part in a criminal organisation that orchestrated or colluded to kill Pavlos 
Fyssas, an anti-fascist activist and rapper, and Shehzad Luqman, a Pakistani 
migrant, both murdered in 2013 by Golden Dawn supporters. The Golden 
Dawn leaders were implicated in numerous other brutal attacks against 
migrants, trade unionists and human rights defenders, and received jail jail 
sentencessentences↗ of up to 13 years.

Another historical rulinghistorical ruling↗ was issued on 26 February by the French Court 
of Cassation, France’s highest court, in favour of people who stand up for 
migrants’ rights. 

In June 2017, Raphaël Faye-Prio, a member of the CSO Roya CitoyenneRoya Citoyenne↗, 
picked up four migrants who were stuck at a railway station in the Alpes-
Maritimes region and offered them accommodation. He was intercepted 
at traffic stop, prosecuted and given a three-year suspended sentence for 
‘aiding illegal entry, movement and residence’. His appeal, on the grounds 
that the principle of fraternity had been enshrined in French law by a 
Constitutional Council ruling in July 2018, was rejected on the grounds that 
he had no knowledge of the migrants being in a situation of distress and his 
actions were neither spontaneous nor purely individual, as they were part 
of an activist undertaking that he pursued as a member of a CSO.

After reviewing the 2017 case, the Court of Cassation ruled that the 
protection of acts of fraternity is not limited to purely individual and 
personal actions and does not in any way exclude activist action carried out 
within or in association with a CSO. Civil society activism is now considered 
a valid reason for solidarity and should no longer be criminalised.

On 21 September, Greece reported its highest number of COVID-19 cases since 
lockdown ended in May, causing the government to announce new measures 
to prevent the spread of the virus. By the end of September, several refugee 
camps had been placed back on lockdownlockdown↗. While some restrictions may 
have been needed on health grounds, CSOs saw in the move an attempt by the 
government to repress protests by migrants and refugees and take the issue 
out of the headlines. But the situation continued to worsen, as Maya Thomas-Maya Thomas-
DavisDavis↗ explains:

The state has systematically failed to evacuate individuals at risk from 
overcrowded, unsanitary camps in Lesbos, where distancing measures 
are impossible. Like the previous Moria camp, the new reception and 
identification centre in Mavrovouni/Karatepe – widely known as ‘Moria 
2.0’ – is not fit for human habitation. As if conditions of inadequate shelter, 
healthcare, privacy, food, electricity, running water, hot showers, toilets 
and other hygiene facilities were not bad enough, since 1926 and until 
its hasty transformation into a camp in September, the site of Moria 2.0 
had been a military firing range, and the Greek government has admitted 
that a high concentration of leadlead↗ has been found in samples taken from 
the site. Lead poisoning causes organ damage, cancer and developmental 
harm in foetuses and children. In such conditions, the Greek state’s 
failure to transfer people who are disproportionately exposed to danger 
and death in the inhumane conditions of Moria 2.0 to appropriate living 
conditions amounts to an attackattack↗ on migrants’ lives.
That hundreds of people have been, and continue to be, forcibly 
transferred then abandoned in the middle of the sea by Greek authorities 
without means to call for rescue, on unseaworthy, motorless dinghies and 
life rafts, constitutes a spectacular form of state violence against migrants. 
Beyond rights violations, LCL’s position is that the constituent elements 
of the consistent modus operandi of collective expulsions in the Aegean, 
along with the widespread and systematic nature of this attack, amount 
to crimes against humanityagainst humanity↗. The practice of systematic pushbacks with 
impunity reveals the extent to which Fortress Europe treats migrants’ 
lives as disposable, in a manner that has historically accompanied the 
commission of atrocity crimes.
The same disregard for migrants’ lives is inherent in the conditions in 
camps and detention centres people are forced to endure in Lesbos, 
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which are violations of the right to freedom from inhumane and degrading 
treatment and torture, the rights to liberty and security, to private and 
family life, to effective remedy, to freedom from discrimination and to 
life. 
While the violence of pushbacks in the Aegean is scandalous and should 
be treated as such, it is by no means an aberration from the logic of 
Europe’s border regime, which instrumentalises human suffering for 
the purpose of deterring migration, at any cost. Even if due process and 
reception standards mandated by the Common European Asylum System 
were complied with in Lesbos, many people would still be excluded, 
and the system would remain violent and fundamentally insufficient to 
secure the conditions of human flourishing that everyone deserves. For 
this reason, while the LCL will continue to document, denounce and seek 
redress for the systematic rights violations in Lesbos, we are conscious 
that we must simultaneously organise for systemic change: Europe’s 
human rights framework cannot fail people it was never designed to 
protect.

What is needed is a reframing and recontextualisation of migration and asylum, 
rather than hostile closed-doors policies that can only temporarily block 
or displace the movements of people caused by conflict, poverty, economic 
inequality, climate change and the repression of civic space. This can only come 
through greater international solidarity, mobilising as a counter to narrow 
nationalism and xenophobia. In engaging in a battle of competing narratives, 
solidarity can help overcome the smears and attacks that will keep being 
levelled against migrants and refugees and those who stand with them.

International support and solidarity is needed in the struggle against 
the increasingly hostile environment for migrants and those working in 
solidarity with migrants in Greece. Far-right disinformation campaigns 
making allegations of criminality against migrants and migrant solidarity 
organisations are increasingly reflected in Greek state practice, such as 
in the Greek police’s identification of four human rights and migrant 
solidarity groups in an investigationan investigation↗ that accuses them of espionage, 
forming and membership of a criminal organisation; the Greek state’s 
systematic prosecutionsystematic prosecution↗ of migrants for facilitation of illegal entry/
exit; its perverse decisiondecision↗ to prosecute the father of a six-year-old 

child who tragically drowned in a shipwreck near Samos in November 
for endangering his son’s life; and its decision to bring criminal charges 
against a woman who set herself on fireon fire↗ in desperation in Moria 2.0 in 
February 2021. Such measures to frame migrants and those who act in 
solidarity with them as criminals and threats to the nation is a deliberate 
and effective tactic to obscure the fact that it is states that possess the 
monopoly on violence and to distract from their systematic violations of 
migrants’ rights.
Internationalist solidarity will always be our best weapon to organise 
resistance from below to all these measures.

Protesters in Berlin, Germany demand the immediate evacuation of Greek refugee camps 
on humanitarian grounds on 20 September 2020. Photo by Omer Messinger/Getty Images
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People rally outside the Greek Embassy in London, UK, in response to increasing violence against migrants and those helping them on 10 March 2020. Photo by Ollie Millington/Getty Images
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Hopes rose in 2020 that Matteo Salvini, head of Italy’s far-right League political party 
and former interior minister and deputy prime minister, could be held to account for his 
inhumane actions against migrants and refugees and those helping them. Salvini was 
indicted for kidnapping and dereliction of duty in two separate court casestwo separate court cases↗ involving 
the coastguard ship Gregoretti and a Spanish rescue vessel, the Open Arms. 

A charge of illegal detention and abuse of power, which could carry a prison term of up to 
15 years, was broughtbrought↗ by the migrants’ rights organisation Open Arms in connection 
with an incident that took place in August 2019, when in his role as interior minister, Salvini 
blocked its rescue ship, which was carrying 147 migrants that it had picked up at sea, from 
docking in an Italian port. The vessel was forced to anchor off the island of Lampedusa for 
20 days, as conditions on board deteriorated. The rescued migrants were eventually able to 
disembark on the orders of a local prosecutor. Those on board the Gregoretti experienced 
similar treatment. In a public statement, Open Arms said that the case was also directed at 
the Italian government and other European governments that had violated international 
conventions on sea rescues and refugees’ rights.

In mid-2020, the Italian Senate votedvoted↗ to strip Salvini of his parliamentary immunity, 
paving the way for prosecution.

Sea rescues became easier following a change of government in September 2019 that 
removed Salvini and the League from the ruling coalition. In September 2020, after an 
almost two-week wait, Italy authorisedauthorised↗ the CSO rescue ship Sea-Watch 4 to bring 353 
migrants to the port of Palermo. The mission, managed by United4Rescue – an initiative 
led by the Protestant church in Germany and backed by more than 500 CSOs – was possible 
thanks to a crowdfunding campaigncrowdfunding campaign↗, #WirSchickenEinSchiff (‘We send a ship’). Before 
landing in Italy, the ship had performed three rescue missions and had taken on around 150 
people from the Louise Michel, a new rescue ship funded by the British street artist Banksy. 
A Sea-Watch spokesperson attributed the positive decision to the support received from 
civil society, the German Protestant Church and Banksy, who had helped create ‘significantly 
more attention for sea rescue missions’.

The first preliminary hearing in the Gregoretti case took place in October; proceedings were 
adjourned as the judge summoned several government ministers as witnesses. In January 

2021, Salvini appeared before a judge on the Open Arms case. Following the closed-door 
hearing, he continued to characterisecharacterise↗ the refugees he tried to block as ‘potentially 
dangerous people’ who he had defended Italy against.

In January 2021, the City Council of BarcelonaCity Council of Barcelona↗, where Open Arms is based, sided with 
the CSO and began civil legal actions against Salvini for the property damage caused by 
blocking the vessel, the resulting increase in costs and the holding up of the mission, as 
well as damage to the image of Barcelona as a consequence of the slurs he directed against 
the city.

On 20 March 2021, an Italian prosecutor formallyformally↗ called for Salvini to be tried for 
kidnapping in the Open Arms case. Civil society will be watching with interest, in the hope 
that abuses of power will be held to account.

Protesters in Catania, Italy, hold a banner that reads ‘We stay human’ as former interior 
minister Matteo Salvini appears in court. Photo by Fabrizio Villa/Getty Images

Holding power to account: anti-migrant actions on trial in Italy
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Poland: abortion rights erased

The government of Poland used the pandemic as a cover to attack women’s 
rights, reintroducingreintroducing↗ bills to restrict access to abortion and sex education. 
The two bills had met with huge opposition and nationwide protests when 
they were first proposed in 2018 and 20192018 and 2019↗ by conservative groups close to 
the ruling party. The ‘Stop Abortion’ bill sought to tighten Poland’s abortion 
laws, already amongst Europe’s strictest, to prohibit terminations even in cases 
of severe or fatal foetal anomaly, while the ‘Stop Paedophilia’ bill aimed to 
criminalise those who educate young people about sexual and reproductive 
health. Although following the protests both these bills were sent back to 
parliamentary committees for further work, the constant threat of undoing 
reproductive rights loomed. In 2020, they were reintroduced at a time when it 
was much harder to protest against them.

Polish women had for years been fighting back against restrictions. In 2016, a 
women’s strike movementwomen’s strike movement↗ formed to resist an earlier attempt to change the 
abortion law. One of the founders of the Polish Women’s StrikePolish Women’s Strike↗, Klementyna Klementyna 
SuchanowSuchanow↗, describes the reaction of the women’s rights movement to the 
latest measures, and the ways in which people found creative ways to voice 
dissent during pandemic restrictions:

From the very beginning this government has been clear that it does 
not support women’s rights and does not care about violence against 
women. Since the government came into power, funding to centres 
that help women has been cut and these centres have had to resort to 
crowdfunding or are surviving on private donations, because they have 
no access to state funding anymore. However, some progress has also 
taken place, as with a law that was passed, proposed by a leftist party, 
that empowers police officers to issue an order to forbid perpetrators of 
violence from entering the household of the victim for 14 days. This has 
helped separate victims from perpetrators.
Taking advantage of the pandemic, the government and other groups 
made several attempts to roll back women’s sexual and reproductive 
rights. In May, the Polish parliament proposed a bill that would remove 
the legal obligation for medical facilities to refer patients to other 
facilities if they refuse to provide abortion care based on their staff’s 

personal beliefs. Under Polish law, a legal abortion could only be 
performed if the mother’s life was at risk, the pregnancy was a result 
of rape, or the foetus had a serious deformity. About 98 per cent of 
abortions fell under the latter category, but a bill was proposed in  
May to eliminate this clause. In June, new provisions in the Criminal 
Code imposed harsh prison sentences on those who support women by 
providing them with abortion care.
The amendments to abortion laws during the pandemic came about 
through a civic project submitted by a fundamentalist organisation. We 
organised protests, which was a slightly crazy thing to do, because how 
do you protest during a pandemic when you are not allowed to gather? 
That is why we got creative: we invented new forms of protest because 
we had to. We staged ‘queueing protests’, standing two metres apart in 
a queue outside a shop close to the parliament building, to comply with 
lockdown regulations, while holding signs and umbrellas. This happened 
in several cities, not just in the capital, Warsaw. As we were not allowed 
to walk freely, we also organised ‘car protests’. We interrupted traffic and 
blocked Warsaw’s main square for about an hour.

An activist delivers a speech at a protest over police violence against an abortion rights 
demonstration on 19 November 2020 in Krakow, Poland. Photo by Omar Marques/Getty 
Images
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But after years of attrition, conservative forces got their way. On 22 October, 
the Constitutional Tribunal ruledruled↗ that access to abortion on the grounds 
of ‘severe and irreversible foetal defect or incurable illness that threatens 
the foetus’ life’ was unconstitutional. Questions were raised about the 
independence of the court, given that 14 of its 15 members had been selected 
by the ruling majority, in some cases in violation of the Polish Constitution; 
Poland’s ruling party has long been accused of politicising the judiciary and 
undermining its independence.

This decision unleashed a further wave of massive protests, with the ninth day 
of uninterrupted mobilisation, 30 October, seeing the largest protestlargest protest↗ held in 
Poland since the fall of communism in 1989. It was estimated that around half 
a million people attended demonstrations in cities across the country. Violent Violent 
incidentsincidents↗ occurred as black-clad bands of pro-government nationalists 
attacked protesters in central Warsaw. But the great numbers mobilising 
in protest initially saw some success in delaying a change to the law. The 
government announced it would postpone the publication and implementation 
of the ruling.

In early November, President Andrzej Duda proposedproposed↗ an amendment to the 
abortion law that would allow the termination of pregnancy in cases of lethal 
foetal abnormality, but not for other abnormalities. Rejecting this proposal 
that would only narrow rights, protesters again took to the streets. The police 
issued finesfines↗ against hundreds of protesters for contravening pandemic 
restrictions prohibitingprohibiting↗ public gatherings of more than five people. There 
were multiple reports of police brutalitypolice brutality↗ against protesters, including the use 
of pepper spray, teargas and batons. Protesters were arrested and called in for 
questioning. While women were protesting outside parliament, leading ruling 
party politicians inside publicly smeared them and the opposition legislators 
who supported them, threatening them with prison time for encouraging 
protests under the pandemic.

Although the new law was still unpublished at the end of the year, the 
Constitutional Tribunal ruling had already had an immediate chilling effect, as 
many health institutions and professionals stopped providing abortions for fear 
that they would later be prosecuted. Those fears seemed vindicated in February 
2021, when the authorities, at the urging of an anti-abortion group, asked 
hospitals to provideprovide↗ details of women who had abortions after the October 

2020 ruling, creating the fear that the women and healthcare professionals 
would be punished. By then the ruling had come into effect, on 27 January 
2021, when it was publishedpublished↗ in the Polish Journal of Laws. 

An anti-abortion group announced that it intended to go even further, 
seekingseeking↗ a total ban, showing how rollbacks of rights prepare the ground for 
further attacks. Women kept up the pressure, with mass protests greeting the 
publication of the ruling. But the risks were considerable. Numerous women, 
including Klementyna Suchanow and other protest leaders, faced a barrage of 
death and rape threatsthreats↗, indicating how the criminalisation of abortion was 
creating a permissive climate for broader attacks on women. Polish women had 
been badly let down by their government. Many will not forgive or forget.

People hold a banner with the Women’s Strike logo at a protest against the Constitutional 
Tribunal ruling restricting abortion on 1 November 2020 in Krakow, Poland. Photo by Omar 
Marques/Getty Images
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Abortion was not the only facet of women’s rights that Polish activists had to defend in 
2020. In July, Polish women and their allies protested following the announcement that 
Poland would begin the process of withdrawing its ratification from the Council of Europe’s 
Convention on Preventing and Combating Violence Against Women and Domestic Violence, 
known as the Istanbul Convention.

In a year when GBV spiralled under emergency restrictions and many governments stood 
accused of doing little to protect women, Poland went further still, actively stating its 
intention to rob women of protections. Poland’s decision to withdraw was made on the 
stated grounds that some of the Convention’s mandates conflicted with Polish people’s 
religious beliefs or personal ideologies, and therefore violated their constitutional rights. 
Leaked documents showed that the government plannedplanned↗ to replace the Convention 
with its own treaty, which other states would be encouraged to adopt, banning abortion 
and same-sex marriage.

Behind this move lurked the influential and ultra-conversative Ordo Iuris organisation; 
thousands of women protested outside its headquarters dressed in Handmaid’s Tale 
costumes. Women’s rights CSOs called on the EU to link its funding more closely to respect 
for human rights. 

Klementyna SuchanowKlementyna Suchanow↗ of Polish Women’s StrikePolish Women’s Strike↗ relates the current struggle:

We have seen announcements from the authorities that they are thinking about 
pulling Poland out of the Istanbul Convention. In the beginning we didn’t take it too 
seriously. But it is always like this: first they test the waters to see how far they can 
go, and if they don’t find too much resistance they start pushing forward. During 
the presidential campaign and election, the topic was not raised, but only a week 
afterwards it became an issue. Many serious developments, such as arrests of 
activists, took place right after the election.

Now the situation is becoming serious. Announcements have been made by several 
ministers and the president has approved the idea to withdraw from the Istanbul 
Convention. There is also a lot of propaganda on state media to convince people that 
this Convention is about so-called ‘gender ideology’. However, surveys show that over 
60 per cent of the population is against leaving the Convention compared to only 15 

per cent who support the idea.

We are trying to convince the international community that European funds should 
be allocated bearing in mind the actual human rights compliance records of each EU 
member. A new instrument introduced in the EU established that funding should be 
linked to adherence to democratic principles and practices. We are trying to convince 
the Council of Europe to introduce similar measures towards the governments that 
are relinquishing their people’s rights. It’s all about linking funding to human rights 
compliance. Money is the only language governments will understand. Six Polish 
cities are currently not receivingnot receiving↗ European funds following their declaration of 
so-called ‘LGBTI-free zones’, which is considered an act against human rights.

We would like to raise this question, together with Turkish women, who are facing a 
similar battlesimilar battle↗ against their government’s initiative to withdraw from the Istanbul 
Convention. You cannot be destroying human rights, like Hungary and Russia are 
doing, and still be treated by the Council of Europe like anyone else, as a partner in 
the conversation.

Indeed, Turkey’s authoritarian government also proclaimed its intention to withdraw 
from the Istanbul Convention. Back in 2012, Turkey had been the first country to ratify the 
Convention, but as the ruling party moved to shore up its socially conservative support base 
it rejected it on the grounds that it was antithetical to ‘Turkish family values’. As in Poland, 
the main objection against the Convention was that it was an expression of so-called 
‘gender ideology’, a myth used by anti-rights forces to characterise women’s and LGBTQI+ 
rights as a foreign imposition and smear rights activists as agents of foreign interests. 

Elif EgeElif Ege↗ of Mor ÇatıMor Çatı↗ sets out why civil society wants to keep the Convention:

Our domestic law is in sync with this Convention, so withdrawing from this Convention 
would hinderhinder↗ any attempts to prevent violence against women. The groups and 
parties that suggest withdrawing from the Convention say that we can create our 
own domestic laws. But the Convention itself was already created by the efforts of 
feminists from Turkey. If we withdraw from this Convention, it means that we do 
not believe in gender equality. Recently we tried to have a forum about the Istanbul 
Convention, and it was banned, so it’s not easy.

The Istanbul Convention under attack
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We need coordinated and correctly implemented policies on violence against women. 
It is not just about the police force or shelters. When a woman wants to leave a 
violent environment, she needs legal, social and financial support. She needs to stay 
in a shelter if she has nowhere else to go. All these things, which are mentioned in the 
Istanbul Convention, need to come together to create a safe environment for women. 
When the whole support mechanism falls apart, like it did during the pandemic, it 
becomes impossible for women to leave the house and start their own lives. What 
we need right now is to discuss not withdrawal from the Convention but how to 
implement it.

The withdrawal proposal came at a time when violence against women had skyrocketed 
under the pandemic and there was rising anger at some grotesquely lenient sentences 
for femicide. When news broke in July that 27-year-old Pınar Gültekin had been killed by 
her ex-boyfriend, outrage erupted. On 21 July, women held a vigilvigil↗ for Pınar and other 
femicide victims in Istanbul’s Beşiktaş neighbourhood and three other cities across Turkey. 
Shortly after, thousands protested against the government’s plans to withdraw from the 
Convention. Women’s rights organisations circulated a petition that collected over 450,000 
signatures, calling on the government to refrain from doing so. In both Poland and Turkey, 
activists will not give up on the Convention without a fight.

Women rally in Istanbul on 5 August 2020 as part of a coordinated wave of protests throughout Turkey in support of the Istanbul Convention. Photo by Chris McGrath/Getty Images
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Poland’s government used the same arguments about ‘gender ideology’ 
levelled at the Istanbul Convention to also persecute LGBTQI+ people. In July, 
President Duda narrowly won the presidential run-off election by mobilising 
grotesque homophobiahomophobia↗ against an opponent smeared for supporting 
LGBTQI+ rights (see this report’s chapter on democracy under the pandemic). 
Driven from the top down, hate quickly spread at the local level. According to 
the Atlas of HateAtlas of Hate↗, a civil society initiative, in 2020 almost 100 municipalities, 
accounting for a third of Poland’s territory, had declared themselves ‘zones 
free from LGTB ideology’. While the activists who created the Atlas of Hate 
faced legal actionlegal action↗ initiated by several local governments, support came from 
outside Poland’s borders. A Dutch town severed tiessevered ties↗ with its Polish twin town 
when it declared itself ‘gay-free’ and, as indicated above, six Polish towns lostlost↗ 
EU funding.

Later in the year, a bill was proposedproposed↗ to ban LGBTQI+ parades and public 
gatherings. Labelled as the ‘Stop LGBT’ bill, the proposal came from a citizens’ 
initiative, which allows groups to propose legislation if they gather over 100,000 
signatures. The ultra-conservative Life and Family Foundation collected more 
than 200,000 signatures, claiming that the move would ‘protect Polish families’ 
and ‘put an end to homo-propaganda’. The proposed law would ban gatherings 
viewed as promoting ‘sexual orientations other than heterosexuality’, the idea 
of non-biological gender, same-sex marriage, civil partnerships, or the adoption 
of children by same-sex couples. Events like Pride marches would no longer be 
possible. The proposed law was the latest in an ongoing campaign to deny the 
reality of LGBTQI+ experience and force people back into the closet.

Hungary: top-down transphobia at a time of crisis

Poland and Hungary are often in lockstep, allies in pushing back against EU 
attempts to uphold rights for women and LGBTQI+ people across its member 
states. Hungary’s strongarm Prime Minister Viktor Orbán has consistently 
mobilised attacks on excluded groups, notably LGBTQI+ people and migrants 
and refugees, to consolidate his power. At the same time he has ruthlessly 
closed downclosed down↗ the spaces for dissent.

The pandemic offered Orbán an additional opportunity to grab power, and 
he seized the chance. A state of emergency was declared on 11 March, and 
on 30 March the Authorisation ActAuthorisation Act↗ was passed, allowing the government 
to prolong emergency measures for as long as it deemed necessary and 
impose jail sentences of up to five years on those considered to be hindering 
the government’s attempts to control the virus. Attacks ensued against 
independent media outlets for allegedly spreading ‘fake news’ as they reported 
on the shortcomings of pandemic response. 

The government wasted no time in enjoying its new powers. Under emergency 
conditions in May, the government swiftly amendedamended↗ the Civil Registry Act, at 
a stroke removing recognition for trans and intersex people and forcing them 
to live by the gender that corresponds to the sex identified at birth. The change 
called into question the government’s priorities, at a time when it should have 
focused on fighting the pandemic, and raised the suspicion that it had taken 
advantage of a time of crisis when other European countries and institutions 
had their attention elsewhere. 

LGBTQI+ activists protest against discrimination two days before the presidential run-off 
vote on 10 July 2020 in Krakow, Poland. Photo by Omar Marques/Getty Images
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As if to prove that the timing of this repressive move was no coincidence, in 
November, as a second wave of COVID-19 struck many European countries 
and Hungary declared another state of emergency and reapplied lockdown 
measures, the ruling party submittedsubmitted↗ a constitutional amendment to write 
‘Christian culture’ into the Constitution and define a mother as a woman and 
a father as man, excluding same-sex couples from adoption rights. At the 
same time it amended the Civil Code and Child Protection Act to require single 
people to obtain special ministerial permission before adopting a child, closing 
a loophole through which members of LGBTQI+ couples might have been able 
to adopt as single parents.

The ruling party’s two-thirds majority guaranteed that the amendments 
were passedpassed↗, while the introduction of a blanket ban on protests ensured 
no mass protests would take place in outrage at their approval. In November, 
the government also introducedintroduced↗ a draft law to abolish the Equal Treatment 
Authority, a body that has in the past stood up for LGBTQI+ rights, and transfer 
its functions to the Commissioner for Fundamental Rights, who has never 
shown any interest in defending LGBTQI+ rights. An advertisementadvertisement↗ aired 
in December to raise awareness of LGBTQI+-headed families brought the 
response of legal proceedings. It was abundantly clear that LGBTQI+ people 
were being targeted.

The constitutionality of the Civil Registry Act was challenged by the Transvanilla 
Transgender Association on behalf of two transgender applicants who were 
directly affected. Krisztina Kolos OrbánKrisztina Kolos Orbán↗ of the Transvanilla Transgender Transvanilla Transgender 
AssociationAssociation↗ describes the rapidity with which the change was made, the lack 
of consultation and the political agenda driving and capitalising on transphobia:

This law change fits into the fight against gender led by the Christian 
Democratic party, which is part of the governing coalition. This party 
has already banned gender studies and has argued that there is no such 
thing as gender, as in the Hungarian language there are not even separate 
words for ‘sex’ and ‘gender’. But in the past year, it has resorted to using 
the word ‘gender’ in English so as to be able to attack gender as a concept. 
So this is part of a larger attack against so-called ‘gender ideology’. The 
protection of what the new law calls ‘sex at birth’ is a part of this. For 
the past six years we have worked to come up with legislation on these 

issues, and initially we thought the authorities wanted to tackle it as well, 
but after a while it became obvious to us that our initiatives were being 
blocked along the way. 
There is no public discussion and civil society is not involved. We were 
not consulted regarding these specific changes to the Registry Act. The 
proposal came from the government, and specifically from the Christian 
members of the government coalition, and was supported by CSOs that 
promote so-called ‘family values’. Timing also raised a lot of questions. 
Why was it so important to address this issue in the middle of a pandemic? 
Why now, and why in this way?

The context in which the change has come is, like in Poland, one of increasing 
political hostility towards LGBTQI+ organisations.

Our freedom to conduct our legitimate activities is being challenged. In 
2019, for instance, there were several attacks against events organised 
around Pride month. A speed-dating event for pansexual people organised 
by Transvanilla was interrupted by far-right activists. We couldn’t continue 
the event and the police didn’t protect us. Far-right activists video-
recorded participants for over an hour and we were not allowed to close 
the door. They were obviously acting illegally but the police took no action 
against them. In other instances, venues were ruined or damaged by far-
right activists. This was a new development – in the past, our events had 
received police protection when such things happened.
Year after year there have also been attempts to ban Pride events, but 
the courts have declareddeclared↗ that these events cannot be banned. It’s a 
constant fight. The authorities have fenced offfenced off↗ Pride routes on the 
pretence of protecting marchers, but this was obviously an attempt to 
restrict their movement.

The impacts were immediately felt by trans people, who rightly felt that their 
very existence was being denied, that they were being cornered and forced to 
hide, and that the future they aspired to no longer existed. 

It was a traumatic event because it was a clear attack against us. This 
amendment only affected trans and intersex people who would like to 
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change their gender markers and trans people who don’t want to change 
their gender markers but would still like to change their name, which is 
no longer possible in Hungary. But the whole community now feels like 
second-class citizens, like outcasts who the government does not respect.
Personally, as a non-binary person, it had a huge effect on me, because I 
was already far from being recognised in my documents and now I am a 
lot further away from that. Many of my friends who were in the process of 
changing their legal gender recognition are in a limbo. At least a hundred 
applicants’ cases had already been suspended in the past two and a half 
years, as requests were not being evaluated. Those people have now lost 
all hopes. They are frustrated and devastated.
Increasing numbers of people who began to transition may look different 
from the sex registered in their documents. And if someone is openly 
and visibly transgender it becomes difficult to find a job; discrimination 
is part of everyday life. And now it is becoming more serious. We have 
seen a rise in discrimination, not just in employment but in everyday life. 
In Hungary you often must present your ID papers, so you have to out 
yourself all the time. People don’t believe you and you are questioned. 
For example, recently a trans person was trying to buy a house and the 
lawyer who was drawing up the paperwork raised questions about their 
ID because it didn’t match their gender description.
There is also fear because we don’t know what is next, what else is coming 
to us. Even though the law can be challenged, it might require many 
years. And even if we get rid of this law, the situation may not improve. 
Some people are suicidal, and many people want to leave the country. A 
big part of the community is just suffering silently and has no voice. While 
some activists have emerged from this situation and these activists are 
gaining visibility, the vast majority are suffering at home, alone. People 
were already isolated before, and it will not get any better. From now on, 
more people will hide their identity.

Given the impossibility of engaging with the government, LGBTQI+ organisations 
increasingly focused their advocacy efforts on two arenas: the courts and 
European institutions.

In parliament the opposition is powerless because Fidesz, Prime Minister 

Orbán’s party, has two thirds of the seats and can thus win any vote. We 
turned to the Commissioner for Fundamental Rights and we asked him to 
do whatever he could to stop the amendment. He could have intervened 
but didn’t.
The law was passed, and the day it came into effect we launched two 
cases at the Constitutional Court. The court could turn them down for 
whatever reason, but we hope that it will not. At the same time, we are 
putting pressure on the Commissioner for Fundamental Rights because 
he has the power to request the Constitutional Court to look into the law, 
and if he does, then the court must do so.
Pressure is very important, and many international groups are helping, 
including Amnesty International Hungary, which has launched a campaign. 
We have 23 cases before the European Court of Human Rights, all of 
which deal with gender recognition, and the applicants are represented 
by our lawyer. 
We also continue to engage with EU human rights mechanisms, the 
Council of Europe and the UN. We got CSOs to sign a statement to put 
pressure on the European Commission (EC), which so far has been silent 
on this. We want to make sure that what happened in Hungary doesn’t 
happen in other countries, so we have created a civil society alliance to 
convey the message that if other governments try to do the same, they 
will face huge resistance. And of course, we keep trying to engage with 
the ministries, although we have sent them letters and have received no 
response.

While the governments of Hungary and Poland seemed increasingly to be on 
a collision course with the EU, civil society called on the EU to take a tougher 
stance.

The EU should act not only on this specific legislation but also on other, 
bigger issues related to the rule of law and fundamental rights in 
Hungary. It should do something about its own member states, or else 
it should not pass comment on any non-EU country. The fact that the EC 
fails to mention Hungary explicitly is outrageous. When the Authorisation 
Act was passed in late March, giving Orbán extra powers to fight the 
pandemic, EC President Ursula von der Leyen made a statement that was 
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clearly about Hungary, but did not mention it by name, and then Hungary 
was a signatory to the statement. The EC’s Commissioner for Equality was 
recently asked to condemn Hungary for the anti-transgender amendment 
and she refused to do so; instead, she decided to speak about trans rights 
in general. This is something that we cannot accept.
It is important to attempt to unify the different movements and to act 
as bridge between them and I think international CSOs can play a role in 
this. As a trans organisation we are responsible for trans people, but trans 
people come in all sizes and shapes – there are migrant trans people, 
Roma trans people, disabled trans people – and we all have to come 
together. While trans people are currently under attack in Hungary, we 
don’t know which vulnerable group is next on the list.
In Hungary, international pressure is important because Orbán still 
sometimes cares about how Hungary is perceived. So the engagement 
that comes from the international community is helpful. International civil 
society can also assist in presenting good examples, because the better 
the situation is in other countries for trans people, the more shame it 
can bring to the Hungarian government. But if other EU countries start to 
follow Hungary, then the government will get away with this. 

In responseresponse↗ to the regression observed in Hungary and Poland, EU plans were 
announced in November to criminalise LGBTQI+ hate speech under EU law and 
recognise same-sex partnerships in all EU member states. These proposals were 
part of the EC’s first-ever strategy to secure equality for LGBTQI+ people. In 
March 2021, the European Parliament, in direct riposte to attacks on LGBTQI+ 
rights, specifically those in Poland, declareddeclared↗ the whole of the EU to be an 
‘LGBTQI Freedom Zone’. The struggle is on to stop the rot and reverse the trend 
of attacks on women’s and LGBTQI+ rights.

Across Europe and around the world, the struggles outlined in this report 
will continue, and further setbacks alongside successes can be anticipated. 
Breakthroughs will come, but so will reminders that any victories are subject 
to reversal. Mass protest will remain a key weapon in civil society’s arsenal, to 
be employed in ever greater numbers as pandemic restrictions ease, alongside 
awareness-raising, advocacy, legal action, political alliance-building and 
appeals to international institutions. The key civic freedoms – of association, 
peaceful assembly and expression – need to be defended as part of the 

response, because without these, people cannot fight back, and wherever 
states and anti-rights groups are repressing civic freedoms, they can be sure to 
be attacking those of excluded groups the most. Those who attack the rights 
of excluded groups will continue to do so, for reasons of ideology and political 
calculation, and they need to be overcome with broad civil society coalitions, 
unleashing the extra power that comes from practising intersectionality, and 
enabling excluded people to tell their own stories, lead their own struggles 
and be bold in challenging their own exclusion. If the message of the pandemic 
year is that no one is safe until everyone is safe, then it might equally be said 
that no one is free until we are all free.

Police stand between members of far-right groups standing on the stairs of a church and 
pro-choice protesters mobilised against the Constitutional Court ruling in Warsaw, Poland, 
on 28 October 2020. Photo by Omar Marques/Getty Images
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Farmers shout anti-government slogans on a blocked highway during a protest against 
new farm laws in December 2020 in Delhi, India. Photo by Yawar Nazir/Getty Images
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Economic and environmental 
justice: protest in a pandemic year
In a year dominated by the pandemic, people still protested however 
and whenever possible, because the urgency of the issues continued 
to make protest necessary. Many of the year’s protests came as people 
responded to the impacts of emergency measures on their ability to 
meet their essential needs. In country after country, the many people 
left living precariously and in poverty by the pandemic’s impacts on 
economic activity demanded better support from their governments.  
Often the pandemic was the context, but it was not the whole story. For 
some, economic downturn forced a reckoning with deeply flawed economic 
structures, and the power imbalances and inequalities embedded in them. 
People resisted plans to restart economies in ways that threatened to impact 
most adversely on those who already had the least, while doing little to 
challenge entrenched elite wealth.

The harmful impacts of the present economic model were confronted every 
time people sought to stand in the way of environmentally devastating 
economic development projects, and wherever people insisted that climate 
action must come before business as usual. Due to the pandemic and 
restrictions imposed by emergency measures, 2020 did not see the same great 

climate mobilisationsclimate mobilisations↗ that marked 2019 and that pushed climate action to 
the top of the political agenda. But people continued to keep up the momentum 
by protesting whenever and however they could, using their imaginations 
and offering a range of creative actions, including distanced, solo and online 
protests. State support to climate-harming industries during the pandemic and 
plans for post-pandemic recovery that seemed to place faith in carbon-fuelled 
economic growth further motivated people to take urgent action.

Wherever there was protest there was backlash. The tactics of repression were 
predictably familiar and similar: security force violence against protesters, 
arrests, detentions and criminalisation, political vilification of those taking 
part, and attempts to repress expression both online and offline. In many 
countries, people working to defend their local environment and realise 
land and Indigenous rights, doing the grassroots work to model alternatives 
to ultra-capitalism and climate harm, faced physical attacks and attempts on 
their lives. Just as with the year’s other great wave of mobilisation, in which 
people around the world rose up to demand an end to systemic racism (see 
this report’s chapter on the global struggle for racial justice) people continued 
to act, sometimes in the face of great danger, because they had to. They 
knew the alternatives – environmental degradation, climate catastrophe, 
untrammelled economic development, spiralling economic inequality – were 
no alternatives at all.

Farmers listen to a speaker on a blocked highway during a protest against the new laws on 17 December 2020 in Delhi, India. Photo by Yawar Nazir/Getty Images
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For many plunged into poverty and living precariously as a result of the 
pandemic, economic decisions made by states and international financial 
institutions mattered deeply. HungerHunger↗ and loss of income were fundamental 
concerns that drove many people to the streets. Alongside the immediate 
economic impacts, people worried that their governments were using the 
pandemic as a pretext to introduce economic policies that would make them 
poorer or make their lives more precarious. Mass protests mobilised wherever 
policies threatened to cut back or privatise public services, raise the costs of 
essential goods, increase the burden of taxation on those struggling to get by 
and erase hard-won labour rights. 

Often the timing of these new policies exacerbated the anger. People 
questioned why, amidst a pandemic that was causing economic misery for many 
but in which it was also abundantly clear that the already very wealthy were 
piling uppiling up↗ further riches, the prescription always seemed to include measures, 
such as cutbacks and rollbacks of rights, that would hit the poorest, rather than 
more radical solutions that changed the balance of economic power: why the 
response to an unprecedented situation was the same package of neoliberal 
economic measures that states and international financial institutions 
seemingly always fall back on; people also wondered why international financial 
institutions seemed to be pushing these policies on global south countries 

even as global north states were massively expanding their public spending 
and indebtedness in response to the pandemic. People mobilised to defend 
the public services, such as healthcare, education and social safety nets, that 
they needed the most during the pandemic. They demanded much tougher 
action on corruption, of which they had seen new evidence in some of the 
decisions taken in response to the pandemic, as stories abounded of politicians 
and public officials – including in Paraguay and Zimbabwe – seeming to view 
the crisis as an opportunity to divert healthcare funding into their pockets and 
reward their associates with lucrative contracts.

Protests, as detailed below, brought some significant successes. Some 
governments, including Costa Rica and Guatemala, quickly reversed 
packages of austerity measures they had agreed with international 
financial institutions. Even some intransigent governments, such 
as India, came to the negotiating table. But the power that people 
mobilised and demonstrated was often met with excessive state force,  
because protests asked awkward questions of entrenched economic interests 
and sought to challenge existing power relations. Sometimes that state force 
was lethal, as in Iraq. Demonstrations of state violence led to people making 
further demands, for justice, accountability and redress, and the political 
change necessary to bring these about.

ACTION FOR ECONOMIC JUSTICE

A protester carries a smoke flare during a demonstration against a new economic law on the main street of the Indonesian capital, Jakarta, on 8 October 2020. Photo by Ed Wray/Getty Images
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India: farmers make their 
voices heard
India has in recent years been home both to mass protests and heavy state 
repression. In 2019, the focus was on the strugglesstruggles↗ of people against 
discriminatory new citizenship laws that targeted India’s sizeable Muslim 
minority, and the repression of the formerly semi-autonomous region of 
Jammu and Kashmir. In 2020, those struggles, and the state backlash against 
them, continued as the stridently Hindu nationalist government of Prime 
Minister Narendra Modi and his Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) stood accused 
of making high-handed decisions that were out of step with many people’s 
everyday realities.

The trigger for the latest acts of mass protest was the introduction of three 
new laws on farming. The laws, passed in September after little parliamentary little parliamentary 
scrutinyscrutiny↗ or consultation with farmers, removed many regulations on the sale 
of farmers’ produce, changing tightly regulated markets that have for decades 
ensured farmers a place in which to sell their goods, in the form of state-
mandated wholesale markets, and at set prices. The government positioned 
the changes as giving farmers the opportunity to increase their profitability 
by being able to negotiate higher prices, sell in a wider range of markets and 
cut out intermediaries. For many farmers, however, the new laws seemed to 
offer a direct threat to their way of life. 

India’s ‘Green Revolution’, introduced in the late 1960s with the northern 
state of Punjab at its core, saw the introduction of higher-yielding crops, the 
intensive and subsidised use of irrigation, fertilisers and pesticides, state 
training of farmers and guaranteed purchasing at minimum prices through 
wholesale markets. Its aim was to make India more self-sufficient in its food 
production but also, it has been argued, it helped preventprevent↗ potential demands 
for more radical change. The policies of the ‘Green Revolution’ enabled a 
class of small farmers to just about sustain themselves. Over 40 per cent40 per cent↗ 
of India’s population work in agriculture and around 86 per cent of India’s 
farmland is cultivated by small farmers. They have however faced considerable 
challenges in recent decades, including mounting debt, impacts of heatwaves 
and droughts and soil degradation caused by intensive farming methods. From 
the 1990s onwards, rates of suicide soared among farmers, reaching almost almost 
300,000300,000↗ since 1995. 

While the climate crisis and the ways intensive practices have stripped soils of 
nutrients suggest a need for reform of some kind, the proposed changes did 
not speak to those needs. There seemed to have been no attempt to listen to 
farmers, understand their concerns and work with them before announcing 
the changes. Instead this was a top-down approach seeming to symbolise a 
high-handed governance style from a government that thinks it always knows 
what is best. The laws even removedremoved↗ the possibility to seek legal recourse 
over disputes.

For many small farmers, the government’s changes threatened to undermine 
further their already precarious livelihoods. In the time of the pandemic, 
when so many people were struggling and worried, they questioned why the 
government saw fit to make such sweeping changes, and at such speed. They 
saw in the new laws an irreversible transfer of power away from small and 
medium farmers towards vast corporations. With reduced regulations, large 
companies would have the power to demand aggressively lower prices and 
greater discounts and build up stockpiles, against which small farmers would 
have little negotiating power. Protesting farmers therefore saw the changes 
as working in the interests of wealthy business owners, including those close 
to the Modi regime; anger focused on the Adani Group and Reliance, two 
large corporations headed by tycoonstycoons↗ with close links to the Prime Minister. 
Many farmers switchedswitched↗ their mobile phone provider from a Reliance-owned 
company to other firms as part of their protest. 

After two months of holding local-level protests and not being listened to, 
farmers decided to take their concerns directly to India’s capital, New Delhi. In 
late November tens of thousands of farmers from Punjab and other northern 
states marched on Delhi, in what became the largest farmers’ mobilisationlargest farmers’ mobilisation↗ 
in modern-day India, picking up sympathy, solidarity and support as they 
went, including from many people other than farmers. When they reached the 
perimeter of the capital, they were prevented from going further by security 
forces who used teargas and water cannon.

As farmers waited outside Delhi and blocked roads with their tractors in 
protest, a solidarity strike mobilised. The strike, held on 26 November, saw over 
250 million workers from a range of industries, including banking, telecoms, 
transportation and oil and gas production, down tools to express their support 
for the farmers. It was reported to be the largest coordinated strike in the 
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Farmers sit inside a tractor trailer at a protest site on the Delhi-Haryana border crossing in Singhu, Delhi, India, on 3 December 2020. Photo by Prashanth Vishwanathan/Bloomberg via 
Getty Images
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world, with various farmers’ unions working together to coordinate the action. 
Following the strike, the protesters were allowed to cross the city limits and 
occupiedoccupied↗ a protest site on the outskirts of Delhi.

The farmers articulated clear demands in relation to their cause, including for 
a special parliamentary session to be called to repeal the three farm laws and 
a retention of the established produce sales system and minimum pricing. But 
reflecting the broader connections of solidarity the movement had established, 
other issues of everyday concern were articulated, including over fuel and 
power prices, minimum wages and the loss of labour rights. In a country where 
the government has worked to repress dissent, the farmers’ protests came to 
serve as a vital space where people sharing a sense of dissatisfaction, of being 
left out and not listened to, could come together and find common cause.

More political issues were also articulated, including demands for the release of 
detained activists and human rights defenders, and for the reining in of central 
government powers over India’s component states. People protesting against 
the citizenship law marched in solidarity with the farmers. The movement 
represented arguably the biggest challenge to Prime Minister Modi and the 
way he runs India since he won power in 2014. Importantly too, given the often 
toxic environment that women’s rights activists face in India, women farmers 
were for the first time visibly in the forefront of these protests, challenging their 
invisible status as people who often work land but do not own it. They were 
part of the protest camps, and not just in supporting roles. When in January 
2021, India’s Chief Justice appealedappealed↗ for women to leave the protest camps 
and go home, the answer he got was a resounding no as women asserted their 
right to be there and be part of the struggle (see also this report’s chapter on 
challenging exclusion and claiming rights).

The government seemed surprised by the scale of the mobilisation and the 
sympathy it attracted. It had managed to weather and downplay the previous 
waves of protest over its discrimination against Muslims and its attack on 

freedoms in Jammu and Kashmir. But this was different, because it tapped into the 
sympathies many Indians feel for farmers, the role farming still plays in national 
identity and the family ties many people have with farmers. It was a new threat 
to the government because many of the farmers protesting had not previously 
opposed the government; many had even likely supported the BJP until then.  
Modi initially dismissed farmers’ concerns as misplaced and blamed them 
on opposition parties spreading misinformation. But as the protest pressure 
continued, he was forced to negotiate. Talks came that would not have 
happened without the protests. The government offered concessions on 
minimum price guarantees, but this did not go far enough for the farmers, 
who continued to demand the repeal of the laws. This meant that as the 
negotiations continued in December, so did the protests. 

A further day of action on 8 December8 December↗ saw people shut down public transport, 
block roads and close down their shops. As awareness spread of the farmers’ 
protests, solidarity protests rallied in other countries. In the USA, the grassroots 
Jakara Movement, a Punjabi Sikh organisation, organised protests in the city of 
Oakland and outside the Indian consulate in San Francisco. Solidarity protests 
mobilised in several cities in CanadaCanada↗. Thousands protested outside the Indian 
High Commission in LondonLondon↗, UK. In other cases pre-emptive repression 
obstructed solidarity protests; in SingaporeSingapore↗, the police investigated people 
for social media posts that appeared to show them gathering in support of 
the farmers, and warned that protests for political causes in other countries 
would not be permitted.

The repression continued in India too. Bilkis DadiBilkis Dadi↗, one of the leaders of the 
anti-citizenship law protests, tried to march in solidarity with farmers, but 
was stopped from joining protesters, detained and returned home. Several 
union heads and opposition leaders were prevented from joining the protests. 
Arvind Kejriwal, Chief Minister of Delhi, who opposed the new law and the 
harsh action taken against protesters, was barricaded in his home to stop him 
joining protests.
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The Indian government’s attempts to restrict the protesting farmers’ dissent went 
hand in hand with its continuing efforts throughout the year to clamp down on 
those who opposed changes to the citizenship law and demanded rights in Jammu 
and Kashmir. In February, scores of people were killed in deadly religious riots in 
Delhi, when, in reaction to protests against the citizenship law, Hindu mobs attacked 
Muslim groups, fuelledfuelled↗ by hate speech by ruling-party Hindu nationalist politicians, 
and with the active assistanceactive assistance↗ of the police.

In May, two members of a women’s rights collective were arrested and detainedarrested and detained↗ 
after taking part in an anti-citizenship law protest. In August, on the first anniversary 
of the government’s revocation of Jammu and Kashmir’s special status, security force security force 
violenceviolence↗ was once again unleashed against protesters in the region, which also 
remained home to a long internet shutdown. Attempts to stop civil society scrutiny 
and advocacy saw nine simultaneous raidssimultaneous raids↗ carried out on the offices of civil society 
organisations (CSOs) and the media and the houses of human rights defenders in 
Jammu and Kashmir in October. Meanwhile, in September, the government further 
tightened its already restrictive law on the ability of CSOs to access foreign funding, 
making it even harder for CSOs to receive and transfer money. Such was the level 
of intrusion that in September Amnesty International announced that it was 
suspendingsuspending↗ its work in India after the government froze its bank account, as Mrinal Mrinal 
SharmaSharma↗, who until the closure worked for Amnesty International India, relates:1

Amnesty International India was forced to shut down in retaliation for its 
publication of two critical briefings that underlined the human rights situation 
in Kashmir and highlighted the role of the Delhi police in the riots that took 
place in north-east Delhi in February. Shortly after it released these briefings, 
all its bank accounts were frozen. The government did not provide any prior 
warning, notice or reason for freezing the bank accounts. Strapped of the 
funds that it had raised locally, with the help of ordinary Indians, Amnesty 
International India was forced to halt all its work and let go of all its employees.

Harassment and intimidation for its human rights work is not new for 
Amnesty International India. It has faced a relentless smear campaign by the 
government and government-aligned media outlets since 2016. In 2018, it 
endured a 10-hour-long raid by the Enforcement Directorate, following which 
it was forced to let go of a number of staff, adversely affecting its work in 
India, including with excluded communities. Although the court granted 
an interim relief to the organisation, a malicious media trial and reduced 
capacities made it difficult for it to function properly. It is important to note 
that no formal charges have been filed against the organisation. A year later, 
in November 2019, amid rumours of impending arrests of top officials, the 
offices of Amnesty International India and the residence of one of its directors 
were raided again, this time by the Central Bureau of Investigation, the 
country’s premier investigative agency, placed under the central government. 
However, it continued to work, defying all the malice thrown against it and 
its employees.

But this time, it was more vicious. The immediate impact of the shutdown has 
been borne by the employees of Amnesty International India – researchers, 
campaigners, fundraisers – who lost their jobs overnight without any 
compensation during a period of economic recession that has been worsened 
by the pandemic. The extensive research projects and campaigns that Amnesty 
International India was running have all ground to a halt. Taking everything 
into account, it must be clarified to the government that in the name of holding 
a ‘foreign entity’ accountable, the Indian government has deprived many of its 
own citizens of their livelihoods. Most importantly, there is now one less voice 
to hold the Indian government accountable for its excesses and inactions.

The year also saw numerous arrestsnumerous arrests↗ of journalists who criticised the government’s 
pandemic response, while farmers’ rights activists were arrestedarrested↗ for reporting 
corruption in the distribution of emergency food supplies. 

Another year of repression in India

1  All interviews quoted in this report are edited extracts. Full versions of interviews are available herehere↗.
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For the farmers, frustrations came to a head on India’s Republic DayRepublic Day↗, 26 
January, when farmers, many riding tractors and horses, broke throughbroke through↗ 
police barricades and took their protest into the heart of the city, close 
to where the Republic Day parade was taking place, forcing their way into 
Delhi’s iconic Red Fort. Violent clashes broke out between protesters and 
police, who fired teargas and water cannon and hit protesters with batons. 
It was reported that one protester died, and that several police officers were 
injured, while many protesters were detained. Protest organisers insisted that 
those committing violence had been a small minority. These events, in which 
protesters effectively gate-crashed the government’s attempts to use Republic 
Day as an opportunity to project itself as a modern democracy and economic 
superpower, made global headlines and communicated both the seriousness 

with which protesters saw their plight and the government’s intransigence. 
ImagesImages↗ of brutality went round the world, showing police in riot gear hitting 
defenceless farmers, many of them of advanced age, with batons.

The government mobilised a swift backlash to this humiliation. Heavy chargescharges↗ 
of sedition and terrorism were brought against protesters, activists and 
journalists. Numerous protesters were reported to be missingmissing↗ days after the 
Republic Day events. In February, a series of simultaneous raidsraids↗ were carried 
out on premises of the NewsClick news portal, which provided extensive 
coverage of the farmers’ protests. A further international outcry was stoked 
in February, when the police arrestedarrested↗ young climate activist Disha Ravi, a 
leader of India’s Fridays for Future climate strike movement, allegedly for 
sharing an online protest toolkit. She was charged with sedition and bailedbailed↗ 
after spending 10 days in detention. The message seemed to be that even high-high-
profileprofile↗ critics of the government were not safe.

The government ordered protesters to vacate the protest camp they had 
occupied since December, cut off the water and electricity supplies and sent 
hundreds of police in riot gear to try to clear the camp. But the events of 
Republic Day had also served to recruit even more protesters, and many 
more farmers were reported to be on their way.The riot police backed down, 
although protest camps continued to face threats from Hindu nationalist 
groups. The authorities shut downshut down↗ internet access in many areas on 
Delhi’s northern perimeter where groups of farmers had gathered and put 
up fortified barriersbarriers↗ around protest camps, leaving the city looking like a 
war zone.

The international spotlight continued to focus on the protests, as prominent 
figures including Rihanna and Greta Thunberg tweeted their support, 
provokingprovoking↗ a nationalistic backlash and government accusations of 
sensationalism for doing so. Ruling-party-supporting celebritiescelebrities↗, who had said 
nothing about the farmers’ protests, were duly mobilisedmobilised↗ to insist that only 
Indians could talk about India, using hashtags such as #IndiaAgainstPropaganda. 
In the immediate aftermath of the Republic Day violence, the government 
demandeddemanded↗ that Twitter block hundreds of accounts, not only of protesters 
but also of journalists and media companies. Twitter initially complied but then 
quickly reversed many of the bans following a backlash. The government and 
Twitter remained in a tense stand-off, with the government threatening legal 

Protesting farmers gather at the Red Fort in Delhi on 26 January 2021, flying flags from 
the ramparts where India´s Prime Minister would traditionally hoist the national flag on 
Independence Day. Photo by Pallava Bagla/Corbis via Getty Images
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action that could result in jail terms. BJP politicians flocked to an alternative 
platform to Twitter, Koo, which was quickly revealed to be riferife↗ with hate 
speech. 

At the time of writing the battle lines seemed more drawn than ever. Protesters 
were dug into their camps, encircled by security forces, for the long haul, with 
many vowing not to leave until the laws had been repealed. Protesters had at 
least forced a government that normally stubbornly refuses criticism to the 

table, and the government had offered to delay implementation of the new 
laws, but what compromise may eventually result remained unclear. But beyond 
even this dispute and its potential to affect so many farmers’ lives, bigger issues 
have been made clear, of a top-down and high-handed government that sees 
any dissent as treachery, and a ruling elite evidently driven by the pursuit of 
the generation of wealth for an associated economic elite. India’s government 
needs to issue edicts less and listen more. It cannot do that by continuing its 
crackdown on dissent and attempts to suppress civil society.

Protesting farmers raise their phones with the lights on during a New Year’s Eve vigil honouring 40 farmers who lost their lives on a highway leading to Delhi. Photo by Anindito Mukherjee/
Getty Images
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Zimbabwe: repression follows 
corruption
Few governments seem as remote from their people, as unwilling to listen, as 
the government of Zimbabwe. In 2020, corruption was a protest trigger in a 
country that continued to be the site of a struggle for essential employment 
rights, civic rights and democratic freedoms and, indeed, basic government 
competence. People contrasted their experience of economic struggle with the 
very evident corruption of political elites and demanded better. They were met 
with repression.

Long-simmering outrage gained fresh fuel in June, when journalist Hopewell 
Chin’ono released government information detailing that multi-million 
contracts to buy pandemic supplies had been set at inflated prices. The 
revelations lead to the sackingsacking↗ of the health minister, who subsequently faced 
corruption charges. They came at a time when many Zimbabweans were living 
in conditions of economic strife that pre-existed the pandemic. Protests over 
a rise in fuel prices, scarcities of essential goods and a likely government deal 
with the International Monetary Fund (IMF) mobilised in 20192019↗, and brought 
a repressive response. The pandemic then made the situation worse. In the 
same month that people discovered that at least some in the government 
had apparently seen the pandemic as a corruption opportunity, nurses held a held a 
strikestrike↗ to demand to be paid in US dollars for their vital work in combatting 
the virus, as a more secure form of payment that would enable them to buy 
the essentials they needed amid a return to soaring inflationsoaring inflation↗. 

In July, people took to the streets of the capital, Harare, protestingprotesting↗ against 
corruption, economic malaise, unemployment and the poor state of the 
country’s health service. The government fell back on its usual routines, 
unleashing violenceviolence↗ to disperse protesters and arrestingarresting↗ over 60 people, 
who were charged with inciting public violence. Respected author Tsitsi Tsitsi 
DangarembgaDangarembga↗, fresh from being longlisted for the Booker Prize, was among 
those arrested. HundredsHundreds↗ of police and soldiers were deployed in a bid to 
prevent further protests, checkpoints were set up to prevent people entering 
Harare and shops were ordered to close. President Emmerson Mnangagwa 
went on the offensive, labellinglabelling↗ protesters as ‘rogue Zimbabweans’, accusing 
them of being part of ‘terrorist opposition groupings’ seeking to destabilise 
the country in ‘league with foreign detractors’ and characterising protestscharacterising protests↗ 

as a ‘planned insurrection’. This was falling back on a trope familiar from the 
long era of dictatorship under President Robert Mugabe, when all attempts 
to defend social and economic rights and demand democratic freedoms 
were characterised as imperial interference in internal affairs. Several protest 
organisers went into hiding when their names were published on a police 
wanted list in relation to the protests.

As for Hopewell Chin’ono, his reward for exposing corruption was to be abducted 
from his home by a group of eight state agents, reportedly without a warrant. 
He was held in unsanitary and crowded conditions for 45 days on charges of 
inciting violence for his role in calling for peaceful protests. He was finally 
bailed in September, after several earlier bail applications had been rebuffed, 
only to be arrestedarrested↗ again in November after tweeting about gold smuggling 
and yet again, for the third timethird time↗ in six months, in January 2021 after tweeting 
about alleged police brutality in enforcing pandemic regulations. It can only be 
assumed that he was being targeted by a government embarrassed at having 
corruption exposed. Chin’ono was not alone. An opposition politician, Jacob 
Ngarivhume, was arrested at the same time as Chin’ono in July in relation to 
the protest, and another opposition politician, Fadzai Mahere, was arrestedarrested↗ 
in January 2021 for sharing the same tweet alleging police brutality. But nor 
was Chin’ono alone when it came to solidarity. International civil society 
campaigned for his release, and more than 100 African writers and journalists 
signed a petitionsigned a petition↗ calling on the African Union to suspend Zimbabwe for its 
human rights abuses. 

In response to the economic crisis and the state’s repressive response, 
#ZimbabweanLivesMatter mobilised as an onlineonline↗ campaign, seizing on the 
prominence of the BlackLivesMatter hashtag (see this report’s chapter on the 
global struggle for racial justice), unleashing hundreds of thousandshundreds of thousands↗ of tweets 
and winning international support from political figures and music stars around 
the world. Zimbabweans mobilised outside their country’s embassy in Pretoria, 
South Africa, although when they did so, in August, there too they faced a 
violent state responseviolent state response↗ in the form of rubber bullets and stun grenades that 
was all too reminiscent of home.

The government appeared set on thwarting potential further labour protests 
in September when it revealedrevealed↗ new measures that would make it harder 
for healthcare workers to unionise, announcing that newly graduated doctors 
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would be recruited into the army as military doctors before they could work in 
government hospitals, at a stroke preventing them from taking strike action.

Demands for economic change and civic freedoms remain thwarted because, 
when Mugabe was forced to step down and Mnangagwa took over, little else 
changed. The elite, including the powerful military, quickly closed ranks around 
Mnangagwa. Zimbabwe’s political system, and the corruption of those at the 
top, did not alter. Many in Zimbabwe will continue to take the considerable risk 
of demanding real change.

Iraq: lethal response to protest 
demands continues
Much the same could be said of Iraq, where protests against unemployment, 
corruption and poor public services, making demands for economic, political 
and social change, have been mobilising since at least 2018, with a great wave 
of recent protest unfolding from October 2019October 2019↗ onwards. But in Iraq the state 
responded with even greater violence, and the violence was lethal and at scale: 
within six months of protests starting, an estimated 700 people700 people↗ had been 
killed, with security forces targeting protesters with live ammunition and at 
times deploying snipers to pick protesters off.

The state refused to act on protesters’ demands, although the continuing 
protests and internal and international pressure following mass killings forced 
Prime Minister Adel Abdul Mahdi to resignresign↗ in November 2019; his eventual 
replacement, Mustafa al-Kadhimi, emergedemerged↗ from the complex negotiations 
between different factions to be appointed prime minister in May 2020. But for 
the protesters, nothing much has changed, and al-Kadhimi’s acknowledgement 
of protesters’ demands and commitment to bring reforms has been thwartedthwarted↗ 
by Iraq’s political establishment and its many pro-Iran politicians; Iran exerts 
heavy influence over Iraq as part of its cold war for regional primacy with Saudi 
Arabia, another issue that protesters sought to challenge and change.

Despite promises of dialogue with protesters and accountability for the 
excessive use of force, no senior commanders have been prosecutedprosecuted↗. For 
many protesters, al-Kadhimi’s inability to make any progress on change merely 
offered further evidence that the political system from which he emerged is 
corrupt and self-serving and must be swept away.

After weeks of heavily repressed protests, hundreds gather near Tahrir Square, Baghdad, 
Iraq in November 2019 to pray in memory of the more than 300 protesters killed. Photo by 
Laurent Van der Stockt for Le Monde/Getty Images
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Given the lack of progress in meeting protesters’ demands, protests 
continuedcontinued↗ during 2020. In late January, protesters in the capital, Baghdad, 
and in the cities of Basra and Nasiriyah, re-establishedre-established↗ bridge and road 
blockades. In response, security forces resumed their violence. Within days 
of protests resuming, at least 10 peopleat least 10 people↗ had been reported killed and 
many more wounded and arrested. In February, armed militias attackedattacked↗ 
protests in the cities of Karbala and Najaf with guns and knives, and in both 
instances security forces did nothing to stop the attacks; there seemed to be 
a growing deployment of pro-Iran militias to do the state’s dirty work. Several 
people associated with the protests were killed, disappeared or kidnapped, 
including, at a time when the country could ill afford to lose them, doctors 
and other healthcare professionals. Several journalists were also shot and 
killed, both while covering protests and in what clearly seemed to be targeted 
assassinations. The pattern of protest and lethal response was continuing. But 
while in February the Iraqi Human Rights Commission reported its estimate 
that almost 550 peoplealmost 550 people↗ had by that point been killed in protest-related 
violence, many with live ammunition, the government continued to deny that 
security forces were shooting at protesters and refused to provide information 
on numbers of deaths, injuries and arrests.

Despite the risks, women continued to play a prominent role in the forefront 
of protests. In February, thousands of Iraqi womenthousands of Iraqi women↗ took part in protests in 
Baghdad and other locales, demanding comprehensive reforms and an end to 
corruption, and condemning the attacks on protesters, including attacks that 
targeted women protesters. Young people were to the fore. In Basra, a strong 
youth-led protest movement had formed over the course of several years, 
developing protest skills and ever ready to mobilise in response to emerging 
demands, and it played a leading role in each new wave of protest.

Such was the continuing anger that even as the pandemic spread in Iraq in 
February and March, people vowedvowed↗ to keep up their protest. Some protesters 
donned masks and mock biohazard suits, insisting, given the extent of the 
state’s lethal repression, that the government was more of a threat to them 
than the virus. Emergency restrictions imposed in response to the pandemic 
meant that the protests became smaller, but people maintainedmaintained↗ a protest 
presence, holding sit-ins in Baghdad’s central Tahrir Square. And of course the 
violence continued. In April a protest camp in Tahrir Square was attacked by a 
gang bearing machine guns, and in June an armed gang attacked an occupation 

in the same square and burned protesters’ tents. That same month, a protest 
in Basra was met with live ammunition and teargas, and arrested protesters 
were tortured in detention. 

Protests that mobilised against pandemic emergency rules and the economic 
impacts of these on people with low incomes were also responded to with 
excessive force. Live ammunition and teargas was used against protestsprotests↗ calling 
for the payment of delayed wages and a protestprotest↗ by government contract 
workers calling for permanent jobs. Arrests of activists, protest leaders and 
journalists and attacks and targeted killings by armed militia groups continued.

The first anniversaryfirst anniversary↗ of the upsurge of the mass protest movement, at the 
start of October, became another focal point for protests and attempts to 
suppress them. The authorities blocked roads to try to stop protesters from 
outside Baghdad entering the city, while a gang carrying petrol bombs roamed 
Tahrir Square as a threat to protesters. In defiance, people still took to the 
streets in several cities to insist that they would continue to protest until their 
demands for far-reaching change were met. Security forces stormed a sit-in 
in Tahrir Square and the main sit-in location in Basra city centre, where they 
burned the tents protesters had occupied. Two days later, however, protesters 
defiantly returned to the Basra sit-in, which continued in an uneasy stand-off 
between protesters and security forces. In November students protested to 
demand accountability for the many killings of protesters.

When people mobilised after the killingkilling↗ of two protesters following 
a resurgence of mass protests in Baghdad in July, the prime minister 
stated that he recognised that people have the right to protestright to protest↗. He 
promised justicepromised justice↗ following the killingkilling↗ of two young activists in Basra in 
August. But his continuing inability to stop the slaughter seemed evident.  
His proposal to put up statues in protest locations to honour those killed was 
dismissed by many as offering only insulting lip service. Prime Minister al-
Kadhimi also seemed to have little room for economic manoeuvre, with the 
pandemic’s economic impacts further compounding the country’s reliance on 
a slumping oil industry. During 2020 the government tried to both cut back on 
public staff spending and hired hundreds of more state employees to try to 
address unemployment, suggesting that there was not a plan to meet the deep 
needs, particularly among Iraq’s young people, for jobs and adequate public 
services.
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Determined to press home the need for change, protest leaders decided to 
challenge the murky world of Iraq’s electoral politics, launching a new political new political 
partyparty↗, the Imtidad Movement, in January 2021. The party aims to stand 
candidates in elections scheduled for June 2021, brought forward by Prime 
Minister al-Kadhimi from the initially planned 2022 date as a way of trying 
to acknowledge the demands for change. The violence mobilised against 
activists and protest leaders may well have had the aim of trying to stop such 
a development; following the announcement, a defamation campaign against 
those involved mobilised on Facebook. The people who have put themselves 
forward can expect to be targeted further. Unfortunately in Iraq, people who 
exercise their fundamental civic rights to seek change need to be very brave. 
They will keep striving for a country in which wanting to make society better 
does not entail risking such a heavy price.

Guatemala: public service 
cuts reversed
One of 2020’s biggest protests against public service cutbacks came in 
Guatemala in November, when thousands took to the streetstook to the streets↗ in response to 
congressional approval of a budget that saw cuts to education and healthcare 
spending, a staggering political response to a pandemic. The budget was 
approved with little transparency and minimal debate, and seemed clearly 
to signal an approach to post-pandemic recovery that prioritised private 
sector development, with all the associated opportunities for high-level 
corruption, rather than social welfare. With Guatemala already shocked by two 
hurricaneshurricanes↗ that destroyed tens of thousands of homes and much agricultural 
land, it seemed like the state was abandoning people.

Sandra Morán ReyesSandra Morán Reyes↗, a women’s and LGBTQI+ rights activist and former 
member of Congress, sees the budget announcement as a tipping point that 
brought people out to protest, including those who might not previously have 
joined protests:

The effects of the lack of attention to the impacts of the pandemic and 
of hurricanes Eta and Iota, which struck in October and November, 
were compounded by attacks on the officials of the Public Prosecutor’s 
Office who continue to fight against corruption. Discontent continued to 

A protester holds up a banner that reads ‘State for the people. Let’s defeat the mafias!’ 
during a demonstration at Constitution Square in Guatemala City on 5 December 2020. 
Photo by Josué Decavele/Getty Images
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accumulate until the early hours of November when Congress approved 
the national budget for 2021. It was a very high budget – the highest 
in the country’s history – and it included obvious pockets of corruption, 
especially in the area of infrastructure contracts, which is where the bulk 
of corruption takes place, but paid no attention to health and education, 
in the context of a pandemic. Budget cuts even affected the national 
nutrition programme, in a country that has a huge problem of child 
malnutrition.
That was the last straw. People who are not normally prone to protest 
– a professional chef, an artist, many well-known people in different 
fields – started writing on social media and expressing anger against this 
decision. That’s how the first demonstration was organised, and suddenly 
we were about 25,000 people out there, in the middle of a pandemic. No 
one foresaw such a massive protest, and yet it happened. 

The budget controversy brought to a head currents of anger that had long 
been present in Guatemala and expressed at least since 2015, when sustained sustained 
protestsprotests↗ led to the downfall and conviction of the president, after which 
the political and business elite quickly reorganised to protect its interests, 
resistingresisting↗ United Nations (UN)-backed efforts to end impunity for corruption.

From 2017 onwards, we started denouncing what we called the 
‘corrupt pact’ that brought together public officials, businesspeople 
and even church representatives in defence of their own interests. 
In 2015, after six months of sustained mass demonstrations, the 
president and vice president ended up in prison, but the governments 
that succeeded them ended up reaffirming the same old system.  
The government of President Jimmy Morales unilaterally ended the 
agreement with the International Commission against Impunity in 
Guatemala, and the current government led by President Alejandro 
Giammattei, following on from its predecessor, has made progress in 
controlling the judiciary, Congress and all state institutions in order to 
sustain corruption as a form of government.
The first anniversary of his government was 14 January 2021 and the levels 
of support it receives are extremely low. Congress also has little legitimacy, 
given the number of representatives who are part of the ‘corrupt pact’, 
which is large enough to hold an ordinary majority to pass legislation.

In a further indication of how impunity from corruption is perpetuated, when 
President Morales’ term came to an end in January, he was immediately sworn sworn 
inin↗ as a member of the Central American Parliament, in a move that seemed a 
clear attempt to ensure immunity from any potential prosecution on corruption 
charges. That decision also brought protests, which were met with pepper 
spray and detentions by security forces.

A protester holds up a poster reading ‘The police don’t take care of me’ during a 
demonstration held in November 2020 to demand the resignation of Guatemala's 
president. Photo by Josue Decavele/Getty Images
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The November protests mobilised in response to social media anger and calls 
for action, but they also built on the work done by social movements over 
several years, and were accompanied by vital actions of public solidarity in 
response to the pandemic. People contrasted the support they were able to 
provide each other with the lack of help they got from their government.

A new government was inaugurated in January, and soon after that we 
found ourselves locked up because of the pandemic. But by May or June 
some of our colleagues started to take to the streets again, partly to 
criticise the government’s attitude towards the needs of the population 
as the effects of the crisis generated by the pandemic began to be clearly 
seen. Suddenly white flagswhite flags↗ started to appear on the streets, on house 
doors and in the hands of people and families walking the streets or 
sitting in doorways. With the white flag people indicated that they did 
not have enough to eat, and solidarity actions began to take place, for 
instance in the form of soup kitchens, which did not previously exist in 
Guatemala. There was a great movement of solidarity among people. 
While organisations were busy attending to their own members, citizens 
made great efforts to provide person-to-person support. It became 
common for people to go out into the streets to give a little of what they 
had to those who needed it most. This was then repeated regarding those 
who were affected when hurricanes hit and lost everything.
At the state level, a lot of resources were approved to alleviate the effects 
of the pandemic, but these resources did not reach the people and the 
needs of the population remained unmet, so the question that people 
began to ask was, ‘where is the money?’
There were a series of calls through social media that appealed above all 
to the middle classes, but social movements and Indigenous authorities 
also made their calls. Indigenous authorities have played an increasingly 
important role in recent years, and in the context of this crisis they 
published a statement in which they proposed a governing council of the 
four main groups of peoples who make up Guatemala – Garífuna, Maya, 
Mestizo and Xinka – to pave the way for a constituent assembly. They have 
been visiting territories and working to form alliances, and this was the 
first time that they have made steps towards the national government, 
as for now they have only had authority within their territories. The role 

they have played is important because the oligarchy has always been 
afraid of an Indigenous uprising.
Four main actors mobilised: Indigenous peoples, women, young people 
and what are called ‘communities in resistance’ – local communities, 
generally led by women, who are resisting extractive mega-projects in 
their territories. The latest demonstrations also evidenced the results of 
the newly achieved unity of the university student movement: from 2015 
onwards, students from the public university of San Carlos de Guatemala 
marched together with those from the two private universities. This was 
a historical event that marked the return of organised university students 
to popular struggles.
The role of young people can also be seen within the feminist movement, 
as there are many young feminist movements. In particular, the Women 
in Movement collective, a very important expression of university-based 
feminists, stands out. Sexual diversity organisations have also been 
present, and have been very active in denouncing femicides and murders 
of LGBTQI+ people.
These groups were joined by a middle class made impoverished by the 
severe impact of the pandemic. There were many middle-class people, 
many white-collar workers and professionals, in the protests. Many 
people who did not belong to any Indigenous, student or women’s 
organisation or collective went out on their own, moved by the feeling 
of being fed up. Thus, the November protests were a reflection of both 
social organisation and citizen autonomy.

The state’s first response was one of violence, particularly when some protesters 
started fires. Videos circulated online showing officers beating protesters and 
dragging them away. Several people were reported injured, including with eye 
injuries, and dozens were reported detaineddetained↗, while attacks on journalists 
covering the protests were also reported. The excessive force was condemned 
by the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights (IACHR).

The demonstrations were initially peaceful, but already during the 
second one there was violence and repression. A small group set fire to 
the Congress building, an event that is still under investigation. This was 
used to justify the repression: teargas, beatings, arrests and detentions. 
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In another demonstration, people set fire to a bus. From our perspective, 
these acts of violence were instigated to justify the need for more police 
control over demonstrations and ultimately the repression of protests.

But protest pressure produced one quick win: approval of the budget was 
suspended. President Giammattei opened a dialogue involving civil society, 
although some of the CSOs invited to take part boycotted it, as they did not 
believe it to be a serious process. Protests continued, demanding more than 
the cancellation of the budget, including the resignation of key political leaders 
and serious action against corruption. Many called for a democratic process 
to develop a new constitution, as resulted in Chileresulted in Chile↗ due to mass protests in 
2019 (see this report’s chapter on democracy under the pandemic). Indigenous 
roadblock protests mobilised as part of this pressure.

Despite the fact that several sectors mobilised and many demands 
accumulated, there was an order to the protests’ petition list. 
Although each had its own demands, they all rallied around a few 
major ones. The key demand was that the president should veto the 
budget, since what triggered the mobilisation was the impudence of 
a Congress that made a budget that was clearly not to the benefit 
of the citizens of Guatemala but to their own, to feed corruption.  
The demonstrations were an immediate success in that regard, since a 
few days after the Congress building was burned, Congress backed down 
and annulled the budget it had previously approved. Along with the 
withdrawal of the budget, the protesters’ demand was the drafting of a 
new budget that would respond to the needs of the population, but this 
demand is still pending.
Following the repression of the protests, the resignation of the minister 
of the interior became a key demand, but this did not happen and this 
public official remains in office. The president’s resignation was also 
demandeddemanded↗ but did not take place.
Finally, the demand for a new constitution, which has been on the 
agenda of social movements for several years, was raised again. In 2015, 
during the big demonstrations that led to the resignation of the entire 
government, social movements assessed that corruption was not only 
the fault of some individuals, but more than that, we had a corrupt 
system and that therefore a change of system was needed. Indigenous 

and peasant organisations have their proposal for constitutional change, 
based on their demand of recognition of Indigenous peoples and the 
establishment of a plurinational state that would give them autonomy 
and decision-making power.
Other groups have more embryonic proposals. I was a member of 
Congress until January, and when I was still in Congress I worked with 
women’s organisations, thinking that this situation could arise and we 
had to be ready. We started the Movement of Women with Constituent 
Power to develop a proposal for a new constitution from the perspective 
of women in all our diversity.
We have a constitution that was drafted in 1985 and it has an important 
human rights component; it includes the office of the Ombudsman, 
which at the time was an innovation. But human rights are approached 
from an individual perspective; collective rights and peoples’ rights are 
absent, as are the rights of women and LGBTQI+ people. And so are the 
most advanced innovations in constitutional matters, such as the rights 
of nature. Ours is a political proposal for the emancipation of peoples, 
women and sexual diversity. It is based on the idea of an economy for life, 
which puts the community at the centre, and on a feminist economy that 
reorganises work and care tasks.

Indeed, rights challenges are enduring, including attacks on women’s rights 
and the rights of LGBTQI+ people (see this report’s chapter on challenging 
exclusion). And as in several other Latin American countries (see further 
below), Indigenous peoples’ rights defenders, who stand in the way of 
development projects that offer lucrative opportunities for corruption, faced 
grave threats throughout 2020. Attacks on human rights defenders increasedincreased↗ 
during the pandemic. In September the IACHR condemnedcondemned↗ the murders of 
and attacks on Indigenous and land rights defenders, stating that between June 
and August alone there had been eight killings, and reminded the government 
of its legal obligation to adopt a protection policy for human rights defenders. 
Among those killed was Medardo Alonzo LuceroMedardo Alonzo Lucero↗, who had opposed a mining 
company’s attempt to exploit Indigenous territory, and who was found dead 
showing signs of torture. Indigenous women’s rights defenders are subject to 
violence and threatsviolence and threats↗. President Giammattei’s unwillingness to respect and 
listen to Indigenous voices was made clear in July, when he interruptedinterrupted↗ an 
Indigenous leader’s speech and made insulting remarks.
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Indigenous citizen journalistsjournalists↗, journalists reporting on anti-corruption 
protests and environmental journalistsenvironmental journalists↗ were attacked, threatenedthreatened↗ and 
faced multiple smears, from both state and non-state sources. Journalists 
further encountered increased hostilityincreased hostility↗ from the president and government 
officials when reporting on the pandemic, and experienced restrictions in 
reporting on hospital conditions. Guatemala’s journalist association reportedreported↗ 
that 2020 was the most violent year for journalists since the period of military 
rule, with 149 documented cases of attacks and restrictions, including three 
deaths. The association pointed the finger directly at President Giammattei for 
encouraging a hostile climate towards the media.

In another move that seemed designed to suppress dissent, in February 
Congress approved a decree, hurriedly and with little debate, that would 
have given it sweeping powerssweeping powers↗ over CSOs. Fortunately the Supreme Court 
intervened to suspend the decree, despite President Giammattei saying that he 
would not back down. The decree, which would have imposed harsh penalties 
for vague offences and automatic cancellation of legal status in cases of a failure 
to update registration, as well as granting the state the power to force the 
closure of CSOs, is currently the subject of several legal challenges from CSOs 
and has been condemned as incompatible with the freedom of association by 
the UN Special Rapporteur on the rights to freedom of peaceful assembly and 
of association and the IACHR. These instances from 2020 indicate the scale of 
the reform challenge.

The protests will continue. The minister of finance is drawing up a new 
budget. It remains to be seen not only how much will be invested in health, 
education and economic revival, but also what they think ‘economic 
revival’ actually means. Until now the emphasis has always been on 
international private investment, which only generates opportunities for 
greater exploitation and mega-projects. The demands of rural populations, 
peasants and Indigenous peoples are going to continue to be expressed on 
the streets.
It will not take much to revive citizen protest, since after the November 
demonstrations the president made a series of promises that he has not kept. 

The anger at corruption, and a determination to replace a political system that 
is rotten to the core with something that speaks to the contemporary needs of 

Guatemala’s diverse peoples, will remain. Post-pandemic reconstruction should 
provide the opportunity, while examples such as Chile prove that protests can 
lead to breakthroughs. The obviously self-serving nature of the proposed post-
pandemic path and its failure to speak to people’s needs may just have pushed 
people in Guatemala past a point of no return.

People gather to protest against corruption on Guatemala City’s main square on 28 
November 2020. Photo by Daniele Volpe/Bloomberg via Getty Images
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Costa Rica and Uruguay: demands 
for economic alternatives and 
labour rights

Guatemalans were not alone. Country after country in Latin America saw 
people rise up to insist on their right to have a say in the economic decisions 
made by governments, call for alternatives to neoliberal economics and its 
austerity prescriptions and defend their labour rights.

When the government of Costa Rica struck a deal with the IMF to borrow US$1.75 
billion for its post-pandemic recovery plans in September, part of what it agreed 
to in return was to increase taxes. For many people, in an economy hit hard by 
the pandemic and with unemployment standing at 20 per cent20 per cent↗, the idea of tax 
rises was simply a step too far. Carlos Berríos SolórzanoCarlos Berríos Solórzano↗ of Asociación Agentes Asociación Agentes 
de Cambio-Nicaraguade Cambio-Nicaragua↗ (Association Agents of Change – Nicaragua) and Red Red 
PreviosPrevios↗ (Central American Youth Network) gives the background:

Costa Rica had not requested IMF financing for almost 20 years. The 
proposal would eventually entail a tax increase in a country where the 
cost of living is already high. In fact, recent public finance legislation had 
introduced a tax increase that made already high taxes even heavier.
In addition to an increase in income and property taxes, the proposedproposed↗ 
agreement with the IMF included new taxes on banking transactions and 
global income. It also proposed merging some public institutions and 
selling others, such as the Costa Rican International Bank and the National 
Spirits Factory.
The government announced its proposal unilaterally, without any 
consultation whatsoever, when a negotiation of such dimensions and with 
such implications by far exceeds the sphere of the economy and should be 
subjected to political negotiations with the participation of all major social 
forces. The consequences of reaching an agreement with the IMF must be 
subjected to public debate, which in this case initially did not take place.

Costa Rica had seen a major public sector workers’ strike in 20182018↗ over an 
earlier government attempt to introduce a package of neoliberal austerity 

measures, including benefit cuts and increased indirect taxation; the 
government reversed these after several days of strike action. In January 2020, 
the government moved to make such strikes harder in future, when it passed passed 
a lawa law↗ limiting the grounds on which people could take strike action, and 
preventing people working in roles categorised as essential from striking, while 
strikes deemed to be political were made illegal.

Regardless, huge protestsprotests↗ mobilised in response to the September 
announcement, characterised by roadblocks, and their impact was rapid. After 
three days of protests, the government reported that 33 roadblocks33 roadblocks↗ had 
been organised, obstructing access to key ports, airports and border crossing 
points. The government dropped the proposal.

Despite this, protests continued, having taken on a range of concerns. 
Protests represented diverse shades of opinion, including those opposed 
to any tax rises and those calling for the burden of taxation to shift 
onto large corporations rather than people who already had little.  
Even once the plans had been dropped, people called on the government 
to commit to not raising taxes in future. People called for no more austerity 
measures or privatisation, while others accused the government of wasteful 
spending and called for politicians’ pay to be cut. A range of groups was 
involved in the protests, including politicians opposed to the government, who 
set up the National Resistance Movement, but also labour unionslabour unions↗ and rural 
groups, many of which blocked roads in their locales and demanded action on 
their issues of concern. 

Mainly trade unions, working class people and public servants, as well as 
social and student movements, came out to protest. Their main demand 
was that the government suspend its proposal to request IMF financing 
and abandon the idea of privatising public companies and increasing the 
tax burden. Trade union organisations were faster than others to identify 
the impact of a financing agreement with the IMF on their agendas and 
their struggles.
Civil society denounced the executive’s intentions, warned of the 
consequences, worked to educate the public and to open debate, and 
supported mobilisation.
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As protests set in, some acts of violence broke out, with groups of protesters 
burning vehicles and security forces trying to break up protests with force. 
Violence flared during a march in the capital, San José, on 12 October. Some 
protesters threw rocks at police officers and the police used teargas against 
protesters. Elsewhere, a police car was reportedly set on fire. Both the 
government and some protest leaders agreed that violent gangsviolent gangs↗ linked 
to organised crime and drug trafficking had infiltrated the protests. The 
government also admitted that police officers had attended protests in plain plain 
clothesclothes↗, but denied that they had instigated violence.

In the wake of the protests the government instituted a multi-sectoral dialogue, 
similar to that offered following similar protests in Ecuador in 2019Ecuador in 2019↗, but 
some of those invited questioned whether the government was offering this in 
good faith, given that at the same time it brought criminal chargescriminal charges↗ against six 
National Resistance Movement leaders on grounds such as obstruction of public 
highways and illicit association, and also tried and failed to get a court ordercourt order↗ 
to prevent three of the leaders participating in any further protests. Given 
such suspicions, some politicians and unions said they would not take partnot take part↗ 
in the dialogue, while the National Resistance Movement was not invited. The 
first attempt to hold a dialogue failed, before the process finally beganbegan↗ on 
23 October. Agreement remained elusive, processes were characterised by a 
level of suspicion and the threat remained of an IMF deal being struck to which 
many were opposed.

Demonstrations continued, and in response to them the government 
made public its negotiating strategy with the IMF and opened its proposal 
to comments from all sectors. On 11 October, the government announced 
a national and local ‘social dialogue’, in which 25 representatives from 
various sections of society – business, labour, women, churches, university 
students, farmers and others – would submit their own proposals for 
resolving the economic crisis deepened by the pandemic. The questionquestion↗ 
posed was very specific: ‘How can we achieve a permanent improvement 
of at least 2.5 percentage points of the GDP in the central government’s 
primary deficit and a short-term decrease in the amount of public debt 
(of about eight percentage points of GDP), through a mix of revenue, 
expenditure and public debt management actions, in order to prevent 
the state from defaulting?’

Despite the intense process of dialogue with various sectors and the valuable 
contributions brought into this process, substantive demands have not been 
met, although according to the government they are being considered within 
the institutional framework in order to give them the attention they deserve.
The protests resumed precisely because the dialogue process showed 
no results and the authorities demonstrated little political will in terms of 
compliance. This was reflected in the announcement that the government 
would move forward with its funding request. Indeed, following the dialogue 
process, the executive remained firm in its proposal to request IMF financing. 
In retrospect, in view of these results, civil society assessed that the call for 
social dialogue had been nothing more than a demobilisation strategy.

Further protests on the government’s negotiations with the IMF followed, 
and at one such protest on 29 October, a journalist who was present to report 
on events and was displaying media ID was detaineddetained↗ as the police tried 
to prevent the demonstration. The government is evidently still suspicious 
of those who disagree with the direction it sees for Costa Rica. The country 
remains divided and characterised by deep distrust. Some people, including 
many rural communities, feel cut off from decision-making and not listened 
to by the government. Truly inclusive processes that bring everyone together 
to come up with some new answers that can win broad consensus are still 
needed.

While it is true that Costa Rica enjoys a robust institutional framework 
compared to its Central American neighbours, which has resulted in 
economic and social stability, it also continues to fail to address deep social 
inequalities in the country’s most vulnerable areas. Social problems are 
neglected because of a lack of political will and the existence of levels of 
corruption that, while not scandalous by international standards, permeate 
the country’s political and economic structures and allow the political class 
and the economic elite to collude and share the spoils of the state.
The protests highlighted unresolved structural problems in Costa Rica. They 
brought together unsatisfied immediate demands and structural problems 
related to the distribution of wealth, tax evasion by big business and the 
control of economic elites over the state apparatus, which materialises in 
the social inequality of migrants, Indigenous peoples, Afro-descendants and 
rural people.
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As in Costa Rica, in Uruguay during 2020 one area of civil society concern 
was the passing of a package of lawspackage of laws↗ that, among other things, will make 
it harder to strike or deploy the key protest tactic of blockading roads, and 
will give the police new powers to use force against protesters. The new laws 
could also potentially criminalise criticism of the policing of protests. The 
package of laws, which also included several neoliberal economic changes, 
including in relation to education and healthcare, was passed by Uruguay’s 
right-of-centre government of President Luis Lacalle Pou, who took office in 
March. The legislative package, containing almost 500 articles, was passed 
using a procedure provided in the constitution for the passing of urgent laws. 
Civil society complained that the new laws had been rushed through with little 
debate or scrutiny. They were passed in the face of mass protestsmass protests↗ and strikes, 
and demands to hold a referendum on the changes were ignored.

In NovemberNovember↗, more than 100 organisations, including unions and other CSOs, 
came together to keep up the pressure, forming a National Commission with 
a campaigncampaign↗ of collecting signatures for a petition to convene a referendum 
to repeal 135 troubling articlesarticles↗ of the legislative package. The bar is high, 
because in Uruguay 25 per cent of the electorate, some 680,000 people, need 
to back such a proposal before a referendum is held. As of February 2021, 
some 135,000 signatures had already been collected, and efforts will continue 
to recruit the support needed by the July 2021 deadline.

The protests against the hurried passing of the legislative package indicated the 
existence of a wider fault-line in Uruguay that continued to be seen through the 
year. In August, as the government’s budget was under debate, students’ and 
teachers’ unions mobilisedmobilised↗ thousands of people to protest against proposed 
education cuts, calling instead for greater investment in public education. And 
in September, the national trade union confederation, PIT-CNT, held a 24-hour 
general strikegeneral strike↗ against the government’s proposed cutbacks in education 
and healthcare spending. Again the callcall↗ was for a very different alternative 
economic approach, including for a guaranteed basic income.

As in Costa Rica, there is considerable division that has been left unresolved, 
and two very different sets of ideas about what Uruguay’s post-pandemic 
economy should look like.

Panama and Paraguay: 
cutbacks and corruption
In Panama too people protestedprotested↗ against government budget cutsbudget cuts↗ in 
education and healthcare, with students to the fore in October protests. 
The police response was one of excessive force, and at least six people were 
detaineddetained↗, including a journalist covering the protest, Juan Alberto Cajar, 
who reported that the police had used pepper spray against him and beat 
him, despite Cajar having clearly identified himself as a journalist. The police 
denied this, even though photo and video evidence confirmed it, and then 
doubled down on the repression by delaying Cajar’s release from detention 
and attempting to charge him for public disorder. The move brought civil 
society condemnation, before the police relented, dropping the charges and 
apologised to Cajar. Earlier, in September, studentsstudents↗ blocked a major road in 
the capital, Panama City, using burning tyres as a barricade, to protest against 
university budget cuts that would put the university’s plans for faculty of 
medicine at risk.

These protests came on top of multiple mobilisations in which people 
demanded pandemic relief and complained about slow and absent support, 
with government sources indicating that at least 57at least 57↗ such demonstrations 
were in the last two weeks of April and first week of May alone, in response 
to which the government provided digital vouchers to enable people to buy 
essential groceries. Protests against the lack of aid included a roadblock in the 
city of La Chorrera in April, to which the authorities responded by detaining 
42 people. When the economy started to reopen in June, unions protestedprotested↗ 
further at the lack of adequate measures to protect workers.

Paraguay saw a series of protestsprotests↗ over corruption and public sector cutbacks 
in June and July. Anger grew after reports of corruptioncorruption↗ in the procurement 
of medical equipment in response to the pandemic. In response people formed 
a series of vehicle convoysvehicle convoys↗, in which they sounded horns and flew banners 
from their vehicles, as a form of distanced protest. A range of civil society 
groups, including labour unions, was involvedinvolved↗ in the protests, in which people 
also expressed their disagreement with the government’s plans to privatise 
some key state agencies and alleged electricity overcharging.
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And then the months of October and November brought a second wave of 
protests, with mobilisations of rural and Indigenous social movements 
seeking pandemic support but also making further demands, including for 
land redistribution and social housing construction. In October, protesters 
set up campsset up camps↗ in central parts of the capital, Asunción. They vowed to stay 
until government leaders met them to discuss their demands for support in 
response to both the pandemic and drought, and also debt cancellation and 
the right to land.

Over a thousand protesters marched againmarched again↗ in November, calling for 
commitments the government had made on debt renegotiation for small 
famers, in response to the October protests, to be honoured. Their struggles 
will continue. Inequality in land ownership remains a controversial issue in 

Paraguay, where many smallholder farmers struggle to eke out a living and 
large-scale farming concerns engaged in intensive soybean production have 
advantages that were handed to them in the dictatorship era.

The levels of exclusion that campesinos (peasant people) face and the 
precariousness of rural life was made clear in December, when police violently 
evictedevicted↗ over 150 families from a campesino settlement in Caazapá province, 
and arrested and mistreated those who resisted. The background is one of 
growing hostilitygrowing hostility↗ towards and criminalisation of members of campesino, 
Indigenous, labour union and student movements, as evidenced by the 
baseless smear campaignsmear campaign↗ mounted against Alter Vida, a CSO that works with 
an Indigenous community threatened by ranchers and land grabbers, which 
was falsely accused of corruption and money laundering.

People in Asunción, Paraguay, demonstrate against corruption and over the mishandling of the pandemic on 7 March 2021. Photo by Luis Vera/Getty Images
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Tunisia: 10 years on 
from the ‘Arab Spring’
Lives remain hard for many in Tunisia, often lauded as the sole lasting success 
story of that great wave of mobilisation 10 years ago often referred to at the 
time as the ‘Arab Spring’. Libya, Syria and Yemen slid into deadly and ongoing 
conflict, authoritarianism was intensified in Bahrain and Egypt and demands 
for fundamental political change remain blocked not only in Iraq, as discussed 
above, but also, among other countries, in Algeria and Lebanon (see this 
report’s chapter on democracy under the pandemic). A decade after young 
fruit seller Mohamed Bouazizi set himself alight in protest at state repression 
and corruption, democratic practices have been sustained in Tunisia and 
backsliding towards authoritarianism resisted, thanks to concerted civil society civil society 
effortsefforts↗ to defend democratic freedoms.

But throughout 2020 and into 2021, discontent continued to fuel demands 
for economic change. Tunisia’s youthful population experience chronic 
unemployment. Worsening economic crisis under the pandemic has driven 
an exodusexodus↗ of refugees by sea, seeking a better life in Europe. For many, the 
social and economic problems that drove the revolution as much as a thirst for 
democracy have been neglected. Corruption remains a daily blight encountered 
by many. If political elites have been refreshed by the holding of elections, gulfs 
remainremain↗ between those elites and communities, particularly people far from 
the capital. 

In March, the pandemic lockdown prompted widespread protestsprotests↗, with 
people calling for the state to provide financial aid in recompense for their 
loss of essential income. Part of the government’s response was to detaindetain↗ 
bloggers who criticised government failures to ensure basic food supplies and 
provide financial aid to those worst affected. As Ramy KhouiliRamy Khouili↗ of the Tunisian Tunisian 
Association of Democratic WomenAssociation of Democratic Women↗ points out, the economic impacts of 
lockdown cut deep on women in particular:

Due to the economic crisis that came with the pandemic, many women 
lost their jobs, or are not getting paid. Many women in Tunisia work 
in the informal sector so they could not continue their work and were 
left without any income. This is affecting their ability to take care of 

themselves and their families. The situation is really alarming because 
domestic workers cannot work during lockdown and have no other source 
of income. Although the informal sector represents a large part of the 
economy, the relief measures adopted by the government only apply to 
the formal sector. In addition, government aid was given to families, but 
according to Tunisian law it is men who are the head of the family, so 
money goes mostly to men. In cases of conflict, violence or separation, 
women won’t have access to government aid.

An accelerating economic crisis as the year went on saw a further burgeoningburgeoning↗ 
of protests, mostly led by unemployed young people. Part of the state’s 
response was to seek to extend impunity for security force violence, with the 
introduction of a draft law, filled with vague terminology, extending immunity 
for security force officers and giving them broad permission to use firearms, 
up to and including lethal force. The discussion of the bill to parliament in 
October was greeted with protestsprotests↗, which were in turn met with security 
force violence, with several people beaten and detained. Women protesters 
were subjected to sexual assault and harassment, and people who expressed 
support for the protests online also faced police interrogation.

Violent protestsprotests↗ marked the transition to 2021 as young peopleyoung people↗ 
demonstrated in working-class suburbs of the capital, Tunis, and in other 
neighbourhoods experiencing economic strife. People called attention to the 
fact that they lacked the money even to buy essential foods. As protesters set 
off fireworks and threw stones in January 2021 protests, a heavily armoured 
police force responded with clouds of teargas. The death of a protester, 
Haykel RachdiHaykel Rachdi↗, reportedly after being struck with a teargas cannister, further 
angered protesters. As protests continued almost daily, protesters demandeddemanded↗ 
an end to police brutality and called for police reform to be enacted as part 
of the unfinished business of the revolution, repurposingrepurposing↗ slogans from the 
revolution 10 years ago. Continuing police impunity and a hardline approach to 
protest seemed incompatibleincompatible↗ with that revolution.

The state’s response to the protest kept providing further examples of brutality. 
The army was deployeddeployed↗ in several cities. At the time of writing some 1,600 1,600 
peoplepeople↗ were reported to have been arrested, many of them teenagers, and 
many of those arrested were detained in crowded and unsanitary conditions, 
and subjected to ill-treatment. Troublingly, security forces were accused of 
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specifically targeting LGBTQI+ protesters for arrest. Among them was Rania Rania 
AmdouniAmdouni↗, an artist and LGBQTI+ activist sentenced to six months in jail in 
March 2021 after taking part in protests.

The protests further fuelled ongoing political tussles between Tunisia’s 
president and prime minister, following September 2019 elections that 
resulted in a fragmented parliament. A new, fragile coalition government 
was agreedagreed↗ in February 2020, only to collapse in July after the largest 
party, Ennahdha, withdrewwithdrew↗ its support; 2020 was a year in which Tunisia 
had three prime ministers. In the wake of the January 2021 protests  
Prime Minister Hichem Mechichi reshuffled his cabinet, but promoted several 
people alleged to have been involved in corruption; President Kais Saied’s 
response was to reject those appointments, leaving a political stand-off. In 
February 2021, Ennahdha, which was backing the prime minister against the 
president, organised its own large-scale counter-protestcounter-protest↗, leading to fears 
that polarisation was setting in.

These political power struggles offered little that could speak to people’s 
economic anger, and rather seemed to signal how disconnected the political 
class had become from the daily strife people experience. Meanwhile, foreign 
lenders were demanding large spending cuts if they were to provide fresh loans 
towards a government with a deep budget deficit; if these were implemented, 
further mass protests would be guaranteed to follow.

Tunisia’s democracy remains under pressure, but part of its vulnerability comes 
from the siren voices of powerful politicians who want to suppress protests 
and repress dissent in the name of protecting political institutions. Political 
leaders must continue to recognise dissent as part of democracy, rather than 
act as thought formal democracy needs to be protected from dissent. Economic 
change has to follow. In any society, people will become disenchanted with 
the system if they cannot get jobs, their public services do not work and they 
cannot access the essentials of life. Ten years on, the eyes of the world will 
remain on Tunisia.

Ten years ago, people in Tunisia took part in a massive campaign of civil resistance leading to the ousting of a long-time dictator and a transition to democracy. Photo by Christopher Furlong/
Getty Images
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Indonesia: labour rights and 
environmental defence in the 
firing line

Demands for economic rights and environmental defence came together in 
Indonesia, where mass protests mobilised throughout 2020 against labour law 
changes. As in Uruguay, the Indonesian government passed a huge legislative 
package with far-reaching implications, and with very little discussion. The so-
called Job Creation Law, a wide-ranging omnibus law running to over 1,000 
pages, was positioned as an initiative that would make it easier for Indonesia 
to attract foreign investment. The biggest package of legislative changes in 
Indonesia for decades, it removed many regulations on land acquisition and 
use and environmental regulations and wiped away many labour protections. 
Labour unions pointed out that the law had been drafted without any 
consultation with them.

The government asserted that increased foreign investment would lead to 
more jobs, but the concern of those protesting, and as seen in other countries 
in the region that have liberalised and removed regulations, is that jobs will be 
low-paid and insecure, and it will become harder to demand better working 
conditions. Those protesting were not prepared to see themselves as a pool of 
contract workers available to be hired and fired at whim. Among the rights that 
people stood to lose, according to drafts of the law, were mandatory paid leave 
for childbirth, weddings and bereavements and menstrual leave for women, 
while maximum overtime hours were to be extended, sectoral minimum wages 
would be abolished and the mandatory severance pay to be paid by employers 
was to be reduced. The law therefore threatened to impact particularly severely 
on women workerswomen workers↗, who already face more precarious working conditions.

Concerns also focused on the new law’s apparent aim of removing 
environmental regulations, including a reduction of the need to undertake 
community consultation ahead of development, and changes to make it easier 
to acquire and change the use of land, including forested land. The potential 
seemed clear for the changes to drive an expansion of extractive industries 
and the development of rural lands, increasing climate-harming emissions, 
causing local environmental damage and impacting on the rights of affected 
communities. The law’s removal of regulationsremoval of regulations↗ on the coal industry and palm 

Workers take part in a protest against the Job Creation Law passed by parliament in Jakarta, 
Indonesia on 2 November 2020. Photo by Oscar Siagian/Getty Images
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oil biofuel use, and its lack of any reference to cleaner energy development, 
seemed clearly at odds with Indonesia’s commitments, as one of the world’s 
top 10 emitters, under the Paris Agreement. It threatened to reverse recent 
progress made in slowingslowing↗ the loss of forests, in a country that has shown 
itself not to be isolated from the impacts of climate change; the start of 2020 
saw the worst floodingflooding↗ in over a decade in the capital, Jakarta, with over 
60 people reported dead and thousands of homes destroyed or damaged. For 
CSOs working on environmental issues, the law would seem to reduce their 
opportunities to challenge environmentally damaging developments and 
exercise scrutiny over new projects.

Mass protestsMass protests↗ first mobilised against the new law in January, when labour 
unions worked together to bring thousands of people to the streets. Some of 
those taking part in protests reportedreported↗ that they experienced intimidation and 
harassment. But despite these dangers, as the year went on, the coalition of 
those opposed to the law grew, encompassing a variety of civil society groups 
and networks, including labour unions, environmental groups, Indigenous and 
land rights movements, faith networks and student organisations, along with 
many academics. Even a group of 35 international investors statedstated↗ that they 
feared the changes would not be consistent with international best practice.

Despite the strength of the opposition against it, the omnibus law was passedpassed↗ 
at short notice in a special, unscheduled parliamentary session held on 5 
October. While the government insisted that the economic downturn caused 
by the pandemic made the passing of the law more urgent, workers pointed 
out that they were already carrying a heavy burden because of the pandemic’s 
impacts that the changes were likely to make worse.

As the law was passed, police stopped people heading to parliament to 
protest, while unions announced an immediate strike. Strikes in Indonesia’s 
main industrial zones between 6 and 8 October saw thousands of young 
people and university students protest alongside striking workers. Around 
50,000 people50,000 people↗ protested in Jakarta, with mass protests in Indonesia’s other 
major cities. President Joko Widodo however refused to acknowledge the 
validity of any criticisms, belying the international reputation he has cultivated 
as a moderate and moderniser by falling back on a tactic commonly used by 
autocrats, claimingclaiming↗ that people had been mobilised by disinformation and 
social media hoaxes. Key civil society groups, including Nahdlatul Ulama, said 

to be the largest independent Islamic membership organisation in the world, 
and the Indonesian Trade Union Confederation, filed petitions against the new 
law with the Constitutional Court.

The state’s response to the October protests was one of excessive force and 
mass arrests. The police used teargas and water cannon, and there were 
hundreds of reports of alleged physical assault by security force officers. The 
Commission for Missing Persons and Victims of Violence (KontraS) reported 
that hundreds of people were also missing. The Indonesia Legal Aid Foundation 
reportedreported↗ that some of their members who were providing legal support to 
those arrested were beaten by the police; police officers were also reported to 
have attacked paramedics giving medical treatment to protesters and denied 
food to arrested protesters. In the city of BandungBandung↗, it was reported that 
security force officers beat, kicked and stripped protesters, and confiscated 
their personal property as they were arrested. There were reports of mass 
arrests at public transport stations and in universities. People trying to monitor 
protests were also arrested.

These brutal attacks on rights hardly came out of the blue, as those who 
stand up for labour and environmental rights of the kind being eroded by the 
omnibus law have long learned to expect a hostile response in Indonesia. In 
March three environmental activists involved in resisting a land grab from 
farmers by a private company were arrestedarrested↗ after going to Jakarta to meet 
with the National Human Rights Commission. The following month, Hermanus Hermanus 
Bin BisonBin Bison↗, an Indigenous farmer and environmental rights defender, died in 
custody after having been refused medical treatment. He had been arrested 
while protesting against a palm oil company by harvesting palm fruit from 
community land that the company is accused of having illegally acquired. 
The authorities had failedfailed↗ to take his worsening health condition seriously 
and kept him in a crowded cell. Numerous people were also chargedcharged↗ under 
criminal defamation laws for criticising the government’s pandemic response.

During the protests, there were also multiple reports of attacks on journalists, 
including police officers beating journalists who were shooting videos. On 
10 October, the Alliance of Independent Journalists statedstated↗ that at least 
28 journalists had reported experiencing police violence while covering the 
protests. Online freedom of expression suffered too. On 13 October, the police 
arrestedarrested↗ eight members of the Save Indonesia Coalition for their social 
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media reports in support of the protests. They were arrested on the grounds 
of spreading ‘hate speech’, under the Electronic Information and Transaction 
Law, a vague and broad-reaching law that has often been used against critics 
of the government in recent years. More arrests followed on 21 October, when 
seven managers of social media groups were also arrested and charged with 
provocation to commit criminal acts.

Evidently social media users were being blamed for incidences of protest 
violence, in which transport stops were set on fire. Seizing on these incidents, 
the security minister describeddescribed↗ the protests as ‘anarchist actions’, a slur 
echoed by senior police officials. The police seemed politically implicated in the 
suppression of protests and propagandising for the new law. An internal police 
directive came to lightcame to light↗ ordering the police to ‘cyber patrol’ social media, on 
the grounds of preventing crowds from gathering under the pandemic, with the 
aim of discouraging people from participating in protests, and to offer ‘counter 
narratives’ to criticism of the government.

After several days of protests, the Education and Culture Ministry circulatedcirculated↗ a 
letter calling on students not to take part in the protests, in a move criticised by 
education unions as government interference in educational independence and 
the culture of academic debate. Two union leaders also reportedreported↗ having been 
approached by police and intelligence officials prior to the protests in a bid to 
get them to limit the numbers of workers taking part. The picture, in short, 
was one of a government, having hurriedly passed a clearly unpopular law, 
making every effort to reduce the scale of protests and then repressing them 
when they happened at scale regardless. The government could reasonably be 
accused of seeking economic development at the expense of human rights, 
democratic dissent and environmental protection. If the international message 
was that Indonesia was open for business, then the question could reasonably 
be: at what cost?

When the dust settled, the law had been passed, and those who protested 
against it continue to campaign for decent labour conditions and respect for 
the environmental standards. The judicial review brought in response to the 
civil society lawsuit is proceeding, and unions committed to holding further 
protests to keep up the pressure. However, already there were reportsreports↗ 
that some companies had dismissed permanent staff and rehired them as 
contract workers.

Many will find it impossible to move on given the scale of violence and 
repression unleashed against the October protests. A report from KontraS 
at the year’s end suggestedsuggested↗ that 232 people had been injured and 4,555 
arrested. Amnesty International Indonesia’s monitoring suggested the 
violations had been even more extensive, documentingdocumenting↗ at least 411 people 
who had experienced police violence and 6,658 arrests. There has been little 
accountability over the police’s actions, and after a year when the spotlight 
fell on police brutality, not only in Indonesia but around the world, the many 
people who protested against environmental damage and the loss of their 
labour rights, in Indonesia and the many other countries in this report, know 
that they deserve better.

Students and workers protest against the Job Creation Law on 8 October 2020 in Bandung, 
West Java, Indonesia. Photo by Ulet Ifansasti/Getty Images
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As several of the above examples suggest, the frontline of seeking change 
and holding governments to account on economic and environmental issues 
begins with the many grassroots environmental, Indigenous and land rights 
defenders who are daily working to resist key sources of environmental harm 
and economic inequality: the activists against extractive industries, intrusive, 
damaging and unaccountable big development projects, corporate agriculture 
and other unsustainable practices that cause local environmental harm, 
contribute their emissions to climate crisis, impact on human rights at the 
community level and generate income not for local communities but distant 
companies.

Much of the work done by these human rights defenders lacks international 
recognition and connections are not made often enough between many 

of the large-scale climate mobilisations described below and the ongoing, 
often decades-long, stalwart work of people and groups who defend local 
environments, resist practices that degrade natural resources and model small-
scale, locally driven and sustainable alternatives that offer good stewardship of 
the local natural resources that communities rely on. These people and groups 
need more praise and more support, but they also need more protection, 
because they are endangered. To stand up against environmental damage is 
to stand in the way of the profit-seeking goals of big business and the political 
elites and corrupt law enforcement officials they are often enmeshed with. 
People who stand against webs of economic and political interests can pay with 
their lives. The heavy repression they face in numerous countries makes clear 
the size of the challenge that must be overcome, and the need for planet-wide 
solidarity.

DEMANDS FOR CLIMATE ACTION 
AND ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE

A group of Indigenous Qʼeqchiʼ women demand 'justice, truth and reparations' during an anti-government protest in Guatemala City on 10 December 2020. Photo by Josué Decavele/
Getty Images
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Grassroots environmental action: 
focus on Latin America 
In 2020 a cluster of Latin American countries exemplified the problems, 
including several of those described above along with many others. Honduras 
has long been recognised as one of the most dangerous countries in the 
world for environmental defenders, and sadly nothing happened in 2020 to 
belie that reputation. Leaders of campesino and Garífuna – Black Indigenous 
– movements came under violent attack throughout the year. In April, Iris Iris 
Argentina ÁlvarezArgentina Álvarez↗, a campesino collective leader, was killed during a violent 
eviction by private security officers working for a sugar companysugar company↗. She led 
a cooperative working on land recovery. In June, Antonio Bernárdez SuazoAntonio Bernárdez Suazo↗, 
a Garífuna rights defender, was found dead with bullet wounds and showing 
signs of torture. Young environmentalist Marvin Damián Castro Molina was 
found dead in July. He had reported fearing for his life.

Environmental rights activist Arnold Joaquín Morazán ErazoArnold Joaquín Morazán Erazo↗ was shot and 
killed in October. He was a member of an Indigenous Guapinol community who 
had been campaigning against a mining project that would adversely impact on 
the local environment, and particularly on water sources. The Guapinol water 
defenders have become subject to criminalisation, violence, intimidation, 
smearing and surveillance for standing in the way of the mining project. 
The killing came just before an important court hearing on the community’s 
complaint; another environmental defenderanother environmental defender↗ was killed just before an earlier 
court hearing in 2019; the intention to try to silence Guapinol voices in legal 
processes seemed clear. Meanwhile a group of eight water defenders are being 
held in detention as a result of a complaint filed by the Inversiones Los Pinares 
company, and judges have refusedrefused↗ to release them.

There was no let-up in the slaughter before the end of the year. In November, 
Laura Carolina Valentín DolmoLaura Carolina Valentín Dolmo↗, a young Garífuna defender, was found 
dead in a river, and then in December two more environmental defenderstwo more environmental defenders↗ 
were killed within days of each other. Félix Vásquez, leader of a rural workers’ 
union, was killed in front of his family by a group of masked assailants. He had 
campaigned against the local environmental impacts of extractive industries 
and, when he received death threats, asked for but did not receive protection. 
Indigenous leader José Adán Medina was then ambushed and shot dead. He 
had stood up to local loggers and landowners.

Alongside the killings there were numerous other threats. La Via Campesina, 
the international peasants’ movement, experienced a series of attacks on its 
offices in Honduras. In one such raid in February, data relating to its campaign 
against military-run agriculture projects was stolenstolen↗. In July, five Garífuna 
people were abductedabducted↗ by armed assailants wearing police uniforms; in 
response, Garífuna protesters blocked a highway in protest and demandeddemanded↗ 
the return of the five. Honduras also saw many protestsprotests↗ over lack of food 
under the pandemic lockdown, which were dispersed with excessive force, 
with the police using firearms and teargas.

While Costa Rica is a Central American country with a better record than 
Honduras when it comes to respect for human rights, environmental activism 
can be dangerous there too. In 2020. Costa Rica’s Indigenous people faced 
a series of attacks for defending their lands. In February, Jerhy RiveraJerhy Rivera↗, an 
Indigenous leader who had defended his community’s land, was killed by an 
armed group of land invaders. He had previously been subject to violence and 

Indigenous protesters gather outside Brazil’s Supreme Court in Brasilia in February 2020 to 
assert their rights over their lands. Photo by Andressa Anholete/Getty Images
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Imagine being in prison? The ‘crime’? Speaking 
up and standing for what you believe in. CIVICUS 
is sharing the stories of people behind bars and 
urging people to call on governments to protect 
rights, uphold justice and stop harassing and 
imprisoning human rights defenders across the 
globe. Human rights defenders are asking you to 
#StandAsMyWitness.

The Guapinol Water Defenders tell their story:

We are the Guapinol Water Defenders. We 
are Porfirio Sorto Cedillo, José Avelino Cedillo, 
Orbin Naún Hernández, Kevin Alejandro 
Romero, Arnold Javier Aleman, Ever Alexander 
Cedillo, Daniel Márquez and Jeremías Martínez 
Díaz, Defenders of Tocoa, in the northern 
region of Honduras. We are being charged with 
arson and unlawful deprivation of liberty. We 
were protesting against the implementation 
of a mining project in the protected Carlos 

Escalares area that would endanger fresh 
water sources in the region.

In September 2018, private security guards 
hired by the mining company, Inversiones 
Los Pinares, attempted to evict the peaceful 
protester’s camp set up in defence of fresh 
water located in the community of Guapinol. 
As a result, a young protester was seriously 
injured and 32 community members were 
criminalised while security guards have not 
been investigated. We have been in pre-trial 
detention since September 2019 and were 
held for several months in a maximum-security 
prison. Some of us have pre-existing conditions, 
such as hypertension and asthma, making us 
particularly vulnerable during the pandemic.

All possible legal measures have been taken in 
our favour in Honduras. The Supreme Court of 
Justice rejected a writ of habeas corpus filed 
on our behalf in March 2020 and the Court of 
Appeals has refused to grant a new hearing to 
review the measures imputed against us or to 
resolve the three appeals that have been filed 
that could set us free. Threats and intimidations 
against land and water defenders in the Tocoa 
region continue. To date, the mining company, 
Inversiones Los Pinares, is operating without 
the consent of local communities that have 
voiced their disagreement with the project.

Take action. Call for the Guapinol 
Water Defenders’ release↗

Stand As My Witness

The Guapinol Water Defenders
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been granted precautionary measures by the IACHR. That same month another 
Indigenous leader was shot in the leg, and then his attacker was quickly set 
free. People protested outside the presidential house to demand justice, but 
the violence continued. The land of Indigenous land defender Pablo Sibar was 
subjected to multiple arson attacksmultiple arson attacks↗ in March and others reported receiving 
death threats. July saw a series of violent attacksviolent attacks↗ against the Bribri, Brörán 
and Maleku Indigenous communities, in response to Indigenous people 
resettling and restoring ancestral lands.

Brazil’s activists for environmental and Indigenous rights could expect little 
protection from their climate-denying government. In June, two Indigenous two Indigenous 
Yanomami peopleYanomami people↗ of the Xaruma community were killed by illegal 
goldminers. Movement of illegal goldminers into Indigenous communities 
also helped spread COVID-19 in those communities. As the pandemic swept swept 
throughthrough↗ Indigenous communities, and with little government support, 
older people were vulnerable, raising the fear that a generation of Indigenous 
leaders would be lost, and with them much precious Indigenous knowledge. 
The future seemed at risk too, with the deaths of several childrenchildren↗. In 
response to the role illegal miners played in spreading the virus, Yanomami 
organisations launched a campaign, Miners Out, Covid OutMiners Out, Covid Out↗. Following this, 
the IACHR granted a precautionary measureprecautionary measure↗ calling on the government of 
Brazil to uphold the rights of the Yanomami community and protect them from 
COVID-19 risks, including those caused by illegal miners.

Despite this, the administration of President Jair Bolsonaro continued to do 
everything it could to make life hard for those seeking to defend the environment 
and protect land from exploitation. In August, the government even moved to 
deny such voices an international platform, when it reportedly vetoedvetoed↗ the 
participation of Indigenous leader Nara Baré in a meeting on Indigenous peoples 
of the Organisation of American States (OAS). Baré, who heads the Coordination 
of Indigenous Organisations of the Brazilian Amazon, had been invited to speak 
on the impact of the pandemic on Indigenous peoples. According to reports, 
Brazil’s ambassador to the OAS requested that Baré be disinvited even though 
her participation had been confirmed. In another ominous move, in November 
it was reported that the government was in discussions about introducing a 
new regulatory frameworkregulatory framework↗ to give it tighter control over CSOs operating in 
the Amazon region, although the government subsequently appeared to pull 
back from this following a backlashbacklash↗ by European Union (EU) parliamentarians. 

The Brazilian government’s commitment to climate denial even resulted in the 
sackingsacking↗ of yet another national space agency senior official, for giving the 
government the deforestation data it preferred to deny.

Colombia saw a surge in killingssurge in killings↗ of environmental defenders, Indigenous 
leaders, trade unionists and community leaders in 2020 as rival groups 
tussled violently to claim territory previously controlled by the Revolutionary 
Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) and now seen as up for grabs following the 
2016 peace deal between FARC and the government of Colombia, which the 
government has largely failedfailed↗ to implement. The statistics are staggering. 
According to one reportreport↗, in 2020 there were 90 massacres with 383 victims, 
and a further 310 social leaders and 64 ex-combatants murdered. Some 53 per 
cent of all cases of killings of human rights defenders worldwide in 2020, as 
documenteddocumented↗ by Front Line Defenders, were in Colombia. 

The situation worsened under pandemic lockdown, which saw an increase in 
attacksattacks↗ on Indigenous people, ethnic minorities and human rights defenders, 
as the state of emergency offered apparent impunity for killings and armed 
groups imposedimposed↗ their own, brutal pandemic control regimes. Some meetings 
of the national protection mechanism for people at risk were suspended due to 
the pandemic and people at risk faced heightened dangerheightened danger↗ because they were 
forced to stay at home or were no longer able to follow security advice to vary 
their movements as a way of avoiding attack. A mere two-week span in August 
saw at least 39 peopleat least 39 people↗ killed in seven different incidents. Many of those 
killed had defended local environments against incursion and degradation. 
Many communities were losing their leaderslosing their leaders↗, those who had spearheaded 
struggles for rights.

People expressed their angerexpressed their anger↗ at this dire state of affairs on 21 September 
2020, when thousands of Indigenous and Afro-descendant people, along with 
workers, teachers and students, took part in a national strikenational strike↗ to protest 
against the government. Protesters demanded an end to the assassinations, 
massacres, armed conflict and police repression, and called for action on 
rising unemployment. The strike was called by a coalition of CSOs, including 
trade unions. A further strikefurther strike↗ was held on 19 November. Over several days 
of actions, protests were held in the capital, Bogotá, in other cities, including 
Barranquilla, Cali, Cartagena, Medellín, Valledupar and Villavicencio, and in the 
rural communities of the CatatumboCatatumbo↗ on Colombia’s border with Venezuela. 
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While the scenario was undoubtedly bleak for many of Latin America’s 
defenders, with Guatemala (see above) offering another hotspot of repression, 
there were also events that showed the value and necessity of the work 
of activists on the frontline. In the northern Peruvian Amazon, following 
fierce resistance from the Achuar People of the Pastaza and the Wampis 
Nation, the Chile-based oil company GeoPark announced in July that it  
would withdrawwithdraw↗ from the region. The decision was the result of years of 
Indigenous people’s campaigningcampaigning↗ and acts of resistance. The Autonomous 

Territorial Government of the Wampis Nation and the Federation of the Achuar 
Nationality of Peru both opposed GeoPark’s activities due to serious concerns 
about potential environmental impacts, the threat to their collective rights and 
the social tensions generated by having the company in their communities.  
The Achuar and Wampis peoples consider themselves the best custodians of 
the five million acres of Amazon rainforest that are their ancestral territories, 
and will remain vigilant in the face of likely further attempts to exploit 
their land.

Members of the Indigenous guard take part in a demonstration in Bogotá, Colombia during the general strike against social and economic policies on 21 October 2020. Photo by Diego 
Cuevas/Vizzor Image/Getty Images
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Indigenous people take part in a bus caravan in Bogotá, Colombia during the general strike on 21 October 2020. Photo by Guillermo Legaria/Getty Images
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In November 2020, Mexico became the 11th country to ratify the Escazú Agreement 
– the Regional Agreement on Access to Information, Public Participation and Access 
to Justice in Environmental Matters in Latin America and the Caribbean – triggering 
the clause that determined its entry into force in February 2021. Negotiations 
towards the Agreement on environmental rights had begun in 2015, and it had 
finally been adopted in 2018, in the Costa Rican town of Escazú, after extensive 
civil society involvement that ensured the inclusion of ambitious commitments 
on prior informed consent from affected communities and the protection of 
environmental human rights defenders under threat. Escazú is the firstfirst↗ binding 
regional environmental treaty and the first in the world that includes provisions 
about human rights defenders in environmental matters (see this report’s chapter 
about civil society action in the international arena).

The years following the adoption of the Escazú Agreement saw sustained civil 
society engagement to pressure respective governments to ratify it. Twenty-four 
of the region’s 33 countries took at least the first step of signing the treaty; some 
countries that had taken part in the negotiations – including Honduras, with its 
particularly horrendous record on environmental human rights defenders – did not 
sign it. In 2019, GuyanaGuyana↗ was the first to ratify, in April, followed by BoliviaBolivia↗ in June 
and St Kitts and Nevis, St Vincent and the Grenadines and UruguayUruguay↗ in September. 
Six countries ratified in 2020, often following insistent civil society advocacy: 
EcuadorEcuador↗ did so in February, Antigua and Barbuda, Nicaragua and PanamaAntigua and Barbuda, Nicaragua and Panama↗ in 
March, and ArgentinaArgentina↗ and MexicoMexico↗ followed suit in September and November.

In Peru, however, the civil society campaign did not yield the hoped-for result. 
In October, before Mexico’s ratification, Peruvian civil society expected that their 
country would be the one to ratify and trigger the Agreement’s entry into force. 
But on 20 October, the Peruvian Congress’s Foreign Affairs Commission rejected 
the ratification bill, killing it before it could even proceed to a full debate. While 
environmental CSOs energetically campaignedcampaigned↗ for ratification, powerful economic 
interests actively voiced their oppositionopposition↗. Interest groups such as the National 
Confederation of Private Business Institutions, the Exporters’ Association and the 

Lima Chamber of Commerce expressed concerns about the Agreement, which 
they characterised as excessively impinging on Peru’s sovereignty, impacting on 
investments and increasing bureaucracy and costs. These arguments from business 
were repeated verbatim by legislators during the congressional session. CSOs and 
politicians who supported ratification agreed that the failure to ratify the Agreement 
was the result of a very successful disinformation campaign orchestrated by those 
whose economic interests are served by existing minimal constraints.

Another country that raised controversy by refusing to ratify the Agreement 
was ChileChile↗, which under its previous government had led the Agreement’s 
negotiation process. The Chilean Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Ministry of the 
Environment now claimed that the Agreement was unacceptable on the grounds 
that it contained ‘ambiguous’ obligations that could create legal uncertainty and 
expose the country to international lawsuits. The government also repeated a 
claim that had been made in Peru, along the lines that its existing environmental 
rights laws were already adequate, a position that might be expected to lead to 
support ratification, since the government would have nothing to fear. Similarly 
in El SalvadorEl Salvador↗, despite civil society advocacyadvocacy↗, President Nayib Bukele rejected 
ratification by objecting to some clauses that he characterised as not appropriate 
to his country.

In HondurasHonduras↗, CSOs such as the Honduran Social Forum on Foreign Debt and 
Development and the Honduran Environmental Law Institute (IDAMHO), alongside 
dozens of grassroots organisations, continued to advocate for their government 
to start engaging with the Agreement. An IDAMHO lawyer recognisedrecognised↗ that the 
ratification of the agreement would not be a magical solution to the problems 
faced by groups such as Guapinol water defenders (see above); even if the 
Agreement were eventually ratified, much work would still need to be done to 
inform communities about it and their rights under it. But first, in the face of high 
private sector influence and the government’s evident lack of interest, it will fall 
on Honduran CSOs and environmental defenders to keep up the pressure on the 
government to sign, ratify and implement the Escazú Agreement.

Escazú Agreement: a regional struggle, one country at a time
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Focus on South-East Asia

As is clear, Latin America remains a region of great danger for people who 
defend their local environment, but it is not the only part of the world in which 
the risks are high. South-East Asia is sadly another.

The authoritarian government of one-party-state Laos brooks little criticism 
over its programme of dam development, backed by China, as it seeks to exploit 
its position on the Mekong river to sell electricity to neighbouring countries. 
Hydroelectric power can offer a less climate-harming alternative to coal and 
oil-fuelled electricity generation and so be positioned as a response to climate 
change. But when such projects are in the hands of undemocratic states where 
civil society cannot advocate for good practice and scrutinise decisions, they 
can have profoundly negative impacts on human rights. The experience of Laos 
shows that action on climate change must be action that realises rights and 
enables people to act to help protect their environment.

The communities who live along the river pay the price of dam development, 
through displacement, impacts on the environment and the local resources 
such as fishing that they rely on, and risk of exposure to disaster. A catastrophic 
dam collapse in July 2018July 2018↗ vividly demonstrated the risk people face. To this 
day it is unclear how many died, since it was impossible to ask questions of 
the government or hold it to account, and after a brief pause the government 
pressed ahead with its programme of dam building. Demands for justice remain 
thwarted and at least one activist who questioned the government on its 
response to the dam collapse lingers in jail. While the rebuilt dam is now active 
and producing electricity that is sold to Thailand, people displaceddisplaced↗ by the 
disaster remain in temporary housing, have not been adequately compensated 
and struggle to obtain even the essentials of living.

In May it was reportedreported↗ that yet another huge dam project was under way, 
without the community affected being consulted. Amidst a climate of fear and fear and 
censorshipcensorship↗, people in Laos have next to no spaces available to express their 
concerns, but civil society in neighbouring Thailand, where pro-democracy 
protests are repressed (see this report’s chapter on democracy under the 
pandemic) but environmental protests are often more tolerated, mobilised in in 
oppositionopposition↗ to the dam’s likely environmental impacts. A further sign of the 
challenge for environmental and land rights activists came in March, when two 

people were detained for shooting a video showing the police engaged in land land 
grabbinggrabbing↗ on behalf of the state, clearing communally owned agriculture land 
for development, which is an ongoing state practice. The two were subjected 
to ‘re-education’ and the authorities continued to ignore the appeals of the 
affected villagers: when a delegation of 10 families attempted to petition the 
prime minister, they were told to go home and stop making trouble.

The level of repression in Laos meant that those who took part in a rare online online 
protestprotest↗ in October had to be very brave. Evidently inspired by the protests 
demanding democracy in Thailand, people in Laos used the satirical ‘if Lao 
politics was good’ hashtag on Twitter to call attention to their frustrationsfrustrations↗ 
about natural resource exploitation, along with corruption, misgovernance, 
lack of democracy, poverty and economic inequality.

It is a similar situation in Vietnam, which like Laos is a one-party state 
where the ruling party strongly restricts the freedom of expression, 
including online expression, and ruling party and army figures are tightly 
enmeshed in big economic development projects that come with major 
environmental impacts. In recent years, several prominent bloggers 
have been jailed for calling out the environment repercussions of these 
state-led projects. In January, in Dong Tam village the police carried 
out an operation against residents who had been protesting against 
the granting of a lease of land to a military-owned telecoms company.  
The police reportedreported↗ that they had experienced violence, and in the violent 
clashes three police officers and the village leader, Le Dinh Kinh, were killed. 
Dozens of people were arrested and held incommunicado. The authorities 
tried to impose a blanket of silence to prevent the villagers’ version of events 
circulating, intimidating bloggers and mobilising an army of online agents to 
post a flood of supportive messages about the government’s response, along 
with sharing false confessions purporting to come from the villagers. The 
government’s online army also made mass complaints to Facebook to get the 
profiles of critical voices suspended. Several people were arrested for social 
media posts on the issue. The authorities even froze the bank account of an 
activist who collected donations to support Le Dinh Kinh’s family. Despite these 
efforts to promote the government’s story, footage of Le Dinh Kinh’s widow, 
Du Thi Thanh, surfaced, in which she said she had been severely beaten and 
forced to make a false statement about the attack, while others reported that 
the villagers had first been attacked by the police. 
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In neighbouring Cambodia, activists for environmental and land rights also 
come up against economic forces that are tightly linked with the ruling party 
and the world’s longest-serving prime minister, Hun Sen, who has held office 
for over 36 years, making Cambodia a de facto one-party state. Like Laos and 
Vietnam, Cambodia’s closed civic space, in which dissent is highly repressed 
and the media is tightly policedtightly policed↗, makes it hard to take a stance against 
projects that are in the interests of government members. Local land rights 
and human rights groups revealed in July that a planned massive development 
of a new suburb of the capital, Phnom Pen, would destroydestroy↗ crucial wetlands, 
leading to the eviction of hundreds of families and significantly increasing the 
risk of flooding for Phnom Pen residents. Close allies of Hun Sen, including at 
least one member of his family, are involved in the project, with some having 
leased parcels of land vital to the development that were made available by 
the government.

In September, three members of the environmental CSO Mother Nature 
Cambodia were detaineddetained↗ while planning a peaceful march to protest 
against the filling in of a lake as part of this project, and held in detention 
with bail denied, potentially facing two-year jail sentencestwo-year jail sentences↗ on grounds of 
‘incitement to cause societal chaos’. The government has accusedaccused↗ Mother 
Nature Cambodia of working to promote instability and social unrest and has 
smearedsmeared↗ it as being an ‘unauthorised organisation’, falling foul of Cambodia’s 
deliberately complex and vague CSO laws.

In another incident, in March, four environmental activists were beaten by 
private security guards and arrestedarrested↗ for trespassing on the grounds of a 
South Korean company operating in Cambodia that was, they claimed, engaged 
in illegal logging. In December, Sok Oudom, manager of a radio station and 
website, receivedreceived↗ a 20-month jail sentence in retaliation for posting a 
Facebook livestream in May showing members of a rural community defending 
land that had been assigned to them from military takeover.

In all of the above cases, environmental, Indigenous and land rights defenders 
were targeted because they dared take on powerful economic interests. They 
confronted a globally dominant economic model that offers financial reward 
in exchange for extraction and environmental destruction; one that places no 
value on environmental resources other than the profit that can be obtained 
from their use. As part of the model, it seems that a certain amount of human 

deaths, particularly of those who defend rights, is viewed as an acceptable cost. 
It is hard to see how serious action on climate crisis, and the preservation of 
community resources that have a value beyond their price, can come without 
changing that model.

Climate action: more necessary 
than ever
Asserting alternatives on city streets were the many climate activists who have 
taken up the cause in recent years. Pre-pandemic, their hopes were that 2020 
would prove to be a breakthrough year for climate action. As it happened, the 
pandemic deflected attention away from the urgent need to reverse climate 
harm. But the evidence continued to pile up about just how urgent the 
situation was. One impact of emergency measures and economic slowdown 
was a temporary fall in carbon dioxide emissions, but emphasising the scale of 
the challenge, in November the World Meteorological Organization reportedreported↗ 
that greenhouse gas concentrations had hardly been dented. 2020 was the 
joint hottest yearjoint hottest year↗ on record. Lockdowns were not the right kind of radical 
and sustained action that the climate crisis needs. The pandemic even came 
with its own environmentally damaging side effect in the form of an avalanche 
of protective plastic waste.

The need for urgent action had been signalled at the year’s start, when 
bushfires in Australia were estimated to have killed at least 34 people and killed 
or displaced almost three billion animalsthree billion animals↗. A majority of Australians were 
exposed to the smoke, which spread as far as Argentina. The pandemic year was 
also a year of fires, including in regions that had not seen wildfires beforebefore↗. 
Russia’s Siberian heatwave in the early months of 2020, which led to forest 
fires in a region famed for its cold climate, would, research suggested, have 
been almost impossiblealmost impossible↗ without climate change. In August, Brazil saw the 
worst startworst start↗ to its annual Amazon fire season in a decade, while the Pantanal 
wetland, on Brazil’s border with Bolivia, experienced its worst firesworst fires↗ in over 
two decades. That same month, China saw its worst floodsworst floods↗ in decades, forcing 
100,000 people to be evacuated. The records just kept tumbling as extreme 
weather events, once rare, now risked becoming the norm. By September, the 
US authorities had run out of namesrun out of names↗ for hurricanes, having worked their way 
through the alphabet. In September and October, Arctic sea icesea ice↗ shrunk to its 
lowest-ever recorded levels.
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While the pandemic prompted some renewed questioning of our relationship 
with the natural world, given the zoonotic nature of the virus, it also came 
with the fear that the economic recovery paths states would pursue would 
be unsustainable and carbon-intensive. Having taken emergency action on 
the pandemic, states might now be less prepared to follow up by treating 
climate change as the emergency it is. As countries seek to bounce out of 
the emergency into rapid recovery, there seems to be little current evidence 
that they are intending to do so through ‘green new deal’ style approaches 
that promote sustainable jobs, industries and energy. In response to protest 
pressure, a raft of powerful states, including Denmark, France, Japan, New 

Zealand, South Korea and the UK, declared their commitment to become net 
carbon neutral by 2050, but in 2021, most states are acting as if they think 
they can wait a while to get started on it. The commitments governments had 
made – in the Paris Agreement, declarations of climate emergency and net zero 
carbon plans – were belied by the actions governments took – in building new 
pipelines and bigger roads, pushing ahead with coal, oil and gas projects, and 
subsidising airlines through the pandemic.

As vaccinations are rolled out, at least in wealthier countries, another danger is 
that affluent sections of populations may travel and consume like never before. 
The measures the world needs to combat climate catastrophe might become 
wrongly associated in the minds of at least some people with the miseries 
of lockdown. As a result, it may become harder to build out from changes in 
individual behaviours to mobilising collective pressure on governments and big 
business, as climate movements have done successfully. At the international 
level, the postponement of the COP26 climate summit meant a year has been 
lost, and there are not many more years left in which to act. 

More positively, many remain convinced of the need for action. At the start of 
2021, the largest-ever opinion pollopinion poll↗ on climate change found that two-thirds 
of people recognise climate change as a global emergency. Conducted by the 
UN Development Programme and involving 1.2 million people in 50 countries, 
the poll showed that people in all age groups agree that climate change is a 
global emergency, and young people overwhelmingly do so. An earlier pollearlier poll↗ 
in major European economies showed that many people said their support for 
action to meet climate commitments had increased during the pandemic. The 
potential for the pandemic to offer a chance to pause for thought and change 
course was there.

In July, climate pioneer Greta Thunberg won recognition for her inspiring role 
in climate action with the award of the Gulbenkian Prize for HumanityGulbenkian Prize for Humanity↗. She 
pledged to donate the €1 million (approx. US$1.2 million) award to frontline 
action to protect the environment and fight the climate crisis, particularly in 
the global south. But in August she said that the world’s leaders had wastedwasted↗ 
the two years since she started her solo school strike. Throughout the year 
people continued to try to keep up the pressure for action, urging that no more 
years be wasted, taking action in any way they could. The multitudes who 
protested in 2019 had not given up their commitment to climate justice. 

Activists rally for climate action in Sydney, Australia, on 10 January 2020, as fires rage across 
large parts of Australia. Photo by Brendon Thorne/Bloomberg via Getty Images
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Under the pandemic climate action continued through a range of means, 
including campaigning, advocacy, litigation, engagement with international 
bodies, online protests, solo and distanced protests, mass protests when and 
where possible and civil disobedience and non-violent direct action, and in 
multi-stranded responses that connected these varied forms of action. In many 
mobilisations, those taking action included young activists involved in school 
strikes under the Fridays for Future banner, activists from the diffuse Extinction 
Rebellion (XR) movement and people associated with long-established 
movements and CSOs, such as Greenpeace and a raft of national and local 
environmental CSOs. Many actions mobilised under the XR banner since it is 
a devolved campaign that encourages people to form their own movements; 
anyone can act under the name of XR and use XR symbols if they commitcommit↗ to 
the three XR goals of calling on governments to declare a climate emergency, 
cut emissions and halt biodiversity loss, and set up citizens assemblies, and 
adopt its 10 organising principles, which include non-violence, inclusion and 
non-hierarchy. 

Under this variety of banners and often on their own initiative, time and 
again activists exposed the vast gaps between their governments’ words 
and actions on the climate, and the climate-harming activities of large, often 
transnational, corporations. And while their efforts encountered pushback 
and sometimes repression from state authorities, they also achieved some 
significant breakthroughs. It can be guaranteed that whenever and wherever 
mass gatherings are allowed again people will reassemble in great numbers to 
keep up the pressure for climate action.

Action on fossil fuel industries

Many of the advocacy efforts understandably focused on the fossil fuel 
giants that are at the leading edge of climate harm, with 20 oil, gas and coal 
corporations – both private sector and state-owned – responsible for over a over a 
thirdthird↗ of all carbon emissions. Advocacy took on both the industries and those 
who finance extraction, including banks and states.

Kenyan activists won a historic victory against the coal industry when, in 
November, a Chinese bank, the Industrial Commercial Bank of China, pulled pulled 
outout↗ of financing a proposed coal-fired energy plant. A coalitioncoalition↗ of advocacy 
groups had mounted a dogged campaign of resistance against the plan to build 
the climate-harming facility on the island of Lamu, a major tourist attraction 
and a UNESCO world heritage site. As a result of this advocacy, the plant’s 
environmental licence had already been cancelled in 2019, on the grounds 
that there had been a lack of public participation, as required by Kenya’s 
environmental law.

Thousands of Kenyan protesters also took to the streets in September to 
demand action on climate change and the retention of the country’s tough 
controls on plastic waste. In 2017, Kenya imposed the world’s strictest ban 
on the use, manufacturing and import of plastic bags, after plastic waste 
supposedly imported for recycling piled up in Kenyan cities; this was seen 
as a breakthrough for efforts to reverse the flow of harmful waste to African 
countries. But during 2020, big US oil companies, members of the American 
Chemistry Council, lobbiedlobbied↗ the US government to push for a reversal of the 
ban as part of trade talks with Kenya. Activists urgedurged↗ their government to 
resist the pressure, so far successfully.

Swedish climate activist Greta Thunberg holds up a sign that reads ‘School strike for 
climate’ at a climate protest in Lausanne, Switzerland, on 17 January 2020. Photo by Ronald 
Patrick/Getty Images
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Japan was one of the many countries that in 2020 experienced the impacts 
of once extreme weather events that are becoming more normal under 
climate change. In July, the heaviest rainsheaviest rains↗ on record lashed the southern 
island of Kyushu, leading to flooding that left at least 77 people dead. But 
in 2020, campaigners were able to strike a blow against the coal industry. 
In March, environmental groups protestedprotested↗ against the Mizuho Funding 
Group over its investments in coal, gathering outside its Tokyo headquarters, 
paying for a full-page advert in the Financial Times and sharing the hashtag 
#ChangeMizuhoChangeWorld. Civil society pointed out that Mizuho was one of 
the world’s biggest financiers of coal-based power plant construction. Alongside 
protests, activism took the form of a shareholder resolution, submitted in 
March, calling on the bank to outline a plan and targets to align with the 
Paris Agreement. This was the first time that shareholders of a publicly traded 
Japanese company had submitted a resolution relating to climate change. 
The pressure told, and ahead of its April meeting Mizuho stated that it would 
stop financingstop financing↗ new coal plants and end any coal loans by 2050. Civil society 
welcomedwelcomed↗ the move, while criticising the 2050 deadline as too distant and 
pointing to the existence of some loopholes, which they continued to pressure 
the bank to close. They also committed to keeping up the pressure on other 
Japanese banks, which remain among the last banks in the world lending to 
coal projects.

The coal industry came under the spotlight in Germany too, when in 
September, hundreds of anti-coal campaignersanti-coal campaigners↗ took part in a protest at 
a vast coalmine close to the city of Cologne, calling out the government’s 
decision that coal could be mined and burned until 2038, which they say will 
not reverse Germany’s emissions quickly enough. Current proposals are to 
further expandfurther expand↗ the strip mine, entailing the destruction of several nearby 
villages. Campaigners reported that around 3,000 people took part, with some 
protesters detained when they broke through police lines. Several journalists 
reported being blockedblocked↗ by the police from taking photos and shooting videos 
as they attempted to cover the protest.

This was one of many actions on the climate crisis seen in Germany during 2020, 
reflecting the long-established nature and political presence of the country’s 
environmental movement, which has spanned several generations. In addition 
to the coal industry, German activists protested against the infrastructure 
development that will further contribute to climate harm. In October, XR 

activists held a week of protestsweek of protests↗ against airport and motorway projects, 
stagingstaging↗ a sit-in blockade outside the transport ministry and holding a march 
of dead trees. Police removed some protesters who had glued themselves to 
the street. Protesters from the movement also tried to halt the destruction 
of a section of the Dannenröder forest, in Hesse state, to build a motorway 
extension. As clearance of a stretch of forest that had been occupied by activists 
since 2019 beganbegan↗ in October, thousands more people gatheredgathered↗, making 
the point that the loss of ancient forest was at odds with Germany’s climate 
commitments. Police arrested activists occupying the site. Protests included 
an occupation of the Hesse state representative’s office in Berlin and a mass 
cycle protest that closed down a stretch of road. In November, the police began 
clearingclearing↗ the barricades and treehouses that had been put up by occupiers.

Climate protesters in France shut downshut down↗ Bordeaux’s airport in October; seven 
activists were arrested and faced the possibility of up to five years in jail. XR 
activists in the Netherlands also staged a protestprotest↗ at Amsterdam’s Schiphol 
Airport, one of Europe’s major air hubs, in December, blocking two of the 

German climate activists march in an attempt to occupy the Garzweiler open-cast coal 
mine and nearby gas infrastructure in an act of civil disobedience on 26 September 2020. 
Photo by Sascha Schuermann/Getty Images
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airport’s entrances. Some protesters glued their hands to the ground and 
others formed human chains; 14 people were detained. Protesters objected to 
support the airport had been granted under the pandemic and the low tax on 
air fuel, and called for the airport to be shut down due to its high emissions. 
Similarly, in Finland, state support for Finnair, the national airline, during the 
pandemic, with no environmental conditions attached, was one of the issues 
that motivated protests. Other issues of concern included the involvement of 
a state-owned enterprise in coal-fired electricity generation in other countries 
and continuing practices of peat burning in Finland. A twelve-day hunger hunger 
strikestrike↗ was held in August, with protesters camping out outside parliament 
and calling on the government to act on cutting emissions.

The aviation and oil industries were also the target of climate activism in 
New Zealand. In December, XR protesters in the city of Christchurch objected 
to plans to develop a new airport, lying on the floor and playing deadplaying dead↗ at a 

council meeting that was discussing the plans. The council’s timing could not 
have been worse, with the meeting coming just a day after New Zealand’s new 
government declared a climate emergencyclimate emergency↗ and pledged to make its public 
sector carbon neutral by 2025. Earlier, in March, XR protesters protested 
against fossil fuel extraction when it scaled an oil rigoil rig↗ that was exploring for 
oil and gas as it passed through Cook Strait, which separates the main islands 
of New Zealand. New Zealand’s climate activists will now be pressuring the 
government to stick to its commitments.

In Canada, as in previous yearsprevious years↗, a key focus of protest was against the 
construction of oil pipelines. In protestsprotests↗ in February against the construction 
of the Coastal GasLink pipeline in British Columbia, people blockaded railway 
lines and blocked access to a construction site. Members of the Indigenous 
Wet’suwet’en Nation made clear that they had not given their consent to the 
project. A protest camp was aggressively clearedaggressively cleared↗ by militarised police with 
dogs, and six people were detained, while numerous journalistsnumerous journalists↗ reported that 
the police had prevented them from covering the raid. The raid however had 
the opposite effect to that intended, sparking wider protests across Canada, 
as multiple further rail barricades were set up, causing weeks of disruptionweeks of disruption↗.

Protests also continued against the Trans Mountain Pipeline, a vast project 
under development to run from Alberta to the coast in British Columbia. The 
controversial pipeline, which was taken over by the Canadian government 
in 2018, stands at oddsat odds↗ with Canada’s climate change commitments, its 
Prime Minister Justin Trudeau’s international positioning as someone with 
green credentials and a 2019 declaration of climate emergency by Canada’s 
parliament. The project seemed even more an outlier when, in January 2021, 
President Joe Biden cancelledcancelled↗ the USA’s permit for the Keystone XL oil and gas 
pipeline, intended to carry oil from Canada’s Alberta tar sands to US refineries, 
and long the subject of protests.

In 2020, Indigenous groups, whose lands along the pipeline route will be 
affected, continued to lead the protests against the Trans Mountain Pipeline. 
In October, members of the Secwepemc Nation set up a new protest campprotest camp↗ 
close to a construction site; several of the protesters were later arrestedarrested↗. The 
following month, XR activists blockedblocked↗ a railway line on the Trans Mountain 
route, expressing their solidarity with the First Nations people standing against 
the project. In January Indigenous people, XR activists and other environmental 

In February 2020, campaigners in the UK celebrate a judicial ruling against a proposed 
expansion of Heathrow airport. Photo by Leon Neal/Getty Images
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groups protestedprotested↗ against a proposed oilsands mine in Alberta, while in March, 
a crowd of protesters blocked streetsblocked streets↗ in Toronto to take a stance against the 
annual meeting of the Prospectors and Developers Association of Canada, 
the Canadian mining industry’s membership body. Their condemnation of the 
environmental and human rights impacts of mining was supported by over 50 
CSOs.

Vital acts of environmental activism such as Canada’s anti-pipeline protests 
were however potentially challenged by the passing, in Alberta province in 
June, of an alarming new lawnew law↗, the Critical Infrastructure Defence Act. The law 
prohibits people from entering, obstructing, interfering with or damaging what 
is broadly defined as ‘essential infrastructure’, potentially criminalising anti-
pipeline protests and a vast range of other protests. In response, the Alberta 
Union of Provincial Employees began a court actioncourt action↗ on the grounds that the 
law violates the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, a constitutional text 
that protects fundamental freedoms, including civic rights. 

Alberta’s law was similar to a slew of laws recently passed by several US states 
to criminalise protest near sites designated as critical infrastructure, with the 
aim of suppressing anti-pipeline protests. In March, three statesthree states↗ – Kentucky, 
South Dakota and West Virginia – added to this worrying trend by passing new 
laws to give fossil fuel sites increased protection from protest. In Tasmania, 
Australia, environmental activists also faced a proposed harsh new lawnew law↗ that 
would criminalise protestscriminalise protests↗ in locations deemed to be workplaces, and which 
could result in jail sentences. The proposed law seemed targeted at preventing 
people protesting against logging in Tasmania’s forests, where protests are 
increasingly being restricted. In February, four anti-logging activists from 
the Bob Brown Foundation were arrestedarrested↗ for trying to prevent trees being 
felled. Activists were bannedbanned↗ from protesting in forests on safety grounds, a 
restriction the Foundation took legal action to have overturned. 

The oil industry was a key focus of protests in several places beyond Canada. 
When exploratory oil drilling took place in the waters of the Bahamas in late 
2020, people protestedprotested↗ against the likely environmental damage, calling 
attention to potential impacts on protected marine areas and fish stocks, the 
risk of oil spills and increase in emissions; the Bahamas is a low-lyinglow-lying↗  island 
group vulnerable to sea-level rise. The Bahamas National Trust and Greenpeace 
came together with over 130 organisations, businesses and individuals to call 

for the unique ecological heritage of the islands to be protected. Activists 
on board Greenpeace’s Rainbow Warrior ship showed their supportshowed their support↗ for 
Bahamian activists. Civil society took the government and oil company to court 
to try to have the secretive permits allowing drilling made public, and an online 
petition, hosted by Our Island, Our FutureOur Island, Our Future↗, garnered more than 76,000 
signatures against oil-drilling. While it was reportedreported↗ in February 2021 that 
the drilling had failed to find commercially exploitable oil reserves, activists 
continued to call for a permanent ban on drilling, and some have pushed for 
the Bahamas to hold a referendum on the issue. Oil exploration continues in the 
waters of numerous other Caribbean islands, meeting civil society resistance at 
every turn.

The announcement of further oil exploration in the Norwegian Sea was one of 
the prompts for XR protestsprotests↗ at a range of sites across Norway’s capital Oslo in 

Climate activists protest outside the US Supreme Court as oral arguments are heard in a 
case involving the Atlantic Coast Pipeline. Photo by Mark Wilson/Getty Images
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September. Mobilisations included protests outside government ministries, a 
road blockade and a human chain, while some protested wearing fish costumes. 
Around 40 people were arrestedarrested↗. That same month in neighbouring Sweden, 
Greenpeace activists blockadedblockaded↗ an oil refinery in protest against its proposed 
expansion. Six people were detained at the protest’s end. 

As well as street-level action there has been a growing use of the courts to try 
to hold governments to account for lack of climate action and failure to adhere 
to climate agreements. In Estonia, for example, Fridays for Future activists built 
on the momentum of the school strike movement in April by launchinglaunching↗ a legal 
challenge against the construction of a new shale oil plant. Its legal petition, 
accepted by the court in MayMay↗, calls for the permit for the plant’s construction 
to be revoked on the grounds that it breaches Estonia’s international climate 
change commitments, making it a historical first in Estonia. Among the most 
striking attempts at international litigation, at the European level, six young 

Portuguese people – aged from eight to 21-years-old – join together to take 
legal actionlegal action↗. In September they submitted a complaint to the European 
Court of Human Rights. Their complaint is against 33 of the Council of Europe’s 
47 member states for their failure to take effective action on climate change 
and the harm that will be done to their future lives and livelihoods. Far from 
viewing the complaint as frivolous on the grounds of the ages of those making 
it, the Court not only accepted the complaint but also found that it should be 
dealt with as a matter of priority, raising the prospect that some of Europe’s big 
emitters, including Germany, Poland and Russia, could be asked to answer for 
their climate failures. 

People living on the frontline of fossil fuel industry harm also protested. People 
who live close to the Melut and Palouch oilfields in the Upper Nile region of 
South Sudan held protestsprotests↗ in August against the local environmental impacts 
of oil mining. Among the effects that have been reportedreported↗ are miscarriages, 
birth defects and other major health conditions. The locals have seen only 

An environmental activist extinguishes a burning model of the world outside the 
headquarters of the European Central Bank in Frankfurt, Germany, to protest against its 
funding of fossil fuels in October 2020. Photo by Alex Kraus/Bloomberg via Getty Images

An XR protester holds a banner as police form a cordon during a climate change protest 
in Parliament Square in London, UK, on 3 September 2020. Photo by Dan Kitwood/Getty 
Images
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pollution and disruption, but no benefits from the oil in their backyard. In the 
protests, people closed roads and an airstrip and blocked entrances to the oil 
company. 

In February Tuul Erdenebileg ledled↗ Mongolia’s first Fridays for Future climate 
strike. The need for environmental vigilance in Mongolia was made clear by 
residents in the Erdenetsagaan region close to Mongolia’s eastern border 
with China, where the local community organised to campaign against mining 
companies that have wreaked havoc on their neighbourhoods. Extensive 
mining has threatened the ways of life of traditionally semi-nomadic herders, 
with springs running dry and dust clouds polluting food and the soil. Local 
CSOs helped residents advocate towards the government, which stepped in to 
enforceenforce↗ mining laws and revoke the licences of the worst offenders. 

People in Mauritius experienced first-hand the devastating impacts of oil 
pollution. An oil spill from a wrecked ship in August put the island country’s 
unique biodiversityunique biodiversity↗ at risk and killed numerous dolphins and whales. An 
estimated 100,000 people – a huge proportion of the country’s circa 1.3 
million population – marchedmarched↗ in the capital, Port Louis, angered at their 
government’s slowslow↗ and inadequate response to the environmental crisis 
and demanding an inquiry. Protests continuedcontinued↗ into September, with many 
calling on the government to resign. People wore black to symbolise the colour 
of the oil, and Mauritian diaspora groups mobilisedmobilised↗ in other countries, 
including Australia, Canada, France and the UK. At the same time, a voluntary voluntary 
efforteffort↗ mobilised to clean up the damage: with the government’s response 
inadequate, environmental groups and thousands of volunteers risked harm 
to improvise barriers from straw, sugar-cane leaves and even their own hair, 
which people cut off and donated to help absorb the oil.

People also protested against another impact of fossil fuel industries they 
experience in their towns and cities, in the form of air pollution. In Sarajevo, 
capital of Bosnia and HerzegovinaBosnia and Herzegovina↗, in January, even before the pandemic 
struck, protesters marched wearing a different kind of mask from those that 
would soon become commonplace, designed to filter dirty air. They called 
attention to the city’s dangerously high levels of air pollution, far above 
European safety levels. In June, as part of their global actions, XR activists in 
Hong KongHong Kong↗ focused on the problem of air pollution: they placed 35 shoes on 
the ground and staged a die-in at a cemetery to represent the number of people 

killed in the city every week due to bad air quality. Environmental activists 
focused on air pollution in KazakhstanKazakhstan↗, risking repression for doing so (see 
below). Air pollution was also the cause that prompted action by the world’s 
youngest-known climate activist, India’s Licypriya KangujamLicypriya Kangujam↗. In February, 
aged only eight, Licypriya completed a year of climate protests in front of her 
country’s parliament, campaigning at the head of the Child Movement, which 
she founded, for laws to address the problem of poor air quality across India 
and to make climate change a compulsory subject to be taught from an early 
age in Indian schools.

XR activists stage a die-in on All Saints Day, 1 November 2020, outside the Spanish 
Parliament in Madrid, to commemorate those who have died from the climate crisis. Photo 
by Pablo Blazquez Dominguez/Getty Images
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Protest under the pandemic

The pandemic forced people to come up with alternative means of keeping 
activism going. In March, when it became impossible to hold weekly strikes, 
Greta Thunberg launched a series of weekly webinarswebinars↗, ‘talks for future’, to 
try to maintain people’s engagement in the movement. Asia’s young climate 
activists went onlineonline↗ to hold the inaugural Asia Climate Rally in November. 
The rally involved activists from Hong Kong, India, Indonesia, Malaysia, Nepal, 
Pakistan, the Philippines, Singapore and South Korea, with the agenda of 
pressuring their respective governments, multinational corporations and 
other institutions to adhere to their demands, which include protecting the 
lives of environmental and human rights defenders, strengthening climate and 
environmental laws and demanding accountability from big climate polluters.

When April’s planned mass global climate strike no longer proved possible, 
Germany’s climate movement found another way of keeping the crisis visible. 
Activists collected over 1,000 of the placardsplacards↗ that climate strikers from 
across the country had used and laid them out in front of Germany’s federal 
parliament. Tens of thousands of people also added their voices in an online 
protest. Activists in the Netherlands mobilised in a similar way, gatheringgathering↗ 
over a thousand shoes from around the country and placing them outside 
the country’s parliament in a show of continuing support for climate action. 
When restrictions had eased somewhat in September, Dutch XR activists 
took the opportunity to hold a series of protestsseries of protests↗ in Amsterdam, including a 
road blockade and a protest inside a clothing store, focused on fast fashion’s 
contribution to climate change and the forced labourforced labour↗ of China’s Uighur 
people in garment factories. On ‘Black Friday’ shopping weekend, when 
people are enticed to shop with special offers, protests took place in 15 Dutch 15 Dutch 
citiescities↗ to highlight over-consumption and its role in climate change. Alongside 
other activities, in Amsterdam protesters offered to repair people’s clothes to 
encourage them to wear them for longer.

In GreeceGreece↗, as pandemic-related restrictions were eased in June, people 
went out to protest in reaction to controversial environmental legislation 
that had been passed with little debate and behind the cover of lockdown 
measures, when people had been unable to mobilise against it. While the 
law was presented as a modernising initiative promoting green development, 
protesters criticised it as favouring big investment over the protection of local 
environments, allowing for inappropriately sited projects that may not offer 
the best prospects of cutting emissions, and even potentially enabling drilling 
for oil and gas in areas that had previously been protected to preserve their 
biodiversity. 

The USA’s young climate activists, unable to gather in numbers under the 
pandemic, switched to a campaign to encourage young people to votevote↗, and 
to vote for candidates committed to climate action, in the country’s November 
elections. ActivistsActivists↗ used phone banks, social media and friend-to-friend 
organising to try to convince other young people. Meanwhile the USA’s weekly 
Fire Drill FridaysFire Drill Fridays↗ protests, which were met with numerous arrestsarrests↗ when 
they took place before the pandemic, moved online, with actor and climate 
activist Jane Fonda repurposingrepurposing↗ her iconic 1980s workout routines via TikTok 
to recruit support for climate action.

Climate activists hold a performance on 2 September 2020 in Seoul, South Korea, calling for 
measures to avert an environmental catastrophe. Photo by Chung Sung-Jun/Getty Images
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A step forward was taken in France in 2020, with the announcement of a 
planned lawplanned law↗ on ecocide, which would make serious intentional damage to 
the environment a criminal offence. Encouragingly, the idea for the proposed 
law came not from the government but from a citizen’s assemblycitizen’s assembly↗, in 
which a group of 150 randomly selected people were convened to discuss 
policies on the climate crisis. The move suggests that the citizens’ assembly 
model, often called for as key demand in climate activism, can really work 
as a way of breaking political deadlock and advancing solutions, and that 
mass mobilisations can influence agendas and outcomes. The Stop Ecocide Stop Ecocide 
FoundationFoundation↗ is driving forward the idea of defining ecocide as an international 
crime (see this report’s chapter on civil society in the international arena), but 
as Jojo MehtaJojo Mehta↗ of Stop Ecocide affirms, hope can also come from national-
level processes of deliberative democracy:

Following the gilet jaunes protestsgilet jaunes protests↗, which had been triggered by a hike 
in fuel taxes, President Macron convened a Citizens’ Climate Assembly, 
giving 150 randomly selected French citizens a mandate to discuss 

and propose policies for addressing the climate crisis. And the citizen’s 
assembly came back with the proposal to criminalise ecocide! If you ask 
the people, for most of them, criminalising ecocide is a ‘no-brainer’.
Since then, a law within France has been proposed. It is a very watered-
down version compared to the Assembly’s proposal, but it still offered us 
the opportunity to create a buzz and have a broader conversation. 
Six national governments have so far shown interest in including ecocide 
into their legislation or government programmes. There are also 11 states 
with parliamentarians interested in the definition we are working on.
We have been helped by a surgesurge↗ of grassroots activism and mobilisation. 
Whether it is the school strikes inspired by Greta Thunberg or the actions 
by XR in the UK or the Sunrise Movement in the USA, there is broad 
street mobilisation. This has pushed the conversation into the media and 
has echoed among governments. The climate and ecological crises are 
increasingly becoming a part of mainstream discourse, and a lot of it can 
be credited to public mobilisation.

Activists project flames and commentary on the side of the Trump International Hotel in Washington, DC, as wildfires rage through the USA on 21 October 2020. Photo by Jemal Countess/
Getty Images for Climate Power 2020
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September’s global day of climate action saw thousands of mobilisationsthousands of mobilisations↗ across the 
world. While numbers were necessarily much lower than 2019’s hugely well-attended 
global day, many people mobilised online or in safe and distanced numbers to keep up the 
climate pressure. One innovation was a 24-hour Zoom call, in which people from across the 
world shared their climate stories around the clock, making the point that climate change is 
a matter of global concern, and participants offered each other activism advice.

Strikes and protests on the global day of action in India pointed to the impacts of the 
country’s growing heatwave problem, while in the Philippines, people marched to express 
their concerns about the climate crisis but also the government’s misuse of sweeping laws 
to restrict protests, including those on environmental issues. In Bangladesh, a country that 
is already particularly vulnerable to floods, action called attention to the existential threat 
posed by sea-level rise. Fridays for Future activists organised a shoe strikeshoe strike↗ in which 
people took off their shoes to express their vulnerability to climate change and to demand 
compensation from the countries most responsible for it. 

In South Africa, the Climate Justice Coalition,Climate Justice Coalition,↗ an alliance of South African trade unions, 
grassroots and community-based organisations and other CSOs, marched to the finance 
and energy departments at government headquarters in Pretoria, calling for a green and 
just recovery from the pandemic and an increase in renewable energyrenewable energy↗ usage. South 
African activists pointedpointed↗ to the connections between the climate crises and other great 
scourges, including unemployment, poverty, gender-based violence and inequality. 

Young climate activist Vanessa NakateVanessa Nakate↗, who launched Uganda’s Fridays for Future 
movement, led a marchmarch↗ in the capital, Kampala. The march called attention to the severe 
effects of climate change on the African continent, a particular injustice since historically, 
Africa has only contributed three per centthree per cent↗ of global greenhouse gas emissions. Under 
the government of authoritarian President Yoweri Museveni, however, protests of any kind 
are never easy (see also this report’s chapter on democracy under the pandemic), and over 
20 young Ugandan climate activists were arrested by the police, purportedly for failing to 
secure permission to hold a protest. 

The day also saw Greta Thunberg returnreturn↗ to her familiar location outside Sweden’s 
parliament, with the event limited to less than 50 people who practised distancing to 

comply with pandemic regulations. In Germany, the easing of pandemic restrictions meant 
that Fridays for Future activists were able to hold their first collective strike on the global 
day of action since the virus had forced people to strike in isolation. Thousands ralliedrallied↗ 
on the streets across Germany. 

Just ahead of the day, young British climate activist Mya-Rose Craig staged the most 
northerly climate strikeclimate strike↗ ever, from a piece of broken-off sea ice in the Arctic Circle. 
Craig challenges UK stereotypes about climate activism, tapping into her internet following 
as a young Black ornithologist to promote climate activism; her organisation, Black2Nature, 
encourages Black people and people from the UK’s other ethnic minorities to gain equal 
access to the natural spaces from which they are often excluded.

Global day of climate action 2020

As part of the global day of action, climate activists protest outside the Union Building 
in Pretoria, South Africa on 25 September 2020. Photo by Alet Pretorius/Gallo Images 
via Getty Images
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Backlash and restriction

But the difficulties in making progress on the climate were indicated in the 
Netherlands by a series of farmers’ protestsfarmers’ protests↗ that took place in 2019 and 2020. 
In the protests, farmers used their tractors to block roads and occupy public 
spaces. The protests mobilised in opposition to a proposal to cut livestock 
numbers drastically in order to reduce agricultural nitrogen emissions, a key 
contributor to climate change. More generally, protesters complained about 
what they saw as excessive regulation of the agricultural sector and the lack of 
respect afforded to farmers. Around 50 farmers were detaineddetained↗ after blocking 
the road with their tractors in protest at a new law on cattle feed in July. While 
the protests positioned themselves as grassroots mobilisations of farmers, 
evidence emerged that protesting farmers were receiving financial supportfinancial support↗ 
from large agricultural companies, giving rise to the question of to what extent 
this was astroturfing – corporate funding of apparently grassroots organising.

In general, farmers’ and workers’ protests against measures to reduce 
emissions reveal the existence of tensions and contradictions, including for 
civil society. The gilets jaunes protests in France, which resulted in the citizen’s 
assembly, similarly came in response to a proposed environmental tax on 
fossil fuel. States can expect to find it challenging when taking measures to cut 
emissions that parts of the population believe will have negative impacts on 
their daily lives, particularly when governments do not make efforts to mitigate 
those impacts. For civil society, the challenges are those of making common 
cause and respectfully airing differences between protest movements making 
contradictory demands, and of demanding that green transitions take people 
with them and mitigate for impacts on livelihoods.

Elsewhere, protests met with police restrictions. In Ireland in February, the 
police refusedrefused↗ to provide policing support for a Fridays for Future march that 
was timed just ahead of Ireland’s election, with the aim of reminding politicians 
and voters of the need for climate action. The police’s grounds for refusing to 
engage seemed to be that those planning to take part were too young, and the 
police warned that if there were any problems, any adults involved could face 
criminal proceedings. Hundreds of students took parttook part↗ in a smaller protest 
that went ahead regardless, asserting their right to have a say in their future, 
even if they were too young to vote. In the UK, even though in late May some 
level of outdoor interaction became permissible, several XR activists were 
arrestedarrested↗ when they held a silent, distanced protest in London. The protest 
called for the convening of a citizen’s assembly, following France’s example, to 
focus on the UK’s post-pandemic recovery plans, with the aim of moving from 
an emergency response to the pandemic to one on the climate.

Italy’s XR movement faced heavy finesheavy fines↗ and further legal costs in fighting back 
against the fines, forcing it to launch a crowdfunding appealcrowdfunding appeal↗ in November. 
Actions that attracted fines included a protest in September in the city of 
Turin, in which eight people chained themselves to the columns of the Royal 
Palace and set off smoke bombs. While the protest caused no harm, the 
police subsequently filed eight complaints of causing ‘dangerous ignitions and 
explosions’ against the protesters. In October, the movement staged a week 
of activities in Rome, during which around 100 people mounted a two-day 
blockade of an entrance to the headquarters of oil giant Eni. The protesters 
subsequently received notification of fines for failure to respect pandemic 
distancing rules, even though XR maintained that it had complied with all 

People carry banners against climate change on their bikes during the 2020 global day of 
climate action in Leiden, The Netherlands. Photo by Getty Images News
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such rules. The fines XR activists faced amounted to around €20,000 (approx. 
US$24,000).

Five activists in North Macedonia were detaineddetained↗ by the police for holding 
what was described as a ‘guerrilla action’ at the Ministry of Environment in 
February, when they made handprintshandprints↗ in red paint on the windows of the 
building. The country’s Fridays for Future movement complained that the police 
response had been disproportionate to this harmless action. The challenge 
North Macedonia’s environmentally concerned young people face in protesting 

was underlined that same month when a group of high school students were 
preventedprevented↗ by their school from joining a protest on air pollution.

In Finland, a further peaceful protest by Elokapina (XR Finland) in October 
brought a violentviolent↗ police reaction. On the grounds of breaking up a traffic 
obstruction, police sprayedsprayed↗ protesters several times with pepper spray, and 
reportedly also prevented some of the protesters rinsing their faces with water. 
Police also detained dozens of protesters, in what seemed a response entirely 
out of proportion with the nature of the protests.

Greenpeace activists hang a banner from Ponte Sant’Angelo in Rome, Italy, to demand that people and the planet be prioritised over profit on 10 December 2020. Photo by Stefano Montesi/
Corbis via Getty Images
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Imagine being in prison? The ‘crime’? Speaking up and standing for what you believe 
in. In 2020, CIVICUS shared the stories of people behind bars and urged people to call 
on governments to protect rights, uphold justice and stop harassing and imprisoning 
human rights defenders across the globe. Among the human rights defenders who 
were the focus of the #StandAsMyWitness campaign was Asya TulesovaAsya Tulesova, a young 
environmental and civic rights defender from Kazakhstan.
Asya was detained on 6 June while taking part in a peaceful protest and was held in pre-
trial detention for over two months. Thanks to international pressure, she was finally 
released on 12 August, but she faced a one-and-a-half year conditionalconditional discharge on 
probation and a fine, and announced she would appeal against the sentence.
Asya Tulesova tells her story:

For the past few years, I have worked for a CSO, the Common Sense Civic 
Foundation, that focuses on community development. We work on environmental 
and educational projects aimed at improving the quality of life of local communities. 
In 2015 we launched our air quality monitoring project in the city of Almaty with 

the aim of giving give people access to free, up-to-date air quality information. The 
project had a considerable effect on people’s understanding of the importance of 
the issue.
As I realised that air quality is a political issue, I tried running for the local council. 
However, my candidature was withdrawn due to minor discrepancies in my tax 
income declaration. This same reasoning was used to take down hundreds of 
independent self-nominated candidates all over Kazakhstan. We sued the central 
election commission but were unable to persuade the court to restore my candidacy 
regardless of the fact that we had all the evidence to support my case. My case is 
now being considered by the UN Human Rights Committee.
We continued our environmental activism by publishing articles, doing research on 
air pollution, participating in public events and organising public talks on the issue. 
In April 2019 my companion, activist Beibarys Tolymbekov, and I were arrested for 
holding a banner at the annual Almaty marathon; our friends Aidos Nurbolatov, 
Aigul Nurbolatova and Suinbike Suleimenova were fined for filming us holding 
the banner. Being an activist in Kazakhstan is associated with a certain degree of 
constant pressure from the government and so-called law enforcement authorities. 
Many activists and human rights defenders, as well as journalists, live under intense 
scrutiny and are under constant surveillance and intimidation by or on behalf of law 
enforcement agencies.
During the protest on 6 June I witnessed police brutality towards peaceful 
protesters. This wasn’t the first time; every ‘unauthorised’ peaceful rally we have 
had so far has been accompanied by the excessive use of force by the police. But 
this time, I decided to stand in front of one of the police vans filled with people 
unlawfully detained by the police in an attempt to prevent the van from leaving. 
I was attacked by several officers, who dragged me away from the van and, after 
I attempted to return, pushed me down to the ground. In such emotional state, I 
then knocked off a police officer’s cap in protest against the unlawful police actions 
and detention of peaceful protesters. It’s hard to articulate what was going through 
my head at that moment. I was definitely in a state of shock.
This was captured on video, and I was charged with ‘publicly insulting a 
representative of the authorities’ under article 378, part 2 of the Criminal Code, 
and with ‘non-dangerous infliction of harm to a representative of the authorities’ 
under article 380, part 1.
I was in prison for more than two months. I can’t say that I feel I have been detained 
for a long time, but it was long enough for me to grow appreciation and compassion 
for activists and other people who have spent months and years in prison. 

Stand As My Witness:

Asya Tulesova, Kazakhstan
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Many times during 2020, where real-world participation possibilities were 
limited, the online sphere became a vital arena of climate action. Social media 
was essential. But the risks of relying on these platforms were indicated 
in Belgium in October, when XR Belgium’s Facebook page was suspendedsuspended↗ 
without warning. This had first happened the month before when Facebook’s 
automatic systems somehow flagged a post in support of a women’s rights 
march as ‘hate speech’. This seemed to be only the latest in a recent history 
of the suspension of several local XR groups and other environmental groups 
around the world. Given the way in which it has allowed far-right extremist 
groups to proliferate across its platform for its profit, Facebook seemed open 
to accusations of being on the wrong side of history.

In Singapore, even a lone climate protest could attract state repression. Two 
young people who held separate individual climate strikes under the Fridays 
for Future banner in March faced police investigationinvestigation↗ for protesting without 
a permit. It marked the first time that actions associated with the school 
strike movement were seen in Singapore, but the way the two young people 
highlighted the heavy involvementheavy involvement↗ of oil companies in Singapore’s economy 
appeared to embarrass the government. Human rights defender Jolovan 
Wham, who has been repeatedly targeted by the state for his activism (see this 
report’s chapter on democracy under the pandemic), was also chargedcharged↗ for 
holding a solitary protest in solidarity with the two young people. Ironically, the 
heavy-handed response to these small and symbolic acts of protest, in which 
people took social media photos with their signs before moving on, may have 
helped to spread their messages and intensify their impacts.

Any significant action to curb climate emissions must involve China, currently 
the world’s largest emitter of greenhouse gases, which won some praise 
in September for announcing at the UN a commitmentcommitment↗ to achieve carbon 
neutrality by 2060, although its latest five-year plan is not consistentnot consistent↗ with 
that ambition. But in a state that suppresses any public action not sanctioned 
by the ruling party, its announcement naturally did not mean it would tolerate 
any scrutiny to hold it to account on such commitments. Ou HongyiOu Hongyi↗ has 
been described as China’s first climate striker. In September, just days after 
China’s President Xi Jinping made his speech at the UN, Ou was arrestedarrested↗ and 
interrogated by the police, along with three other climate strikers, for holding 
a silent protest in the city of Shanghai. She was also forced to write a ‘letter of 
self-criticism’. Once again, it should be clear that climate action in response to 

climate demands is unlikely to come in contexts where those demands cannot 
be articulated.

Regardless of these challenges, the global, diverse and youthful climate 
movement will keep mobilising. People are acting because they must, and 
because the price of doing nothing is too high. As still more impacts of climate 
change become distressingly apparent, the numbers of those fighting for 
humanity will only continue to grow. As governments work to recover from 
the pandemic, the climate movement will keep demanding that societies and 
economies do not go back to harmful practices that will ruin lives and deny 
futures, but rather help build a viable future for all. The pressure on states and 
big business to move urgently from lip service to actions that start making a 
real difference is only going to intensify.

Even under the pandemic, young people around the world mobilised in 2020 to demand 
urgent climate action. Photo by Omer Messinger/Getty Images
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Pro-democracy protesters march on 10 December 2020 in Bangkok, Thailand. Photo 
by Lauren DeCicca/Getty Images
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In 2020, democratic freedoms came under renewed strain in many countries. 
The context was one of closing civic space in countries around the world, with 
attacks by state and non-state forces on the key civic freedoms, of association, 
peaceful assembly and expression, on which civil society relies. By the end of 
2020, 87 per cent87 per cent↗ of the world’s people were living with severe restrictions 
on civic space, with some states using the pandemic as a pretext to introduce 
new restrictions that had nothing to do with fighting the virus and everything 
with extending state powers and reducing the space for accountability, dialogue 
and dissent. Typically, states extended their powers under the pandemic by 
increasing censorship, often making themselves the sole arbiters of truth 
about the pandemic and criminalising discussion of the pandemic by non-state 

sources as ‘fake news’; vastly extending surveillance, in the name of controlling 
the virus; and ramping up security force powers to criminalise and violently 
police breaches of pandemic regulations.

Wherever this happened, it made it harder to exercise democratic freedoms: 
not only people’s ability to have their vote count in the year’s many elections, 
but also their ability to express dissent, question and even mock those in power, 
and advance political alternatives. There should have been no incompatibility 
between fighting the virus and practising democracy, but sadly that was often 
the case, in a year that saw many flawed elections, and in which people risked 
repression when protesting to demand democratic freedoms.

Pro-democracy protest in Minsk, Belarus on 16 August 2020. Photo by Getty Images/Getty Images
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One of the key conditions of democracy is that there should be regular free 
and fair elections in which there is genuine choice and debate and incumbents 
stand a chance of losing. In 2020, there came another test, of holding elections 
during the pandemic where people did not feel they had to risk their lives to 
have their say. In every global region elections postponed until after viral peaks 
had passed: elections in at least 75 countries and territories75 countries and territories↗ were reported 
to have been delayed. Some governments proved it was possible to hold 
elections in conditions that mitigated the risk of contagion. Such was the case 
in New Zealand and South Korea, where the smooth management of distanced 
and sanitised elections was consistent with governments’ broadly efficient and 
effective pandemic response, which voters seemed to reward with increased 
support for incumbents.

But these were sadly rare examples. Sometimes the circumstances of the 
pandemic led to disputes about the timings of elections, with incumbents 
seeking variously to hurry votes to take place at times that suited them, 

regardless of voter safety, as seemed to be the case in Poland, Singapore and Sri 
Lanka, or delay them to their advantage, as incumbent governments in Bolivia 
and Malawi were accused of doing. Some countries introduced bans on public 
meetings but political parties, particularly ruling parties, flouted them, as seen 
in Tanzania and Uganda. Where normal public campaigning was put on hold, 
ruling parties could gain a distinct advantage through their close connections 
with public media, leaving opposition parties trying to develop new online 
campaigning skills. In numerous cases – including the Dominican Republic and 
Poland – incumbents tried to capitalise on and politicise their role of leading 
pandemic response, albeit unsuccessfully in the Dominican Republic. 

In many contexts the authorities made efforts to make voting safer, including 
through distanced queues, mask use and sanitisation of voting stations, but 
this was not always the case. There were mixed levels of experimentation with 
remote voting methods, which were sometimes met with distrust, particularly 
where incumbents felt they stood to lose from online or postal voting and 
so deliberately stoked suspicion. In the USA, for example, attempts to deny 
people alternate means of voting ere nakedly partisan in nature, albeit unable 
to prevent change.

By the second half of 2020, at a time when the virus was in temporary 
retreat in many places, a body of good practicebody of good practice↗ had emerged as to how 
elections could be held safely and securely under pandemic conditions, 
encompassing neutrality about any restrictions placed on political meetings, 
enhanced sanitation and safety checks, the provision of alternate voting 
means and extended voting times to reduce crowding, the dissemination of 
clear information on how to vote safely, and the avoidance of any last-minute 
changes that might confuse people or cause conflict. To not follow that practice 
became a largely political choice. In essence, the pandemic provided a stress 
test of the willingness and capacities of states to hold free and fair elections, 
and too often, performance was at best mixed.

In most countries civil society typically plays a major role around elections, 
including through educating voters and encouraging them to vote, putting 
advocacy asks to parties and candidates and observing and scrutinising the 

A woman has her temperature checked upon her arrival to cast her vote in the 
parliamentary election held on 15 April 2020 in Seoul, South Korea. Photo by Chung Sung-
Jun/Getty Images

ELECTIONS IN THE PANDEMIC YEAR
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conduct of the electoral process, including voting and vote counting. But under 
the pandemic, those roles were constrained, and in country after country, civil 
society was left frustrated by its inability to play a full and proper part. Once 
the pandemic is passed, civil society will expect to reclaim these roles and will 
not be content to stay on the sidelines.

When it came to election results, 2020 had it all: in some contexts – Dominican 
Republic and the Seychelles – elections marked an overturning of long-
established orders as parties long confined to opposition won power. In Malawi, 
a change of government came only after legal action annulled the first unfair 
election result, marking an important landmark for upholding standards of 
free and fair elections. The defeat of President Trump in the USA offered hope 
that the toxic tide of right-wing populism and nationalism could be turned, 
but across Europe – not just in Poland but also in countries such as Serbia 
and Slovenia – far-right forces gained power and grew in confidence, sowing 
division and attacking civil society.

Elsewhere, as in Russia, Uganda and a swathe of West African states, including 
Guinea and Togo, voting offered only the most rudimentary rubber stamp on 
the intentions of entrenched rulers. Elections sometimes came after presidents 
rewrote constitutions to enable their continuing power. Some elections, 
including in Belarus and Kyrgyzstan, were clearly stolen by incumbents refusing 
to submit to a democratic verdict, leading to protests that in Kyrgyzstan ejected 
those who had claimed victory, and in Mali unleashing anger that paved 
the way for a military coup. In too many places elections offered ceremony 
without substance, and when the mask slipped and people demanded proper 
democratic freedoms, brutal repression often ensued.

Belarus: people decry 
a stolen election
Alexander Lukashenko, President of Belarus, must have expected the August 
presidential election to be business as usual. After all, he has been president 
since 1994, when he won the country’s first vote since the break-up of the 
Soviet Union. That was also the last Belarus election to be considered free and 
fair, as President Lukashenko quickly moved to consolidate his grip on power, 
earning the dubious label of ‘Europe’s last dictator’. Since he came to power, 
elections have been ceremonial, with very little real opposition permitted; in 

the 2019 parliamentary election, not a single opposition candidate was able to 
win a seat.

But in 2020, not all went to plan as a credible opposition candidate emerged. 
Sviatlana Tsikhanouskaya had not planned to stand until her husband, pro-
democracy activist Sergei Tikhanovsky, was arrested in May shortly after 
announcing his intention to run in the election and his candidacy was duly 
turned down. He was arrested again later in May while campaigning for his 
wife and remains in detention at the time of writing. With no prior political 
experience, Sviatlana Tsikhanouskaya stepped forward and offered an unusual 
threat to President Lukashenko, running as an outsider with a campaign that 
caught the popular imagination. Lukashenko must initially have sensed no 
threat from a candidate unused to campaigning, but came to realise he had 
underestimated her. Tsikhanouskaya’s campaign galvanised dissent that might 
otherwise have been only quietly expressed, helping people overcome their 
fear and giving them an opportunity to speak up, often for the first time. 
AngerAnger↗ at economic decline met with outrage at the government’s handling of 
the pandemic, with the government having largely ignored the virus and failed 
to protect people. Lukashenko’s response was to rig the election.

Ahead of the election, the government arrestedarrested↗ several opposition 
candidates, journalists and bloggersjournalists and bloggers↗, seeking to suppress dissent and evade 
scrutiny. Viktar Babaryka, who had been the opposition front-runner, had his 
candidacy blocked in June and was detained in July. Additional restrictions were 
placed on protests, making it easier for permission to be refused. Hundreds of 
people were detained in protests in the months leading up to the election, 
including journalists covering protests. Several members of Tsikhanouskaya’s 
campaign staff were arrested before the election, while she went into hiding. 
As the vote went ahead, the internet was shut down in the capital, Minsk. 
The only opinion polls that were allowed were those run by the state. Voting 
went ahead without the presence of any credible international observers; 
the Council of Europe and the Organization for Security and Co-operation in 
Europe (OSCE) had accreditation denied when they tried to send observers, 
while observers from Azerbaijan and Russia, both allies of Belarus, were hardly 
likely to be neutral.

When the results were announced in Lukashenko’s favour, Tsikhanouskaya 
rejectedrejected↗ them, insisting she had won the vote. People knew the election had 
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been blatantly stolen. They knew that they and everyone they talked to had 
voted for Tsikhanouskaya; the official figures simply could not be right. Citizen 
efforts to monitor voting, including by posting and cataloguing photographs of 
filled-in ballot papers, backed this. The Voice platformVoice platform↗ found vast disparities 
between the votes for Tsikhanouskaya it was able to track in over 20 per cent of 
voting stations and the official results, causing it to conclude that the election 
was fraudulent. 

With this, a dam burst and a generation that had never been ruled by anyone 
other than Lukashenko awoke to the fact that there was nothing automatic 
about his rule and they did not simply have to accept it; once they started 
to oppose his continuing rule, anything seemed possible. As a result, those 
protesting numbered many more than the usual dissidents who the government 
must have felt comfortable it could round up and detain. Nikolai KvantalianiNikolai Kvantaliani↗ 
of the New Group association describes what was different this time:1

One of the challenges of Belarussian elections was that we had had a 
dictator for more than 25 years, and we didn’t expect anything different 
this time. This time we had more evidence of the fact that the election 
was flawed. And the way in which the government decided to oppress 
the candidates and the civilians who were protesting brought us to the 
hundred days of protests.
Many citizens believed in change, so a lot of people started to record 
violations at local polling stations. After the election, however, the 
president claimed he had received more than 80 per cent of the vote. 
Reality was a bit different: he probably only got less than 50 per cent, 
and there should have been a second electoral round, but because he is a 
dictator, he just went for it.
After the election, our colleagues decided to go the legal way and 
collected evidence that confirmed that the election w fraudulent. They 
brought all these heavy files to the prosecutor’s office, but unfortunately 
nothing happened. So people went on strike to protest at the fact that 
the election had been neither free nor fair. Hundreds of thousands of 

1  Quotations cited in this chapter come either from interviews with civil society representatives or 
from a webinar convened by CIVICUS to enable a range of activists to contribute to this report. These are 
edited extracts. Full versions of interviews are available herehere↗. A recording of the webinar, ‘The state of 
democracy: elections under the pandemic’, is available herehere↗.

people gathered to protest, and were brutally repressed by the police, 
with more than 6,000 people detained, and many people tortured while 
in detention. People did not understand why the government behaved 
in this way, and protests increased. We had small community protests at 
the local and regional level as well as in Minsk, with people from different 
backgrounds and professions organising their own strikes.

Protests were sustained, in spite of attempts to suppress them with violence 
and detentions; the scale of the violence shocked even more people into joining 
protests. While President Lukashenko claimed that protests were being directed 
from abroad, the reality was of an organic movement encompassing multiple 
groups of people united by anger. During the campaign, when Lukashenko 
asserted that Belarus was not ready for a female president, women associated 
with two other opposition candidates came togethercame together↗ to campaign jointly with 

Protesters continue to march through the streets despite the use of water cannon by police 
forces on 11 October 2020 in Minsk, Belarus. Photo by Jonny Pickup/Getty Images
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Tsikhanouskaya; the image of three young women leaders putting aside their 
differences to stand together resonated with the public, signalling the potential 
for a different style of rule. This solidarity was echoed in post-election protests 
led by women. In Minsk, hundreds of women dressed in white formed a human human 
chainchain↗. In an indication of how widespread the protests were, workers in 
state companies, who the government normally expects to support it, or at 
least coerces support from, took part in strikes; in an unprecedented show of 
direct dissent, Lukashenko was heckledheckled↗ by workers while on a factory visit, 
a normally safe propaganda exercise. Journalists walked outwalked out↗ of state media, 
unwilling to be the mouthpieces of government any more. Doctors protested 
against the widespread state violence. 

Solidarity protests mobilised in other countries, including in EstoniaEstonia↗, 
GeorgiaGeorgia↗ and FinlandFinland↗, where Belarussians were joined by Finns supporting 
their cause. A human chainhuman chain↗ across the Baltic states in August carried 
particular resonance, echoing the 1989 Baltic Way protests, when people in 
Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania joined hands to demand independence from 
the Soviet Union. With Lithuania hosting numerous exiles, including those it 
had granted political asylum to, Lithuanian civil society supportedsupported↗ exiled 
Belarussians to establish civil society groups to keep up the fight for democracy 
and human rights. Belarus’s ambassador to Slovakia broke ranks and backedbacked↗ 
the protesters.

Protests settled into a pattern of ongoing weekend mobilisations. People 
formed new neighbourhood groupsneighbourhood groups↗, organised their communities and 
provided mutual aid, something that had been relatively rare in Belarus. People 
pooled childcare responsibilities and got into the habit of packing bags before 
heading for protests in case they were detained. In the face of censorship 
and repression, people found creative wayscreative ways↗ of showing their support for 
democracy, using the red and white colours of the old Belarussian flag. People 
flocked to support businesses that experienced state backlash for expressing 
their support for democracy, for example, by buying red and white flowers 
from a florist who had been detained.

We currently have groups who protest on different days of the week, 
and for instance on previous Sundays, people would gather in the central 
square and walk through the city centre, but this allowed the police to 

be better prepared, because they would always take the same roads, and 
the police could block the protesters, kettle them and detain them. So 
recently we had local protests instead: people gathered in local squares 
and overall, it was the same amount of people, hundreds of thousands, 
but the police were disoriented, because they could not monitor all the 
local protests that were happening at the same time. It is important to 
adapt to what the police and the government are doing.
Civil society is mitigating the current repressive situation, and a lot of 
grassroots movements have been created. For example, voting took place 
in schools and teachers were involved, because they were forced to be 
part of the local election committees that manage the election; as a result, 
we now have a community of more than 10,000 teachers who support 
each other and defend teachers’ rights against repression. And the same 
goes for doctors, pensioners, factory workers. A voluntary movement also 
rose in response to the repression. For instance, we have volunteers who 
meet people outside prison and provide them with food, we have lawyers 
who support detained protesters during court procedures, and people 
who translate news into many languages. The Voice of BelarusVoice of Belarus↗ website 
is handled only by volunteers.
Every time we see the protests calming down, the government behaves 
in a way that society finds unacceptable, and protests continue. Recently, 
there was a case of a citizen who had gone out to protest for a free 
Belarus and was kidnapped by police in plainclothes and murdered. 
State officials didn’t take responsibility. None of the cases of torture of 
detained protesters were investigated. We still hold peaceful protests but 
unfortunately the police are using brutal violence to repress citizens who 
are just protesting, not doing anything wrong.

The murdered activist was artist Raman BandarenkaRaman Bandarenka↗, who in November 
died after being beaten by masked assailants, thought to be security force 
officers, before being taken away by the police. The use of disguised groups 
of officers to mete out violence became common as the protest movement 
continued. Thousands gathered to mournmourn↗ Raman’s death and the place 
where he was attacked turned into a memorial site where people left flowers, 
before the police destroyed the memorial and arrested those looking after it. 
Neighbourhood protests continued, but in February 2021 law enforcement 
officers, in a coordinated move, raidedraided↗ and searched the homes and offices 
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of dozens of civil society organisation (CSO) leaders, activists and journalists. 
Illegal detentionsdetentions↗ continued, with reports that people were being tortured 
in detention.

Lukashenko has yet to fall. The security forces did not defect and take the side 
of the protesters, a decisive factor in other protest contexts. Although there 
were reportsreports↗ of some officers quitting and going into hiding or exile, security 
force personnel largely stayed loyal to the government. In the early days of 
mass protests, Lukashenko was quick to awardaward↗ a slew of medals to police 
and security officers, presumably seeking to lock in their loyalty. Officers were 
fed a diet of deliberate disinformation, which painted those protesting for 
democracy as dangerous, foreign-backed agitators bent on destruction. It was 
hard for members of the security forces to express opinions that differed from 
this official view.

Tsikhanouskaya, meanwhile, having wisely sent her children abroad ahead 
of the election, was forced to flee to Lithuania, fearing for her life. She 
announced the formation of a transitional Coordination Council with the 
aim of handling a transfer of power; in September, the European Parliament 
recognised this body as the interim representation of the people of Belarus, 
and a law passed in Lithuania recognised her as the elected leader. But 
many other states stopped short of this, instead calling for the election to be 
rerun under fairer conditions. The European Union (EU) imposed a series of 
sanctionssanctions↗ against Lukashenko and associated officials and committedcommitted↗ to 
moving a support package of €53 million (approx. US$ 64.4 million) away from 
the government of Belarus to civil society.

Despite this international pressure, Lukashenko may well feel he has ridden 
out the protest peak. Certainly the world’s attention, having fleetingly settled 

Sviatlana Tsikhanouskaya delivers a speech in the European Parliament as she is awarded 
the Sakharov Prize for Freedom of Thought on 16 December 2020 in Brussels, Belgium. 
Photo by Thierry Monasse/Getty Images

Tens of thousands of people call on President Alexander Lukashenko to resign following the 
fraudulent election on 30 August 2020 in Minsk, Belarus. Photo by Getty Images
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on Belarus, soon moved elsewhere. But in Belarus, there is a sense that there 
is no going back. Something has been broken, and the thirst for democracy will 
remain.

One of the problems for the current government is that we are past the 
point when it was possible to bring everything back to what it used to be. Its 
recent behaviour towards the international community and its own citizens 
will not allow the authoritarian regime to remain in place for another 10 
years. The government will need to make a decision and eventually get rid 
of the dictator, and then we will be talking about the future, civil society and 
democracy in Belarus. 

Kyrgyzstan: political 
opportunism in a time of flux
By contrast, democracy protests achieved rapid impact in Kyrgyzstan, although 
with potentially troubling consequences. The country has long been considered 
more democratic than its Central Asian neighbours, but there were no surprises 
in the October parliamentary election: pro-government parties took a majority, 
in a landslide result that saw only 13 of the Supreme Council’s 120 seats go to 
a party that consistently opposes the government. Many smaller opposition 
parties struggled to raise the high entry costs for standing or meet the seven-
per-cent threshold required to win parliamentary seats. With proper election 
observation an impossibility, it soon became clear that pro-government parties 
had taken the opportunity to cheat. There were widespread allegations of vote-vote-
buyingbuying↗ and ballot stuffing, and videosvideos↗ circulated showing such practices. 
The state was accused of abusing its resources to win support for pro-
government parties. Journalists documenting practices of apparent election 
fraud were attacked.

Ulugbek AzimovUlugbek Azimov↗ of the Legal Prosperity FoundationLegal Prosperity Foundation↗ describes the election:

Out of the 16 parties running for seats in parliament, only five passed 
the threshold required to get into parliament. Although then-President 
Sooronbay Jeenbekov publicly stated that he did not support any 
party, the one that received most votes – Birimdik (Unity) – was 
associated with him since his brother and other people from the 

ruling elite were running on its ticket. The party that ended up second,  
Mekenim Kyrgyzstan (Motherland Kyrgyzstan), was also viewed as pro-
government and was associated with the family of former high-ranking 
customs service official Raiymbek Matraimov, who was implicated in a 
high-profile media investigation into corruption published in November 
2019. Jeenbekov’s government ignored the findings of this investigation 
and failed to initiate a criminal case against Matraimov, despite public 
calls to this end.
It was predictable that Birimdik and Mekenim Kyrgyzstan would fare well 
in the election given the use of public resources and reported vote-buying 
in favour of their candidates. These two parties, which took part in a 
parliamentary election for the first time, received almost half of the votes 
and therefore an absolute majority of seats in parliament. The methods 
used by the two winning parties to secure control over parliament caused 
indignation among other parties that participated in the election, their 
voters and even apolitical people.
The election took place against the backdrop of growing discontent with 
the social and economic difficulties caused by the pandemic, as well as 
growing anti-government sentiments among the population.

Twelve opposition parties came together to reject the results. The fraud 
had gone too far, and people took to the streets as soon as the results were 
announced. Several thousand people, most of them young people, mobilised 
in the capital, Bishkek, and on 6 October people stormed and occupiedstormed and occupied↗ 
government buildings, including the parliamentary building. This brought a 
violent police response.

The authorities had the opportunity to take control of the situation and 
resolve it peacefully, but they did not take it. Only in the evening of 5 
October did then-President Jeenbekov announce he would meet with the 
leaders of the different parties that competed in the election. He set up a 
meeting for the morning of 6 October, but this turned out to be too late, 
as in the night of 5 October the peaceful protests devolved into clashes 
between protesters and law enforcement officials in Bishkek, ending with 
the seizure of the White House (the seat of the president and parliament) 
and other public buildings by protesters.
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During the clashes, law enforcement authorities used rubber bullets, stun 
grenades and teargas against the protesters. As a result of the clashes, a 
19-year-old young man was killed and more than 1,000 people needed 
medical attention, including protesters and law enforcement officials, 
with over 600 police officers injured.

Protest pressure quickly told. On 6 October, the election results were annulled. 
Opposition parties continued to occupyoccupy↗ several government buildings and 
insistedinsisted↗ that they were now in power, actions that President Jeenbekov 
denounced as a coup. Different forces competed to claim leadership. 
Protest groups freedfreed↗ some prominent imprisoned politicians from jail, 
including nationalist politician Sadyr Japarov and, briefly, former president 
Almazbek Atambayev, one-time ally turned bitter enemy of Jeenbekov. Prime 
Minister Kubatbek Boronov resignedresigned↗ and opposition parties tried to form 
a government, before Japarov’s supporters prevailed and Japarov made the 
unlikely transition from prisoner to prime minister.

Protests and security force violence continued. There were episodes of mass 
looting. A state of emergency was declared and the army deployed in Bishkek. 
There was fear that a power vacuum was creating opportunities for organised 
criminal groupscriminal groups↗ to gain in influence. Vigilante groups formed, and people 
appointedappointed↗ themselves to positions without any pretence of democratic 
process. Journalists were attacked and threatened, and internet and phone 
restrictions imposed. Protesters continued to call for Jeenbekov to resign, until 
he did so on 15 October, upon which Japarov declared himself acting president. 
Japarov then resigned to force a presidential election, held in January 2021, 
which he won overwhelmingly, commanding 79 per cent of the vote.

This was change, but it was not necessarily the change those protesters not 
aligned with Japarov had been demanding. Japarov seems firmly in the region’s 
tradition of strong-arm leaders. Rarely in Kyrgyzstan has one person held 
so much power. Groups associated with Japarov used violence and threats 
during the turmoil of October. There is little in his track record that suggests 
much attention will be paid to tackling corruption. Many of those protesting 
demanded tough action on corrupt official Matraimov, alleged to have stolen 
circa US$24 million, but while he was finally arrested after Japarov had taken 
power, and pleaded guilty, he was handed a tokenistic fine of around US$3,000. 
This fell far short of the justice demanded.

A referendum held at the same time as the January 2021 vote endorsed a 
proposal to strengthen presidential powers and reduce parliament’s role, 
although a low turnout was perhaps indicative of some dissent.

According to the results of the referendum, 84 per cent of voters 
supported a transition from a parliamentary to a presidential system of 
government.
Based on comparative experience, many lawyers and civil society 
activists do not view this change as negative per se, provided that a 
well-functioning system of checks and balances is put in place. However, 
they are seriously concerned that the authorities are attempting to push 
through the transition at an unjustifiably quick pace using questionable 
approaches and methods that do not correspond to generally accepted 
principles and established legal rules and procedures.

There were concernsconcerns↗ too that, as in the October election, state resources 
had been mobilised to ensure an incumbent’s victory, and the media had 
imposed a policy of self-censorship during the election period. There is still 
little representation of the opposition. While laws have been changed to 
make it easier for parties to stand and gain seats in the rerun parliamentary 
election, it is not due to be held until June 2021. The old parliament continues 
until then, even though in the eyes of many it lacks legitimacy. Meanwhile 
several draft laws on the freedoms of association and expression remain 
under considerationunder consideration↗, including an NGO law, a trade union law and a law 
on misinformation. The continuing parliament, despite its lack of legitimacy, 
agreed a new constitutionconstitution↗ that the public endorsed in a referendumreferendum↗ in 
April 2021, albeit on another low turnout only narrowly above the minimum 
threshold required to make the vote valid. Although some of the worst excesses 
of the draft constitution were improved following a fierce backlash, its increase 
of presidential powers raised fears of creeping authoritarianism.

The draft constitution granted the president practically unlimited powers, 
while reducing the status and powers of parliament to a minimum, thereby 
jeopardising checks and balances and creating the risk of presidential 
abuse of power. It also provided for a complicated impeachment 
procedure that would be impossible to implement in practice. Moreover, 
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while it did not mention the principle of the rule of law even once, the 
text repeatedly referred to moral values and principles. Many provisions 
of the current constitution that guarantee human rights and freedoms 
were excluded.
Because of harsh criticism, the authorities were forced to abandon 
their initial plans to submit the draft constitution to referendum on the 
same day as the presidential election and agreed to organise a broader 
discussion. To this end, a so-called constitutional conference was 
convened and its members worked for two and a half months, in spite of 
facing accusations that their activities were illegitimate. At the beginning 
of February 2021, the constitutional conference submitted its suggestions 
to parliament.
As a result of the discussion and proposals submitted by the constitutional 
conference, parts of the draft constitution were improved. For example, 
the reference to the principle of the rule of law was restored and 
significant amendments were made to the sections on human rights and 
freedoms, including with respect to protecting the freedom of expression, 
the role of independent media and the right to access information. But it 
remained practically unchanged with respect to the provisions that set 
out unlimited powers for the president.
In March 2021, parliament adopted a law on holding a referendum 
on the revised draft constitution, setting the date for 11 April 2021. 
This sparked a new wave of indignation among politicians, lawyers 
and civil society activists, who pointed out that this was against 
the established procedure for constitutional change and warned 
again that the concentration of power in the hands of the president might 
result in authoritarian rule. 
The draft constitution has two other problematic provisions. One 
allows for restrictions to be imposed on any events that contradict 
‘moral and ethical values’ or ‘the public consciousness of the people 
of the Kyrgyz Republic’. These concepts are not defined or regulated, 
so they might be interpreted differently in different cases, creating 
the risk of overly broad and subjective interpretation and arbitrary 
application. This might lead to excessive restrictions on human rights and 
freedoms, including the rights to the freedoms of peaceful assembly and 
expression.

The other provision requires political parties, trade unions and other 
public associations to ensure the transparency of their financial and 
economic activities. Against the background of recent attempts to step 
up control over CSOs, there are concerns that it might be used to put 
pressure on them. On the same day that parliament voted in favour of 
holding a referendum on the draft constitution, some legislators accused 
CSOs of allegedly undermining ‘traditional values’ and posing a threat to 
the state. 
Civil society activists continue to call on the current parliament, which in 
their eyes has lost its legitimacy, to dissolve and on the president to call 
a new election promptly. Activists are holding an ongoing rally to this end 
and, if their demands are not met, they plan to turn to the courts on the 
grounds of the usurpation of power.

There has also been little attempt to hold security force officers to account 
for the violence committed against protesters in October. Journalists and 
people who speak out on social media faced harassment and intimidationharassment and intimidation↗ 
under the old regime and continue to do so under the new one, including for 
criticising the government’s handling of the pandemic. Women journalistsWomen journalists↗ 
are particularly targeted with threats.

Protest energy did not entirely subside, since not all protesters were in the 
Japarov camp. From November, marchesmarches↗ were held in Bishkek each Sunday 
calling for lawfulness, protesting at the proposed new constitution and the 
lack of legitimacy of the continuing parliament. Civil society continues to 
demand justice for activist Azimjan AskarovAzimjan Askarov↗, who died in prison in July due 
to pneumonia, likely COVID-19-related. He had been denied proper medical 
attention or early release. Calls remain for an independent and impartial 
investigation of his death.

It seems that ultimately, in the time of political flux, opportunism rather 
than idealism prevailed. Politics in Kyrgyzstan still resembles less a contest 
between competing ideas on how the lives of people can be improved than 
a clash between parties organised to defend the interests of powerful men.  
Civil society will have to do its best to provide some of the scrutiny over 
expanded presidential power that the formal political system seems unlikely 
to provide.
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Russia: manipulated vote 
confirms Putin’s power
Watching events in Belarus and Kyrgyzstan with keen interest would have 
been Russian President Vladimir Putin. As security forces remained loyal to the 
government in Belarus, Putin was not forced to make a difficult decision about 
whether to intervene to quash a movement for democracy across Russia’s 
western border. Domestically, President Putin has not for a long time faced an 
election that risked denting his power, and after a vote held in June he could 
stay in power until 2036, if he so chooses.

The vote, which overwhelmingly endorsed a proposal to change the 
constitution, wiping the presidential terms Putin has already served from the 
slate, was often described externally as a referendum. But as Leonid DrabkinLeonid Drabkin↗ 
of Russian human rights organisation OVD-InfoOVD-Info↗ describes, the vote did not 
even comply with the formal criteria that would have allowed the government 
to describe it as such:

Referendum is not really the right word for it. The government never 
referred to the vote as a referendum; they called it a ‘national survey’. But 
it is not even necessary to hold a referendum to change the Constitution 
– quite recently, when Russia conquered the Crimean Peninsula, the 
Constitution had to be changed to include an additional region of Russia, 
but no referendum was held; other mechanisms were used.
They could have gone the legislative way this time as well, but they 
wanted to have the changes legitimised by a supermajority of the 
population. However, they couldn’t hold a referendum because it implied 
giving notice several months in advance, and rules only allowed people 
to vote from their home if they had a health issue. So they called this 
a ‘national survey’ instead, which is not regulated by any law, unlike a 
referendum, which should be conducted according to specific guidelines, 
so it allowed the government a lot of flexibility around dates and rules.
People in several regions were allowed to vote remotely by electronic 
means, which would not be a bad thing in itself, but presented additional 
opportunities for violations. A whole week of voting was added in 
advance of the actual voting day, which from a health perspective was a 
good decision, but added extra opportunities for fraud. And there was no 

independent monitoring, so the results – an overwhelming 78 per cent in 
favour of reform – are not to be trusted.

Opposition activists denounceddenounced↗ the size of the pro-Putin vote as fraudulent, 
pointing to opinion polls ahead of the vote that did not show such high levels of 
support. Alongside the extended voting term, large employers, closely linked to 
ruling interests, encouraged their employees to vote, and people were offered offered 
prizesprizes↗ for voting. Social media influencers reported receiving offers of bribes 
to urge their followers to vote. With a vote that clearly had the purpose of 
applying a layer of apparent legitimacy to President Putin’s continuing power, 
it seemed the biggest fear of the organisers was not of losing, but of turnout 
being low; in any vote that is intended not to make a real decision but to 
legitimise existing power, having a high turnout is always a concern.

Protesters, many of them expatriate Russians, demonstrate against proposed constitutional 
changes outside the Russian Embassy in Berlin, Germany on 1 July 2020. Photo by Maja 
Hitij/Getty Images
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In the vote, changes to term limits were bundled with a range of unrelated 
measures, including increases to pension and minimum wages and measures 
that seemed deliberately framed to galvanise conservative support bases by 
appealing to nationalistic sentiment and homophobia. Publicity ahead of the 
vote emphasised the other measures rather than the change in term limits.

I was quite angry about the possible changes to the Constitution, which 
included new provisions regarding term limits and not counting previous 
terms held by those already in office, which would allow President Putin 
to run again for two more six-year presidential terms, as well as a focus on 
‘traditional families’, the introduction of patriotic education in schools, an 
explicit mention of faith in God and the statement that the Constitution 
stands above international law.

The vote’s timing – after initial pandemic lockdowns had somewhat slowed the 
spread of the virus but before a second wave would bring fresh restrictions 
and with them economic downturn – also seemed opportunistic, suggesting 
that President Putin was seeking a prop to shore up his support ahead of some 
likely more challenging times to come.

While hundreds of people protested in Moscow in July following the 
announcement of the results, pandemic restrictions made it hard to mobilise 
opposition ahead of the vote. In recent years the authorities had made it 
progressively harder for people to come together to express dissent.

Before protesting, you need to let the local government know that you 
want to hold a meeting and you need their approval. In many cases, the 
process of seeking approval is unsuccessful. The very fact that there is 
this procedure to follow is a threat in itself. According to international 
standards, this is not how it should work.
You need to apply for authorisation in advance. How long in advance will 
depend on the region, but let’s say you need to apply with seven days 
in advance, then wait for the permit to come through, and only then, 
if it does, you can hold your rally. This means that you are deprived of 
the means to react quickly when something serious happens, whether 
it’s someone getting killed or doubts about election results. You cannot 
protest in reaction to events; you need to apply for a permit and wait 

several days. However, the emotion and the energy that these events 
elicit tend to decrease with time, and it is highly likely that they will cool 
off in a week or two, which is precisely what the current legislation seeks 
to achieve.
If your rally is approved, most likely you won’t be detained. But rallies 
about controversial issues are often not approved, and if you don’t have 
authorisation and you rally anyway, you will probably be detained, then 
sent to a police station and then to court. When demonstrations are 
suppressed, you can also be beaten by police forces. It is not too frequent, 
but it sometimes happens that police officers hit protesters with their 
batons, or ‘democratisators’, as we call them.
If you are prosecuted and it’s your first violation of assembly rules, you 
will only get fined, but if you are a repeat offender, you may be sent to 
jail for 10 to 15 days. If you are an activist, it is just a matter of time for 
you to get caught for a second or third time. Now, the system is absurd, 
because it implies that the nature of the offence changes when it’s 
committed repeatedly: when you violate assembly rules for the first time, 
it is considered a misdemeanour and it’s dealt with by the administrative 
court system, but when you violate them for the third time, it becomes a 
felony so it is dealt with through the criminal system, along with serious 
crimes such as murder and kidnapping.

On 10 March, the day that the proposal to cancel term limits was first made in 
the Duma, Russia’s parliament, mass events involving more than 5,000 people 
were bannedbanned↗ in Moscow on pandemic grounds, making an application to 
hold a protest rally of around 50,000 people redundant. Protesting became 
even harder in December, when restrictions on civil society funding were 
extendedextended↗ to assemblies, resulting in a ban on protests receiving funding either 
anonymously or from abroad. Single picket protests – an increasingly common 
protest response as people try to get round protest restrictions, as seen in 2019 2019 
climate protestsclimate protests↗ – quickly rose as an alternative to complain about the term-
limits move. A small protest against the constitutional changes also mobilised 
in St Petersburg in July, but was haltedhalted↗ on the grounds of blocking traffic. 
In contrast to these restrictions on gatherings, and as the number of Russian 
cases of COVID-19 infection passed 600,000, the government pressed ahead 
with its Victory Day military parademilitary parade↗ in June, bringing thousands of people 
together in a patriotic show of military might on the eve of the vote. It seemed 
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clear that public events critical of the government would not be possible on 
pandemic grounds, but others, including a ceremonial vote, could go ahead.

The Russian government has used the pandemic as an excuse to violate 
human rights. Russia has been among the worst-hit countriesworst-hit countries↗ in terms 
of COVID-19 infections and deaths, but it has also been one of only a few 
countries in Europe to allow people into football stadiums, cinemas and 
theatres; even the metro system, which is really crowded all the time, is 
functioning as always, while all rallies and protests have been prohibited, 
allegedly because of the pandemic.
Civil society understands better than the government all the negative 
impacts of COVID-19, and it does not intend to call for a big rally. All it 
wants is for people to be able to hold small demonstrations, even one-
person protests or single pickets, which are supposed to be the only kind 
of demonstration we are allowed to hold without giving prior notice to 

the authorities. That is one reason why single pickets have been on the 
rise over the past few years. But repression against them has been on 
the rise as well, and restrictions have also applied during the pandemic, 
even when they pose no threat to public health at all. In the first half of 
2020, there were around 200 detentions of solo protesters, more than 
in any previous year. In fact, I was among those arrestedarrested↗, although not 
for reasons related to my work with OVD-Info. As a CSO we try to remain 
politically neutral, while I, as an individual civic activist, held a solo picket 
and was detained for it. I am now bringing my case to the European Court 
of Human Rights.
I was upset to see that nobody around me was angry enough. Major 
opposition parties and politicians didn’t call for people to vote against 
reform, they just said nothing. They didn’t even object to a vote under 
the pandemic. For me, this was a criminal decision, unnecessarily 
endangering dozens of millions of people by having them go out to vote 
in the midst of a pandemic. I am in an election committee and in every 
election I serve as a poll worker – I go to the local school and sit there all 
day looking for people’s names on registries, handing them their voting 
papers, signing next to their names – but this time I didn’t do it because 
I feared for my health. I didn’t want to be in a room with so many people 
in the middle of a pandemic.
Civil society was not too active either. One of the best-known Russian 
CSOs, Golos, which focuses on voting monitoring, shed light on the issue, 
denouncingdenouncing↗ that the vote was rigged and the results were falsified. But 
civil society as a whole didn’t really face the problem, and I think the 
pandemic might have something to do with it, because in normal times 
they would have rallied in protest, but right now the pandemic makes it 
extremely complicated.

Not everyone was silent. Alexei Navalny, long a thorn in the side of President 
Putin, was perhaps the most prominent opposition figure to denounce the 
vote. An anti-corruption activist who had repeatedly faced criminal charges 
and been blocked from standing in elections, Navalny was poisonedpoisoned↗ in 
August. Evacuated to Germany, he eventually recovered from a life-threatening 
attack. Tests showed he had been poisoned with NovichokNovichok↗, a deadly nerve 
agent that was developed in Soviet Russia and has only ever been used against 
opponentsopponents↗ of Russia’s rulers.

Repression through restrictive legislation, criminalisation, smears, violence and killings 
has intensified in Russia following the 2019 mass protests. Photo by Andrey Rudakov/
Bloomberg via Getty Images
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When Navalny returned to Russia in January 2021, he was immediately 
detaineddetained↗, and the following month sentenced to two years and eight months 
in jail. Large-scale protests were sparked both when Navalny was detained and 
sentenced, and when he shared a video showing an opulentopulent↗ Black Sea palace, 
allegedly built for Putin at the state’s expense. Mass protestsprotests↗ in solidarity 
with Navalny on 23 January 2021, embracing some 110 cities, saw some 5,000 
people arrested. A similar number were arrestedarrested↗ in further protests held 
on 31 January 2021. When further protestsfurther protests↗ followed Navalny’s sentencing, 
police used force, including electric shocks and beatings. Over 1,000 more 
people were detained, and many of those in detention were denied the most 
basic assistance, including water, food, medicines, a phone call and access to 

lawyers. Some reported being tortured or otherwise badly treated while in 
detention, and several journalists covering the protests were detaineddetained↗. By 
March 2021, it was estimatedestimated↗ that at least 11,000 people in 125 cities had 
been detained, including at least 150 journalists. Those protesting included 
people who were not necessarily supporters of Navalny, who has a nationalist 
backgroundbackground↗, but could see the obvious injustice in his treatment and viewed 
it as indicative of an abusive state and dictatorial leader. People protested 
even if they believed that Russia does not need another charismatic nationalist 
leader as the answer to its problems.

The attempt to assassinate Navalny highlighted the deadly dangers that those 
who oppose President Putin’s power can face. It takes considerable courage to 
stand up to Putin’s authoritarian power. But there are still brave people who 
will keep finding new and creative ways of expressing dissent, and if there is 
hope for the future of Russian democracy, it is in these responses.

Human rights activists are like mushrooms after the rain: we multiply in 
reaction to human rights violations. After each new wave of repression, 
activism increases and new CSOs arise. OVD-Info was established 
in reaction to the repression of big protests that were held after 
parliamentary elections, and nine years later we are still growing. 2019 
was a year of mass persecution and many promising projects were 
developed in reaction. For example, we now have a big Telegram chat, 
‘parcels to police stations’, which is activated when someone is detained 
and needs water, food, a phone charger or any other essentials, and we 
coordinate so someone will go to that police station and deliver them 
to the detained person. This is a way for anyone to show solidarity. 
By participating in this, those who are afraid to rally can still make 
themselves useful without being at risk. We have another initiative, ‘taxi 
for prisoners’, through which people will volunteer to give you a ride or 
get you a taxi if you are under arrest and let go from the police station in 
the middle of the night, when there is no public transportation.
When I was detained earlier in 2020, I was fined, and I benefited from 
another initiative called ‘picket man’, which resorts to crowdfunding to 
pay the fine for you. There is always a new initiative to fight back against 
any rights violation, and as new restrictions are imposed, human rights 
activism is expected to increase.

A woman holds a sign in Russian that reads ‘We are Navalny’ outside the hospital where 
Alexei Navalny is being treated on 24 August 2020 in Berlin, Germany. Photo by Sean 
Gallup/Getty Images
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Uganda: hopes for change 
disappointed
Similarly facing few constraints on his continuing power is Uganda’s President 
Yoweri Museveni, who has ruled the country since 1986 and started his 
sixth term following the January 2021 general election. Museveni has won 
successive elections characterised by increasing levels of violence, intimidation 
of opposition and voting fraud, having rewritten the constitution to erase term 
limits and remove the age limit that once would have forced him to retire.

In the 2021 election, Museveni however faced a credible threat to his continuing 
rule, in the form of singer and actor Bobi Wine, who was elected to parliament 
in 2017 and campaigns against Museveni’s authoritarianism. His candidacy 
turned the presidential race into a clear choice: continuing autocratic rule 
under Museveni, or a change of direction under the leadership of a candidate 
young enough to be his grandson, whose lack of experience was presented as 

an asset. Wine’s candidacy provided a rallying point for those disaffected with 
Museveni: for people deprived of their civil and political rights, for the many 
young people struggling to find jobs and make a living, and for anyone who felt 
that 35 years under the same president was too much.

Speaking before the election, Mohammed NdifunaMohammed Ndifuna↗ of Justice Access Point-Justice Access Point-
UgandaUganda↗ set out what made Wine an appealing prospect for many voters and 
a threat to the establishment:

Bobi Wine is a singer and actor who is also an activist and a politician. As 
a leader of the People Power, Our Power movement, he was elected to 
parliament in 2017.
Bobi’s appeal among young people is enormous, and let’s keep in mind 
that more than 75 per cent of Uganda’s population is below the age 
of 30. This makes young people a significant group to be wowed. It is 
Bobi Wine who appears most able to galvanise young people behind his 
candidature. Although not an experienced politician, Bobi is a charismatic 
firebrand who has been able to attract not just young people but also 
many politicians from traditional political parties into his mass movement.
Bobi Wine, long known as the ‘Ghetto PresidentGhetto President↗’, has taken advantage 
of his appeal as a popular music star to belt out political songs to mobilise 
people, and his roots in the ghetto also guarantee him an appeal in urban 
areas. 
Given the ongoing cut-throat fight for young people’s votes, it is no 
surprise that the security apparatus has been unleashed against young 
people in an apparent attempt to stem the pressure they are exerting. 
Political activists linked to People Power have been harassed and, in some 
instances, killed. People Power’s political leaders have been intermittently 
arrested and arraigned in courts or allegedly kidnapped and tortured in 
safe houses. In an apparent attempt to make in-roads into the ranks of 
urban young people, President Yoweri Museveni appointed three senior 
presidential advisors from the ghetto. 

But the appointment of advisors was not Museveni’s only response to the 
threat Wine presented to his continuing rule. The run-up to the election saw 
an evident intensification of repression. Bobi Wine was repeatedly targeted. In 
August, he was served with a criminal summonscriminal summons↗ for alleged irregularities in 

People demonstrate in support of Bobi Wine’s candidacy on 3 November 2020 in Kampala, 
Uganda. Photo by Luke Dray/Getty Images
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the paperwork he submitted to stand in the election. In November, shortly after 
the National Unity Platform party nominated him to stand as its candidate, he 
was violently arrestedviolently arrested↗. The party’s offices were raided in October and sealed 
off in November when Wine tried to launch his manifesto. Later that month 
he was detained for three days on the grounds of having exceeded crowd size 
limits imposed under pandemic regulations at an election rally. This arrest 
sparked protestsprotests↗ that were met with security force violence, with dozens of 
people killedkilled↗, many due to gunfire, and hundreds of arrests. In December, 
Wine’s bodyguard, Francis SentezaFrancis Senteza↗, was killed after being run over by a 
military police truck as he tried to help journalists injured after the police fired 
teargas cannisters into a protesting crowd. ViolenceViolence↗ was routinely levelled 
against opposition supporters. Opposition rallies were targeted for police 

action on the grounds of breaching pandemic rules, while ruling party events 
were often allowedallowed↗ to go ahead. And then following the announcement of 
the election results, Wine was placed under house arrest, with the military 
surrounding his house and denying visitors for over a week.

Wine was not the only one attacked for daring to offer political competition. 
In March, Henry Tumukunde, who had also declared his candidacy, was 
arrestedarrested↗ on treason charges and denied bail until May. Curiously, while in 
other countries people were being released from detention to reduce the risk 
of COVID-19 infection, in his case the pandemic was used as an excuse to deny 
him bail. That same month, filmmaker Moses Bwayo was remanded for making 
a film about Bobi Wine. In April, TV reporter Samson Kasumba was arrestedarrested↗ 
on the grounds of sedition and an opposition politician, Francis Zaake, was 
reportedly torturedtortured↗ by security forces after being arrested for distributing 
food parcels to people affected by the pandemic; Museveni claimed such 
actions were spreading the virus and ordered a crackdown, while those who 
protested against the state’s slow and inadequate efforts risked arrest. Primary 
elections in September were marred by violenceviolence↗. In December, several 
journalists were injuredinjured↗ while covering opposition events, including through 
police beatings and the firing of teargas cannisters. Such was the level of state 
violence against journalists that in December, over 100 journalists walked outwalked out↗ 
of a media conference with military representatives over the military’s failure 
to apologise.

These events came on top of a civic space crackdown sustained over years 
and characterised by the passage of numerous laws restricting CSO and media 
activity, raids on CSO offices and repression of most forms of protest. In August, 
the intrusive state went to ridiculous lengths to further limit criticism, when 
draft regulationsregulations↗ were announced to make comedy performers sign a code 
of ethics and submit their scripts for approval, in retaliation for mockery of 
the government. 2020 saw several arrests of comedians, musicians and anyone 
who used their public platform to question or satirise government figures. 
In September, it was announced that anyone wishing to publish information 
online would need to apply for a licence; curbs on online expression were 
particularly concerning given the constraints on conventional campaigning 
during a pandemic election. In October, TV stations were bannedbanned↗ from hosting 
politicians wearing red berets, a symbol of the National Unity Platform. In 
December, all foreign journalists were required to apply for reaccreditationreaccreditation↗. 

Bobi Wine parades through crowds in the Kayunga District of Jinja, Uganda on 1 December 
2020. Photo by Getty Images/Getty Images
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Two days before the January vote, a nationwide internet shutdownshutdown↗ was 
imposed and access to social media and online messaging apps suspended.

On 7 September, the Uganda Communications Commission (UCC) issued 
a public notice stating that anyone wishing to publish information online 
needs to apply for and obtain a licence from the UCC before 5 October. 
This will mostly affect online users, such as bloggers, who are paid for 
published content. Obviously, this is meant to stifle young people’s 
political activities online. And it is also particularly concerning because, 
as public gatherings are restricted due to COVID-19 prevention measures, 
online media would be the only method of campaigning allowed ahead of 
the 2021 election.
Civic space in Uganda may be characterised as harassed, stifled and 
starved. It would seem like civil society has been on a slippery slope 
of sorts, with things turning from bad to worse. For instance, CSOs 
have witnessed a wave of brazen attacks against their physical space 
in the form of office break-ins and broad-daylight workplace raids. 
In the meantime, there seems to be no let-up in the waves of attacks 
against CSOs, and especially against those involved in human rights and 
accountability advocacy. Over the past few years, an array of legislation 
and administrative measures has been unleashed against CSOs and 
others, including the Public Order Management Act (2012) and the NGO 
Act (2016).
The Minister of Internal Affairs has ordered all CSOs to go through a 
mandatory validation and verification process before they are allowed 
to operate. Many CSOs have not been able to go through it: by 19 
October, only 2,257 CSOs had successfully completed the verification and 
validation exercise, including just a few that do mainstream advocacy 
work on governance.

Voting took place in an intimidating atmosphere, with soldiers and police 
patrolling the capital, Kampala, from where Wine drew much support, on 
foot and in armoured military vehicles, with the military particularly present 
in neighbourhoods where Wine voters were concentrated. The election’s 
official results showed Museveni taking around 58 per cent of the votes to 
Wine’s 35 per cent, but it was not only Wine who claimed fraud. Numerous 
credible election observers were denieddenied↗ accreditation. The US government 

cancelledcancelled↗ its mission when over 75 per cent of its accreditation requests were 
turned down, while the EU decideddecided↗ not to send a mission on the grounds 
that its recommendations following the previous election had been ignored.

Civil society efforts to ensure a free and fair election met with state repression. 
In October, the activities of National Election Watch Uganda, a civil society 
coalition, were suspendedsuspended↗ and in December the bank accounts of at least four 
CSOs that planned to observe the election were frozenfrozen↗ on money-laundering 
charges. On election day, police raidedraided↗ a civil society observation centre, 
arresting at least 25 people. The African Elections Watch Coalition, which was 
able to deploy around 2,000 observers, reported clear irregularities, including 
tampering with ballot papers, missing ballot papers and the late opening of 
most voting stations. But despite the evidence, Uganda’s neighbouring states 
were quick to congratulate Museveni on his win.

People vote at a polling station in Kampala, Uganda on 14 January 2021. Photo by Luke 
Dray/Getty Images
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As well as Wine’s house arrest, his party’s headquarters were subjected to a 
military raidmilitary raid↗, as officials were meeting to plan a legal challenge to the results. 
In February, Wine withdrewwithdrew↗ his legal action, on the grounds that the judiciary 
was not independent and would not consider his claim fairly. Museveni 
seemed secure and Uganda had missed a chance to change. Sadly, this means 
Museveni’s sixth term can only bring more of the same repression.

Malawi: a historic first for Africa

In contrast, Malawi’s June presidential election broke new ground. For the first 
time, an African country saw a change in government resulting from an election 
that was rerun after its Constitutional Court overturnedoverturned↗ the original result. 
These events offered hope that safeguards to defend democratic freedoms are 
becoming stronger in Malawi.

Incumbent President Peter Mutharika claimed victory and a second term 
following the 2019 election, but widespread protests and legal action 
followed the announcement of the results, and the election was annulled by 
the Constitutional Court in February. As Michael KaiyatsaMichael Kaiyatsa↗ of the Centre for Centre for 
Human Rights and RehabilitationHuman Rights and Rehabilitation↗ relates, civil society pressure played a key 
part in bringing about the decision to hold the election again:

I think it is fair to say that judges and civil society-led protests paved the 
way for the fresh presidential election to be held. 
In the May 2019 presidential contest, the incumbent, Peter Mutharika, 
was declared winner. However, the opposition claimed the poll had been 
fraudulent. They cited, among other things, the alleged use of Tippex 
correction fluid to change vote tallies. Dr Lazarus Chakwera of the Malawi 
Congress Party and Dr Saulos Chilima of the United Transformation 
Movement petitioned the Constitutional Court, seeking to overturn the 
presidential election results. The two cited widespread irregularities, 
including the use of Tippex and missing signatures on some result sheets.
The Constitutional Court’s historic ruling, later validated by the country’s 
Supreme Court, represents a noteworthy illustration of the independence 
of the judiciary in Malawi’s maturing democracy. However, key to the 
ruling was not only the independence of Malawi’s judiciary but also 
months of civil society-led mass demonstrations. The protests were so 

sustained and vigorous that they could not be ignored by key democratic 
institutions like the judiciary. The Human Rights Defenders Coalition, 
an influential civil society grouping, courageously brought thousands of 
people to the streets on a regular basis to campaign against the botched 
outcome of the 2019 election. This was particularly important because 
it significantly increased the pressure on the judiciary and other key 
democratic institutions to do the right thing.
This is not to underrate the role played by the judiciary. The judges 
really stood up to defend democracy. Prior to the Constitutional Court 
ruling there had been several attempts to bribe the judges to ensure 
that the ruling went in former President Mutharika’s favour: one 
prominent banker was arrested in connection with the bribery casebribery case↗. 
There were also numerous threats to the independence of the judiciary 
prior to the rerun, including a government attemptattempt↗ to force out senior 
Supreme Court judges through early retirement just days before the 
rerun. The judges could have easily succumbed to such intimidation 
and ruled in favour of Mutharika, but they did not. Instead, they stood 
firm and delivered a radical judgement that has changed the way 
Malawi is governed.

In protesting against the 2019 result, people faced considerable danger, 
with reportsreports↗ of police brutality and gender-based violence against women 
protesters, and the state continuedcontinued↗ its attempts to suppress dissent and 
debate ahead of the new vote. In March, three protest leaders associated with 
the Human Rights Defenders Coalition were arrestedarrested↗; they had declared 
they would march on government headquarters in protest if the government 
did not pass legislation to enable the 2020 election. JudgesJudges↗ faced criticism 
and harassment, sparking ‘hands off the judiciary’ protests. But crucially, 
there were instances of the army stepping in not to suppress protests, but to 
protectprotect↗ protesters and enable events to go ahead.

The rescheduled election was of course held during the pandemic, raising 
the fear that President Mutharika would use the growing crisis as a pretext 
to postpone the election and extend his stay in power. Civil society was at 
the forefront of urging that the election should be held safely rather than 
postponed. This came together with a concern that the government was 
not giving adequate support to the many people left without incomes under 
lockdown measures.
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Civil society wanted the lockdown to be put on hold until the government 
could come up with some way to protect the country’s poorest and 
most vulnerable people. Civil society groups were unhappy that the 
government did not outline a social safety net for vulnerable people 
during the lockdown, which prompted the Human Rights Defenders 
Coalition and other CSOs to seek a stop orderstop order↗ from the court. It is a fact 
that many people in Malawi operate on a hand-to-mouth basis.
It is also important to note that the civil society challenge came 
after thousands of informal traders in the cities of Blantyre and 
Mzuzu and in districts like Thyolo had taken to the streets to protest 
against the lockdown with placards that read, ‘We’d rather die of 
corona than die of hunger’. Many of these vendors are daily wage 
earners and a lockdown could have badly affected them. There was 
growing suspicion among civil society and the citizenry that the 
government was trying to use the lockdown to justify the cancellation or 
postponement of the election.

Holding the election under the pandemic presented a new range of challenges, 
and one of the problems was that parties routinely flouted the ban on large 
gatherings, even though doing so risked placing an even greater strain on the 
country’s health infrastructure.

The experience in Malawi has shown that organising elections during a 
pandemic can be very challenging. The prevention measures outlined 
by the government do not allow gatherings of more than 100 people. 
However, most political parties ignored this restriction and held campaign 
meetings exceeding this number.
A key challenge faced by the Malawi Electoral Commission (MEC) during 
this fresh election was the need to put the health and safety of voters 
first while ensuring the integrity of the election. The MEC usually has a 
voter education budget that is utilised ahead of each election. However, 
given that this fresh election was not budgeted for earlier, the MEC 
faced financial challenges, which deepened as a result of the COVID-19 
pandemic, which required the procurement of personal protective 
equipment (PPE), adding further budgetary constraints.
The MEC also experienced significant challenges with the production 
and distribution of voting materials. Malawi imports many election 

materials from other countries. As Malawi was gearing up for the fresh 
election, many countries were on full or partial lockdown. This impacted 
on election preparations, as some suppliers found it difficult to transport 
goods internationally. Because of all this, there were significant delays in 
the printing of ballot papers, which was done in Dubai.
Another challenge was that political parties were not able to monitor 
the ballot printing process, as has always been the case, due to 
COVID-19 related travel restrictions. A further important consequence 
of the pandemic was the absence of international election observers. 
With international travel restrictions imposed worldwide, the ability 
of international observers to observe the election was dramatically 
restricted. And the pandemic affected voter turnout.

Turnout was lower, as unsurprisingly some people worried about the risk of 
infection decided to stay at home. Civil society was also less able to play its 
normal role in educating and mobilising voters.

There were worries that Malawians would not come out in their 
numbers to vote because of health concerns caused by the pandemic. 
These fears were partly realised. The voter turnout was lower than 
in the previous election. Of the 6,859,570 Malawians registered to 
vote in 2020, around 65 per cent voted. This was down from May 
2019, when roughly 74 per cent of registered voters participated. 
But the low turnout could also be attributed to inadequate voter 
and civic education campaigns. Unlike in previous elections,  
most CSOs were unable to conduct civic and voter education due to 
resource challenges. The uncertainty of polling dates made it difficult for 
CSOs to mobilise resources. The MEC did not give people confidence that 
the election would take place within the stipulated 150 days. The official 
date for the polls was fixed only around two weeks before the election, 
so mobilising resources to conduct civic and voter education at such short 
notice was not easy.
However, it is also true that some Malawians may have avoided the 
polls because of the growing pandemic. By election day, there were 
803 documented cases and 11 recorded COVID-19 deaths in Malawi so 
some people – possibly older people and those with pre-existing health 
conditions – may have stayed away.
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When the votes had been counted, Malawi had a new president. A formerly 
divided group of opposition parties united behind the 2019 runner-up Lazarus 
Chakwera, who enlisted as his vice-presidential running mate Saulosi Chilima, 
who had split the opposition vote to come third in 2019. Unity accounted for 
the decisive 59 per cent of the vote obtained by the new president, against the 
39 per cent retained by Mutharika.

Changes of president always offer opportunities for civil society advocacy and 
hopes for the development of more constructive relationships. These hopes 
are not always realised, as sometimes civil society finds little has changed 
other than the name on the door. In Malawi, the new president vowedvowed↗ to 
tackle corruption and launched investigations into some deals and suspended 
some contracts agreed by the previous government. Some prominent officials 
associated with the former regime faced police investigation and arrest, 
on charges related to corruption and violent conduct. President Chakwera 
committedcommitted↗ to put into practice the Access to Information Act, which was 
passed in 2017 but has yet to be implemented. The new government also 
set out a budget containing a minimum wage increase, subsidies for small 
farmers, more funding for small business creation and the expansion of a 
scheme to encourage more women and young people to start businesses. 
However, President Chakwera faced criticism for the narrowness of this cabinet 
appointments, selecting most ministers from his home region, including six who 
are related to him. It is not clear whether he will continue his predecessor’s 
policy of close relations with China, which invested heavily in big infrastructure 
projects in Malawi. Civil society will need to not just hope, but work to hold the 
new administration accountable.

One of the key expectations is that the new government will place the 
promotion and protection of human rights at the top of its agenda and 
strengthen the fundamental freedoms of all Malawians in line with 
international human rights standards. It is also hoped that the government 
will move to protect the space for civil society. The fresh presidential 
election took place amidst concerted government attacks on civil society 
and the judiciary. It is our expectation that the new government will fulfil 
its election promise to protect civic space and allow CSOs to operate 
freely.
In its 2019 election manifesto, the Malawi Congress Party promised to 

support the operations of local and international human rights CSOs 
through a permissive and enabling policy and institutional and legislative 
framework and to facilitate the progressive development of a civil society 
that is fully capable of holding the government accountable and defending 
citizens’ rights. It is our hope that the new administration will walk the 
talk on this promise and withdraw the oppressive NGO Act (Amendment 
Bill) of 2018, which contains a number of provisions that could pose a 
threat to CSOs’ ability to operate.

Tanzania: what next after an 
unexpected change?
Change came unexpectedly in Tanzania. President John Magufuli seemed all 
set to continue to dominate the country’s politics. In the October election, he 
took 84 per cent of votes to win a second term, while his party, Chama Cha 
Mapinduzi (CCM), which in various incarnations has held uninterrupted power 
since independence in 1961, captured 261 out of 264 parliamentary seats, 
making Tanzania effectively a one-party stateone-party state↗. But Magufuli did not have long 
to enjoy his triumph. He died in March 2021, reportedly of heart failure. Before 
then, he had not been seen for more than two weeks, and rumours swirled 
that he was in a Kenyan hospital, ill with COVID-19.

It may never be known whether it was indeed COVID-19 or a heart problem 
that killed Magufuli, but if it was the former, it would be grim irony indeed. 
President Magufuli presided over a policy of blanket pandemic denial, as one 
of the handful of rogue heads of state who outright denied scientific advice. 
The government stopped publishing data on COVID-19 cases in April 2020. It 
decided not to implement lockdowns or promote distancing and provided little 
testing. Magufuli discouraged mask use, instead urging the power of prayer 
against the virus, actively encouragingencouraging↗ mass religious gatherings. His health 
minister promoted supposed herbal curescures↗ with no basis in science and by 
June Magufuli was insistinginsisting↗ that, thanks to prayer, Tanzania was miraculously 
free of the virus.

Against official disinformation it became hard to circulate information 
grounded in reality. In March, the Tanzania Communications Regulatory 
Authority warnedwarned↗ against the publication or dissemination of ‘fake news’ 
and ‘disinformation’ about COVID-19, which in practice meant that those who 
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questioned the government’s failure to take the pandemic seriously could 
expect punishment. In April, several media outlets were finedfined↗ over their 
coverage of Tanzania’s lack of pandemic response, while the online licence of 
the Mwananci newspaper was suspendedsuspended↗ for six months after it published a 
photo of President Magufuli surrounded by people without any distancing. In 
July, Kwanza Online TV was bannedbanned↗ for 11 months after it reposted a health 
alert from the US embassy in Tanzania warning of the ‘elevated risk’ of the 
pandemic and pointing out that the government had stopped issuing statistics; 
the regulatory authority described this post as unpatriotic and impacting on 
security, unity and the economy. In an indication of how tightly online content 
is policed, even as harmless an act as mockingmocking↗ an old photo of the president, 
as comedian Idris Sultan did in May, produced the response of an arrest and 
charges of cyber-bullying.

For civil society, already squeezed by a barrage of restrictions, it was 
difficultdifficult↗ to argue back against the government’s denial. Self-censorship 
was understandable. Yet denial did not make the problem go away.  
Magufuli’s death understandably made headlines; the sad loss of many 
others who paid with their lives for his refusal to act responsibly did not. 
By February 2021, Tanzania’s hospitalshospitals↗ were full of people with COVID-19 
symptoms and the number of funeralsfunerals↗ skyrocketed. Several other high-
level officials died, including Seif Sharif HamadSeif Sharif Hamad↗, vice-president of Zanzibar, 
or were reported to be ill. Still the denial continued. When people died or 
got ill, the cause was rarely given as COVID-19, in an echo of the times when 
people were always reported to have died from something other than HIV/
AIDS. Even in his last weeks, although he finally advised people to wear 
masks, Magufuli cast doubtcast doubt↗ on vaccines and the government said it had no 
plans to accept them, while the rest of the world were clamouring for them. 
Even as he lay dying, people were arrestedarrested↗ for sharing stories about the 
president’s ill health.

Magufuli’s insistence that he knew best and the rest of the world was 
wrong was characteristic of his highly personalised style of autocratic 
rule. There was no doubt that his populist approach, nationalistnationalist↗ 
rhetoric and bluff persona played well with many voters, particularly in 
rural Tanzania. But it went hand in hand with an intolerance of dissent 
and dialogue, a lack of willingness to hear and consider other views that 
left little room for civil society. It was consistent with an approach that 
pursued economic development at all costs. Magufuli seemed keen to turn 
Tanzania into another Rwanda, with rapid economic development but 
suppressed human rights and minimal democratic freedoms. The 
economic slowdown that would have come with measures that took the 
pandemic seriously represented a threat to this plan, and so instead the 
cost was people’s lives.

In line with Magufuli’s view that political pluralism would only get in the 
way of his development plans, in 2019 a CCM politician suggestedsuggested↗ that the 
presidential election simply be scrapped and President Magufuli reappointed 
to save costs. Tanzania did not become a de facto one-party state by accident, 
but rather as the result of a concerted attempt to concentrate power and 
crush any form of opposition or dissent. In the October vote, the government 
displayed the full set of tactics available to distort the outcome of elections, 

President Magufuli’s coffin arrives for a final service before a private burial is held on 26 
March 2021 in Chato, Tanzania. Photo by Luke Dray/Getty Images
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encompassing violence, intimidation, criminalisation of the opposition, ballot 
stuffing, an internet shutdown and the prevention of electoral scrutiny.

Chadema, the main opposition party, was repeatedly targetedtargeted↗, its leaders 
continually criminalised and harassed. The examples were enough to suggest 
a systematic attack. Defeated Chadema presidential candidate Tundu Lissu 
returned from exile to stand, having being shot multiple timesshot multiple times↗ in 2017. He 
was bannedbanned↗ from campaigning for a week in October. Following the election, 
after he disputed the results and claimed widespread irregularities, he was 
subjected to hours of police interrogationpolice interrogation↗. Several other Chadema leaders 
were arrestedarrested↗ to prevent them taking part in planned protests to dispute 
the election results, among themamong them↗ party chair Freeman Mbowe, who had 
been hospitalisedhospitalised↗ after being beaten in June and detained in March. They 
were accused of violent protests and planning arson attacks, and charged with 
terrorism-related offences. HundredsHundreds↗ of other Chadema supporters were 
reported to have been arrested.

In August, Chadema’s northern offices were firebombedfirebombed↗. In March, nine 
Chadema leaders were convictedconvicted↗ of making seditious statements at a 
2018 rally. Opposition activists were beaten, threatened and faced police 
harassment, and some opposition candidates were preventedprevented↗ from standing 
in the parliamentary election, meaning that in 28 constituencies28 constituencies↗ CCM was 
elected without competition. Political gatherings had been bannedbanned↗ as far 
back as 2016, but in practice the ruling only applied to opposition rallies. 
Several members of another opposition party, the Alliance for Change and 
Transparency, were arrestedarrested↗ in June for holding an unlawful assembly when 
they convened an internal meeting. One of its leaders was detaineddetained↗ for 27 
days. The continuing level of threats towards opposition leaders after the 
election was such that several fled into exile.

Voting took place in an atmosphere of intimidation and harassment with a 
heavy armed presence on the streets. In the semi-autonomous administration 
of Zanzibar, violenceviolence↗ and arrests marked the days immediately preceding 
the voting. The military was deployed and there were reports that the police 
had shotshot↗ several people dead ahead of voting, when they fired on opposition 
supporters who tried to stop the army distributing ballot boxes they believed 
were pre-filled.

As well as reports of pre-filled ballot paperspre-filled ballot papers↗, there were allegations of 
ballot stuffingballot stuffing↗, ballot-box snatching, repeat voting and the turning away 
of opposition votersopposition voters↗ from some voting stations. For scrutiny over claims of 
fraud, the election commission could not be trusted as it is not independentnot independent↗; 
its head is appointed and can be dismissed by the president. It was quick 
to certify the results, after which there is no possibility in Tanzanian law of 
mounting an appeal. Independent scrutiny was restricted through a range 
of means. Election observation was limited, with the government placing 
barriers in the way of registration and some observers not allowednot allowed↗ to 
enter Tanzania, while opposition parties were not allowed to observe at 
some voting stations. Several major international media networks were 
not accredited to cover the election and some key international observers, 
such as the EU, were not invited. Ahead of the election, new laws limitedlimited↗ 
international media’s ability to cover events. The laws mandated broadcasters 
to seek permission from the government for their coverage seven days in 
advance and to work with a government-appointed representative while 
putting together their coverage. Online content regulations were further 
tightenedtightened↗, and on the eve of the election and immediately after, major social 
media networks were blockedblocked↗. 

In January 2021, four CSOs sought accountability for the violations by 
suingsuing↗ the government in the East African Court of Justice for the election 
violence, including the killing, disappearance, violent treatment and 
arbitrary arrest of opposition supporters and officials. But during the election 
period, civil society’s potential to offer scrutiny and help voters participate 
fully was also constrained. The state’s relationship with civil society was 
characterised by a worseningworsening↗ atmosphere of suspicion and intimidation 
since President Magufuli came to power in 2015. Threats, harassment and 
violence were buttressed by changes to laws to restrict civil society’s scope 
of operations. The space was further constrained in June with the passingpassing↗ 
of a law that means that only those directly affected by a rights violation will 
be able to bring public interest lawsuits. The new law, passed after minimal 
deliberation, prevents CSOs taking legal action to hold the authorities to 
account for violations. The law also extends total immunity to the president 
and other leading officials.

The difficult environment for civil society was further indicated in June by a 
raidraid↗ on the Tanzanian Human Rights Defenders Coalition as it was holding 
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a training activity on security and safety; the police insisted that only they 
could provide such training. In August, its bank accounts were frozenfrozen↗ by the 
police, reportedly on government orders, forcing the organisation to suspend 
operations and postpone activities ahead of the election.

Following Magufuli’s death in March 2021, Vice-President Samia Suluhu Hassan 
was quickly and somewhat unexpectedly sworn in as Tanzania’s new president, 
becoming the country’s first female leader. She inherited her party’s hegemony, 
but her elevation may mark a change of style at least. Her apparently less 
personally domineering approach offered some hope that there might be a 
shift towards a more consensual and consultative form of governance. Although 
President Hassan may find her room to manoeuvre constrained by powerful 
rivals who fancied themselves as Magufuli’s successor, an early encouraging 
sign came in April 2021 when she orderedordered↗ that media outlets shut down for 
criticising the government be allowed to reopen.

Unexpectedly, Tanzania has an opportunity to become more democratic. Much 
more reform is needed, not least to deal with Magufuli’s dismal pandemic 
legacylegacy↗, and civil society will be looking for more signs that President Hassan 
is prepared to open up civic space and restore the institutions that Magufuli 
systematically weakened. Given that many opposition leaders are in exile or 
detained and dissenting voices are missing from parliament, Tanzania needs 
an enabled civil society and diverse and free media to help scrutinise decision-
making, put forward alternatives and foster debate.

Burundi: change in name only?

A similar twist of fate was in store for Burundi, which also changed presidents 
in dramatic circumstances in 2020, although the prospects of a break with the 
past are uncertain there too. Authoritarian President Pierre Nkurunziza, who 
presided over appalling human rights abuses designed to crush all opposition, 
somewhat surprisingly decided not to stand again after 15 years in power, even 
though the constitution he had changed in 2015 enabled him to do so. That 
constitutional rewriting to enable Nkurunziza to stand for a third term in 2015 
had triggeredtriggered↗ mass protests that were brutally repressed.

But Burundi’s beleaguered civil society activists, many of whom were forced 
to flee the country in fear of their lives, held little hope that his handpicked 

replacement would make much difference, and expected Nkurunziza to 
continue to pull the strings from behind the scenes. The ruling party’s new 
candidate, Évariste Ndayishimiye, duly won the May election, held in the midst 
of the pandemic and riddled with irregularities. But then in June, before the 
official end of his term, President Nkurunziza suddenly died, reportedly of a 
heart attack, although as in Tanzania, rumours persisted that he had fallen 
victim to COVID-19. This sudden turn of events prompted speculation that 
more space could open up for civil society under the new president.

A Burundian civil society activistcivil society activist↗, who understandably asked to remain 
anonymous for security reasons, criticised the decision to go ahead with the 
election under the pandemic, for reasons of political convenience to the ruling 
party:

Civic space in Burundi has been closed since April 2015, due to the 
political unrest caused by the decision of President Nkurunziza to run for a 
controversial third term. This led to widespread violence that left at least 
1,200 people dead and forced 400,000 to flee the country. Surprisingly, in 
March, as the pandemic was spreading in almost all African countries, the 
Burundian authorities opened space for political campaigns to be held 
ahead of the May presidential, parliamentary and municipal elections. 
One can conclude that civic space is still closed in terms of being able 
to express any open criticism about how the country is politically run, 
including criticism regarding the way the government handled the 
pandemic during the electoral period.
The decision of the Burundian authorities to allow election campaigns 
to proceed during a period in which many other African countries were 
taking measures of confinement to stop the spread of COVID-19 was 
viewed as denial of the reality of the pandemic to save the political 
interests of the ruling party, the CNDD-FDD (National Council for the 
Defence of Democracy-Forces for the Defence of Democracy), to the 
detriment of the public’s health.
Despite fears of mass contamination, the election was rushed, at least in 
part, due to the opportunity to hold an electoral process in the absence 
of a sizeable number of independent and international observers who 
could denounce any irregularities. By doing so, given that the National 
Independent Electoral Commission was mostly composed of members of 
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the ruling party, the government ensured that it could manipulate the 
election results as much as it wanted.

The run-up to the election was marredmarred↗ by abuses and irregularities. In 
March, four out of 10 candidates had their applications to stand rejected; 
one was subsequently allowed to run on appeal. A few days later, Methuselah 
Nahishakiye, head of the opposition National Congress for Liberty Party, 
was shot deadshot dead↗; he had previously reported that the CNDD-FDD’s 
violent youth militia wing, the Imbonerakure, had threatened to kill him.  
Other candidates were arrested. Violence and hate speech flourishedflourished↗ 
as voting approached, and independent reporting on the election was 
systematically impeded, including through the arrests of journalists. On the day 
of the vote, prominent social media platforms, including Facebook, WhatsApp 
and Twitter, were blockedblocked↗. There was no distancing in queues at voting 
stations, although people were instructed to wash their hands before joining 
the line.

Two months before the election, the United Nations (UN) Commission of 
Inquiry on Burundi launchedlaunched↗ an appeal to the international community, 
including the UN Security Council and regional institutions, to join forces to 
encourage the government of Burundi to reopen civic and political space, so 
that a free, transparent and credible election could be held. But on the day of 
the vote, the president of the UN Commission statedstated↗ that the conditions to 
perform a credible and free election had not been met. International oversight 
was resisted: when election observers from the East African Community tried 
to attend, they were placed on a 14-day quarantine.

Unsurprisingly, given the tense atmosphere and multiple experiences of 
violations, many people were quick to doubt the official results. But the ruling 
party has a track record of brushing such accusations to one side, and self-
censorship driven by fear of repression played its part in dampening down 
people’s criticisms.

As soon as the Electoral Commission announced the results, opposition 
parties such as the National Council for Liberation, which came a distant 
second, statedstated↗ in foreign media that the official numbers were not 
credible and were the result of massive fraud. The truth is that the 

election was held in a context of continuing repression of the political 
opposition, independent media and civil society.
Low-key criticisms were made by others, including the Catholic Church, 
regarding incidents that marked the election processes. Others whispered, 
as it’s not easy to make open criticisms, that election results were rigged. 
But that was it. Powerful members of the international community such 
as the governments of Belgium and the USA were fast to congratulate 
the elected president, and the East African Community congratulated 
Burundi for holding a ‘peaceful and successful’ election.
In my personal view, the outcomes of the election were eventually 
accepted because many feared that bloodshed could follow if an open 
rejection of the election results by the opposition was followed by street 
protests.

But then before the dust could settle, Nkurunziza passed and Ndayishimiye 
was immediately sworn in, starting his presidential term early. This raised the 
question of whether any potential had been opened up for reform by a new 
president unexpectedly unshackled from his domineering predecessor.

From a civil society perspective, the picture since has been mixed. ConcernsConcerns↗ 
were raised about President Ndayishimiye’s inauguration speech. While he 
said much that people wanted to hear, including promising to reform the 
judiciary, hold abusive officials accountable, tackle corruption and protect 
victims and witnesses, and urging those in exile to return, he also used the 
occasion to denigrate human rights defenders and whistleblowers and assert 
that human rights restrictions are justified to preserve Burundian culture. 
He promised greater urgency on the pandemic, but also attacked people 
who refuse to get tested, potentially making them targets for violence.  
Two members of his new cabinet remain under international sanctions for their 
role in the 2015 violence.

While August saw the jailing of several police officers and Imbonerakure 
members for their role in the extortion of migrant workers, suggesting a 
possible step forward in challenging the worst abuses and impunity for these, 
the months following the election also saw cases of vandalism of opposition 
party offices. In September, the press conference of an opposition politician 
was shut downshut down↗ and he was detaineddetained↗ on charges of trying to overthrow the 
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government, further prompting concernconcern↗ that little had changed. In February 
2021 it was revealedrevealed↗ that the previous June, 34 people in exile, including 
civil society leaders, journalists and lawyers, had been given life sentences 
in absentia following secret trials, news that will hardly encourage people to 
come home.

Some pretend to believe that the election of new leaders is synonymous 
with democracy. The outcome of the election helped Burundi change the 
faces of top leaders and show that the dictator who ruled us for 15 years is 
no longer leading the country. However, the human rights violations that 
took place during the electoral campaign, the appointment of officials 
under European or US economic sanctions for the human rights abuses 
they had committed and the political rhetoric describing some countries 
and their leaders as colonialists all show that democracy in Burundi still 
has a long way to go.
It is too soon to say whether the fact that Nkurunziza is out of the equation 
will allow the new administration to open up civic space and whether the 
new president will seize this opportunity. However, it is encouraging to 
see that the new president has already met with the leaders of other 
political parties, former Burundi presidents and Anglican and Catholic 
bishops, and has promised to promote dialogue. We are expectant to find 
out whether his words will turn into actions.
Some measures to fight against corruption and others abuses that 
President Ndayishimiye has taken since assuming office have allowed us 
to believe that the impunity that some local authorities enjoyed during 
Nkurunziza’s administration might come to an end. At the same time, 
however, the Minister of Home Affairs has recently issued a note to halt 
the registration of all new CSOs and churches and the recognition of newly 
elected authorities of organisations, pending a new order. Such decisions 
are inconsistent with the change that is being sought. If maintained, they 
will hinder civil society from growing and becoming a legitimate and 
publicly recognised sphere.

In September, the UN Commission of Inquiry on Burundi reportedreported↗ that it 
had seen few positive changes since President Ndayishimiye took office and 
identified numerous rights violations that had been committed by Imbonerakure 
members and local officials with the aim of minimising opposition support. But 

in November, the government moved to limit scrutiny; while the Commission of 
Inquiry’s term was renewed for another year by the UN Human Rights Council 
(UNHRC) (see this report’s chapter on civil society in the international arena), 
in November the government orderedordered↗ the UN to close the office of its Special 
Envoy in Burundi, which the UN had hoped to continue for another year. The 
government said that the office was no longer needed as the situation is now 
‘calm and stable’ and the election had marked a ‘historic transition’.

Many outsiders seem keen to normalise relations with Burundi. Relations are 
being built with states to which the former president was hostile, including 
Rwanda and Tanzania. The government and the EU resumedresumed↗ political talks 
after a five-year suspension. But Burundi remains far short of even minimal 
standards of respect for civic space, democratic freedoms and the rule 
of law. Many remain in exile and face difficult conditions in neighbouring 
countries, such as in TanzaniaTanzania↗, but are still too scared to return home. 
While some returned from Rwanda following the new president’s inauguration, 
there were also reports that some returnees had been disappeareddisappeared↗, while 
people still in exile remained targeted for online hate speechonline hate speech↗. Clearly, much 
more needs to happen if President Ndayishimiye is to be taken seriously as a 
leader of change.

West Africa: another year 
of democracy denied
Incumbents used elections to shore up their power across a swathe of West West 
African statesAfrican states↗. In country after country, the practices were distressingly 
similar. Several incumbents, often of advanced age, refused to give up 
their grip on power; even if they did, no real alternative to the ruling-
party candidate was on offer. Major sections of the public – often large, 
young, urban populations – demanded change, seeking a leader and style 
of government more in tune with their needs and values, and formed 
movements to seek change. Those movements were repressed. Violence 
was unleashed against protests. Leaders of movements seeking change and 
opposition politicians were jailed. Journalists were harassed and criminalised 
and social media was restricted. A flawed election was held. The incumbent 
or ruling party candidate prevailed. Often powerful outside states with 
vested interests – economic interests, or a willingness to overlook human 
rights abuses in favour of the notion of stability in a conflictual region –  
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rushed to call the election as free and fair and congratulate continuing power, 
or at least look the other way.

Amidst an established trend of deteriorating civic spacedeteriorating civic space↗ in West 
Africa, events of the year made clear that much more needs to be done 
to hold presidents and the military to account, and to nurture high-
level respect for democratic freedoms that speaks to the desires of the 
region’s people to choose their leaders freely and demand more of them.  
More pressure needs to come from outside the region too – from regional 
and continental institutions, and from the global north states that invest 
in the region on the grounds of preventing conflict and combating 
terrorism – to ensure that democratic freedoms are respected and civil 
society is enabled rather than repressed. In a region marked by ongoing 
religious and ethnic conflict, frequent military intervention in politics  
and corruption, 2020 offered little encouragement that the light 
of democracy is burning brightly. What hope there is lies with the 
region’s many young people who are mobilising to seek democratic and 
socially just alternatives.

Guinea: term limits erased

In Guinea, octogenarian President Alpha Condé won a third term in 
October, after pushing through a constitutional referendum in March 
that reset presidential term limitspresidential term limits↗ to enable him to run again. Following 
a tactic commonly seen with such referendums and related votes – as 
also seen in Russia – the term limits proposal was bundled in with a 
range of other measuresother measures↗ that might be more popular and could be 
positioned internationally as liberalising, including measures to advance 
women’s rights and benefit young people: changes the president could 
have pursued at any time in his two terms without erasing term limits.  
With the change duly sanctioned in a March vote boycottedboycotted↗ by the 
opposition and characterised bycharacterised by↗ lethal violence, detentions of activists 
and opposition figures, attacks on journalists, social media blocksblocks↗, internet 
disruption and the withdrawal of key international observers, Condé pressed 
ahead. The March referendum seemed even more a ceremonial endorsement 
of Condé’s position when it was revealed that the new constitution 
containedcontained↗ additional extensions of presidential power not contained in the 
draft people had voted on.

The climate in the run-up to the October election was violent. At least 12 12 
peoplepeople↗ were reported dead at a protest in April, with security forces using 
live ammunition and groups linked to the ruling party blamed. There were 
lethal attacksattacks↗ on mosques and churches. A broad movement, the National 
Front for the Defence of the Constitution (Front national pour la défense de la 
Constitution, FNDC), mobilised in 2019 to try to resist the third-term change, 
but several of its leaders were detained and planned FNDC protests were 
bannedbanned↗. And then in post-election violence over 20 people were reported reported 
killedkilled↗, with the total likely higher, as once again security forces fired live 
ammunition at protesters. The pattern repeated itself, as again internet and 
phone connections were severely restricted, and journalists covering the 
opposition campaign were attacked. Like in Uganda, defeated opposition 
candidate Cellou Dalein Diallo was confined to his home and protests remained 
banned. President Condé undoubtedly got his way, but through a process that 
was hardly the semblance of democracy.

Togo: a dynasty stretches into its sixth decade

Togo’s President Faure Gnassingbé, who inherited the presidency from his 
father in 2005, could relax secure in the comfort of a fourth term after winning 
the February election, ensuring the perpetuation of a family dynasty that has 
held power since 1967. As in Guinea, the constitution had been reworkedreworked↗ 
in 2019 to enable him to run again, not just in 2020 but in 2025 if he wishes; 
the revised constitution also gives him broad legal immunity against ever 
being held to account. Key Togolese civil society groups were barred from 
observing the election, staff of the National Democratic Institute who were 
working with them were kicked outkicked out↗ of the country and a planned electronic 
security system for the votes was scrapped. On election day, social media was 
disrupteddisrupted↗. Following the election, the pattern of house arrest for a defeated 
opposition candidate was followed, as Agbéyomé Kodjo was confinedconfined↗ to his 
home and accused of planning a coup after disputing the results. Two members 
of a human rights network who tried to observe his arrest were detained and 
teargas was used against a group of journalists covering the event. 

Before and after the election there was extensive censorship and repression 
of dissent. In March three newspapers were suspendedsuspended↗ from publication 
when they accused France of supporting dictators in Africa and not supporting 
democracy in Togo; this was clearly a sensitive subject. The reporting of 
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corruption was another apparently taboo topic. In November, a newspaper 
editor was found guiltyfound guilty↗ of defamation for publishing a story about 
embezzlement in the petrol import industry, and in December a journalist was 
detained and a newspaper ordered to closeordered to close↗ after reporting on government 
corruption. It was also reportedreported↗ that government critics were being subjected 
to surveillance, using the Pegasus software developed by an Israeli company 
that is only sold to states. Clearly, Togo remains a name-only democracy in 
which dissent is not welcome.

Niger: more of the same or an opportunity for real 
change?

Corruption was a sensitive topic in Niger too. Throughout the year those 
who reported on or sought accountability over a military procurement 
embezzlement scandal could expect repression. A leaked official audit report 
statedstated↗ that the country had lost at least US$137 million in corrupt arms 
deals, including as a result of deliberate overpricing, forged documents and 
the channelling of funds through fake companies. Exposure of the scandal was 
deeply embarrassing for the military, which has a history of staging coups, 
particularly given that many global north states have backed the government, 
which has positioned itself as a key regional bulwark in the fight against 
Islamist terrorism, including by hosting several foreign military bases. But such 
corruption is a legitimate source of anger in a country in which over 40 per over 40 per 
centcent↗ of people live in extreme poverty.

In March, a protestprotest↗ over military corruption was dispersed with teargas 
and security force beatings, and three people died in a fire reportedly started 
by a teargas canister. Several people arrested at the protest remained in 
lengthy detention, with the final three releasedreleased↗ only in September. The 
protest had been prohibited under pandemic regulations, but protests hostile 
to the government had been repeatedly bannedbanned↗ before the pandemic, 
suggesting that the virus was just the latest convenient pretext. April saw a 
leader of two anti-corruption organisations summonedsummoned↗ for questioning on 
the grounds of defamation, while in June a defamation chargedefamation charge↗ was also 
brought against journalist Samira Sabou, who posted on Facebook about 
military embezzlement; she was detained for 48 days48 days↗. Another journalist was 
detaineddetained↗ in July for posting that companies involved in the embezzlement 
scandal were renegotiating payments to avoid prosecution. In January 2021, 

investigative journalist Moussa Aksar was summonedsummoned↗ on defamation charges 
for an article he published on military corruption the previous September. 
Further protests on corruption and poor governance were banned as the year 
went on.

But in one important respect, Niger bucked the trend. President Mahamadou 
Issoufu respected the constitutional two-term limit and did not stand again, 
perhaps mindful of the protests that had stopped his predecessor’s third-
term bid in 2010. His party remained in power with the election of President 
Mohamed Bazoum, who won February 2021’s run-off vote, held after no 
candidate secured a majority in the first-round vote in December 2020.

The outcome was hailed as marked the country’s firstfirst↗ peaceful transfer 
of power, although at least two people were killed in opposition protestsprotests↗ 
following the run-off vote, and 468 people were arrested as the defeated 
candidate rejected the result. The Observatory of the Electoral Process 
(Observatoire du process électoral), a civil society group, deployed thousands 
of election observers, who reportedreported↗ irregularities in the run-off vote, 
including vote buying, misappropriation of ballot boxes and voting cards, poor 
security, lack of knowledge of election procedures by officials, highly limited 
use of measures of prevent COVID-19 infection, illegal campaigning and the use 
of hate speech in campaigns. During the post-election protests, the internet 
was blockedblocked↗ for 10 days. 

A peaceful change of presidency can be an important milestone, but only if 
it marks the start of a longer-term change of direction, and early indications 
are not promising. Civil society will press for more enabling conditions and an 
end to the repression. They will hope, if not expect, that some key negative 
aspects of President Issoufu’s legacy are reversed, including the invasive 
2020 law2020 law↗ on interception of communications and the 2019 cybercrimes 
law, which has numerous times been deployed to suppress dissentsuppress dissent↗,  
including against people asking awkward questions about the outrageous 
military embezzlement, as well as the government’s pandemic pandemic 
responseresponse↗. They will keep challenging the impunityimpunity↗ that has so far 
seen no one called to account for military embezzlement. If the new 
administration reaches out to civil society and fosters constructive 
dialogue, it could prove that it is serious about consolidating its democracy in a 
region that is clearly backsliding.
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Mali: hopes for a swift end to military rule

Mali’s military coup offered a warning sign that even flawed and formal 
democracy is not something that can be taken for granted. A much-delayed 
legislative election was finally held in the midst of the pandemic in March 
and April. Not only the virus but security concerns were a deterrent to 
participation, given the context of attacks by insurgent groups. In a sign of the 
security challenges, Soumaïla Cissé, then-leader of the Union for Republic and 
Democracy party, was abductedabducted↗ by an Islamist terrorist group, along with 
members of his team, while campaigning in March. He was held until October, 
as protests calledcalled↗ for his release. The campaign was marked by further 
attacks, threats and intimidation by armed groups, and marredmarred↗ by allegations 
of vote buying. The announcement of the official results, which saw the ruling 
party gain seats beyond those announced in provisional results, were met with 
protestsprotests↗ in multiple cities. At least 11 people11 people↗ were killed when protests 

turned violent and were met with security force violence in July. Several 
journalists were attackedattacked↗ and detained while reporting on protests and social 
media was restrictedrestricted↗. A broad coalition formedformed↗, including some CSOs, to 
call for the resignation of the president and prime minister and the dissolution 
of the government.

It was for these reasons that some people came to the streets to celebratecelebrate↗ 
the fall of the government and arrest of the president and prime minister when 
the military took power in August. A groupgroup↗ of senior military officers declared 
themselves to be the new government. In October a transitional government 
was appointedappointed↗, with some civilians serving alongside military officers, 
and with the stated aim of holding elections after 18 months. However, this 
new administration was dominateddominated↗ by military personnel and people with 
connections to the military, including the new president and successive vice 
presidents. The African Union (AU) and Economic Community of West African 

Actor Ilou Barma Waziri and other protesters demonstrate in Brussels, Belgium for 
democratic change in Niger on 19 March 2021. Photo by Thierry Monasse/Getty Images

Opposition candidates address their supporters after the release of two of their leaders 
from prison on 19 August 2020 in Bamako, Mali. Photo by John Kalapo/Getty Images
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States (ECOWAS) were both commendably quick to act on the coup, with the 
AU suspending Mali’s membership and ECOWAS imposing sanctions. Civil 
society, within Mali and throughout the region, knows that military intervention 
is never compatible with respect for human rights, and will be calling for the 
transitional government to make way for free and fair elections as soon as 
possible, and for key continental and West African institutions to keep up the 
pressure.

Cameroon: ruling party consolidates power in 
regional election

Cameroon held regional elections for the first time in December, but these did 
not appear to deepen democracy. Paul Biya has been Cameroon’s president 
since 1982, making him the world’s longest-running non-royal ruler and, at 88 
years, Africa’s oldest head of state, and he has stayed in office by minimising 
alternatives to his power. The ruling party positioned the vote as a devolution 
of power to the provincial level, but opposition groups denounced the 
elections, which were conducted not on the basis of one person, one vote but 
indirectlyindirectly↗, through an electoral college constituted of regional delegates and 
traditional chiefs who elected regional councillors. Opposition groups claimed 
that the electoral college was stuffed with ruling party supporters, and some 
refused to stand. They saw the elections as an attempt to paper over the cracks 
caused by a violent separatist conflictviolent separatist conflict↗ in Cameroon’s Anglophone regions. 
The conflict represented perhaps the greatest threatthreat↗ to President Biya’s 
power during his long reign, and therefore has been brutally suppressed, with 
both sides responsible for civilian casualties; in April, a commission of inquiry 
reported that Cameroon’s armed forces were complicitcomplicit↗ in the massacre of at 
least 21 civilians in Ngarbuh, in the Anglophone region, in February.

The announcement in October that elections would be held sparked opposition 
protestsprotests↗, which were, predictably, violently dispersed, with teargas and 
water cannon and over 500 arrests. Some of those arrested were beaten in 
custody and several were tried and prosecuted in military courts. In January 
2021 it was reportedreported↗ that over 100 people arrested in the October protests 
remained in detention. In banning the protests, the government characterised 
them as an ‘insurrection’ and threatened that those involved would face the 
anti-terrorism law. Among those arrested were several opposition leaders, 
members of the Stand Up for Cameroon youth-led coalition and journalists 

covering the protests. When voting went ahead, it unsurprisingly resulted in 
a ruling-party landslidelandslide↗, as it took nine of the 10 regions. Little challenge to 
central government power can be expected.

For many in the Anglophone areas, who have long felt themselves to be 
marginalised in a country where the levers of power are held by elites from the 
Francophone majority, the results did not speak adequately to their demands 
for autonomy. The calls for President Biya to give up his grip on power and for 
democratic freedoms to be extended for all will continue.

Benin: an election with minimal competition

Incumbent President Patrice Talon won his second term in the April 2021 
presidential election, unsurprisingly triumphing over minimal opposition. 
Changes to the electoral code made in 2019 meant that any candidate had 
to be backed by 10 per cent of members of parliament and elected mayors. 
But there are no opposition members of parliament; the national assembly 
that passed the amended electoral code had been chosen in an April 2019 April 2019 
electionelection↗ in which the president’s exclusion of opposition parties was so total 
that only two pro-government parties were allowed to stand. President Talon, 
one of Sub-Saharan Africa’s wealthiest peoplewealthiest people↗, reversed on a promise to 
serve only one term and has already tried to overturnoverturn↗ term limits; such a 
skewed national assembly would offer no opposition if he attempted to do so 
in the future. People expressed their anger in 2019 by largely boycotting the 
sham vote, but alternate channels in which people might express their dissent 
at this dismal state of affairs were ruthlessly repressed, with a blanket ban on 
protests and internet disruption.

Local elections were held in May, despitedespite↗ the pandemic and in the face 
of an order by the African Court on Human and Peoples’ Rights to suspend 
the election due to the exclusion of key parties. Opposition groups called 
for a boycott and turnoutturnout↗ was again low. It was this election that led to 
the situationsituation↗ that there were neither enough members of parliament nor 
mayors to nominate an opposition presidential candidate. In any case, many 
of those who might have opposed him had gone into exileexile↗ or been convicted 
on dubious grounds for serious crimes. In March 2021, another potential 
challenger, Reckya Madougou, was detaineddetained↗ on what seemed fabricated 
charges; subsequently a judge from a special economic crimes court fled 
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Niger, citing political pressure to rule against critics of the president, including 
Madougou. Against this dismal backdrop, civil society efforts went into simply 
trying to insist on the bare minimum of standards for a democratic vote: a 
choice between at least two competing candidates. In September, 10 CSOs 
came togethercame together↗ to launch the ‘let me choose’ (‘laissez-moi choisir en 2021’) 
campaign, demanding the repeal of the eligibility restrictions.

President Talon would, presumably, have found it too embarrassing to run 
unopposed, which would not have given the election the apparently legitimising 
veneer that even authoritarian leaders deem necessary. Out of 20 potential 
candidates who put their names forward, only two little-known figures were 
selected to offer a formal challenge by running against him. Opposition forces 
against called a boycott and protestsprotests↗ preceded the vote, with reports of 
killings and security force violence, while civil society reportedreported↗ widespread 
harassment and intimidation of voters. The outcome in April 2021 was another 
unsurprising walkover triumph for President Talon, on a turnoutturnout↗ reportedly 
much lowerlower↗ than the officially reported figure. Benin was once known in the 
region for enjoying established practices of multi-party democracy, but that 
now seems a distant memory under a president who evidently dislikes electoral 
competition.

Côte d’Ivoire: hopes dashed for a new era

At one point, hope seemed likeliest in Côte d’Ivoire. In March, President 
Alassane Dramane Ouattara seemed to settle fears that he would run for a 
third term, announcingannouncing↗ that he would not stand in the October presidential 
election. The announcement was warmly received. Respect for constitutional 
term limits and a peaceful transition would be progress for a country that was 
convulsed by violence following its 2010 election, when incumbent Laurent 
Gbagbo tried to claim victory following a vote most agreed he had lost; 
Ouattara, Gbagbo’s opponent in that election, came to power after defeating 
him in a military campaign that resulted in the loss of over a thousand civilian 
lives. It seemed that Ouattara would be the first leader in Ivorian history to 
cede power peacefully.

Alas it was not to be. In August, Ouattara performed a screeching U-turn 
and announced that he would stand for an unconstitutional third term. The 
change of heart came after his preferred successor, Prime Minister Amadou 

Gon Coulibaly, died suddenlydied suddenly↗ in July. Ouattara positioned his candidacy as 
a ‘sacrifice’ but said he was responding ‘to the call of my fellow citizens’. He 
asserted that his first two terms did not count towards the limit, since a new 
constitution had been adopted in 2016; this is the way term limits have been 
erased in country after country across the continent and around the world.

For the opposition, and for many in civil society, this seemed less democracy 
than a stealth coup. The announcement triggered mass protests, in which at six six 
people diedpeople died↗ when violence resulted between security forces and protesters, 
with over 100 injuredinjured↗ and at least 69 arrested. Protests in the following days 
were quickly bannedbanned↗, and when protesters set up barricades and lit fires, 
the police responded with teargas. Among numerous detentions were those 
of several female opposition supporters whose protestprotest↗ consisted of holding 
up the national flag and singing the national anthem. Further protests were 
bannedbanned↗, using the emergency powers that had been put in place to stop the 
spread of COVID-19. Youth groups supportive of the president tooled up with 
machetes and clubsmachetes and clubs↗ to break up opposition protests. CSOs called for peace as 
the violence threatened to spiral out of control once more.

But CSO leaders were also targeted. In August, Pulchérie Edith Gbalet, 
coordinator of Ivorian Citizen Alternatives (Alternatives citoyenne ivoirienne) 
was detaineddetained↗, along with two colleagues, by armed men after she called for 
protests against the third term. Among the charges they faced were those of 
undermining public order and participating in an insurrectionary movement. 
CSOs came together to call forcall for↗ their release. Other human rights defenders 
were reported to have been arrested. The pre-election period saw worsening 
civic space, with many journalists feeling the heat of repression, including 
through numerous heavy finesheavy fines↗ on the grounds of publishing ‘false news’, 
for stories on corruption and extortion, and on hospital and prison conditions 
under the pandemic. Opposition activists who were active on social media 
received similar treatment.

Ouattara’s volte-face threatened to draw attention away from a related 
problem, which was the sheer lack of electoral choice on offer. It was not 
only his decision to stand again that dashed hopesdashed hopes↗ of renewal. Former 
prime minister Guillaume Soro, who from exile in France had announced his 
intention to stand, was ruled out after being handed a 20-year jail sentence20-year jail sentence↗, 
in what his supporters said was a politically biased verdict. But competing with 
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Ouattara were former president Henri Konan Bédié, ousted in a coup in 1999, 
and Pascal Affi N’Guessan, former prime minister under Gbagbo. It seemed 
that this youthful country was not allowed to put forward any new politicians, 
but could only recycle the old ones already associated with failure.

The election was no contest, as the incumbent took 95 per cent of the vote 
after opposition candidates called for a boycott. Insecurity had meant that 
many voting stations were closedclosed↗ or shut down early, disenfranchising 
many people. But the vote also reflected a divided opposition, and the lack 
of a convincing alternative candidate who seemed to promise Ivorians 
anything better. Opposition candidates refused to accept the result, on 
the basis of alleged irregularities and a low turnout, and announcedannounced↗  
their intention to form a ‘transitional government’, although they did not seem 
capable of doing so. Further violent protests greeted the announcement of the 
result, with over 50 peopleover 50 people↗ reported killed. The opposition leaders who had 
rejected the results were arrestedarrested↗, detained and held incommunicado for 
several days.

As the dust settled, Ouattara remained in power, but no consensus had been 
reached, and the legitimacy of the now three-term president, who could even 
stand in the next election, can only have been damaged. The fear, in a country 
that remains ethnically dividedethnically divided↗ along marked north/south lines, is that any 
conflict could rapidly escalate and become heated, polarising and violent; 
toxic hate speech and violence mobilised quickly along these lines during 
the campaign and following the announcement of the results. The rewards 
for incumbency, with power centralised and presidential circles ethnically 
tight, are powerful. But with power should come responsibility for bridging 
across divides and diffusing conflict, or Côte d’Ivoire will remain trapped in a 
destructive spiral.

Democracy is fragile, and confidence in democracy will not be built if yet 
another president goes down the road of imagining that only he has the 
wisdom to run his country. An opportunity to break with the past has been 
missed. New prospective leaders needed to emerge, but 40 out of the 44 
people who applied to stand as presidential candidates had their applications 
rejectedrejected↗. Many young Ivorians who want to see their country change may 
take some convincing that the democratic arena is a place where they can 
assert alternatives and win breakthroughs.

Sri Lanka: where power 
is a family affair
Even more than Togo’s, Sri Lanka’s politics have become a family business. 
The parliamentary election held in August further consolidated the Rajapaksa 
family’s grip on political power. The Sri Lanka People’s Freedom Alliance, 
formed around its main party, the Sri Lanka Podujana Peramuna (SLPP), led by 
Prime Minister and former President Mahinda Rajapaksa, won by a landslide. 
Capitalising on a divided opposition, the alliance took 59 per cent of the vote 
and 145 of the 225 parliamentary seats. Prime Minister Rajapaksa was one 
of five members of his family elected to parliament. His brother, Gotabaya 
Rajapaksa, became president in November 2019.

People wait in line to vote in the presidential election in Colombo, Sri Lanka on 16 
November 2019. Photo by Paula Bronstein/Getty Images
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Governance by ruling families, in which close inner circles form around the 
levers of power, are never good for civil society. Where family rule prevails, 
public space becomes privately controlled; decision making is informal 
rather than institutional and often oriented towards the preservation of 
family power. Ruling families resist scrutiny and seek to pass on power as 
inheritance. Further, the Rajapaksa government’s stridently nationalist stance 
and promotion of a narrow Sinhalese identity offers little room for ethnic and 
religious minorities. This makes Sri Lanka’s ruling family an administration that 
is particularly hostile towards the idea of civil society’s independent scrutiny of 
universal human rights.

Previous governments headed by Mahinda Rajapaksa as president had taken 
a hard-line stance towards civil society and were intolerant of dissent. The 
various Rajapaksa regimes worked to resist accountability over human rights 
violations committed in the country’s civil conflict, which ran from 1983 to 
2009. Gotabaya Rajapaksa, a former army leader, was minister of defence 
under his brother’s presidency when the government brutally ended the 
conflict in a sustained military assault that brought numerous allegations of war 
crimes. Attempts to investigate these allegations and hold the perpetrators to 
account have been repeatedly rebuffed by Rajapaksa-headed administrations. 
In February, the government said it would no longer cooperatecooperate↗ with UNHRC UNHRC 
resolution 30/1resolution 30/1↗, under which the previous, non-Rajapaksa, administration 
had committed to establishing an independent investigative mechanism to 
enable accountability over human rights violations during the conflict; the 
mechanism was never established. In a further sign of the government’s 
refusal to take accountability over past crimes seriously, in March the president 
pardoned an army officer who had been found guilty of the murder of eight 
Tamil civilians during the conflict; the move was condemnedcondemned↗ by many Sri 
Lankan CSOs.

Following the November 2019 presidential election and in the run-up to the 
2020 parliamentary election, civil society reportedreported↗ an intensifying climate of 
fear, with increasing instances of intimidation, threats and arrests. Journalists 
and human rights lawyers experiencedexperienced↗ smears and harassment. People 
were warned they were on government ‘watch lists’, and in reaction some 
fled the country or reined in their criticism. In what seemed a military power 
grab, a slew of military officers, serving and retired, moved into government 
roles formerly held by civilians. The NGO Secretariat, which regulates CSOs, 

was, alarmingly, placed under the control of the defence ministry. Civil 
society also notednoted↗ that the powerful and unaccountable presidential task 
forces that were set up were overwhelmingly staffed by Sinhala people, even 
when dealing with issues of relevance to Tamil and Muslim communities.  
The government dropped a process to repeal the draconian Prevention of 
Terrorism Act, which enables arbitrary and sustained detention and torture. 
Several CSOs reported being visited by intelligence officers who asked about 
their staff, programmes and funding, with CSOs in the north and north-
east of the country, the areas most affected by the conflict, apparently 
particularly targeted.

Sandun ThudugalaSandun Thudugala↗ of the Law and Society TrustLaw and Society Trust↗ points to this deterioration 
of civic space since the Rajapaksa family took back power:

The situation got worse with the election of Gotabaya Rajapaksa. His 
election campaign, which was built on the ideas of Sinhala Buddhist 
supremacy, disciplined society and enhanced national security, was 
supported by an overwhelming majority, especially from the Sinhala 
Buddhist community. This result was seen as a mandate given to the 
government to undermine basic freedoms and civic space in the name of 
national security and development.
There have been signs of an increased militarisation of every aspect 
of society and the undermining of democratic institutions, such as 
the appointment of members of Presidential Task Forces – which are 
accountable only to the president – to handle key governance functions. 
There has been a clear message of unwillingness to cooperate with the 
state’s international obligations.
There have been increased surveillance of civil society activities and 
arrests of social media activists. This has clearly reflected a trend of 
undermining civic freedoms and civic space before the election. The 
situation was exacerbated by the pandemic. The need to deal with 
the virus has been used as an excuse to increase militarisation and the 
concentration of power in the hands of the president.

At an election rally in July, Prime Minister Rajapaksa promised more of 
same, stating that the new government would increase its scrutiny of CSOs 
and the funding they receive from international sources. The government 
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announced it would investigate the registrations of CSOs made by 
the previous government. 

The state seemed to view the pandemic through a similar lens: when COVID-19 
struck Sri Lanka, seemingly the first response of the government was to 
suppress dissent. In April it announced that anyone who criticisedcriticised↗ the official 
pandemic response would face arrest. This apparently included online criticism 
of the appointment of Basil Rajapaksa, brother of the president and the prime 
minister, as head of the COVID-19 presidential task force; it was reported that 
a student’s home had been raided for doing so. With the defence ministry 
leading the response, it seemed the key tactic to try to stop the spread of the 
virus was punishment of those deemed to be breaching emergency regulations. 
By August, over 66,000 peopleover 66,000 people↗ had reportedly been arrested.

Eager to hold the election, President Rajapaksa dissolved parliament in March, 
but the pandemic twice forced him to postpone the vote. This delay, combined 
with the increasing use of presidential task forces, had the knock-on effect of 
reducing the potential to scrutinise and question government actions. But the 
ruling party was keen to get on with the election, apparently less concerned 
about ensuring safe voting than seizing on the momentum generated by its 
presidential election win and capitalising on a divided opposition. The ruling 
party wanted to hold the election as soon as possible and argued against 
the Election Commission’s decision to postpone it. Still, the delay clearly did 
it no harm, and restrictions on campaigning under the pandemic worked to 
its advantage. As seen with elections in other contexts, a greater reliance on 
media rather than in-person campaigning played to incumbent media privilege 
and connections.

The government wanted to conduct the election as soon as possible. It was 
willing to hold the election in April, as planned, even at the height of the 
pandemic. Almost all opposition parties were against holding the election 
in April. The Election Commission subsequently decided to postpone it to 
August due to the health risks it might entail. By August, the situation had 
got considerably better and there was no major opposition to conducting 
the election on 5 August.
Health guidelines were issued by the Election Commission, which 
imposed significant controls on election campaigning. No major rallies 

or meetings were allowed, but the government and the main opposition 
parties violated these health guidelines by convening public rallies and 
other meetings openly, without any repercussions. It was clear that the 
parties with power had a clear advantage in overstepping certain rules. 
Additionally, candidates from major political parties, who had more 
money to use for electronic and social media campaigns, had a definite 
advantage over the others.
Due to its control over state media and the support it received from most 
private media, both electronic and print, the government had a definite 
advantage over the opposition during the election campaign. The smaller 
opposition political parties were at the most disadvantageous position, as 
they did not get any significant airtime or publicity in mainstream media. 
This surely impacted on the election results.

As in other contexts, holding an election during a pandemic also meant that civil 
society’s role had to be much more limited than usual, and the consequence 
was a lower quality of public debate.

Apart from being engaged in election monitoring processes, the 
engagement of independent civil society in the election was minimal. 
This is a drastic change when compared to the 2015 election, in which 
civil society played a key role in promoting a good governance and 
reconciliation agenda within the election campaign. Divisions within 
the opposition and the COVID-19 context made it difficult for CSOs to 
engage effectively in the process. Some organisations tried to create a 
discourse on the importance of protecting the 19th amendment to the 
Constitution, which curbed presidential powers while strengthening 
the role of parliament and independent institutions and accountability 
processes, but didn’t get any significant spaces within the media or any 
other public domains to discuss these issues.
The main opposition parties were divided, and their internal conflict 
was more prominent in the election campaign than their actual election 
messages. One of their major promises was to provide economic 
assistance for poor people who were most affected by the pandemic and 
lockdowns.
Issues such as the need to strengthen democratic governance systems, 
justice for war victims, longer-term solutions to ethnic issues or the root 
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causes of rural poverty, indebtedness and inequality were not highlighted 
during the election campaign by any of the major parties. 

The result left the coalition just short of the supermajoritysupermajority↗ it had sought to 
make major constitutional changes, but that hurdle was cleared by striking 
deals with minor parties. In October, parliament duly approved a raft of 
constitutional amendments to expandexpand↗ presidential power. Under the changes, 
the president has more power to dissolve parliament, can appoint and dismiss 
ministers and can hold ministerial positions. President Rajapaksa immediately 
appointed himself Minister of Defence and Minister of Technology, alongside 
his presidential role; there were still enough jobs to go round to appoint two 
more Rajapaksas to cabinet. Another changechange↗ making it possible for people 
with dual citizenship to hold political office was seen as paving the way to 
enable another Rajapaksa to join the family firm.

The constitutional amendments also gave the president the powerpower↗ to 
appoint judges and authority over the election commission and commissions 
relating to the police, human rights and the investigation of corruption. Some 
amendments came after a Supreme Court rulingruling↗, following complaints 
brought by civil society and opposition groups, that in their original form four 
of the changes would have required approval at a referendum. But still the 
changes marked a clear consolidation of presidential power that will only make 
it harder to exercise oversight over government decisions.

The scenario was predictable as the new government continued to crack down 
on civil society at home and push back against international scrutiny. The tactics 
of fear the Rajapaksas applied during the last years of the civil conflict were 
rolled out again. Several human rights defenders lingered in lengthy detention 
and at serious COVID-19 risk, including former head of criminal investigations, 
Shani AbeysekaraShani Abeysekara↗, who had implicated political leaders in human rights 
abuses, and prominent human rights lawyer Hejaaz HizbullahHejaaz Hizbullah↗.

The UN Secretary-General’s September reportreport↗ on reprisals by states against 
people cooperating with the international system noted that Sri Lanka’s 
government called civil society personnel in for questioning before and after 
visits to the UNHRC and subjected them to heightened surveillance. As of 
December, over 40 Sri Lankan CSOs had approachedapproached↗ the UN Office of the High 
Commissioner of Human Rights to report harassment, surveillance and security 

force security, including questioning of staff about their relatives abroad. CSOs 
reported being questioned about their advocacy plans ahead of the February 
meeting of the UNHRC.

Demands for justice, long unsatisfied, remain. On the International Day of the 
Victims of Enforced Disappearances in August, families of disappeared persons 
held protests in north and north-east Sri Lanka, despite some security force 
attempts to stop protests going ahead. People demanded international justice, 
since they know they will continue to be denied this domestically by a ruling 
family that still sees the end of the war as its own triumph.

Singapore: ruling party pushes 
ahead with pandemic election
As in Sri Lanka, one of the key election controversies in Singapore was over 
the holding and timing of the election. The ruling People’s Action Party 
(PAP), in power since Singapore became self-governing in 1959, insisted on 
pressing ahead, while opposition parties called for a postponement. When the 
election took place, it was with few concessions to the realities of the ongoing 
pandemic, apart from some extended voting times and a requirement to use 
hand sanitiser, explains human rights defender Jolovan WhamJolovan Wham↗:

Opposition parties were largely against holding the election as the 
pandemic had not abated and it might pose a public health threat. They 
were also concerned that physical rallies and door-to-door visits would be 
disallowed, which would hinder their campaign efforts.
And indeed, it was more difficult to connect face to face with voters when 
a one-metre distance had to be maintained during walkabouts and door-
to-door visits. Everyone had to give their speeches and connect with 
voters online.
Some changes were introduced so the election would proceed in the 
context of the pandemic. Voting time was extended by two hours to take 
the longer queues caused by social distancing into consideration. But the 
possibility of online voting was not discussed. And older people and those 
who were frail may have not participated for fear of getting infected with 
COVID-19.
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As with other elections held during the pandemic, issues of the management 
of the pandemic itself played a big role in the election debate. The government 
hoped to capitalise on public support for pandemic measures, raising fears that 
if voters rewarded the ruling party, the opposition could lose its representation. 
Opposition parties criticised the government’s management of the pandemic, 
not least over the sensitive issue of the shortage of masks at a crucial stage. 
As the pandemic went on, initial international praise over what was seen as 
an efficient government response gave way to growing recognition of the 
lack of protection given to migrant workersmigrant workers↗, many of whom live in cramped 
conditions that made them vulnerable to the virus. These and other issues 
were raised by the opposition in the run-up to the election.

For the PAP, the campaign revolved around smearing opposition 
candidates, accusing them of peddling falsehoods and of having nefarious 
agendas and engaging in character assassination. Scaremongering 
tactics were also used: the electorate were told that only the PAP could 
get Singaporeans out of the COVID-19 pandemic and that having more 
opposition members in parliament would thwart these efforts.
Opposition parties, on the other hand, focused on telling the electorate 
that they were in danger of being wiped out of parliament as they held 
fewer than 10 elected seats out of almost 90. Issues such as the high cost 
of living and immigration were other key issues raised by the opposition.

In response to criticism, the government fell back on one of its favoured tools 
to silence dissent, the Protection from Online Falsehoods and Manipulation Act 
(POFMA), a sweeping anti-‘fake news’ law. Ahead of the election, in February, 
the government used the POFMA to targettarget↗ the New Straits Review, when 
it asked Facebook to block the news outlet’s page after it published a story 
on mask shortages. The POFMA was further deployed in the days before the 
election, as the government levelled a batterybattery↗ of ‘correction directives’ at 
news sites, opposition party Facebook pages and sites that reported on an 
opposition candidate’s comments about COVID-19 outbreaks in migrant 
worker dormitories. The independent website New Naratif also faced police 
investigationinvestigation↗ over claims that its social media platform had hosted paid 
adverts for some candidates, in contravention of electoral law; New Naratif 
has repeatedly faced state harassment and been slurred for supporting foreign 
interests. All this could only have a chilling effect on the quality of electoral 
debate.

Jolovan Wham is no stranger to the Singapore government’s repressive 
tendencies. In August, he served a 10-day prison sentence for organising 
an online discussion with Hong Kong activist Joshua Wong (see later in this 
chapter). He was chargedcharged↗ again in November for holding an illegal public 
assembly, after staging two solo protests, one in support of a website facing 
defamation charges after reporting on corruption and the other in solidarity 
with two young climate activists who faced police investigation (see this 
report’s chapter on economic and environmental activism).

When a single ruling party has long been in power, state and party tend to 
be closely intertwined, and in Singapore, the PAP maintains a tight grip on 

Opposition candidates fan out across Singapore on walkabouts and door-to-door 
campaigning to meet voters ahead of the election. Photo by Suhaimi Abdullah/Getty 
Images
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state institutions, including public media, which guaranteed the ruling party 
favourable coverage. Ahead of the election, the government was accused of 
gerrymanderinggerrymandering↗, redistributing some constituencies that the opposition had 
targeted. In normal times, the opposition would have tried to overcome these 
barriers by holding rallies and campaigning door to door, but in the context of 
the pandemic, they were confined to using social media.

The PAP’s control of all public institutions is a major civic freedom issue. 
It means it gets to shape the political discourse according to its agenda 
and set the rules of the game to its advantage. For example, the elections 
department, which draws electoral boundaries, reports to the prime 
minister himself. Most civil society groups are afraid of engaging in the 

election in a meaningful way for fear of being seen as ‘partisan’. If a civil 
society association is associated with an opposition party, it may lose 
funding, support and patronage for its work.
A recent reportreport↗ by the ASEAN (Association of Southeast Asian Nations) 
Parliamentarians for Human Rights documented structural flaws that 
prevented the election from being fair, including the prime minister’s 
broad powers over the entire electoral process without any effective 
oversight. The environment in which the Singaporean people were able 
to exercise their right to participate in public life was heavily restricted. 
Key opposition candidates had been targeted with lawsuits by members 
of the PAP, and voters in opposition-led constituencies fear reprisals for 
not voting for the PAP. Fundamental freedoms, which are intrinsically 
linked to free elections, are limited as the government controls the media 
and uses restrictive laws against dissenting and critical voices.
Opposition candidates and parties had to rely solely on social media to 
get their message out, because of unfavourable coverage by state media. 
They also had difficulty accessing voters because of the PAP’s monopoly, 
manipulation and control of national grassroots groups, unions and 
organisations, on top of the difficulties involved in holding physical rallies 
in the context of the pandemic.

The final result, a ruling party win, was no surprise, but it fell short of a landslide 
victory. At just over 61 per cent, the PAP’s share of the vote fell by over eight 
percentage points. As a result of its built-in advantages, however, it was able 
to secure 83 out of 95 parliamentary seats. In its best-ever performance, the 
opposition Workers’ Party won 10 seats.

While hardly challenging the PAP’s entrenched power, the result showed that 
dissent remains alive and indicates that opposition should be respected as 
having an important part to play in Singapore’s democracy. The ruling party 
should acknowledge this and stop abusing its position. However, its continuing 
post-election use of the POFMA and apparent targeting of opponents suggested 
it was learning the wrong lessons from a result that was less overwhelming 
than it had hoped. In these difficult circumstances, civil society will need to 
keep urging the government to recognise the value of and make space for 
criticism.

Voters wearing protective masks queue to enter a polling station during the general 
election in Singapore on 10 July 2020. Photo by Suhaimi Abdullah/Getty Images
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Serbia: an authoritarian trajectory

Serbia increasingly resembles a one-party state. Its parliamentary election, 
held in June after being postponed from April due to the pandemic, saw the 
lowest turnout in the country’s post-Yugoslav history. The cause was less 
apathy than polarisation. As in Hungary and Poland (see below), a right-wing 
nationalist ruling party has won the loyalty of a section of the population by 
mobilising xenophobia and attacking civil society and independent media. Its 
discourse is reinforced by far-right anti-rights groups that seek to suppress 
dissent through slurs, smears and violent attacks. Those on the other side of 
the divide, including excluded groups and people who stand for human rights, 
are increasingly unrepresented in national discourse. This gulf was made clear 
when the main opposition coalition boycotted the election, stating that it would 
not be free or fair. While, given the ruling party’s penetration of official media, 

they were likely right, the boycott resulted not only in the low turnout but also 
a ruling party landslide, leaving it with few formal limitations on its power.

Maja StojanovicMaja Stojanovic↗ of Civic InitiativesCivic Initiatives↗ describes the political environment in 
which the election took place:

The 2020 election was the least democratic election we have had in 20 
years and for us as civil society it is very important to say this, because 
the European Commission talked and issued reports and tried to be 
diplomatic, avoiding to mention the real problems in the country.
There was no free media: the media are highly polarised and there is a lot 
of control over the media, so only about five to 10 per cent of the media 
are able to report freely about issues in Serbia, and they don’t have much 
of an audience. Voters were pressured by the ruling party, much more 
than at the last election in 2017. State officials actively campaigned from 
their official positions.
The main party of the opposition boycotted the election so now the 
national assembly is highly unrepresentative, with most members of 
parliament (MPs) supporting the ruling party and only six MPs out of 250 
from opposition parties. 
The pandemic influenced the election and the period before it, and we 
also had a really big protest after the election. There were a lot of issues 
connected to COVID-19 in the sense that each decision was somehow a 
balance between the democracy and the health of citizens. It was hard 
for civil society to reach a decision on how to react to the government’s 
actions because we were not even sure if it was better for citizens to have 
or not have the election.

It was evidently not enough for the ruling party to have a captive public media 
that acted as its mouthpiece. It also needed to silence independent media. 
The year offered example after example of the state’s systematic campaign of 
harassment against independent media. In January, the office of the Kolubarske.
rs website was broken intobroken into↗ and files relating to investigative journalism were 
searched. In the early months of 2020, ahead of the election, the independent 
TV channel N1, known for its professional standards and objective reporting, 
was forced off airoff air↗ due to a dispute with the state-controlled cable operator. It 
was also the subject of repeated government smears. As the dispute unfolded, 

Supporters of the Workers’ Party  celebrate an increase in their vote during the general 
election on 11 July 2020 in Singapore. Photo by Suhaimi Abdullah/Getty Images
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Prime Minister Ana Brnabic joined the fray, accusingaccusing↗ N1 of spreading ‘fake 
news’ and wagingwaging↗ a political campaign. N1’s website was subjected to attacks, 
including a distributed denial of service (DDoS) attackattack↗ in January, in which 
bots sought to overwhelm the server to make the website inaccessible.

The ruling party and its outriders – even more extreme nationalist parties, 
conservative non-state groups, client media – continually targeted aggressive 
smears and slurs at journalists for saying things they did not like, or merely 
for seeking to hold them to account. Slurs commonly associated those under 
attack with foreign powers, including countries with predominantly Muslim 
populations such as Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina and Kosovo, the 
breakaway nation to which Serbia remains opposed. Women journalists were 
disproportionately attacked. These smears and slurs came from the top. In July, 
President Aleksandar Vučić repeatedly insultedinsulted↗ a TV journalist who asked him 
questions he did not want to answer. In November, he accusedaccused↗ independent 
media of being funded by the opposition. In December, ruling party politicians, 
from the floor of the national assembly, lined up to accuseaccuse↗ foreign media of 
being enemies of the state, foreign mercenaries and traitors.

As well as attacks by political leaders, smears and slurs often came through 
shadowy websites where stories were posted anonymously. In March, the 
Independent Association of Journalists of Vojvodina – Serbia’s northern region 
and most diverse area, with some autonomy from the capital – was accusedaccused↗ 
on far-right websites of being a ‘separatist organisation’ and an ‘enemy of 
Serbia’. The Prismota.net portal proved a regular source of smears. In May it 
listedlisted↗ the names of several civil society leaders as ‘foreign spies’. In August 
it accusedaccused↗ the Centre for Ecology and Sustainable Development, which had 
criticised the electricity industry, of being informers of foreign services who 
were working against economic development in Serbia, including Chinese 
investment. It accused them of cooperating with intelligence services in Bosnia 
and Herzegovina. Other stories accused civil society groups of spreading 
anti-Serbian propaganda and of corruption. Investigative journalist Brankica 
Stankovic was smearedsmeared↗ with false claims of racketeering.

Another attack came in July, when the government’s anti-money laundering 
directorate publishedpublished↗ a list of organisations and people under suspicion of 
money laundering or terrorist financing, and asked banks to investigate their 
transactions. Many of those on the list were known critics of the government, 

including a raft of CSOs and independent media organisations. The intention 
seemed clear. The law was being misusedmisused↗ to pressure dissenting voices, which 
the government’s attempt to position the move as necessary compliance with 
the regulations of the international Financial Action Task Force did nothing to 
disguise. Over 270 organisations and individuals came together to highlighthighlight↗ 
this abuse and its impact on democracy. In November, three UN special 
rapporteurs accusedaccused↗ the government of abusing its anti-money laundering 
and anti-terrorism financing obligations to stifle civil society.

Online attacks were reproduced in real-world threats and violence, including 
numerous death threats and, during the election, attacks on TV crews reporting 
from polling stations. Given that ruling party figures are a key source of the 
verbal attacks that create the conditions for threats and violence, those at risk 
knew they could not rely on the state for their protection. SurveillanceSurveillance↗ of 
media was another concern.

The ruling party also used its control of state funding bodies to its advantage. 
Independent media bodies complained that committees that determine the 
distribution of state funding were stuffedstuffed↗ with ruling party supporters, 
something that could also fuel self-censorship. Independent media complained 
about their inability to access local-level funding and the refusalrefusal↗ of many 
local officials to speak to them. The state’s ostracism of independent media was 
emphasised during the pandemic, with the media denieddenied↗ essential data and 
frozen out of press conferences, along with threats of dire legal consequences 
for anyone spreading non-official information. Police harassment and violence 
from unidentified groups duly followed when journalists tried to report on 
COVID-19 stories.

Following the election, the government further made its position clear when 
it abolishedabolished↗ the Office for Cooperation with Civil Society, which had been 
formed to enable civil society consultation in national and local decision-
making processes. The move came with no consultation. Pretty much the 
government’s first reaction to the pandemic had been to suspendsuspend↗ the 
awarding of government contracts and make CSOs ineligible for movement 
permits during emergency restrictions.

Given the lack of opposition in the national assembly and the inability to 
express dissent through most media, street protest became one of the few 
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means of holding the government to account. In July, pent-up pressure broke 
when the government’s announcement of the reintroduction of a curfew 
brought spontaneous demonstrations in the capital, Belgrade, which quickly 
grew in numbers to become a mass protestmass protest↗ that lasted for several days and 
spread to other cities. The state’s response was violence and disinformation. 
The police used teargas and rubber bullets, while violence was also exerted by 
mysterious plainclothes groups, towards journalists as well as protesters. Ivana Ivana 
TeofilovićTeofilović↗ of Civic Initiatives describes the protests:

The protests that came after the election seem to point towards further 
political polarisation and a deepening of the political crisis, as a large 
number of people lack representation and feel deprived of the right to 
elect their representatives without fear through a free and democratic 
election.
The immediate reason for the mass and spontaneous gathering of citizens 
in July was the announcement of the introduction of another 72-hour ban 
on movement. After the president’s press conference ended, dissatisfied 
people began to gather in front of the national assembly. Although the 
immediate reason was dissatisfaction with the management of the 
COVID-19 crisis, people also wanted to express their unhappiness about 
numerous other government measures and their impacts, and particularly 
with the conditions in which the parliamentary election was held.
In response, security forces used unjustified force in dozens of cases and 
exceeded the powers entrusted to them by law. Their violent response to 
spontaneous peaceful assemblies was a gross violation of the right to the 
freedom of peaceful assembly and an unwarranted threat to the physical 
integrity of a large number of protesters. The protests were marked 
by the use of a huge amount of teargashuge amount of teargas↗, which was indiscriminately 
thrown into the masses of peaceful demonstrators. As a result, many 
protesters had health issues for days afterwards. Apart from the fact that 
unjustifiably large quantities of teargas were used, the public’s attention 
was captured by the fact that the teargas fired was past its expiry date.
The media and citizens also reported and documented many cases of 
police brutality, including that of three young menthree young men↗ who were sitting 
quietly on a bench and were repeatedly beaten by a gendarmerie officer 
with a baton. In another incident, a young manyoung man↗ was knocked to the 

ground and hit with batons by 19 officers, even though two members of 
the Ombudsman’s Office were on duty near the scene, precisely to control 
the conduct of the police. Additional disturbances and acts of violence 
were perpetrated by a large number of individuals in civilian clothesindividuals in civilian clothes↗. At 
the time it could not be determined whether they were police in civilian 
clothes or members of parapolice forces or criminal groups, but many 
clues point to them being members of hooligan groups connected with 
the authorities and working on their orders.
Many media workers behaved professionally and reported objectively 
on the protests, often becoming victims of police brutality or attacks by 
members of hooligan groups infiltrated among protesters to incite rioting. 
According to the Association of Journalists of SerbiaAssociation of Journalists of Serbia↗, as many as 28 
journalists were attacked while covering protests, and 14 suffered bodily 
injuries, which in six cases required urgent medical attention. 
However, media outlets that are close to the government either ignored 
or distorted the real picture of the protests by disseminating lies about 
who organised, funded and participated in them and by ignoring or 
denying cases of obvious police brutality. Journalists, analysts and civil 
society activists who publicly supported the protests and spoke critically 
about the government and the president were often the target of tabloid 
campaigns, and were smeared by the holders of high political office in an 
attempt to discredit their work.
Violent police reaction, indiscriminate brutality, non-objective reporting 
and government retaliation further motivated people to protest. As a 
result, people took to the streets in even greater numbers in the following 
days. Protests also began to take place in several other Serbian cities 
besides Belgrade, including Kragujevac, Nis, Novi Sad and Smederevo.

This aggressive response to protests is nothing new in Serbia, and activists in 
other protest movements have faced repeated attacks. They include Dobrica 
Veselinović of the Don’t let Belgrade D(r)own movement, which protests against 
harmful urban development and environmental damage, and seeks to promote 
people’s participation in planning and environmental decision-making. The 
youthful movement increasingly criticised Serbia’s creeping authoritarianism, 
including by holding pot-banging protests under the pandemic lockdown. This, 
and its opposition to economic development projects pushed by the ruling 
party, made it a target. Dobrica Veselinović faced regular judicial harassment 
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and criminalisation, which in 2020 includedincluded↗ being fined for organising a 
protest following the deaths of construction site workers and being summoned 
for questioning after taking photos of the presidential building. These were 
among over 30 such proceedings against the movement’s activists for holding 
or participating in public meetings. Similar efforts at repression were levelled 
against activists and leaders of the 1 of 5 Million movement, which from 2018 
onwards mobilised mass protests against Serbia’s growing authoritarianism 
and numerous scandals of misgovernance. 

In a situation of minimal parliamentary opposition, actions outside the formal 
political sphere to scrutinise government actions, hold the authorities to 
account and advance alternative policies became more important than ever. 
They are also more difficult, with civil society divided and facing attacks. Still, 
Maja Stojanovic concludes, it will fall to civil society to defend democracy.

There is polarisation within civil society, because there are GONGOs 
– government-organised non-governmental organisations – that are 
clearly politicised, and then there is the authentic civil society. Within 
independent civil society there is also a big struggle because there is 
a recognition that this is an authoritarian regime in many respects, so 
the biggest debate is around whether we should cooperate with the 
government and if we are providing legitimacy to the government if when 
we cooperate, or if it’s okay to try do something a little bit better for 
the citizens as a whole. So I would say that polarisation is between those 
two angles: should we cooperate or stay united and remain critical of the 
government for the sake of democracy?
I would say that civil society needs to monitor the government and that 
we are the keepers of democracy. No party or the government can make 
democracy sustainable. After 2000 we have had issues with the erosion 
of democracy, I think that in Serbia, as well as in Bosnia and Herzegovina 
and Montenegro, we need to keep civil society on its toes, and we need 
to make sure that citizens know when the political parties cross red lines. I 
think we need a global discussion on these red lines because this happens 
in a lot of countries where there is attack on democracy and there are 
potential risks regarding social networks. So we need to see what is the 
right way for activists and civil society to act so that there is no erosion of 
democracy and human rights.

Poland: a tight struggle between 
two contrasting visions
Deep polarisation is also entrenched in Poland. The incumbent president 
prevailed in the presidential election, but only narrowly, as the country 
appeared poised between two very different visions of its future. Increasingly, 
it seems there are two Polands: a Poland of reactionary politics, and a Poland 
of resistance; a Poland of tradition, nationalism and religious values, narrowly 
defined, and a Poland where people are rising up to demand rights and forge 
a country where people are free to be who they are, difference is respected 
and dissent is accepted. These faultlines could be seen clearly during 2020 
in the moves by ultra-conservative forces to further restrict already heavily 
constrained abortion rights, and the fierce and determined women’s protests 
that mobilised in response (see this report’s chapter on challenging exclusion), 
and in the presidential election held in June and July. The forces of nationalism, 
ultra-conservatism and bigotry won this round, but it was close, and many 
people will continue to insist that another Poland is possible. 

The election saw the incumbent, President Andrezj Duda, running notionally 
as an independent but backed by the ruling Law and Justice party (PiS), face 
the challenge of Rafał Trzaskowski, politically liberal Mayor of the capital, 
Warsaw, and candidate of the Civic Platform party. While in Poland the prime 
minister has much more power than the president, the presidency is neither a 
ceremonial nor politically neutral position and comes with some key powers, 
including a legislative veto and the authority to appoint judges. A more liberal 
president could play a key role in reining in the excesses of PiS, which in 2019’s 
parliamentary election maintained its control of the Sejm, Poland’s main 
parliamentary chamber.

As in several of the countries covered in this report, the timing of the election 
was controversial. Unlike many other European states, Poland did not declare 
a state of emergency, which would have automatically caused the election, 
originally slated for May, to be postponed. PiS presumably wanted to stick 
to the schedule to build on the momentum of its increased 2019 vote, take 
advantage of strong poll leads and exploit its media dominance; it may also 
have hoped that response to the unfolding crisis would mobilise patriotism 
behind the incumbent, capitalising on the ability of the president, as head of 
state, to attend events and position himself in a positive light while opposition 
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candidates were subject to travel restrictions. Delay might have meant 
frustration at the impacts of emergency measures and accompanying economic 
downturn would chip away at the incumbent’s lead. However, an alternative 
proposal by some pro-government forces to extend the president’s term by 
two years was equally unpalatable to many. 

Attempts to proceed regardless met with oppositionopposition↗. In March, Civic 
Platform’s then-candidate, Małgorzata Kidawa-Błońska, announcedannounced↗ she was 
suspending her campaign and called for a boycott of the election; she stood 
down as a candidate in May once the election had finally been postponed. 
Opinion polls showed significant opposition to the voting going ahead. A 
petition to postpone the election attracted over 300,000 signatures, and a 
grassroots campaign mobilised using billboards to question the ruling party’s 
determination to proceed. Even in April, at a time when educational institutes 
and parks were closed, borders were sealed and non-essential travel was 

prohibited, parliament votedvoted↗ for the election to go ahead, with the stipulation 
that ballots would be distributed to people entirely by mail. This sudden 
change in voting methods, just weeks before the planned election, raised 
concerns about the security of the process and capacity of the postal system to 
cope, which were heightened when it emergedemerged↗ that postal authorities were 
apparently attempting to gather voter data by insecure means. Voting methods 
such as early voting, ballot mailouts and postal voting – also a heated topic 
in the USA – are not inherently insecure and can enhance participation, but 
they need rigorous and politically neutral safeguards and high public trust, and 
these are unlikely to be forthcoming when a new practice is introduced at short 
notice in pre-existing conditions of political polarisation.

Only on 6 May, four days before the vote was supposed to go ahead, was the 
first round of voting pushed back, to 28 June. Małgorzata SzulekaMałgorzata Szuleka↗ of the 
Helsinki Foundation for Human Rights PolandHelsinki Foundation for Human Rights Poland↗ describes the concerns civil 
society had with the timing of the election and the circumstances in which it 
went ahead:

The election was originally scheduled for May and organising it posed a 
huge legal problem because there was no legal mechanism to postpone 
it. The only way to reschedule it was to announce a state of emergency, 
as provided for by the constitution. From a constitutional perspective, an 
official declaration that the country was experiencing an epidemic would 
give the government the prerogative to introduce the state of emergency. 
However, the government did not follow this process. The election was 
rescheduled and the run-off vote between the two leading candidates 
was held on 12 July on very dubious legal grounds. However, this wasn’t 
questioned by the government majority or the opposition.
CSOs first pushed the government to organise the election in a proper 
way, urging it to announce a state of emergency. Once this didn’t happen, 
CSOs tried to raise the issue of international monitoring, mainly in terms 
of fairness and financing of the campaign. The problem was that the 
election was expected to be free but not fair. Public media was biased 
towards President Duda and extremely critical and unprofessional towards 
any opposition candidate. Even though no state of emergency had been 
declared, many fundamental rights such as the freedoms of assembly and 
access to information were limited. These were major concerns.

A woman holds a sign that reads ‘Scandal’ at a distanced protest against the proposed 
postal voting method in Warsaw, Poland on 7 May 2020. Photo by Omar Marques/Getty 
Images
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The organisation of the campaign involved sanitary measures regarding 
social distancing and mask use. But these provisions were not fully 
respected on both sides. For campaigning purposes, the government 
loosened some restrictions; for example, even though mask use was 
mandatory, pictures were published of the prime minister not wearing 
one in public. Also of concern was the fact that many public authorities 
engaged in political campaigning alongside President Duda. Public 
institutions were instrumentalised by ruling politicians. The government 
security centre, responsible for coordination and information in case of 
natural calamities or danger, sent out mass text messages on election day. 
Every voter received a message that said that people over 60 years old, 
pregnant women and people with disabilities could vote without waiting 
in line. This might have been used to mobilise the core electorate of the 
ruling party. This is just one example, but it could be an indication of the 
role played by official institutions to tilt the playing field in favour of PiS.

State media bias presented a serious problem, in a campaign where most 
people were stuck at home and highly reliant on the media to get their 
information. The public television service, Telewizja Polska (TVP), consistently 
laudedlauded↗ President Duda and presented his challenger as an enemy of Poland. 
One study found that up to 19 June, 97 per cent of coverage of Duda on 
TVP’s main news programme presented him in a positive light; Trzaskowski 
received much less coverage and 87 per cent of it was negative. A presidential 
debate broadcast by TVP was framed around the ruling party’s agenda, with 
questions focusing on its key campaigning issues of opposition to LGBTQI+ 
rights and migrants and support for religious education. The OSCE, which 
monitoredmonitored↗ the election, found that TVP had ‘failed in its legal duty to provide 
balanced and impartial coverage’ and had ‘acted as a campaign vehicle for the 
incumbent’.

As if such favourable coverage was not enough, the ruling party’s attacksattacks↗ 
on independent media and foreign mediaforeign media↗ intensified as its lead in the polls 
narrowed. Gazeta Wyborcza, an independent media outlet, was subjected to 
lawsuitslawsuits↗ brought by ruling-party politicians and state-owned companies over 
its coverage, with the clear aim of sapping its energy and resources by tying it 
up in endless legal defence. In May, a popular song in which the head of the 
ruling party was criticised was censoredcensored↗ and then removed from public radio, 
sparking a silent protest by journalists.

Public media coverage was absolutely unfair. The rest of the coverage, 
mainly by private media, was relatively good; it definitely was not as bad 
as public media coverage, which was used for propaganda and enhanced 
President Duda’s campaign.
One of the complaintscomplaints↗ brought to the Supreme Court specifically 
referred to media coverage. It stated that public television supported 
the incumbent while systematically discrediting his rival, and that 
public institutions and officials repeatedly violated correct conduct by 
supporting only one of the candidates. But the problem with the entire 
institution of election complaints is that you need to prove not only that 
the alleged irregularity happened, but also that it had an impact on the 
election results. In presidential elections such as this one, this is very 
difficult to prove. Additionally, the electoral code doesn’t regulate the 
work of the media, so it’s hard to make the legal claim that the media 

A woman holds a banner that reads ‘Pride not prejudice’ at a protest for LGBTQI+ rights 
ahead of the 2020 presidential run-off election in Krakow, Poland. Photo by Omar Marques/
Getty Images
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should operate differently. And if you do, it is also difficult to prove that 
particular coverage of a particular candidate, or the lack of coverage, 
resulted in a particular election result. We can intuitively assume this, 
particularly in view of such tight results, but it is very difficult to create a 
solid legal case.

Ahead of the election, the government also predictably stepped up its 
assault on civil society, using attack lines identical to those honed in Hungary 
and Russia. In May, the environment minister statedstated↗ that the government 
was considering a law to make CSOs declare any foreign sources of funding. 
Following the election, legislation was duly proposedproposed↗ to make declarations 
mandatory above a low threshold, with fines and derecognition available as 
potential punishments. This proposed law was similar to Hungary’s, which in 
2020 the European Court of Justice found to be in breach of EU law.

Despite all the incumbent’s advantages, when the first-round vote was held, 
the results were much closer than earlier polling had indicated, suggesting that 
the election had in part become a verdict on the government’s handling of 
the pandemic. Turnout was significantly higher than in 2015, with first-round 
turnout at roughly 65 per cent, up from 49 per cent, and second-round turnout 
at approximately 68 per cent, up from 55 per cent. The mailing of ballots may 
well have increased participation, and turnout might also have reflected a 
sense, in a polarised context, that this election mattered.

Going into the run-off vote, President Duda’s reaction to his dwindling lead was 
to intensify rhetoric designed to appeal to a culturally conservative support 
base. The election highlightedhighlighted↗ all the divisions between the two Polands: 
between east and west, cities and villages, younger and older people, and 
more and less educated people. Although these are broad generalisations, 
as in other recent European elections, they provided a fairly good indication 
of people’s voting preferences. To appeal to one side of this divide, President 
Duda amplified crudely homophobic appeals, along with the vilificationvilification↗ of 
George Soros as an enemy funder, a tactic linked to anti-Semitism commonly 
deployed by far-right politicians. At a rally, President Duda described LGBTQI+ 
rights as an ideology worse than communism, and Trzaskowski was attacked for 
supportingsupporting↗ LGBTQI+ rights as Mayor of Warsaw. It appeared President Duda 
wanted to pretend the election was a referendum on same-sex marriage.

Out of all possible campaign issues, President Duda chose to focus on 
stoking homophobia. The campaign took place in a context of a years-long 
backsliding of the rule of law, in the middle of a crisis of relations between 
Poland and the EU, during a huge healthcare challenge and on the verge of an 
economic crisis that will affect everyone in Poland. But none of these issues 
were the focus of the political campaign and public discussion. President 
Duda mainly spoke about LGBTQI+ people posing a threat to our Christian 
traditional heritage, equating homosexuality with paedophilia. The issue was 
narrowed down to this divisive, outrageous and dehumanising narrative by 
the PiS party. It was a very pragmatic move from PiS spin doctors because it 
mobilised the very core of the electorate. All of a sudden LGBTQI+ groups and 
communities became the scapegoat for everything that is wrong in Poland. 
It is outrageous how much this issue was politicised and how it was used to 
dehumanise this minority group. It was painful and heart-breaking to watch.A man holds a sign that reads ‘Constitution’ during a distanced anti-government protest on 

3 May 2020, Constitution Day, in Wroclaw, Poland. Photo by Omar Marques/Getty Images
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Sadly, it worked, just about. In the July run-off vote, President Duda prevailed, 
albeit narrowly, at roughly 51 per cent to 49 per cent. The even split summed up 
Poland’s polarisation, while given the thin margin, opposition and civil society 
groups brought legal challenges, including over the role of the media, the part 
played by state officials in the ruling party’s campaign and the scheduling of 
the vote, as well as the apparent loss of many votes cast by Polish citizens living 
abroad. However, in August Poland’s Supreme Court upheldupheld↗ the results. This 
was not surprising, given that the ruling party has consistently interfered in and 
politicised judicial appointments.

There seemed no attempt by the ruling party to build bridges after the election. 
While President Duda’s win may have seemed to reaffirm PiS power, its majority 
in the Sejm rests on a coalitioncoalition↗ of different conservative parties. Identity 
politics offers one means of papering overpapering over↗ coalition differences, including 
on pandemic response and the economic downturn. Having pushed a hard line 
for electoral gain, the government faces expectations by hardcore supporters 
to deliver; it is difficult to retreat from extreme positions, particularly as other 
conservative groups move even further right and exert pressure. Following its 
narrow presidential win, PiS therefore targeted abortion rights and the Council 
of Europe’s Istanbul Convention on domestic violence (see this report’s chapter 
on challenging exclusion), along with continued attacks on civil society as a key 
source of pluralism, rights advocacy and government scrutiny.

The campaign was far from the end of it. In June, the PiS party targeted 
LGBTQI+ people. In July, it targeted victims of domestic violencevictims of domestic violence↗ by 
starting discussion on withdrawing from the Istanbul Convention. In 
August, it proposed to register CSOs that are financed from abroadfinanced from abroad↗. 
Now I don’t know who is going to be their next enemy. It’s not only 
about being homophobic but rather about this governing majority always 
needing an enemy to confront or blame.

As for the more expansive vision of Poland, much may depend on whether 
the temporary unity forged during the election period among those who 
oppose the government and those who at least want to rein in its power 
can hold as a longer-term alliance determined to scrutinise the government 
and uphold rights. As in Hungary, people are urging the EU to take a stronger 
lead in a country that benefits strongly from EU funding, but Hungary and 
Poland are pushing back against EU rule of law provisions (see this report’s 

chapter on civil society in the international arena). Polish civil society will do 
what it can, but following an election that tantalisingly offered the promise 
of reversing the tide of regression, many in civil society are understandably 
dismayed and fearful.

We just entered a phase in which there will be no elections for the next 
three years so we can expect a huge consolidation of power and the 
government doing everything that it dreams of, such as creating pressure 
on CSOs, further polarising the media, targeting specific minority groups 
and escalating the conflict with the EU. We can expect all of this to 
happen over the next three years. I think the crisis of democracy and 
human rights in Poland will deepen.

Slovenia: a rightward 
turn for the worst
Polarisation is also on the march in Slovenia, driven by another right-wing 
populist who gained power in March. The outgoing government had been 
relatively open to civil society, and civil society had enjoyed some positive 
partnerships. But all that changed when the minority centre-left-led government 
collapsed in a dispute over healthcare funding, allowing Janez Janša to become 
prime minister at the head of a new coalition government. Janša and his 
Slovenian Democratic Party (SDS) had been kept out of government despite 
winning more seats than any other party in the June 2018 election because 
other parties had shied away from its extremist views.

Brankica PetkovićBrankica Petković↗ of the Peace InstitutePeace Institute↗ gives the background:

This is the third time that Janez Janša has become prime minister; he is 
very persistent and sees himself as destined to save Slovenia from leftist 
and liberal values. In 2021 Slovenia celebrates 30 years of independence 
since the disintegration of Yugoslavia, and for most of those years 
we have been under centre-left governments. These dynamics have 
been particularly frustrating for Janša and the SDS, who tend to blame 
the media, which they see as left-leaning and controlled by former 
communists, for the fact that they are not able to gain power more often. 
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Janša has a conspiratorial mindset and has claimed that he was arbitrarily 
sent to prison so that the election could be stolen from him. In fact he 
was in prison because of a judicial verdict in a corruption case, which the 
Constitutional Court eventually revoked on appeal, mainly on the grounds 
that there wasn’t sufficient evidence against him.
The SDS used to be a right-wing party but is increasingly considered, 
especially by external, European observers, to be a far-right party. We 
have not yet accommodated to this shift, because we’ve historically 
identified it as a right-wing party, but they have indeed gradually moved 
further to the right. The values they advocate are strongly against 
migrants’ rights and promote racist ideology, and the methods they use 
increasingly place them on the far right of the political spectrum.
The centre-left political block in general is unstable: we have had 
many centre-left governments, but more often than not the parties in 
centre-left governments have been new parties that kept appearing and 
disappearing from the political scene, and their members of parliament 
and office holders tended to be quite inexperienced. The SDS on the 
other hand is constant, stable, guided by party discipline and Janša’s 
incontestable leadership, and has a number of experienced politicians, 
particularly members of parliament.
For years, non-governmental organisations (NGOs) have been under 
attack from Janša, the SDS and their affiliated media, which consider 
NGOs and mainstream media as their enemies.

If this situation sounds reminiscent of Hungary, with a right-wing populist 
leader demonising migrants and LGBTQI+ people and attacking CSOs as a source 
of destabilising liberal values, this is no coincidence. Prime Minister Janša and 
Hungary’s Prime Minister Viktor Orbán are closely aligned. Orbán’s key tactic of 
media dominance, using it as a platform to shift discourse, foster polarisation 
and attack opponents, is being replicated in Slovenia, with Hungarian support. 
Hungarian media companies linked to Orbán have been busy buying Slovenian 
counterparts and set up a media group dedicated to disseminating government 
propaganda.

As they blamed the media for their political failure, they formed their 
own media group. This is not a cheap undertaking, so they ended up in 

a partnership with a Hungarian media businessman with close ties to 
Orbán. The content the media in this group produce is highly biased and 
unprofessional. What they do is not journalism but propaganda, either 
to promote Janša or to run smear and character-assassination campaigns 
against figures of the opposition and civil society. These media outlets 
treat human rights organisations, LGBTQI+ rights organisations and 
environmental organisations as enemies of the people, as ‘privileged’ and 
as ‘parasites’.
Janša’s connection with Orbán is not limited to their common media 
business ally; they have strong political and personal connections as well. 
They celebrate each other, come to each other’s election rallies. They are 

A protester participating in a peaceful anti-government protest displays his anti-fascist 
bicycle in central Ljubljana, Slovenia on 31 July 2020. Photo by Matic Zorman/Getty Images
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very similar politically, and the strategies they use to attack NGOs and the 
media are also similar. Janša is using social media, particularly Twitter, for 
his political communication and attacks. He is obsessively and aggressively 
engaged in tweeting, day and night. Polarisation is the modus operandi of 
Janša and the SDS. 
Fortunately, this discourse does not circulate much in mainstream media, 
which are mostly professional in their reporting. The government has 
tried to snatch control of the public broadcasting company and to starve 
the national press agency, but has so far failed. This may change if Janša 
stays in power long enough. There are also some possible scenarios for 
taking control of some commercial mainstream media by the ruling party 
if the owners agree to enter into such deals in exchange for some big 
government contracts or other business opportunities. But for the time 
being hate and propaganda are, apart from social media, restricted 
mostly to fringe media outlets directly controlled by the ruling party. 
These propaganda media are however becoming more popular because 
the Prime Minister appears there and shares their content, and the 
mainstream media cover what the Prime Minister does and says, so in 
that way they are entering the news cycle.

Throughout the year, Janša also attackedattacked↗ independent media, including by 
positioning them as an obstacle to pandemic response; threats from non-state 
groups towards independent journalists duly followed. One woman journalist 
told her storyher story↗ of how she had been called a ‘prostitute’ by Janša, and when 
she filed a lawsuit, faced an onslaught of online attacks.

As well as vilifying independent media, the new government smeared CSOs and 
set out to starve them of funds. State grants on key issues such as civic education, 
migrants’ and refugees’ rights and work to combat disinformation were 
stopped on the grounds that the money was needed for pandemic response. 
The emergency package passed by the government in March contained no 
support measures for CSOs, and only after lobbying were CSO staff allowed 
to access the same individual assistance schemes available to private sector 
employees. The government also tried to abolishabolish↗ its NGO Fund.

Several NGOs had contracts signed with previous governments, for 
projects promoting the equality of migrant children in schools and so on, 

but the current government decided not to honour them. As soon as it 
came to power, it sent letters to the concerned NGOs, including the Peace 
Institute, stating its intention to annul those contracts, and when NGOs 
refused to sign, they simply withheld the funds. These are small grants, 
up to €10,000 (approx. US$12,200), but they are vital for human rights 
NGOs to do their work.
The government also tried to obstruct other funding channels. 
The previous government established an NGO Fund to support the 
professionalisation of NGOs and increase the availability of project 
funding. The NGO Fund is made up of the allocation of 0.5 per cent of 
income tax. This fund was the result of many years of advocacy by the 
national civil society umbrella organisation, but about two years after 
it was established, the new government tried to dismantle it through 
provisions included in a COVID-19 emergency legislative package. 
The government is also withdrawing other forms of support for civil 
society. For instance, the building where we have our offices is owned 
by the Ministry of Culture and has been home to 20 NGOs working in 
the fields of human rights and independent culture since 1997. After 23 
years, they want to evict us. Prime Minister Janša, his party and their 
media are, on a daily basis, portraying the organisations in this building as 
privileged and as parasites, and they openly claim they will deprive us of 
offices and public funds. 

The eviction decisioneviction decision↗ came on the same day that a new pandemic curfew 
was imposed in response to a fresh wave of infections; the timing seemed 
a deliberate provocation. A similar move saw the forced evictionforced eviction↗ of an 
alternative community that had for years occupied a disused bicycle factory, in 
January 2021. These attacks on artists and independent cultural groups seemed 
no accident; the government could be accused of wanting only its official version 
of national identity, culture and history to prevail, and not the diversity, debate 
and dissent that comes with independent cultural expressions. Environmental 
CSOs also faced a more hostile environment. Used to participating in planning 
and scrutiny processes under previous administrations, environmental CSOs 
began to be excluded, with the pandemic offering a ready pretext to restrict 
participation. Proposed law changes, announced in January 2021, would 
preventprevent↗ them disputing planning decisions.
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Environmental NGOs have specifically been attacked. We used to have 
high standards of civil society participation in the processes surrounding 
the Aarhus ConventionAarhus Convention↗ on Access to Information, Public Participation 
in Decision-Making and Access to Justice in Environmental Matters. But 
the current government has infiltrated COVID-19-related legislation 
with measures aimed at obstructing participation. We have a Minister 
of the Environment who was, before that, a manager at a state-owned 
hydroelectric plant and is expressing a lot more interest in promoting 
investment and building power plants than in taking care of the 
environment. He uses his current position in the government as a platform 
to stop environmental NGOs. Having introduced those restrictions on 
participation into emergency legislation, he is now trying to also enshrine 
them in regular environmental legislation.
Environmental NGOs brought a complaint and the Constitutional 
Court put those provisions on hold. For the time being, they have 
litigated successfully to preserve their rights, but the government has 
continued to insert similar restrictions in other bills that are now up for 
parliamentary consideration.

People mobilised quickly to protest against the new government. Media 
reportsreports↗ about favouritism in the awarding of contracts for PPE and 
ventilators, and related high costs, helped fuelled protest anger. Regular 
protestsprotests↗ were held on Fridays in the capital, Ljubljana, and spread to other 
parts of Slovenia. Each week before the main protest a different group came 
to talk about their specific cause, such as women’s rights, labour rights and 
the environment. Protests included cycle-based protests as a way of protesting 
safely when pandemic restrictions were more severe, and the bicycle became 
a protest symbol. Further protests with an artistic focus were held outside 
the Ministry of Culture to express anger at the government’s decision to cut 
cultural funding as part of its pandemic response, while in July, hundreds of 
media workers gathered outside the national assembly to protestprotest↗ against a 
package of media laws under debate, which would divert state funding away 
from the public broadcaster to other media outlets and give the government 
more say in key media appointments.

Thousands of people – 5,000, 10,000 – mobilised in Ljubljana, with smaller 
numbers in other cities. Most people went out to protest in indignation 

in the face of corruption allegations. Many also protested against the 
restrictions faced by environmentalists, the attacks on journalists and 
media, the dire situation of cultural workers and civil society, and judicial 
independence. So in broad terms, these were protests in defence of 
democracy.
Starting in October, however, a second wave of COVID-19 infections 
was declared and a curfew was imposed, schools closed and public life 
became almost non-existent. People were scared because of the spike 
in infections and deaths, so protest organisers announced the end of 
massive protests, while encouraging individual actions instead. There 
have been public performances on Fridays, demonstrations by small 
groups of people and car demonstrations. Bicycles are a symbol of our 
protests, so some people put a bicycle on top of their car, or even giant 
stickers with images of bicycles, and drive around in protest.

People on bicycles participate in anti-government protests in July 2020 in Ljubljana, 
Slovenia. Photo by Matic Zorman/Getty Images
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People’s determination to protest met with a tide of government restriction, 
with the government using the pandemic as a pretext. Those protesting were 
likely to risk fines, while there were also reports of police beatingbeating↗ protesters. 
It was in part to try to avoid heavy fines that people organised car-based 
protests, sounding their horns, and individual walking protests, carrying protest 
signs on umbrellas.

When people go out to protest, the government, particularly the Prime 
Minister and Minister of the Interior, not only dismisses them and 
portrays them as criminals – it even uses people’s personal data to smear 
them – but also polices them excessively and obstructs their gatherings. 
On Friday evening streets and squares are surrounded by police vehicles 
and horses, with helicopters hovering above, in an attempt to intimidate 
people. To those who still go out to protest, they issue fine after fine 
for violating pandemic measures. Legislative packages meant to fight 
the pandemic introduced steep increases in fines to individuals to €400 
(approx. US$490) for ‘gathering’. Repeat protesters have had to pay 
thousands of euros in fines already.
People who have been fined are now disputing the fines and bringing 
the police to court on discrimination grounds, as the police are quite 
selective: they only stop and fine the people who are driving in protest. 
Clearly, none of this is about stopping COVID-19: it is about stopping 
people from protesting.

In the face of repression and to stop polarisation taking hold, civil society will 
have to continue to work together to make a renewed case for the value of civil 
society and its contribution to democracy. Another strategy that has already 
had some success is to try to exploit divisions in the ruling coalition.

One thing that we do is take advantage of the fact that the SDS is not 
ruling alone; there are three other smaller parties in the ruling coalition. 
If they don’t all vote together, they cannot pass legislation. Therefore, 
the advocacy strategy focuses on influencing coalition partners, and it 
sometimes works.

USA: Trump defeat, but a toxic legacy

The election that gripped the world, in circumstances of unprecedented 
polarisation, was of course that of the USA. In the end, President Joe Biden 
and Vice-President Kamala Harris were inaugurated peacefully and without 
disruption on 20 January 2021, as President Trump begrudgingly vacated 
centre stage. The shocking events of 6 January6 January↗, when a mob galvanised by 
Trump’s baseless claims of electoral fraud stormed the US Capitol, marked a 
culmination of Trump’s campaign of lies and denial, but it also took the sting 
out of it. There was a sense even among many on the right that Trump had 
finally gone too far, and that the USA’s sense of itself as an orderly, elegantly 
procedural democracy was at risk. In the fallout, Trump had to commit to not 
disrupting the transfer of power. On 20 January 2021, career politicians, people 
who talked and acted like conventional politicians, were sworn in, and many 
people briefed a sigh of relief. More than anything, it just felt good that the 
Trump presidency was over.

Trump had been swept aside in an election characterised not by fraud but by 
unprecedented levels of participation. Turnout stood at circa 67 per cent, up 
from 56 per cent in 2016, and at its highest level since 1900. Biden received 
the most votes any presidential candidate has ever received. The high turnout 
reflected in part people’s enhanced ability to vote by mail and vote early in 
response to the pandemic, a change that was bitterly contested at every turn by 
Trump and his supporters, even to the point of sabotagingsabotaging↗ the postal service. 
It also indicated a determination by many to mobilise to defeat Trump, not 
necessarily out of any great enthusiasm for Biden and his platform, but from 
a desire to stop outrageous human rights abuses and return to a more rules-
based form of governance. Behind Biden’s 81,268,924 votes lay a tremendous 
effort to mobilise voters usually excluded for being poor, Black, or members 
of other excluded groups, through increasingly rampant processes of voter 
suppression. In the key state of Georgia, for example, initiatives to mobilise 
Black voters may have made the difference in delivering the state and then its 
senators to Biden (see this report’s chapter on the global struggle for racial 
justice). Civil society took to the courtstook to the courts↗ to defeat Trump’s attempts to stop 
people voting and then stop votes being counted; this was a familiar method of 
holding the administration accountable for organisations such as the American 
Civil Liberties Union, which filed almost 400 cases400 cases↗ against Trump during his 
time in office.
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Efforts to elect more women continued to pay off. While Biden’s election 
marked a return to politics as normal, some things were new. Kamala Harris 
became the first female Vice-President and first African-American and Asian-
American person to hold the office. Behind this headline, more women were 
electedelected↗ to Congress than ever before, reflecting the fact that more women 
had stood for office. Extensive civil society efforts to encourage women’s 
political participation, not just as voters, but as decision-makers, were 
beginning to pay off (see this report’s chapter on challenging exclusion). Clearly 
there is yet more to do, as still only just over a quarter of congressional seats 
are held by women, but the direction of travel seemed a positive one.

The election was mostly peaceful. The security force violence that throughout 
2020 mobilised against Black Lives Matters protests was largely absent, 
although there were scattered incidents, such as the police disruptiondisruption↗ 
of a Get Out the Vote event in North Carolina in which members of George 
Floyd’s family were taking part; the police used pepper spray and arrested at 
least 12 people who were peacefully encouraging people to use their vote. 
There were also some at times violent clashes between participants in pro-
Trump and anti-Trump protests, including at a counter-protestcounter-protest↗ organised 
against a Trump rally in California in October. In Portland, Oregon, at least 11 
people were arrested in post-election protestspost-election protests↗ and the police declared all 
gatherings in the city to be unlawful. On 14 November, tens of thousands of 
Trump supporters marchedmarched↗ in a show of force in Washington, DC to express 
their support for the false fraud claims, and some violent clashesclashes↗ between 
protesters and counter-protesters resulted.

As the votes were counted, which in some places was a lengthy process due to 
state laws that prohibited the early counting of ballots received before election 
day, hostile and aggressive pro-Trump protests gathered outside counting 
centres, sometimes armedarmed↗, variously insisting that the counting be stopped or 
that all votes be counted, depending on what would best suit Trump. Some cities 
witnessed the grim spectacle of white Trump supporters intimidating mostly 
Black vote counters, to the point that the police had to provide protectionprotection↗ 
to enable vote counters to work safely. But although Trump and his acolytes 
did all that they could to overturn the results, election officials and even 
many Republican state governors held their nerve and put their constitutional 
responsibilities first. Despite four years of systematic undermining and personal 
rule, the institutions of democracy just about held firm.

Once the vote was finally called for Biden, US civil society could start to think 
about the post-Trump future. Many saw possibilities that had been closed off 
before potentially open up, as the Biden administration committed to rolling 
back many of Trump’s moves that had removed opportunities for civil society 
to engage in dialogue, hold the state accountable and undertake advocacy, 
including a commitment to restore some key environmental regulationskey environmental regulations↗ 
and return the USA to a series of international arenas from which Trump had 
withdrawn (see this report’s chapter on civil society in the global arena).

But of course the situation remains one of profound polarisation. Some 
74,216,154 people voted for Trump, meaning that after four years of misrule, 
over 11 million more people voted for him in 2020 than in 2016. There is a 
large section of US society who liked what Trump did and saw his presidency as 
a success. Many Trump supporters simply refused to accept Biden’s victory and 
can be expected to continue to view his presidency as illegitimate. With this 

Protesters hold an anti-Trump banner in Black Lives Matter Plaza during the 2020 
presidential election in Washington, DC on 3 November 2020. Photo by Eric Lee/Bloomberg 
via Getty Images
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section of the population, Trump’s insistent lies about election fraud worked: 
despite the lack of any evidence, in January 2021, three in 10three in 10↗ Americans still 
believed that the election had been characterised by rampant fraud, and it is 
hard to see what will change their minds. 

A series of Republican senators lined up to condemncondemn↗ the Capitol insurrection 
and withdraw their support for the spurious fraud claims. But when Trump was 
impeached for a second time for his role in mobilising the insurrection, many of 
those who had condemned the violence still voted to acquit. Mitch McConnell, 
who had been Senate leader until the Democratic Party took control, voted to 
acquit Trump but then gave a speechgave a speech↗ holding him ‘practically and morally 
responsible’ for the riot. Behind this clearly contradictory position, framed 
around a technicality, lurked an acknowledgement of a political reality: 
Trumpism has taken control of the Republican Party and any Republican 
politician who wants to progress needs to work with that force. Only seven 
Republican senators voted to convict Trump, and they faced instant backlashbacklash↗ 
from Republicans in the states they represent, including formal censure from 
their state parties and promises that they would face pro-Trump challengers 
in future primaries. With the impeachment vote having failed, Trump is free 
to run again in 2024, but whether he chooses to or not, the chances are that 
the candidate that wins the Republican nomination will be the one that most 
strongly speaks to the Trump support base. Trump has been defeated, but 
Trumpism has not.

Even as it works to build constructive links with the Biden administration, 
civil society will do so within an atmosphere of sustained polarisation. Trump 
politicised everything he touched, including every aspect of a pandemic 
that as a result of his mismanagement has at the time of writing killed over 
half a million of his country’s people, and the toxic discourse he marshalled 
lingers. Social media is still awash with hate speech and disinformation, even 
after key platforms took action against Trump, too late, fact-checking his 
outrageous lies and then banning him only once his grip on office had started 
to slip. Conspiracy theories such as QAnon, which had predicted that the Biden 
inauguration could not happen, proved endlessly malleablemalleable↗ and reshaped for 
those determined to believe in them. Trump increased his supportincreased his support↗ among 
white working-class supporters, and also with some Latinx people in some key 
states, such as Florida. In Congress, practices of bipartisanship have long been 
dynamited by the Republican Party, and Biden and Harris can expect to face 

As she recites her poem ‘The Hill We Climb’ at the presidential inauguration on 20 January 
2021, youth poet laureate Amanda Gorman signals hope for change in the USA. Photo by 
Rob Carr/Getty Images
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spurious impeachment calls at every turn. Trump ensured that the Supreme 
Court is packed with hardline conservatives, which means that long after he is 
gone, his toxic agenda will linger.

For the next elections, including midterm votes in 2022, much will depend on 
what progress can be made to reverse the tide of voter suppression; people 
should not again have to overcome the many obstacles they faced in trying 
to cast their votes in 2020. This is still an almighty struggle: at the time of 
writing, several states were intensifying voter suppression efforts, including in 
the key state of GeorgiaGeorgia↗, where a law was passed to make it even harder 
to vote. These efforts need to be resisted and civil society needs to be 
supported and enabled so that it can help combat disinformation, overcome 
hatred and diffuse polarisation. Democracy must survive not just Trump but  
also his legacy.

Bolivia: a new opportunity to build 
a stronger democracy
It sometimes seemed that Bolivia’s general election would never be held. First 
scheduled for May, like many others it was postponed due to the pandemic, 
rescheduled for September. But before that date could be reached, in July the 
election was pushed back again until October. In a deeply polarised country, 
the suspicion, certainly among many supporters of the former ruling party, the 
Movement for Socialism (MAS), was that the right-wing interim government 
wanted to delay the election as long as possible, presumably in the hope 
of buying time to improve its ailing fortunes and to push through more of 
its agenda. The interim government had come to powercome to power↗ in questionable 
circumstances in November 2019, following the resignation of President Evo 
Morales after a disputed election; it had acted not as a caretaker administration 
but as though it had a powerful mandate, seeking to dismantle Morales’ legacy.

A commitment to hold the election on 18 October only came after protestsprotests↗ 
greeted July’s announcement of postponement. Over 100 roadblocks and other 
forms of protest were reportedreported↗ to have taken place across Bolivia. Indigenous 
and campesino movements and trade unions associated with MAS were 
prominent in the protests, in some cases using dynamite to block mountain 
passes. The interim government threatened to deploy the military to remove 
roadblocks, on the grounds that they were obstructing the movement of vital 

A feminist collective holds a protest at a colonial statue to call for Indigenous women's 
perspectives to be taken into account ahead of the election on 12 October 2020 in La Paz, 
Bolivia. Photo by Gastón Brito/Getty Images
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medical supplies. There were reports of violence between pro-MAS and anti-
MAS groups, and instances of security forces using teargas against protesters.

Two weeks of protests came to an end when Interim President Jeanine Áñez 
signed a law mandating that the election would be held by 18 October. But 
there seemed little prospect of reconciliation in the news that several protest 
leaders faced criminal charges on such serious grounds as sedition and 
terrorism, and that arrest warrantsarrest warrants↗ had been issued for five of them. If the 
blocking of roads at a time when medical services needed to move quickly and 
the country was struggling to cope with the pandemic symbolised Bolivia’s 
dysfunction, the aggressive pursuit of protest leaders seemed to epitomise its 
polarisation.

After all the disagreements, when the election was held, it resulted in a 
commanding MAS win. In 2019, the circa 10-point lead Morales claimed 
over main opposition challenger Carlos Mesa, thus narrowly avoiding a run-
off vote as he sought a fourth presidential term, had sparked the furore over 
alleged irregularities that led to Morales’ resignation. But in 2020, the result 
was beyond doubt. MAS candidate Luis Arce won around 55 per cent of the 
vote, far ahead of Mesa’s 29 per cent. Interim President Áñez withdrew from 
the race in September, when opinion polls showed her placed a distant fourth. 
MAS also won a majority in both parliamentary houses. The new senate had 
a majoritya majority↗ of women members. Encouragingly, Mesa and Áñez were quick 
to acceptaccept↗ the result. International observers declareddeclared↗ that they had not 
seen any fraud. While there were some protests, these were small and mostly 
involved far-right groups, and did not cross into the mainstream. 

But the election could not on its own heal deep political divisions in Bolivia. 
Cristian LeónCristian León↗ of Asuntos del SurAsuntos del Sur↗ suggests that Bolivia remains pulled 
between two opposing camps formed on broad identity lines, marked by a 
determination not to understand or engage with the other:

This deepening chasm is the result of a social fracture and a racialisation 
of politics, which intensified after the electoral crisis of October 2019, 
combined with the lack of intermediation mechanisms. The current 
scenario is based on the ethno-racial construction of the ‘other’ and on 
class confrontation.

In this sense, the project of a plurinational Bolivia under the leadership of a 
popular leader, which had resulted in the relative displacement of several 
elites, has had clear consequences. During the time that this project 
lasted – for Morales’ 14 years in office – ethnic and racial discrimination 
came to be perceived as politically incorrect and were legally punished, 
since a law was passed against all forms of discrimination and racism. 
However, this formal change did not consolidate as part of the political 
culture. During the Morales administration, displaced elites, several of 
them from the urban upper classes, had to migrate or go into exile – in 
some cases due to political persecution – and promoted their political 
projects from the margins, since they had no real opportunity to regain 
state power. But as soon as MAS weakened, all that dormant structure 
was soon reassembled, bringing back the remnants of all discourses.
Bolivian parties are not strong, not even MAS, which continues to be a 
corporatist structure of popular movements with a single, very strong 
leader. The consequence of this is the absence of debate about ideas and 
the lack of renewal of leadership. If MAS had generated a new leadership 
for the 2019 elections, its project would have probably continued as 
strongly as in 2014 and would not have been worn down along with 
Morales’ attempts to secure a new term.
But the other parties have the same problem. The candidates who 
competed in the 2019 election were basically the same who had competed 
in 2004, before Morales’ first term. The lack of institutionalisation is often 
conducive to radicalism and polarisation. It also turns parties into catch-
all parties, and as a result progressive and ultra-conservative ideologies, 
right-wing policies and left-wing world views, coexist within the same 
party. Politics ceases to be a competition among alternative projects to 
lead the government and becomes a confrontation with an ‘other’ that is 
a racial construct.
We will continue in a state of transition until a wide and renewed 
political force emerges, hopefully characterised by a more acute political 
intelligence than current contenders have exhibited this time around.

It will take more than the election result going undisputed to bring people 
together, and evidence of polarisation continued. This included the online online 
sharingsharing↗ of lists of activists and journalists who were believed to be critical 
of MAS and so were vilified as ‘right-wing people who must be judged and 
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lynched by society’, in the words of one Facebook group that published the 
list. Some perceived as being opposed to MAS received death threats. MAS 
supporters confronted people who held a sit-in sit-in ↗outside the legislative 
assembly in October against a proposal to remove the need for key laws to 
be passed by a two-thirds majority, a change that obviously would benefit 
MAS. Anti-MAS groups also mobilised threats: in November, members of anti-
MAS youth groups threatenedthreatened↗ journalists covering their protest against the 
election results. 

Morales’ return from exile in December saw his supporters attackattack↗ and 
threaten journalists reporting from the airport. Morales still casts a long 
shadow over Bolivia’s politics, and many will be waiting to see if President Arce 
proves himself to be his own leader.

Some evidently positive news on this front was offered by the decision by the 
new president to establishestablish↗ a commission of experts to prepare proposals on 

judicial reform, as judicial independence had long been compromised through 
political interference. The new government offered hope that impunity over at 
least one notorious human rights abuse would be challenged, when it invitedinvited↗ 
a group of international human rights experts to examine the massacre of 
two groups of pro-MAS protesters in November 2019; the group’s preliminary 
report foundfound↗ serious indications that extrajudicial killings had taken place.

But the polarisation continued. While in February 2021 an amnesty granted 
to people detained during the 2019 political crisis reportedly benefited over a 
thousand MAS supporters, the following month former Interim President Áñez 
was arrestedarrested↗ on terrorism and sedition charges, and warrants were issued 
against other interim government members, accused of taking part in a coup. 
While there must be accountability over human rights abuses, the fear was the 
Bolivia would remain locked in a cyclecycle↗ of retribution, where one side in office 
would use the machinery of criminal justice to persecute the other.

In such a difficult context, where anyone who is not for MAS is assumed to be 
against them, it is difficult for civil society to operate and work together across 
the divide. The need is still to build bridges and find common ground, however 
hard that may be. Following a much-delayed election, the struggle should be 
on to build a stronger democracy.

Dominican Republic: civil society’s 
push for high electoral standards
The Dominican Republic’s election processes in 2020 were contested, 
sometimes chaotic and influenced by the context of COVID-19, but resulted in 
change. As in Poland, the ruling party candidate tried to win electoral favour 
by positioning himself in a positive light as the leader of pandemic response. 
But the outcome was a rare defeat for the ruling party, in an election that, 
despite the pandemic, was characterised by strong civil society engagement 
and determination to ensure good electoral conduct.

Civil society mobilised in response to presidential primaries held by the ruling 
Dominican Liberation Party (PLD), bitterly fought as the outgoing president, 
standing down after two terms, attempted to secure power for his heir of 
choice and block a rival from winning the candidacy. Having observed these 
manoeuvrings, civil society came together and offered a joint response, 

A woman votes during the general election on 18 October 2020 in La Paz, Bolivia. Photo by 
Gastón Brito Miserocchi/Getty Images
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the Citizen ManifestoCitizen Manifesto↗, to ensure that whoever won, electoral outcomes 
would truly represent voters’ choices. Citizen Manifesto was launched as a 
civil society-led multi-stakeholder initiative to monitor the 2020 municipal, 
legislative and presidential elections, and to promote the consolidation of 
democratic institutions. Hamlik ChahinHamlik Chahin↗ of Citizen Manifesto and Addys Then 
Marte of Alianza ONGAlianza ONG↗, a network of Dominican CSOs, describe the origins of 
the initiative:

The primaries were highly contested and there was a lot of manipulation. 
They left a bitter taste among the citizenry: faced with the possibility that 
fraud had been used to thwart a primary election, many wondered what 
would become of the national election.
It was then that many CSOs began to think about what to do: we connected 
with each other and with political actors, we shared information and 
our assessments of the situation. We decided to express our concern 
and demand fixes from the institutions and entities responsible for 
organising elections, starting with the Central Electoral Board (JCE) 
and also the Superior Electoral Tribunal and Attorney General’s Office, 
which are responsible for prosecuting crimes and irregularities. This is 
how the Citizen ManifestoCitizen Manifesto↗ initiative began to form. It included actors 
from the business, religious, labour, union and peasant sectors. We 
campaigned to draw the attention of society to the need to defend and 
monitor the process of democratic institutionalisation ahead of elections. 
And above all, we advocated with political figures. We met with party 
representatives, and as a result the Citizen Manifesto had the support of 
all sectors. This turned us into direct interlocutors of the JCE.

The series of 2020 elections that would culminate in the choice of a new 
president got off to a rocky start. For the election in February, new technology 
was introduced; it did not work. When the technology went down, people took 
to the streets to protest.

In the municipal election, a new dual voting system was used for the first 
time, which consisted of a fully electronic voting system for urban areas 
and a manual system for rural areas. As a consequence of the Citizen 
Manifesto’s requests to bring some guarantees and certainty to the 

process, the electronic voting system also had a manual component in the 
stage at which the ballots were counted; we also successfully demanded 
that the vote counting process be recorded and a fingerprint and QR code 
capture system be introduced.
Although security measures were strengthened, there were serious 
problems with the implementation of the new software. On 16 February, 
several hours after the vote had started, the JCE discovered that there 
was a problem with around 60 per cent of the electronic voting machines 
and decided to suspend the municipal election.
This caused a crisis of confidence, and thousands of people took to the 
streets in almost daily protests. On 17 February, a demonstration outside 
the JCE headquarters demanded the resignation of all JCE members. 
Discontent also affected the government, as many protesters believed 
it had tried to take advantage of machines not working properly. On 
27 February, Independence Day, a massive demonstrationdemonstration↗ was 
held to demand the investigation of what happened and urge greater 
transparency in the electoral process. 

Diaspora protestsDiaspora protests↗ in support of democracy were seen in cities across the 
USA, including Chicago, Los Angeles and New York, and in Canada, France, 
Mexico, Spain and the UK, among other countries. 

The postponement meant that to vote in the rescheduled municipal election, 
eventually held in March, people had to risk conditions of rising COVID-19 
infections. As the emergency continued, legislative and presidential elections 
were pushed back to July. Civil society stepped in to try to ensure the voting 
conditions were as safe as possible.

The municipal election was rescheduled and held on 16 March, and 
electronic voting was not used. By then the pandemic had already begun 
but suspending the election a second time was not an option. That is why 
the Dominican Republic declared its state of emergency quite late: the 
government waited for the election to take place and three days later 
passed a state of emergency and introduced a curfew.
In April, as the situation continued, the electoral body decided to 
postpone the national elections until 5 July, after consulting with political 
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parties and civil society. There was not much margin for manoeuvre 
because sufficient time was needed for the eventuality of a run-off 
election, which would have needed to take place before 16 August, when 
the new government should be inaugurated. Of course, there was talk of 
the possibility of a constitutional amendment to postpone inauguration 
day, and civil society had to step in to deactivate these plans and help 
put together an electoral process that included all necessary sanitary 
measures. 
As civil society we tried to force the introduction of adequate sanitary 
measures. We urged the JCE to follow the recommendations of the 
World Health Organization and the Organization of American States to 
convey the certainty that the necessary measures would be taken and 
the election would take place. It was a titanic effort, because we have not 
yet had an effective prevention and rapid testing policy in the Dominican 
Republic; however, it turned out to be possible to impose sanitary sanitary 
protocolsprotocols↗, including disinfection and sanitation, the distribution of 
protective materials and physical distancing measures.

The ruling party did not, however, take an equally responsible approach. 
Instead, it tried to the emergency restrictions imposed under the pandemic 
to its advantage, seizing opportunities to promote its candidate and taking 
advantage of its privileged media access while closing down avenues for the 
opposition. 

The great outbreak of COVID-19 has not happened exclusively because of 
the elections; it seems to be above all the result of two-and-a-half months 
of disorganised and irresponsible campaigning carried out mainly by the 
incumbent party. The government tried to profit from the pandemic and 
the limitations imposed by the state of emergency. However, this may 
have played against it. The waste of resources in favour of the official 
candidate was such that people resented it. It was grotesque: for instance, 
just like in China, the measure of spraying streets with disinfectant was 
adopted, but while in China it was a robot or a vehicle that went out on 
the streets at night and passed through all the neighbourhoods, here we 
had an 8pm parade by a caravan of official vehicles, complete with sirens, 
flags, music – a whole campaign show. People resented it, because they 
saw it as wasting resources for propaganda purposes instead of using 

them to control the pandemic effectively.
The conditions for campaigning were very uneven, because public 
officials enjoyed freedom of movement beyond the hours established 
by the curfew and opposition parties complained that the incumbent 
party could continue campaigning unrestricted while they were limited 
to permitted hours. Access to the media was also uneven: propaganda in 
favour of the official candidate was ubiquitous, because it was one and 
the same as government propaganda. In this context, a specific ad caused 
a lot of discomfort: it said something like ‘you stay home, and we will 
take care of social aids’, and included images of the official candidates for 
president and vice-president.
The pandemic was used politically in many ways. At one point the fear 
of contagion was used to promote abstention; a campaign was launched 
that included a drawing of a skull and said, ‘going out kills’. While we were 
campaigning under the message ‘protect yourself and get out to vote’, 
the government’s bet was to instil fear among the independent middle 
class, while planning to get its own people out to vote en masse. The 
negative reaction they provoked was so strong that they were forced take 
this ad down after a couple of days.
The state was absent from most policies implemented against the 
pandemic and left the provision of social aid and prevention in the 
hands of the ruling party candidate. Often it was not the government 
that carried out fumigations but the candidate’s companies. It was jets 
from the candidate’s aviation company, not state or military planes, that 
brought back Dominican citizens stranded abroad. The first test kits were 
brought from China by the candidate, with of course large propaganda 
operations.

And yet despite all these attempts to skew the vote in its favour, the PLD lost 
after 16 years in power. In the previous election, the president’s vote stood at 
around 62 per cent, but in 2020 support for his nominated successor collapsed 
to only around 37 per cent. Votes for the main opposition candidate, Luis 
Abinader of the Modern Revolutionary Party, leapt from 2016’s 35 per cent 
to almost 53 per cent, winning him the presidential race without need of a 
run-off vote. People had signalled their determination for change, a demand 
that had long been building. For civil society, the transfer of power offered 
an encouraging sign of the robustness of democratic institutions, which civil 
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society has worked to nurture and defend, and the hope that a change at the 
top might create some opportunities for more significant breakthroughs.

Faced with the fact that a single party had ruled during 20 of the past 
24 years, citizens showed fatigue and searched for alternatives. Citizens 
expressed themselves not only through mobilisation and protest, but 
also through a process of awareness raising that took several years. Very 
interesting expression platforms emerged, such as the digital medium 
Somos Pueblo (We are the People), whose YouTube broadcasts played 
a very important role. With the government campaigning on the streets 
and citizens isolated by the pandemic, creative strategies were also 
employed to overcome limitations and protest without the need to leave 
our homes, such as through cacerolazos (pot-banging actions).
The interest in participating to bring about change was reflected in the 
election turnout, which exceeded 55 per cent. Although well below the 
70 per cent average recorded in the elections held over the past decade, 
the figure was noteworthy in the context of the pandemic. Given the 
incumbent government’s mismanagement of the pandemic, people have 
high hopes in the new government. If we can overcome this challenge, 
the times ahead may bring positive change in terms of strengthening 
institutions and deepening democracy.

Seychelles: an unprecedented 
change at the top
If the ruling party’s defeat in the Dominican Republic was rare, in October 
something unprecedented happened in Seychelles: for the first time, the 
opposition won a presidential election and there was a peaceful transition 
of power. The United Seychelles party had, under various names, dominated 
Seychellois politics since a coup in 1977, one year after the country 
achieved independence from the UK, and stayed in power when multi-
party elections returned in 1993. But the 2020 election result saw Wavel  
Ramkalawan defeatdefeat↗ the incumbent, Danny Faure, by roughly 55 per cent 
to 44 per cent of the vote. It marked the culmination of a dogged campaign 
by Ramkalawan, who had stood in every presidential election since 1998 and 
came second five times, losing by only 193 votes in 2015. The new president’s 
party also gained 25 of the National Assembly’s 35 seats, increasing the 

parliamentary majority it first won in 2016 and giving the incoming leader a 
powerful mandate.

This rare change created space to reckon with the human rights abuses 
committed following the coup, during a 13-year period in which all parties 
but the ruling party were banned. This was a time that saw killings and 
disappearances for which no one was held to account; Truth, Reconciliation 
and National Unity Commission hearingshearings↗ held in 2019 and 2020 meant that 
memories of the abuses committed by those in the ruling party were fresh in 
people’s minds. In his acceptance speech Ramkalawan, an ordained Anglican Anglican 
priestpriest↗, spoke of the need for reconciliation and unityreconciliation and unity↗, and encouragingly, 
the defeated incumbent attended the speech to signal his acceptance of the 
result.

Michel PierreMichel Pierre↗ of Citizens Engagement Platform SeychellesCitizens Engagement Platform Seychelles↗ characterises 
the result as a necessary change that built upon and expanded recent processes 
of reform:

For the past four years, President Faure came up with a new style of 
leadership. First, when he was inaugurated he stepped down from the 
leadership of his party, stating that he was willing to work for all the 
people and wanted to put politics out of the government, and started 
to introduce innovations such as the Anticorruption Commission and the 
Truth, Reconciliation and National Unity Commission.
We spent 13 years as a one-party state. During that time, people 
were deported or intimidated. There was a lot of frustration. After the 
introduction of a multi-party system people started to create their own 
political parties and to participate in the democratic processes. All these 
frustrations and the things that happened during the one-party regime, 
and during the reconciliation session that was broadcast live on television, 
meant people felt frustrated, people saw how young people were treated, 
and these were the main reasons why people thought that after 43 years 
of the same party in power it was time for a change.

While cases of COVID-19 infection in Seychelles were low, with only 149 
cases recorded by the time of the election, the pandemic was a key issue 
of debate, given its impact on tourismtourism↗, a vital source of employment and 
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income. CorruptionCorruption↗ and related complaints of patronage, cronyism and state 
inefficiency also emerged as campaign issues. Offering a reminder that in reality 
there are no island paradises, on top of this the country continued to face the 
significant social problems and economic costs caused by heroin addictionheroin addiction↗. 
Per capita, Seychelles is said to have the highest level of heroin addiction 
in the world, with between 5,000 to 6,000 of the country’s circa 94,000 
population addicted to the drug. The incoming president will also face the  
question of where to stand in relation to China’s and India’s ongoing 
strugglestruggle↗ for regional influence, following controversies over the outgoing 
administration’s proposal to cede control of one of Seychelles’ 115 islands to 
India to use as a naval base.

Pandemic measures meant that rallies were not possible and social media 
became the key campaigning space; in another innovation, for the first time 
a TV debate was held between the candidates. Health workers and people in 
outer islands were able to vote early. Despite the challenges, voting took place 
in a calm atmosphere.

I think people were free. The media was free to participate in the elections. 
It was a real democratic process. The election was well contested; around 
80 per cent of people participated and voted, and it was a really calm and 
peaceful process. People observed the different health protocols in place, 
wearing masks and keeping distance. Of course, there were weaknesses, 
because the Electoral Commission was very new, its secretariat was really 
new, so there were some loopholes within the process, but these did not 
affect the results.

Political change after long periods of one-party rule can signal opportunities 
for civil society to push forward ideas and forge new partnerships, but also 
dangers. In several countries that have undergone rare political change, there 
have been examples of civil society becoming uncritical of new administrations 
and failing to scrutinise the government’s performance properly. 
This can be exacerbated if civil society’s leaders move into government 
posts, which can both strip civil society of its leadership and leave it open to 
accusations of partisanship. Seychellois civil society will try to build on recent 
practices of constructive engagement with the former administration to play 
its role in post-pandemic recovery and explore the potential created by the 
change in power.

Civil society signed a memorandum of understanding with the former 
government so we could participate and bring discussions to the table. 
We also had a meeting with the new president, and he assured us that 
we would get the support of the government and would work together, 
especially with the economic crisis that we are facing. We agreed that we 
would work together for the benefit of the country, and we have come 
up with programmes to assist the health ministry so that citizens can 
be educated about COVID-19 and health protocols. It has been a really 
fruitful process and the new president agreed to create a new office for 
the former president so that he could continue contributing with his 
expertise and knowledge.
We have been watchdogs, freely sticking to our position and consulting 
the public about changes that are happening in Seychelles, and that has 
been the case since the former government was in power. It will continue. 
We are monitoring how things are going. Seychelles being a very small 
country, and having a single state television outlet along with a single 
private one and a few radio stations, we manage to make our voice heard. 
We take a position regarding all the changes that are taking place. The 
government is open and they want us to tell them if anything is wrong 
and contribute to the development of public policy.

New Zealand and South Korea: 
effective pandemic performance 
rewarded

In contrast, incumbents prevailed in New Zealand and South Korea, but they did 
so in unquestionably free and fair elections. In both cases, the government’s 
effective and consensus-building pandemic performance seemed a key factor 
in people’s political choices.

South Korea was the first country to hold a national election during the 
pandemic, with its legislative election taking place in April. A lower level of 
participation might have been expected, given that people were voting a 
time when the pandemic was unfolding and little was understood about 
COVID-19. In February, South Korea was second only to China for the number 
of COVID-19 cases. In response, the government introduced an approach that 
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included testing, tracing and quarantining, which became recognisedrecognised↗ as 
the international standard and won high levels of public buy-in. As a result, 
COVID-19 deaths per capita were among the lowestlowest↗ in the world and heavy, 
long-term lockdown measures and the associated economic impacts were 
avoided.

The result was a rare election, in the early days of the pandemic, that was 
able to go ahead as planned, without postponements and safely, with stringent 
measures in place, including distanced queueing and the requirement to 
wear masks. At voting stations people were issued with hand sanitiser and 
disposable gloves and had their temperature checked; those with a high 
temperature voted in special quarantined booths that were disinfected after 
each use. People unable to vote in person due to quarantine were able to vote 
postally in advance, or in early votes set up at quarantine stations; around a 
quarter of people votedvoted↗ in these ways. Importantly, the authorities provided 
clear informationinformation↗ on how to vote, including by text messages to people in 
quarantine. To enable remote election observation, live streams were provided 
from voting stations.

As a result of these measures, there was no infection spike, and cases continued 
to fall in the weeks following the election. This is not to say the election was 
without challenges: many South Koreans living in other countries were unable 
to cast their voters as usual. But while, given the conditions and restrictions, 
turnout might have been expected to fall, it increased, from 58 per cent in 
2016 to just over 66 per cent in 2020, the highest turnout in such elections 
since 1992.

The high turnout may have reflected public confidence in the comprehensive 
sanitary measures put in place for voters, as well as the fact that, for the first 
time, 18-year-old people were able to vote. The election results also suggested 
approval of the government’s handling of the crisis. Pre-pandemic polls had 
suggested declining support for President Moon Jae-in’s Democratic Party, but 
the outcome was a landslidelandslide↗ in which the Democratic Party and its sister 
party, Platform, claimed 180 seats in the 300-seat legislature, winning the 
largest majority since the restoration of democracy in 1987. In an encouraging 
sign, 57 seats57 seats↗ were won by women, the highest-ever level, showing the 
impacts of gender quotas in helping to address the structural exclusion of 
women from political representation.

Of course, the dominance of any single party in any country’s politics is not 
necessarily a positive, and civil society will have to work to ensure that checks 
and balances on executive power are maintained and there is proper oversight 
of government decisions. Some CSOs have been accused of being too close 
to and uncritical of the ruling party, partly in reaction to the gross corruption 
and abuse of office of the previous president, right-winger Park Geun-hye, who 
following widespread mass protestsmass protests↗ was impeached in 2017 and sentenced 
to jail in 2018. There are still urgent issues that concern and divide civil society, 
including an increasingly strident conservative backlashbacklash↗ over LGBQTI+ rights 
(see this report’s chapter on challenging exclusion).

Vote counting is under way at a gym in Seoul, South Korea on 15 April 2020. Photo by 
Kyodo News via Getty Images
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New Zealand was another country where effective pandemic response was 
evidently rewarded in an overwhelming election win for the ruling party. 
New Zealand’s voting system makes it incredibly rare for one party to win 
an outright majority, but that happened in October, when the Labour Party 
led by Prime Minister Jacinta Ardern won 65 of the 120 seats in the House of 
Representatives, 19 up from its 2017 election total. Perceptions of effective 
pandemic performance seemed a key factor; before COVID-19 struck, opinion 
polls had indicated a tight race between Labour and the main opposition 
National Party.

New Zealand is the only member state of the Organization for Economic 
Cooperation and Development (OECD), the club of the world’s biggest 
economies, with a lower per capita COVID-19 death rate than South Korea. The 
government received international acclaim for its quick and decisive action in 
limiting the spread of the virus, which included border closures and a national 
lockdown, combined with clear messaging, extensive testing and financial 
support for people and businesses affected by lockdown measures. As her 
country’s leader, Jacinta Ardern garnered praise for her calm and empathetic 
approach. As a result, while the election had to be postponed from September 
to October due to a small surge in infections as lockdown measures eased, by 
October, when many global north countries were having to reapply emergency 
measures in the face of a second wave of infections, restrictions on social 
gatherings in New Zealand had been eliminated. At the time of writing, New 
Zealand had recorded only 26 COVID-19 deaths.

Anne TolleyAnne Tolley↗, a former National Party minister and member of parliament, 
points to the huge role the pandemic response played in deciding the election:

New Zealand has a long history of free and fair elections and this 
election was no different in that respect, but it was different in that it 
was dominated by the COVID-19 pandemic. This changed things for the 
government and for civil society. To explain this, we need to go back to 
what happened when the pandemic hit and the government’s actions to 
control the pandemic. New Zealand is an isolated island so we had a huge 
advantage over countries that share land boundaries. From a very early 
stage in 2020, our government took control of the situation, using a high-
trust model with very simple messaging to explain to people that they 

had to stay at home, that they had to keep themselves and others in the 
community safe and that by doing that, we could beat the virus. There 
were daily media briefings from both the Director General of Health and 
Prime Minister, and wide use of social media, which got directly into 
people’s homes. Within this community of five million, this high-trust 
model was extremely successful.

While New Zealand had a lot of advantages going into the election, this was 
still not an election conducted by conventional means, and its organisation 
brought challenges.

I represented for 15 years an electorate that contained many isolated and 
small communities, a population that is 50 per cent Māori and 50 per cent 
of European heritage, and from an election point of view, as I was retiring, 
we would have normally selected the candidate in January or February, 
but because of the restrictions a candidate couldn’t be selected until 
the end of June for a September election. This happened to a number 
of candidates in several parties and around the country, because you 
couldn’t have meetings of more than 10 people and you couldn’t have 
a good selection process using technology, because in small, isolated 
communities not everyone has internet access.
Of course that in comparison to other countries, the risks to democracy 
were moderate, but there were risks to think about. As we came into the 
election, we had further lockdowns which then prevented any meetings. 
This has risks for civil society, as it stops it from taking part in normal 
democratic processes.

Julie HaggieJulie Haggie↗ of Transparency International New ZealandTransparency International New Zealand↗ also points to 
some concerns, including over digital divides and the extensive use of advance 
voting, which offered a sensible way of avoiding crowds at voting stations but 
potentially brought the risk of reducing the time and space for meaningful 
debate:

We had more people voting than we had in previous elections. We had more 
people voting ahead of the election; advance voting was 60 per cent of the 
total vote, which really squeezed the amount of space for public debate.
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There was a bit of a digital divide for people engaging. I saw a lot of online 
events run by civil society; we ran a session on polarisation and a session 
on education where there was a lot of questions to parliamentarians. But 
unless you’re able to actually access those there was a large chunk of 
the population who really didn’t have that connection. And they’re the 
ones who need to have the connection on the ground with their local 
politician. I think that the heart of democracy is on the ground, so the 
challenge now is to get politics back moving on the ground at the regional 
and local levels.
We managed to have a pre-election meeting. We didn’t know if we were 
going to be allowed but at the last minute we were, and politicians were 
there and they said that was basically one of the only events they were 
able to go to that had more than 40 people. Because even when it opened 
up people weren’t going because they were worried about COVID-19.

As in South Korea, the challenge for civil society now is that, while many will 
find themselves agreeing with the values of the government, they still need 
to play the classical civil society role of holding the government to account 
and upholding the space for dissent as an essential component of democracy 
between elections. With the opposition in disarray and a rare majority 
government, there are, Anne Tolley suggests, dangers:

When the government is so highly trusted it has complete autonomy. 
Now, for the first time in over 20 years we have one party dominating our 
government and with complete control. 
We have a very extraordinary politician as our Prime Minister, as the world 
is aware. She has huge communication skills and she has developed, with 
the Director General of Health, huge trust from a health perspective. This 
created a dilemma for civil society regarding what is more important – 
do we challenge the government over big borrowing and big spending, 
and anything else we would normally challenge the government over, 
or do we put our health ahead of all of that because that’s the most 
important thing? 

In a positive post-election sign that suggested it might still be inclined to listen 
to other viewpoints, rather than governing alone as it could have done, Labour 

forged a cooperation agreement with the Greens, one of its former coalition 
partners, who will continue to hold two cabinet roles. For Julie Haggie, the 
diversity among those elected also offers hope; New Zealand now has one 
of the world’s most diversediverse↗ parliaments, with almost half of its members 
women and many LGBTQI+ people among its ranks, as well as significant Māori 
and Pacific Island representation; the cabinet also has a high representation of 
women and Māori people:

We ended up with a single party rather than the coalition government 
we’ve had for a number of years. But within that single party there is a 
huge amount of diversity, with a lot of women leaders which means that 
there are now 50 per cent female members of parliament. Representation 
of LGBTQI+ and ethnic communities has increased, and a lot of members 
of parliament are newcomers who had never been members before.
In terms of our political makeup, going back to one-party government is 
not ideal because we you get more debate at the table and more tensions 
when you’ve got a coalition. But on the other hand, in terms of diversity 
it was great.

For civil society, part of the role now will also entail pushing New Zealand to 
build on this strong recognition of diversity and its enhanced global reputation 
to play a stronger international leadership role: in leading the fight against 
climate change, which threatens many of its Pacific Island neighbours and 
in the promoting rights of women, LGBTQI+ people, Indigenous peoples and 
other excluded groups. The opportunity is there, through constructive dialogue 
and partnership, for civil society to push the government of New Zealand to 
demonstrate exemplary practice, above and beyond its lauded COVID-19 
response.

Both New Zealand and South Korea showed that more than one model of 
effective pandemic response was possible. While states such as China and 
Vietnam mobilised well-rehearsed routines of authoritarian control, fear-based 
policing and surveillance to control the virus, New Zealand and South Korea 
showed that an effective response could equally be offered in democracies, with 
relatively open civic space, and that the holding of free and fair elections could 
present no barrier to controlling the virus. They proved was no contradiction 
between democracy and sound pandemic management.
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South Korea’s civil society is also divided on policy towards the other, 
authoritarian half of the Korean peninsula. In July, alarm bells sounded when 
the government revokedrevoked↗ the registration of two CSOs working on human 
rights in North Korea and announced that 289 other CSOs would be subjected 
to administrative reviews. In December, the practice of CSOs dropping leaflets 
over North Korea was bannedbanned↗ and new limits were placed on loudspeaker 
broadcasts at the border; civil society groups filed a constitutional challenge to 
these changes. With the government seeking to build diplomatic bridges with 
North Korea while CSOs that work on North Korea continue to take a strongly 
critical stance on the country’s appallingappalling↗ human rights record, the issue is a 
controversial one.

Ethan Hee-Seok ShinEthan Hee-Seok Shin↗ of the Transitional Justice Working GroupTransitional Justice Working Group↗ is among 
the critics of the South Korean government’s treatment of civil society groups 
that expose North Korea’s abuses, and points to a polarisation of civil society 
on this issue:

The Moon Jae-in government has displayed worryingly illiberal tendencies 
in its handling of groups that it views as standing in its way, such as North 
Korean human rights and escapee groups, who have faced increasing 
pressure to stay silent and cease their advocacy. 

The government appears to have succeeded in its goal of sending a clear 
signal to North Korea that it is ready to accommodate its demands in 
return for closer ties, even if it means sacrificing some fundamental  
principles of liberal democracy. The government has also sent a clear 
signal to North Korean human rights and escapee groups with the intended 
chilling effect.

Civil society in South Korea is unfortunately as polarised as the country’s 
politics. Most CSOs are dominated by progressives who are politically 
aligned with the current Moon government. The progressives are relatively 
supportive of the human rights agenda but are generally silent when it 
comes to North Korean human rights because of their attachment to inter-
Korean rapprochement. 

Most North Korean human rights groups are formed around North Korean 
escapees and the Christian churches of the political right that passionately 
characterise leftists as North Korean stooges. Many are also generally 
hostile to contemporary human rights issues such as LGBTQI+ rights.

The largely progressive mainstream CSOs have not been on the receiving 
end of persecution by the government led by President Moon; on the 
contrary, prominent civil society figures have even been appointed or 
elected to various offices or given generous grants. Some do privately 
express their dismay and concern at the government’s illiberal tendencies, 
but few are ready to publicly raise the issue because of the deep political 
polarisation.

In the light of this alignment of civil society, and given the overwhelming nature 
of the ruling party’s election win, international institutions may become a more 
important arena for accountability and human rights oversight, including in 
relation to North Korean issues.

The ruling party won the parliamentary election by a landslide, thanks 
to its relative success in containing the pandemic. The opposition is in 
disarray. All this has emboldened rather than humbled the government, 
and its illiberal tendencies are likely to continue. Due to the severe political 
polarisation, ruling party politicians and their supporters are not likely to 
pay much heed to domestic criticism.

The voice of the international community will therefore be crucial. It is 
much more difficult for the government to counter concerns raised by 
international CSOs as politically motivated attacks. Country visits to South 
Korea by the UN Special Rapporteur on the Promotion and Protection of 
the Right to Freedom of Opinion and Expression, UN Special Rapporteur 
on the Rights to Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and of Association, and UN 
Special Rapporteur on the Situation of Human Rights Defenders would be 
excellent opportunities to internationalise the issue and put pressure on 
our government.

North Korea: a divisive issue for South Korea’s civil society
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In countries where voting counts for little, people took to the streets to 
demand democratic freedoms, insisting that their voices should count. In 
Myanmar, the military coup was an affront to democracy, erasing from the 
slate the November election that had made clear how limited the public’s 
support for the military is. People offered civil disobedience in resistance, but 
the military’s role was lethal. Thailand’s resurgent democracy movement also 
took on military might, albeit disguised as civilian rule, and for the first time 
confronted anti-democratic royal power. The brutality that can result when 
people threaten entrenched power has however seen in Hong Kong, where 
China vindictively crushed those who stood up to it. Such deep setbacks make 
clear that the fight for democracy can be a long one, and a decade on from the 
great wave of protests that swept the Middle East and North Africa, people in 
Algeria and Lebanon continued to demand the revolution they have so long 
been denied. That protest can work was demonstrated in Chile, where people 
overwhelmingly endorsed a proposal to develop a new constitution, through 
processes of deliberative democracy. As a result of taking to the streets in large 
numbers in 2019, Chileans now hold their future in their hands.

Beyond elections, civil society continued to find new ways to defend democratic 
freedoms. Trump fell but deep currents of division remained, and across a 
swathe of countries the forces of right-wing populism and nationalism worked 
to foster hatred and polarisation wherever they could. The worldwide wave 
of anti-mask, anti-lockdown and anti-vaccine protests became the latest 
front in the struggle, showing the destructive power of disinformation, hate 
speech and conspiracy theories. But civil society fought back. Around the 
world, activists deployed networked approaches and innovative tactics to 
fight back against the far right’s attacks on democracy, protect democratic 
gains and express democratic aspirations. In Italy, the youth-driven Sardines 
movement pushed back against bigotry, mobilising creativity and spreading 
joy to combat the rise of divisive anti-rights forces who stoked homophobia 
and scapegoated migrants and refugees. K-pop fandom emerged as a flexible 
response to the far right, pointing to the fluidity and diversity of contemporary 
civil society. Often in the face of incredible odds, civil society is working to keep 
democracy alive.

Pandemic denial: a new opportunity 
for right-wing populism
The pandemic was part of the context amid which campaigns for democracy 
mobilised, and often it was the pretext for state repression of democratic 
freedoms. The crisis challenged people in many ways. Anyone could 
catch the virus, but poorer people and members of excluded groups were 
disproportionately at risk of contracting it, and faced greater struggles in 
accessing healthcare and support. Lockdown regulations that halted or slowed 
economic activity similarly impacted most on already disadvantaged groups. 
Many people who earned little were denied their usual sources of income 
and not provided with adequate safety nets. Almost everyone experienced 
unprecedented restrictions on their freedom of movement and ability to 
interact with other people. Many political leaders made mistakes that directly 
impacted on people’s lives and livelihoods, or were neglectful in the choices 
they made or failed to make. In some countries political leaders made clearly 
self-serving decisions, or used the pandemic as a pretext to crack down on 
rights for reasons that had nothing to do with fighting the virus.

There was, in short, much to be unhappy about, and 2020 saw many protests 
in direct response to the impacts of the pandemic and the pandemic response 
of states, including by workers and trade unions demanding better social 
protection and safer workplaces, along with many protests at the slowing of 
economic activity. Many protests asserted the urgent and immediate interests 
of those protesting, such as small business owners, transport workers and 
healthcare professionals, and protests could make contradictory demands 
about reducing or restarting activity. In these and many other protests of 2020, 
people took extra precautions where they could, such as distancing and mask 
use, to try to mitigate the infection risks associated with crowds.

The disruption of the pandemic made demands for political, economic and 
social change more urgent, and opened a window where it might just become 
more possible to advance alternatives and seek better, more socially just, 
equal and rights-respecting post-pandemic societies. In isolation, people might 
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come to appreciate communal life more, and resolve to be kinder and more 
respectful in their interactions with others.

But at the same time, the highly charged circumstances of the pandemic 
provided an opportunity for all that is most troubling about modern-
day politics to reassert itself. As many people struggled in unprecedented 
lockdown conditions and were deprived of their real-world interactions, 

misinformation, disinformation and conspiracy theoriesconspiracy theories↗ thrived. Alongside, 
sometimes mingled with, protests that asked legitimate questions, there were 
protests against mask use, vaccination and the rollout of 5G, as well as blanket 
opposition to any emergency restrictions.

Not all these protests were directly mobilised by right-wing populist political 
forces, but often, opportunistically, they joined on to these protests and made 

A banner placed in front of Republican headquarters in Washington, DC, USA in August 2020 urges President Trump to stop denying the science behind the pandemic and climate change. 
Photo by Jemal Countess/Getty Images for Climate Power 2020
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them their own. This kind of protest was often strongest in contexts where 
far-right forces were already most active, in Europe and North America. Far-
right groups that have mobilised in recent years against migrants and refugees 
and women’s and LGBTQI+ rights, in denial of the reality of climate change 
and in support for narrowly defined nationalism quickly took on and asserted 
a new set of beliefs in relation to the pandemic. Far-right politicians seized 
upon pandemic denial opportunistically, as a way of recruiting support and 
keeping themselves in the spotlight. Conspiracy theories were the flexible 
threads linking reactions to the pandemic that defied rationality together. In 
some cases, pandemic denial came from the top, as prominent politicians, 
including President Trump and President Jair Bolsonaro in Brazil, and their 
right-wing media outriders, made space and visibility for conspiracy theorists, 
bringing what should have been fringe voices into the mainstream, giving them 
platforms and legitimacy, helping them recruit supporters.

Pandemic deniers were capable of asserting, at different times, that the virus 
was a hoax, or that it was deliberately manufactured in a laboratory, or that 
it was a natural occurrence but not a serious threat to human health and life. 
They questioned whether people were really dying of the virus and disputed 
officially reported figures of cases and fatalities. People previously not known 
for taking mental health seriously asserted that the mental health impacts of 
emergency restrictions were worse than the physical health benefits. They 
asserted that masks were their own sources of infection and respiratory 
problems. By denying the seriousness of the virus and defying the rules put in 
place to prevent its spread, pandemic deniers made it more likely that the virus 
would spread and emergency measures would need to last longer. Many who 
opposed lockdowns also campaigned against the vaccinations that seemed to 
offer the best way out of restrictions. In many European countries, which saw 
a fall in the numbers of cases and a consequent easing of restrictions during 
the northern hemisphere summer before infections rose again, people insisted 
there was no second wave and therefore no need for lockdown measures to be 
reimposed. 

While many people recognised they had limited knowledge about a novel and 
emerging situation and wanted to debate, put their concerns across and learn 
more, pandemic deniers were certain in their conspiracy theory conclusions, 
brooked no discussion and were not open to persuasion. They used social 
media platforms not to debate, but to spread disinformation. While many 

people did their best to comply with emergency rules and understood that 
some impacts on their lives were inevitable for the protection of those most 
vulnerable to the virus, strangers whose lives they did not want to put at risk, 
others prioritised an extreme interpretation of their individual freedom over 
the health and safety of communities. Many people’s genuine concerns about 
the impacts of emergency regulations were manipulated by others who refused 
to comply with restrictions simply because they were restrictions, and because 
they were imposed by the state. Some viewed with suspicion, and therefore 
resisted, any measure that looked like state intervention, which they viewed 
as limiting of liberty or as part of a conspiracy, particularly when associated 
with left-of-centre governments or parties. States were accused of using the 
pandemic as a cover to impose communism or world government.

Conspiracy theories brought people to the streets in numerous locations. 
They inspired anti-lockdown protests in MelbourneMelbourne↗, Australia in September; 
that same month, protests in Montreal and VancouverMontreal and Vancouver↗, Canada, saw many 
displaying QAnon symbolsQAnon symbols↗. Far-right flags were flown during a student student 
protestprotest↗ against the closure of university dormitories in Serbia in July, and 
a student who called for the flags to be lowered received online abuse. Anti-
5G protests were seen in multiple contexts, including the Netherlandsthe Netherlands↗, 
North MacedoniaNorth Macedonia↗ and the UK, where multiple 5G phone masts were 
attackedattacked↗, including one providing vital communication connections for an 
emergency hospitalemergency hospital↗. In a sign of growing extremism, as a new variant of 
the virus struck the UK badly in December and the healthcare system came 
under unprecedented strain, pandemic deniers insisted that hospitals were 
emptyempty↗ and assembled outside hospitalsoutside hospitals↗ to insist that the virus was a hoax, 
heartbreakingly for the healthcare workers fighting to save lives inside. These 
were fringe views – UK opinion pollsopinion polls↗ throughout the year showed broad and 
enduring support for lockdown measures – but they attracted attention far 
beyond the numbers of people involved.

In the USA, the pandemic and response were entirely politicised and polarised, 
as Trump supporters associated anti-viral measures with the opposition. There 
were many mobilisations of pandemic denial, including mass rallies. In one 
notorious example, hundreds of people, many brandishing guns, made their 
way into the state capitol building in Lansing, MichiganLansing, Michigan↗ in April, while a 
debate on the extension of lockdown regulations was taking place, following 
a pro-Trump rally. Similar tactics were seen in Salem, OregonSalem, Oregon↗ in December, 
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where a group of protesters, among them members of the far-right Patriot 
Prayer group, attempted to force their way into the state capitol building during 
a debate on pandemic measures.

Protests on the pandemic often turned violent, particularly when security forces 
intervened to enforce emergency measures, and fringe elements sometimes 
stirred violence. In Prague, capital of Czechia, as second-wave restrictions 
were introduced, an anti-lockdown protestanti-lockdown protest↗ in October mobilised against 
bar and restaurant restrictions and the banning of sports contests. While 
the protest was legal, it rapidly grew in numbers and many remained after 
protest organisers called off the event, refusing to wear masks and throwing 
objects at the police, who in turned responded with excessive force, including 
teargas and water cannon. In Poland, what started as a series of protestsprotests↗ by 
business owners over the lack of adequate support under emergency measures 
quickly became a bandwagon for far-right groups and conspiracy theorists, 
including those opposed to 5Gthose opposed to 5G↗, with violent clashes between protesters and 
police. In Ireland, anti-mask protesters turned their violence against counter-counter-
protestersprotesters↗: in once incident in SeptemberSeptember↗, a far-right anti-mask protester 
was arrested after assaulting an LGBTQI+ activist who was part of a counter-
protest.

Conspiracy theories position mainstream media as a source of disinformation 
and lies, so it was no surprise that pandemic deniers targeted journalists. In 
Canada, multiple journalists reported being assaulted and threatenedassaulted and threatened↗ while 
covering anti-mask protests, including in Montreal and Quebec CityMontreal and Quebec City↗ in July. 
In the Netherlands in October, the state broadcaster removedremoved↗ its logo from 
broadcast vans in response to threats and attacks against journalists by far-right 
groups, which increased significantly during the pandemic. The broadcaster 
also revealed it had started to deploy security guards with its journalists. 
The speaker of the Dutch parliament expressed concernconcern↗ at the impact of 
extremists on the safety of parliamentarians and staff, who were subject to 
regular harassment at daily protests outside the building.

Protests in Germany throughout the year also displayed this common hallmark 
of attacks on and threats against journalistsjournalists↗. While Germany received some 
international praise for its response to the pandemic, and even though polls 
throughout the year showed high levels of public support for the government’s 
cautious position, people mobilisedmobilised↗ in large numbers to defy regulations, with 

violence resulting when police tried to break up protests for non-compliance 
with pandemic regulations. Around 38,000 people assembled in Berlin in 
August, sending some chilling historical echoes by storming up the stepsstorming up the steps↗ of 
the Reichstag, Germany’s parliament, while displaying far-right symbols, while 
20,000 people crammed themselves into a central square that was supposed to 
accommodate 5,000 in LeipzigLeipzig↗ in November.

While the far right was to the fore in organising protests in Germany, including 
the Alliance for Germany party and associated right-wing extremist groups, 
far-left groups also played an active part in protests, showing how extreme 
fringes at apparently different ends of the political spectrum could be brought 
together by support for conspiracy theories and opposition to authority. 
Similarly, both far-right and far-left groups, including right-wing populist party 
Vox, were blamed for a series of violent protestsviolent protests↗ in Spain in October.

Conservative faith leaders also sometimes played a role in mobilising 
pandemic denial. In Croatia in April, journalists were physically attackedphysically attacked↗ 
while covering a far-right protest in support of a priest who went ahead with 
an Easter service in defiance of lockdown rules. Similarly, in Montenegro in  
May, violent protestsviolent protests↗ mobilised after the police arrested a bishop of the 
Serbian Orthodox Church who had broken lockdown rules to hold a religious 
procession.

2020’s pandemic denial mobilisations demonstrated how flexible and 
opportunistic extremist political groups are, and how capable they are of 
using any event that comes along as a means to recruit support and advance 
their agendas. It also offered a reminder of how malleable, absorptive and 
influential conspiracy theories are. For many of us, the pandemic was a test of 
our ability to do our best and accept some sacrifices in the common interest. 
Many people did what they could, putting into practice the same values – 
solidarity, compassion and humanitarianism – that motivate civil society. But 
some rejected those values, and extremist groups encouraged selfishness and 
recklessness. The phenomenon of pandemic denial showed how extremism 
and polarisation continue to run rife in many political systems and have real-
life impacts on people’s lives and wellbeing. It demonstrated how even aspects 
of life on which there is broad public consensus can become politicised and 
influenced by groups on the political fringes and proved the scale of a problem 
that still has to be addressed.
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More positively, in 2020 an activist force emerged and made an impact from a direction 
few might have expected. As thousands took to the streets in the USA and across the 
world to protest against police brutality and systemic racism (see this report’s chapter 
on the global struggle for racial justice), networks of fans of South Korean pop music, 
K-popK-pop↗, applied their digital skills in virtual mobilisations, supporting and amplifying 
the Black Lives Matter movement, and making other vital demands for human rights 
and political change. Across the internet in 2020, K-pop fans adeptly deployed tweets, 
posts and hashtags to spread information, protect protesters, amplify excluded voices 
and derail racist rhetoric. 

The K-pop fanbase has often been viewed through a dismissive and problematic lens, 
patronisingly characterised as comprising impressionable young women and girls with 
no real understanding of political issues, a stereotype that devalues young people’s 
influence on and engagement with culture and politics. There are perhaps few classical 
definitions of civil society that would recognise K-pop fans as a civil society movement.

K-pop fans are sadly familiar with being othered and excluded. The majoritymajority↗ are 
women and they are a highly diverse and globalised community, encompassing many 
Asian, Latinx, Black and LGBTQI+ people. Feeling ostracised from the larger American 
and mainstream pop narrative, K-pop fans have formed resilient networks, using social 
media to develop solidarity across time zones and continents. Facebook, Instagram, 
TikTok, Reddit and Twitter are all employed, with Twitter a particularly important tool to 
express opinions and mobilise support. K-pop Twitter users are known to have a major 
influence and impact on the platform; for example, fans of the popular boyband BTS 
have set numerous records for the greatest number of tweets and fastest time they can 
get subjects trending.

These social media skills, strong networks and high commitment to online participation 
transferred readily to mobilising support for human rights demands. One month into 
the 2020 wave of Black Lives Matter protests, the Dallas Police DepartmentDallas Police Department↗ appealed 
to the public to submit video clips of protest activity. Soon after, a viral tweet called for 
K-pop enthusiasts to flood the police app with fancams – videos focused on a K-pop 
performer. This action rendered the app useless, preventing the police accessing 
footage that could potentially endanger protesters. 

Another action by K-pop fans that captured the headlines came during the early stages of 
the US election campaign, when K-pop fans and TikTok users – a key emerging platform 
for activism – united and registered for President Trump’s Tulsa rallyTulsa rally↗ in Oklahoma with 
no intention of attending, inflating the campaign’s expectations of crowd size and then 
deflating them with an abysmal turnout of just over 6,000 people, a public humiliation 
for a politician who loved to boast about the size of his crowds. Many fans applied the 
same skills they use to respond to the high demand for K-pop concert tickets, setting up 
numerous email accounts to maximise their chances.

K-pop fans also worked to stymie campaigning by far-right accounts through ‘hashtag hashtag 
derailmentderailment↗’, which involves the co-opting of divisive social media hashtags. In 2020, 
K-pop fans hijacked white supremacists’ attempts at generating trending tags for White 
Lives Matter, MAGA and QAnon, as well as other pro-police hashtags. K-pop fans 
ensured the hashtags were entirely consumed with tweets about music, their favourite 
K-pop artists, fancams and links inviting people to donate to support Black Lives Matter, 
drowning out the voices of white supremacists. 

K-pop fans’ activism has made an impact in diverse places. In 20182018↗, K-pop fans 
rallied online in support of youth protests to promote better road safety standards 
in Bangladesh. A reportreport↗ released by the government of Chile in 2019 blamed the 
widespread anti-government protests (see below) on ‘international influences’, placing 
K-pop fans alongside Russian news networks and Spanish celebrity activists. The 
government accused K-pop fans of making inflammatory comments against the police 
force, which was violently deployed against protesters.

Beyond their internet activism, in 2020 K-pop fans pooled together to raise supportsupport↗ 
for COVID-19 relief. As numerous K-pop concerts were cancelled due to the pandemic, 
many fans opted to donate their ticket refunds towards relief efforts and organisations 
around Asia. In June, BTS fans launched a fundraiser to #MatchAMillion#MatchAMillion↗ following 
the music group’s US$1 million donation towards Black Lives Matter, surpassing their 
target in under 24 hours. In Thailand, K-pop fans turned their collective focus on the 
country’s democracy protestsdemocracy protests↗ (see below), raising close to US$100,000 to support the 
movement. Funds raised by K-pop fans were used to purchase protective equipment 
for protesters, including helmets, raincoats, gloves and googles. A large part of the 

K-pop fandom: an emerging activist force?
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donations went to Thai Lawyers for Human Rights, a civil society group that provided 
pro bono legal assistance to more than 90 arrested protesters.

This is not to say the community does not face its own challenges. Despite the valiant 
efforts of many fans to support the struggle against police brutality and systemic racism, 
there are still active issues of internal racism and xenophobia within the expansive K-pop 
fan community. Black K-pop fans have often faced attack for criticising K-pop artists 
for cultural appropriationcultural appropriation↗. They have faced online harassment and are still routinely 
silenced by others in the fan community. 

After much organising and internet protest action during 2020, the fandom is 
divided on the question of what to do next. K-pop activism is leaderless. But 

what was demonstrated during 2020 was the ways in which skills, networks and 
cultures that are active in one sphere have potential to turn towards activism when  
a galvanising issue comes along. The actions of K-pop fandom show the need for a 
dynamic and ever-refreshed understanding of what and who civil society is and how it 
achieves change.

Like so many of the movements described in this report, it is a youthful movement. There 
is a new generation rising and insisting on justice, fairness and respect for difference. 
The current political mobilisation of K-pop fans is ultimately an extension of the fight of 
many young people against racism, sexism and all other forms of discrimination, their 
firm belief that a better world can be built, and their confidence in their ability to bring 
about change.

People attend a K-pop dance class in Korea Town in New York City, USA, on 17 October 2020. Photo by Noam Galai/Getty Images
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Italy: Sardines movement captures 
imaginations
Italy saw mobilisations of pandemic denial, including a protest of around 2,000 2,000 
peoplepeople↗ against ‘healthcare dictatorship’ in Rome in September, while violent 
clashes came at protests in October, along with threats against journalistsjournalists↗ 
covering protests. In contrast, Italy’s Sardines movementSardines movement↗, which first 
mobilised in late 2019 to take a public stance against the right-wing populist 
League Party, complied with restrictions and so chose not to hold mass 
gatherings. This was a challenge because the movement’s tactic had been to 
encourage people to cram themselves, like sardines, into public squares to 
make the highly visible point that it is not just far-right politicians who can 
mobilise popular support. The movement did so ahead of the January 2020 
regional election for the legislative assembly of the Emilia-Romagna region, 
which centres around the city of Bologna. But as the pandemic gripped Italy, 
the Sardines had to find alternative approaches to keep pushing back against 
far-right forces.

Andrea GarreffaAndrea Garreffa↗, one of its founders, relates the origins of the Sardines 
movement:

Regional elections were scheduled for 26 January in Emilia-Romagna, our 
home region. There was a big wave towards the far right, represented 
by the League party and its leader, Matteo Salvini. There were very scary 
signs about the general political situation in Italy.
As the election approached, my friends and I started thinking of a way 
to speak up and warn the League that the game was not over yet. We 
wanted to make this extremely clear, both to far-right parties and to all 
citizens looking for a stimulus to empowerment. The League party had 
just won in Umbria and was announcing itself as the winner in Emilia-
Romagna as well; they counted on this victory to destabilise the coalition 
government and return to power. We wanted to do something to stop 
that narrative.
The last time Salvini had come to Bologna he said that Piazza Maggiore, 
the main town square, could host up to 100,000 people, in an attempt to 
claim that was the number of people who attended his rally – something 
that is physically impossible, as only up to 30,000 very tightly packed 

people could actually fit into the square. In a way, we also wanted to draw 
attention to the information on the news and make sure he wouldn’t be 
able to cheat.
Our idea was to organise a flash mob-style demonstration on Piazza 
Maggiore, on the same day as Salvini’s rally, and we named it ‘6,000 
sardines against Salvini’ because our aim was to gather around 6,000 
people and our tactic was to show we were many – so we used the image 
of crowds of people squeezed together like sardines in a shoal.

The message spread quickly, online and by word of mouth, and momentum 
built as a result of an approach to organising that engaged people directly and 
offered a means for those who might have been feeling powerless to take a 
stance. When people got together for the first time in late 2019, there was a 
sense that a collective power had been unleashed.

In the few days we had to organise it, we set the main narrative and 
prepared some templates that could be customised so each person was 
free to express themselves and be creative. Ours was a message that 
anybody could understand, and the actions required were something that 
anybody could do. We wanted to get rid of all the negative feelings linked 
to existing political parties, so the initiative was inclusive from the very 
beginning. It wasn’t linked to any party but rather open to anybody who 
shared its core values of anti-fascism and anti-racism.
We sent out an invitation, not just through Facebook, but more 
importantly, we went out to the streets to distribute flyers and talk to 
people, so people could understand that the event was real and it was 
actually going to happen. Word of mouth worked incredibly well; in my 
opinion, this reflected a very strong need among people to do something 
to ensure Salvini did not win in Bologna and in Emilia-Romagna.
On the night of 14 November 2019 we found ourselves surrounded by 
this incredible crowd – the media reported there were 15,000 people – 
and we couldn’t quite believe it. Nobody knew what was going to happen.
At 8.30 pm we played a song by Lucio Dalla, ‘Com’è profondo il mare’ – 
‘how deep is the sea’. In one part of the song, the lyrics say that we are 
many, and we all descend from fish, and you cannot stop fish because 
you cannot block the ocean, you cannot fence it. This built up a lot of 
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emotion, and people even cried because it was very powerful and could 
not believe it was happening for real. Older people felt young again, living 
emotions they thought lost forever. Young kids had the opportunity to 
participate in a massive and joyful party, which made them question the 
fact that politics is all boring and unemotional.
I think the whole wave that came afterwards was born that first night. 
It built up from that initial emotion. We were not 6,000 but many more, 
and we sent out the message that the game was far from over and Salvini 
could not yet claim victory. This was key: whatever sport you play, if you 
enter the field thinking you are going to lose, you’ll lose. This was the 
general mood among left-wing parties and progressive citizens. We did 
what we could to make ‘our team’ believe in itself and its chances of 
victory. We may say that the Sardines movement is all about building self-
confidence in the progressive side of politics.

From this initial successful mobilisation, momentum developed. Images of the 
mass gathering spread on social media and focused national and international 
attention on the regional election. As they started receiving comments and 
requests of advice, the Sardines organisers connected with activists across the 
country and the world. People in Rome followed their example.

We shared our experience and explained to anyone who contacted us 
how we set everything up in just six days: how we requested the permits 
for the gathering and for playing the music, how we took care of people, 
those things. We then organised all the information to share with whoever 
wanted to do something similar somewhere else. We spent hours and 
days on the phone with people from all around Emilia-Romagna, and then 
from other regions, until the movement was so big that we were able 
to announce a massive demonstration to be held in Rome in December 
2019.
For the Rome event we didn’t even have to do much, because there were 
people in Rome organising the demonstration by themselves, and we 
were invited to attend as guest speakers. That was actually a strength, 
because this wasn’t people from Bologna organising an event for Rome, 
but people from Rome organising themselves, mobilising their friends 
and neighbours and inviting people to join.

The Sardines achieved their first goal: they prevented the far right from 
reaching power in Emilia-Romagna. Although people in the region had long 
supported parties of the left, support for right-wing parties had grown, and The 
League and its allies had high hopes. But although they increased their seats in 
the January election, the centre-left coalition held on to power, taking around 
51 per cent of the vote compared to the right-wing coalition’s roughly 44 per 
cent. Particularly significant was a massive increase in turnout, suggesting the 
Sardines movement had helped raise the stakes and persuaded people of the 
importance of voting.

Right before the elections, on 19 January, we organised a big concert in 
Bologna, aimed at encouraging electoral participation. We didn’t want 
to pressure people to vote for this or that party, but rather encourage 
participation. Indifference had prevailed in the previous regional 
elections, and only 37 per cent of potential voters made use of their right. 
The higher turnout we achieved this time around, when 69 per cent of 
people voted, was by itself a victory of democracy.

Members of the Sardines movement take part in a distanced protest on 17 September 
2020 in Bari, Italy. Photo by Donato Fasano/Getty Images
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As well as having local resonance, the message and methods of the movement 
crossed borders. In Finland, the Baltic Herring Movement formed, initially as a 
reaction against hate speech towards refugees, quickly moving from its online 
beginnings into real-world protests. In February, almost a thousand people 
turned up for a ‘fish mobfish mob↗’ protest in the capital, Helsinki, far outnumbering 
a small far-right counter-protest. Connections between the Sardines and 
other movements, including youth, student, women’s, LGBTQI+, climate and 
environmental movements, quickly grew across Europe an globally. And when 
the pandemic hit, the Sardines sought other ways to maintain connections and 
mobilise solidarity, embracing grassroots action.

We invited people all over Italy to focus on the local level because it was 
the only thing they could do. Many people in Bologna put their energy 
at the service of others, for instance by going grocery shopping for those 
who couldn’t leave their homes and getting involved in countless local 
initiatives, movements and associations. We encouraged this, because 
it was never our goal to replace existing organisations, but rather to 
revitalise activism and involvement in public affairs.
But we did ask people to stay in touch, so we would have calls and 
organise specific events. For example, for 25 April, Liberation Day, we 
launched an initiative in which we sharedshared↗ clips from movies showing 
resistance to fascism and Nazism during the Second World War and invited 
people to project them out of their windows and onto neighbouring 
buildings, and film the event. We collected the recordings and put them 
together into a videovideo↗ that we disseminated on social media. Our core 
message was that we could all be present even if we could not physically 
get out.
In early May we organised a symbolic flash mob in Bologna’s Piazza 
Maggiore: instead of people we lined up around 6,000 plants, which we 
went on to sell online. Our volunteers delivered them by bike, and all the 
funds we collected went to the local municipality, which had committed 
to invest the full amount, matched one to one with its own funds, to 
support cultural events over the summer. Before delivering the plants, 
we staged an artistic performanceperformance↗ on the square; then we moved the 
plants around to drawdraw↗ the shape of a bicycle on the floor. As a result of 
this initiative, we not only marked our presence in a public space but also 
channelled about €60,000 (approx. US$69,800) towards cultural events. 

Later on, people from all over Italy either replicated the initiative or told 
us they were interested in doing so.
And then one day the municipality told us that they had some unused 
plots of land that could potentially be turned into garden blocks and 
offered them to us. We organised volunteers who wanted to work on 
them so now these have become garden blocksgarden blocks↗ in which vegetables are 
grown. People who invest their time and effort to work in these gardens 
keep half the produce for themselves and give the other half to communal 
kitchens that help people who cannot afford to buy food.
We organised our first School of Politics, Justice and Peace. We held 
it in a small town, Supino, because it better fitted the model of local 
self-organisation that we want to promote. We invited people who are 
involved in the political arena to interact with activists in their twenties. 
The idea was to merge those worlds to create the kind of communication 
that social media platforms lack. We want to create opportunities for 

A woman wears a protective mask with the Resistance symbol during a protest against 
Matteo Salvini on 3 October 2020 in Catania, Italy. Photo by Fabrizio Villa/Getty Images
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progressive people to meet with others and talk, not necessarily to 
find the solution to a specific problem but to make sure that there is a 
connection between people with decision-making power and people who 
are interested in participating and changing things, but don’t really know 
how.
Even under lockdown, we thought of Bologna as a lab where we could 
implement and test our ideas and encourage other people to do the 
same, by either replicating our initiatives or trying something different 
to see what happens. If you try things that are potentially replicable and 
easy for others to implement, and many people follow through, then you 
can achieve change on a considerable scale.

Experiences as diverse as those of K-pop fandom and the Sardines showed that 
there is not one formula for fighting to reverse the tide of right-wing populism 
and nationalism. Combinations of response methods, encompassing online 
mobilising, mass protests and the modelling of community-level alternatives 
will all be part of the mix as societies open up again. Far-right forces will move 
on to some other issue once the pandemic has receded, seizing on some 
new development to spread disinformation, conspiracy theories and hate 
speech and stoke outrage. Civil society movements, new and old, must keep 
honing their skills to fight back with compassion and solidarity, making new 
connections and using diversity as a strength.

Chile: a future of more and 
better democracy
The power of protest was vindicated when Chile went to the polls in 2020. 
Chile was home to mass protests in 2019mass protests in 2019↗, initially triggered by a rise in public 
transport fares, which led to an outpouring of frustration at soaring economic 
and social inequality, a neoliberal economic system that was failing many and 
an out-of-touch political elite that seemed unprepared to listen to any demands 
for change. The protest movement refused to settle for weak compromise and 
demanded a new constitution authored by a democratic process, since the old 
one, dating from the period of dictatorship in 1980, entrenchedentrenched↗ the role of 
the market and furthered inequalities, including in education, healthcare and 
pensions. Pressure paid, and in November 2019 protesters won a commitment 
from the government, backed by all major parties, to hold a referendum on a 
new constitution.

The referendum was due to be held in April, but had to be postponed until 
October. When it finally went ahead, the results offered a resounding affirmation 
of protesters’ demands. An overwhelming 78 per cent of voters supported the 
proposal for a new constitution, and 79 per cent said the process to develop 
the constitution should be led by a constitutional convention of directly elected 
members rather than a mixed model in which elected politicians would make 
up half of the convention. The result was celebratedcelebrated↗ by the many young 
people and people from excluded groups who played a major role in protests 
and then turned outturned out↗ in numbers to vote.

For Marcela Guillibrand De la JaraMarcela Guillibrand De la Jara↗ of the Chilean Volunteer Network (Red 
de Voluntarios de Chile) and Now It’s Our Time to ParticipateNow It’s Our Time to Participate↗, the direct line 
from protests to the polls highlighted the power of what people can achieve 
collectively:

Sustained protests against inequality and exclusion are repressed with water cannon in 
November 2019 in Santiago, Chile. Photo by Marcelo Hernandez/Getty Images
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In October 2019, Chile reactivated its political and social life, collectively 
and throughout its territory. Citizens took to the streets to meet, to speak 
and take part in politics, as they had not done for a long time. This is how 
specific and unconventional participatory experiences emerged, locally 
rooted and with a local identity, mixed with expressions of discontent 
and frustration towards the structural inequality that had developed and 
manifested in our country for a long time.
Although technically what gave rise to this opportunity was an agreement 
between various political groupings, this historic constituent moment was 
achieved by citizens.

With the pandemic creating a long gap between the November 2019 
commitment to hold a referendum and the October 2020 vote, civil society 
worked to keep people engaged and motivated. Civil society mobilised, mostly 
online, to encourage participation and safe voting.

We had localised quarantines for more than five months due to the 
pandemic, and the organisations with which we interact had their 
attention focused mainly on the survival of their programmes and 
supporting their target populations, since economically the pandemic 
hit them very hard. For our part, we stayed connected with them and 
we worked together to offer them a platform that contains citizenship 
training materials.
We launched Now It’s Our Time to Participate, an initiative of the New 
Social Pact (Nuevo Pacto SocialNuevo Pacto Social↗) network, which brings together just 
over 700 CSOs. The initiative seeks to guarantee the training of citizens 
and citizen participation in the context of the constituent process. 
Our focus is on activating citizens, providing them with training tools 
and jointly generating spaces for participation and dialogue to regain 
prominence in decision-making in our country. For this, in the run-up to 
the referendum, we organised a range of key content in several sections – 
citizen participation, constitution and constituent process – that we made 
available to citizens and CSOs through our web platformweb platform↗, as well as on 
social media and through other means. On the basis of this content we 
developed a range of training options that include accessible materials in 
various languages, such as Aymara, Mapudungun and Rapa Nui, as well 
as in Creole. 

Civil society was highly influential when it came to the detail of the 
constitutional convention to be elected in May 2021: in a ground-breaking 
move that should set a global precedent for constitution-making processes, 
civil society’s demand for gender parity became law in March, giving rise to 
hope that the new constitution will unlock progress on women’s rights.

Civil society has made historic progress on gender issues. Various social 
organisations that have long worked very hard to promote and defend 
women’s rights pushed the demand for gender parity in the constituent 
process, and managed to impose it thanks to the echo they found among 
various political groups represented in Congress.

Further, 17 of the convention’s 155 seats are designated for Indigenous 
representatives, nationally chosen by a vote of Indigenous people and 
structured to represent Chile’s different Indigenous groups. This represents 
another result of committed civil society engagement, and something of a 
breakthrough in Chile, which had previously offered no official constitutional 
recognition of Indigenous identities and the need for Indigenous representation. 
Chile’s Indigenous Mapuche community has long been marginalised, and the 
dangers Mapuche people face when trying to speak out were exemplified in 
August, when a peaceful Mapuche occupation of local government buildings in 
the La Araucanía region ended with a violent attackviolent attack↗ by extremist groupsextremist groups↗, 
which included arson attacks on the community’s vehicles. Tensions continued 
in the region afterwards, with police repressing further Mapuche protests.

Police brutality is an enduring problem in Chile, and the need for change was 
further signalled by the repressive and violent responseresponse↗ to a series of protests 
in the months that preceded the vote. In April a small protestprotest↗ greeted the 
postponement of the referendum, and although people distanced and wore 
masks, five people were detained on charges of violating emergency rules. A 
protest against police brutality later that month was also repressed, violently, 
with the police using teargas and water cannon and detaining over 60 people. 
On International Workers’ Day in May, over 50 people, including union leaders 
and several journalists, were detained at union-led protests, and again teargas 
and water cannon were used. The months of lockdown saw people hold pot-
banging protests against hungerprotests against hunger↗ and the lack of the state’s social support 
by those left with nothing to live on; these also produced a violentviolent↗ police 
response.
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In further protestsprotests↗ in the run-up to the referendum, in September around 400 
people protestedprotested↗ against inequality in Plaza Dignidad, in the capital, Santiago, 
a site of some symbolism as the main location of the 2019 mass protests. The 
event, which marked the restart of larger-scale protests that had temporarily 
been halted due to the pandemic, was met with the same police violence that 
characterised the state’s initial response in 2019, as the police again used 
water cannon and arrested at least 20 people. At protests days later to mark 
the anniversary of the 1973 military coup the police also used water cannon 
and teargas, with over 100 peopleover 100 people↗ reported to have been detained amid 
violent clashes. A further protest the following month was again responded 
to with excessive force. A police officer was caught on camera pushingpushing↗ a 
16-year-old protester off a bridge and into a river, causing multiple fractures. 
In a year when around the world people had heightened awareness of and 
resistance to violent policing (see this report’s chapter on the global struggle 
for racial justice), this event sparked further protests against police brutality 

and calls for police accountability; the officer responsible was charged with 
attempted murder. But excessive force, including teargas and water cannon, 
was again used against a subsequent Mapuche ResistanceMapuche Resistance↗ march to demand 
Indigenous rights.

In October, on the anniversary of the start of the 2019 protests, people 
marched again. The day initially had a festive air, as people celebrated how 
far the movement had come and looked forward to the referendum, but later 
the day descended into violent clashesviolent clashes↗ between protesters and police, with 
580 people reported detained. Protests in December to demanddemand↗ the release 
of the many people detained during 2019 protests also led to violent clashes, 
with at least seven protesters detained after some protests set up roadblocks.

Protests continued into 2021 as a proposed bill to grant amnesty to those 
arrested or convicted during the 2019 protests made little progress. Another 
proposed billproposed bill↗, developed by opposition politicians in collaboration with Eyes 
of Chile Foundation, a CSO that supports victims of eye trauma, attempted 
to stop the police using gas projectiles and pellets. In 2019, around 460 460 
peoplepeople↗ were reported to have experienced eye injuries, often causing visual 
impairment as a result of the police using these weapons against protesters. 
Clearly, police reformpolice reform↗ is needed, and civil society will keep pushing for change 
on the issue of entrenched police hostility towards protests and the impunity 
that often prevails. 

Despite the challenges, both of the pandemic and the police repression of 
protests, civil society continued to engage following the October referendum, 
encouraging people’s informed participation in the May 2021 vote to select the 
convention’s members, and in its subsequent drafting and ratification process. 
The convention will make decisions by a two-thirds majority and will have a 
year to draft a new constitution, which will then be put to another referendum 
in 2022.

Those who took to the streets and then to the polls in such numbers will 
continue to engage with the aim of ensuring that the new constitution reflects 
the aspirations of those who brought the process about. The removal of a 
constitution imposed as an enduring legacy of a brutal dictatorship must 
not be the end of a change, but rather the beginning of a process of deeper 
political, social and economic transformation. Its relevance could go further 

A protester walks on Alameda Avenue in Santiago, Chile, holding a placard that reads 
‘Murderers’ during an anti-government protest on 20 November 2020. Photo by Marcelo 
Hernandez/Getty Images
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than Chile, as protesters in other Latin American countries are watching with 
interest and making demands that their country takes a similar path (see this 
report’s chapter on economic and environmental activism). Long characterised 
as the testing bed of economic neoliberalism in Latin America, Chile now has 
the chance to be a laboratory of an entirely different kind.

Myanmar: democracy denied

Myanmar’s November general election, which resulted in another resounding 
win for the National League for Democracy (NLD), had its flaws. The main 
problem was the inability of some people to vote, in a context of continuing 
conflict and rights violations and a worsening pandemic. Voting was cancelledcancelled↗ 
in areas experiencing conflict, in which groups excluded on the basis of their 
ethnicity are concentrated, affecting an estimated 1.5 million people1.5 million people↗. 
Rohingya people, the subjects of decades of exclusion and in recent years a 
sustained campaign of genocidal violence, were largely unable to make their 
voices heard or stand in the election, given that they continue to be denied 
citizenship and therefore the vote, while many have been forced into exile 
by conflict. This meant that roughly 2.6 million people2.6 million people↗ – almost five per 
cent of Myanmar’s population, drawn mostly from excluded ethnic groups – 
were reportedly denied the most basic of democratic rights, of being able to 
cast a vote.

None of this, however, cast doubt over the fact that the NLD won the election 
or that it remained popularpopular↗ with many people in Myanmar, particularly 
among the country’s majority Bamar population. And none of these legitimate 
criticisms of the electoral process were what motivated the army to stage its 
February 2021 coup.

The army claimed electoral fraud, but its case was spurious. Many of the 
circa five per cent of the population excluded from voting would likely not 
have voted for the NLD, but it is unlikely they would have chosen the army’s 
party either, since it is the same army that has for years been killing them, 
violating their rights, destroying their homes and forcing them to flee. 
What was behind the army’s refusal to accept the results of the vote was a 
straightforward unwillingness to give up the habit of power. Myanmar’s 
military ran the country from its 1962 coup until the 2015 election, when a 
democratic vote at last held and respected and the NLD swept into office. But 
strong military restraints on civilian power remained: the army retained power 
to appoint 25 per cent of all legislative seats and control of key ministries,  
effectively holding a veto over further constitutional change. Not content with 
holding its designated seats and enjoying considerable economic power, the 
army had its own party, which stood in the election only to see its vote and 
number of elected seats decline. Instead of reflecting on its poor electoral 

People wait in line to vote on the constitutional referendum on 25 October 2020 in 
Santiago, Chile. Photo by Claudio Santana/Getty Images
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performance the army gave up on masquerading as a democratic player and 
retreated to its dictatorial tradition.

The public reaction was defiance. Hundreds of thousands of people protested 
in any way they could. A non-violent civil disobedience movementmovement↗ quickly 
arose, involving many groups who had not previously taken part in protest. 
Trade unions called nationwide strikesnationwide strikes↗ and boycotted military-owned 
businesses, effectively shutting downshutting down↗ the economy, insisting that normal 
work could not continue against the backdrop of military rule. Women’s groups 
mobilised, including on International Women’s Day, and the ‘Hunger Games’ 
three-finger salute of Thailand’s democracy movement (see below) was quickly 
adopted as a signal of opposition to the coup. People stamped on picturespictures↗ 
of the military leader, Min Aung Hlaing. The military could surely no longer 
pretend that its lack of popularity, as indicated by the election, was anything 
other than real.

Speaking shortly after the coup had taken place, Bo KyiBo Kyi↗ of the Assistance Assistance 
Association of Political PrisonersAssociation of Political Prisoners↗ (AAPP) described the circumstances of the 
coup and the public’s reaction:

On 1 February 2021, the military arrested the leader and de facto head 
of state Aung San Suu Kyi and other senior figures from the ruling 
NLD. The military also detained NLD officials and civil society activists 
in various parts of Myanmar and cut telecommunications and the 
internet. Following the coup, AAPP has been documenting arrests of 
political prisoners while activists across Myanmar have mobilised a civil civil 
disobedience movementdisobedience movement↗ against the coup.
The civil disobedience campaign by public service workers, activists and 
wider society spread fast across the country and enjoys overwhelming 
support. Demonstrations have grown so rapidly across Myanmar because 
not long ago, in November, people voted for a democratic government, 
and when parliament intended to convene the military seized illegitimate 
power through a coup. Just like that, a decades-long desire for democracy 
was taken away from the people of Myanmar.
People reactedreacted↗ by striking pans and honking vehicle horns in the capital 
in nightly protests meant to ‘drum out evil spiritsdrum out evil spirits↗‘, symbolically exposing 
the immorality of the military coup and displaying their dissatisfaction. 
The escalation of the protests, led by a new generation of activists, 
students, teachers and public servants, resulted in a general strike on 8 
February. These actions reflected the intensification of people’s desire for 
a civilian democratically elected government.

Predictably, the civil disobedience movement encountered harsh 
repression. Even before the coup civic space had increasingly deteriorated, 
with numerous constraintsnumerous constraints↗ on the freedom of expression, including 
internet blackouts in Rakhine State, censorship and the use of defamation  
lawsuits to silence journalists, while protesters, activists and journalists 
had long risked state violence, arrest and detention. Once in power,  
the military intensified the clampdown. Further internetinternet↗ shutdowns 
were imposed and the military toughened existing laws, including internet 
laws, criminalisingcriminalising↗ criticism of the coup and the military government. 
Many journalistsjournalists↗ were arrested and subjected to violence when 
reporting on protests.

People hold up the three-finger salute during a protest against the military coup, outside 
the Myanmar embassy in Tokyo, Japan on 7 February 2021. Photo by Yuichi Yamazaki/Getty 
Images
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AAPP has been documenting detentions in relation to the protests, and 
has found that the authorities are targeting protesters across the country 
and committing arbitrary acts of persecution to suppress dissent. We are 
afraid that counter-protesters will be used to create instability, and once 
a riot is instigated, the military will crack down on peaceful protesters. 
The military has not acted in a way which shows respect for human rights 
or the rule of law in past, so we cannot expect that it will do so in the 
future. The military junta’s attempt to undermine the legitimacy of the 
2020 election is a clear example of this. We are seeing the military use a 
‘divide and rule’ policy to create a climate of fear once again. The military 
will provide favours to some ethnic parties and groups in order to isolate 
and oppress the NLD. This is a cause of great concern for marginalised 
individuals and groups in society.
The military junta has disrupted social media communication such as 
Facebook and Twitter and shut down internet communication again on 
6 and 7 February. This is a serious problem because communications, 
both domestic and with the international community, are vital to ensure 
human rights abuses do not occur. There is a real worry that if there is a 
full blackout, protesters will be even more vulnerable.
Since the early hours of 1 February, the military rounded up and detained 
democratically elected lawmakers and other officials and arrested civil 
society leaders and activists in an attempt to stifle dissent. We still do 
not know where some of the recently detained are, and there are real 
concerns for the health and condition of some of the older ones, as well as 
regarding former political prisoners with health problems resulting from 
the torture and poor conditions they experienced while incarcerated. 
The treatment that these prisoners receive defies any international and 
domestic law standards. If this coup is not overturned, there will be many 
more political prisoners.

While international attention seemed fixated on the detention of NLD leader 
Aung San Suu Kyi, behind her there were countless others. The numbers of 
those thrown into jail quickly reached four figuresfour figures↗, with reports of torture 
in detention. Those who stepped forward knew they had to be brave, as the 
army had already proved the brutality it is capable of in places like Rakhine 
State. Taken aback by the scale of protests the coup had unleashed, now the 
army turned its guns on citizens of the same ethnicity as them. Protesters 

faced rubber bullets, teargas and water cannon, as well as violent attacks from 
groups supporting the military.

When other measures failed to stop the public’s opposition to the coup, the 
military used lethal forceused lethal force↗ on numerous occasions and in multiple locales, 
including sub-machine gun fire. At the time of writing, hundreds of people 
are reported to have been killed; by mid-April 2021, AAPP monitoring put 
the death toll at over 700,over 700,↗ including more than 40 children, with over 80 over 80 
peoplepeople↗ reported killed in a single military assault against protesters who had 
put up barricades in the city of Bago in April 2021. In March 2021, Thomas 
Andrews, the UN Special Rapporteur, statedstated↗ that the military was likely 
committing crimes against humanity.

Relatives and supporters make the three-finger salute during a funeral for protesters shot 
dead by security forces on 5 March 2021 in Yangon, Myanmar. Photo by Stringer/Getty 
Images
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International calls for the return of democracy must keep in sight the ongoing denial of 
the rights of Myanmar’s Rohingya people. A key test of any future democratic society 
must be that Rohingya rights are enabled rather than repressed. A first step is to listen to 
Rohingya people. Canadian-based Rohingya activist Yasmin UllahYasmin Ullah↗ relates her work to 
raise international awareness and make sure that Rohingya voices are heard:

I’m a daughter of someone who has fought for the rights of Rohingya for decades. I 
had this feeling that I also needed to do something or else my family and my people 
would be in jeopardy and our history would be erased altogether. I started organising 
protests and events to educate people about who Rohingya are, because in Canada 
there has been very minimal coverage and no attention to the issue. I started to 
connect with a lot of people; there is a small Rohingya community here that I worked 
with. We travelled to meet members of parliament together, in Ottawa. We came 
up with strategies to engage policymakers and the general public, and we moved to 
museums that are directly or indirectly working on issues of mass atrocities, like the 
Canadian Museum of Human Rights.

We got a little bit of media attention around that we used to convey an idea of 
urgency, and eventually we were able to push for an exhibition and brought together 
a pool of people who settled as refugees in Canada to share their own stories. We 
started to be recognised as part of the fabric of Canadian society in a way we were 
never recognised in Myanmar.

A lot of other things started to happen. We got images of the exodus captured by 
a Canadian photographer, showing lines and lines of people crossing the borders 
into Bangladesh. There were some objects like ID cards as well as cultural artefacts 
to show who the Rohingya are in terms of identity. The exhibition was launched in 
2019 and stayed on throughout 2020. We also worked on the project called Genocide 
Learning Tool, for high school students to learn about the Holocaust as well as 
what happened to the Rohingya. We worked on public awareness and lobbied the 
government, constantly calling our members of parliament to make sure they heard 
our most recent updates.

In 2019 the Canadian parliament passed a motion defining what happened to 
Rohingya as genocide. The Canadian government then committed CA$300 million 

(approx. US$240 million) to support the Rohingya in Bangladesh and elsewhere. We 
also asked the Canadian government to initiate a process against Myanmar at the 
International Court of Justice, which it didn’t. But it committed to intervene, along 
with the Netherlands, in the case against Myanmar brought by The Gambia alleging 
violations of the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of 
Genocide (see this report’s chapter on civil society at the international level).

Rohingya people in a refugee camp in Bangladesh watch on TV as the International 
Court of Justice brings charges of genocide against Myanmar in January 2020. Photo by 
Allison Joyce/Getty Images

Rohingya voices must be heard
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Facing this lethal response to protest, and unable to win a highly unequal 
contest of violence, people started to find other, more subversive ways to keep 
up the pressure. Economic strikes and boycotts continued, at considerable 
personal cost to people with few resources. People daubed red paint in protest 
as a symbol of the blood spilled by the army, along with subversive graffiti. 
They held flash mob protests that made them less of a target. Through their 
continuing actions, they made clear that the military might now have power, 
but it did not have authority. But such was the mismatch in power that 
democracy protesters also needed international support.

Around the world, one of the key factors behind the success of popular 
rebellions against authoritarian control is often the ability of protesters to split 
a section of the military away from supporting dictators and towards enabling 
protesters, even if only passively, by agreeing not to intervene. But there 
seems little prospect of that happening in Myanmar, where military power 
remained entrenched even as democracy returned, and the military has years 
of experience of repression and impunity. The military had only reluctantly 
given up some of its power in 2015 because economic pressure on Myanmar 
meant military rule was no longer affordable. International pressure – political 
but perhaps even more importantly, economic – is now crucial. Other states, 
and the international system, must make Myanmar a pariah and refuse to 
cooperate with a dictatorship soaked in blood.

In March, ASEAN called for the return of democracy, but stopped shortstopped short↗ of 
condemning the military violence, reflecting the hostility towards democratic 
freedoms of several of its members. South Korea suspendedsuspended↗ defence and 
security cooperation, but China’s government, which has invested heavily 
in Myanmar and worked with both sidesboth sides↗, predictably said and did littlelittle↗. 
Several states outside the region responded to the coup. The EU imposed 
sanctionssanctions↗ on the military and withdrew some aid. The government of 
Australia suspendedsuspended↗ military cooperation and New Zealand suspendedsuspended↗ 
all high-level contact and imposed a travel ban on military leaders, as did 
CanadaCanada↗. The UK government also imposed travel bans and frozefroze↗ military 
assets. The government of the USA imposedimposed↗ trade sanctions and sanctions 
on military leaders. 

The UN Security Council, after much negotiation, issued a tame 
resolutionresolution↗ in February 2021, which stopped short of describing what 

People beat metal utensils in protest against the military government on 4 February 2021 
in Yangon, Myanmar. Photo by Stringer/Getty Images
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had happened as a coup. In March, a statementstatement↗ by the President of the 
Council condemned the violence against peaceful protesters and voiced  
concern at restrictions on medical personnel, civil society, unions and 
journalists, but the Council essentially seemed to put its trust in ASEAN to lead 
the engagement.

Civil society demanded stronger international action: over 130 CSOs came 
together to call for a global arms embargoarms embargo↗ to deny the military continued 
access to the instruments of lethal repression. Advocacy also focused on 
the UNHRC, with mixed results. While the UNHRC reacted commendably 
quickly to the coup by holding a special session in February 2021, the 
resolution ultimately approved was weaker than many in civil society had 
been pushing for; it seemed the price of adopting a resolution by consensus, 
rather than risking it going to a vote that, given the significant presence 
of rights-abusing states on the Council (see this report’s chapter on civil 
society in the international arena), might have been lost, was to water it down. 
A further resolution renewedrenewed↗ the mandate of the UN Special Rapporteur 
on Myanmar and asked him to assess the situation following the coup. The 
resolutions will at least keep Myanmar on the UNHRC’s agenda, but civil society 
will keep pushing for more.

If there had been stronger accountability and oversight over past human rights 
violations, impunity might not have become so entrenched. If the military had 
been held to account for its past crimes against humanity, it might not find it 
so easy to kill civilians now. It should now be abundantly clear that there is no 
future version of Myanmar’s democracy that involves an accommodation with 
military power. The army cannot be appeased, as Aung San Suu Kyi tried to do, 
but rather must be dismantled. 

Further, if Myanmar’s democratic society had been more inclusive of all of 
its peoples, it might also have been stronger. When democracy is restored, 
there should be no more whitewashingwhitewashing↗ of genocide, as Aung San Suu Kyi 
stood accused of doing in December 2019. A cessation of military power is 
needed, and those who committed gross crimes must be held to account, but 
the democracy that Myanmar must return to should be one in which there 
is no tolerance of human rights abuses, regardless of which section of the 
population they are visited upon. The ultimate riposte to military rule must be 
a truly inclusive democracy.

Hong Kong: dreams of democracy 
brutally crushed
In 2019, Hong Kong’s democracy protestersdemocracy protesters↗ caught the global imagination 
with their campaign to demand human rights and uphold the country’s 
special status as an entity distinct from mainland China. But in 2020, China’s 
vast machinery of authoritarian repression was rolled out to crush this brave 
dissent.

When Hong Kong became a Special Administrative Region in 1997, it was on 
the commitment, written into Hong Kong’s Basic Law, that the ‘one country, 
two systems’ principle would apply until 2047, enabling Hong Kong to retain 
its own authority over domestic, legal and economic affairs and, supposedly, 
extend voting rights. But 2020 will be remembered as the year in which the 
‘one country, two systems’ principle was abandoned unilaterally by the Chinese 
state and Hong Kong’s autonomy was effectively erased.

Anti-government protesters rally ahead of Lunar New Year on 19 January 2020 in Hong 
Kong. Photo by Anthony Kwan/Getty Images
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While the world was distracted by the pandemic, and secure in the knowledge 
that its asymmetric economic relationships would buffer it from international 
pressure, the Chinese state pressed ahead with the introduction of a 
National Security LawNational Security Law↗, passed in June. The new law’s criminalisationcriminalisation↗ of 
broadly stated offences such as sedition, subversion, terrorism and threats 
to national security gave ample scope for the authorities to crack down on 
Hong Kong’s democracy movement. The changes enabled mainland Chinese 
security forces to operate throughout Hong Kong. They targeted foreign 
dissidents too, enabling people to be charged for offences in Hong Kong even 
if not resident there, and to be charged with collusion with foreign powers if 
engaged in international advocacy. The law was so broad that any citizen of any 
country could be arrested when visiting Hong Kong if they had criticised the 
governments of China or Hong Kong.

In the final triumph of the hated extradition bill that had provided the flashpoint 
for the 2019 protests, the new law also enabled people living in Hong Kong to 
be tried in mainland China. The government moved to set up a new national national 
security agencysecurity agency↗ in Hong Kong, positioning Chinese authoritarianism at the 
heart of the territory.

Independent human rights researcher Patrick PoonPatrick Poon↗ describes the intent of 
the new law, and its early effects:

The National Security Law, imposed by the Chinese government without 
any consultation or legislative oversight, empowers China to extend some 
of its most potent tools of social control from the mainland to Hong Kong. 
The law includes the creation of specialised secret security agencies, 
allows for the denial of the right to a fair trial, provides sweeping new 
powers to the police, increases restraints on civil society and the media 
and weakens judicial oversight.
The new law undermines Hong Kong’s rule of law and the human rights 
guarantees enshrined in Hong Kong’s de facto constitution, the Basic Law. 
It contravenes the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, 
which is incorporated into Hong Kong’s legal framework via the Basic Law 
and expressed in its Bill of Rights Ordinance.
The Chinese government’s intention is to use the National Security Law to 
curb advocacy and support for independence as more people, especially 
young people, have increasingly embraced Hong Kong’s autonomy and 
their identity as Hongkongers. Although Hong Kong’s Basic Law enshrines 
a high degree of autonomy, the Chinese government apparently regards 
calls for autonomy and self-governance as a ‘danger to national security’.
The National Security Law has seriously infringed Hong Kong people’s 
freedom of expression and is intensifying self-censorship in the city. Under 
the Law, people who advocate for independence, as well as politicians 
and prominent figures who support foreign governments’ sanctions on 
Hong Kong and Chinese officials who are responsible for enacting the Law, 
have been the target of the arbitrary arrests. The government is obviously 
attempting to scare off others not to follow these people’s calls.
Independent media have also been affected by the crackdown. The 
arrestsarrests↗ of Jimmy Lai, media mogul and founder of popular local 

Protesters rally against the National Security Law in Hong Kong’s Mongkok district on 27 
May 2020. Photo by Billy H.C. Kwok/Getty Images
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paper Apple Daily, and senior executives in his company, signify the 
government’s attempt to punish news media that are critical of it. Reports 
about criticism against the National Security Law and calls for sanctions 
by foreign government officials become the excuse for the crackdown 
on independent media. This will have long-term impact on Hong Kong 
media, even further intensifying self-censorship for some media outlets.
Civil society has reacted strongly against the Law because the process to 
enact it violated the principle of the rule of law and procedural justice in 
Hong Kong, and the vague and broad definitions of various provisions of 
the Law exceed the normal understanding of law in the city. Pro-China 
politicians and government officials have been trying hard to justify the 
Law, but their arguments are preposterous. 

The introduction of the new law brought back the protests that had continuedcontinued↗ 
into early 2021 but then paused due to the pandemic. But this time the 
authorities had much greater scope to repress them. Several of the organisers 
of the annual 4 June vigilvigil↗ on the anniversary of the Tiananmen Square 
massacre, in which thousands of people defied a ban by participating, were 
arrested. After scuffles broke out at an otherwise peaceful protest later in June, 
53 people were arrestedarrested↗. Permission was denied for the march traditionally 
held on 1 July to commemorate the handover of Hong Kong from the UK, and 
when thousands gathered in defiance, further arrests followed. 

The first person arrestedarrested↗ under the new law that day was a man whose 
protest was to hold up the Hong Kong independence flag. He was one of 370 370 
arrestsarrests↗, 10 under the new law, and after that the arrests simply piled up. If 
protesters sought to test the readiness of China to use its new powers, they 
soon got their answer. A state that has made Xinjiang Province a vast prison prison 
campcamp↗ seemed equally prepared to jail as many Hongkongers as it took to 
silence their demands for democracy.

The law had been introduced ahead of the election for Hong Kong’s Legislative 
Council, initially planned for September. In July, Hong Kong’s Chief Executive, 
Carrie Lam, who is firmly in the pocket of the Chinese state, announcedannounced↗ 
that the election would be postponed for a whole year, to September 2021, 
with the term of the current Council extended until then. The pandemic was 
the reason provided, but the obvious suspicionsuspicion↗ was that this allowed more 
time to root out dissidents. The space the Council provides had become more 
contested following the mass Umbrella MovementUmbrella Movement↗ protests in 2014; several 
of the young leaders associated with those protests won seats in the 2016 
election. Pro-democracy candidates had also stormed to victory in the 2019 
District Council election, and the authorities must have feared a repeat at the 
Legislative Council level in 2020. The decision to postpone came after pro-
democracy parties held primary votesprimary votes↗ in July that had been deemed illegal, 
but which offered an opportunity for 600,000 people to express their defiance 
by voting, and endorsing in particular young activists.

Ultimately the stalled election ploy ended the democracy movement’s 
ambitions of winning control of the Legislative Council and stemming the 
tide of repression. Ever since the 2016 election, pro-democracy Council 
members had faced a war of attrition in which several of them were 

Protesters hold up pieces of blank paper to voice dissent without displaying newly 
forbidden political slogans at a demonstration in a mall in Hong Kong on 6 July 2020. Photo 
by Billy H.C. Kwok/Getty Images
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excluded for breaches of rules. In November, the Chinese state determined 
that anyone who supports Hong Kong’s independence, does not accept 
China’s sovereignty over Hong Kong or is deemed to be cooperating with 
foreign powers or endangering national security would be barred from the 
Council, and on that basis immediately disqualifieddisqualified↗ four pro-democracy 
members. In response, 15 other pro-democracy members resigned,  
leaving the Council devoid of opposition with 27 vacant seats. They knew 
it no was no longer possible to use the space to resist repression, and gave 
up legitimising an institution that had decisively become just another 
instrument of the Chinese state’s control. That they had been right to do so 
was shown in March 2021 when the Chinese government changedchanged↗ Hong 
Kong’s Basic Law, drastically cutting the number of directly elected Legislative 
Council members.

Along with the new National Security Law, the postponement of the 
election was viewed as part of the government’s strategy to neutralise 
the pro-democracy movement. Just prior to the announcement that 
the election was being postponed, 12 opposition candidates were 
disqualifieddisqualified↗ from running, and four young former members of a pro-
independence student group were arrested under the National Security 
Law for their pro-independence posts on social media.
The postponement of the election created some conflict among the 
pro-democracy camp, with some calling for keeping up the fight in the 
Legislative Council and others urging a boycott over the government’s 
decision to postpone the elections. From the government’s decision to 
disqualify some pro-democracy candidates for their political views, it is 
clear that the government doesn’t want to hear any opposition voices in 
the legislature.

As repression intensified, many people understandably adopted defensive 
strategies to try to protect themselves from the reach of the Chinese state. 
As soon as the new law was passed, the pro-democracy Demosisto party 
immediately disbandeddisbanded↗; other campaign groups ceased operatingceased operating↗ in 
Hong Kong, although some expressed hope of continuing abroad. In response 
to increasing internet restrictions, people scrambled to eraseerase↗ their digital 
footprints and delete social media files. People tried to adopt more subtle 
protest tactics, such as putting up walls of blank notes in place of 2019’s 

‘Lennon walls’ that hosted notes about people’s demands for democracy, or 
holding up blank signs rather than signs bearing slogans.

In such ways, people tried to keep alive a protest space and stay on just the 
permitted side of the law. But the problem they faced was that the law was 
so broad it was no longer clear where the line was; almost anythingalmost anything↗ could 
be considered illegal. What was clear is that the state would decide where the 
line was, and early indications were grim. Merely singing the song ‘Glory to 
Hong Kong’, an unofficial pro-democracy anthem, was ruled to be going too 
far; in July, school students were bannedbanned↗ from singing it. In December, even 
a student protest against online graduation ceremonies – denying students 
an opportunity to make a pro-democracy gesture at a real-world ceremony 
– led to eight arrestsarrests↗. Broad self-censorship could only be encouraged 
by such actions.

A youthful activist generation was confronted with a choicechoice↗ people should 
never have to make, between falling silent, facing jail or fleeing abroad. Several 
leading dissidentsleading dissidents↗, among them Nathan Law, former Legislative Council 
member and one of the young figureheads of the pro-democracy movement, 
sought to continue their activism from the UK. Exiled activists set up an advice advice 
platformplatform↗, Haven Assistance, to offer help for Hongkongers seeking to flee. 
But still the pain of exile included disconnection from family and friends and 
continuing threatsthreats↗. Not everyone managed to escape: 12 young activists12 young activists↗ 
who faced charges attempted to flee to Taiwan by boat in August but were 
stopped by coastguards. In December, at a closed and perfunctory trial held 
in mainland China, 10 of the 12 received jail sentencessentences↗ of up to three years; 
the other two, being aged under 18, were returned to the Hong Kong police for 
custody, having already spent more than four months in jail. In January 2021, 
11 further people were arrestedarrested↗ on charges of helping the escape attempt.

More may follow in Nathan Law’s footsteps. An estimated 5.4 million of Hong 
Kong’s approximately 7.5 million population have the right to live in the UKlive in the UK↗, 
following changes introduced by the British government in January. The Chinese 
state characterised this extension of residency rights as an unwarranted 
interference in its domestic affairs and threatedthreated↗ countermeasures against the 
UK; it made clear that it saw all those living in Hong Kong as Chinese nationals 
indistinguishable from any other, and in January 2021 said it would no longer no longer 
recogniserecognise↗ the British National (Overseas) Passport that many Hongkongers 
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hold. A similar offer by the Australian government to allow visa-holders from 
Hong Kong to stay for longer and potentially become Australian citizens was 
also criticisedcriticised↗ as interference.

This was the usual double standards from a Chinese state that is increasingly 
interventionist abroad. The Hong Kong government was even happy to enlist 
foreign support in its propaganda war, handing a multimillion dollar contractcontract↗ 
to a UK-based public relations company in a bid to improve its international 
reputation. Chinese students in Australia were mobilised to institute a 
backlashbacklash↗ against an academic who called for international pressure on China 
over its Hong Kong violations; the university caved in and deleted critical 
social media posts. Presumably facing pressure, the Asia-Pacific regional 
head of the UK-headquartered HSBC multinational bank endorsedendorsed↗ China’s 
new powers in Hong Kong.

The authorities went on to take an ever bolder approach towards arresting 
and imprisoning democracy movement leaders, as if to show that a high 
profile could offer no protection, and doubtless with the aim of robbing 
what was left of the movement of its leaders. In December, former 
Demosisto leader Joshua Wong, who had repeatedly experienced arrest, was 
sentencedsentenced↗ to 13 and a half months in jail and put into solitary confinement 
for organising an unauthorised protest in 2019. Fellow Demosisto activists 
Agnes Chow, with a 10-month sentence, and Ivan Lam, with a seven-month 
sentence, were jailed. That same month, Tony Chung, who had been a leader 
of the Studentlocalism pro-democracy group, was handed a four-month 
sentencesentence↗ for insulting the Chinese flag, with a further trial on a national 
security charge to come.

Mass arrestsMass arrests↗ and imprisonments continuedcontinued↗ into 2021, as the 
Chinese state intensifiedintensified↗ its crackdown and extended its powers. At 
the time of writing, media leader Jimmy Lai was back among those stuck 
in detention. Although he was released on bail in August, and people 
found a subversive way to express their support by buying sharesbuying shares↗ in 
his media company, causing the share price to soar, he was arrested arrested 
againagain↗ on alleged fraud charges in December and returned to jail.  
He now faces foreign collusion charges and in February 2021 was arrested 
while in jail on further chargesfurther charges↗ of aiding the 12 activists who tried to escape 
to Taiwan. In March 2021, along with activist Lee Cheuk-yan, Lai pleaded pleaded 
guiltyguilty↗ to one change of taking part in an unauthorised assembly, and faces 
five years in jail.

The climate is now one of fear, and the concern is that the Chinese 
state will make it harderharder↗ for pro-democracy activists to go into exile, 
forcing people who cannot leave into silence. As China’s erasure of Hong 
Kong’s special status nears completion, pressure will increasingly fall 
on foreign governments to take a tougher line. The EU’s trade dealtrade deal↗  
with China, which will go before the European Parliament for ratification, 
has and will continue to be a key focus of international advocacy, as civil 
society calls forcalls for↗ stronger human rights guarantees, in relation both to Hong 
Kong and Xinjiang. In March 2021, Hong Kong democracy activists called called 
onon↗ the EU not to ratify the deal. Those Hong Kong activists lucky enough 
to be in exile rather than in jail will continue to try to keep up the pressure 
from a distance.

Pro-democracy activists hold a banner in support of protest leaders on trial outside a court 
in Hong Kong on 1 April 2021. Photo by Anthony Kwan/Getty Images
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A young girl with an Algerian flag painted on her face sits on her father’s shoulders at a mass demonstration against President Abdelaziz Bouteflika in Paris, France, on 17 March 2019. 
Photo by Omar Havana/Getty Images
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Algeria: demands for fundamental 
change continue 
Algeria’s democracy movement has also experienced a long struggle. Ten years 
on, across the Middle East and North Africa, the dreams of the many brave 
people who rose up in that great wave of revolt usually referred to as the ‘Arab 
Spring’ have overwhelmingly not been realisedhave overwhelmingly not been realised↗. In Algeria, the limited form 
of democracy on offer still stops far short of people’s expectations.

In a victory for civic action, the Hirak protest movement rose uprose up↗ in 2019 and 
forced longstanding President Abdelaziz Bouteflika out of office when he tried 
to run for a fifth term. But the change failed to meet people’s demands, as 
political and military elites were careful to keep their grip on control. Protesters 
wanted a complete overhaul of the political order, but all they got was a new 
president, Abdelmadjid Tebboune, who was firmly of the establishment and 
had served his time in past governments. He was elected in November 2019 on 
a low turnout as many people signalled their disaffection by staying away from 
the polls or spoiling their ballots.

President Tebboune made the right noises about being willing to listen to the 
protest movement, but actions belied words. When the pandemic struck hard, 
Hirak activists did their civic duty and, putting protests on hold, reorganisedreorganised↗ to 
help provide PPE to hospitals and food supplies, working with local authorities 
whenever possible. But the state did not respond with similar compassion. 
Rather the state seemed to see the pause in protests as an opportunity to try 
to repress the movement and suppress dissent.

When around 5,000 prisoners were pardoned and released in March to help 
prevent the spread of the virus in jails, no imprisoned Hirak leaders were 
among them. Instead, the government kept sending activists to jail, filling the 
spaces freed up with people it disagreed with.

In April, Abdelouahab Fersaoui, head of the Youth Action Rally (Rassemblement 
actions jeunesse) received a one-year sentencesentence↗ for ‘attacking the national 
territory’ and ‘inciting harm to national defence’. He had posted Facebook 
posts criticising the repression of Hirak protesters and calling for democracy. 
Democracy activist Amira Bouraoui has been arrested numerous times. She 
was sentenced to jail in June, before being released pending an appeal, but 

in November was handed a new three-year sentencethree-year sentence↗. Another key Hirak 
figure, Karim Tabbou, received a one-year sentenceone-year sentence↗ in March, before 
being releasedreleased↗ on bail in July. He was given a further one-year suspended suspended 
sentencesentence↗ in November. There were reports of people in jail experiencing 
torture and other forms of ill treatment. Journalists were not spared. In August 
journalist Khaled Drareni received a three-year sentencethree-year sentence↗ for his reporting 
on the Hirak movement. In November, another journalist, Said Boudour, who 
also defends the rights of migrants and political prisoners, was sentenced in 
absentia to one year in jailone year in jail↗. 

As part of the onslaughtonslaught↗ on the freedom of expression, in April the 
government approved an ominously vague new lawnew law↗ criminalising the 
spreading of ‘fake news’, and at least six independent news websites were 
blockedblocked↗ in April and May. New restrictions on CSOs were introducedintroduced↗ in 
April, limiting the ability of CSOs to receive and use funding from abroad and 
criminalising non-compliance.

Clearly the government had no intention of adhering to President Tebboune’s 
earlier promises of dialogue. Little wonder then that a referendum on 
constitutional changes, held in November, prompted concern. What was on 
the ballot was clearly not the transformation protesters sought. The changes 
introduced some positive reforms, including presidential term limits and some 
new powers for parliament and the judiciary, but also more controversial 
measures, notably an extension of military powers, enabling the army to be 
deployed beyond the national territory. Algeria’s army enjoys extensive power 
and expressed its support for the changes. But those who did not share the 
army’s enthusiasm were less able to have their say, as opponents of the 
changes were blockedblocked↗ from campaigning and prevented from holding public 
meetings. Given the crackdown on dissent in the months up to the vote, it was 
hard to mobilise.

Ahead of the referendum, 31 CSOs came together to condemncondemn↗ the repression. 
The protest movement insisted that the changes relating to the presidency, 
parliament and judiciary were cosmetic, designed only to give Algeria the 
semblance of being a functioning democracy. They risked whitewashing the 
crackdowns for international consumption, making radical reform less likely. 
When the referendum was held, just as in the presidential election the year 
before, people expressed dissent in the only way many could. They stayed 
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at home. The changes were passed, but on a historically low turnoutlow turnout↗ 
of only around 24 per cent.

In 2021, people took to the streets again to articulate their demands in a way 
they cannot do at the ballot box. On the second anniversary of the start of the 
Hirak protest movement, thousandsthousands↗ turned out to protest. Days of protests 
followed, in the biggest numbers since those 2019 mass mobilisations. People 
called forcalled for↗ an end to the military’s power, and for the sweeping away of the 
entire ruling elite. Weekly protests continued at the time of writing.

On the anniversary of the start of the Hirak movement, President Tebboune 
acknowledged its role in bringing about the change that brought him to 
power, and presumably to spare blushes over hypocrisy, releasedreleased↗ around 
60 imprisoned Hirak activists in the days ahead of the anniversary. But an 
estimated 70 activists70 activists↗ remained in jail, and people will demand more than 
lip service. As protests resurged, the government further showed that change 
has not gone far enough, when it proposedproposed↗ a law that will make it easier to 
strip someone of their citizenship, including on grounds such as harming the 
interests of the state and undermining national unity, charges that have often 
been levelled at imprisoned protesters. The fear is that the new law would 
enable the state to render people stateless for expressing dissent, including 
those who do so after having fled to other countries for their safety.

Moves such as these undermine some warm words on the anniversary of 
protests. They show why people will continue to demand real democracy 
so that they can hold their decision-makers to account and express dissent 
without fear of losing their liberty.

Lebanon: deadly blast fuels 
demands for change
The road towards genuine democracy has proved long and hard in Lebanon 
too. Lebanese people’s demands for fundamental change did not start with 
the devastating explosion that ripped through the port area of the capital, 
Beirut, in August. A protest movement had arisenarisen↗ in October 2019, when 
anger over a proposed WhatsApp tax quickly grew into a wide-reaching mass 
movement asking profound questions about widespread unemployment, 
economic failure and everyday dysfunction, identifying not just the current 

government but the entire political system as corrupt, self-serving and 
incapable of delivering change.

The burgeoning of the movement, characterised by its many young and female 
leaders and its bridging across the sectarian lines that have long enabled 
political deadlock, brought a rapid reversal of the unpopular policy that had 
initially given rise to action, and then the resignation of the prime minister. But 
the fundamental change that many sought, of a completely new government 
free of party ties, and a sweeping away of a corrupt and failed political class 
tied to a discredited system of sectarian politics, remained denied.

Protests therefore continuedcontinued↗ into 2020, including against the government’s 
budget, power cuts and bank restrictions imposed in response to a currency 
crisis and spiralling inflation, and they continued to be met with state violence 
and arrests. The momentum only came to a pause when the pandemic hit.

Many protesters and organisations then committed to redirecting their energies 
towards fighting the pandemic, in the certain knowledge that the government 
would not be up to the task, while promising to return to campaigning once 
the emergency had passed. People still did what they could to continue to 
voice their anger, even as pandemic emergency measures were applied. In 
March activists formed a human chainhuman chain↗, distanced and wearing masks and 
gloves, around the Palace of Justice to protest against the politicisation of 
judicial appointments. But the government seemed to be using the pandemic 
as a pretext to clear up an inconvenient protest when at the end of March it 
arrested protesters who had occupied a square in the centre of Beirut since 
October 2019 and forcibly destroyed and removeddestroyed and removed↗ protesters’ tents, even 
though people had committed to sanitising their tents regularly.

Amidst this simmering discontent, and as the pandemic was placing even 
greater strain on an already failing economy and crumbling systems of 
healthcare and social support, the explosion was immediately understood as 
emblematic. At least 200 people lost their lives and 7,500 were injured; had 
a lockdown not been in place, leaving public spaces empty, the toll could 
have been much higher. An estimated 300,000 people were left homeless as 
buildings as far as 10 kilometres away were damaged. Because the blast largely 
destroyed grain silos, existing food shortages were worsened, while warehouses 
storing essential medications were also destroyed and several hospitals were 
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so severely damaged they had to close. A state had proved unable to fulfil its 
most basic functions: safeguarding the lives of its people and meeting their 
fundamental needs, including of food, shelter and healthcare. Meanwhile 
its collapsing economy would be further tested by the loss of essential port 
facilities through which much trade passes.

The explosion, one of the largest non-nuclear explosions in history, was 
emblematic because it had been entirely avoidable. This was no act of God. 
Its origins lay in human neglect and maladministration. The ammonium 
nitrate that exploded had been seized from a ship and stored in a unsuitable 
warehouse in 2014. And there it stayed, despite numerous alertsnumerous alerts↗ to the 
government that the situation was dangerous; those messages appeared to 
have gone unanswered. 

Lina About HabibLina About Habib↗, a feminist activist based in Beirut, speaks of her experience 
of the explosion, and of people’s immediate response, which was to volunteer 
to help, knowing that the government would do little to help them:

The Beirut explosion happened on 4 August, at around 6.10pm Beirut 
time. I was at home and I had known for an hour that there was a huge 
fire at the Beirut port. When the fire started getting bigger the sky was 
blackened by fumes. I was looking out, and the first thing I felt was a 
very scary earthquake-like feeling, after which it took a split second for 
a huge explosion to happen. Glass shattered all around me. It took me a 
couple of minutes to understand what had just happened. The first thing 
everyone did was call family and close friends just to make sure that they 
were okay. Everybody was in a state of disbelief. The explosion was so 
powerful that each one of us felt like it had happened right next to us.
Individuals took to the streets in an attempt to help others. Nobody 
trusted that the state would help in any way. The state was responsible for 
what had happened. People took the responsibility for helping each other, 
which meant addressing immediate problems such as clearing rubble from 
the streets and talking to people to find out what they needed, including 
shelter and food. About 300,000 people had become homeless and lost 
everything in a split second. There was an extraordinary reaction by 
ordinary people to help: people with brooms and shovels started clearing 
rubble and distributing food and water. Anger turned into solidarity. 

These acts of solidarity and care have also been criticised. The main 
criticism has been that such acts are unhelpful because they relieve the 
state from fulfilling its obligations and performing its duties. I understand 
this critique, but I don’t agree with it. To me, the acts of solidarity 
performed by civil society and ordinary people were our main success 
stories: stories of power and resistance that we should talk about. We 
need to highlight the immediate response provided individually by 
people who themselves had been hurt or had lost a lot. Migrant worker 
communities, who live in dire conditions of exploitation, racism and 
abuse, went out there to clear the rubble and help others. I don’t think 
we should ignore the significance of these acts of solidarity.

The government quickly declared a national day of mourning and a 
state of emergency, and promised an inquiry, but people did not believe 
that any inquiry in the hands of the Lebanese state could tell them 
anything. Civil society calledcalled↗ instead for an impartial and independent 
investigation. The government launched a compensation fund for those 
affected, but it requiredrequired↗ an immense amount of documentation and 
navigation of complex bureaucracy for people to apply; it became just another 
symbol of dysfunction.

The voluntary clean-up was quickly joined by protests, as people demanded 
the fall of the government and its replacement under a new electoral system. 
When thousands of people protestedprotested↗ on 9 August, the violence was as 
predictable and disproportionate as that seen before the explosion, as 
security forces respondedresponded↗ to people throwing rocks – amply available amid 
the rubble of the blast – reportedly with live ammunition, rubber bullets and 
teargas; some journalists as well as protesters needed hospital treatment.  
Metal pelletsMetal pellets↗ were used against another protest on 1 September and 20 
people were reported injuredinjured↗. A government that had killed and injured 
people through neglect was now doubling down on the offence by hospitalising 
still more. The state of emergency, extended until the end of 2020, was 
imposed in a context where protests were already regularly subjected to 
violent repression and the government was increasingly restrictingincreasingly restricting↗ the 
freedom of expression. It vastly extended military powers, including to prevent 
gatherings, censor publications and try civilians in military courts, with little 
prospect of accountability over the military’s actions. Several protesters were 
put on military trials.
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Just as the impacts of the explosion could have been worse without the 
pandemic lockdown, so pandemic restrictions may have given the government 
some cover from even more widespread protests.

On the Saturday following the explosion there were people protesting on 
the streets. I was there and I was scared because of the deployment of 
violence by the security forces.
In the face of so many calamities, the only reason why people are not 
massively on the streets is because of the pandemic. This has been a gift 
for the regime. It has imposed curfews, broke up the tents set up by the 
revolutionaries at Martyrs’ Square and arrested and detained people, 
all under the guise of wanting to protect people from the virus. But of 
course, nobody is duped. The levels of contagion are increasing rather 
than decreasing. It doesn’t help that the regime is so corrupt that we 
basically don’t have any functioning health services.
The constraints created by the pandemic and the fears for one’s health 
are seriously limiting people’s actions against the regime, but I don’t think 
this is going to stop the revolution. People have had enough. People have 
lost everything. And when you push people’s backs to the wall, there is 
nowhere else to go but forward. The regime will continue to use brutal 
force, it will continue to lie and mismanage funds and resources, but this 
is becoming totally unacceptable to an increasingly larger proportion of 
the population.

In the days following the blast and as people protested, ministers and members 
of parliament started to resign, as politicians looked to distance themselves 
from the government, making clear that reform was not possible within existing 
structures. Then came the resignation of the entire cabinet and Prime Minister 
Hassan Diab, appointed only in January after the previous office-holder stepped 
down in response to protest pressure; in resigning, Diab blamedblamed↗ the disaster 
on ‘chronic corruption’. 

But this did not mean that protesters’ demands had been met. The failed 
political system remains in place, and in a further sign of the paralysis that 
characterises Lebanon’s politics, having resigned, the prime minister and 
cabinet were asked to stay on as caretakers until a new government could 
be formed. Government formation in Lebanon is a complex process involving 

negotiations and trade-offs between the political representation guaranteed 
to different sectarian groups, a process that offers ample opportunities for 
patronage. An attempt to appoint a new prime minister and cabinet collapsedcollapsed↗ 
in September, and at the time of writing, months after resigning, Diab remains 
Lebanon’s prime minister. Just as the system withstood the 2019 protests, it 
seemed that even 2020’s devasting explosion could leave nothing unscathed 
bar the political elite.

The regime hasn’t done anything significant in response to the explosion. 
Sending the army to distribute food aid packets is in no way significant. 
They even refused to give food aid items to non-Lebanese people who 
were affected. This exposes the various layers of corruption, bigotry and 
mismanagement that are at interplay here.

Hundreds of paper lanterns arranged in the shape of the Lebanese flag are lit to mark one 
month since the explosion in Beirut, Lebanon on 4 September 2020. Photo by Marwan 
Tahtah/Getty Images
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There hasn’t been any responsible government response. I would not 
even call what we have a government, but rather a regime. It is a corrupt 
dictatorship, an authoritarian regime that continues to pretend to be 
democratic and even progressive. The regime says it embodies reforms, 
but it never follows through. For instance, 10 days into the revolution, 
in October 2019, the president addressed the nation and promised an 
egalitarian civil family law, which feminist activists have been demanding 
for decades. This came as a surprise, but it turned out that it wasn’t 
serious, as nothing has been done about it. The authorities just say 
whatever they think people want to hear, and seem to be convinced that 
the public is too ignorant to notice.
So we need to position the response to the explosion against the 
background of the recent uprising. The government’s response to the 
revolution has been to not acknowledge the problems that people were 
pointing at: that it had emptied the public coffers, that it continued to 
exercise nepotism and corruption and, worst of all, that it was dismantling 
public institutions. The only government response has been to close 
the space for civil society and attack the freedoms of association and 
expression and the right to protest. I’ve lived in this country for most 
of my life, including through the civil war, and I think there hasn’t been 
a crackdown on freedoms of the magnitude we are seeing right now 
under this regime. We have never witnessed people being summoned 
by the police or general security because of something they said or 
posted on social media. This is exactly what the regime is doing and 
continues to do. The president is acting as if there was a lèse-majesté law 
and is not accepting any criticism; people who criticise him are paying 
with their freedom. 

As well as political institutions, sectarian factions divide up shares of control 
of key economic assets – including the port at the centre of the explosion – 
enabling grand corruption. The opportunities for graft if reconstruction is 
controlled by the same forces will be immense. So distrustful of the government 
were many people that offers of assistance from abroad that came in the 
immediate aftermath of the disaster were a mixed blessing. Donors quickly 
pledgedpledged↗ over US$300 million in emergency aid, but people did not believe 
their government could be trusted to use the help, and anticipated corruption. 
Local civil society insisted that they must be directly included, and be enabled 
to exercise accountability over money that goes to government.

We need to lobby the international community on behalf of the Lebanese 
feminist movement so that the Lebanese regime is held accountable 
for every cent it receives. To give an example, we received about 1,700 
kilograms of tea from Sri Lanka, and the tea has disappeared; it appears 
that the president distributed it among the presidential guards. We need 
influence and pressure from the international community to hold this 
regime accountable. 
I want to emphasise the point that international aid should not be without 
conditions, as the ruling regime lacks transparency and accountability. 
Of course it is not up to civil society to rebuild, or to reconstruct the 
infrastructure. But if any cent has to go to the regime, then it must be 
given with conditionalities of transparency, accountability and due 
diligence. Civil society must be empowered to play a watchdog role. 
This means that CSOs must have the voice and the tools for monitoring. 
Otherwise nothing is going to change. International aid will vanish; it will 
only help the regime prolong its rule while the city remains in ruins.

Protesters wave a Lebanese flag and hold nooses, a symbol of public anger against the 
government, on 4 September 2020 in Beirut, Lebanon. Photo by Marwan Tahtah/
Getty Images
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Protests continued, markingmarking↗ the first anniversary of the start of the mass 
movement in October, with marches in downtown Beirut and other cities. But 
at the time of writing the deadlock also remained. While the prime minister and 
three former ministers were chargedcharged↗ by the prosecutor investigating the blast 
in December, people remain cynical about the prospect of real punishment, or 
scrutiny of the power brokers who put the prime minister in place.

It might appear that nothing has changed. But people have changed. The 
hunger for revolution has only intensified, and many people have gone past a 
point of no return, where nothing less than an entirely new political system and 
an economy that works for everyone will do. Any hope for change has come 
not from elites and institutions but from civil society. Inclusive movements and 
new leaders have arisen, and people have found ways to challenge their own 
exclusion. The only real wealth of Lebanon is in its people, who must be trusted 
to create its future.

I believe that street mobilisation has been successful on several levels. 
One can disagree and point out that the regime is still in power, and 
this may be true; it will take a long time for it to fall. But one immediate 
success of the protests is that they shattered a taboo. There was a kind 
of halo or sanctity around certain leaders who were believed to be 
untouchable. Now it’s obvious that they don’t enjoy that protection any 
longer. Although the regime is not ready to concede, they are just buying 
themselves some time. 
The way I see it, a major gain has been the leadership role played by 
feminist groups in shaping the country that we want, the rights and 
entitlements we are claiming and the form of government that we 
want. Alongside 40 feminist organisations we have released a charter charter 
of demandsof demands↗. We put our heads together and have stated what 
humanitarian reconstruction needs to look like from a feminist perspective 
and are using this as an advocacy tool for the international community. 
The way we are intervening indicates that this crisis should be handled 
with a feminist vision.
Additionally, for the first time the LGBTQI+ community has been part and 
parcel in shaping the reform process, the transition process and again 
shaping the country we want, regarding both the form of state and human 
relations. And the voice of the migrant community has been amplified as 
well. To me, these gains are irreversible.

A woman confronts a member of the army during anti-government demonstrations on 
8 August 2020 in Beirut, Lebanon. Photo by Marwan Tahtah/Getty Images
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Peru: outrage sparked by 
president’s ousting
In a year of many protests in which people called on heads of government to 
resign, Peru offered a more unusual sight in November, as tens of thousands of 
people protestedprotested↗ against the removal of the country’s president. 

President Martin Vizcarra, who had served as a vice president, was sworn 
in as president in March 2018, after the president he had served resigned 
due to corruption allegations. But Vizcarra’s term itself ended prematurely 
in November 2020 when he was impeached and removed from office, on 
the vague grounds of ‘moral incapacity’ in relation to corruption charges. 

Peruvians are sadly used to corrupt politicians: every recent presidentevery recent president↗ 
has faced allegations, and many members of congress who voted to remove 
Vizcarra have also been accused of corruption, while enjoying parliamentary 
immunity that President Vizcarra tried to remove. Vizcarra’s initial replacement 
as president, Manuel Merino, who formed a right-wing government, had also 
faced corruption allegations in the past. 

Vizcarra gained some popularity by ruling as a non-partisan leader, and 
his attempts at reform and fighting corruption had threatened powerful 
entrenched interests. His ousting was viewed by many as a coup, and the 
corruption charges as potentially fabricated. Rafael Barrio de MendozaRafael Barrio de Mendoza↗ of 
Grupo Propuesta CiudadanaGrupo Propuesta Ciudadana↗, a consortium of Peruvian CSOs, describes 
the immediate source of protest anger, and the deeper structural disconnect 
between Peru’s politicians and its people:

The immediate cause was the decision by a parliamentary majority to 
force out President Vizcarra, using a mechanism that had been scarcely 
used in the past and whose content and process involve a wide margin 
of discretion. The publication of accusations against Vizcarra was carried 
out in a sequence that proved to be planned, and a feeling prevailed that 
they were instrumentalised by the so-called ‘vacating coalition’. Although 
there is some controversy regarding the quality of the evidence brought 
forward about the crimes Vizcarra is accused of, allegedly committed 
during his term as governor of the Moquegua region five years ago, a 
consensus formed in public opinion that these accusations could have 
been credibly pursued after the end of his presidential term, given that 
general elections had already been called for April 2021.
But from a more structural point of view, the political crisis was the 
expression of the maturing of a crisis of political representation, which 
made it apparent that there were few organic links between politicians 
and citizens’ sensibilities and that we have a precarious and cartelised 
system of political representation, in which a myriad of illegal, informal 
and oligopolistic interests have resisted successive generations of reforms 
– educational, judicial, fiscal and political – aimed at regulating them. 
Revelations of corruption involving much of the political establishment, 
including the Lava Jato/OdebrechtLava Jato/Odebrecht↗ case and the White CollarsWhite Collars↗ case, 
which uncovered a widespread network of corruption within the judicial 

Protesters hold signs that read ‘He is not my president’ at a protest against newly appointed 
interim president Manuel Merino on 12 November 2020 in Lima, Peru. Photo by Renzo 
Salazar/Getty Images
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system, resulted in a consensus that the management of public affairs had 
irremediably deteriorated. At the same time, the relative effectiveness of 
the financial measures taken against the political leaders involved in these 
cases fuelled the prospect of a cleansing of the political class and the 
possibility of cultivating a transition to a better system of representation.
To a certain extent, the populist link that Vizcarra established with this 
sensitivity – sealed with the constitutional dissolution of the previous 
Congress, in which former President Alberto Fujimori’s party had a 
majority – was the factor that sustained his government, which lacked 
parliamentary, business, media, or trade union support. Vizcarra’s 
removal was experienced as the comeback of a constellation of interests 
that had experienced a setback as a consequence of prosecutors’ work 
and recent education, political and judicial reforms.
Institutional conflict arose due to the precarious character of a political 
system that included a new Congress with multiple caucuses but none 
of them of the president’s party and a president who enjoyed popular 
support but lacked institutional backing, and whose legitimacy was 
therefore sustained on his versatile management of public debate 
through a combination of political gestures, the recruitment of competent 
technicians in key positions and a calculated exercise of antagonism with 
Congress on key issues such as education, political and judicial reforms.
Certain people who had survived the dissolution of the previous Congress 
managed to reposition themselves in the new one and conduct, alongside 
some media outlets, a campaign seeking to undermine Vizcarra’s 
popularity by levelling accusations of corruption in unclear cases. These 
were the dynamics that fed the institutional conflict.

Polls showed people overwhelmingly opposed Vizcarra’s ousting, and believed 
the motivations to be self-interested. In opposition to the change, a non-
partisan movement of young protesters, who had long been assumed by older 
generations to be politically disengaged, sprang up. There was a stark and highly 
visible generational dividegenerational divide↗ between the ranks of young protesters and the 
cabinet of mostly older, time-served politicians appointed by the replacement 
president. The movement was broader than Vizcarra’s support base, indicating 
a more widespread dissatisfaction with the political order in Peru, even among 
those who may have been dubious about Vizcarra. A protester lights fireworks during a demonstration in Lima, Peru on 12 November 2020. 

Photo by Renzo Salazar/Getty Images
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Daily protests spreadspread↗ from the centre of Lima, the capital, to its suburbs 
and then other towns and cities. The newly mobilised protesters worked 
simultaneously in online and offline spaces, borrowing protest tactics from 
some of the world’s other great recent mobilisations.

At first, demonstrators protested against the removal of President 
Vizcarra and against the inauguration of Merino. A subsequent survey 
by Ipsos showed that just over three quarters of the population agreed 
with the protest against President Vizcarra’s removal and that at least two 
million people mobilised in one way or another or took an active part in 
the protests.
The demonstrations were led mostly by young people, between 16 and 
30 years old, who did most of the organising and produced the protest’s 
repertoires and tactics. The generalised mood of weariness was embodied 
by the so-called ‘bicentennial generation’, who are digital natives and, 
for the most part, disaffected with conventional politics. This is also a 
generation that is embedded in virtual communities mediated by digital 
platforms. This partly explains the speed with which organisational forms 
emerged that were efficient enough to produce repertoires, coordinate 
actions, document protests and shift public opinion. The mediation of 
social media and the use of micro money transfer applications led to a 
decentralised organisation of the protests, with multiple demonstrations 
taking place in different locations, a variety of converging calls and a 
diversity of repertoires and channels for the rapid transfer of resources.
In previous urban mobilisations, the coordination mechanisms provided 
by social media had been tested, but these demonstrations had been 
led by conventional groups, such as social movements, political parties 
and trade unions. On this occasion, new activist groups were formed, 
including to deactivate teargas projectiles and provide medical relief, 
which are similar to mobilisation techniques tested in other scenarios, 
such as the Hong Kong protests and the Black Lives Matter protests in the 
USA. This speaks of the emergence of global protest learning spaces.
In part, it was the health emergency that conditioned the composition 
of the protests, which were mostly made up of young people, while also 
encouraging the dissemination of new repertoires, such as ‘cacerolazos’ 
(pot banging), ‘bocinazos’ (horn blowing) and digital activism among 
those more reluctant to take to the streets.

For its part, organised civil society provided a unified response to the 
president’s removal and the new regime that resulted from it. Their 
response ranged from expressing concern and demanding accountability 
to openly condemning the establishment of the new administration. 
The mass protests and repression they faced fuelled this shift in most 
of civil society. Many CSOs played an active role in framing the conflict, 
producing a narrative for international audiences and putting pressure on 
the state actors with whom they interact.
The protests began on 9 November, followed by daily demonstrations, 
and reached their peak on 14 November, when the Second National 
March took place. The 14N mass mobilisation was fuelled by the sudden 
awakening of a fed-up feeling that ran through society and was particularly 
intense among young people. Hence its exceptional character in terms of 
its scope, magnitude, level of organisation and the rapid adoption of a 
non-partisan citizen identity, which could only be partly explained by the 
existing support for Vizcarra, as it far exceeded it.

The state’s response to this wave of protest was excessive force, including the 
use of lead pellets, glass marblesglass marbles↗ and teargas cannisters. Two people were 
killed. People in Lima were experiencing a level of violence that normally only 
those who stand up for environmental, land, Indigenous and labour rights in 
rural Peru are exposed to. February, for example, had seen several people 
injuredinjured↗ by security forces during a protest by Indigenous people against a 
proposed mine development in a national park. Violent police repressionrepression↗ was 
offered in response to a protest and strike by mine workers in July as people 
sought the release of solidarity funds for workers affected by the pandemic, 
while worse still, in August three Indigenous protesters were killedkilled↗, 
reportedly shot with firearms, by the police at a protest demanding medical 
care and compensation from a Canadian oil company operating in Peru. In 
farm worker protestsprotests↗ that unfolded in late November and December, several 
people were killed, with the police reportedly using firearms.

The state’s response to the pandemic was also heavily oriented around 
security force action, including tens of thousands of arrests, and the use of 
teargas and multiple detentions as a tactic to repress trade union proteststrade union protests↗ 
against unemployment and poor working conditions, along with the detention 
of journalists under pandemic regulations and the use of water cannon 
against protesting health workershealth workers↗. Peru had one of the worstone of the worst↗ COVID-19 
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experiences, with at times the world’s highest per capita death rates and oxygen 
shortagesshortages↗, and one of the most severe economic impacts; this experience 
too, evidencing a dramatic failure of governance, gave rise to protests.

Alarmingly in this context, a new lawnew law↗ passed in the early days of the 
pandemic in March, the Police Protection Act, extended police protections 
from prosecution and removed a legal requirement that the police’s use of 
force must be proportionate; the new law could only have emboldened the 
police to use force, including against the November protests.

But the killings of the protesters in November were an outrage too far. They 
spurred further protest anger, with vigils and marchesvigils and marches↗ demanding justice 
for those killed and injured. That anger brought a quick response. President 
Merino stepped down in the wake of the deaths, following the resignation of 
most of his cabinet. He had been president for only five days.

14N culminated with the death of two young protesters who 
were hit by lead bullets. Merino had taken over on 10 November 
and formed a radically conservative government. The nature of 
his cabinet quickly revealed itself through the authorisation of 
severe repression of the protest, particularly in Lima. After the first 
days of police violence, the president of the Council of Ministers 
congratulated and guaranteed protection to the police squads involved.  
The deaths that took place on 14N resulted in overwhelming citizen 
pressure, triggering a cascade of disaffection among the few political 
supporters sustaining the regime. As a result, by midday on 15 November 
Merino had resigned.

Merino was replaced, as Peru’s third president within the space of a week, by 
Francisco Sagasti, a self-described centrist who had opposed the impeachment 
of Vizcarra. He dismissed several top police officers and appointed a new police 
chief, saying that there would be no impunity for police abuses. 

Notwithstanding these welcome initial moves, demands for change 
continued, and seemed to find some expression in the April 2021 general 
election. That 18 candidates stood in the presidential election gave some 
indication of political fragmentation, and despite this apparent array of 
choices, many people were reported to have cast blank votesblank votes↗ as an 
indicator of their disaffection and belief that any winner would be complicit 
in the same corruption seen in previous leaders. In such a fragmented field,  
no candidate got close to the 50-per-cent target, but the surprise leadersurprise leader↗ 
was a left-wing teacher and union leader from rural Peru, Pedro Castillo, 
who went into the June 2021 run-off vote. There he will face a right-wing 
candidate, Keiko Fujimori, daughter of the former dictatorial President 
Fujimori, who perhaps inevitably was already facing corruption allegations.  
A battle seemed set up not just between left and right but between rural 
and urban, and outsider and establishment, offering competing ideas 
of Peru’s feature.

Protesters march with a giant national flag against the removal of President Martín Vizcarra 
outside the Justice Palace in Lima, Peru on 14 November 2020. Photo by Beto Barón/Getty 
Images
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Many of those protested will be hoping more than anything for a break from 
the corruption. The need for change was demonstrated yet again in February 
2021 when it was revealedrevealed↗ hundreds of politicians, senior officials and 
other well-connected people had received vaccinations early, before even 
healthcare workers had been inoculated. Wearingly for protesters, those who 
had pushed to the front of the queue included the health minister who had 
presided over Peru’s pandemic disaster and, most gallingly of all, VizcarraVizcarra↗. 
Just as predictably, the journalist who broke the vaccine corruption story 
received death threatsdeath threats↗. It seemed that more than a change of presidents 
was needed. In Peru as in Guatemala (see this report’s chapter on economic 
and environmental activism), some started to draw on the example of Chile to 
demand sweeping constitutional change.

The space generated by the mobilisation was populated by a number 
of heterogeneous demands, ranging from the reinstatement of Vizcarra 
to the demand for constitutional change to pave the way out of 
neoliberalism, including citizen-based proposals focused on the defence 
of democracy, the continuity of reforms, the injustice of the repression, 
and the insensitivity of the political class regarding the pandemic health 
emergency. Ferment for these demands continues to exist.

Thailand: democracy protests 
demand a reckoning with royal 
power

The thirst for democracy remains unsatisfied in Thailand too. The country’s 
March 2019 electionsMarch 2019 elections↗ had been presented by the state as marking a return 
to democracy after five years of military rule, but the reality was that people’s 
demands for democracy were thwarted as the military kept a tight hold on 
the levers of power. The military formed its own parties and pressured people 
to vote for them, repressed free debate and, crucially, maintained its powers 
of appointment over every seat in the upper house of the legislature. Junta 
leader and army chief Prayut Chan-o-cha put aside his military uniform and 
donned a civilian suit to continue as prime minister. The pseudo-civilian military 
government then worked to consolidate its victory by further repressing the 
parties and activists that had dared to stand against it, while people continued 

to protest against the ongoing dictatorship and call for true democracy. In 
2020, demands for democracy were sustained and people started to ask radical 
questions not just about government power but also about the power of the 
monarchy.

In February, the government continued its attack on democracy when it 
dissolveddissolved↗ the Future Forward party, a new party that had attracted the 
votes of many young people in 2019. Using an alleged breach of laws on 
party donations as a pretext, 16 Future Forward leaders were banned from 
involvement in politics for 16 years, and its elected members of parliament 
were given 60 days to join a new party. Future Forward founder Thanathorn 
Juangroongruangkit remained subject to multiple criminal investigations and 
charges.

The move was met with protests, in a signal of the demonstrations for democracy 
that would continue throughout the year, and that would be constantly met 
with state repression. Piyanut KotsanPiyanut Kotsan↗ of Amnesty International ThailandAmnesty International Thailand↗ 
gives the background to the protests and the state’s response:

As well as dissatisfaction with the management of the pandemic and anger 
at the fact that the pandemic was being used as an excuse to suppress 
dissent, protesters questioned the dissolution of Future Forward. Young 
people in particular voiced their opinions regarding political uncertainty 
and the ways the government had abused their rights and compromised 
their future. They pointed out that after the first Emergency Decree, 
which was ostensibly introduced to protect people’s lives and aimed to 
limit only the right to the freedom of movement, additional regulations 
and announcements had been issued, revealing the government’s aim to 
limit people’s right to peaceful assembly and expression. Thus, a wide 
range of repressive tactics was observed in 2020, and this trend appears 
to be continuing into 2021, as emergency laws and the charges brought 
as a result have not yet been lifted.
Protesters are demanding an end to harassment against the people 
and arbitrary government power, and calling for the prime minister 
to step down, for parliament to be dissolved, for a new constitution 
to be drafted and for the monarchy to be reformed. The monarchy 
is shielded from criticism by the lèse-majesté provision, so these are 
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quite radical demands. Some groups have even proposedproposed↗ a list of 10 
recommendations concerning monarchical reform and have demanded 
that these provisions are enshrined in the new constitution.
Among protesters are people who had engaged in earlier protests, 
following the 2014 coup. However, most protest leaders now are young 
university students, and many children are participating in the protests. 
As a result, four children have been charged with serious crimes, including 
lèse-majesté, which prohibits defaming, insulting, or threatening the royal 
family, and sedition, a vaguely defined offence that may apply to anyone 
sharing their political views. These offences carry long prison sentences.
The government response has not complied with the law. Most of 
its actions are aimed at suppressing and limiting people’s rights to 
peaceful assembly and expression. Both judicial harassment and physical 
harassment are used to prevent people from engaging with protests and 
other kinds of gatherings. As of 14 February 2021, at least 358 people 
have been prosecuted in 198 cases.

The pattern for the year was set early, in January, when the ‘Run Against Run Against 
DictatorshipDictatorship↗‘ was held, with at least 10,000 people running in a park in the 
capital, Bangkok, to call for democratic freedoms. Some runners ran in fancy 
dress and many gave the ‘Hunger Games’ three-finger salute, an enduring 
symbol of democracy used ever since the military took power in 2014. Similar 
runs were held in other cities, while government supporters organised their 
own run, which was much less well attended. Several of those helping to 
organise runs faced threats and harassmentthreats and harassment↗, and lead organiser, university 
student Thanawat Wongchai, was subject to police questioning for his role in a 
Future Forward event.

The restrictions applied against the pandemic caused mass protests to be 
paused for a spell. The sweeping powers the government gave itself were 
retained even when it was clear the virus had been contained; the suspicion 
was of course that the emergency laws suited the government because it gave 
it even more tools to repress dissent. During the pandemic, the government’s 
social media surveillance and censorship intensifiedintensified↗ and people who criticised 
the government’s pandemic response were criminalised. Meanwhile two pro-
democracy activists were arrestedarrested↗ in May for holding a remembrance service 
on the sixth anniversary of the military coup, even though participants wore 

masks and thermal scanning technology was used to detect anyone who might 
have a high temperature. 

In defiance of the restrictions, protests surged back in June, sparked by 
the abduction of pro-democracy activist Wanchalearm SatsaksitWanchalearm Satsaksit↗. Video 
footage showed him being snatched from his home in exile in Cambodia 
by an armed group. Several Thai democracy activists who were living in 
exile in neighbouring countries have disappeared in recent years, and some 
have subsequently been found dead. Wanchalearm’s whereabouts remain 
unknown to this day. His abduction provoked a storm of solidaritysolidarity↗ and 
calls for investigation on Twitter, a flyposting campaign showing photos of 
the missing activist and other disappeared people, and a protest outside 
Cambodia’s embassy against its presumed complicity in the abduction. 
 Four students were arrestedarrested↗ for tying white ribbons, another symbol 
of the democracy movement, to Bangkok’s Democracy Monument. The 
government seemed to understand the importance of symbols too, as it 
was reportedreported↗ that it was not only people who were disappearing, but 
also statues, which commemorated the leaders of the 1932 revolution that 
marked the curbing of absolute monarchical power. The government seemed 
even to be trying to erase the recognition that Thailand has a long history of  
struggle for democracy.

The following month, several thousandseveral thousand↗ young people took to the streets to 
call for a new constitution, fresh elections and the scrapping of restrictive laws. 
And then something unprecedented happened, as protesters started to call 
into question the monarchy’s continuing influence in Thailand. This was truly 
dangerous territory. Thailand’s lèse-majesté laws, prohibiting any criticism 
of the monarchy, are the stricteststrictest↗ in the world, with jail sentences of up to 
15 years for those found guilty of royal defamation. They offer a tool that the 
government, in both its military and pseudo-civilian form, have deployed to 
repress dissent in recent years, making Thailand one of the few countries in the 
world where monarchical influence is increasing.

While the previous king, Bhumibol Adulyadej, reigned for over 70 years and 
seemed to be widely and genuinely respected, his successor, Vajiralongkorn, is 
less popular. He has spent most of his life outside Thailand and enjoys both a 
vast personal fortune and something of a playboy reputation. One of his first 
acts after taking the throne was to assume direct control of the crown property 
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bureau, with a reported value of around US$40 billion. Even after becoming 
king, he spent much of his time living in a palatial villa in GermanyGermany↗. But 
this distance has not stopped him intervening in Thai political life. When the 
military rewrote the constitution in 2017, the king asked for and was granted 
changeschanges↗ in clauses relating to royal power. In 2019, he took direct control 
of two military regiments. The king has been accused of being too close to 
the military and unsupportive of democracy, while the ruling party has been 
keen to promote what it characterises as traditional Thai values in which, as its 
removal of monuments to democracy hints, respect for the monarchy is prized 

above democratic freedoms. The two have become increasingly associated and 
identified as part of the same problem by many of those calling for democracy.

So when protests started to demand changes to monarchical power, as well as 
the resignation of the prime minister and fully democratic elections, the battle 
lines seemed drawn. At a protest in August, in which many participants donned 
Harry Potter attireHarry Potter attire↗ and waved wands, identifying themselves as forces of 
good fighting the evil of the government, speakers openly called for a reversal 
of the laws that had expanded the king’s powers. This was, it is thought, the 

Pro-democracy protesters hold up a three-finger salute during a rally on 24 March 2021 in Bangkok, Thailand. Photo by Getty Images
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first time such demands had been publicly spoken. There was a sense that a 
taboo had been bust. Soon after, a protest group called forcalled for↗ the legalisation 
of criticism of the monarchy, a curb on the king’s ability to interfere in politics 
and a cut to the king’s budget. When tens of thousandstens of thousands↗ of protesters took 
to the streets of Bangkok on 16 August, demands for the dissolution of the 
government and constitutional change went hand-in-hand with a call for 
monarchical reform. If Thailand needed to embrace democratic practices, then 
people recognised that this had to entail a renegotiation that gave them a 
greater say over fundamentally undemocratic royal power.

Protesters started to lampoon and parody the king, and satirise his lavish 
lifestyle. Protesters became increasingly brashbrash↗ and even vulgar in their 
language, challenging the conservativism that meant that hitherto a special 
royal vocabulary rather than everyday speech had to be used just to talk about 
the monarchy. Anger at the king’s luxurious living and wealth intensified as 
people saw elite groups receiving special treatment under the pandemic, while 
inequality increased and the government failed to give adequate support to 
those most affected by the pandemic and economic downturn. 

The three-finger salute continued to circulate as an easy way of signalling 
support for democracy and identifying fellow supporters. Students made 
the same gesture at the daily playing of the national anthem in schools. 
They were part of a youthfulyouthful↗ movement, involving many of those who had 
supported Future Forward only to see the party repressed and their votes 
count for little, but also even younger people, including those of school age: 
people not yet old enough to vote but seeing an obvious unfairness and 
demanding change for the first time. The ‘Bad Student’ movement mobilisedmobilised↗ 
 young people to demand democracy and a curbing of monarchical power, 
and also a modernisation of the education system, calling for less strict 
school rules and a change in the military-style approach to education. 
The movement called attention to sexual and physical abuse in schools, 
and demanded rights for girls and LGBTQI+ students. Young people drew 
a parallel between political authoritarianism and the authoritarianism 
they experience in education, including through a pro-nationalist  
and pro-monarchy curriculum, and connected demands for democracy with 
the need for rights. for excluded groups. They were met with predictable 
repression, with reportsreports↗ of police going into schools, questioning and 
intimidating students and also seeking to put pressure on students’ families. 

Students were punished merely for wearing white ribbons or giving the three-
finger salute.

In September, protesters marched towards the royal palace to deliverdeliver↗ a letter 
calling for limitations on royal power, another unprecedented act. Protesters 
wore t-shirtst-shirts↗ referring to Germany, alluding to the king’s usual place of 
residence. In October, protesters occupying a space opposite Government 
House greeted a royal motorcaderoyal motorcade↗ with the three-finger salute when the king 
made a rare visit to Bangkok. As protests progressed, Thailand’s protesters 
started to express common causecommon cause↗ with those demanding democracy in 
Hong Kong, and borrow tacticsborrow tactics↗ from the 2019 Hong Kong protests. Solidarity 
protests were held in Taiwan, Europe and North America. 

The boldness with which people seemed prepare to defy the risk of a lengthy 
jail sentence to criticise the king offered a new challenge for the government. 
But its reaction was consistent with its track record, as it began to arrestarrest↗ 
activists from August onwards. Presumably not wanting to offer further fuel 
to anti-monarchy sentiment, protesters were initially not charged under lèse-
majesté laws, but for breaching pandemic rules, and for serious changes such 
as sedition. In the following months, as protests continued unabated, the 
criminalisation of protesters escalatedescalated↗: at least 90 people were arrestedarrested↗ 
between 13 and 21 October alone. On 15 October, the government declared a 
further severe state of emergency, on top of its existing restrictions, banning 
gatherings of five or more people in Bangkok and the publication of news and 
online messages that could, as broadly stated, create fear, damage public 
morale or affect national security; these additional restrictions were liftedlifted↗ on 
22 October. The government resorted to transport shutdowns and the physical 
blocking of protest sites, including with barbed wire fences, to try to prevent 
protests going ahead. A protest on 13 October was broken up with police 
violence. Another on 16 October saw police charge protesters with batons and 
shields and use water cannonwater cannon↗ containing a dye to enable them to identify 
and arrest protesters; in response, some protesters started wearing hard hats hard hats 
and gogglesand goggles↗ as a precaution. 

Alongside this harassment of protesters, journalists were targeted, and social 
media expression was further restrictedrestricted↗. Livestreaming of protests and the 
posting of selfies taken at protest sites were deemed illegal. International 
networks, including the BBC, were blocked from Thailand’s main cable 
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network. In October, the government obtained a court order to close downclose down↗ 
all online activity by Voice TV, which is critical of the government; the decision 
was overturned by a higher court the following day. The government also tried 
to block the Telegram messaging app and asked key social media platforms, 
including Facebook and Twitter, to censor content. In August, Facebook 
blockedblocked↗ a group with over a million members where people discussed the 
monarchy. Pro-government forces also seemed to be trying to manipulate 
public opinion via social media: in November, a vast webvast web↗ of fake Twitter 
accounts was revealed that amplified pro-monarchy messaging and discredited 
democracy campaigners.

Protests came to a headcame to a head↗ in November when members of parliament debated 
proposed constitutional changes, following a petition signed by around 
100,000 people. By this stage, a sizeable counter-movementcounter-movement↗ in support of 
the monarchy had also mobilised, with many wearing yellow as a symbol. To 
some extent this was indicative of a polarisation that was partly generational 
and partly between those who supported the ruling party and those who 
opposed it. Some counter-protesters were undoubtedly organised by the ruling 
party, but some were also motivated by the sentiment that protesters had gone 
too far and were behaving disrespectfully towards an institution they had been 
taught to respect all their lives.

On 17 November, after parliament rejectedrejected↗ the proposal backed by protesters 
to replace military-appointed senators with elected politicians and remove the 
protections in the constitution against monarchical reform, these two opposing 
groups clashedclashed↗ outside parliament, and security forces used teargas, pepper 
spray and dyed water cannon. The police failed to separate the two groups and 
were accused of helping pro-monarchy protesters. Six people were reported 
to have been shot and over 50over 50↗ were reported injured, many through teargas 
inhalation, in the worst violence seen in response to the protests. The following 
day, at least 10,000 people marchedmarched↗ on police headquarters, firing water 
pistols and spray paint at it to protest at its violent repression of protest, and 
carrying the large inflatable ducks that had become another popular protest protest 
symbolsymbol↗.

The stakes were raised when protesters shifted their protest focus to the 
headquarters of the Siam Commercial Bank, in which the king owns almost a 
quarter of shares, calling forcalling for↗ greater scrutiny over royal funds, demanding 

the returnreturn↗ of public funds taken under the king’s direct control and asserting 
their right as taxpayers to have a say. The next protest venue was a marchmarch↗ on 
the royal guard barracks, as protesters demanded that the king give up some of 
his control over the armed forces. Protesters turned copies of their statement, 
in which they accused the king of expanding his royal prerogative and called 
the prime minister a ‘royal puppet’, into paper planes and flew them towards 
the riot police who lined up to guard the barracks.

Now the gloves were off, and restrictions on protests and then violence having 
failed to halt the protest momentum, the state’s temporary restraint on its 
use of lèse-majesté laws came to an end. The government summoned 12 12 
activistsactivists↗ to face charges, many of them amongst the best-known faces of 
the pro-democracy movement. That number rose to 37 people37 people↗ by the end 
of 2020, including people as young as 16, many of them for acts of parody or 
expressions of sarcasm on social media that would be considered trivial in any 
other sphere. In early 2021, the government was reported to be considering 
expandingexpanding↗ its jails to hold its growing numbers of political prisoners, which 
is hardly the act of a healthy democracy. In January 2021, the government also 
said that lèse-majesté charges would be added to its campaign of repression 
against Thanathorn Juangroongruangkit, after the opposition politician 
criticisedcriticised↗ Thailand’s approach towards producing a COVID-19 vaccine. 
Predictably enough, the government chose a company owned by the king’s 
crown property bureau to manufacture the doses.

As 2020 turned to 2021, there was no indication that the demand for change 
would dissipate. Protesters had learned a lot about their country. They had 
mounted a bold, creative and colourful campaign that mobilised the power 
of satire and memes and laughed in the face of undemocratic power, and 
they had received the response of attempted repression from a dour and 
defensive regime. A generation of enthusiastic young people were pitting their 
hopes for change against those seemingly intent on defending an archaic and 
anachronistic institution. They had begun to confront the power enjoyed by an 
absentee monarch who has somehow still been able to extend his tentacles of 
influence into seemingly every aspect of the country’s political, economic and 
military life. There has been, to date, a lack of real dialogue, because one side 
wants key questions of reform and modernisation to be on the table and the 
other wants these to remain strictly taboo. But now that the taboo has been 
broken, there may be no going back for Thailand’s democracy movement.
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A percussion band of anti-government protesters performs during a rally in front of the Royal Thai Police Headquarters on 23 February 2021 in Bangkok, Thailand. Photo by Sirachai 
Arunrugstichai/Getty Images
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In 2020, international cooperation, as everything else, took place in the context 
of a pandemic unprecedented in living memory. The pandemic tested existing 
routines and practices of multilateral cooperation, both when it came to 
pandemic response and in sustaining vital work on human rights, development 
and peace and security. It exposed weaknesses and challenges in the 
international system. It is important to learn the lessons from these pandemic 
times on how international cooperation can be improved.

The pandemic had devastating costs that mark the world today and could 
do so for years, stymying opportunities, entrenching inequalities, denying 
rights. There was the cost in human lives lost, many of which could have been 
avoided, and the long-term symptoms some people were left with. There 
were the economic costs as normal ways of living were paused or slowed 
down in many places. There were the costs of rights being restricted, including 
many opportunistic rights restrictionsrights restrictions↗ that had little to do with fighting the 
pandemic, and that threaten to linger.

Then there were the opportunity costs. As the pandemic dominated the 
headlines and as most states, with widely varying degrees of success, focused 
much of their efforts on pandemic response, many other urgent matters 
fell off the international agenda. Without the virus, and following the great great 
mobilisations of 2019mobilisations of 2019↗, climate change should have stayed at the top of the 
agenda, and 2020 might just have gone down in history as the year in which 
states collectively started to take serious action to avert the worst of the climate 
crisis. Instead, although the grounding of many flights and slowing down of 
economies caused a small and temporary drop in greenhouse gas emissions, 
there was a lack of ambitious international-level action. The COP26 climate 
change summit, which was due to be held in November 2020, was pushed 
back a whole year and the fear among many in civil society was that states 
would prioritise recovery through economic growth by any means, regardless 
of climate impacts, with international cooperation taking a back seat.

Similarly, any hopes of achieving the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) 
by the target date of 2030, making serious inroads in tackling inequality and 
poverty and realising rights, were subdued. Instead of progress on the SDGs, 

the economic impacts of the pandemic meant tens of millionstens of millions↗ more people 
were plunged into poverty and their lives became more precarious. In contrast, 
the unimaginably rich got even richer; billionaires gamed stock markets to 
increase their wealth by more than a quartermore than a quarter↗. Economic inequality could not 
have been more stark.

Hopes to use the 25th anniversary of the Beijing Declaration and Platform 
on gender equality as an opportunity to renew the struggle for women’s 
rights at the global level were also set back (see this report’s chapter on 
challenging exclusion), despite efforts by civil society to draw attention to the 
urgency of women’s rights at a time when the impacts of the pandemic were 
disproportionately falling on women.

When it comes to international cooperation as a whole, 2020 marked the year 
that the United Nations (UN) turned 75, an event that many among the civil 
society that engages with the international system hoped might provide an 
opportunity to spark serious conversations about reform and renewal. As best 
as possible, and as described below, advocacy and discussions on UN reform 
still took place. But the spotlight was not on them, making it harder to build 
momentum for change.

The reality is that the response to the pandemic was largely uniltateral. There 
was little coordinated global response. Powerful states shunned multilateralism, 
and their responses to the pandemic were often nationalistic, even xenophobic. 
The UN was often relegated to the sidelines as states asserted themselves 
and prioritised national-level action. Many states adopted security-based and 
militarised approaches to the pandemic, emphasising enforcement rather than 
consent, deploying state violence, increasing censorship and surveillancecensorship and surveillance↗ 
and enabling human rights abuses. The human rights norms that the UN stands 
for were ignored, and there was little prospect of accountability over this. If 
rights restrictions introduced under the pandemic become permanent, they 
will offer a further difficult test for the international human rights system.

The pandemic therefore opened up fresh questions about the efficacy of the 
international system, its ability to respond to crises and the speed with which 

COVID-19 and international cooperation
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it is able to work as realities quickly change. Out of the crisis of the pandemic 
should come new questioning of why the international system, as it is currently 
constituted, proved unequal to the task, and an opportunity for learning and 
radical reform. Civil society will be urging UN institutions to show they have 
learned the lessons and change accordingly.

Vaccine geopolitics

The pandemic was enabled by globalisation; it spread around the globe so 
quickly because our world is highly interconnected and intensely mobile. It 
showed that borders can count for little. The response of many states was 
of course to close borders and impose restrictions on movement, which was 
often a sensible temporary precaution. But a global virus in a globalised world 
could only be controlled and ultimately eradicated through a global response. 
Ultimately borders cannot be closed permanently, and diseases will continue 
to move invisibly across them. In a globalised world, in which economies are 
based on transnational manufacturing and supply chains, no one is safe until 
everyone is safe.

The development of several vaccines within the space of a year offered hope. 
It was an incredible human achievement, showing the best of what our species 
is capable when diverse teams of highly motivated people work together for 
a common cause. But once the vaccines were approved, predictable winners 
emerged, as the most politically and economically powerful states grabbed the 
bulk of supplies, leaving less powerful countries potentially facing a long wait. 
Vaccine nationalismVaccine nationalism↗ became the order of the day. Powerful states seemed 
to see themselves as engaged in a new space race, competing for international 
prestige and economic advantage. Russia’s government even consciously 
referenced its cold war-era competition with the USA by callingcalling↗ its vaccine 
Sputnik V, and rushed its rollout before trialsbefore trials↗ had been completed. India’s 
government hurried to hail its homegrown COVAXIN vaccine as a triumph of 
self-reliance but refusedrefused↗ to publish the data behind its decision to approve 
its use. The government of China was predictably opaqueopaque↗ about its vaccine 
development and testing, while President Trump tried to claimtried to claim↗ US credit for 
vaccines developed elsewhere; his country’s vaccine development programme 
also fell back on military analogies, with the scheme initially being dubbed 
a second Manhattan Projectsecond Manhattan Project↗. Vaccine nationalism seemed a macho cult, 
going hand-in-hand with authoritarianism and right-wing populism, as leaders 

who position themselves as strong men evidently wanted to show that their 
leadership got the first and best results. 

In distasteful scenes, states even competed to promote their vaccine rollouts 
as the best. The UK’s ruling party trumpetedtrumpeted↗ the country’s higher vaccine 
rollout rate compared to European Union (EU) countries as part of its post-
Brexit public relations campaign and tried to print its national flagnational flag↗ on UK-
produced vaccine doses. The EU and UK then engaged in an unseemly stand-stand-
offoff↗ over vaccine supplies that threatened to further endanger peace in 
Northern Ireland. The government of Israel was internationally hailed for its 
rapid vaccine rollout that saw 12 per cent of its population receive a shot in the 
first two weeks, but in the clearest possible indication that Palestinians living in 
occupied territories are regarded as second-class citizens, they were denieddenied↗ 
the vaccine, which in occupied territories was only provided to Israeli settlers. 
This seemed a consciously political choice that will directly cost human lives.

Alongside vaccine nationalism there was also the rise of vaccine diplomacy, 
with states using their control of vaccine supplies in attempts to develop 
influence; Australia, China and India, for example, seemed to be engaged in 
a tussletussle↗ to offer vaccine distribution for strategic advantage in South-East 
Asia. China quickly linkedlinked↗ vaccines to its ongoing infrastructure diplomacy 
package, the Belt and Road Initiative. For Russia, key allies, such as Guinea, Iran 
and SerbiaSerbia↗, seemed first in linefirst in line↗ for its vaccine. The potential was for people 
in such ally countries to benefit, but this was self-interested bilateralism rather 
than multilateralism. None of this looked like a response to a global problem 
that put humanity as a whole first.

Even as vaccines began to be rolled out in global north countries in late 2020 
and early 2021, people in many global south countries were told they might 
have to wait until 2022 or even later. Global north countries moved to grabmoved to grab↗ 
not only those vaccines that needed extremely cold storage, which might be 
more difficult to administer in many global south countries, but also those that 
could be stored at warmer temperatures, which could potentially have been 
more useful in countries with less developed infrastructure.

It was clear during 2020 that while the crisis was global, its impacts were 
geographically uneven. Wealthy global north economies may have suffered 
economically, but given the pre-pandemic size of their economies, their access 
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to credit and their ability to vaccinate their populations first, have the tools 
at hand to enable a relatively quick recovery. China was hit first by the crisis, 
but its global political and economic power had hardly been dented at the 
end of 2020. By comparison, if already disadvantaged global south countries 
experience a long wait for a vaccine or find it hard to vaccinate enough of their 
populations, it can only delay their economic recovery. The potential scenario 
is of enduring restrictions on movement, other key freedoms and essential 
economic activity in the global south, even as wealthier countries bounce back. 
Lack of universal access to vaccinations will deepen the already great inequality 
between richer and poorer countries. At an individual level too, if particular 
population groups struggle to get access to vaccines or if elites are able to get 
vaccinated first, inequality within societies will be deepened.

Unequal recovery also raises the spectre of health danger for everyone, 
wherever they live, because a virus left free to roam much longer in global 
south countries could further mutate, perhaps develop vaccine resistance and 
spread more easily around the world.

A new global initiative

One bright spark came in the form of the COVAX initiative, formed as a 
partnership between the World Health Organization (WHO), the Coalition for 
Epidemic Preparedness Innovations and Gavi, the Vaccine Alliance, with the 
latter two institutions being multisector partnerships in which civil society plays 
a role. COVAX came together as a new alliance to respond to a new challenge, 
mobilising resourcesresources↗ to incentivise the production of vaccines by committing 
to their purchase and distribution at scale. The idea is that higher-income states 
pay in, and in doing so can assure a supply of vaccines for themselves, but they 
also pay towards vaccine supplies for other COVAX members who cannot pay. 
The aim is to provide 20 per cent of the vaccines needed to global south states, 
enabling the immunisation of frontline and vulnerable population groups.

By September, states representing close to two-thirdsclose to two-thirds↗ of the world’s 
population had joined COVAX. But while high-income states joining COVAX 
included EU membersEU members↗, Canada, Japan, New Zealand and the UKUK↗, there 
were some notable absentees, including states that were aggressively pursuing 
vaccine research and bulk purchasing to secure supplies for their own citizens. 
ChinaChina finally joined in October, but Russia and the USAUSA↗ remained the obvious 
holdouts among a handful of non-membersnon-members↗, with the USA predictably taking 
a stridently nationalistic stance under the Trump administration. The USA 
changed its position shortly after President Biden took office and announcedannounced↗ 
it was joining COVAX, although like other powerful members, it continuedcontinued↗ 
to prioritise supplies for its own citizens. COVAX reported in November that 
it had passed its initial target of raising US$2 billionUS$2 billion↗, but still needed to 
secure a further US$5 billion in 2021, and at the year’s end was reported to be 
strugglingstruggling↗ to secure sufficient vaccine supplies. This could only raise the fear 
that as global north countries vaccinated more and more of their populations, 
they would lose interest in the initiative and leave a crucial funding shortfall.

Another challenge was that, at the time of writing, not every pharmaceutical 
company working to develop a vaccine had struck a deal with COVAX. This 
pointed to another key concern for civil society: COVAX was an emergency 
solution to a pressing problem, but it did nothing to challenge the 
marketisation of health provision and the vast power and wealth enjoyed by 
a handful of pharmaceutical giants that control patents and have the skills 
and technologies required to manage complex manufacturing processes. If 

Nurses at Otara COVID-19 Testing Centre prepare to test the public on 26 August 2020 in 
Auckland, New Zealand. Photo by Fiona Goodall/Getty Images
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delays in vaccine distribution were caused by the inability of these giants to 
manufacture sufficient doses of vaccines for everyone, then it surely begged 
the question of how quickly vaccine patents, technologies and skills could be 
shared and developed in the global south, where there are countries with 
strong track records in manufacturing generic medicines at scale and low cost. 
But powerful states stood in the way. In World Trade Organisation negotiations 
in December 2020 and January 2021, it was reported that representatives of 
wealthy countries, including EU members, the UK and the USA, had blockedblocked↗ 
a proposalproposal↗ from India and South Africa to suspend international intellectual 
property rules relating to COVID-19 vaccines and treatments. This would have 
enabled more rapid global south vaccine production, but wealthy states, in 
which the pharmaceutical giants are based, fell back on the same argument 
that was long used to stifle movement on affordable HIV/AIDS treatments, 
sayingsaying↗ that this would disincentivise pharmaceutical innovation.

Civil society has long criticised multisector partnerships for giving too much 

power to the private sector, and many will continue to advocate for long-
term solutions that diffuse rather than concentrate corporate pharmaceutical 
power. Civil society will continue to say that market-based solutions are a poor 
substitute for public investment in and democratically accountable public 
ownership of healthcare, as a crucial means of realising rights and fostering 
equality. There is also surely a huge role for civil society organisations (CSOs) 
to play in vaccination rollout, particularly to reach excluded groups and in 
countries with limited health infrastructure, and a need to support this role. As 
with so many facets of the pandemic, the need is to learn the lessons now in 
order to become better prepared for the likely pandemics of the future.

WHO under the spotlight

For lessons to be learned, there is a need to ask the question of how effective 
UN institutions were in mobilising pandemic response. The picture was at best 
mixed.

While the UN institutional response from the top down was good, the 
UN Security Council (UNSC) was an absolute failure. China and the USA 
and engaged in hostile and juvenile behaviour at a time when the world’s 
future rested on the UN being effective.
On the other hand, the UN General Assembly (UNGA) responded 
reasonably well, taking the initiative despite not being able to meet 
physically. In early April it passed a resolutionresolution↗ calling for international 
cooperation and multilateralism in the fight against COVID-19. Mexico was 
also very strategic in pushing a resolutionresolution↗ on international cooperation 
to ensure global access to medicines, vaccines and medical equipment 
to face COVID-19, adopted by consensus in late April. In view of the 
challenges that the UNGA experienced, however, I think one procedural 
lesson learned was the need for the UN be better prepared to work 
virtually in the event of another crisis.

Anonymous international CSO representative↗ 1

1 Quotations cited in this chapter come from interviews with civil society representatives and from participants 
in a webinar convened by CIVICUS as part of a series of International Civil Society Week virtual events. These are 
edited extracts. Full versions of interviews are available herehere↗. A recording of the webinar, held on 14 September 
2020 on the theme, ‘“We the Peoples…”: reimagining global governance on the eve of the UN’s 75th anniversary’, 
is available herehere↗.

People in Rome, Italy, demonstrate outside the headquarters of the Italian Medicines 
Agency to demand free production and worldwide availability of COVID-19 vaccines. Photo 
by Stefano Montesi/Corbis via Getty Images
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The key UN institution that came under the spotlight was of course the WHO. 
COVID-19 could have been the WHO’s finest moment. As a pre-existing global 
health body with great expertise in responding to previous epidemics, it might 
have been expected to play a leading role. And indeed, it provided advice and 
expertise, and helped mobilise the COVAX initiative. At the same time, it faced 
key criticisms, of acting too slowly at the beginning of the pandemic and of 
being too close to China.

The WHO faced considerable obstacles in fulfilling its mission. At a time when 
everyone should have been working together in the midst of the crisis, there 
came instead the staggering spectacle of President Trump announcing the 
USA’s withdrawal from the WHO. The announcement was made in May and 
official notification of withdrawal was given in June. This was, of course, part 
of a pattern of serial withdrawal from multilateral institutions and agreements 
by the Trump administration, as documented in previous editions of this 
report, which included unilateral withdrawal from the Paris Agreement, the 
UN Human Rights Council (UNHRC), the UN Educational, Scientific and Cultural 
Organization (UNESCO) and the Iran Nuclear Deal.

Each of these moves was met with civil society criticism, and the decision to 
withdraw from the WHO was no exception. In the USA, 750 leaders750 leaders↗ in global 
public health, international law and US constitutional law came together to call 
on the US Congress to block the move. Ultimately, President Biden committed 
to reversing the withdrawal before it could take effect one year on from 
notification.

When the USA attacked the WHO, the natural instinct of the civil 
society that engages with the UN system, and the many CSOs working 
to help respond to the pandemic, was to leap to its defence. But at 
the same time, many in civil society were also critical of the WHO and 
its position towards China. Many shared some concerns, if not the  
US government’s ways of expressing them and its solution. The accusation 
that the WHO had been deferential in its treatment of China, had overpraised 
its response and, relatedly, had been slow to call a public health emergency, 
seemed reasonable to many.

In the early days of the virus, it seemed that the government of China and 
the WHO were in locksteplockstep↗ in the statements they were making and the 

ways in which they were talking about the pandemic. In January, the WHO 
Director-General, Dr Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus, visited China and 
praisedpraised↗ the country for “setting a new standard for outbreak control” and 
for its “openness to sharing information.” It is now clear that this was far from 
true; the government of China was denying the scale and impact of the virus 
and silencing whistleblowerssilencing whistleblowers↗, and the lack of information and absence of 
transparency were enabling the virus to spread. And yet even as doubts set 
in about China’s response, Adhanom Ghebreyesus added further praise the 
following month and warned against states imposing restrictions on travel to 
China, on the grounds that this would be politicising the outbreak. At the very 
least it was incautious to endorse any single state’s approach to a pandemic 
that was still unfolding, already crossing borders and not well understood, 
particularly when that state is an authoritarian superpower that brooks no 
internal criticism. It is not the role of the WHO or any other UN body to launder 

Officials of the World Health Organization speak at a news conference in Geneva, 
Switzerland, shortly before the declaration of the COVID-19 pandemic. Photo by Stefan 
Wermuth/Bloomberg via Getty Images
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the international reputation of China or any other state. The controversy 
offered an example of how international organisations can become caught out 
in their attempts to keep powerful states onside.

The situation played into the Trump administration’s hands and 
enabled easy criticism from a government that was always ready to 
pick a fight with international institutions. It connected to the Trump 
administration’s existing trade war and war of words with China. The US 
government’s characterisation of the WHO as ‘China-centric’ dovetailed 
with President Trump’s continual referencing of the disease as the  
‘China virus’ and evident support for conspiracy theories around the virus 
being manufactured in a Chinese laboratory. These in turn reinforced China’s 
defensiveness and hostility towards criticism, making international cooperation 
and the proper investigation of the presumed origin of the virus in Wuhan 
harder. China refusedrefused↗ to accept any responsibility for its role in preventing the 
circulation of crucial early information about the virus and even offered its own 
alternative conspiracy theories about the origins. A WHO international team 
was not able to enter Wuhan to investigate the potential sources of the virus 
until January 2021January 2021↗. At that late stage, and with their freedom to investigate 
carefully constrained by the government, they could expect to unearth little of 
value. 

As the USA pulled back from the WHO, other states, and not only China, 
sought to fill the gap, motivated no doubt at least partly by hopes of diplomatic 
positioning and strategic advantage. GermanyGermany↗ stepped up its financial 
contribution to become the WHO’s top donor, and the UK also increased its 
support. But with China being such an egregious human rights abuser, its 
insertion into an international system supposedly built on a bedrock of human 
rights will always be particularly problematic. The WHO’s troubling relationship 
with China may offer something of a test case of the new challenges China’s 
growing multilateral activity can pose. 

China’s increasing involvement in multilateral institutions is far from the 
first example of a powerful state seeking to influence and distort those 
institutions. International bodies need to be able to resist accusations 
of capture by any state. While the situation was novel, the lesson from 
2020 was hardly a new one: that the WHO, like other international bodies, 
is too vulnerable to state influence, often too cautious about upsetting 

powerful states and only as effective as its member states allow it to be.  
The WHO relied on its member states to report COVID-19 cases, for example, 
and some states, notably North Korea, Tanzania and Turkmenistan, applied a 
policy of blanket denial, absurdly reported that they were free of cases and 
provided no data. Amid such obstruction, how could an effective response be 
possible?

At the same time, it could also be argued that the WHO only became a political 
football when a health crisis threatened global north countries; previous 
viral outbreaks, focused on Africa and Asia, were deemed less controversial, 
presumably because they were distant from and only tangentially affected 
global north countries. Many would point to the WHO’s longer-term track 
record in promoting and standing for the concept of public healthpublic health↗ and health 
rights and its past successes in tackling viruses.

Despite the recent controversy over COVID-19, where the main issue may 
have been its lack of powers and coordination, the WHO has achieved 
lasting success. It was officially established on 7 April 1948 to achieve “the 
attainment by all peoples of the highest possible level of health,” with 
health being not just the absence of illness or infirmity but the complete 
physical, mental and social wellbeing of the individual. Its greatest 
triumph was the eradication of smallpox in 1977; the global efforts that 
it has led to end polio are now in their final stages. In the past few years, 
the WHO has also coordinated battles against viral epidemics of Ebola 
in the Democratic Republic of the Congo and Zika in Brazil. It will be a 
disaster if the USA withdraws from it instead of helping it assert a better 
warning mechanism and distribution of medicines following a pandemic 
of which, assuredly, there will be more. 

Keith Best↗, World Federalist Movement – Institute for Global Policy↗ 

The lessons of future value that must be learned now include lessons about 
the WHO’s capacities, leadership and ways of organisation. Lessons need to 
lead to changes to ensure that the WHO is equipped to lead the response to 
future health emergencies as they happen, including those that may result 
from climate change. The independent evaluationindependent evaluation↗ of the global COVID-19 
response, announced by the WHO in July, is a welcome step. It is important to 
ensure that the voices of civil society are heard in this process.
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The WHO is not the only multilateral arena on which China has focused as part of its 
international strategy. As discussed further below, China is playing a more assertivemore assertive↗ 
role in UN bodies such as the UNHRC, and has continued to work to manoeuvre Chinese 
nationals into leadership positionsleadership positions↗ of UN agencies.

The problem for civil society is that in increasing its engagement with multilateral 
institutions, China is challenging and seeking to change human rights norms, and norms 
about UN scrutiny of states. Even while playing an increasingly active role in UN institutions 
in recent years, China has remained resistant to international scrutiny. It has continued, 
for example, to block visits by UN special rapporteurs, a key means of accountability over 
adherence with human rights norms. It has consistently refusedrefused↗ to accept international 
criticism of its appalling treatment of Uighur people and other minorities in the Xinjian 
region. The implications of this go further than China’s own resistance to scrutiny; it 
potentially normalises lack of compliance for all those states that seek to prevent civil 
society using the UN as a vital locus of accountability for states’ human rights failings and 
their performance in meeting international commitments. 

The problem of China’s growing international role, which has partly been enabled by 
the withdrawal of the USA from key institutions and the resultant creation of a space 
for others to fill, could be seen at the UNHRC in June. China introduced a resolutionresolution↗ 
about “mutually beneficial cooperation” between states, but in doing so it used the 
multilateral processes of the UNHRC to undermineundermine↗ multilateralism around human 
rights. The resolution promoted the idea of bilateral dialogue between states, something 
that would be conveniently free of the constraints of international human rights law and 
multilateral oversight, and in which civil society would not be guaranteed any significant 
role. The controversial resolution was passed by a vote of 23 for to 16 against; many of 
the states voting for it were China’s allies or states with good reasons for wanting to avoid 
international scrutiny of their own human rights records, including Bahrain, Bangladesh, 
Eritrea, Pakistan, Sudan and Venezuela.

China also increasingly uses UN platforms to showcase its achievements and position itself 
as a good global citizen. In his 2020 UNGA speech, China’s President Xi Jinping announcedannounced↗ 
that his country would increase its Nationally Determined Contributions under the Paris 
Agreement to have emissions peak by 2030 and achieve carbon neutrality by 2060.  

This represented a potentially significant commitment by the world’s current highesthighest↗ 
greenhouse gas emitter and biggest builder and financier of energy infrastructure, and 
it won much international praise. But international commitments, which attract limited 
international scrutiny and accountability, can matter little without domestic pressure of 
the kind that can hold states accountable for the commitments they make in international 
arenas. In 2020, climate activists in countries with relatively open civic space were able 
to use a variety of tactics, including protest, advocacy and litigation, to try to hold states 
to compliance with their Paris Agreement commitments when domestic policies were at 
odds with these (see this report’s chapter on environmental and economic activism). But 
of course, there is little prospect of this happening in China, which in 2020 ramped up its 
suppression of domestic dissent and its closure of civic space, leaving it free to posture 
internationally with minimal prospect of domestic repercussions.

Civil society has questioned China’s membership of  the UN Human Rights Council for 
more than a decade. Photo by Students for a Free Tibet

China’s growing role in multilateral bodies
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In the pandemic year, and with most debate about the international system 
focusing on the role of the WHO, it was a difficult time to try to use the UN’s 
75th anniversary as an opportunity to talk about reform and renewal, as many 
among the civil society that engages with the UN had hoped. Nevertheless, 
work to do so continued, even if it attracted relatively little attention.

In January, when the UN Secretary General (UNSG), António Guterres, launched 
the Global Conversation initiative to hold dialogues and gather ideas on future 
priorities, key challenges and the role of global governance, he could little have 
foreseen the circumstances in which the conversations would take place. But 
even as the pandemic raged, over a million people from every UN member state 
answered survey questions and took part in online and small-scale dialogues 
to give their viewstheir views↗. The pandemic focused people’s minds on the essentials: 

the top immediate priority identified in the consultation for recovering from 
the pandemic was access to basic services, including healthcare, education and 
water and sanitation. People called for greater support for those hit hardest by 
the pandemic, including through increasing decent employment opportunities 
and action to tackle poverty and inequality. To help make progress, people 
wanted conflicts to be resolved, corruption to be eliminated and human rights 
to be respected. People were worried about climate change, about its impacts 
on their lives and its potential to make current problems worse.

Encouragingly, in spite of the nationalistic responses with which many states 
met the crisis, most people believed that the pandemic has strengthened the 
case for international cooperation, and saw a need for the UN. However, over 
half of those who participated believed the UN to be remote from their lives. 

UN Secretary-General António Guterres speaks to parliamentarians at the Bundestag in Berlin, Germany, in December 2020, to celebrate the 75th anniversary of the UN. Photo by Steffi 
Loos/Getty Images

The UN at 75: what hopes for reform?
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People valued particularly the UN’s contributions to human rights and peace, 
but they called on it to be more diverse and inclusive, including of civil society, 
young people and women, and other excluded groups. There is little in any of 
these conclusions that the civil society could disagree with.

These views helped inform the UN75 DeclarationUN75 Declaration↗, adopted on 21 September, 
at an UNGA where the anniversary celebrations necessarily took place largely 
virtually. The Declaration reaffirmed support for the SDGs and the Paris 
Agreement, and acknowledged the importance of international law, human 
rights, democratic governance and gender equality. The text also recognised 
the need to reform the key institutions of the UNSC, the UNGA and the 
Economic and Social Council, and of engaging meaningfully with a wide range 
of stakeholders, including civil society and young people.

Guided by the principles of the UN Charter, the DeclarationDeclaration↗ on the 
Commemoration of the 75th Anniversary of the United Nations rightfully 
commits to improving digital cooperation worldwide. Through this formal 
commitment, the UN finally paid heed to the transformative impact 
digital technologies have on our daily lives, paving a path – or, as better 
captured by the UNSG, a ‘roadmap’ – to steer us through the promises 
and perils of the digital age.

Laura O’Brien↗, Access Now↗

However, the Declaration was, as might be expected, a lofty and consensual 
text, making no real practical recommendations on reform. At the virtual debate 
to adopt the Declaration, it was notable that the four young peopleyoung people↗ who had 
been invited to take part were the ones who asked the difficult questions about 
whether UN member states were staying true to the UN Charter and called 
for urgent action on the climate crisis, inequality, gender-based violence and 
youth unemployment. Still a gap remains between the urgency of the demands 
articulated by the many people who took part in 2020’s consultations, and that 
continue to be made by civil society, and the bland Declaration signed off by 
states in September. People have been clear that they have fundamental needs 
that are not being met, see international cooperation as a vital part of action 
on this and want multilateral agencies to involve a wide range of people and 
institutions in their decision-making.

Civil society’s contributions and 
critiques
If the aspirations expressed by people who contributed their ideas to the UN 
in 2020 are to be met, then the UN needs to listen and change in ways that are 
broader, deeper and more sustained. It can only do so by engaging with civil 
society and opening up civic space. As it stands, it is hard to see how significant 
progress can be made on such global priorities as advancing gender equality, 
enabling youth participation and tackling the climate crisis if action is left to 
states that tightly restrict civic space and highly limit civil society participation. 
Realising goal 16goal 16↗ of the SDGs, which commits to transparent institutions, 
the rule of law, participatory decision-making and respect for fundamental 
freedoms, means respecting and working with civil society. That has to include 
doing so at the international level.

In a series of interviewsseries of interviews↗ CIVICUS conducted with civil society personnel and 
others who engage with the UN system during 2019 and 2020, people pointed 
time and again to the ways in which the UN has, over its 75 years, helped 
prevent and resolve conflicts, challenge colonialism, provide humanitarian 
assistance to people in great need and develop, propagate and uphold human 
rights norms. At the same time, civil society representatives repeatedly made 
the point that much of the innovation within the UN system resulted from civil 
society engagement.

The ambitious SDGs reflected an unprecedented and systematic campaign of 
civil society advocacy and engagement. Key conventions – including on land 
mines, the arms trade and nuclear weapons – and institutions – such as the 
International Criminal Court (ICC) – started out as civil society ideas. Civil 
society continues to engage actively at the UNHRC to hold states to account 
on their human rights records, including through consistently making inputs 
to the Universal Periodic Review  process in which states are assessed on 
their human rights performance. Alongside this, civil society pushes for 
further developments to advance human rights, such as through its ongoing 
involvement in processes to develop a binding treaty on business and human 
rights. Civil society is advancing new initiatives on rights in relation to climate 
and the environment, as discussed below. Clearly, the UN is at its best when it 
works hand-in-hand with civil society.
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2020 offered further examples of the value civil society can bring to international 
institutions and processes. After Honduras became the 50th government to ratify 
the Treaty on the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons in October, the Treaty entered into entered into 
forceforce↗ from January 2021, marking a key step forward in the eventual goal of ridding 
the world of nuclear arms by advancing an international norm of the unacceptability 
of nuclear arms. The Treaty originated from the International Campaign to Abolish 
Nuclear Weapons (ICAN), a global civil society campaign, whose pioneering work on 
this front was recognised with the award of the Nobel Peace PrizeNobel Peace Prize↗ in 2017.

All governments agree – at least nominally – that a world without nuclear 
weapons is a desirable goal. It’s time to hold them to their words and force 
them to pursue this goal. With the achievement of the treaty and of course the 
recognition afforded us by the Nobel Peace Prize we hope there can be a new 
dawn for disarmament and the beginning of the end for nuclear weapons.

Daniel Högsta, ICAN↗

At the regional level, in November, the Regional Agreement on Access to 
Information, Public Participation and Access to Justice in Environmental Matters in 
Latin America and the Caribbean, better known as the Escazú Agreement, passed passed 
the threshold to enter into forcethe threshold to enter into force↗ after Mexico became the 11th state to ratify it.  
The Agreement was adopted in 2018 after extensive civil society involvementextensive civil society involvement↗ in 
its development, with civil society helping to make the Agreement an ambitious and 
far-reaching one.

The Escazú Agreement is a process in which many CSOs in the region have 
been involved for a long time. The process began in 2012 when, at the UN 
Conference on Sustainable Development (Rio+20), 10 countries signed 
a declaration to initiate a process to comply with principle 10 of the Rio 
Declaration, which states that the participation of society as a whole is needed  
in order to address environmental issues; however, in order to participate, 
people need access to information and justice mechanisms allowing them to 
complain when their rights are denied and to obtain restitution for damages. 
The Rio Declaration is not binding, so a legal instrument was required to make 
this principle effective.

There were two years of preparation and then several years that included nine 
negotiation meetings, the last in Costa Rica. A very important aspect was that 
throughout the negotiation process, CSOs had a voice in the meetings. We 
could raise our hands to make proposals to the document. Some important 
developments, such as the inclusion of article 9 on the protection of human 
rights defenders, were CSO contributions. This is a unique article, not found in 
any other instrument.

Another innovative aspect was that the meetings were webcast in real time, 
which allowed many people who were not physically present at the meetings to 
participate remotely. In 2020 this became very common, but I am talking about 
2014 and 2015, when it was not.

The possibility to submit comments and proposals was unusual. It was always 
said that this process would not set a precedent for other UN negotiation 
meetings, but I would like it to be exactly the opposite: this should set a 
precedent for how negotiation meetings need to happen so that the voice of 

People in Hiroshima, Japan, including survivors of the 1945 atomic bombings, rally 
in October to urge the Japanese government to sign the UN treaty banning nuclear 
weapons. Photo by Kyodo News via Getty Images

2020 treaty landmarks
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However, in CIVICUS’s civil society interviews many examples were advanced 
of the UN failing to work adequately with civil society. What comes across is 
a critique that the UN remains an opaque and confusing web of institutions 
in which insider status and knowledge of arcane procedure are at a premium, 
making it harder for emerging, smaller and less well-resourced civil society 
groups in particular to penetrate. Its bureaucracy is slow-moving, rigid, 
formal, hierarchical and at times self-serving. The confusion sometimes seems 
deliberate, privileging gatekeeper roles, and real reform comes rarely.

The UN has not kept up to date with the ways in which people organise and 
mobilise in the modern world, or with many of the issues that matter to people, 

even when those issues have been identified in numerous consultations, 
such as those undertaken by the UN in 2020. The UN remains centred on the 
state as the pre-eminent unit of organisation, even in a world of non-state 
identities, belongings and mobilisations spanning from the hyper-local to the 
transnational, in which a wide diversity of civil society has evolved, and despite 
the pandemic once again showing the limits of state power.

Some of the UN’s institutions are manifestly part of the problem. 2020 was 
another year in which it might have been better if there was no UNSC at all, 
given its standing as a hamstrung arena of performative power plays between 
big states. Its repeated failures to act in the face of devastating conflicts such as 

CSOs with experience on the issues and many years fighting for rights can be 
heard without mediation.
Olimpia Castillo↗, Civil Association for Environmental Communication and 
Education↗, Mexico

Owing to concerted civil society advocacy, Escazú is the first international treaty 
that includes specific protections for environmental defenders. As made clear 
by Michel ForstMichel Forst↗, former UN Special Rapporteur on the situation of human 
rights defenders, the threats, acts of aggression and fatal attacks against 
environmental defenders are often a direct result of the exploitation of natural 
resources that does not take into account the legitimate demands and concerns 
of local communities.

Escazú recognises the right to live in a healthy environment and requires each 
participating state to guarantee that right in its steps to comply with the treaty. 
This recognition gives environmental rights defenders legitimacy in their efforts 
to secure a healthy environment for all. Civil society in Latin America and the 
Caribbean has great hopes that a binding agreement such as Escazú, in which 
the environment and human rights go hand in hand, can be a milestone on the 
road to ending the region’s environmental conflicts.
Marcos Orellana↗, Human Rights Watch↗

The Escazú Agreement should set precedent both for its contents and for the process 
through which it came into being. This landmark should open up space and lead to the 
development of mechanisms for civil society all over the world to hold governments 
to account and push for higher standards.

Two women hold up a sign urging the Salvadoran government to ratify the Escazú 
Agreement on 24 September 2020 in San Salvador. Photo by Camilo Freedman/
APHOTOGRAFIA/Getty Images
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those in Syria and Yemen sadly no longer came as a surprise. In February 2021, 
it took the UNSC lengthy negotiations even to condemncondemn↗ the Myanmar coup 
(see this report’s chapter on democracy under the pandemic), through a form 
of words that avoided calling it a coup.

When civil society suggests that part of the answer to these institutional 
challenges is for the UN to become much more open to civil society 
participation – and the participation of a far more diverse range of civil society 
– it does so both because it believes participation is an important value in 
its own right and because by doing so the UN will be better able to play the 
role that it must in dealing with today’s pressing problems, such as climate 
change, realising rights, defending democracy, fostering inclusion and building 
a more just and sustainable world, in the spirit of the commitments made in 
landmark UN conventions and declarations. A UN that is less beholden to the 
interests of powerful states, puts human rights at its centre, is more capable 
of action across borders and is more participatory, democratic and transparent 
will be one in which people other than heads of states and bureaucrats can be 
involved in setting its priorities and agendas, delivering initiatives and holding 
it to account to ensure that sound decisions are taken, impact that improves 
people’s lives is achieved, money is spent wisely and the lessons from failures 
are learned. A more involved civil society means a more democratic, responsive 
and effective UN.

Proposals for greater civil 
society participation
Civil society knows that the current situation is far away from the levels of 
engagement and partnership it wants to see. Civil society still remains 
something of an add-on to an international order organised around states, and 
civil society struggles to be recognised as an equal partner or to gain the same 
level of access as the private sector.

We were already behind in terms of participation, so much so that last 
year we handed over to UNSG Guterres some requests, such as the 
constitution of a reference group to discuss the reduction of spaces for 
civil society participation in the UN. We also requested the establishment 
of an international fund for CSO participation linked to the UN and 
demanded the inclusion of civil society in the governing councils and 
governance spaces of UN agencies and bodies, as is already the case in 
the International Labour Organization and UNAIDS, which have formal 
mechanisms for civil society participation.

Alessandra Nilo↗, Gestos↗, Brazil

The belief among many in civil society is that the pandemic should come as a 
wake-up call that better international cooperation is needed. The disruption 
caused by the pandemic should also offer an opportunity to build back 
differently in a way that acknowledges and acts on the profound problems that 
preceded the pandemic and worsened its impacts. The fear is that the lessons 
will not be learned as states rush to get back to a system that was already 
failing many people. The message from civil society was therefore that the 
realities of the pandemic made the discussion of UN reform not a luxury at a 
time of crisis, but rather an even more urgent matter.

There have been many civil society reform initiatives over the years, and civil 
society has constantly engaged in bringing about incremental change and 
refinements to UN policies, practices and systems, while advocating for bolder 
change at the same time. The Coalition for the UN We Need, formerly UN 
2020, has in recent years proved a key civil society grouping that is working to 
take some major reform ideas forward. Ahead of the September UN sessions, 
the coalition convened a group of former government and UN leaders and former government and UN leaders and 

Civil society seat at the UN Human Rights Council. Photo by International Service for 
Human Rights
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officialsofficials↗  to call for a stronger, more accountable and inclusive multilateral 
system that enables the full participation of civil society, and to urge dedicated 
follow-up to the UN75 Declaration. The accompanying UN75 People’s UN75 People’s 
Declaration and Plan for Global ActionDeclaration and Plan for Global Action↗, presented to the UN as part of the 
process, attracted endorsements from 382 CSOs from around the world for its 
call to “launch an ambitious, non-partisan, transparent and inclusive process to 
identify global governance gaps and develop a coherent strategy to fill them.”

Even before the beginning of the pandemic, multilateralism was under 
threat and weakened by withdrawals from important treaties, budget 
cuts and the failure by many governments to uphold international law. 
COVID-19 has further underscored humanity’s shared vulnerability and 
the need for more, not less, international cooperation. Recovery from the 
pandemic and institutional reforms go hand in hand. We need to build 
back better not only nationally but also internationally, and this requires 
leadership. So that’s the main message of the campaign.

On 14 and 15 May we held the UN75 People’s Forum for the UN We Need, 
which brought together over 600 civil society participants each day from 
75 countries around the world. We launched a UN75 People’s Declaration, 
‘Humanity at a Crossroads: Global Solutions for Global Challenges’, which 
was presented at the event by the president of the UNGA, who later had 
the document circulated among UN missions. 

Fergus Watt↗, Coalition for the UN We Need↗

Along with calling for a robust post-2020 follow-up mechanism, the People’s 
Declaration set out the need for better and more reliable funding for UN 
institutions and made some practical recommendations on ways of increasing 
civil society participation. Civil society’s efforts have crystallised around three three 
clear and practical proposalsclear and practical proposals↗ for enhancing democracy and civil society 
participation at the international level, and in 2020 civil society continued to 
advocate for these, using the 75th anniversary as an opportunity to do so.

Civil society leaders participate in the launch of the We The Peoples campaign across the street from the UN in New York City. Photo by Democracy International
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I. A high-level civil society champion or focal point

A high-level focal point for civil society would help ensure that due consideration is given 
to civil society throughout all UN processes. The role could work to identify and challenge 
barriers to participation, push for more inclusive convening processes and drive the UN’s 
outreach to civil society and the public. Civil society has done considerable thinking already 
about how such an office could be appointed, what the role might entail and how it might 
be managed and resourced.

As an appointment made by the UNSG, the idea of a high-level focal point could 
be implemented fairly soon and would be a high-level office within the UN 
Secretariat that would give legitimacy and credibility to the expectation of civil 
society as an instrumental partner of the UN system.

One interesting idea that came out of the UN2020 in-depth workshops with 
civil society and UN officials is to incorporate civil society representatives in the 
governance of the offices. Another structural way to build in safeguards would 
be to have a group of states fund the office, not one. The worst example that 
came up in our workshops was the Youth Envoy being funded by the government 
of Saudi Arabia: you don’t want a single government controlling a focal point. 
The feeling is that if it came from the regular budget, it would be vulnerable, 
and that is also hard to get agreement on in an age of cost reductions at the UN, 
so the most likely way to have this funded is through voluntary contributions, 
but with a diverse group of states funding it.

Fergus Watt↗, Coalition for the UN We Need↗

Those of us who have worked with the UN know that we need more transparency 
and engagement of the UN and member states with not just civil society and the 
usual suspects – those of us who are able to attend all these forums every year 
– but with people at the national and local levels. The idea of a high-level focal 
point is great but there are some potential risks that we need to be aware of if 
we are to take it forward. The first is that the office needs to be well funded. I 
think it’s very easy in the UN system to marginalise an office or an entity by just 
withdrawing funding from it, especially when competition for funding is so high 

around the UN system.

Second, if it is hosted within the UN Secretariat and funded by UN core funds, 
the question could be asked, who is this person or office accountable to? Is 
it to member states who are responsible for the budget and are paying the 
bill, or is it to civil society and the people? So this takes us to another point: 
we need independence and complete transparency so this individual is able to 
speak out when needed. Speaking from personal experience, the UN Secretariat 
and agencies often don’t have that capacity and sometimes there are political 
implications for sticking the neck out there. So we could explore a hybrid 
solution, such as having an independent organisation play this role, or having 
an advisory council: something allowing civil society to be represented through 
this office or individual and contribute on a regular basis.

Another risk is that with all the politicking around the UN some governments 
often nominate their own representatives as heads of agencies, so there is a lot of 
risk that a government that wants to undermine this office would try to promote 
and put its own people into this office. And finally, with civil society being so 
diverse and operating at some many levels, the expectations on this individual or  
office would be sky high, so there is the question about how we ensure this person 
or office actually adequately reflects the views of civil society, particularly of those 
that don’t engage with the UN so often. So we would need to define a focus: is it 
at the global level or is it at the national and local levels that we need those inputs 
and engagement the most?

There are already a lot of individual focal points for civil society across the UN, 
which are continuously overstretched, lacking in funding, support and mandate. So 
the question is, should we invest in what’s already there, or supplement it with an 
additional office? And the answer is: both. The critical challenge is that was civil 
society we tend to focus a lot on the ask and the advocacy to get to a point, but it is 
during implementation that a lot of the support falls off, so we need to amplify the 
message and work even harder when we start to get some momentum, and push for 
more transparency and more and more diverse funding.

John Romano↗, TAP Network↗

Three practical civil society ideas  
for improving participation
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II. A UN parliament

A UN parliament would help to bring more and more diverse voices into the UN 
system and improve scrutiny of UN bodies.

For the foreseeable future the UN is likely to be based on the nation 
state – the equality of which in the UNGA is one of its more endearing 
features – but increasingly there is a call for greater democracy to give 
effect to “We the peoplesWe the peoples↗ of the united nations” as opposed to just the 
governments. Hence the call for the establishment of a UN parliamentary  
assembly, perhaps created under article 22, which would start not as a 
legislative body but a scrutineer of the UN and its agencies, given that any 
attribution of legislative powers would ensure its failure through states’ 
opposition at the outset.

When so many international organisations and treaties have a parliamentary 
assembly – with varying powers – attached to them, there should be no reason, 
other than electoral mechanics, why it should not happen at the global level.

Keith Best↗, World Federalist Movement – Institute for Global Policy ↗

III. A world citizen’s initiative

A citizen’s initiative mechanism, along the EU’s model, would create a new procedure 
where people could campaign to place their issues on the UN’s agenda, opening up 
more space for people to express their opinions.

Democracy International is working with CIVICUS and Democracy Without 
Borders on a campaign to bring “We the peoples” to life. It’s a campaign 
for a new participatory tool at the UN, and it’s called the UN World Citizen’s 
Initiative. The basic idea is that a number of world citizens that would be 
geographically representative would be able to collect signatures on a topic 
within the UN’s competence. And once a certain threshold is met, the UNGA 
would have to respond as they see fit and take action.

To people in the EU this may sound a bit familiar because there is a European 
Citizen’s Initiative, which is where we got our idea for a World Citizen’s 

Initiative. Our campaign to bring this tool to a global level is also called “We 
the peoples.” We are trying to bring this ideal to life.

In my opinion the UN is currently not living up to its promise, although in 
recent years there has been greater attempts to bring in civil society voices 
and give CSOs a direct platform at the UN, but for everyday individuals there 
has not been this opportunity yet. Unless you are a high-profile activist, a 
Greta Thunberg, there has not been a real chance for normal citizens to share 
their voices at the UN or to use the UN as a tool to organise around a certain 
topic. It is a huge challenge to do so. But it is because this deficit is real that 
we are proposing a UN World Citizen Initiative. We need to close that gap 
and establish a tool that regular citizens can use to express their concerns 
on the global stage.

Daniela Vancic↗, Democracy International↗, Germany

A proposal for a UN World Citizens’ Initiative distributed by the We The Peoples 
campaign. Photo by Democracy International
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Human rights leadership from the 
UN Secretary-General
Civil society’s efforts to urge UN reform found a source of encouragement 
in February, when the UNSG issued his Call to Action for Human RightsCall to Action for Human Rights↗, 
acknowledging the widespread disregard for human rights in the world and 
promising to put rights at the centre of his and the UN’s work. The Call to 
Action underscored the indivisibility of human rights and the need for people 
to have access to a full range of rights. It called for rights to be put at the core 
of sustainable development; for rights to be protected in times of crisis; for 
gender equality and equal rights for women to be understood as an intrinsic 
part of realising rights for all; for rights to participate to be realised; for the 
rights of future generations to be protected, including through climate justice; 
for human rights to be put at the heart of collective action, including in UN 
institutions and processes; and for human rights to be recognised in the 
evolving digital space.

In the context of the right to participation, the actions promised included 
dialogue on the more systematic participation of civil society in UN bodies 
and agencies; the design of a UN system-wide strategy on promoting and 
protecting civic space and responding to civic space restrictions; the review of 
UN tools in relation to civil society and civic space; the promotion of country-
level partnerships with civil society; and increased support for the promotion 
of civic space and the right to participation.

The Call to Action was followed, in September, by a Guidance Note on the Guidance Note on the 
Protection and Promotion of Civic SpaceProtection and Promotion of Civic Space↗, issued to UN staff, seeking to make 
good on its recognition of the importance of civil society participation and civic 
space by setting out good practice recommendations for enabling civil society 
participation, promoting civic space and protecting those at risk, including 
those experiencing reprisals for engaging with the UN.

The Call to Action, including its support for civil society and civic space, met 
with a warm welcome from civil society; in the past, many had criticised the 
UNSG for downplaying human rights. Civil society responded by calling on the 
UNSG, and UN institutions, to go from words to action, and as part of this, 
to ensure that the Call to Action and civil society Guidance Note is put into 
practice.

One of the clearest and strongest messages that came out from the Call 
to Action is the recognition of the fundamental issue of upholding human 
rights by the UN, which is its mandate in any case. And I think this is 
coming a bit too late. It echoes what we have been calling for in terms 
of the ways the UN should be reformed. It also talks about collective 
determination, because for this Call to Action to make a difference, the 
UN should also undergo internal transformation.
I really liked the seven principles that UNSG underlined, but for these 
principles to be achieved, the UNSG needs to ensure investment. For 
example, UN Women still receives one of the lowest budgets. Also, 
there is another principle related to shrinking civic space but unless the 
UN reforms the way things work, especially when it comes to young 
women in Africa being denied participation in the UN, nothing will 
change. We haven’t seen the UN taking a strong stand when big powers 
have increasingly restricted funding for sexual and reproductive health 
and rights. The Call to Action will not have full weight unless there are 
fundamental shifts in power and human rights defenders are boldly 
supported.
We know in our hearts and bodies that the way the UN is currently 
structured, within a global architecture built on the basis of a patriarchal 
basis, is wrong, unsustainable, and will not deliver tangible results. There 
must be a fundamental shift in power and the will to deal with underlying 
inequalities and act boldly to uphold rights.
The UN has a mandate to moderate, mediate and stand up and make 
a statement when something is against fundamental human rights 
principles. The UN is well positioned and in his Call to Action, the UNSG is 
calling on the UN to do just that. But we got to a point where instead of 
calling to action, the UN should be itself acting.

Memory Kachambwa↗, Femnet↗, Kenya

In March, as the pandemic spanned the world, the UNSG also called for 
a global ceasefireglobal ceasefire↗ so that all efforts could focus on saving lives in the 
face of the common enemy of the virus. His call won supportwon support↗ from  
most UN member states but had little impact in the real world, and conflicts 
continued even during the pandemic. Still, for some, this was another 
symbolic moment that indicated a growing willingness by the UNSG to make 
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big calls and break free of the excessive caution brought by the influence of 
powerful states.

The UN has made many positive differences over its 75 years, and it’s 
making a difference now. From my perspective, a significant recent 
reaffirmation of the UN’s importance, which is a kind of inverse reflection 
of recent failures or shortcomings, is that the UNSG has quickly responded 
to the human security aspects of the pandemic.
One of my longstanding critiques of the UN has been its lack of public 
leadership at the top. It’s been the approach of the current UNSG, who’s 
chosen backdoor diplomacy over outspoken advocacy. I won’t deny he’s 
in a difficult situation, but nonetheless he hasn’t been forthright enough 
in holding major states to account for human rights violations.
I think the pandemic changed things in a way we hadn’t seen in a long 
time. The UNSG finally did what he should have been doing as a general 
rule, which is to say that this is not about politics or having to tiptoe 
around the sensitivities of certain member states – this is about telling 
the world that the only way we will overcome this crisis is by coming 
together, and that this requires an immediate suspension of hostilities 
globally. That is aspirational and idealistic, but it’s also technically correct. 
During the pandemic, civil society supported and coordinated engagement 
towards an unprecedented call for a global ceasefire. The initial statement 
by the UNSG was highly ambitious to the point of being unrealistic, but 
he was absolutely right both in terms of what should happen in the world 
and in taking that leadership and not consulting first with Donald Trump, 
Xi Jinping, or anybody else. It was courageous and correct. It momentarily 
reinvigorated the role of the UNSG and the UN as a whole.

Anonymous international CSO representative↗

The UNSG went further still in July, when he used the annual Nelson Mandela Nelson Mandela 
lecturelecture↗ to call for major reformmajor reform↗ of key institutions, including the UNSC, 
the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank, pointing out that the 
entrenched inequality in the decision-making machinery of these institutions, 
frozen in time since the end of the Second World War, reflected a broader 
inequality between different countries that was further exposed by the 
uneven impacts of the pandemic. His lecture acknowledged the urgency of the 

demands of the Black Lives Matter, MeToo and climate justice movements, the 
realities of racism, colonialism and patriarchy, and the failures of marketised 
approaches to the climate crisis and healthcare. His words were very much 
in tune with what civil society had been saying and demanding, and seemed 
to offer a further sign that the UNSG might be moving towards a more 
independent and critical position.

The UNSG’s affirmations of the centrality of rights were not necessarily 
safe territory, as they came at a time when powerful UN members were 
emboldening their attacks on rights, and even putting forward remarkably 
different conceptions of rights to those set out in the UN Charter and Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights.

In 2020, the UN’s biggest financial contributor, the USA, was busy promoting 
a highly divergent understanding of human rights. A report launched by 
the USA’s then-Secretary of State, Mike Pompeo, from the Commission on 
Unalienable Rights that he established, insistedinsisted↗ that the rights to property 
and religious freedom were the most essential rights. The implication was 
that other rights, such as rights for women and other excluded groups and the 
essential civic freedoms of association, peaceful assembly and expression, are 
somehow less important. At the same time, China’s increasingly prominent role 

UN Secretary-General António Guterres holds a virtual press conference on 23 March 2020 
to appeal for a global ceasefire amid the pandemic. Photo by Kyodo News via Getty Images
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in international processes and institutions is enabling it to assert its alternative 
model, which positions economic development as the realising of a preeminent 
right, with all other rights subservient.

Russia is also promoting alternative understandings of rights. In October, Russia 
used the fact that it held the rotating presidency of the UNSC to proposepropose↗ 
a resolution on women, peace and security that threatened to overturn 20 
years of resolutions that had continually recognised the role of women in 
conflict settings and their right to be involved in peace-building, humanitarian 
response and post-conflict recovery. Russia’s resolution, which was supported 
by China but defeated at a vote, sought to roll back the long-established norm 
that women’s rights are a suitable subject for UNSC attention.

What these various approaches had in common was an attack on the notion, 
enshrined in foundational UN texts, of the universality and indivisibility of 
human rights. It is in this context that the UNSG’s reassertion of rights can 
be seen as bold. Even as civil society pushes the UN to go further, there 
remains a need to reassert and defend fundamental human rights principles. 
The kind of ideas put forward by these powerful states offer no answers for 
the pressing problems of our times, such as the climate crisis, entrenched 
economic inequality, systematic racism and sexism and the denial of civic rights 
and democratic freedoms. Civil society will continue to urge that the answers 
for these great scourges lie in realising the full set of rights, and the UN has to 
stand for this. Civil society will urge the UNSG to continue to take a strong and 
independent stance.

Civil society will hope that the UNSG stands by his words as he seeks a mandate 
for a second termsecond term↗, as he announced he would be doing in January 2021. 
Certainly if the UNSG wanted to identify allies to work with on the issues he 
spoke about in 2020, he would find them in civil society. At the same time, 
many will want to see some kind of transparent and competitive processcompetitive process↗ to 
either reappoint Guterres or choose his replacement, rather than a walkover 
for the incumbent, not least so that civil society can, as happened last time, put 
questions to candidates and seek commitments on civil society participation. 
Whoever prevails, civil society will call on the office-holder to stay true to the 
Call to Action. Civil society will also be calling on the continuing or new UNSG 
to show real action on the racism that Black UN staff experience and that was 
revealedrevealed↗ in 2020, a year when the spotlight also fell on challenging systemic 

racism (see this report’s chapter on the global struggle for racial justice). 
Further, civil society has also long been asking why in the UN’s 75-year history, 
the role has never been held by a woman, and will keep pushing for that glass 
ceiling to be smashed.

Learning lessons from the switch 
to online engagement
Any strategy to enhance civil society participation in the UN should also learn 
the lessons from civil society’s 2020 engagement with UN institutions, which 
was largely conducted online with minimal real-world interaction. As the 
pandemic struck, civil society access to UN institutions, such as the UNHRC, 
rapidly went online. Much had to change in a short time. The situation was 
never going to be perfect and was bound to give rise to challenges, but it may 
also have opened up opportunities. The move seemed to offer the potential 
to democratise the debate, by enabling participation by smaller CSOs across 
a wider geographical distribution that are not normally able to participate in 
person in New York or Geneva.

In response to the rapidly changed situation, a group of CSOs that engage with 
the UN system, including CIVICUS, worked together to develop key principleskey principles↗ 
for meaningful civil society participation in the UN during the pandemic. In 
these, civil society called on the UN to ensure that the pandemic was not used 
to restrict civil society access, and for the online participation opportunities 
to be at least as significant as in-person participation. They urged states and 
UN institutions to take measures in relation to potential reprisals for online 
participation, and for technological and financial support to be provided for 
CSOs struggling with digital divides.

However, during the sessions, technological barriers against participation, in 
a world where for many people internet access is patchy and several states 
restrictrestrict↗ internet usage through censorship, surveillance and shutdowns, 
were made clear. In UNHRC sessions, problems were reported in receiving up-
to-date information, and in people’s ability to give video statements. Technical 
challenges around attempts to have such input could consume a lot of CSO 
energies and time. The switch also raised questions of who controls and acts 
as a gatekeeper to the platforms used and the data available, and questions 
about the quality of the experience of online space, compared to real-world 
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space. Webcasts of sessions, for example, were only broadcast in the original 
languages, compared to the translation into UN languages normally provided 
in the meeting room, penalising people without English language proficiency. 
The limited prospects for in-person participation at the UNHRC could be seen 
to privilege CSOs that had an office in Geneva, but even these were unable to 
involve their global south partners as they normally would. Anti-rights groups 
and pseudo civil society groups linked to state and ruling party interests, 
often described as GONGOs (government-organised, or government-oriented, 
non-governmental organisations), also seemed to enjoy and exploit some 
heightened level of online participation, in the absence of some of the normal 
checks and balances and questioning of their bona fides that can occur when 
they are in the room with genuine civil society.

There were impacts on civil society’s ability to influence proceedings. CSOs 
reported having limited access to draft resolutions. In particular, civil society 
lost out on the potential to lobby government and UN representatives 
informally outside the main proceedings, and to connect with others in civil 
society working on related issues, which are generally seen as unofficial but 
vital benefits of physical participation. To some extent, the challenges exposed 
how CSOs, particularly the larger ones that regularly participate in high-level 

international arenas, are still dependent on travel and face-to-face interaction. 
For those with a history of real-world engagement, there was a gap that could 
not entirely be filled through online activity.

Online virtual events provide more space for CSOs to be included in debates 
and discussions, and even in the process of making recommendations. 
They also include grassroots-level organisations. For example, when it 
comes to conflicts like the one in Syria, we don’t often see grassroots 
groups represented in in-person events at the UN in Geneva or New York. 
Online meetings give them the luxury to be present, participate and have 
their voices heard. When events were held in person, they didn’t have the 
opportunity to travel, and even if they had been offered the opportunity, 
they would have been hindered by visa procedures and lengthy processes 
to get out of the Middle East and travel abroad. So for these groups, it 
became more engaging.
It is also more engaging on the budget level. As there is no need to travel, 
organisations do not need to allocate a budget to this. However, the 
negative aspect is that with virtual events we lost the sense of diplomacy 
and interaction. Virtual events don’t give us the opportunity to interact, 
expand our networks or get to know each other well. Another thing we 
lost is that now we cannot observe the political negotiations taking place: 
they are now a 100 per cent under the table.
As attendees of a virtual meeting, once the meeting is over, we do not 
have the luxury to approach others in an informal way. We don’t get 
to interact, expand our professional networks, exchange experiences. 
These informal exchanges are crucial at any international conference or 
consultation, and take place at coffee breaks, over lunch, or while waiting 
in the lobby. This is what we have lost with virtual events.

Layan Al-Dani↗, Access Center for Human Rights↗, Lebanon

Once the pandemic is over, the old pattern of physical meetings, which 
places a heavy premium on being in the room, may well be reasserted. 
For many who feel they have tested the limits of online participation and 
are experiencing webinar fatigue, that may well come as some relief.  
But at the same time, the UN has demonstrated, in the face of crisis, 
that it is capable of adapting its well-rehearsed methods of consultation,  

The first official day of the 75th UN General Assembly in September 2020 is held virtually 
in a deserted New York City. Photo by Spencer Platt/Getty Images
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and it is important to learn anything good that emerged from this period 
of enforced experimentation. Where new participation possibilities have 
been opened up by virtual participation, it would be a pity to discard them,  
and to exclude any CSOs that have been able to get access in ways they could 
not before.

For years civil society has encouraged the UN to modernise its operations 
to maintain its relevance in the digital age. In 2020, the UN met this harsh 
reality. The international organisation was forced to take the majority of 
its operations online, all the while trying meaningfully to reach the global 
community and advance international cooperation amid a global health 
crisis, systemic racism, climate change and rising authoritarianism.
Many lessons can be drawn from the pandemic to advance more inclusive 
international cooperation. In 2020 the UN was made acutely aware of the 
benefits of internet connectivity, reaching more diverse voices worldwide. 
People normally unable physically to access UN platforms based in 
Geneva and New York – due to a myriad of barriers – were now able to 
contribute meaningfully to UN discussions online. Yet simultaneously, 
online operations also made the UN formally acknowledge the severe 
impact for the approximately 4 billion people who continue to remain 
disconnected from the internet. Those individuals may suffer network 
discrimination, experience various barriers due to digital divides and 
inadequate digital literacy resources, or remain disconnected through 
targeted internet shutdowns.
Moving forward, the UN should continue to provide access to UN 
discussions through accessible virtual platforms. Just as the UN is built 
to facilitate state-to-state interactions, the world would benefit from 
similarly secure and open venues for civil society to connect. When carried 
out inclusively and securely, online participation presents an opportunity 
to widen the number and diversity of those engaging with the platform 
and removes barriers and resource constraints linked to travel.

Laura O’Brien↗, Access Now↗

A more blended system of online and offline engagement could be offered 
to expand participation. The key test of any blended system should be that it 
maximises civil society’s ability to participate and potential to influence.

Virtual events are a good opportunity to increase inclusion, but in a 
very different modality. One thing is inclusion in negotiation, and a very 
different one is inclusion in thematic and public debates, in which virtual 
events have meant a small improvement. The concern is that negotiation 
processes may become less transparent. There is less transparency in 
processes to select speakers, topics and mechanisms.
It is easier for civil society to overcome problems of accessibility related 
to technology than to overcome those that hinder civil society physical 
access to the UN. So we should keep some of the virtual spaces, while 
other spaces definitely need to be face-to-face, because there is nothing 
like being in a space understanding the political context and having the 
opportunity to raise our hands to ask for the floor or identify opportunities 
for bilateral or multilateral relationship and action, something that virtual 
spaces do not allow.

Alessandra Nilo↗, Gestos↗, Brazil

The UN Human Rights Council holds its first session of the year, and one of its last fully 
in-person meetings, on 24 February 2020 in Geneva, Switzerland. Photo by Kyodo News 
via Getty Images
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Despite the challenges of online working, civil society tried to keep up its 
engagement with the UNHRC by all means available during 2020 because 
those engaging believe that in the current struggle for rights, having a 
strong, effective and principled UNHRC is more important than ever.  
But in 2020, high hopes and lofty principles clashed with often tawdry 
realities.

The annual elections of new members of the UNHRC, held in October, 
offered the familiar but still no less distressing sight of states that are 
among some of the world’s worst rights offenders winning seats on the 
UN’s main human rights body. One of the few scraps of good news was that  
Saudi Arabia failed to winfailed to win↗ a seat, presumably still paying the price for its 
egregious and high-profile human rights abuses, not least its 2018 murder of 
journalist Jamal Khashoggi and its continuing persecution of women’s rights 
activists. But among those elected were serial human rights offenders China, 
Cuba and Russia. Of the 15 members joining the UNHRC in January 2021, 13 are 
assessed by the CIVICUS MonitorCIVICUS Monitor↗ as having serious civic space restrictions, 

with three (China, Cuba and Uzbekistan) having closed civic space, five (Côte 
d’Ivoire, Gabon, Mexico, Pakistan and Russia) having repressed civic space 
and five (Bolivia, Malawi, Nepal, Senegal and Ukraine) having obstructed civic 
space. All of these states, which have serious domestic deficiencies in respect 
for fundamental civic freedoms, and where the state is a major contributor 
to civic space restricted, are somehow deemed fit to sit as arbiters of human 
rights standards. With the other two incoming members (France and the UK) 
having narrowed civic space, not a single new UNHRC member brings to the 
Council a track record of having open civic space. Once again, with some 
regional blocs putting forward non-competitive slates agreed through opaque 
negotiations, some rights-abusing states, including Cuba and Russia, did not 
have to face election.

With members serving rolling three-year terms, the 2020 intake meant that 
as a whole, of the 47-member UNHRC, 30 states (64 per cent) are assessed 
by the CIVICUS Monitor as having serious civic space restrictions, while only 
seven (15 per cent) have open civic space.

Composition of the UN Human Rights Council for 2021, by CIVICUS Monitor rating for member states.

Highlights and challenges in the year at the UNHRC
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In response to the presence of many serial rights-abusing states on the UNHRC, civil society 
continues to advocate for higher standards. Brian SchapiraBrian Schapira↗ of the Center for Latin 
America’s Opening and Development (CADALCADAL↗) sets out some ideas for improving the 
situation:

The only existing mechanism, that of suspension from the UNHRC as provided for in 
Resolution 60/251Resolution 60/251↗, is clearly inoperative: it has only been used once, and if it is 
used again it will only happen when the interests of various countries align in the face 
of an exceptionally serious situation. Civil society has proposed that this mechanism 
be reviewed and replaced with a more effective one, but this seems to me extremely 
unlikely to happen.

However, other measures could help. Firstly, states’ votes in the UNHRC 
should be public. I would love to see how democratic governments that decide  
to vote for dictatorships in the UNHRC election face their own domestic public 
opinion. Publicity would also mean transparency, so we would know who 
votes for whom and governments will have to take responsibility for what 
they vote for.

A condition could also be established that any country wishing to join the 
UNHRC must extend an open invitation to the Special Procedures mandate 
holders to visit the country. An automatic sanction of suspension could also be 
introduced for any UNHRC member state that, after receiving a certain number 
of requests for visits from Special Procedures representatives, continues to 
ignore or refuse them. As an objective ground for non-compliance, this would 
be simple to apply and would not require debate in the UNHRC.

Additionally, states wishing to join the UNHRC could be required to have 
ratified all nine major treaties monitored by treaty bodies. Perhaps this would 
be too ambitious – although I am aware that all of the above is ambitious as 
well – because it would also exclude from membership of the UNHRC some 
democracies that have not ratified all of these treaties.

There are many proposals out there, but any real change will depend on the 
decision of states. That is precisely why it is important to shine a light on these 

problems and bring them into public debate so that societies themselves, or 
at least the most committed and informed segments of the population within 
open societies, put pressure on their governments to make progress.

Domestic-level civil society advocacy, particularly with states that have relatively open civic 
space and respect for democratic freedoms, is one pathway for trying to achieve change.

As civil society, we must exert a strong influence on states with high standards of 
democracy and respect for human rights, so that they exercise as much committed 
diplomacy as possible on this issue, be it in the context of the elections to the UNHRC, 
in discussion of resolutions on country situations within the UNHRC, in the context of 
the Universal Periodic Review, or possibly when it comes to suspending a country’s 
membership of the UNHRC.

Because of the geographical distribution of seats, and due to the alliances woven 
within the UN, where many countries turn a blind eye, apply double standards or 
protect each other, it is difficult to prevent dictatorships from joining the UNHRC or 
suspend them when they commit serious violations. But working on the engagement 
of democratic countries can help make these situations visible and put pressure on 
countries with the worst human rights records. Democratic states could make public 
their opposition to certain candidacies. They could also abstain from voting and call 
on other countries to do so, if all countries standing for members from a specific 
region are disrespectful of human rights. This public shaming may bring some relief to 
those who suffer domestically from abuses and may help bring about some change.

Civil society can take advantage of the visibility brought by membership of the 
UNHRC to blame, shame and give visibility to the violations committed by its 
members, exposing their contradictions. And we can do this both when they submit 
their candidacy and once they join the body. We can make our questioning public 
by demanding that they honour the commitments they made when they became 
candidates, respect the treaties they signed, accede to the treaties to which they are 
not yet a party, grant an open invitation to all UN Special Procedures office-holders, 
accept Rapporteurs’ requests for visits, establish real mechanisms for complying with 
recommendations and collaborate with the human rights protection system.

When serial offenders sit on the Council:  
opportunities for civil society advocacy
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A great instrument we have to push countries to comply with human rights standards 
are the Special Procedures, the office holders of which are elected by the UNHRC 
but are made up of independent experts. Despite their debatable and improvable 
aspects, these procedures constitute the most virtuous side of the universal protection 
system – its ‘crown jewel’, in the words of former Secretary-General Kofi Annan. It 
is there that we as civil society tend to find the most receptive conditions to our 
claims and complaints. To preserve this space, we must also be very vigilant that the 
interests of the less democratic states within the UNHRC do not interfere with the 
election and functioning of the Special Procedures. Indeed, there is currently great 
concern regarding China’s advances within these spaces, which could weaken these 
independent mechanisms.

Those of us who defend human rights may criticise and expose their contradictions, 
but we won’t throw the baby out with the bathwater. I can think of no more damaging 
attitude than that of former President Trump giving up the US seat at the UNHRC 
on the pretext of very real problems such as dictatorships being members and the 
disproportionate attention that some situations receive. That is why President Biden’s 
decision to rejoin the body immediately as an observer member and submit the USA’s 
candidacy for the next term is something to celebrate. In the face of authoritarian 
advances, the existing system must be criticised, while still being defended.

Ahead of the 2020 UNHRC election, CADAL drew attention to the election or re-election of 
several authoritarian states, including ChinaChina↗, CubaCuba↗, RussiaRussia↗ and Saudi ArabiaSaudi Arabia↗. Due 
to CADAL’s focus on Latin America, it particularly sought to raise awareness of Cuba’s role.

We prepared two research reports: one on Cuba’s relationship with the universal 
protection system, and another on its voting record in the UNHRC. The latter shows 
that Cuba has consistently supported dictatorial regimes of various colours around 
the world, from Iran’s theocracy to Lukashenko’s autocracy in Belarus and Maduro’s 
dictatorship in Venezuela, to the illiberal and authoritarian governments of Duterte 
in the Philippines and Ortega in Nicaragua. It has systematically denied humanitarian 
crises such as those in Myanmar and Syria and has rejected any kind of condemnation 
or action, such as the creation of country mandates or commissions of enquiry, in the 
face of the most serious human rights violations in the world.

On the basis of these reports we organised public debates, made press releases 
and sent communications out to the embassies of democratic states asking them 

to increase scrutiny and pressure on Cuba. Once Cuba was elected to the UNHRC, 
we gathered the support of numerous international, regional, national and even 
local CSOs, and sent a request to the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights that 
she demand that Cuba assume its commitments as a UNHRC member, comply 
with standards, ratify the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and 
the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, which it has 
been promising to do for 12 or 13 years, and to accept the visit of a series of Special 
Procedures mandate holders who address issues of particular concern to us, such 
as the freedom of association, freedom of expression, cultural rights, arbitrary 
detentions and judicial independence, among others.

In the case of Cuba, the continued exposure of rights violations and the activation of 
all UN mechanisms can make the regime feel more observed, alleviate its abuses and 
improve the situation of defenders, democracy activists, journalists and artists who 
currently experience harassment and persecution.

Manuel Cuesta Morúa, spokesperson for Cuba's Progressive Arch Party, campaigns 
against Cuba and other autocratic states gaining a seat on the UN Human Rights Council. 
Photo by Demomlat.com
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As 2021 began, in a highly unusual situation, the UNHRC even lacked a president. 
The rotating presidency, which was the turn of the Asia-Pacific regional group 
of states to fill, is normally chosen by consensus, but on this occasion was being 
sought by three states, Bahrain, Fiji and Uzbekistan. Fiji was long the uncontested 
candidate, with Bahrain and then Uzbekistan putting themselves forward very late 
in the process. 

From a civil society point of view, none of these were ideal candidates: Bahrain and 
Uzbekistan are rated as having closed civic space, while civic space in Fiji is rated 
as obstructed, which means that all three states place serious restrictions on civil 
society at home. Civil society engaged to encourage UNHRC members to make the 
best possible choice by compiling a scorecardscorecard↗ on some key aspects of human 
rights performance, based on clear criteriacriteria↗, which indicated that of the three, 
Fiji was clearly the only acceptable choice. Fiji’s representative on the UNHRC had 
backed the kind of country-level investigations into human rights abuses to which 
the Council’s most abusive states are averse.

Civil society reminded states that the president of the Council plays a key role 
in upholding the body’s integrity, including in cases of reprisals by states against 
people who cooperate with it; both Bahrain and Uzbekistan were among those 
states listed in the UNSG’s 2020 annual reportUNSG’s 2020 annual report↗ for taking reprisals against and 
intimidating their nationals for cooperation with the UN. Insiders accusedaccused↗ China, 
along with Russia and Bahrain’s close ally Saudi Arabia, of using their influence and 
taking advantage of the reticence of some delegations in online negotiations to try 
to manoeuvre a favourable candidate into office, as these repressive states sought 
to shore up their position ahead of the likely return of the USA to the UNHRC under 
the Biden administration. Despite pressure to withdraw, Fiji, which in 2020 was 
home to violenceviolence↗ between Chinese and Taiwanese diplomats at an event to mark 
Taiwan’s national day, refused to back out of the race. Fortunately, when the vote 
was held on 15 January 2021 amid an unusually high level of international attention, 
Fiji’s candidacy prevailedprevailed↗. A small victory had been achieved for human rights. 
Civil society will now urge the president of the Council to uphold high standards.

Among other 2020 highlights, civil society pressure, coming from more than 600 more than 600 
CSOsCSOs↗, was one of the forces behind the UNHRC holding an urgent debateurgent debate↗ on 
systemic racism and police violence against people of African descent in June, 
amid the wave of protests in the USA and worldwide that followed the police 
killing of George Floyd in May (see this report’s chapter on the global struggle 

for racial justice). The debate, in which George Floyd’s brother, Philonise FloydPhilonise Floyd↗, 
gave moving testimony and in which numerous civil society representatives 
participated, showed the potential of the UNHRC to scrutinise and take action on 
breaking human rights events. However, the resolution agreed, while a step in the 
right direction, fell far short of civil society’s hopes, being framed around systemic 
racism and police brutality in general rather than focusing specifically on the 
problem in the USA, and mandating a global report rather than the independent 
inquiry many in civil society sought. The outcome reflected pressure by US allies 
to water down the resolution. Civil society will, regardless, try to make the best of 
the opportunity; in August, the American Civil Liberties Union coordinatedcoordinated↗ a vast 
number of families of victims of police killings and CSOs to put their views to the 
UN High Commissioner for Human Rights about what the report should address.

Another civil society disappointment came in the finalisation of a resolution on 
the Philippines, passed in October. Civil society had hopes that the resolution 
would help hold the Philippines to account for its egregious human rights 
abuses committed in the context of President Rodrigo Duterte’s ‘war on drugswar on drugs↗’.  
This has seen killings that may stretch into the tens of thousandstens of thousands and an ongoing 
campaign of extrajudicial executionsextrajudicial executions↗, raidsraids↗ on CSOs, the shutdownshutdown↗ of critical 
media sources and reprisalsreprisals↗ against civil society representatives for engaging 
with the UN. The hope civil society had was that the resolution would establish an 
international investigationinternational investigation↗ into the human rights situation in the Philippines, but 
instead the resolution prioritisedprioritised↗ “technical assistance and capacity-building” to 
help the government of the Philippines meet its human rights commitments: this is 
an offer that President Duterte, who has a track record of ridiculing and rebuffing 
international scrutiny, will find easy to live with. The only positive was that the 
resolution keepskeeps↗ the Philippines on the UNHRC’s agenda for the next two years, 
potentially giving civil society more opportunities to push for stronger scrutiny.

Civil society expressedexpressed↗ its dismay at this tame resolution; informally,  
some delegations suggested that this was in part due to the impacts on the 
pandemic on the UNHRC’s ways of working, with limited ability to take part in 
negotiations, a lack of expertise around online negotiations, some unwillingness 
to take strong lines in these by diplomats, and the absence during negotiations 
of civil society representatives from the Philippines, who under normal conditions 
would have been able to share their stories, remind state representatives what was 
at stake and exert moral pressure. These are the people who were let down by the 
resolution.
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People in Quezon city, Metro Manila, Philippines, take part in a protest against President Rodrigo Duterte's repressive Anti-Terror bill on 12 June 2020. 
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Imagine being in prison? The ‘crime’? Speaking 
up and standing for what you believe in. CIVICUS 
is sharing the stories of people behind bars and 
urging people to call on governments to protect 
rights, uphold justice and stop harassing and 
imprisoning human rights defenders across the 
globe. Human rights defenders are asking you to 
#StandAsMyWitness.

Teresita Naul tells her story:

I am 62 and a human rights defender in 
the Philippines. I have dedicated my life 
to protecting the poorest and the most 
marginalised. I advocate for their right to 
health and other basic social services. I am a 
member of the Secretariat of the Union of 
Peoples’ Lawyers in Mindanao – Cagayan de 
Oro Chapter and Coordinator in Northern 
Mindanao for Karapatan, a leading human 
rights group.

I was among those arrestedarrested↗ just two days 
after the country had been placed under 
lockdown due to the pandemic. On 15 March, I 
was arrested in Lanao del Sur, on the southern 
island of Mindanao, by the Philippine Army 
and national police on charges of kidnapping, 
serious illegal detention and destructive arson. 
Police have claimed I am a member of the 
New Peoples’ Army – an armed rebel group 
associated with the Communist Party of the 
Philippines.

I have been accused together with 554 other 
people of being involved in an attack against 
the military based in Agusan del Sur in 
December 2018. According to human rights 
groups, others accusedothers accused↗ of being involved 
include activists and journalists from Caraga 
and the Northern Mindanao Region, and 
also include nuns, a lawyer and public sector 
employees.

After my arrest I was paraded in front of 
the media as a ‘high ranking official of the 
Communist Party’. I remain detained at the 
Agusan del Sur Provincial Jail, in overcrowded 
and unsanitary conditions that put my life at 
imminent risk, given my serious breathing 
disorder. I have been denied visits from my 
lawyer and family and exhausted as I have 
been tasked with cleaning the common toilets.

Take action. 
Call for Teresita’s release↗.

Stand As My Witness

Teresita Naul, Philippines
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More welcome developments at the UNHRC during 2020 included the extension 
of the mandate of the UN Commission of Inquiry on BurundiBurundi↗ and UN Special 
Rapporteur on EritreaEritrea↗, each for another year, and of the UN Independent 
International Fact-Finding Mission on Venezuela for two years. The renewal 
of the Burundi mandate came after over 40 CSOsover 40 CSOs↗ joined together to urge 
the Commission, the only remaining independent mechanism documenting 
human rights violations in Burundi, to maintain its scrutiny during an uncertain 
time following a change of president (see this report’s chapter on democracy 
under the pandemic). Its September reportreport↗, based on over 300 personal 
testimonies, identified that sexual violence was a commonly used tool against 
people perceived to be supporters of the political opposition, including against 
men as well as women and girls, and documented a catalogue of abuses against 
children and young people. Also in September, the Venezuela mission reported reported 
evidenceevidence↗ of widespread and systematic violations, including extrajudicial 
executions, sexual violence, enforced disappearance and torture, and the use 
of lethal weapons against protests; a CSO was subjected to high-level smears 
after cooperating with the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights during a 
visit. In a closely contested vote, the UNHRC also establishedestablished↗ an Independent 
Fact-Finding Mission on LibyaLibya↗ to probe human rights violations, a move that 
civil society welcomed.

During 2020, a coalition of Palestinian, national and international CSOs also 
called oncalled on↗ the UN to reconstitute the UN Special Committee against Apartheid 
to investigate the Israeli government’s treatment of Palestinian people. 
However, in October, Israel’s representative interruptedinterrupted↗ the presentation of 
a joint statement by civil society on the issue, using a point of order to accuse 
the CSOs making the statement of using inappropriate language, in a move that 
seemed to signal an increasing boldness by the government of Israel to call into 
question civil society’s role in international scrutiny and accountability.

Meanwhile, at the UN Human Rights Committee, the body that monitors the 
implementation of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights 
(ICCPR), in 2020 civil society welcomed the agreement of the UN General UN General 
Comment on the right of peaceful assemblyComment on the right of peaceful assembly↗. This text provided legal guidance 
on the interpretation of ICCPR article 21, which sets out the fundamental right 
of peaceful assembly, a crucial one on which civil society relies and one of the 
rights, along with the freedoms of association and expression, that constitute 
civic space. The General Comment, developed with input from civil society, 

defined that peaceful assembly is a fundamental aspect of democratic society, 
that everyone can exercise this right and that the right applies to public, private 
and online activity. The guidance made clear that the ICCPR places positive 
obligations on governments to facilitate peaceful assemblies and protect 
participants from danger that may arise from those opposing the event, and 
a duty not to prohibit or disrupt assemblies. It also stated that participants 
in assemblies, such as protesters, have the right to wear face coverings and 
that governments should not intimidate participants or collect personal data 
on them, or shut down internet activity in relation to a peaceful assembly, all 
of which are acts committed by multiple states during 2020, as other chapters 
of this report attest. Civil society will now work to use the General Comment 
as another tool to hold states to account on their human rights failings and 
to promote the recognition that common forms of peaceful assembly, such as 
protests, are part and parcel of democracy.

An Amnesty International activist hands over a petition at the Saudi Arabian embassy in The 
Hague, The Netherlands, demanding the release of jailed women human rights defenders 
in November 2020. Photo by Pierre Crom/Getty Images
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Another space in which civil society normally tries to engage is the C20, the civil society 
process within the G20, a forum of many of the world’s major economies. Civil society 
participates in the C20 to urge G20 decision-makers to be guided by human rights and 
inclusion principles. However, while civil society generally tries to make the most of 
engagement opportunities, in 2020, progressive, rights-oriented civil society chose to 
defend and promote human rights and inclusion principles by boycotting the space.

The reason was the assumption of the G20’s rotating presidency by Saudi Arabia. In the light 
of this, in January, over 220 CSOs endorsed a statementstatement↗ issued by Amnesty International, 
CIVICUS and Transparency International in which they announced that they would not 
participate in a sham C20 process hosted by a country characterised by the complete 
absence of civic space and a government that remained relentless in its persecution of 
civil society, and of women’s rights activists in particular. The C20, and the broader G20, 
would only be part of a lavish public relations campaign in which Saudi Arabia attempted 
to launder its deservedly low international reputation and encourage foreign investment.

Despite its limitations and weak engagement with civil society, the G20 has been 
a relevant space to bring our concerns directly to governments and advocate with 
them to tackle the most critical issues we face. Unfortunately, in 2020 the space for 
civil society engagement became significantly reduced when the presidency of the 
G20 and all its Engagement Groups, including the C20, passed to Saudi Arabia – a 
decision taken by G20 governments in 2017 in Hamburg, Germany.

Saudi Arabia is a state that provides virtually no spacevirtually no space↗ for civil society and 
where independent civil society voices are not tolerated. It systematically suppresses 
criticism from the media, regularly arrests and prosecutes human rights defenders, 
censors free speech, limits free movement and tortures and mistreats detained 
journalists and activists. This makes civil society participation ethically dubious.

In addition, the C20 principles emphasise a series of elements that the Saudi 
presidency is unable to provide, such as inclusion of a variety of truly independent civil 
society actors, from local to global, the transparency of decision-making procedures 
and the guiding values of human rights, gender equality and women’s empowerment. 
By participating in the very limited space that the Saudi government would be able 
to provide, we would only help launder Saudi Arabia’s international reputation. The 

Saudi government has already recruited expensive Western public relations recruited expensive Western public relations 
advisorsadvisors↗ and spent millions of dollarsspent millions of dollars↗ to polish its tarnished image. 

In response, an overwhelming number of CSOs from all over the world joined their joined their 
voices togethervoices together ↗and decided to boycott the C20 hosted by Saudi Arabia this year.

Emilia Berazategui↗, Transparency International↗

As the pandemic erupted, the idea of a virtual civil society counter-summit started 
making ever more sense, and civil society organised online to produce a series of policy 
recommendations to bring to the attention of G20 governments.

Civil society also took the opportunity to focus joint advocacy on the human rights abuses 
of the Saudi regime, specifically demanding that the Saudi authorities free jailed women free jailed women 
activistsactivists↗, drop all charges against them and undertake meaningful women’s and human 
rights reforms, while also asking those who were taking part in official events, including 
influential states, to support this advocacy through both public and private channels. In 
this way, civil society’s refusal to legitimise the deeply flawed participation space offered 
its own opportunities for advocacy. International pressure paid off when women’s rights 
activist Loujain Al-Hathoul was releasedreleased↗ from jail after 1,001 days in February 2021 (see 
this report’s chapter on challenging exclusion), although justice still remained denied for 
many others in jail, and the advocacy will continue. Civil society will also now re-engage in 
formal C20 processes for the 2021 G20 meeting, being hosted by Italy.

Human rights CSOs boycott the Saudi G20 process and campaign for the release of jailed 
activists such as Nassima Al-Sadah. Photo by HRW

Saudi Arabia’s G20: a different advocacy opportunity for civil society
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Regional rights institutions 
and the ICC
The UNHRC was not the only international institution that civil society engaged 
with to defend rights in 2020. Regional rights bodies continued to play a valuable 
role. In April, after more than 20 years of litigation, the Inter-American Court of 
Human Rights ruledruled↗ in favour of the Lhaka Honhat Association of Indigenous 
Communities and ordered the state of Argentina to grant the community a 
single title of communal ownership over 400,000 hectares of ancestral lands; 
it was the first time that the court recognised a state’s violation of the rights 
to cultural identity, a healthy environment, food and water. In October, the 
Inter-American Court again ruledruled↗ against Argentina in a racial profiling case: 
the state was declared responsible for the illegal, arbitrary and discriminatory 
detention and death of an Afro-Uruguayan citizen in police custody in 1996, 
and ordered to train its police force and implement mechanisms to record 
arbitrary detentions.

In July, the African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights found in favour 
of two Rwandan journaliststwo Rwandan journalists↗, Agnès Uwimana and Saidati Mukakibib, who 
had received lengthy jail sentences after having been found guilty of defaming 
President Paul Kagame; the government of Rwanda, which tightly policestightly polices↗ 
dissent and arrested multiple journalists during the pandemic, was asked 
to revise its defamation laws, which make criticism of the president a risky 
undertaking. That same month, the East African Court of Justice ruledruled↗ that 
15 judges in South Sudan had been unfairly dismissed when they were sacked 
during a 2017 strike over working conditions, and should be reinstated. In 
November, the European Court of Human Rights ruledruled↗ that the government 
of Turkey had violated the right to the freedom of expression and liberty and 
security of a group of journalists when it placed them in pretrial detention in 
2016 and ordered the government to pay damages to those involved.

These cases all indicated the role that international institutions can play in 
holding governments to account and upholding rights when they are not being 
respected domestically, and the potential for civil society to use them as a 
mechanism of next resort when domestic paths to redress are blocked.

But given these positive roles played by regional and continental bodies, it 
was disturbing that some governments moved to limit the ability of people 

and organisations to seek justice from them. In 2020, the governments of 
BeninBenin↗ and Côte d’IvoireCôte d’Ivoire↗ both made it no longer possible for people and 
organisations to appeal directly to the African Court on Human and Peoples’ 
Rights, following in the footsteps of TanzaniaTanzania↗, which did so in 2019. All 
of these moves came in the run-up to elections, held in Côte d’Ivoire and 
Tanzania in October 2020 and due in Benin in April 2021, all of which involved 
incumbents standing again. In Côte d’Ivoire, the decision came after the African 
Court ordered the government to suspend the arrest warrant of an opposition 
presidential candidate and free his supporters from detention. In Benin, the 
government also removed the provision for people and organisations to appeal 
directly to the Court of Justice of the Economic Community of West African 
States.

These new limitations paid their own backhanded compliment to the value civil 
society sees in such institutions amid domestic restrictions, and civil society 
will keep working to reverse these changes in the countries in which they have 
been introduced, and to resist any domino effect in which other African states 
are tempted to adopt similar measures.

Members of affected communities attend a hearing of the Inter-American Court of
Human Rights on the Lhaka Honhat case. Photo by Centro de Estudios Legales y Sociales
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At the ICC, the global court of last resort for major crimes, new ground was 
broken in July, when the trial begantrial began↗ of a former Islamic militant who is alleged 
to have forced hundreds of women into sexual slavery in Mali. The charges 
related to the occupation of the city of Timbuktu by Islamist groups in 2012 
and 2013. Alongside charges of crimes against humanity and war crimes, this 
was the first time the ICC prosecuted someone for the charge of persecution on 
the grounds of gender. For civil society, this held hope that impunity for crimes 
that target women will be challenged.

In February, an ICC investigation found that Australia’sAustralia’s↗ migrant detention 
camps in Nauru and Papua New Guinea may have breached international law. 
In December, the ICC prosecutor’s office statedstated↗ that there is a “reasonable 
basis” to believe that crimes against humanity were committed in the 
Philippines in the context of the ‘war on drugs’. ICC investigations continued 

into the crimes committed against Rohingya people in Myanmar; for the first 
time, the investigation documented confessionsconfessions↗ by two former Myanmar 
soldiers detailing their role in the indiscriminate killing, rape and mass burial 
of civilians. Myanmar is also currently under investigation by the International 
Court of Justice (ICJ) over alleged violations of the Genocide Convention. In 
January 2020, the ICJ issuedissued↗ a provisional order that the government of 
Myanmar should comply with its obligations under the Convention, protect 
Rohingya people and prevent evidence relevant to the investigation being 
destroyed. In May, the government submittedsubmitted↗ its first report to the ICJ, but 
despite this there seemed clear evidence that attacks were continuing, and 
Rohingya people reported that the military were still committing violations in 
Rakhine State, including shelling, even before the military strengthened its grip 
on power in the February 2021 coup.

During the year, civil society also got involved in the process of assessing 
candidates to become ICC prosecutors, with the Coalition for the International 
Criminal Court, a network of 2,500 CSOs, workingworking↗ with the ICC Secretariat 
to set questionnaires for candidates, asking them to outline their background, 
qualifications, experience, vision and views on international justice and the 
ICC. When repressive Bangladesh nominated a candidate who was a judge with 
a history of making decisions in favour of the country’s repressive ruling party 
and with a long career of supporting the death penalty, civil society proved its 
power: it pushed back against his nomination, exposing him as unsuitable for 
the office and causing his candidacy to be withdrawnwithdrawn↗.

However, the year for the ICC was dominated by the US government dramatically 
raising the stakes in its ongoing confrontation, when it imposed sanctionsimposed sanctions↗ 
on senior ICC officials, including Chief Prosecutor Fatou Bensouda. This move 
came after the ICC launched an investigation in March into alleged war crimes 
and crimes against humanity in AfghanistanAfghanistan↗. US sanctions came in retaliation 
to the Afghanistan investigation, which encompasses allegations of war crimes 
committed by US forces, as well as an investigation of allegations of crimes 
committed by Israeli forces in Palestine. Alongside sanctions, in a move that 
reeked of deflection, the US government declared that it was launchinglaunching↗ its 
own investigation of the ICC, alleging corruption. In response to the imposition 
of sanctions, a group of human rights lawyers launched a lawsuitlawsuit↗ against the 
US government, saying that out of fear of serious consequences for cooperating 
with the ICC their work had been put on halt.

Despite a ban on gatherings, on 13 June 2020 people demonstrate outside Sydney Town 
Hall against the Australian government's detention of refugees. Photo by Jenny Evans/
Getty Images
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The US government never signed up to the ICC and has a long track 
record of resisting its potential scrutiny of US actions abroad, but 
this move marked an escalation of hostilities under the Trump 
administration. In applying the sanctions, which included travel bans travel bans 
and asset freezesand asset freezes↗, then-Secretary of State Pompeo accused the 
ICC of “illegitimate attempts to subject Americans to its jurisdiction,” 
while the then-US Attorney General William Barr describeddescribed↗ the 
body as “little more than a political tool employed by unaccountable 
international elites,” an attack that seemed to call into question the 
entire legitimacy of the international human rights system.

The US government’s approach marked a grotesque misapplication 
of the notion of sanctions, which are typically used against those 
who have committed egregious rights abuses, but were instead 
being deployed against those seeking to hold rights offenders to 
account. In acting in this way, the US government showed it had little 
sympathy with the living victims of human rights abuses, who look to 
the ICC as a last opportunity for redress when domestic courts have 
failed them. Civil society will be calling on the Biden administration 
to adopt a more positive approach towards the ICC, even if the US 
government is unlikely to become a supporter of the Court.

At the same time, another retreat from international accountability 
was being taken by the UK government, which introduced a 
proposed law to protect members of the British armed forces from 
legal action. The proposed law would impose a five-year limitfive-year limit↗ 
on the ability to prosecute members of the armed forces from 
abuses committed while serving outside the UK, and a presumption presumption 
against prosecutionagainst prosecution↗, potentially shielding officers from being held 
to account for a wide range of crimes, including torture. The time 
limit could discourage prosecutions, given the complex and often 
lengthy nature of processes of investigation, in which it may take 
years before victims feel safe enough to come forward. This change 
by the UK government, criticisedcriticised↗ by Nils Melzer, UN Special 
Rapporteur on Torture, signalled a further move, by another of the 
five permanent members of the UNSC, away from the notion that 
impunity should be challenged and states with histories of foreign 
military intervention should be scrutinised and held to account.

People watch a hearing of the International Court of Justice at a restaurant in a Rohingya refugee camp 
in Bangladesh on 23 January 2020. Photo by Allison Joyce/Getty Images
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With the tortuous process of the UK’s withdrawal from the EU finally moving to completion, 
civil society attention fell on what the EU, with its 27 remaining member states, might 
look like. As the world’s most powerful international union of states, how the EU acts and 
what priorities it decides to pursue can have global significance. Renewal, and a process of 
consultation with European citizens, was supposed to be a highlight of 2020, but like other 
international institutions, much of the EU’s energy was spent on trying to respond to the 
pandemic.

Alongside the pandemic and Brexit negotiations, the other issue that dominated attention 
was the increasing refusal of the governments of Hungary and Poland to abide by the 
fundamental values that they signed up to when they joined the EU, including respect for 
human rights, civil society and the rule of law. Negotiations to agree a COVID-19 support 
package for member states were inevitably contentious, not least because Poland, a serial 
rights offender, would be one of the biggest recipients of support, something objected to by 
some of the EU’s largest contributors, which have criticised Poland’s human rights record. 
Civil society advocated that support to Hungary and Poland should be made conditional on 
adherence to EU standards on the rule of law and civic rights. But the fact that the package 
had to be agreed unanimously gave the EU’s increasingly rogue states veto power, and 
negotiations remained deadlocked for most of the year, also holding up agreement on the 
EU’s seven-year budget.

Battle lines were emphasised in October when the governments of Hungary and Poland 
announcedannounced↗ their intention to set up their own ‘rule of law’ institute, just ahead of the 
European Commission’s publication of its first rule of law report. The intention to muddy 
the waters and promote an alternate and skewed notion of what constitutes the rule of 
law seemed clear. Hungary’s Prime Minister, Viktor Orbán, called for the resignation of 
the European Commission vice president for Values and Transparency, who had criticised 
Hungary, signalling a lack of willingness to accept any form of European criticism.

The backdrop to this was the European Court of Justice investigation of Hungary for its 
laws that require organisations to register as receiving support from abroad and that limit 
assistance to refugees. In June the Court ruledruled↗ that Hungary’s NGO Law does not comply 
with EU law, meaning that Hungary’s government could face EU sanctions if it does not 
amend it. Viktor Orbán’s response was hardly conciliatory, as he stated that a network 
of liberal imperialists were forcing their views on others and the courts were part of this 

network. Another key battle line was drawn in November, when the EU announcedannounced↗ 
proposals to criminalise hate speech against LGBTQI+ people under EU law and recognise 
same-sex partnerships in all EU member states, putting the institution into a direct 
confrontation with the governments of Hungary and Poland, along with some other state 
leaders who have stoked homophobia and written it into law for political advantage (see this 
report’s chapter on challenging exclusion).

The package initially agreed in JulyJuly↗ was vetoed by Hungary and Poland in NovemberNovember↗ in 
opposition to its rule-of-law provisions, before eventually being finalised at the last minute 
in DecemberDecember↗. It was ultimately weak on rule-of-law commitments, limitinglimiting↗ them as 
applying only to direct use of EU funds and deferringdeferring↗ their application until a European 
Court of Justice ruling on the matter, introducing a significant delay. There was also civil 
society concern that the plan’s emphasis on transition to a net zero carbon economy did 
not adequately address Poland’s continuing apparent determination to further exploit its 
coal reserves.

Civil society continued, despite these challenges, to try to use the EU as an arena to develop 
and propagate more progressive norms to help realise human rights. In one example in 
2020, over 60 civil society networks and organisations and media bodies came together to 
develop a proposalproposal↗ for an EU-wide law against the use of strategic lawsuits against public 
participation (SLAPPS), which as covered in previous editions of this report, are legal actions 
brought by powerful and wealthy people and organisations with the intention of preventing 
public scrutiny, including by drawing civil society into long and expensive legal actions or 
encouraging them to self-censor to avoid the costs of legal action.

It might not to be overdramatic to say that, post-Brexit, amidst the damage brought by the 
pandemic and with the assertion of an alternate vision of Europe by Hungary and Poland, a 
struggle for the soul of the EU is under way. The question is whether it continues to evolve 
into a progressive bloc that champions and proves the value of democratic freedoms, the 
rule of law, respect for human rights, action on climate change and the inclusion of civil 
society, or whether it goes backwards and becomes an institution focused only on trade 
and economic advantage, hamstrung by the assertion of narrow presidential sovereignty, 
obsessed with maintaining borders, hostile to migrants, where only money can move 
freely. Civil society must continue to be recognised as key allies in pushing for the more 
expansive vision.

A post-Brexit fork in the road for the EU
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Meanwhile, having left the EU, in the UK a key question was that of what kind of international 
outlook the country would take: would trade be the overriding goal as the UK sought to 
rework its international relationships, or would the country stand for something more on 
the world stage? For civil society looking for early indications, a severe blow came in June, 
when the UK government announced that its development agency, the Department for 
International Development (DfID), would be merged into its foreign ministry, the Foreign 
and Commonwealth Office (FCO). The UK was not the first donor state to do so – the 
governments of Australia and Canada have made similar mergers in recent years – but this 
move was particularly significant, since the UK enshrined a commitment to give 0.7 per 
cent of gross national income (GNI) as official development assistance (ODA) into domestic 
law in 2015, making it the second biggest international donor after the USA and the largest 
per capita. Among many in civil society, DfID had generally been viewed as one of the 
bilateral donors that was more open to and supportive of civil society.

Although the move had long been mooted by those on the right of the ruling Conservative 
Party, the merger decision came without any prior consultationprior consultation↗ with civil societycivil society↗, 
and indeed, seemed to come as a shock to many DfID staffDfID staff↗. In the midst of the pandemic, 
and as the government had just performed a politically embarrassing U-turn in response 
to public pressure on free meals provision to disadvantaged children, the suspicion 
could only be that the move had been brought forward hastily as a distraction, and as 
something that played well with Brexit-supporting voters intent on further retreating from 
internationalism. The move was justified with reference to efficiency and policy coherence, 
as such moves often areoften are↗, even if the realities tend to fall shortfall short↗, but this sparked 
concern about the potential refocusing of the UK’s ODA away from a rights-based approach 
and a focus on poverty and inequality, and towards convergence with trade and foreign 
policy goals; among the risks this raises is that development is no longer seen as a goal 
in its own right, but only a means to advance domestic political aims, and that people 
become even more positioned as the recipients of aid, rather than aid being framed around 
realising their rights.

UK civil society also expressed the concern that as well as losing valuable development 
expertise, the UK was giving up much of the soft power it gained through providing ODA,  
at precisely the time it was internationally weaker after leaving the EU. To some extent 

the UK’s aid policy had been drifting in this direction for some time, with DfID increasingly 
hollowed out of staff, its ministers shared with the FCO and other UK government 
departments claiming sharesclaiming shares↗ of ODA to do work that was more about security and 
business than development, but the effective abolition of DfID clearly marked a significant 
acceleration of this trend. Concerns were not assuaged when in August a new UK 
programme focusing on workers in global south supply chains was almost entirely framed framed 
and promotedand promoted↗ around the benefits for UK consumers.

And then in November the UK government caused a further shock by announcingannouncing↗ it 
was breaking a manifesto commitment and dropping its ODA provision to 0.5 per cent 
of GNI, in a move positioned as a response to the economic impacts of the pandemic. 
With GNI already plummeting due to the pandemic’s economic repercussions, this marked 
a huge drop in the UK’s development spending; in January 2021 it was reportedreported↗ that  
UK diplomats had been told to make cuts of at least 50 per cent in bilateral aid. The 
implication is that the many CSOs that have received DfID support can expect a major 
loss of funding, and people in global south countries that have already been hit hard by 
the pandemic will take a back seat to the UK’s economic recovery. Ominously, there was 
no commitment as to when the 0.7 per cent level would be restored. Meanwhile, at the 
same time that it announced the ODA cut, the UK government committed to a US$21.8 US$21.8 
billion increasebillion increase↗ in defence spending. The post-EU priorities of the UK seemed to have 
been clearly stated.

The UK’s extensive civil society international development community faces an uphill 
battle in reasserting the value and role of development, and in trying at least to return to 
former levels of ODA. The major challenge they will have to take on is that international 
development spending is unpopular with the British public. Opinion polls showed that 
two-thirds of people,two-thirds of people,↗ across the political spectrum, approved of the ODA cut. At a 
time when the UK’s international role has become an issue of intense focus in its domestic 
politics and many are embracing isolationism, it has become very difficult to argue for the 
value of international development. Britain’s civil society has failed to make an argument 
for the value of development in a way that resonates with most British people, or at least 
removes it from the political firing line. It now faces the considerable challenge of making 
a new case at a difficult time.

What version of a global Britain?
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Pushing the boundaries: civil 
society’s work to develop new 
international norms

As well as using the levers provided by existing human rights institutions and 
international agreements, in 2020 civil society once again proved itself to 
be the driver of international innovation by pushing for new commitments. 
In what should have been the year of climate action, civil society worked to 
promote the development and understanding of new human rights norms that 
relate to the impacts of the climate crisis. 

One of the fronts civil society is working on is to win recognition of the rights of 
people displaced by climate change. There is no international law that relates 
specifically to the concept of ‘climate refugee’, but civil society efforts are trying 
to change this. Amali TowerAmali Tower↗ of Climate RefugeesClimate Refugees↗ sets out the thinking here:

The concept does not exist in international law, but drivers of migration 
are increasingly intertwined, as has been the case in the context of 
refugee flows and internal displacement resulting from conflict and 
persecution. It’s no different in the context of climate migration,  
except that for so many millions, this isn’t purely an environmental 
issue – it’s a justice issuejustice issue↗. For many populations dependent on 
the land, climate changes have impacts on survival and livelihood,  
with impacts beyond the individual, to the family, community, local 
livelihoods, business and so on. If climate is a factor that contributes 
to migration, it is likely after years of causing deep losses and 
suffering, intertwined with economic losses and impacts as well as 
political ramifications. For instance, we can see this playing out among 
subsistence farmers in Sub-Saharan Africa, Central America and many 
other regions. 
Much of the discussion of a legal framework is stalled in conversations 
that revolve around migration being largely internal, as well as doomsday 
displacement projections. The international system is hesitant to push 
conversations that will securitise migration even further and states 
are reticent to take on commitments that increase migrant or refugee 
protections even further.
So for now, advancements are limited to non-binding commitments by 
states in the Global Compact for Safe, Orderly and Regular Migration, 
which includes some measures dealing with environmental migration 
across borders. The Platform on Disaster Displacement is a state-led 
initiative doing good work on the protection of people displaced across 
borders by disasters and climate change.
I settled on the term ‘climate refugees’ to provoke conversation. To 
emphasise the political responsibility of climate change. To raise 
awareness of its ability to impact on, one might even say persecute, 
some people more than others. To contribute, provoke and challenge 
policy. To highlight the needs by giving voice to those affected  
and to help seek their legal protection. Ultimately, to present this  
as an issue of equality. We use the term ‘climate refugees’ to draw 
attention to the political responsibility of rich countries, certain 
industries and others to ensure fairness, compensation, protection 
and equality on many levels, because the solutions must also be multi-
faceted.

Protesters in Melbourne, Australia, highlight the impacts of climate change on migration. 
Photo by John Englart/Creative Commons 
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Some progress was made in January, with the first rulingruling↗ by the UN Human 
Rights Committee on a complaint by an individual seeking asylum from the 
effects of climate change. The decision stated that countries may not deport 
people who face climate change-induced conditions that violate the right to 
life. The complaint, filed by an asylum seeker whose application had been  
denied by the government of New Zealand and who had subsequently been 
deported with his family to his home country of Kiribati, argued that the rise 
in sea level and other impacts of climate change had rendered the island 
uninhabitable for its residents, and that land scarcity had led to violent 
disputes. While in this specific case the Committee determined that New 
Zealand had not violated the applicant’s right to life, its ruling advanced novel 
standards that could open the door to successful climate-related asylum claims 
in the future.

Civil society is also workingworking↗ to make the destruction of ecosystems – ecocide 
– a legally punishable crime and a new internationally recognised offence. The 
move is being driven by the Stop Ecocide FoundationStop Ecocide Foundation↗, working with lawyers, 
environmental scientists and the states of Maldives and Vanuatu, which have 
called at ICC meetings for ecocide to be considered a crime. If successful, the 
campaign could open up a route to ICC prosecution over ecocide if domestic 
processes fail to bring perpetrators to account. Jojo MehtaJojo Mehta↗ of the Stop 
Ecocide Foundation explains why efforts are focusing on the ICC:

We use the term ‘ecocide’ to refer to mass damage and destruction of 
ecosystems. We see ecocide as the root cause or one of the key causes of 
the climate and ecological crisis that we find ourselves in. The destruction 
of ecosystems repeatedly and relentlessly committed by some of the 
world’s biggest corporations has exacerbated those crises. But this kind 
of irreversible damage has not been established globally as a crime, 
and therefore it is still largely permitted. A company can approach their 
government for a fishing, foresting or fracking licence or permit, get it and 
go on to produce a massive level of environmental destruction without 
much repercussion. In the world we live in, this behaviour is accepted, 
and the economy largely depends on such devastation. We believe it’s 
time to change the rules.
One of the main reasons we aim for the ICC is that there is a set procedure 
for adding a crime to the Rome Statute, which governs international 

crimes. The ICC currently prosecutes four crimes: genocide, crimes 
against humanity, war crimes and crimes of aggression. If the crime of 
ecocide is added to the Rome Statute, the perpetrators of environmental 
destruction would be liable to arrest, prosecution and imprisonment just 
like war criminals are.
Ecocide is largely perpetrated by corporations, and we encourage all 
countries to legislate on ecocide within their own jurisdiction. However, 
there remains a lot of room for big companies able to hire expensive 
lawyers to work around those laws. Under international law, on the 
other hand,  a corporation could be tried even if it is not prosecuted by 
the country where the crime was committed or the country where the 
perpetrator is from; any member state can invoke universal jurisdiction 
principles if they think the crime is serious enough. This creates a 
potential for enforceability that no other global mechanism can provide.
The process involves several time-consuming steps. First, a state or group 
of states need to make a proposal. Second, a simple majority of countries 
needs to agree to discuss the proposal. Third, there is a lengthy process 
of negotiations among states to come up with the final text and adopt it. 
And finally, states have to ratify it. The last time the Rome Statute was 
amended, when the crime of aggression was added, it took seven to 10 
years. We believe that for ecocide the process could actually be a lot 
quicker because there is far greater awareness of the problem and this is 
such a decisive decade regarding climate change and how we turn things 
around. Governments are waking up to these facts and the public is 
becoming more aware, so we estimate that the process could take about 
five years. It definitely won’t take the 20 years it took to get the Paris 
Agreement in place, because now the urgency is so much clearer.

Momentum is building. Several other states, including Belgium, Finland and 
France, have expressed interestinterest↗ in taking the idea forward, and in November 
Pope Francis called for ecocide to be recognised as an international crime 
against peace. The Stop Ecocide Foundation has put together a panel of 
lawyers to draft a legal definition of ecocide. Clearly, the campaigns, both on 
climate refugees and ecocide, have considerable obstacles to overcome, but 
civil society will keep pushing. The past history of civil society’s international 
engagement offers every hope that these innovative ideas will eventually come 
to fruition.
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Extinction Rebellion activists campaign for the codification of ecocide as a crime in August 2020 in London, UK. Photo by Peter Summers/Getty Images
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Looking forward:  
the UN in an evolving context
 
The current year could well be a significant one for the international system. 
One key opportunity comes from the change of presidency in the USA, which 
holds the promise that the chaotic hostility of the Trump administration 
towards international cooperation will give way to a more constructive 
approach. The Biden administration has begun the process of rejoining the 
Paris Agreement and cancelled the WHO withdrawal, and President Biden 
has also pledgedpledged↗ to rejoin the UNHRC. The opportunity this offers is not to 
seek to go back in time to the international system as it was before Trump, 
out for the Biden administration to explore and model new ways of working.  
The USA’s economic and political power means both that global institutions 
lack credibility if it is not an active member and that its reinsertion into 
international processes that are still chiefly organised around states is inevitably 
going to change dynamics. The present moment offers a rare opportunity for 
the US government to reset its relations with the international system for the 
betterment of all; if it threw its weight behind the key global initiatives for 
human rights, social justice and climate justice, it could make a huge difference 
to how the world recovers from the pandemic.

The sad truth is of course that the USA has frequently failed to be a force 
for good at the multilateral level. It could break with that tradition, but 
it cannot do so if it simply expects to walk back into its old roles. Even in a 
few years, positions have shifted and other states have filled space vacated 
by the USA. The Biden administration should accept this changed reality with 
sensitivity and humility and commit to working as a coalition partner and 
consensus-builder. With Russia behaving reprehensively in key institutions 
such as the UNSC and China pursuing its clearly self-interested agenda, the 
USA should put narrow self-interests to one side in its global engagements. 
If the Biden administration is serious about human rights, democratic 
freedoms and climate action in its multilateral re-engagement, then it should 
of course work with civil society, as a major source of advocacy, accountability  
and innovation on these fundamental issues, and should seek not to co-opt 
civil society as a vehicle for its agendas, but rather respect the autonomy and 
agency of civil society, and commit to working as a partner.

The pandemic will be present for some time yet, given the likely slow rate 
at which many global south countries will get access to vaccines. Further 
concerted international efforts are needed to challenge vaccine nationalism 
and to ensure universal vaccine access as a human right as soon as possible, 
backed by communication attempts to challenge vaccine hesitancy among 
some excluded population groups. Civil society will maintain its advocacy but 
states need to show some humanitarian leadership here. Lessons from the 
WHO’s response to the pandemic need to be learned that may have wider 
relevance for international cooperation as a whole. The acknowledgement of 
the fundamental problems highlighted by the pandemic and that worsened its 
impacts, and the potential to respond to the disruption it caused to bring about 
radical change, as highlighted by the UNSG during 2020, should not be lost as 
global north states in particular hurry to get back to business as usual.

The impacts of the pandemic should force a renewed engagementrenewed engagement↗ with the 
flagship global commitment of the SDGs, given that many people have been 
made poorer, the rights of women and girls have suffered and inequalities have 
intensified. The demands for an end to systemic racism, articulated in 2020 in 
the USA and around the world, should be met with urgency. There is now less 
than a decade left to achieve the ambitious targets of the SDGs, many of which 
bear the hallmarks of civil society’s influence, and yet too many states appear 
not to have taken the SDGs seriously, or act as if they can be achieved through 
top-down and technocratic approaches. Civil society has not been recognised 
as equal partners in achieving the SDGs, and the rights-based nature and social 
justice values of the SDGs have consistently been downplayed. The call from 
civil society is that post-pandemic recovery offers an opportunity to do things 
differently and better, and as part of this, the SDGs offer a roadmap.

Stalled international processes to combat the climate crisis must also come 
back to life in 2021. COP26 in November must be seen as the last realistic 
chance for states to commit to real targets to cut their emissions to bring 
warming to a manageable level, and to demonstrate how they will meet their 
targets. The opportunity for a green recovery from the pandemic must be 
seized. The voices of civil society that mobilised in such huge numbers before 
the pandemic to make climate change an urgent political priority, and that will 
certainly mobilise en masse again as soon as it is feasible, must be heard. As 
the global spotlight shifts back to climate change, the chance is there for the 
international system to show why humanity needs it, to solve the problems 
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that states alone cannot address. It is in all our interests that it does not fail 
this test, and it is the role of all of us in civil society to put the pressure on 
COP26 to show the best of what the international system can do.

When it comes to the UN’s ways of working, the use of online participation 
as a complementary means of consultation alongside real-world participation 
should be further developed to bring in a wider diversity of civil society voices. 
The more fundamental changes being sought by civil society – for a high-level 
civil society champion, a UN parliament and a world citizen’s initiative – must 
be taken seriously, and civil society will keep pushing to see demonstrable 
progress on these. The process to either reappoint or choose a new UNSG 
must be highly transparent and give civil society opportunities to dialogue with 
candidates, and seek commitments from them.

Civil society will continue to remind all who operate within the UN system that 
they are fulfilling a role that humanity needs. The UN, and all who work within 
it, must recall its origins, 75 years ago, as a response to the horrors of war 
and appalling crimes against humanity brought by the evils of fascism, and its 
promotion of a vision of a world built around its three pillars, of human rights, 
sustainable development and peace and security, as an alternative. Seventy-
five years on, the UN exists in a much-changed world in which new emergencies 
have arisen, and not just the current pandemic, but the existential threat of 
climate change. Much has been accomplished, but there are profound and 
even worsening challenges that exist in relation to core UN issues of human 
rights, equality and peace. The UN must represent the best hopes and finest 
aspirations of humanity. Civil society will urge it to be so, and work with it to 
make it so.

In the hope that it is still not too late, environmental activists in the Philippines mobilise on 25 September 2020 to demand urgent action on the climate crisis. Photo by Ezra Acayan/Getty 
Images
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